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PREFACE.

MOST students of Chinese literature, at the commencement of their career,

must have felt themselves frequently arrested in their readings, by the occur-

rence of proper names, and quotations from books, to which they could find no

clue without the assistance of a native scholar; and it may be, were uncon-

scious of the fact that they were dealing with the names of books, persons or

places. To furnish the means of alleviating, if not of overcoming such a dif-

ficulty, is one of the main objects of the following pages. The ground it is

true is not altogether unoccupied; several works have appeared from time to

time on Chinese Bibliography; but they have been so limited in the extent of

their subject, or are now become so rare, that the present treatise can scarcely

be deemed superfluous, or a mere repetition of what has been done before.

The "Catalogus librorum bibliothecsa regias Sinicorum," is a complete list

by Fourmont, of the Chinese books in the Royal Library at Paris, with copious

explanatory details
; containing much information doubtless, but so full of er-

rors as to make it a very unsafe guide to the uninitiated. It is appended to

his "Linguae Sinarum Grammatica," pp. 343 511, and was issued at Paris in

1742. This work has been charged, and justly so, with numerous and glaring

defects; but if we consider the state of Chinese studies in Europe when the

author wrote, before the publication of the " Memoires" of the missionaries, or

De Mailla's translation of Chinese History, and with scarcely any of the nu-

merous aids that later students have enjoyed, we have reason rather to wonder

at what he was able to accomplish, and that he did it so well. Sir John F.

Davis tells us indeed, "that Pourmont merely compiled the materials which

were sent to him by the French missionaries."* That Fourmont was chiefly

indebted to the missionaries, for what progress he was able to make in the lan-

guage, seems most probable; but that a man could issue a large tome like his

folio Grammar and " Meditationes Sinicas," without some pretention to a know-

ledge of the language, is difficult to believe.

* " Chinese Novels, translated from the Chinese." p. 41. London, 1822.
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This was the only catalogue of that library, however, till 1816, when the

Minister of the Interior requested Abel Remusat to take the matter in hand.

The latter accepted the invitation con amore, and the following year inserted a

comprehensive essay on the subject, in the "Annales Encyclopediques." The

same was published separate at Paris in 1818, with the title "Memoire sur

les livres Chinois de la Bibliotheque du Roi, et sur le plan du nouveau Cata-

logue dont la composition a ete ordonnee par S. Ex. le Ministre de 1'Inttirieur;

avec des reniarques critiques sur le Catalogue public par E. Fourmont, en 1742.

Par M. Abel-Remusat." This is replete with information of a special charac-

ter, but the remarques critiques upon his predecessor are severely cutting.

Even Remusat however, with the additional light of three quarters of a cen-

tury, and a rare capacity for such studies; albeit his talents have secured him

a lasting reputation, and made him the founder of the modern school of Sino-

logy, yet in his strictures on Fourmont, he is not beyond the reach of criticism.

His essay was reproduced almost verbatim in the second volume of his "Me-

langes Asiatiques," in 1826, under the title "Sur les livres Chinois de la

Bibliotheque du Roi," with a supplementary article, in which he states the

extended form his bibliothecal labours had assumed, Messrs. Reinaud, Bour-

nouf, Lassen, Quatremere and others of the first orientalists of the day being
associated with him in the work.

I do not know to what extent the labours of these savants have been given
to the public, nor have 1 had an opportunity of examining the " Notices et Ex-

traits des manuscrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi,"* but I presume that collec-

tion must contain much interesting information from their pens.

When the nucleus of the Chinese collection in the Royal Library at Berlin

was formed, in the latter half of the 17th century, a Latin catalogue of the books,

on a single sheet, was published by Andrew Miiller the curator, which has now

become an excessive rarity. The same author published a second part of his

list in 1683. The library having been augmented from time to time, a catalogue

with most elaborate details, and rare extracts, was completed by Jules Klaproth
in 1812. This was published in Paris ten years afterwards, with the title

"Veraeichniss der Chinesischen und Mandshuischen Biicher und Handschriften

der Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin." Of this writer it has been said, that

there were few questions of literary or historic interest regarding the East, in

which he did not take a part, and almost every subject he touched, he did so to

the benefit of science. His various writings on oriental bibliography, have
thrown light on some abstruse questions, and enriched that class of literature

with many facts which were not generally known before. In the catalogue in

question, he has contrived to exhibit a great amount of that erudition, with

which his mind was so richly stored.

* The publication was begun in 1787. and I find by Duprat's sale catalogue in 1854, the 17th vol-

ume was then in the press. Probably several more volumes are now added to the series.
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Since the publication of the last-named work, much having been added to

the collection, Professor Schott of Berlin made a catalogue of the more recent

acquisitions, as a continuation of that of Klaproth. This was published at

Berlin in 1840, with the title "Verzeichniss der Chinesischen und Mandschu-

Tungusischen Biicher und Handschriften der Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin.

Eine Fortsetzung des im Jahre 1822 erschienenen Klaproth'schen Verzeich-

nisses." Although this has not got the polyglott embellishments of Klaproth'a

work, there is a great amount of curious and useful information in it.

A very considerable Chinese library exists at St. Petersburg, of which Father

Avakum, formerly a missionary at Peking, drew up a list, included in his ac-

count of the Asiatic Library, which was published in 1843. The translation

of the title runs thus: "Catalogue of the books, manuscripts, and charts, in

the Chinese, Manchu, Mongol, Tibetan and Sanscrit languages, in the library

of the Asiatic department"*. His descriptions are said to be short, and so very

general, that they throw little light on the subject,

In 1852, a thick octavo volume was published in French, by Dorn, with the

title "Catalogue des Manuscrits et Xylographes Orientauxde la Bibliotheque

Imperiale publique de St. Petersbourg." This is executed with a good deal

of care, but it has not been accessible to me for consultation.

The "Catalogus librorum manuscriptorum Japonicorum a Ph. Fr. de Siebold

collectorum, annexa enumeratione illorum, qui in Museo Regio Hagano servan-

tur," by Siebold and Hoffmann, gives a descriptive list of the Japanese books in

the Royal Museum at the Hague, published at Leyden in 1845. A great part

of these are merely Japanese editions of Chinese works; but the compilers of the

catalogue have given the Japanese pronunciation of the titles, which would be

unrecognizable to the mere Chinese student, were they not given also in the

original character at the end. The explanatory details are brief, and in many
cases there is nothing beyond a simple translation of the title.

The "Catalogue of the Chinese Library of the Royal Asiatic Society," by the

Rev. S. Kidd, is a bald collection of titles, scarcely worth mentioning.
On the death of Klaproth, when his books were to be sold by auction, the

second part of the catalogue was compiled by C. Landresse, with the title

"Catalogue des Livres composantla Bibliotheque de feu M. Klaproth, Deux-

ieme Partie," Paris, 1839. This contains about three hundred Chinese, Man-

chu and Japanese books, with interesting notes on each book, and a prelimina-

ry notice regarding the collection.

A treatise by Professor Schott, issued at Berlin in 1854, with the title

"Entwurf einer beschreibung der chinesischen litteratur," is a learned contri-

bution to the subject in question, well worth the perusal of every student in

* The original title may be thus transcribed: "Katalog knegarn rukopesyara e kartam na Ketae-

skom, Mantchshurskoni, Mongolskom, Tebetskom e Sanskretskom yasuikach, nachodyashtskemsya

v' bebliotek Asiyatskago Departaruenta."
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that department. The philosophic views of the writer, and his extensive ac-

quaintance with the literature of the East, make him an authority to be res-

pected; and there are probably few who can form a juster estimate of the true

character and value of the productions of the press of China.

Such are the principal works as far as I know, that have been written on

Chinese Bibliography, in European languages; and although I have had most

of them by me, my obligation is merely such as to call for the most general ac-

knowledgment. Indeed they cover but a small portion of the field occupied by

this treatise; and while they shew a remarkable amount of scholarship, which

is not the thing aimed at here, their authors were necessarily confined within

such limits, as it is not advisable for a resident in China to restrict himself to.

Still the present essay is not by any means intended to be exhaustive. The

books named are but a small selection from the mass
;
and anything like a com-

plete list of the native literature is a work that still remains to be accomplish-

ed. By far the greater portion have been described from actual examination;

but a number of important works which were not accessible to me, have been

notified, from records in other Chinese publications. To the imperial catalogue

K'in ting sz& k'o<3 tseuen shoo tsuncj mull, I am chiefly indebted
;
and it will be

no disparagement to this essay, to say that I have generally been guided in es-

timating the characters of the various books which are noticed, by the views

set forth, in that masterly composition. The arrangement followed has been

almost entirely after the plan of that work, a plan commended by Remusat,*
whose literary taste few will be disposed to question.

For the publications of the early Jesuit missionaries, a special source of in-

formation has turned up. A Chinese tract without date, entitled ^ jfjj f^ f

Shing keaGu sin ching, "Evidences of the Holy Religion," signed by two na-

tive converts as the authors, gives a series of short notices of all the Jesuit

missionaries to China, down to the year 1681, with the several publications is-

sued by each. This part of the tract was translated into Latin by Philip

Couplet, and published at the end of his "Astronomia Europsea," in 16S7,

under the title "Catalbgus Patrum Societatis Jesu. Qui post obiturn S.

Fraucisci Xaverii ab Anno 1581, usque ad Annum 1681. In Imperio Sinarum

Jesu Christi Fidem propugnarunt, ubi singulorum nomina, ingressus, predica-

tio, mors, sepultura, libri Sinice ecliti recensentur." This has given me a clue

to the authors of most of the books published by the Jesuits within that period.

In De Murr's "Litteraj patentes Imperatoris Sinarum Kang-hi," there is

also a classified list of the scientific productions of the Jesuits, with the title

"Catalogus librorum mathematicorum, physicorum et philosophicorum, sinice

scriptorum editorumque a Missionariis Societatis Jesu;"f but this is not near

so full as Couplet's list.

* "
Melanges Asiatiques," Vol. 2, p. 389.

t Couplet's catalogue and this have been recently republished in China by lithography, in a 4to.

brochure.
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This work was undertaken at the suggestion of a veteran sinologue, who

finished his earthly course more than ten years past. The greater portion was

in print when I left China on a visit to England in 1860; but was then neces-

sarily laid aside. On my return to Shanghae in 1864, the pursuits which oc-

cupied me being unfavourable to the prosecution of such work, I had no in-

tention of resuming it for the time. Copies of what was done however, having
fallen into the hands of some of my friends, I was repeatedly urged from

various quarters to complete the treatise; which has now been carried through
at leisure intervals.

While engaged on the earlier pages I had the use of a tolerably extensive

Chinese library, a great part of which is no longer at my service; and the me-

chanical facilities for passing them through the press, were such as I have not

now at command. The latter consideration however, is greatly counterbalanc-

ed by the assistance I have received from W. Gamble, Esq., the Superinten-

dent of the American Presbyterian Mission Press at Shanghae, who has shewn a

friendly interest in forwarding the work. It has been a great advantage more-

over, to have the use of the font of small Chinese type, with which the Appen-
dix and and Indexes are printed. This font which has been recently completed,

is entirely the result of Mr. Gamble's unwearying enterprise, and will prove
the most convenient type for European book-work of any that has yet been cast.

Conscious of many defects in the treatise, and feeling that those who may
take the trouble to peruse it, will discover others, I commend it to the indul-

gence of Sinologues; and shall be gratified if it should prove any assistance to

those who would explore the literature of a third part of the human race.

A. WYLIE,
SHANGHAE, 18th July, 1867.
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INTRODUCTION.

THERE is a tradition among the Chinese, that an ancient sage named Tsang-

kfe'e was the inventor of their written character; but if we admit the fact, there

is very little to be gathered from it; for it is too much to believe that any me-

morial of the event should have been handed down to subsequent ages. An

attempt to determine the period when writing was first used in China, offers

little prospect of a satisfactory result; the probability being well sustained, that

it was imported by the early settlers from the west.

It is needless to refer to the rude device of knotted cords, for the purpose of

aiding the memory, which we have no evidence of having ever been used

by this people. Nor will it cast much light on the question, to adduce the

mysterious symbols of the Yih king; for notwithstanding the repeated affirma-

tions of native scholars, it is difficult to see how such could have been the nu-

cleus of any system of ideographic writing.

The grotesque figures of the Shang and Chow inscriptions still extant, al-

though they point to an elementary stage in the graphic art, yet offer too great

a resemblance to the hieroglyphics^of the west, to claim for them an independent

origin. With such instrumentality, we can scarcely imagine any great develop-

ment in the art of recording the impressions of the mind; but we are not sure

that this was the only kind of writing in use, even at the period referred to; for

it is quite possible that the antique form may have been preserved in the stone

and metal inscriptions, while a more current hand served the wider necessities

of general usage; a practice which exists to some extent at the present day/

The custom prevalent during the Chow, of piercing the characters on slips of

bamboo, was not calculated to encourage a great extension of the art; but such

appears to have been the usual form of the records of that age. Tradition as-

cribes the invention of the hair pencil to the 3rd century B. C., but it is believed

that something of the kind was in use in earlier ages.

* There are not wanting idle legends, to supply the lack of direct information, regarding the in-

troduction of the use of the pencil in writing. Thus Jjjjfc 5V |5c Ching-kung Suy, a writer under the

|_i TMII, in an essay entitled ^ jjfc ^ j^ Jfr km peih foo. tells us that "
Tsang-ku'6, who was mi-

raculously born with four eyes and gifted with unwonted intelligence, while pondering over the art ot

writing, made a black rhinoceros-horn stem tipped with ivory, on which he glued some of the downy
beard of a crrtain grass, and bound it five times round with a threefold cord," such being the type of

a pencil. The ijjj )f H'".lt yitcn, says. "Fo-he at first cut his characters with wood
;
a practice su-
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Notwithstanding all impediments however, there can be little doubt of the ex-

istence of many written documents which have passed into oblivion, leaving no

name and scarcely a trace behind. Such may have contributed to the composi-

tion of the earliest works now extant. The names of a number of books have

been handed down to us from remote antiquity, of which we know little or no-

thing more. Some of these have their spurious representatives, which having
survived to the present day, are now independently entitled to rank as ancient

works; while others of a similar origin have shared the fate of their genuine

prototypes.

That a small section of the existing literature justly claims an origin as early

as the Chow, we have evidence sufficiently satisfactory. A few fragments there

are, ascribed to an age prior to Confucius; but it is right to say that their

genuineness has been impugned.
Four at least of the Classics maybe accepted as having issued from the hands

of the sage, and it is almost certain, that for three of them, the Shoo, the She

and the Yih, a great part of the materials existed previously; while for the

Ch'un-ts'ew, his own especial composition, he must have been largely indebted

to the state archives. It is natural to think that these may have undergone

modification in the course of transmission to succeeding ages; and the Le-ke, the

perseded by Heen-yuen, who traced the writing with a knife; and this lasted till the time of the sage

Shun, who invented the 'pencil,' to paint the characters on the bamboo tablets." A more reliable

tradition is found in the Po with che, to the effect that " The pencil was invented by ^ t$ Mung
Teen," a general under Che-hwang of the Tsin, (B.C. 240205.) The biography of Mung Teen in the

She kc makes no mention of the fact however. We find a paragraph in allusion to this in the Chung hwa

too kin dioo, which says: "New Ting made the following enquiry, 'Since the time that written contracts

came into use, pencils ought to have been known also
;
how is it that the invention is commonly as-

cribed to Mung TpenV His interlocutor replied, 'The invention of the Tsin pencil dates from Mung

Teen, who made the stem of mulberry wood, and the brush of deer's hair covered with goat's hair.

This was the azure down, and differed from the one with a bamboo stem and rabbits hair.'
" The

1^ llF "t
1 'M Shang shoo chung how, says: "When the black tortoise appeared with the figure on his

back, Chow Kung took a '

pencil' and described it." In the firstsection of the is ke it is said: "The

historian carries the 'pencil.'" Seu Keen, in the flj ^ fjl Ts'oo hcokc, remarks on the preceding :

"According to the Shang sAoo chung how and the Le ke, we find that '

pencils
' were in use before the

Tsin dynasty. It may be that the name was not used in other states but only in the Tsin, and Mung
Teen improved the quality of them." The Shwo wan describes the character Jj Yuh, as: "An ar-

ticle used for writing. In Tsoo it is called Yuh; in Woo it is called Puh leuh; in Yon it is called Fuli;

the root of the character being ^ yee; In Tsin it is called Peih." The Urhya says: "Ftth huh sig-

nili'-s a 'pencil;'" and Kwn P6 the commentator, without noticing the above remarks of Heu Shin,

says: --The people of Shuh call a '

pencil,
'

puh leuh, which is merely a variation in the pronunciation."

Several attempts at etymological identification have been recently applied to Chinese. May we ven-

ture to seek a cognate for the terms Fuh, Peih and Puh leuh, which are evidently variants of the same-

word. In Turkish, a "feather" is pupula; which in Mongol becomes urbalgc; Georgian, biimouli; Per-

sian, per; Russian, pero; French, plume. Perhaps the English tnish may be traced to the same source.

If there be any foundation for such an etymology, then we may infer that a feather was the original

writing instrument in China
;
and it may be observed that the radical word given by Heu Shin, has not

the sign of the "bamboo" annexed as now written; but is composed of a character which in the

archaic form shews "a hand grasping a duster," and " a stroke." The modern form with the " bam-

boo" radical appears to have been first used under the Tsin.
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remaining member of the pentateuch which originally emanated from the great

teacher, has been gathered up in such a mulilated form, that it becomes a ques-

tion how far he can be he?d responsible for its contents.

The age of Confucius and several centuries downwards gave birth to a suc-

cession of writers, distinguished for the baldness of their theories and the frre-

dom of their utterance. Laou-tsZe, Kwan-yin-tsze, Leih-tsze and Chwang-

tsze, the apostles of Taouism ;
Mencius and Sun-tsze, who sustained the repu-

tation of the orthodox
; Mih-tsze, Yin-wan-tsze, Shin-tsze, Ho-kwan-tsze,

Kung-sun LUBg-teze and Hwae-nan-tsze, who broached philosophical theories

at variance with the teachings of the great sage ;
Kwan-tsze and Han-fei-tsze,

who have put on record their views of legislation ;
Sun-tsze and Woo-tsze, two

writers on military tactics; besides others who have not attained the same ce-

lebrity ;
all bear witness to the period being one of mental activity and vigour'

Considering the imperfect facilities that then existed for book-making, writers-

multiplied to a remarkable extent
;
and even the "

power of the press
"
began

to be felt, if it be allowable to apply that expression to an age when every copy

of a book had to be produced by the tedious routine of individual manipulation.

So oppressive indeed did this power become to the despot of Tsin, who as-

cended the imperial throne in 221 B. C., that he boldly resolved on the extinc-

tion of all the records of the past, excepting only works on Medicine, Divina-

tion, and Husbandry, together with the annals of his own house. This na-

turally involved many of the literati, who were put to death on the occasion,

and the event, which is recorded as the first great
"
bibliothecal catastrophe,"

has rendered the memory of the monarch infamous through all succeeding ge-
'nerations.

The short-lived dynasty of Tsin was succeeded by that of Han, the princes of

which distinguished themselves by a more liberal policy towards the scholars of
the empire. In the year 190 B. C., the law for the suppression of literary

works was repealed. Encouragements were held out to the possessors of such,

to bring forward their hidden treasures; when the walls of buildings and moun-

tain crevices delivered up many relics of- the past, which were deposited on the

shelves of the imperial book-store
;

the durable character of the material hav-

ing preserved them from destruction. Towards the close of the first century

B. C., many works were still wanting and others incomplete ;
so that addition-

al efforts were made to secure the missing documents. Lew Heang was ap-

pointed to classify the whole and form a library ;
but dying while the task was

yet unfinished, his son Lew Hin completed the work under imperial commis-

sion, and drew up a resume of his labours in seven sections. The substance of

six of these forms the Bibliographical section in the History of the Former

Han, and we may believe furnishes a very correct view of the extent of the

national literature at that period. It is in fact a detailed catalogue with va-

luable notes, the following being a general summary of the contents :
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Works on the Classics, 3,123 sections, by 103 authors.

Philosophical, 2,705 do. 137 do.

Poetical, 1,318 do.
* 106 do.

Military, 790 do. 53 do.

Mathemathics, 2,528 do. 190 do.

Medical, 868 do. 36 do.

This collection, which had been amassed with so much care, was not allowed

to remain long undisturbed, for during the insurrection of Wang-mang at the

close of the dynasty, the imperial edifice was reduced to ashes, and scarcely a

vestige remained of the well-assorted library. This is considered the second

great
"

bibliothecal catastrophe."

The practice begun thus early of forming national collections of the native

literature, has been imitated in nearly every succeeding dynasty, and has

tended much to the advancement of the nation in mental culture. In the

it i'jiis of Kwang-woo and Ming-te of the After Han, great efforts were made
to restore the library. Many rare works had no doubt perished in the confla-

gration, but we may presume a great proportion of the books still existed in

duplicate among the scholars ; and it is said that when the reins tater of the

dynasty returned to the capital at Lo-yang, he had more than two thousand

vehicles laden with written records.

The impetus having been given, it was followed up in after years with such

vitality,- that the Han is pointed back to as an era in the history of Chinese

literature. Bamboo and wooden tablets had already been to some extent su-

perseded by the textile fabric, which last was now supplanted by the more re-

cent invention of paper ;f and the new facility thus introduced, had no doubt

* The character jg fmi, here translated "
Section," meant in ancient times " a slip of bamboo,"

but whether it bore that sense here, or a bundle of such slips, it is not possible now to determine
;

though the latter seems pmlwble.

t The biography of $
\jjfr Ts'ae Lun in the History of the After Han, has the following state-

ment :

"
Anciently written documents were for the chief part on bamboo tablets. When close wove

silk came into use it was callecl ;jfa die
'

paper.' But the expense of the silk, and the cumbrous char-

acter of the tablets, rendered both unsuitable for general use
;
when Ts'ae Lun invented the manu-

facture of paper from the iuner bark of trees, ends of hemp, old rags and fishing nets. In ];i.~> he

laid his project before the emperor, who commended his ability ;
and from that time it came into

universal use, under the name of Marquis Ts'au's paper.'
1

(How han sJtoo. Book 108, pp. 5, G.) It

was distinguished according to the material used, as "
hemp paper," "bark paper" and "net pa-

per." (JsM- JJK jyj Yii fith die.) The radical of the character cite being "silk," is a memento of the

anterior use of that material
;

while another form of the character, {, being composed with the

radical for "a cloth," commemorates the subsequent invention. The expense of the silk in early

times, placed it beyond the reach of many of the people, who consequently used a kind of sedge.

(TVooAcofo) In a biographical notice of the consort of the emperor Heaou-ching of the Former

Han, in the year B. C. 12, mention is made of an article named iJi j[jj| hih tc,
which the commenta-

tor explains as " small thin paper.'' (Tsmi han shoo. Book 97, 2nd part.) Some have argued from

this that Ts'ae Luirs was no original invention, but merely an improvement on what had been done

before. (Jleo cfiae tetn peih,) It is very doubtful however if the article alluded to be the same. Men-
tion is made also of a rival contemporary with Ts'ae Lun. One Tso Plh is said to have excelled in the

art
;
but fame has been less generous in recording his merits. (SItoo twan.) Two different places were

pointed out in subsequent ages as the site of Ts'au's operations. The W y'\\ Hi Seatiy chow He
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a mighty influence in increasing the number of authors. Expounders of the

Classics multiplied; and if their writings were not marked by the boldness and

brilliancy of ideas that distinguished later authors, we are struck by their pains-

taking endeavours to ascertain and preserve the literal meaning of the text
;

their comparative proximity to the age of the latter, placing them at an ad-

vantage which must obviously decrease with the lapse of time. Poetry began
to be cultivated, and the lyric strains of those early ages contain precious and

interesting memories of the social and domestic life of the people ; while the

art kept pace with the secular progress of literature, till its culminating epoch
in the Tang. National history was initiated, and the model then executed,
has been consecutively followed through various dynasties to the present age.
The first dictionary was composed, an etymologicon which is looked upon as a

master-piece, and has scarcely yet been surpassed. The spread of Taouism
made an impress on the writings of the period, and to that we are indebted for

a class of books abounding in the marvellous and supernatural, the remote pro-

genitors of the modern romance.

Between the years 172 and 177 the classics were revised by a literary com-

mission, and engraved on stone tablets, which were placed outside the national

college ;
and although it is probable that impressions were frequently taken

from these slabs, yet it may be a matter of surprise, that the hint thus afford-

ed lay dormant for so many ages, before the art of printing properly so called

was fully developed.

In the disorders that took place about the end of the second century, the

palace at Lo-yaug was burnt and the greater part of the books again lost. With
the remainder, comprising more than seventy cart-loads, the emperor set out on

his journey to Chang-gan in Shen-se, the western capital. The length of the

way, however, and the dfficulties they encountered from the opposition of arm-

ed bands were so formidable, that they only succeeded in bringing about half

the amount to their destination
;
and even these were nearly all destroyed soon

after, in the period of turbulanee that ensued. This is reckoned the third
;

"
bibliothecal catastrophe."

During the few yt-ars that the throne of Lo-yaug was occupied by the house

of Wei, in the middle of the 3rd century, a disposition was evinced again to

advance the cause of literature, and under their successors of the Tsin the work

of collecting was actively carried on. Seun Heu, the Keeper of the Archives to

tin- latter, drew up u new catalogue of existing works classed under four divi-

,
which were distinguished by the four first characters of the denary cycle,

."fill of Ilio district city of Luy-y.'ui:;. is the residence of Ts';i Lfin, the Yellow-sate

:<ine mortar may ! seen, in which it is s;iid ho i

p, C.) The jfij jj'i'l gjl Jt'iiiy dim:' /> s;ns :

"
In thi: \ji-inii y Ol J ;L\\% is tin- residence of Tg'a<j I, mi

; liy tho side of which

red p.'.per from tisliin

ncyofhisarl hv the people of that district, many of whom arc expert,

'." (A'i7tc/ I, iJ"o!c H7. pp. 7, 8.)
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Kea, Tilt, Ping. Tiny. The first division contained Works on the Classics

and collateral studies
;
the second, Works c-n Philosophy, Military tactics, Ma-

thematics and Divination
;

the third, History, State documents and Miscella-

neous writings ;
and the fourth, Poetry, Topographical works, and books found

in the old Wei tomb; the whole comprising 29,945 books.* During the reign

of the imbecile Hwuy-tc, this library went to decay ;
and in the time of his

successor Hwae-te, the palace was burnt in 311, the destruction or dispersion
of the books being thus completed. This was the fourth great

"
bibliothecal

catastrophe."
The first emperor of the Eastern Tsin, Yuen-te, who held his court at Nan-

king, turned his attention toward the restoration of the library ;
and when his

minister Le Ch'ung undertook the revision of Seun Hen's catalogue, he found

only 3014 books left out of the whole number.
In 431, soon after the establishment of the Sung, Se'ay Ling-yuen the Keep-

er ot the Archives made a catalogue of the works in his custody, to the number
of 4.382 books. Another was drawn up by Wang Keen, an officer of the same
board in 473, comprising 5704 books. Buddhist missionaries from India had

been for centuries propagating their tenets throughout China, and we now find

their writings occupying a department in the national library. The transla-

tion of the Hindoo sacred books, commenced in the 1st century, continued to

be prosecuted for eight or nine hundred years; during which time a vast amount

of Sanscrit lore was transferred into Chinese. From the same source the lan-

guage was enriched by the addition of some thousands of new characters
;
and

a method of analyzing the sounds was introduced about the period in question,

which has left a permanent stamp on the national lexicography. This foreign

religion gained at times much patronage in influential quarters; and even

princes were known openly to submit themselves to its guidance; while the

wide-spread dissemination of its dogmas and practices, naturally gave a tinge

to the philosophic writings of the day. Besides the translatorial labours of the

fraternity, numerous works were written in apology and elucidation of the in-

stitution; and these called forth arguments and invectives from the orthodox

Confucians. The memorials of these early ages abound in remonstrances against

the favours accorded to Buddhism. The above named Wang Keen, in a re-

view of the national literature, divides it into seven heads, and devotes an ap-

pendix to the consideration of Taouist and Buddhist writings.

Under the brief domination of the house of Tse, near the end of the 5th cen-

tury, Seay Pei the Keeper of the Archives, and his secondary Wang Leang,

compiled a catalogue of their works, which we find amounted to 18,010 books.

_,__
*

_
__

<

* The word ;g JTcucn, here translated "book," and its equivalent & fffl Eeuen cliuh, signified

originally a roll. They were probably first applied to literature when sheets of silk were used in-

stead of bamboo slips, and subsequently to the paper scrolls mounted on rollers. The RCIKH in mo-

dern books is of various extent, frequently occupying a volume
; though it is quite customary to id-

elude two or three, or even more in a volume; and sometimes a keuen is divided into two volumes.
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But this library was burnt by the troops at the overthrow of the dynasty,
and the greater part of the contents was lost.

At the beginning of the 6th century > through the efforts ofJin Fang, the offi-

cial curator under the Leang, an accumulation was made to the amount of

33,106 books, exclusive of Buddhist works, and a list of the contents was drawn

Up in five catalogues. In the period Poo-tung (520-526), Yuen Heaou-seu, a

private scholar who had made very extensive researches on the subject, drew up
a kind of catalogue ralsonnee of the national literature, digested under the seveu

heads: 1, Classics; 2, History; 3, Philosophy and Military tactics; 4, Poetry;

5, Arts and Sciences; 6, Buddhism; 7>Taouism. Studies were encouraged, and

private libraries were not uncommon through the provinces. Anthologies were

first compiled during this century, a class of literature which has been highly

popular among the literati ever since. When the emperor Yuen-te defeated

the rebel How King, he removed his library numbering more than 70,000 books

to King-chow the capital. Being threatened soon after by the troops of Chow,
he set fire to the principal building and nothing was saved but a remnant
which had been deposited in another part of the city. This was the fifth and

last great "bibliothecal catastrophe."

When the After Wei held their court at Ping-yang in Shan-se, Tuou-woo the

founder issued orders to all the provincial officers, to aid in the formation of a

state library; and on the removal of the capital to Lo-yang by Heaou- wan, they
made up deficiencies by borrowing from the court of Tse. In the insurrection

of 531j this collection got scattered abroad, and the contents mostly fell into

private hands.

On the establishment of the Ch'in, great efforts were made between the years

560 and 665 to renew the collection; but it was found that many works were

gone which could not be replaced.

The After Tse having removed their court to Nfie in Ho-nan, set about mak-

ing a collection; and from 565 to 575, they were occupied incessantly revising

and transcribing.

The early years of the After Chow at Chang-gan were a time of hostile pres-
sure from without, so that they had little leisure to bestow on literary matters.

They gradually increased their store however, till it amounted to 10,000 books;
and on the overthrow of the Tse, from the mass of manuscripts thus acquired,

they obtained 5,000 additional books, besides duplicates.

When the Suy became masters of the empire in 581, it was- one of their first

cares to accumulate a library. The works that had been written out under the

Ch'in their immediate predecessors were very unsightly, both paper and ink be-

ing bad; and to remedy this, they were now rewritten in duplicate by expert

caligraphers. Their whole collection was classified in thirty-one divisions, the

library at the eastern capital comprising distinct works to the number of 17,000
books. At Chang-gan also the imperial library contained some 37,000 books,
besides numerous duplicates. The catalogue of works in the history of the
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Suy dynasty is one of the most important documents extant, in reference to the

national Bibliography, shewing as it does the state of literature under that and

the preceding four dynasties; there heing nothing of the kind between it and

the memoir of Lew Hin of the Han.
The Tang is specially distinguished in the annals of literature, the monarchs

of that line delighting to draw around them the most illustrious talents of the

age. Poets took a high stand, and the period of Le Tae-plh and Too Foo is

looked to as the golden age of Chinese bards. Under the immediate patronage

of the reigning princes, the series of dynastic histories up to that time was

completed, important works were written in the departments of government

and lexicography; and a vast accession was made to the number of Buddhist

translations. In the early part of the 8th century, being the most flourishing

period, the number of works described in the official record of the library

amounted to 53,915 books; besides which there was a collection of recent

authors, numbering 28,469 books. The classification which was first adopted

by the Tang, has been followed with slight deA'iations to the present day; the

whole body of the literature being then arranged under the four great divisions

of Classics, History, Philosophers and Belles-lettres. The Bibliographical

sections of the Old and New Histories of the Tang, although they difl'iT e

what in regard to the amount of works, yet both approximate to the above

numbers.

In the 10th century, during the rule of the Five short dynasties, the classics

were fo'r the first time engraved on wood, and the printed copies sold; a nmve-

ment which had the effect of greatly increasing the number of authors, and

perpetuating works of value. Printing was known in the time of the Suy, and

practised to a limited extent during the Tang; but the early efforts at the art,

do not seem to have been sufficiently successful to supersede the manuscripts.
In time however, Hangchow became famous for the specimens turned out, and

when the advantages of the invention were manifest, Fung Taou and Le Yu,
two ministers of the Later Han, memorialised the throne in 932, to have the

Nine Classics revised and printed; a proposal which was favourably received,

and the undertaking was completed in 952. One effect of this new art was to

discourage the practice of storing up manuscripts, which had hitherto been

customary with the wealthy. Works had been copied out with the greatest

care, and fine specimens of caligraphy handed down as precious heir-looms, the

the paper, ink and mounting being all objects of the greatest interest to col-

lectors. This mechanical department of literature reached the highest degree
of perfection in the Tang, when the large collection of manuscript rolls in the

national depository were mounted with the utmost care, each of the four divi-

sions being distinguished by special colours for the rollers, covers, straps and

pins. When printing blocks were introduced, these scrolls were superseded by
the long folding sheets, iu the form of the rituals now used by the Buddhists

and Taouists; and these in their turn gave way to the book composed of double

leaves as we now have it.
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The Sung dynasty lias been designated a" protracted Angustan age of Chinese

literature," and the language and style of books may be said to have already

attained their highest point. Speculative philosophy suddenly sprung into ex-

istence, a remarkable innovation on the ordinary routine. Some slight traces of

the same line of thought indeed may be discovered from time to time in the

works of earlier ages ;
but all that had been done previously was far eclipsed by

such authors as Chow Le'en-k'e, Chang Ming-ta6u, the two brothers Ch'ing, and

especially the illustrious Choo He. The bold conceptions of the latter and the

popularity of his style, have secured for his writings a wonderful influence over

the native mind. The classics and histories passed under his revision and expo_

sition, and his new theory of the universe was destined henceforth to mould the

national belief, and give a determinate turn to many speculators who were grop-

ing after truth. The department of history also assumed a new phase. The huge

work of Sze-ma Kwang, the labourious productions of Ch'ing Tseaou and Ma

Twan-lin, and most of the voluminous compilations that were published under

the patronage of the early emperors, have taken their place as standard works of

permanent value. Although the libraries of the former dynasties had been dis-

persed in the revolutionary disorders consequent on change, yet by dint of re-

wards and encouragements a great portion of the old literature was recovered,

and most of it printed In-fore the close of the Sung.

The L'-aou who ruled contemporary with the latter were very feeble in the

matter of literature, and we have nothing of importance that has emanated

from them. We find an edict issued by them iu 10G2 prohibiting the print-

ing of bonks by private parties. As a foreign race, using a different language,
it is not surprising that Chinese studies were uncongenial to their nature; and

although they invented a character* for reducing their language to Writing, we
find no rerord of ,any books having been translated or written in it; while no-

thing but the merest fragments of it now remain.

In 1117 the Leaou were succeeded by the Kin, another Tartar race, who im-

itating their predecessors, also invented a character after they had attained

sovereign power, and made great efforts to establish a national literature.

While Chinese scholars were encouraged at their court, they had at the same

time the classics, Koine of the histories and philosophical works translated into

their native language, and circulated among their subjects. At the close of

the iling then- were fifteen of these works in the imperial library at Peking,
and may probably still be found there. A very few specimens are preserved, oil

stone tablets.

T'ue Mongols of the Yuen dynasty although liberal in their patronage of li-

terature, have not left to posterity any remarkable monument in the orthodox

department. During the short period of their supremacy, the arts and sciences

* By imperial ed part of 921, this character was ordered to be generally
used by the subjects of the dyn;i
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began to flourish, and men of talent were invited from the most distant regions.

Following the example of the Leaou and Kin, the first emperor of the Yuen

resolved upon the construction of a new character for the Mongol language, and

Baschpa a Tibetan lama was commissioned to undertake it. The classics and

works on history and government were translated into Mongol and written out

in this character, some of them having been printed. The new character how-

ever never became popular, and before the end of the dynasty it was superseded

by a modification of the Ouigour, which has been retained to the present time

as the Mongol. There are a number of inscriptions on stone tablets still exist-

ing both in the Baschpa and modified Ouigour characters, but no book in the

Mongol language has come down to us as a production of the Yuen dynasty.'
3

A tendency towards the introduction of the colloquial dialect is observable in

the writings of the Sung, and this characteristic was brought to maturity in

the Yuen, when for the first time we find a dictionary of the mandarin pronun-
ciation. The plays of the Yuen dynasty have attained a lasting celebrity, and

form a useful thesaurus of the dialect. Novels (hen began to be written, some

of which, as the Sun kwo che and Shwuy hod chuen, have secured an unrival-

led popularity, and given rise to a very prolific class of literature, though dis-

owned by the literati par excellence.

Science did not flourish during the Ming, and although there were distin-

guished authors in most departments of literature, the works of the pi

shew less of originality, than some of the preceding dynasties. "Writers were

more intent on bringing to perfection the thoughts originated in former

,

and comprehensive works of great merit issued from the press. In the

year 1406 we are told there were printed works in the imperial library to the

amount of 300,000 books, and more than double that number in manuscript.

Considering the difficulty of lighting iipon any required subject, in such a pro-

miscuous mass, the reigning prince conceived the idea of resolving the whole

into a huge cyclopaedia. The highest order of talent being engaged for the ser-

vice, the whole of this vast collection was dissected, and all the various parts

were placed under their respective heads, categorically arranged, the whole

forming one of the most prodigious literary projects on record, under the title

of the Yung lo ta teen. Wood engraving under the Ming attained to a high

degree of excellence, and the remaining specimens of that dynasty are greatly

prized as works of art.

Literary studies have been especially encouraged under the present dynast}
7
,

and not a few scholars of profound attainments and independent views have

enriched the national literature by their contributions. The, reigning family,

descended from the Kin Tartars, have for several centuries abandoned the writ-

ten character which was used by their ancestors, and some years before they

* There is still extant a vocabulary of the Mongol language, entitled a|s y$. pjp go Jliea e yih

ytt, drawn up by an imperial commission iu 1382, being fifteen yaors after the suppression of the Yuen

dynasty.
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attained the empire, an adaptation of the Mongol character was completed, for

the Manchu language. Several of the ruling princes have been most munifi-

cent patrons of the arts and sciences, and through their instigation a large por-

tion of the Chinese literature has heen translated into the Manchu language. A
number of works have also been translated into the Mongolian language, ex-

clusive of the translations of the Buddhist classics into the i'ongolian and Tib-

etan, which are sufficient to occupy a tolerably large apartment in some of the

principal monasteries. A great part of these have been printed. Magnificent

editions of the native productions of former ages have been issued, and many
new works published under imperial patronage. lu the latter part of the 17th

century, the huge accumulation of books ancient and modern numbering six

thousand volumes, under the title Koo kin t'od shoo tseih citing, was printed in

the imperial office, by moveable copper types. After a while the greater part

of the font having been purloined, and the~ remainder melted up, a set of mo-

veable wooden type was made under the same direction, for the purpose of

printing the immense collection known as the Sze /coo tseuen shoo, the printed

catalogue of which contains about 3,440 separate works, comprising upwards
of 78,000 books; besides 6,764 other works in 93,242 books, not included in the

reprint. By far the greater part of the books noticed in these pages are to be

found in this collection, but they form only a very small fraction of the whole.

Such a thesaurus is a library in itself; and with the exception of Buddhist

translations, novels and light reading, comprehends the great bulk of the ex-

isting Chinese literature.

Apart from the works issued by authority, the publications of private au-

thors under the Manchu rule have been very considerable, and some of them

indicate talent of no mean order. Although, we have not the dashing nights of

the Sung dynasty celebrities, yet we find a deep vein of thought running

through the works of some modern authors; and for critical acumen the present

age will stand a very fair comparison with most of its predecessors. The views

of bygone ages are being freely canvassed; scholars are less under the mental

domination of authority; and expositions of the classics which have long been

held infallible, are anew submitted to the test of criticism. History, Geogra-

phy and Language have each received important accessions, and Mathematical

works exhibit an evident tendency to advance.

S mi" are ready to imagine that recent intercourse with foreign nations will

Lily revolutionize Chinese modes of thought, and produce a new era in the

literature of the people and history of the nation. The stirring events of mo-
dern times will doubtless not pass away without leaving an impression on the

future of this remarkable nation; but they greatly mistake the character of the

people, who looking from our standpoint, expect to see a sudden abandonment
of old notions, fur the adoption of views and theories, which have been but re-

cently acquired by those who now seek their introduction. Here we observe a

of national character between the Chinese and their neHi-
bour.s on tin; east. While the Japanese have ever shewn themselves ready and
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eager to imitate foreign nations in their modes of thought and development of

civilization, and have accepted and republished the works of Europeans almost

without passing them through their own mental crucible; the Chinese on the

other hand look with extreme jealousy on anything coming from without, and

it is only after the most cautious deliberation and satisfactory evidence, that

they are induced to graft any new ideas upon the stock of wisdom that has

come down to them through so many ages, with the honoured sanction of those

whom they have been accustomed to look upon as the wise and the good of

their race. The mind of China has a history, and in order rightly to appre-
hend it, we must trace it from its source, and mark its progess for milleuiums

of years past; and if we are at times arrested by its imperturbable character

and tardiness of movement, yet the thoughtful mind will discover an element

of progress, and much to encourage hope for the future.

For a despotic empire like China, the press is remarkably free; and although
there is a censorate, its action is of the mildest character. The kind of works

prohibited are mainly those of a treasonable or licentious tendency. The fol-

lowing is a list of such publications at present circulated among the book,

stores, by order of the authorities :
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,

TRANSLATIONS OP CHINESE WORKS INTO EUROPEAN LANGUAGES.

CLASSICS.

Yih king. p. 1*

1 Y-KING antiquissimus sinarum liber quern ex latina interpretatione P.

Regis aliorumque ex Soc. Jesu P. P. edidit Julius Mold. 1834. Stuttgartiae et

Tubingae. 2 vols.

Shoo king, p. 2.

2. ANCIENT CHINA. ^f Jjj. The Shoo King, or the Historical Classic: being
the most ancient authentic record of the annals of the Chinese empire: illustra-

ted by later commentators. Translated by W.H. Medhurst, Sen. Shanghae: 1846.
3. LE CHOU-KING, un des livres sacrds des Chinois, qui renferme les Fonde-

ments de leur ancienne Histoire, les Principes de leur Gouvernement & de leur

Morale; ouvrage recueilli par Confucius. Traduit & enrichi de Notes, par Feu
le P. Gaubil, Missionaire a la Chine. Revu & corrige sur le Texte Chinois, accom-

pagne de nouvelles Notes, de Planches gravees en Taille-douce & d'Additions
tirees des Historiens Originaux, dans Icsquelles on donne 1'Histoire des Princes
omis dans le Chou-king. Par M. De Guignes. On y a joint un Discours Pr6-

liminaire, qui contient des Recherchea sur les terns anterieurs a ceux dont parle
le Chou-king, & une Notice de 1'Y-king, atitre Livre Sacre des Chinois. Pa-

ris, 1770.

She king. p. 3.

4. CONFUCII CHI-KING, sive Liber Carminum. Ex Latina P. Lacharme in-

terpretatione edidit Julius Mohl. Stuttgartiae et Tubiugae, 1830.

Le k. p. 5.

5. jjijl f LI-KI ou Memorial des Rites traduit pour la premiere fois du

Chinois, et accompagne de notes, de commentaires et du texte original par J.

M. Gallery. Turin 1853.

Ch'un ts'cw. p. 5.

6. (The first book of the Ch'un is'ew in the Chinese text, with a Latin trans-

lation by Bayer, appeared in the "Cominentaria Academic Petropolitanee," Vol.

7. pp. 398, sqq.)

Chow U. p. 4.

7. THE CEREMONIAL USAGES OF THE CHINESE, B. C. 1121, as prescribed in

the "Institutes of the Chow dynasty strung as pearls;" or Chow le kwan choo.

JH) II ft S<fc Being an abridgment of the Chow le classic, by Jj $ 40 Hoo Peili-

seang, (designated ?f fa Mung Chew). Translated from the original Chinese,

with notes, by William Raymond Gingell, London: 1852.

8. LE TCHEOU-LI ou Rites des Tcheou, traduit pour la premiere fois du

Chiuois par Feu Edouard Biot. Paris, 1851. 2 vols. and Table Analytique.

Ta lie.o. p. 6.

9. TRANSLATION OF TA-HIO; the First of the Four Books. (This forms

part of Morrison's "Horae Sinicae," published in London, in 1812.) The "Horaj

Binicaj" was republished by Montucci, in connection with "A Parallel drawn

between the two intended Chinese Dictionaries;" which appeared at London in

1817.)
* These numbers refer to the pages in the present treatise, where the works are described;
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10. ^ f% TA-HYOH, with a translation, and a Praxis, explaining each cha-

racter as it occurs. (This was published as a,i appendix to Marshman's "Elements
of Chinese Grammar," at Serampore, in 1814.)

11. TRANSLATION OF THE TA-HEO CLASSIC ^ Jjl "The Great Lesson of Life."

By C. B. Hillier. (This appeared in Part 3, of the "Transactions of the China
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society." Hongkong, 1851-52.)

12 ^ ^ LE TA Hio, ou la Grande Etude, le premier des quatre livres de

philosophic morale et politique de la Chine; ouvrage de Khoung-fou*tseu (Con-
fucius) et de son disciple Thseng-tseu; traduit en Francois avec une version la-

tine et le texte Chinois en regard; accompagrie du commentaire complet de

Tch6u-hi, et de notes tirees de divers autres comuientateurs Chinois; Par G.

Pauthier. Paris, 1837.

13. COXFVCII TA HIO sine Philosophia cum interpretatione et scholiis qui-
busdam. (Tliis is the first book of the Ta hed^ in Chinese and Latin, publish-
ed in Bayer's "Museum Sinicum," ia 1730. Vol. 2. Plates 2 -4. pp. 237256.)

Chung yuny. p. 6.

14. TCHUNG YUNO. (This is a Latin translation by Prosper Intorcetta, pub-
lislu-d with the Chinese text, at Goa in 1676. It was republishrtl without the

Chinese text in Thevenot's "Relations de divers Voyages curieux," in 1672, with
the title

" Sinanua scientia
politico-moralis."

Another edition of the same
was issued in the " Analecta Vindobonensia." fSi'e Rcmusat's " L'ln variable

Milieu," p. 24, and Bayer's "Museum Sinicum," Praefatio, p. 15.] This ap-
]icars to be the same translation which was published in Carlieri's

" Notizie

varie dell.' Imperio della China," in 1687, with the title "Scientise Sinicte liber

inter Confucii libros secundus.")
15. L'INVARIABLE MILIEU, ouvrage moral de Tseu-sse, en Chinois et ea

Mandchou, avec une Version iitte*rale Latine, une Traduction Francoise, et des

Notes, precede d'une notice sur les quatre livres moraux communfiment attri-

bues a Confucius, Par M. Abel-Reiuusat. A Paris, 1817.

Lun yu, p. 6.

16. WERKE DBS TSCHINESISCHEN WEISEN KUNG-FU-DSU UNt SEINER SCHULER.
Ziim Erstemnal aus des Ursprache ins Deutsche tibersetzt uud mit Aumer-

kungen begleitet von Wilhelui Schott, Halle, 1826. 2vols.

17. THE WORKS OF CONFUCIUS; containing the original text, with a trans-

lation. Vol. 1. To which is prefixed a Dissertation on the Chinese Language and
Character. By J. Marshmau. Serampore: 1809. (This only contains the first

half of the Lun yu.)

Afdng tsze. p. 7'

18. MENG TSEU vel Mencium inter Sinenscs philosophos, ingenio, doctrina,

nominisque elaritate Confucio proximum, edidit, Latina interpretatione, ad in-

ter] >retationem Tartaricam utramque rcccnsita, instruxit, et perpetuo coinmen-

tario, e Siriicis deprolnpto, illustravit Stanislaus Julien. Paris, 1824. 2vols.

and the Chinese text in 1 vol.

19. (The Ta-Jiio, translated into Latin by Ignatius da Costa, was publish-
ed with the Chinese text, at Keen-chang foo in Keang-se, in 1662, accompanied

by the first part of the Lnn-yw, in Chinese and Latin.)

20. TA-HIO and TCHONG-YOKG. (This is a translation by Cibot into French,

published in the 1st volume of the " Meinoires coucernant 1'histoire, les sci-
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ences, les arts, les mceurs, les usages, &c. dcs Chinois," pp. 432-497.)

21. CONFUCIUS SINARUM PHILOSOPHUS, give Scientia Sinensis Latine expo-
sita. Studio & Opera Prosper! Intorcetta, Christiani Herdtrich, Francisci

Eougemont, Philippi Couplet, Patruni Societatis Jesu. Jnssu Ludovici Magni
Exhnio Missionum Orientalium & Litterariaj Reipublicfe bono e bibliotheea re-

gia in lucem prodit. Adjeeia <-<\ tabula chronologica sinicaj monarchies ab hu-

jus exordio ad haec usque tempora. Paris, 1687. (Tliis is a reprint in folio of

the Latin translation of the T/i-J/i'/'>. < 'hung-yung and Lun-yv, being a new edi-

tion of the works Nos. 19 and 14 supra, without the Chinese text, and having
the Lun-yu carried through to the end. Appended is a chronology of the em-

pire by Couplet.)

22. THE CHINESE CLASSICAL WORKS, commonly called the Four Books,
translated and illustrated with notes by the late Rev. David Collie. Malacca,
1328.

23. CONFUCIUS ET MENCIUS. Les Quatre Livres do philosophic morale et

politique de la Chine, traduits du Chinois par M. G. Pauthier. Paris, 1841.

24. ST CHOU GHEI, to icst' Tchetyre, Knighi. (The Four Books translated

into Russian, from the Chinese and Manchu, by Alex. Leontief. St. Peters-

burg, Academy of Sciences, 1780.)

25. SINENSIS IMPERII LIBRI CLASSIC! SEX, nimirum Adultcrum scliola, Im-
mntabile medium, Liber sententiarum, M'mrius, Filialis observantia, Parvu-

lorum schola, e Sinico idiomate in Ijilinum traducti a P. Fr. Nod, S. J.

Prague, 1711. (This contains a Latin translation, besides the Four Books, of

the Hca6u kiny, p. 7, and the Sci/">> h6, p. C8.)

26. LES LIVRES CLASSIQUES de 1'empire de la Chine, recueillis par le pere

Noel; precedes d'Observaiinus sur ['online, la nature tV L-s ell'ets dt3 la ]ihiloso-

])hie morale & ]>olitique dans cct cni[iirc. 1'aris, 1784. 7 vols. (Ti)is is a

uch translation of the preceding.)
27. LES LIVRES SACRES DE L'OIUENT, conijirenant le Chou-king ou le Livre

]iar excellence; les Sse-chou on les Quatre Livres moraux de Confucius et de

scs disciples; les L<>is d<- Manou, premier leuislateur de 1'Inde; le Koran de

Mahomet: traduits on ivvns et pnblies jiar G. Pauthier. Paris, 1841.

28. THE CHINESE CLASSICS: with a translation, critical and exegetical notes,

prolegomena, and copious indexes. By James Legge, D. D. of the London

Missionary Society. In seven volumes. Hongkong: 18611865. (Only three

of the seven volumes are yet published; the first contains Confucian Ana.
the Great Learning, and the Doctrine of Mean; the second contains the Works
of Mencius; and the third in two parts contains the Shoo-king. An abbrevia-

ted edition of this work, without the Chinese text, is being published by Messrs.

Triibner, under the title: "The Life and Teachings of Confucius, with ex-

planatory notes.")

HcaCu Jiiny. p. 7.

29. (Besides the translations of this book in 25 and 26 supra, there is one
in English by the Rev. Dr. Bridgman, published in the Chinese Repository.
Vol. 4, pp. 345353.)

30. HIAO-KING, ou Livre Canonique "sur la Piete Filiale. (This forms part
of an article, pp. 28 76, entitled " Doctrine ancienne et nouvelle des Chi-

, nois, sur la Piete Filiale," in the 4th volume of the "Memoires concernant
1'lnstoire, les sciences, les arts, les moeurs, les usages, &c. des Chinois." Paris,
1/1 */. j
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HlSTOKY.

Chilli shoo ke neen. p. 19.

31. THE ANNALS OF THE BAMBOO BOOKS. (This is translated by Dr. Legge,
and inserted in the prolegomena to his Shoe-king, pp, 105 183. Hongkong,
1865.)

32. Tcnou-cnou-Ki-NiEN, on Tablettes Olironologiques du livre ecrit sur

bambon; traduit. du Chinois, par M. Edouard Biot. Paris, 1842. (This was

first published in the "Journal Asiatique
"

for December, 1641, and Jainuuy,

1842.)

T'unf) l;een kan/j mult. p. 20.

33. HISTOIRE GENERALE DE LA CHINE, du unnules do cot fiiipiro, traduit du

Tiin^-kien-kang-iii'iu, par If P. J. A. Mario du Moyriac do Mailla, missionnaire

a Pekin. Paris, 17771785. 13 vols.

Lo yiing lee a, Ian Itf. p. 44.

34. PiLGEUFAHr.Tr.N BuDDHiSTlSCHEB PniKSTER von China nach India. Von
C. F. Neumann. Berlin, 1833. (The original of this narrative forms nearly
tliu whole of the 5th book of the Lit

ijAn-'j Leu Idtt L~K.)

Ftik hied 1:C. p. 46'.

35.
fijj} IS fji FOE KOUE KI on Relation des lloyaunies Bouddhiques: voyage

dans la 'i'artarie, dans ['Afghanistan et dans I'lnde, execute, a la tin du 4e si-

("cli-, ]iar Chy Fa bian. Tradnit du Chinois et i-oinmeutC par M. Abel Rejnu-

sat. Oavrau'c pnsihuine revu, complete, et augmeiite d'eclaircisseinenls nou-

vcaux par MM. Klaproth et Landresse. Paris. J8.'!(]. (This was republished
with illustrations, in the 1st volume of Chartuii's '

Vovaguurs Anciens et Mo-
. Paris, isfji!.)

. THK PiL'iRDiAGE OF FA HiAN; from the Froiifh edition of the Foe koue
lei of MM. ll<-miisat, Klaprotli, and Landri'.ssi?. AViih additional notes aud
illustrations. By J. W. Laidlay, Esq. Calcutta, 1848.

Ta tw- f/iin nan t,xi"ii"j fd xze cltiien.

37. TTiSTOiRK DE LA VIE DE HiouEN-THSANG et do ses voyages da,iis I'lnde,

depuis 1'an tL'!) jusi|ii'cn 1145, par lloi-i-li et Ycii-tlisong; siiivic di; dorumciits
et d

:

i' iments g6ographiques tires de la relation originule de Iliouen-

thsang; traduite du Chinijis par Stanislas J alien. Paris. 1853.

Tu t'&nrj se yih he.
]>. 46.

38. MEMOIUKS SUR i.i-:s CONTREES OCCIDENTAI.ES, traduits du Sanscrit en Chi-

nois, en 1'an G4S, par 1 lioiien-thsang, et du Chiiiois en Francois par M. .Stan-

islas Julie.n. Paris. 1857. 2 vols.

CIt in Id fnnij t'ofj l:c. p. 47,

."/). DESCRIPTION DU ROYAUME DE CAMISOGE, par nn voyageur Chinois qui a
visile cette con: re; :i la iin du treiziumo siecle; prccedej d'une notice chronolo-

giijue sur hi ineiiic pays, c-xtraito des annales dc la Chine. Paris, 1819. (This
translation by Urmusat, was ]irinti;d previously in the " Nouvelles Annales des

Voyages," Vol. 3; and afterwards in the ' Nouveaux. Melanges Asiatinues,"
Vol. J, by Piemusat, in 182!).)

Wvl fxfiH'j t'no shift, p. 52.

40. OPISANIE TinETA v' nynoelineni' ego sostoianii. St. Petersburg, 1828.

(Translated into Kussian by Father llyakinth.)
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41. DESCRIPTION DU TUBET, traduife partiellom^nt, du Chinois en Eusse,
par ie P. Hyacinthe Bitchourin, etdu Russeen Frnncais par M.., soignensement
revue et corrigfie sur I'original Chinois, completee et accomwijinee de notes par
M. Klaproth. Paris, 1831.

Hae toon yth clic. p. 53.

42. THE CHINAMAN ABROAD: or a desnl lory tic-count of the Malayan Archipe-
lago, particularly of Java; by Ong-tae-hae. Translated from the original.

Shangiiae: 1849. (This was translated by Dr. Medlmrst, and formed the 2nd
number of the Chinese Miscellanv.)

E ylh lull,

43. NARRATIVE OF THE CHINESE EMBASSY TO THE KHAN OF THE TOURGOUTH
TARTARS, in the years 1712, 13, 14, &15; by the Chinese Ambassador, and

published, by the Emperor's authority, at Pekin. Translated from the Chinese,
and accompanied by an appendix of miscellaneous translations. By Sir George
Thomas StauntoD, Bart. London: 1821.

44. PoUTSCHESTVlK KiTAiSKAC.o pnslanika Kalmuitskomou Aiouke Khanon
se opisaniemm zemell i opuitchaeff Rossiiskikh. Petersburg, 1782. (Translated
by Le'ontief.)

Tainy liaefun k'e.

45. HISTORY OF THE PIRATKS who infested tlie China Sea, from 1807 to 1810.

Translated from the Chinese original, with notes and illustrations, by Charles

Fried. Neumann. London: 1831.

46. TSING HAI FUN Ki.
$j!(- $$ ^ fJJ or Record of the Pacification of the

Seas. (This translation by John Slade. was published in the Canton Register,
Vol. 11, Nos. 8 and following.)

Td ts'iny Jvfili Ik. p. 57.

47. TA TsiNG LEU LEE; being the Fundamental Laws, and a selection from

the Supplementary Statutes, of the Penal Code of China,; originally printed and

published in Pekin, in various successive editions, under the sanction, and by
the authority, ofthe several emperors of the Tatsing, or present dynasty, Trans-

lated from the Chinese; and accompanied with an Appendix, consisting of au-

thentic documents, and a ti/w occasional notes, illustrative of the subject of the

work; by Sir George Thomas Statmton, Bart. F.R.S. London, 1S10.

48. TA TSING LKU LEE, ou les Lois fondamentales du Code penal de la Chine,
avec le choix des statuts supplementaires, originairement imprime et public ;'i

Pekin. dans les dille rentes rilitioiis successives. sons la sanction et par 1'auton-

tt5 de tons les empereurs Td-tniii;/, composant la dynastie actuelle, traduit du
Chinois, et accompagne d'un appendix contenant les documents authentiqnes et

quelques notes qui eclaircissent le texte de cet onvrage, par George Thomas
Staunton; mis en Francois, avec des notes, par M. Ffelix Reuouard de Sainte-

Croix. Paris, 1812.

PHILOSOPHERS.

Seaou J/eij. p. C8.

49. (Besides the translations of this in Nos. 25 and 26 supra, there is an

English translation of the first two out of six Ivioks, bv Dr. Bridginan, iriveu in

the^Chinese Repository, Vol. 5, pp. 8187, 305316, Vol. G, pp. 185 188,

393396, 562568.)
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San (sue Icing.

50. A TRANSLATION OF SAN-TSI-KING, H $? the Three Character Classic.

(Tin's forms part of Morrison's Horae Siuicie. published in 1812, and republished

by Montucci in 1817. See. No. 9 supra. The Chinese text is given.)

51. SANTSZE KING, or Trimetrical Classic; its form, size, author, object, and

style; a translation with notes; the work ill adapted to the purposes of primary
education. (This translation by Dr. Bridginan, is published in the Chinese Re-

pository, Vol. 4, pp. 105 118. Part of it was republished in the Chinese

Chrestomathy, pp. 9 16, by the same author, in 1841.)

52. THE SAN-TSZE-KING, by Wang-po-keo u. (This forms the first part, pp.
15 35, of H ^ $S The three-fold S:in-tsze-king or the Triliteral Classic of

China, by the Rev. S. C. MaTan, M. A. London, 1856.)

53. SAN-TSZE-KING, the throe character classic, composed by Wang-pih-
how, published in Chinese and English with a table of the 214 radicals, by
Stanislas Julien. Paris, 1864.

54. SAN-TSEC-KING, Trium literarum Liber, a Wang-peh-heon sub finem
13 seculi compositus; textum sinicum adjecta 214 clavium "tabula edidit et iu

latinum vertit Stanislas Julien. Paris, L8u'4.

55. DIE ENCVTLOPADIE DBR CHINESISCHEN JUHEND. ('This forms part, pp.
19 26, 'of the t\' g ^ L-hrsaal des Jlittcli-.-it-hes, by Carl Friederieh

Neumann, published at Munich, in 1836. The Chinese text is also given in the

work.)

56. H ^ H SAN-TSEUI-TSEEXG ele Troeslovie s' letographerovannuim Ke-
taeskem tckstom. lYrevedeno s'Ketaeftkago Monachom lakenthom. S. IV-

terburg, 1829. (The Chinese text is given, and copious notes iu Russian.)

Tseen tsze wan.

57.
" THE THOUSAND-CHARACTER CLASSIC." (This translation, by the Rev.

S. Kidd, forms an Appendix to the "Report of the Auglo'Chiiiese College,"

for 1831. The original text is given at the end.)

58. THE 1000 CHARACTER CLASSIC:.
(
This literal translation by Dr.

Mcdhurst, forms an appendix to the "Translation ot a Comparative Vocabu-

lary of the Chinese, Corean, and Japanese languages," by the same author,

published at B.itavia in 1835.)

59. TSEEN TSZE WAN. or the Thousand Character Classic: its form, size,

object, style, and author; a translation with notes; nu\v books needed for pri-

mary education of the Chinese. (This translation by Dr. Bridgman was pub-
l in the Chinese Repository, Vol. 4, pp. 229 243.)

GO. TSIAN DSU WEN, sive mille literaj ideographic^; opus Sinicum origine

cum iriterpretutioiie Knraiana, in peninsula Korat impressum. AUIK-XO sysl

mate scriptunc K^raiana; ac versium; Japoiiiea, Grermaniea, et Anglica, eui ti-

tulus inscriptus: Tsiiin dsii wen oder Biich von taiisend Wurtern, aus deiu

Schiiiesischen, mit Berlicksichtigung der koraisclien and japanischen l.'ebrrsetx-

ung, ins D'-uiseln; nlwrtragen von Dr. J. Hoffmann. Leyden, 1840. (This
forms the third volume of the Bibliotheca Japonica, by Siebold and Hoffmann.)

61. THfflBH-T8B0-WBWy le livre des Mille Mots, le plua ancien livre tl6:neu-

taire des Chinois, pubKc en Chinois avec une double traduction et des notes

par M. (Stanislas Julien. Paris, 18C4.
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Yew Jied site.

62. KEENYUN YEWHEO PIIETKE. or Odes for Children in rliyme, on various

subjects, in thirty-four stanzas. (This translation by Dr. Bridgman, is pub-
lished in the Chinese Repository, Vol. 4, pp. 287 291.)

Shiny yu kwdny licun. p. 71.

63. TBE SACRED EDICT, containing sixteen maxims of the Emperor Kang-
he, amplified by his son, the Emperor Yoong-ching; together with a paraphrase
on the whole, by a Mandarin. Translated from the Chinese, original, and il-

lustrated with notes, by the Rev. William Milne. London: 1817.

64. TRANSLATION of a portion of the Emperor Yong-tching's Book If Sa-

cred Instructions. (This is a translation made by %ir George Stauutou in 1812,
of the sixteen Maxims of the S.iered Edict, with the Amplification to the first

nine. It is published in the '-Miscellaneous Notices relating to China," pp. 1

56, by the same author. London, 1822.)

65. FIRST CHAPTER OF THK SHKNG YU KUANG IISUN; or, Amplification of the

Sacred Edict of K'ang-hsi. (This translation, by Thomas Francis Wade, forms

part, pp, 45 GO of the " llsin Chiii'j; Lu," by the same author. The Chi-

nese text is also given in the work. Hongkong, 1851*,)

66. MANJOURSKAGO i KITAISKAGO KHANA KAN'-SIIA KNIGA. Petersburg,
178S. (Translated by Alexis Agafonof.)

Sun tsze. p. 72.

f!7. LES TREIZE ARTICLES sur 1'Art Militaire, Ouvrage compose en Chinois

par Sun-tse, General d'Arme" dans lc 11 >yaume de On, & mis en Tartare-

Mantchou ]iar ordre dc 1 Empereiir Kang-hi, I'annec 27e du cycle de 60, c'

A-dire, I'annee 1710, (This translarion into French by Amiot. formed part of

his work "Art Militaire des Chinois," first published at Paris, in 1772, and
i' jMililished in 17S2, as the 7th volume of the ' Memoires conci;nuint 1'histoire,
ies sciences, les arts, les niceurs, les usages, &c, des Chinois.")

Woij tszd. p. 72.

08. LFS Six ARTICLES sur 1'Art Militaire. Ouvrage compose en Chinois sur

les Memoires d Ou-tse, General d'Annee dans lc Boyaume d'Ouei, & mis en
Tartare-Mantchou par les ordres de rEmpereur Kang-hi, Fannee Keng-yn, 27e
(in cycle de 60. c'est-a-dire, 1'an 1710. (This translation by Amiot, also form.-,

part of his "Art Militaire des Chinois," noticed in the preceding article.)

Sze ma fa. p. 73.

69. LES CI^Q ARTICLES du Sj- ma-fa, ou Principes de Se-ma sur 1'art mili-

taire, Ouvrage compose en Chinois par Se-ina, General d'Ai-Jiiee, & mis cu

Tartare-Mantchou par les ordres de rEmp'-reur Kang-hi, I'annec Keng-yn,
27e du cycle de 60, c'est-a-dire. 1'an 1710. (This translation by Amiot, also

forms part of the ' : Art Militaire ties Chinois," noticed above.)

Se yuen ItlJt. p. 7.3.

70, GEREGTELIJKE GENEESKUNDE. (This is translated from the Chinese.

into Dutch, by C. F. M. de Grijs, and inserted in the 30th volume of the
"
Verhandelingen van Hot Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Weteu-

i-chaiien;" Batavia, 1863. There is a lengthy review and partial translation of

the Se yuen lull, iu the 4th volume of the " Memoires concernaut 1'histoire, les

sciences, les arts, les moeurs, les usages, &c. des Chinois," under the title

''Notice du livre Chinois Si-yucii," pp. 421440; Paris, 1779. A notice and
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syllabus of the same work in English appeared in the " Transactions of the

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society," Part 4, pp. 87 91; with the

title,
" Chinese Medical Jurisprudence. Notice of a Chinese work on Medi-

cal Jurisprudence, entitled Se yuen luk ($ ^ $.) or 'Records of the washing
away of Injuries,' with a collection of cases in illustration, a new edition, with
additional notes and explanations: by W. A. Harland, M.D," Hongkong, 1855.)

Niing cldnfj tseuen shoo, p, 76.

71. DISSERTATION ON THE SILK-MANUFACTURE, and the Cultivation of the

Mulberry; translated from the works of Tseu-kwang-k'he, called also Paul Sin,
a Colao, or Minister of State in China. Shanghae: 1849. (Tin's is a transla-

tion by Dr, Medhurst, of books 31 34, of the Nung eking tseuen shoo, and
forms the 3rd number of the Chinese Miscellany.)

Show she, t'uny Jc'aou. p. 76.

72. H J| fjj: H RESUME DBS PRINCIPAUX TRAITES CHINOIS sur la Culture des

Muriers et Peducation des Vers a Soie traduit par Stanislas Julien. Public par
ordre du Ministre des Travaux Publics de 1'Agriculture et du Commerce. Pa-

ris, 1837. (This is a translation of books 72 76 of the 8h6w she t'ung k'aou,

The Baron Leon d'Hervey-Saint-Denys gives a syllabus of the last-named

work, as an appendix to his " Recherches sur 1'agriculture et I'horticulture des

Chinois," pp. 221258.)
73. DELL' ARTE DE COLTIVARE i GELSI, e di governare i bachi da seta, secon-

do il metodo Chinese; sunto di libri Chinesi, tradotto in Francese de Stanislao

Julien, membro dell' Instituto di Francia. Versione Italiana con note e speri-

menti del cavalieri Matteo Bonafous, &c. Torino, 1837. (This is an Italian vei-

sion of Julien's translation above.)

74. UEBER MAULBEERBAUMZUCHT und Eiziehung der Seideraupen, aus dem
Chinesischen ins Franzosische tibersetzt von Stanislaus Julien. Auf Befehl Sei-

ner Majestat des Konig.s von Wiirtemberg aus dem Franzosischen tibersetzt und
bearbeitet von Fr. Ludwig Lindner. Stuttgard & Tubingen, 1837. (Tliis is a

German version of Julien's translation. In 1844, a second edition of this was

issued, with the additional inscription.
" Zweite Auflage vermehrt mit Ziisat-

zen und Anmerkungen von Theodor Mogling.")

75. SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL CHINESE TREATISES upon the Culture of the

Mulberry and Rearing of Silkworms. Translated from the Chinese; Washing-
ton, 1838. (This is an English version of Julieu's translation.)

76. KITAISKOM CHELKOVODSTVE izvletchcnno iz podlinnikh kitai'skikh so-

tchinenii. Perevedeno na Russkii yasik po prikazaniou Ministra Finanscof, i

izdano omt Departementa Manufaktur i Vnoutrennei Torgovli. Sankt-Peter-

burg, 1840. (This is a Russian version of Julien's translation.)

T'OO cho6 milt, Iteue peen chin. p. 79.

77. SPECIMEN MEDICINE SINIC^E, sive Opuscula Medica ad Men tern Sirien-

sium, continens 1. De Pulsibus Libros quatuor e Sinico translates. 2. Trac-

tatus de Pulsibus ab erudito Europreo collectos. 3. Fragmentum Operis Me-
dici ibidem ab erudito Europseo conscripti. 4. Excerpta Literis eruditi Euro-

])!!! in China. 5. Schemata ad meliorem prajcedentium Intelligentiam. 6. De
Indiciis morborum ex Lingua3 coloribus & afK3ctionibus. Cum Figuris reneis

ligneis: Edidit Andreas Clever Has sos-Casselanus, V. M. Licent. Societ. In-

in nova Batavia Archiater. Pharmacop. Director & Chirurg. Ephorus. Frank-
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fort. 1GS2. (This contains a. translation in extenso, by Michael Boym, of the

spurious work on the Pulse, erroneously attributed to \Yang Shuh-'ho.)

78. SECRET DU POULS, tradnit du Chinois. (This is a truncated translation

of the same as the preceding, made by Hervieu, and inserted in Duhaldt's
"
Description Geographique, Historique, Chronologique, Politique, et Phy-

sique de 1'Empire cle la Chine et de la Tartarie Chinoise," vol. 3, pp. 384--
436. Paris, 1735. An English version entitled " The Secret of the Pulse"

is found in the English translation of Duhalde's work in Svo., vol. 3, pp. 366

4G5, London, 1736; and in folio, vol. 2, pp. 184 207, London, 1741.)

Chmo pe, swan Icing, p. 86.

79. TRADUCTION ET EXAMEN D'UN ANCIEN OUVRAGE CHIXOIS intitule:

Ti'licoti-pei, littiiralement: "Style ou signal dans tine circumference;" par M,
Eduuard Biot, Paris, 1842. (This was first published in the Journal Asiati-

que for June, 1841,)

SO, TEXTES DU LIVRE, ou Fragment du Livre Tcheou-pey. (Tliis is a trans-

lation of the first and most ancient part of the work, and is inserted in Gaubil's

"Histoire de 1'Astronomie Chinoise," in the "Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses."

vol. 26. Edition of Paris, 1781, and Toulouse, 1811.)

81. (An English translation of the same as the preceding, by A. Wylie, wag

published in the "North-China Herald" for 1852, in an article entitled "Jot-

tings on the Science of the Chinese." The same was republished in the "Shang-
hai Almanac and Miscellany" for 1853. It was again republished at London in

the '-Chinese and Japanese Eepository," for 1864. The substance of the whole
article was put into German, by Dr. K. L. Biernatzki, and published at Berlin,
under the title "Die Arithmetikder Chinesen," iu Crelle's "Journal fur die reiue

und angewaudte Mathematik," in 1856.)

Tscen clie sin peen. p. 118.

82. CHINESE COINAGE. A brief notice of the Chinese work f "fa ff |g

(Chronicles of Tsien; a new arrangement,) and a Key to its 329 Wood-cuts of

the Coins of China and neighbouring nations. By C. B. Hillier, Esq. (This

which forms nearly the whole of the 2nd Part of the "Transactions of the China

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society," gives the whole of the cuts in the Chinese

work, but is an exceedingly meagre translation of the descriptive portion. )

King tih chin t'aou lull.

83. HISTOIRE ET FABRICATION DE LA PORCELAINE CHINOISE. Ouvrage traduit

du Chinois par M. Stanislas Julien, accompagne de notes et d'additions par M.

Alphonse Salvetat, Chiiniste de la Manufacture imperiale de Porcelaine de

Sevres; at augmente d'un memoire sur la Porcelaine du Japon, traduit du Ja-

pjnais par. M. le Docteur J. Hoffmann. Paris, 1856.

T'een choo slnli 6. p. 138.

84. ENTRETIENS, d'un Lettre Chinois et d'un Docteur Europeen, sur la vraie

idee de Dieu. (This translation made by Father Jacques, is inserted in the 25th

volume of the "Lettres edifiantes et curieuses," pp. 143385. Toulouse, 181 1.)

San Icivd cite yen e. p. 161.

85. SAN-KOUE-TCHY. Ilan Jcouroun-i pithe* Historic des Trois Royaumes
Roman historique traduit sur les textes Chinois etMandchou de la Bibliotheque

royale par Theodore Pavie Paris 1845. 2 vols. (These two volumes only ex*

tand to the 44th chapter, the remaining portion having never been published.)
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Cliiny till liwang yew k&any n&n cliucn. p. 163.

86. THE RAMBLES OF THE EMPEROR CHING TIH IN KEANG NAN. A Cliinese

talc. Translated by Tkin shen, student of the Anglo-Cliinuse College, Malacca.

With a preface by James Legge, D. D. President of the College. London,
1846. 2 vols. (This was republished in New York.)

Haou Ic'ew chucn. p. 163.

87. HAU Kiou CHOAAN or The Pleasing History. A translation from the

Chinese language. To which are added, 1. The Argument or Story of a Chi-

nese Play, 2. A Collection of Chinese Proverbs, and 3. Fragments of Clii-

nese Poetry. In four volumes with notes. London, 1761. (The author of

this translation is not certainly known. The manuscript was found among the

papers of a gentleman named Wilkinson, who occasionally resided much at

Canton, and was a student of Chinese. The date of the papers, 1719, was the

last year he spent in China; and he died in 1736. The three first volumes
were in English and the fourth in Portuguese. Dr. Percy, Bishop of Dromore
translated the last volume into English, and~edited the work.)

88. HAU Kiou CHOAAN, Histoire Chiuoise, traduit de 1'Anglois, par M...

Lyon, 1766. 4 vols.

89. (A German translation of the same work, by De Murr, was published
at Leipzig, in 1766.)

90. CHINEESCHE GESCHIEDENIS, behelzende de gevallen van den heer Tieh-

chuug-u en de jongvrouw Shuey-ping-sin. Nevens het Kort Begrip van een

Chineesch Tooneelspel, eenige Chineesclie Dichtstukjes, en eene Verzameling
van Spreekwoorden der Chineezen. Oorspronglyk in de Chineesclie Taale be-

schreeven. Daar uit in 't Engelsch overgezet, en met breedvoerige Aanteken-

ingen, vervattende zeer veele Byzonderhedeu wegens de Zeden en Gewoonten der

Chineezen, verrykt. Nu in't Nederduitsch vertaald en met koperen Plaaten ver-

sierd. Amsterdam, 1767.

91. THE FORTUNATE UNION, a Romance, translated from the Chinese Ori-

ginal, with Notes and Illustrations, to which is added, a Chinese Tragedy.
By John Francis Davis,'F. R. S. London, 1829. 2 vols.

92. HAO-KHIEOU-TCHOUAN, ou la Femme Accomplie; Roman Chiuoif, tra-

duit sur le texte original, per Guillard D'Arcy. Paris, 1842.

Tith Jccaou le. p. 163.

93. IU-KIAO-LI, ou les Deux Cousines; Roman Chinois, traduit par ~M.

Abel-Remusat; precede d'une Preface ou se trouve un paralleledes Romans de

la Chine et de ceux de 1'Europe. Paris, 182G. 4 vols. (In the " Narrative

of the Chinese Embassy to the Khan of the Tourgouth Tartars," the first Ap-
pendix, pp. 227 242, is an " Abstract of the four first chapters of the Chinese

novel, entitled Yu-kiao-lee," translated by Sir George Thomas Staunton,

Bart.)

94. THE Two FAIR COUSINS. A Chinese novel. London, 1827. 2 vols.

95. Yu-Kuo-Li, les Deux Cousines, Roman Chinois; traduction nouvelle

accompagnee d'un commentaire historique et philologique par Stanislas Julieu.

Paris, 1864. 2 vols.

Ping slian ling yen. p. 163.

96. 2p llj \$ $2 P'ING-CHAN-LING-YEN. Les Deux Jeunes Filles Lettree*.

Roman Chinois traduit par Stanislas Julien. Paris. 1860. 2 vols.
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Plh shay tsing J.'e.

97- & 46 ;|H IB BLANCHE KT BLEUE, ou les Deux Couleuvres-fees; Roman
Chinois, traduit par Stanislas Julien. Paris. 1834.

Wdny keaou Iwan plh neen ch'&ny han.

98- 3: ilf *$ If ^P H tH WANG KEAOU LWAN PIH NEEN CHANG HAN or the

Lasting Resentment of Miss Keaou Iwan Wang, a Chinese tale: Founded on
Fact. Translated from the Original by Sloth. Canton, 1839. (This transla-

tion is by Robert Thorn.)

99- 3i ftf HI 13 tf- Js 1'R WANG KEAOU LWAN PIH NEEN CHANG HAN oder

die blutige Rache einer jungen Fran. Chinesische Erziihlung. Nach der in

Canton 1839 erschienenen Ausgabe von Sloth iibersetzt von Adolf Bottger.

Leipzig. 1846,

San yu Ibio.

100. 31 $1 H SAN-YU-LOW: or the Three Dedicated Rooms. A tale, trans-

lated from the Chinese. By J. F. Davis, Esq., Canton. 1815. (A revised edi-

tion of this, with the title "The Three Dedicated Chambers." was published at

London in 1822, in a collection entitled "Chinese Novels, translated from the

originals." pp. 153224.)

101. THE SHADOW IN THE WATER: a tale. Translated from the Chinese.

(This translation by John Francis Davis, forms one in the "Chinese Novels,
translated from the originals," pp. 51 106.)

102. THE TWIN SISTERS: a tale. Translated from the Chinese. (This trans-

lation by John Francis Davis, is also one in the "Chinese Novels, translated

from the originals," pp. 107 151.)

103. HING-LO-TOU, ou la Peinture Mysterieuse. (This is translated by Julien,
and published as an appendix to his "Tchao-chi-kou-eul, ou Porphelin de la

Chine," pp. 193262. Paris. 1834. It was republished in "Les Avadanas
Contes et Apologues Indiennes," vol. 3, pp. 62 174. Paris, 1859.)

104. TSE-HIONG-HIONG-TI, ou les Deux Freres de sexe different. (This is

translated by Julien, arid published as an appendix to his "Tchao-chi-kou-eul,
on 1'orphelin de la Chine," pp. 263 322. It was republished in "Les Avada-
nas Contes et Apologues Indiennes;" vol. 3, pp. 175 272. Paris, 1859J

Fdn he chow.

105. FAN-HY-CHEU: a tale, in Chinese and English: with notes, and a short

grammar of the Chinese language. By Stephen Weston. London: 1814.

106. THE AFFECTIONATE PAIR, or the history of Sung-Kin a Chinese tale;
translated by P. P. Thorns. London, 1820.

Sze sJtfh urli ckang king. p. 163.

107. THE SUTRA OF THE FORTY-TWO SECTIONS, from the Chinese. Transla-

ted by the Reverend S. Beal. (This is published in "The Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society," vol. 19, pp. 337349.)
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Kin kang panjbpo 16 meih king. p. 164.

108. VAJRA-CHHEDIKA, the "Kin Kong King," or Diamond Sutra.- Trans-

lated from the Chinese by the Rev. S. Beal, Chaplain, R. N. (This is publish-
ed in the "Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," New Series, vol. I, pp. I 24,

London, 1865. A translation of the Tibetan version of the same, into German,
by Schmidt, was published in the " Memoires de 1' Academic des sciences de

Saint Petersbourg," 6e serie, torn. 4, p. 126 sqq.)

Mo Jio pan jo po 16 meih to sin king,

109. THE PAKAMITA-HRIDAYA SUTRA, or, in Chinese "Mo-ho-po-ye-po-lo-

mih-to-sin-king," i. e. "The Great Pararnita Heart Sutra." Translated from
the Chinese by the Rev. S. Beal, Chaplain, R. N. (This is also in the "Journal
of the Royal Asiatic Society," New Series, vol. 1, pp. 25 28. London. 1865.)

me t'o Icing, p. 164.

110. BRIEF PREFATORY REMARKS TO THE~ TRANSLATION OF THE AMITABHA
SUTRA from Chinese. By the Rev. S, Beal, Chaplain, R. N. (This is pub-
lished in "The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society," New Series, vol. 2, pp.
136144. London, 1866.)

Yih shoo loo Jcea lun. p. 165.

111. A BUDDHIST SHASTRA, translated from the Chinese: with an analysis

and notes. By the Rev. J. Edkins, B. A. (This is published in the "Journal

of the Shanghai Literary and Scientific Society," pp. 107128. Shanghae, 1858.)

Yu lin.

112. LES AVADANAS Contes et Apologues Indiens inconnus jusqu'a ce jour
snivis de Fables, de Poesies et de Nouvelles Chinoises traduits par M. Stanislas

Julien. Paris, 1859. 3 vols. (These form a part of the cyclopredia Yu lin.)

113. THE CATECHISM OF THE SHAMANS; or, the Laws and Regulations of the

Priesthood of Buddha, in China. Translated from the Chinese original, with,

notes and illustrations, by Charles Fried. Neumann. London, 1831.

Tabu till, Icinrj p. 173.

114. 3% J-
:M ffe $1 LAO TSEU TAO TE KING, Le Livre de la Voie et de la V er-

tu compose dans le 6e siecle avant 1'ere Chretienne par le philosophe Lao-tseu

traduit en Francais, et public avec le texte Chinois et un commentaire perpe-
tuel par Stanislas Julien. Paris, 1842.

115. LE JH; f*i ijjg TAO-TE-KING, ou Le Livre de la Raison Supreme et de la

Vertu, par Lao-tseu, Traduit en Francais, et public pour la premiere fois en

Europe avec une version Latine et le texte Chinois en regard ; accompagne de
la traduction complete du Commentaire de Sie-hoei, &c. Paris, 1838. Ire

Livraison. (The author of this translation, M. G. Pauthier, has recently ex-

pressed his intention to proceed forthwith to the completion of the work.)

T'ae shdng lean ylng p&en. p. 179.

116. LE LIVRB DES RECOMPENSES ET DES PEINES, traduit du Chinois, avec
des notes et des eclaircissemens; par M. Abel Remusat. Paris, 1816.

117. TRAITE DES RECOMPENSES ET DES PEINES, de Thai'-chang. (This trans-

lation by Klaproth. forms part of his
" Chrestomathie Mandchou," pp. 211

221; in which the Manchu text is also given, pp. 2536. Paris, 1828.)
118. (An English translation of the Kan yiny pten was published in the

"Canton Register" for 1830.)
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119. LE LIVEE DES RECOMPENSES ET DBS PEIXES, en Chinois et en Franc,ais;

accompagne cle quatre cent legendes, anecdotes et histoires, qui font connaitre
les doctrines, les croyances et les mceurs de la secte des Tao-sse. Traduit da
Chinois par Stanislas Julieu. Paris: 1835.

Wan ch'ang tS keun yin tselJi wan. p. ISO.

120. |? Jijjf ~$ LE LlVRE DE LA RECOMPENSE DES BlENFAlTS SECRETS, tmduit
sur le texte Chinois, par L. Leon de Rosny Paris, 1856. (This was first pub-
lished in the " Annales de Philosophic Chretienne," 4th Series, vol. 14.)

Yu Itun/j yu tsaOu shin Ice,

121. LA VISITS DE I/ESPRIT DU FOYER A lu-KONG. Traduit par Stanislas

Julien. Paris, 1854. (This was first published in "Le livre des Recoinpences
et des Peines," by the same author, pp. 18 27. Paris, 1835,)

Tsod sze. p. 181.

122. DAS LI-SAO UNO DIE NEUN G-ESANGE. Zwei chinesische Diclitungen
aus clem 3ten Jahrhundert vor der Christlichen Zeitrechnung, von Dr. Aug.
Pa'zmaier. Wien, 1852. (These are the two first poems in the Tsod sze.)

Yu die shiny Uiny foO.

123. ELOGE DE LA VILLE DE MOUKDEN et de ses environs; poeme compose
par Kien-long, Empereur de la Chiue & de la Tartarie, actuellement regnant.

Accompagne de Notes curieuses sur. la Geographic, surl'Histoire naturelle de la

Tartarie Orientale, & sur les anciens usages des Chinois; coruposees par les Edi-
teurs Chinois & Tartares. On y a joint une Piece deVers sur le The, compose-
par le memo Empereur. Traduit en Fraii9ois par le P. Arniot, Paris, 1770.

124. ELOGE DE LA VILLE DE MOUKDEN par I'empereur Khian loung. (This
is a translation of the same poem, made by Klaproth from the Manchu version,
rind forms part of his "Chrestomathie Mandchou," pp. 235 273. The Man-
chu text is also contained in the same work, pp. 63 99. Paris, 1828.)

Hwa tscen li,6,

125. ;$ | CHINESE COURTSHIP. In verse. To which is added, an appen-
dix, treating of the Revenue of China, &c. &c. By P. P. Thorns. London: 1824.

126. (A Dutch translation of the same has been published by Gustavo

Schlegel of Batavia.)

127. (An instalment of an English rhyming translation of the same poem,
by the Rev. J. Chalmers, has been printed in the "Notes and Queries on Chi-
na and Japan," for 1867, with the promise of continuation.)

He ch'un kicany tscen chilny yd ho.

128. $ * $ 1$ $ ft ft % & & jg ft & ? THE CONQUEST OF THE
MIAO-TSE. An Imperial Poem by Kien-lung, entitled A Choral song of Har-

mony, for the first part of the Spring, by Stephen Western. From the Chi-

nese. London, 1810.

Yu tiny tscuen t'any sJie. p. 195.

129. POESIES DE L'EFOQUE DES THANG. (7e, Se, et 9e siecles de notre ere)
traduites du Chinois pour la premiere fois avec une etude sur 1'art poetique en
Chine et des notes explicatives par le Marquis d'Hervey-Saint-Denys ^fe |$
Paris, 1862. (This is merely some excerpta from the productions of the Tang

Sj
as contained in the large native work named.)
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Chacu slie koo iirli.

130. TCHAO-CHI-COU-ELL, ou le petit Orphelin de la Maison de Tchao.

(This translation which was made by Premare, was published in the 3rd volume
ol'Duhalde's "Description Geographique, Historique, Chronologique, Politi-

que, et Physique de 1'Empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie Chinoise," pp. 339
378. Paris, 1735, A version of it appeared in the English translation of

Duhalde's work, with the title,
"
Tchao-chi-cou-ell, or, the Little Orphan of

the Family of Tchao. A Chinese Tragedy." 8vo, edition, vol. 3, pp. 193

237; London, 1736; and in the folio edition, vol, 2, pp. 175 182; with the

title, "Chau shi kit eul: or, the Little Orphan of the Family of Chau. A
Chinese tragedy;" London, 1741.)

131. THE LITTLE ORPHAN OF THE HOUSE OF CHAO: a Chinese Tragedy.

(This is another translation of the French version, inserted in " Miscellaneous

Pieces relating to the Chinese,
"

vol. 1, pp. 101 213. London, 1762.)

132. U5 j J& 3i TCHAO-CHI-KOU-EUL, ou 1'Orphelin de la Chine, drame

en prose et en vers, accompagne des pieces historiques qui en ont fotirni le

sujet, de nouvelles et de poesies Chinoises. Traduit du Chinois, par Stanislas

Jiilien. Paris, 1834,

Labu sang urJi.

133. LAOU-SENG-URH, or,
" An Heir in his old age." A Chinese drama.

London: 1817. (This translation is by John Francis Davis.)

Han Icung ts'ew.

134. HAN KOONG TSEW or the Sorrows of Han: a Chinese tragedy. Trans-

lated from the original, with notes. By J.F.Davis, London: 1829. (It is also pub-
lished as an Appendix to " The Fortunate Union," vol. 2, pp. 213 243.)

Hwuy Ian he-

135. Jc |U f HOEI-LAN-KI, ou L'histoire du Cercle de Craie, drame en

prose et en vers, traduit du Chinois et accompagne de notes; par Stanislas

Julien. London: 1832.

Yuenjin plh cliunrj Jc'euh. p, 206.

13G. THEATRE CHINOIS ou Choix de Pieces de Theatre composees sous lea

empeivurs Mongols traduites pour la premiere fois sur le texte original prece-
dees d'xme introduction et accompagn6es de notes par M. Bazin Aine. Paris,
1838. (This contains four out of the hundred pieces of the original work, i, e,

Nos. 66, 8, 94 and 86, the first of which,
"
Tcliao-mei-ldang , ou Les Intrigues

d'une Soubrette," had been published by itself in 1835.)

Ho lian sun.

137- THE COMPARED TUNIC. A Drama in Four Acts. (This is a transla-

tion from the French of the second piece in the preceding collection, by Dr.
Williams, published in the "Chinese Repository," vol. 18, pp. 116 155.)

Pe pa leg.

138. LE PI-PA-KI ou L'histoire du Luth drame Chinois de Kao-tong-kia
represents a Peking, en 1404 avec les changements de Mao-tseu traduit sur le

texte original par M. Baziu Aine. Paris, 1841.

Tseay heue.

139. TSEAY-BEUE f^f fft The Borrowed Boots, (This is a translation by the
Rev. J. Edkins, of one of tlie pieces in the Collection Ghuy plh h'ew, p. 206, and
is the first piece in his "Chinese Conversations," pp. 1 56; Shanghae, 1852,)
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Ts'ing wan Jc'e mung,

140. TRANSLATION OF THE TS'ING WAN K'K MUNG, a Chinese Grammar of the

dm Tartar language; with introductory notes on Manchu literature, Shang-
L;te: 185.5. (Translated by A. Wylie.)

San ho peen Idn.

141, MANDSCHU-MONGOLISCHE GRAMMATIK aus dem San-ho-pidn-lan,u\)^r-
K'

j tzt von H. C. v. d. Gabelentz. (This is a translation of the 2nd book,

excepting the first three leaves, of the San ho peen Ian, being a short Mongolian

grammar; and is published in the '-'Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes."
vi 1. 1, pp. 255 286; Gottingen, 1837. A review and partial translation of the

1st book of the same Chinese work, which treats of Manchu Grammar, was pub-
Ji.-hed hy this author, in the same serial, with the title

" Mandschu-sinesische

imatik nach dcm San-ho-pian-lan;" vol. 3, pp. 88 104; Gottingen, 1840.)

List of Play Books given by Davis in the Preface to his "Han koong tsew."

;R 3i WL Ch'ang sang teen . .... .... .... .... 4 vols.

Is? & il Chuy pih k'ew 24

^ !H iO Ch'un tang m& .. .... .... 4 ,,

HI* jfc JH Fiing k'ew hwaiig .... ] G
; ,

S fjf f* Han heang t'ing. . .... 4

J9E P fife 2" Hoo kow yu sang. .... .... 4 ,,

$1 |H ^ flji t|f Hung low mung chuen k'e 6 ,,

5C ffil lli Hwang ho low .... .... .... 2
,,

ft ffi M Hwuy chin ke. 6

^5 [El El Keaou t'wan yuen 2

At ijjit tiij Kew chung k'euh 9

^ iS $ Mung le yuen. .. .... .... 2
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CHINESE LITERATURE,

THE Chinese are accustomed to anange their literary productions under four

divisions: viz. 1. Classics. 2. Histories. 3. Philosophers. 4. Belles-lettres.

I. CLASSICS.

As the first of these divisions, the Classical, forms the stem from which the

others are said to spring, a few remarks are given here or. the several works

included under this head.

1. The ^ $2 Yih Icing, "Book of Changes" is regarded with almost univer-

sal reverence, both on account of its antiquity and also the unfathomable wis-

dom which is supposed to lie concealed under its mysterious symbols. The

authorship of the symbols (^=|* Inoa), which form the nucleus of the works, is

with great confidence attributed to the ancient sage 'j/J -pH Fuh-he." These

consisted originally of eight trigrams, but they were subsequently, by combin-

ing them in pairs, augmented to the number of sixty-four hexagrams. This

second process has also been attributed to Fuh-he by some, while others ascribe

it to a later hand. These form the only portion of the now-existing work,
which claims to be older than the Chow. ~$ 3E Wan Wang, the ancestor of

that dynasty made a study of these symbols, while in prison for a state offence,

and appended a short text to each, indicative of the character of the hexagram,
which text is termed ^ Tivan. This is followed by observations in detail

on the several strokes in the figure, termed "jji >Seany, which are said to be

from the hand of ^jj ^ Chow Kung, the son of Wan Wang. The remaining

portions of the work, comprising ten sections, termed ~\~ j| Skill yih, "Ten

wings," are said to have been added by Confucius. The first, named r̂^
Tivan cliuen, consists of a paragraph to each of the texts of WSn Wang, in

which he further dilates on the hidden meaning. After this, the text of Chow

Kung are expanded under the name of |jj.
/

j|^ Seeing cliuen. A section annexed

to the two first diagrams ^ Keen, "Heaven," and i^ Kivdn, "Earth," en-

titled ;) W Wdn yen,
" Sense of the Text," enlarges on the preceding observa-

* Also written 'Pi Wt Paou-he.
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tions. The |f| ff$ ^ ." sze c/n<e?j is a "Memoir on the Philosophy of the

Text," in two sections,
ffffc ^\> ^| Shwb faca chuen is a "Discussion of the

Diagrams." ^ ^|> ^| #eM fora chucn is "The Older of the Diagrams; and

$ft $|* IH Tsd kiva chuen, "Promiscuous Discourses on the Diagrams." Such is

the structure of the book as it has been handed down to the present time,

known as the ffl jj?) Chow y^h, "Chow Changes," a name applied to it in refer-

ence to the texts by Wan Wang and Chow Kung. There are traces of the

same doctrine having been promulgated prior to the Chow dynasty, on some

modifications of system, however, now unknown. It appears from the Chow

Ritual, that during that dynasty, there were still three systems of Changes in

use by the ^ f> T'ae yd, "Chief Diviner." One was designated the j|f ^
Leen shan, "United Hills;" which was the system employed during the Hea, the

name being adopted from the first hexagram in that scheme =jf, formed by a

reduplication of the ~~ Kan diagram, which is the symbol for a hill. The
other termed fjjj tjUfc

Kwei chwang, "Reverting Deposit," was that in use during
the Shang, in which the first symbol was == Kwan, "Earth," representing the

depository of all things. There is no evidence of the existence of these two

systems so late as the Han dynasty. The Chow Book of Changes is said to

have escaped destruction at the time of the Burning of the Books, B.C. 220, by

Che-hwang Te, in consequence of its application to purposes of divination;

books, of that class having been exempted. Tradition relates however, that

the three last sections by Confucius were lost about that time, and were after-

wards found by a girl at the Yellow River. A long list of scholars are recorded

as having distinguished themselves as expounders of the Yih Icing, some by
oral instruction, and others by their writings.

2. The second of the Classics is the ^ $ Shoo kiny, '-'Book of Govern-

ment," originally compiled by Confucius, from the historical remains of the

Yu, Hea, Shang and Chow dynasties, and consisted of 100 chapters, the pe-

riod it embraced being from the middle of the 24th century, B.C. down to ^ ^E
Ping Wang of the Chow, B.C. 721. At the time of the bibliothecal conflagra-

tion, the existing copies of this work were diligently sought for and committed

to the flames. When the revival of literature took place in the Han, B.C. 178,
a careful search was made for any copies that might have escaped destruction,

but the only portion which could be recovered, was derived from an aged scho-

lar who bore the designation $ ffi. Fun-sang, an inhabitant of^ f|j Tsie-nan

in Shan-tung, who had retained 29 chapters. Tradition adds, that the chapter

-^ 3jf
r

f'ae she, "The address at Tae," was recovered from a girl in Honan

During the reign of ;0 ^* Woo Te, about B.C. 140, the dwelling house of Con-

fucius being pulled down by order of ffi 3E Kung Wang, prince of Loo, a copy
of the Shoo king was found, with several other books, all written in the seal

character, enclosed in the wall, said to have been deposited there by one of the

* The Yu dynasty of Chinese books, is the period generally denominated that of Yaou and Shun in

foreign books.
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late descendants of the sage. A member of the same family ^L ^ @ Kung
Gan-kwo set about deciphering this document with the aid of Fuh-saug text,

and thus managed to get 25 complete chapters out of it. The Tae-she chapter

was different from the one of the same name discovered by the Honan girl.

Five of the chapters only agreed with those repeated by Fuh-sang. Gan-kwo

arranged the whole work in accordance with the ancient text he had found, and

wrote it out in the j$t Le, or character used during the Han dynasty, making

altogether 58 chapters; the remaining portions of the ancient book were so

confused and obliterated that he could make nothing of them. The compila-

tion of Gan-kwo was received with various degrees of consideration for several

hundred years, till about the 4th century, when all traces of its existence dis-

appear. During the Eastern Tsin, a work was brought to light by one $| |5j|

Mei Tsih, professing
to be that of Gan-kwo. This seems, after a time, to have

been received with confidence by the literati, and was adopted in the National

College at the end of the 5th century; down to the end of the Tang, we do not

find suspicions raised as to its genuineness. During the Sung, however, ^. Jjjj;

Choo He, in his severely critical investigation of the Classics, was first led to

doubt the authority, but did not live to write a commentary on the work; that

being afterwards executed by his pupil^ % T'sae Ch'in. During the Ming,

and more especially the present dynasty, the work has passed through tests of

the most searching character, the result of which shews that the portion now

termed the ~f yi Koo-wdn, "Ancient text," is not the work of Gan-kwo, but

the fabrication of Mei Tsih, while the evidence tends to confirm the genuine-

ness of that of Fuh-sang, known as the^ y Kin-wdn,
" Modern text," which

had been handed down as a separate work till the Tang. The two texts

however are now generally published in one work, numbering 58 chapters in

all, only 33 of which belong to the Modern text.

3. The third Classic is the f^f $ Shelling, "Book of Odes," consisting ofa

collection of ballads used by the people of the various petty states of China in

ancient times, selected and arranged by Confucius, to the number of 311. This
work suffered the general fate of literary productions, at the hands of Che-hwano-

Te, but from the character of its contents, it was more likely to retain a place
in the memory than the Shoo kiny. Four different versions, by as many hands,
were afterwards published in the early part of the Han

;
one by 1^1 <^ Shin

Kung of Loo, termed the Loo Odes; another by ^ |]5] Yuen Kooof Tse, called

the Tse
Odesj_

another by ^^ Han Ying of Yen, named the Han Odes; and
one by % j^ Mauu Chang of Chaou, who professed to give the work as it had

been handed down by -J- J|f Tsze He'a, the disciple of Confucius. Only the

latter work has survived to the present time. The Tse Odes were already lost

during the Wei dynasty ;
the Loo Odes were lost during the Western Tsin

;

and although the Han Odes were preserved to a much later period, no one cared

to apply himself to the study of the work. Maou's version, as it has reached

us, numbers in all 311 odes
; 6 of which have only the name preserved, the odes

being lost. The work is divided into four parts; 1st, [H ^, Kwofung,
" Cha-
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racteristics of the States," containing ballads to the number of 159, from 15

petty kingdoms; 2nd, /]> tfffcSeaouye, "Lesser Eulogiums," containing 80 odes;

3rd, ^ 3f| Taya, "Greater Eulogiums," containing 31 odes; and 4th, $ff Sung,

"Songs of Homage," containing 41 odes, written to the praise of the Princes

of Chow, Loo, and Shang.
The three works above noticed hold the highest grade among the Classics.

4. The Rituals occupy the next place among the Classical writings, and

these arc three in number.

The JlfJ ;ff|
Chow le,

" Chow Ritual." isgenerally believed to have been writ-

ten early in the Chow and consists of an elaborate detail of the various 'officers

under that dynasty with their respective duties. It seems probable that the

same regulations were in force among the majority of the subordinate states at

that time. But the state of fjfi Tsin continued to retain the Shang rites to the

end
;
hence this work was a special object of aversion to Che-hwang Te, who

ordered that all the copies should be carefully sought for and burnt, in order

that he might obliterate every trace of the Chow
;
a severe prohibition against

its concealment being at the same time issued by him. We hear nothing more

of this work till nearly a hundred years later, when the reigning emperor Woo
Te repealed the above prohibition, in consequence of which several copies were

brought from their hiding places, and presented to the emperor. They were

tin 11 as much beyond the reach of scholars, as they had previously been during

their concealment, till about 40 B. c. when ^lj (Sj Lew Heang, and his son 0j^
Lew Hin, being engaged in comparing and arranging the rare books in the

palace, discovered this work, but wanting the last section
;
and although a re-

ward was publicly offered for its recovery, it could no Avhere be found. To

supply the deficiency, they added the ^ 1C fj* Kaou kung k& "
Artificer's

Record," now admitted to be a work of great antiquity, if not as supposed by
some, the original sixth section. During the Han, the work was known as the

J$j 1i? Chow kwan, "Officers of the Chow." In the time of the Tsin, it received

the name of Jf] ^ fft Choio kwan, le
<: Chow Official Ritual." During the

Tang, it was changed to Chow le. In the eleventh century a minister under

the Sung, named 3l ^ -35 Wang Gan-shlh introduced some changes in the

system of levying duties, and rested them on the authority of the Choio le.

The countenance which this unpopular measure appeared to receive from the

Chow le drew forth much opposition, in the way of counter-exposition, and

afterwards led to the declaration, on the part of the literati generally, that the

work was unworthy of credit; while one ^ ^ |^ Hoo Gan-kwo, declared that

it had been fabricated by Lew Hin, for the purpose of supporting the pretensions
of the usurper Wang Mang. These opinions were widely received till the time

of Choo He, who investigated anew the claims of the Chow U, the result of his

researches being to confirm the view, that the work was composed by Chow

Kung, or some sage during the Chow dynasty. Since that time, the question

of genuineness may be considered as set at rest, scholars with slight exception

giving in their adherence to the views promulgated by Choo Foo-tsze. In the

six sections of the Choio le, may be seen the type of the present six adminis-

trative Boards at Peking,
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The JH jjjjf
E le,

" Decorum Ritual
"
boars internal evidence of a very early

origin, and is by some attributed to Chow Kung. The subjects it treats of are

of a more domestic character than those of the Chow le
}
rules being laid down

for the guidance of individual conduct under a great variety of conditions and
circumstances. The first notice-* we have of it after the general conflagration is

a work entitled i ;fg Sze le "The Scholar's Ritual," in seven sections, brought
to light by one

fjlj j|] Kaon T'ang a native of Loo, in the 2nd century before

the Christian era. A copy of a ritual is recorded to have been found in the wall

of the |ago's habitation, along with the Shoo Icing and other books, divided into

fifty six sections, but corresponding substantially with the above work of seven

sections. This was termed the ;ff| ~^jf $ Le boo king, "Ancient Ritual Classic."

The name was changed to E le, during the Han
;
under which designation, the

work has been transmitted from age to age down to the present day.

The doctrine of the Rites as contained in the E le, gave rise to several schools

of exposition and teaching, in early times. One of the most famed of these was

that of JEJ ^H" How Ts'ang, who flourished during the 1st century before Christ.

A pupil of his named Jl f^Tae Tlh, collected together the existing documents

on the subject to the number of 214 sections, only a small portion of which were

held to have emanated from Confucius, and to have been put on record by his

disciples and others. These he revised and reduced to 85, his work being
named the ^ J| ff Td tae le,

" Ritual of the Senior Tae." This was further

revised by his nephew g^ Ig Tae Shing, who reduced the sections to 49 in

number, in which
J
form the compilation was entitled the /T Jl jjjf|

Seaou tae le

" Ritual of the Junior Tae." Such is the work that has come down to us under

the name of the
;]jf| jftj Le Ice, "Book of Rites," and is now by imperial authority

designated one of the Five Classics.

There are 40 out of the 85 sections of the Td. tae le now preserved, the remain

der having been lost during the Han, at which period the work was lightly

esteemed by the literati. Later scholars have however formed a higher estimate

of its value, and it is now looked upon by many, at least equal to, if not of

higher authority than the Le Ice. One of the most interesting sections in it is

the JJ S\* TE HeA seaduchiny
" Calendar of the Hea dynasty," which ifgenuine,

and the probabilities are strongly in its favour, presents us with an astronomical

document 2000 years older than the Christian era.

5. The ifji fjfc Ch'un ts'ew, "Spring and Autumn Annals" is the only one of

the Five Classics actually written by Confucius, being a history of his native

state Loo, from 722 to 484 B. c. The sage having caused several of his disciplse

to institute a search among the state records of the Chow, he availed himself of

the result of their labours, to compile the work in question. An amplification

of the original work was made by one of his pupils named ~fr 5\) ^ Tso Kew

ming, his work being named >y, 'pj| Tso chuen,
" Tso's Narrative." At the com-

mencement of the Han, a commentary on the Ch'un ts'ew by -4V -=F I^J Kung-

yaiig Kaou, was reduced to writing. Another commentary by ^^^ Kuh-

le'ang Ch'Ih, was written about the middle of the 1st century before Christ.

These two scholars are said to have been pupils of Tsze-hea, their works having
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been transmitted orally by- their respective disciples, for several generations.

Tlie above three works are all admitted to the rank of secondary Classics. The

object of the two latter is to give an exposition of principles, while the work of

Tsu, which lias maintained the first place in popular estimation, dilates especially

on the contemporary events necessary to throw light on the original chronicle.

Besides' this work, Tso had collected a mass of material connected with the

national history, which he did not feel at liberty to incorporate with the history

of the state of Loo
;
and hence he published it separately under the title of |l<f

w Kiubyu "Remarks concerning the States." This is termed the jt\> fS Wa&
cltucn "Outside Narrative," while the three former are called f^J y$j. Nwj
c/iuen

" Inside Narrative."

G. After the Five Classics par excellence, the books held next in estimation

are those known, as the [Hj flf Sze shoo, "Four Books." In the present form

however, the collection only dates from the time of the Sung, when they were

thus arranged by Choo lie.

The ~fc ^ T& hiid
'' Great Study" appears to have been retained after the

time of Che-hwang Te, among the documents pertaining to the rites, and

eventually formed a section in the Ll Ice, in which it was preserved till the time

of Choo He, who erased it from the L& Ice, and published it separately, as one of

the Four Books. It consists of eleven chapters, the first of which, called the

Classic, contains the words of Confucius, on the fundamental principles requisite

in the government of states. The remaining ten by his disciple ^^ Tsang
Ts'an are merely illustrations of the sayings of the sage.

The Pp )|| Chung yunrj
" Invariable Medium "

is ascribed to -f" ,, Tsze-

sze, the grandson of the sage. In this which is the most philosophic of the Four

r>iK>ks, the ruling motives of human conduct are traced from their psychological
source. The work consists of thirty three chapters, its history being similar to

that of the Td heo.

The ^pf 1^ Lun yu "Miscellaneous Conversations" consists of dialogues be-

tween Confucius and his disciples and others, in twenty chapters. ^E 9j iHi

Ching Ming-ta6u conceived that the book was written by the disciples of -^ ~f~

Yew tsze and 'f)

V

-f- Tsang tsze, themselves disciples of the sage. A copy
written in the seal character was afterwards found in the wall of Confucius'

house along with the Shoo king. This was deciphered and published by Kung
Gan-kwo. About a century later, another edition of the Lun yu appeared ;

the ^ lift Lob Inn "Loo Conversations," published by JJ fjl^ Hea-how

Shing and others. This was substantially the same as Gan-kwo's, which was ter-

med the "Ancient Text," there being merely a difference in the division of the

chapters, the Ancient Text having twenty one chapters, while the other only

numbered twenty. Shortly after, the ^ f^jf Tse liiii. "Tse Conversations" was

published by 3E a Wang Kelh. This was more diffuse than the others, and

contained two extra chapters, entitled pfj -f- Wan wtlng and ^ff 9|t Che latin.

The two works being compared together, the extra chapters of the Tse lun were

rejected, and the text amended according to the Loo lun. About the end of the

Han, H5 |f JfJt Ch'ing K'ang-ching investigated the different versions, and

taking the Lob lun as the standard, wrote a commentary on the work, since which
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his edition has heen generally received, and has retained the name of Lob lun.

The Tse lun soon after fell into disuse and was lost.

jjg -f- Many tsz6, which is the largest of the four, is composed of conversa-

tions held between the sage^ $ij Ming K'o, and the princes and grandees of

his time, the main object being to enforce the practice of the virtues of Bene-

volence and Integrity ;
the inherent goodness of human nature forming a fun-

damental principle in the philosopher's instructions. It is divided into fourteen

chapters. Mang tsze, or as he is generally called Mencius, was the pupil of a

disciple of Tsze-sze, and flourished during the 4th century B. o. His work is

said to have escaped the general burning, in consequnce of its being considered

extra-classical.

7. The^ j$ Heaou lung,
" Book of Filial Piety" claims to be a conversa-

tion held between Confucius and his disciple Tsang Ts'an, on the principles of

Filial Piety, recorded by another disciple whose name is not preserved. Ac-

cording to tradition, it was concealed by Hff^ Yen Che of ^fif PU H6-keen, at

the time of the burning of the books, and was brought to light again by his son

ji| Ching, when the edict against concealment was revoked. This copy con-

sisted of eighteen chapters ;
but a copy in the ancient character being after-

wards discovered in the wall of Confucius' dwelling, it was found to consist of

twenty two chapters. Lew Heang after carefully comparing the two copies,

fixed upon eighteen chapters as the original form, in which state it has come
down to us

;
but it does not by any means share the same degree of confidence

as the other clssical works
;
for many scholars of the present day, from study-

ing the text, feel justified in doubting that it originated with Confucius. Neither

the style of the composition they say, nor the doctrine propounded are in keep-

ing with the productions of the sage.

8. The Hf }ffi Urh ya,
'

Literary Expositor" is a dictionary of terms used

in the classical and other writings of the same period, and is of great importance
in elucidating the meaning of such words. It is divided into 19 sections, each

of which treats of a separate class of subjects. The authorship is attributed

with some probability to Tsze-hea ; though there is tradition that a part of

this had also been handed down from the time of Chow Kung.
The above-noticed works comprise all those generally denominated the Classics,

though the number of such has varied at different periods. ^/> jf^ Luh king,

"Six Classics" are said to have left the finishing hand of Confucius, i. e. the

Book of Changes, Book of Government, Book of Odes, Spring and Autumn

Annals, Book of Bites, and Book of Music. The last named of these is now

lost, and the only vestiges we have left respecting the music of that early period,

are a section in the Chow le, which treats of the duties of the officers of music,

a section in the Le ke, called the Music Record, and some incidental notices in

the Shoo king. It is very uncertain how much of the existing rituals are due

to Confucius
; there is reason to believe however, that the subject engaged a

<;'.iiM<lerable share of his attention. During the T'ang, a compilation was made

under the name of the ~f" El J$S Shth sun king,
" Thirteen Classics," including

the Yih king, Shoo king, She king, Choio le, E le, Le Ice, Ch'un ts'ew Tsb chuen,
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Ch'un ts'ew Kung ydng chucn, Ch'un ts'ew Kuh leang chuen, Heaou king, Lun

yu, Mdng tee, and Urh ya. In the time of the Sung, the number of Classics

was reduced to nine, by discarding the commentaries of Kung-yang and Kilh-

leang, the Ell and Urh ya. The Five Classics adopted by authority during the

Ming were, the Yih Icing, Slioo king, She king, Le Ice, and Ch'un ts'ew, while the

Four Books Ta heb, Chung yitng, Ltin yu, and Mdng tsz& were put in the second

grade. The same arrangement has been continued by the present dynasty, the

emperors of which have had versions of most of the above works published in

Manchu. The whole are sometimes included under the term Six Classics, the

Four Books collectively forming the sixth.

9. Another class of works which though not directly termed classical, are

yet referred to that division of literature, is that comprising the Dictionaries
;

in the compilation of which much labour has been bestowed by the Chinese, for

the purpose of maintaining the purity of the language to after ages. These may
be ranged under three divisions, according to the plan of their costruction. First

those in which the words are arranged in various categories fixed upon with re-

gard to affinity of subjects. To this division the Urh ya belongs, as also the

-/> W FPC Luh shoo ko6, a book of note written about the close of the Sung ;
and

the same principle of arrangement has been followed in a great number of works,

extending even to some which do not properly come under the denomination

of dictionary. It is that also generally adopted in the compilation of Chinese

dictionaries of foreign languages, such as the Mongolian, Manchu, Thibetan

and others.

The second division includes those arranged according to the radical part of

the character. The earliest work of this kind was the fft ^ Shwo wdn, com-

posed by jf 1if|
He Shin, and published A. D. 100, which is divided into 540

radical sections. The 3S Jft Yuh peen was published A. D. 523 by |H $$? 3l
Koo Yay-wang, and contains 542 radicals. The *^ J|f Luy peen by nj tfy ~fc

Sze Ma-kwang, which appeared in the Sung dynasty, is arranged under 544

radicals. The ^ ^ ^ LA shoo pun e was published during the Ming, by

M $! Kit Chaou Hwuy-k'een ;
in this the number of radicals are reduced to

SCO. At a later period during the same dynasty, the -J- ^ Tsze wutj was pu-

blished, in which the radicals were fixed at 214
;
and the same arrangement has

been preserved in the two principal dictionaries that have been compiled during

the present dynasty, the i ^" jS, Citing tsze t'ung and H $ ^f- Jft K'ang-he
tsze teen.

The third division comprises those works which are arranged in accordance

with the tones and final sounds of the characters. One of the earliest of these

is the j^- qjk Tang yun, as the name indicates, a production of the T'angdynasty,

but the nucleus of the work appears to have been composed during the Suy,

under the name of ^J t|pl Ts&e yun, by |H^ If Luh Fa-yen.

Tne IS alt Kwang yun is a work of uncertain date, but generally believed to

belong to the T'ang dynasty, and is substantially the same as the Tang yun.

The earliest known edition of it is of the time of the Sung,

The ^ t||i Tseih yun, a work of considerable fame appeared during the Sung.
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The 5JL ^^ ^ Wod yin tselh yun is by j^fi $H Jj$ Han Ta6u-chaou of the

Kin dynasty. The ground-work is in substance the same as the Kw&ng yun,

containing the 26,194 characters which compose that work, together with 27,330

more, being just one less than the additional number given in the Tseih yun.
But a new arrangement is introduced, the 206 finals of previous works being

reduced by combination to 160
;
under each of which, the characters are referred

in order to the 36 initial sounds, these being subdivided according to the four

classes of finals.

The -^J i|fl "Nt 3JS B! Tsee yun die cliang t'od is a small work on the sounds

of the language, illustrated by diagrams, by Sze-ma Kwang mentioned above.

All the words are arranged according to the 36 initials and four classes of finals,

this being the oldest work extant containing the Hindoo analysis introduced by
the Indian Buddhists. There are twenty diagrams containing in all 3,130 cha-

racters, from which may be derived by rule 760 more, completing the number

3,890 contained in the Tsee yiin.

The Id f$ Yimpbo by^^ Woo Ylh of the Sung dynasty, is chiefly valued

as being the earliest attempt to investigate the theory of the ancient sounds ;

but it is said to be a very faulty production.

The ;ff R$H^ LepoO yun led by ~J~ Jg Ting T'oo, the author of the Tseih

yun, was published under official patronage about the middle of the llth cen-

tury, for the purpose of rectifying the disorders which were creeping into the

rhymes at the examinations
; from which time this work was to be the standard

of appeal. There are only 9,590 characters in the original work, but some sup-

plementary matter was afterwards added. An augmentation of the preceding

work appeared in the 12th century with the title tfj ^ ~EJ. x Jig n|> g|| 4|-

Tsany sew ho6 clioo le po6 yun led. This was the joint production of^ Jfc Maou

Hwang and his son % ^j| jj- Maou Keu-ching, the former of whom increased

the original work by 2,655 characters, and the latter 1,402 more. In the fol-

lowing century, the ffl %J3 ^^ Yd yun shtii e was composed by (^ H? f^j j(|^

Gow-yang Tlh-lung, and enlarged by ffl TJ* IE Ko Show-ching, being an ex-

egetical work on the Le po6 yun led. The ^L 4M 1$t aPt ^eio Icing poo yun is a

small vocabulary auxiliary to the Le'poo yun led, by %jj ^ S3 Yang Plh-yen,

containing 7i) characters from the classics, which are omitted in that work
;
also

an appendix of 88 articles concerning the morning rites.

The "jjf -4* f||l ^ $j-:^ Kod kin yun hiuuy Jceu yaou was compiled by u

J^> Heung Chung of the Yuen dynasty. A new arrangement of the initials is

adopted, after the method of Han Taou-chaou
;
and the number of the finals

*.* in)

are reduced to 107, in accordance with the system introduced by ^IJ '^fl Lew

Yuen of Ping-shwuy about the middle of the 13th century, and which has been

very generally followed since that time, under the name of Ping-shwuy finals.

The ^ 8 ^ 2f- Sze shing tdny tsze. is a small work by an unknown author,

which like the Tsee yun die chang t'od, is arranged on the plan of the Hindoo

anal

The $ j TF. iH Hiiny woo citing yun as its name implies, was published
under the p.-d pmage of the first emperor of the Ming dynasty, during the period

Hung-woo. In it the number of rhymes are reduced to 76. Although the work

is well known, it never came into general use.
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The Q gp Yin Ian a small work of some merit by H| -jj j{ Ko6 Yen-woo of

Kwan-shan, published at the commencement of the present dynasty, besides an
analysis of three of the old pronouncing dictionaries, gives a number of disqui-
sitions respecting the history of the sounds, The same author, who was a man
of deep research, published four other works on the same subject, which generally
form one collection : the f^f 2fS ^ She pun yin, a dictionary of the original
sounds of the Book of Odes, in which all the rhymes of the odes are taken se-

riatim, and referred to their respective divisions in the Kwdng ytin : the$ ||r
Y'ili yin, an analysis of the Book of Changes, on the same principle as the pre-

ceding ;
the jff iHl TP T'dng yiin ching, a systematic rectification of the T'ang

dynasty finals : and the
"jjf g ^ Koo yin peaou in which all the ancient

sounds are arranged under 10 divisions, in each of which the characters follow the

order of the four tones. The gif| ^j|} TF. Yun pod citing is another small work

by the same author, devoted to the correction of errors in the Yun pod.

The ?|jf Q Luy yin by $ ^: P'wan Liiy, a pupil of Koo Yen-woo above

mentioned, was pubished towards the close of 17th century. The author applies
himself especially to the more modern changes in pronunciation. He increases

the number of initials to 50, under which he tabulates the whole system of sounds,
and afterwards arranges all the characters under 147 divisions distributed among
ihe four tones.

The
~jjjf^ jiff, qip| Koo kin t'ung yun is a work on the ancient and modern

sounds by% ^ ^pMaouK'e-ling, written with a view to controvert the princi-

ples laid down in the several publications of Koo Yen-woo. It is considered in-

ferior to the latter.

The "^f -^ j|p| Jj(L Koo kin yun leo by %$
~*

$0 Shaou Tsze-seang, which

appeared about the end of the 17th century, follows the classification of the 106

finals.

The ftf" ^ |j|i jplj: Hee yun wuy tseih is an imperial work published in 1750,
in which the characters are classified under the usual system of finals. An ab-

breviation of the same system is published in a small volume under the name
f
f^F aft She yun, merely containing the meaning of each character in the most

concise possible form.

Another concise work of modern date is the g gpl Tr. gft Yin yun ching go

by -^ ?H1 Sun Yaou, in which the arrangement is according to 65 finals.

The ^ {J(l jpi| ^ Yin yun tseih yaou by ^ ,|^ Wang Seun, published
about 1780, is arranged under 21 leading divisions, according to the finals.

The
~j^ fH|^ ip> 7fo6 yun peaou chun by /X ^C Ke'ang Yung, is a work of

the latter part of last century. The |5} ^ ^f] ^ ^| Sze shing tsee yun
peaou is another small work by the same author, in which all the sounds are ta-

bulated under the 36 initials.

The Jjtt J| ^ |jf Pan ma tsze % by j| $H Loo Ke of the Sung dynasty,
is an examination of the characters in Sze-rna Tseeu's Historical Record and
Pan Koo's History of the Han. The arrangement is accordingly to 204 finals.

The^ HI Tsze keen by ^ ^^ Le Wan-chung, is a dictionary which

appeared during the Yuen dynasty, arranged according to the 206 final divi-

sions.

The ^ )frf 2yt 3E Yun fob Ic'eun yuh is a small encyclopaedia of about the

same period as the preceding, by (^ H$ 7C Yin She-foo. This seems to be

the oldest work extant with Lew Yuen's system of finals, which are followed in

the general classification.
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The iE. Jfi, g^ Jffij Woo chay yun suy by ]JJ ^ Ling E-tung was pu-
blished in 1592. It follows the common system of the 106 finals, the principal

leading characters being given in the ancient and modern form.

The 5E l|i tUt Jft Woo chay yunfod by |5jjt j|| j! Ch'in Tsin-moo, is di-

vided among 128 finals newly selected, the sounds under each final being ar-

ranged according to the 36 initials, which are placed at the head of the page.
This work formed the basis of Morrison's Alphabetic Chinese dictionary.

The gff 2J pp -^p ||f JJeae shingp'ing tsz& tseen by Jjf| fj|j TT^Tu Tlh-shing,

published in 1677, is a dictionary on the phonetic principle. There are in all

96 leading characters, the vocables under which amount to 1,500, embracing
more than sixty thousand characters.

The ^ jp| HH ^ Yin yun ch'en wS was published by imperial authority in

1726. It is arranged according to the 36 initials.

The ^ f||| jjjjjfc $$. Yin yun shuh we, appeared about 1771, under the pa-

tronage of the succeeding emperor. It is the same in principle as the Yin yun
ch'en we, there being a slight modification in the disposition of the 36 initials.

The j^, %, g|| Jf^p Pei ivdn yunfod, which was compiled under the special

superintendence of the emperor, and published in 1711, is probably the most

extensive work of a lexicographical character ever published. It is arranged

according to the usual system of 106 finals distiibuted among the 5 tones. It

is usually bound in 110 thick volumes. The {1 jf^ %!y $H Yunfob yopaen

by H$ 'fcffi T'ang K'ae, which appeared in 1759, is a work on the same prin-

ciple as the preceding, but in an exceedingly abridged form. The f^f jUj $f|

^ She yun peen g by 3l j|B )$|| Wang K'e p'ang, published in 1808, is also

on the same arrangement, but greatly more epitomized. This is much used as

a hand-book by students.

There are also several pronouncing dictionaries of the mandarin colloquial

dialect, arranged on the above principle. One of the earliest of these is the
"

yuen yin yun by ^ f^ fff Chow Tih-ts'ing, which ap-l

peared in the 13th century, including all the sounds under 19 finals. The

3L ~)j 7C^ Woofang yuen yin by ^ Jjlf JH, Fan T'ang-fung is a well-

known work published in 1710, in which the sounds are all classified under 12

categories of finals. A revision and enlargement of the same was given to the

public in 1810. Another work of this class is the Fp /H -T* {p| Chung cliow

tseuen yun by ^tj j|j Chow Gang, in which the sounds are arranged accord-

ing to the several organs of pronunciation. The g {|f| ^J| ffl Yin ytin seu

die by^ flf f^ Le Shoo-yun, published in 1690, follows the method of the

Chung yuen yin yun. Another on the same plan is the Fp jfj Q ]p| $^^
Chung cliow yin yun tseih yaou.

Dictionaries in various local dialects are also published on the same principle.

Such is the /V^ "o fT P& y^n ho t'ing, compiled by ^f"^ Tsin Gran from

two earlier works, being a dictionary of the Fuh-chow dialect in Fuh-keen,
dated 1749.

The %fc i^M + 3L Hi Ya siih t'ung shlh woo yin by | ^^ Seay
S6w-lan gives the dialect of Chang-chow in Fuh-keen.

The ft jffl |^ ^ ^^ Fun yun tso yaou ho chlh by^^ p| Yu He8.

poo and J^_ |1$ ^ Wan K'e-shlh, is a dictionary of the Canton dialect.

Dictionaries of the ancient character are found arranged on this plan. The
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liH *$^ ^ Hdn U tsze y.uen, is a production of the 12th century, by Jj $|
Loo Ke, giving the various forms of the characters in the Le or Official hand,
found on 340 stone tablets from the 2nd century B. c. to the 5th century A. D.

according to the classification of the Le poo yiin led. The ^^ Le peen by

HI i!y cf Koo Gae-kelh, which appeared last century, is on the same plan as

the preceding. The /^ flf 5^ Lull shoo t'ung was published by ^j Tjif
/

0fc

Min Tsie-kelh in 1661, when he was 82 years of age. The characters are given
in a variety of ancient forms, and arranged according to the usual system of

finals. The -^ %j tp| Jfrj- Kin shih yun fob is an extensive catalogue of cha-

racters in various ancient styles, found in inscriptions ;
this is also arranged

according to the finals, and is printed in red.

In 1750, a work was published under imperial authority, termed the
ffiij ])

alt Wt Tung todn yun t'ung, containing a syllabic comparison between the

Sanscrit and Tibetan vocables, the sounds being expressed in Chinese by means

of initials and finals.

II. HISTORIES.

Under the second great division of Chinese literature, termed &*. Sh$
" His-

tory," is included the various works on History, Geography, and kindred sub-

jects. Historical works are again subdivided into three principal classes,

1. The first of these classes comprises what are termed the TF. JC. Ghing she
"
Dynastic Histories," a name which is first found in the History of the Suy

dynasty. These are all framed on a nearly uniform model, the general arrange-

ment being in three sections, as follows. ^* ftQ Te ke, "Imperial Records."

containing a succinct chronicle of the several emperors of the dynasty. Next ^^
Che, "Memoirs," consisting of a succession of articles on jjgLeih, "Mathemati-

cal chronology," f Le, "Rites," $fe Yd, "Music," }fi] Ring, "Jurisprudence,"

j jf Shih ha, "Political economy," $$> jflE Keaou sze, "State sacrifices,"

^C ~9T'eemodn, "Astronomy/' 3E ^T Woo hing, "Elemental influence," itfj

II T6 U, "Geography," and 1 ~% E wan, "Literature," with the state of

these various subjects during the dynasty. The last section is ^l] ^ Lee. clmen,
"
Narratives," which contains besides Biographies of persons of eminence during

the dynasty, a detail of all that is known respecting foreign nations. Such will

be found to be a general outline of all these histories from the earliest period

downwards
;
while there are slight modifications peculiar to the several dynasties,

each of which possesses its own history. These exhibit various degrees of merit,

but in view of the range of subject embraced in such a work, it may be con-

ceived, that it requires a man of no ordinary attainment to reach the standard

in the several sections. Some of the histories have accordingly been written by
men of high standing in the literary world. Compilations of these works have

been made at different times, and varying in extent. During the Sung dynasty,
the " Seventeen Histories

"
were published in a single work

;
under the Ming,

the "
Twenty one Histories

"
appeared ;

the "
Twenty two Histories," and the

"
Twenty four Histories" have severally appeared during the present dynasty,

as comprising the archives of the empire. The following is a catalogue of the
"
Twenty four Histories," which includes the contents of the other collections

also
;
each collection commencing with the Ji* gtJ She, 1:6 by ^ ,R^ xH Sze-rna

Ts'e'en, who has been termed the Herodotus of China.
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A part of the materials for the She Tc6 were collected by I?] $| ff$ Sze-ma

T'an the father of Sze-ma Ts'een, to whom he transferred the work when on

his death bed. Commencing from the time of the ancient monarch ^ ^j*

Hwang-te, it reaches down to the reign of JE^ 'rB* Woo-te of the Han dynas-

ty, embracing a period of more than three thousand years. It is divided into

5 sections: 1. *rfj*^E Te Ice, "Imperial records; 2, ^ !ft Neen peaou,

'Chronological tables;" 3, /V5 P shoo, "Eight treatises," regarding

Uitcs, Music, Harmony, Chronology, Astrology, Sacrificial service, Water-

courses, and Weights and measures; 4, jt ^ She Jcea, "Genealogical histo-

ry" of the princes and grandees; 5, ^1)^1 Lee chuen, "Narratives." This

work has always been looked up to by subsequent authors as a model composi-
tion. Much of the original is now lost, and has been supplied by ^ ty $fc

Choo Shaou-sun.

The Tse'en h&n shoo was compiled by Pan Koo, who like Sze-ma T'an and

Sze-ma Ts'een held the official appointment of National Historiographer. It is

divided into 4 sections: 1, Te Ice which commences at the first year of HI jtf*

Urh-she of the ffr "Tsin "
dynasty (B. c, 209), and closes at the 5th year of

^ 'r^' Ping-te of the Han (A. D. 5); 2, Neen peaou; 3, Che "Memoirs,"

corresponding to the Pd shoo of the She fee, containing separate chapters on

Harmony and Chronology, Rites and Music Jurisprudence, Political economy,
State' sacrifices, Astronomy, Elemental influence, Geography, Water-courses,
and Literature

; 4, Tee chuen. Part of this history was composed by the fa-

ther of Pan Koo, and the Tables and Astronomy were completed by his sister

Pan Chaou after his death. A commentary was written on the work by j|
$fU l^j Yen Sze-koo during the Tang dynasty; part of the comments however,
on the chapters on Geography and Literature, are by Pan Koo himself.

The H6w liun shoo is divided into 3 sections: 1, ffi JjE? /jtE Te how Ice

"Records of the emperors and empresses;" 2, Che, which includes Harmony
and Chronology, Rites and Ceremonies, Sacrifices, Astronomy, Elemental in-

flueuce, Geography, Government offices, and Sumptuary regulations; 3, Lee

chuen. It is only the first and last of these sections that are from the hand of

Fan Ye, who entrusted the composition of the Che to Hf fjff Se'ay Chen : but

Fan having been put to death for a state offence, before the Completion of the

Che, Se'ay suppressed his work, in order to conceal his connexion with the his-

torian. H] ^ $& Sze-ma Pew of the^ Tsin dynasty having written a sup-

plementary history of the After Han, the section Che was taken from the same

and incorporated in Fan's history, in the early part of the llth century, thus

completing the work as it has come down to us.

The San lewd die is a history of the period immediately succeeding the After

Han dynasty, when China was divided into the three kingdoms of^ Wei, 4}
Shflh, and ^ Woo. The respective histories of these three states are succintly

given in the above order, each containing the Records of the reigning family and

a Biographical section, that of the Wei having a short chapter at the end on

foreign nations. The author Ch'in Show being a subject of the Tsin dynasty,
which succeeded the Wei, it was a necessity with him to assign the rightful su-

premacy to that house
;
but since the time of Choo He of the Sung dynasty,

the Shuh which more directly succeeded the Han, has been admitted to be the
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legitimate continuator of the imperial power, in accordance with the views of

that scholar.

Previous to the Tang dynasty, the history of the Tsin was only to he found

in an imperfect state, when the emperor ^ 7JV T'ae-tsung of that house orga-

nized a literary commission, consisting of Fang K'eaou and others, who com-

piled the present Tsin shoo from the works of eighteen preceding authors. The

emperor himself composed the Records of two of the earliest monarchs, and also

two of the Biographies ;
from which circumstance, the authorship of the work

is generally ascribed to that prince. It consists of 4 sections: 1, Te Ice
; 2,

Che, which contains Astronomy, Geography, Chronology, Rites, Music, Govern-

ment offices, Sumptuary regulations, Political economy, and Elemental in-

fluence
; 3, Lee chuen, including short notices of foreign countries

; 4, ^ jfjj

Tsae ke "
Contemporary Register," giving biographical sketches of the princes

of the various contemporaneous dynasties.

The Sung shoo was the work of Ch'in Yo, who flourished under the Leang
dynasty. It is divided into 3 sections: 1, Te ke; 2, Che, embracing Chro-

nology Rites, Music, Astronomy, Elemental influence, Felicitous influences,

Geography, and Government offices
; 3, Lee chuen. It is thought that this

book originally contained another section of Tables, when it left the hand of

Ch'in Yo
;
but if so, it was lost at a very early date. The chapter on Felicitous

influences is an unwarranted innovation upon preestablished usage ;
and the

Geographical portion is executed in an exceedingly careless style. These are the

chief defects in the work, which in other respects is a very commendable pro-
duction.

The N&n tse shoo being composed under the Leang dynasty, bears marks of

the prevailing influence of Buddhism at that period. It is divided into 3 sec-

tions 1, 2JS /f>E Pun ke "National Records;" 2, Che, which includes Rites,

Music, Astronomy, Geography. Goverment offices, Sumptuary regulations, Fe-

licitous influences, and Elemental influence
; 3, Lee chuen. Some small por-

tions of the work have been lost, since it left the hand of Seaou Tsze-heen.

A great part of the materials for the Leang shoo, were drawn up by $(} yj^

Yaou Ch'a. a minister of the Chin dynasty, but the work having been left in-

complete by him, in the year A.D. 629, the emperor T'ae-tsung of the Tang
Commissioned his son Yaou Sze-leen,' together with Wei Ching to complete the

undertaking. As the share taken by the latter merely consisted in some incon-

siderable corrections, the authorship has been rightly attributed to Yaou Sze-

leen. The arrangement is in 2 sections : 1, Pun ke
; 2, Lee cliuen. With

the exception of some slight discrepancies which criticism has discovered, the

work is generally esteemed for its merits,

Yaou Ch'a mentioned above, having collected the historical notices of the

Chin dynasty by three preceding authors, commenced a history from these ma-

terials, but very little had been accomplished towards the execution of his plan
at his death. The work was completed by his son Yaou Sze-leen under imperial

commission, nearly contemporaneous with the Leang shoo, being denominated
the Ch'in shoo. It is divided into 2 sections: 1, Pun ke ; 2, Lee chuen.

There is more uniformity throughout than is found in the Leang shoo.
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When the Wei shoo was originally published by Wei Show during the North-

ern Tse dynasty, it excited a good deal of clamour and disapprobation, in conse-

quence of the freedom with which it dealt with the conduct of public men of

the time. It was probably a kindred impulse that induced the emperor ^ *^j*

Wfui-te to patronize fji| $= Wei Tan, in his attempt to compose a more po-

pular record of that northern Tartar dynasty. Wei Show's- work was revised

and amended during the Sung dynasty, several additions being made to it from

that of Wei Tan and other sources
;

in which shape it has come down to us,

and is now esteemed a sterling work, while none of the compositions that were

intended to supplant it have survived the lapse of time. It contains 3 sections:

1, Pun he; 2, Le& chuen; 3, Che, comprising Uranography, Qeography,

Harmony and Chronology, Kites, Music, Political econmy, Jurisprudence, Su-

pernatural indications, Government offices, and Buddhism and Taouism.

^ f^ $ft Le Tlh-lin, a subject of the Northern Tse, having collected an a-

mount of documentary matter for a national history of that dynasty, his son Le

Plh-yo received the imperial command at the beginning of the Tang to complete

the work, which he accomplished in a very indifferent style. The plan of the

How lidn shoo is adopted, but there is a slovenliness and want of uniformity

throughout, the whole being comprised under 2 sections : 1, Pun Jce ; 2 Le&

chucn. This being the only history of that particular period extant, it has been

adopted as the Plh tse shoo in the chronological series.

The task of writing the History of the Chow dynasty, was imposed upon

Ling-hoo Tih-fun. by the emperor Tae-tsung of the Tang. The documents

necessary for the accomplishment of this work, which had been handed down

from the Chow and Buy dynasties, were modelled after the style of the Shoo

king, which seems to have been an influencing motive with Ling-hoo to complete

the history in the same spirit ;
the consequence being a marked paucity of

substantial narrative, which has given place to elegance of empty diction. Large

portions of his work have been lost in after time, and the lacunfe somewhat

clumsily supplied from the Pih she. It is composed of 2 sections : l,Pun

/t-e ; 2, Lee chuen. This and the Pih tse shoo are the most mutilated of all

the twenty four.

The Suy shoo like the respective histories of the Leang, Chin, Northern Tse,

and Chow dynasties, was also compiled in compliance with a commission from

T'ae-tsung of the Tang. The work was executed under the superintendence

of Wei Ching, Duke of Hfl Ch'ing, who wrote part of the prefatory and critical

portions. There are in all 3 sections : i, Te ke; 2, Che, embracing Kites

and Ceremonies, Music, Harmony and Chronology, Astronomy, Elemental in-

fluence, Political economy, Jurisprudence, Government offices, Geography, and

Bibliography ; 3, Lee chuen. The authorship of the Te ka and Lei chuen is

attributed to Yen Sze-koo and ^L JjfM K'ung Ying-ta. The Che seems to

have been the joint work of several hands, chiefly ~f" ^ -^'Yu Che-ning and

^ JfL ^ Le Chun-fung. This and the four dynastic histories just named,

which were compiled at the same time, were originally published in one work,

and the Che "Memoirs" for the whole were included in one, and published

separately, under the title of " Memoirs of the Five dynasties." Afterwards
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the five histories being separated into so many distinct works, the Memoirs were

attached to that of the Suy as being the last in the series
;
which accounts for

these documents so much exceeding the period of that single dynasty. The

chapter on Bibliography, although exceedingly faulty, is of considerable value,

in consequence of the paucity of information of a kindred character elsewhere,

about the time in question. The Say shoo has deservedly a better reputation

than the other four histories.

The N&n she having been compiled by Le Yen-show, was submitted to the

revision of Ling-hoo Tlh-fun. It contains the abbreviated history of the Sung,

Southern Tse, Leang, and Chin dynasties. A negligence of execution is ob-

servable throughout the work, frequent repetitions of events, and some unac-

countable omissions. But although the work stands low as a literary produc-

tion, it possesses a certain value, as supplying some information which is

omitted in the separate histories of these four dynasties. It contains 2 sec-

tions: 1, Pun Jce; 2, Lee chuen.

The Plli she is from the same hand as the preceding, but the author being a

native of the north, was more familiar with the current of events, and took much

greater pains in the execution of the work. It includes the histories of the

Northern Wei, the Northern Tse, the Chow and the Suy dynasties, and sap-

plies most of the deficiencies, that occur in the separate histories of those dy-

nasties. It is divided into 2 sections : 1, Piin ke ; 2, Lee chuen.

The nucleus of the Tang history was composed by -^ $, Woo King, a sub-

ject of that dynasty, who brought his account down to the commencement of

of the 8th century. This was revised and remodelled by JfL ^JL Wei Shim, and

within half a century afterwards -f -ffc <{( Yii Hew-lee the official historiogra-

pher added something further. Some slight additions were made by later hands.

iu which state it was found at the close of the Tang ;
when ^lj J^jJ Lew Heu

of the After Tsin took the work in hand, and from the preexisting materials,

together with some contemporary aid, composed the K'ew t'tlng shoo nearly in

the form we now have it. Criticism has been severe upon its defects, which

consist chiefly of prolixity in some parts, and excess of generality in others.

Want of discrimination is also apparent, in repetition of facts, and some omis-

sions and misplacements. But with all its faults, its merits are considered suf-

ficient to entitle it to be retained in the national collection of histories. It

contains 3 sections: I, Pan lie; 2, Che, including Rites and Ceremonies

Music, Chonology, Astronomy, Elemental influence, Geography, Government

offices, Sumptuary regulations, Bibliography, Political economy, and Jurispru-
dence ; 3, Lee chuen.

The many defects in the K'ew fang shoo having rendered it desirable to have
a more perfect history of the period, an imperial commission was conferred on

'if* -^V^ Tsang Kung-leang about the middle of the llth century, to super-
intend the remodelling of the work. This was executed by Gow-yang Sew and

Sung K'e, and named the Sin fang shoo. It contains a greater accumulation

of facts than the older history, while it is compressed into less bulk
; the facts

introduced however, are considered by the Chinese as frequently irrelevant, and
the style rugged, though the first of these qualities would probably commend it

in the judgment of Europeans. On the whole it is considered much in advance
of the K'ew t'dny shoo. There are 4 sections in all: 1, Piln Ice; 2, Ch,
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comprising Rites and Music, Body-guard, Sumptuary regulations, Chronology,

Astronomy, Elemental influence, Geography, Examinations, Government, Mi-

litary, Political economy, Jurisprudence, and Literature
; 3, Peaou ; 4, Led

chuen. The three first sections are ascribed to Gow-yang Sew, and the last to

Sung K'e.

lu the year 973, the reigning monarch of the Sung dynasty, commanded

^ ^ IE See Keu-ching and others to compile a history of the five short dy-

nasties, Leang, Tang, Tsin, Han, and Chow, which immediately succeeded the

Great Tang. The work was executed in little more than a year, and received

the name K'tw woo tae she ; although the style of the composition is exceeding-

ly unpolished, the statements embodied are deemed worthy of the utmost con-

fidence. In the year 1207, it was discarded from the educational institutions

of the country in favour of the new history, from which time it seems to have

fallen into disuse among the people, and when it was restored to its place among

the natural histories, by the emperor of the Keen-lung period, there was only

one copy to be found in the empire. It is divided into 3 sections : 1, Pun ke;

2, Che ; 3, Lee chuen.

The Sin woo tae she forms a solitary instance since the time of the Tang, of

one of the dynastic histories having been written by private enterprise. There

is a strikin"
1 boldness in the conception of the author Gow-yang Sew, in his de-

parture from the beaten track of his predecessors. Setting before himself the

Ch'un ts'ew and She H as his models, he aimed at the lofty style of those ancient

works but he has laid himself open to the charge of sacrificing narrative of facts

to eleo-ance of diction. He has omitted the Che altogether, and divided his

work into the following 5 sections: \,Pun ke; 2, Lei chuen; 3, 3? K'aou

"
Researches;" 4, itfc ^c ^f- f|f She kea neen pod

"
Genealogical registers;"

5^ [f^j- |;| Fo6 luh
"
Appendix." After the death of the author, the ma-

nuscript was presented to the emperor, by whose orders it was printed and put

in circulation, when it ultimately supplanted the K'eio woo tae she for several

centuries.

T'6-t'o the principal author of the Sung she, who was a Mongol by nation,

has not gained much renown by that work. His chief aim seems to have been to

illustrate the principles of metaphysics; apart from which the voluminous details

abound with errors of so grave a character, as to lay the work peculiarly open to

the critical censure of subsequent writers. There are in all 4 sections: 1, Pun

he; 2, Che, including Astronomy, Elemental influence, Chronology, Geography,

Water-courses, Rites, Music, Body-guard, Sumptuary regulations, Examina-

tions, Government offices, Political economy, Military, Jurisprudence, and Lite-

rature; 3, Peaou; 4, Le'c chuen. Although the faults of the Sung she are

generally acknowledged, no history has been yet found fit to supplant it.

The Leaou she is by the same author as the Sung she; but a peculiar difficulty

in compiling a History of the K'e-tan Tartars, arose from the fact, that the

annals of the nation were prohibited on pain of death, being communicated to

any but subjects of the dynasty ;
so that at the overthrow of their kingdom,

when their cities were given up to the flames, nearly all vestiges of their earlier

records were destroyed. T'o-t'6's statements therefore must be received with

caution
;
for many errors have been discovered in it, by means of existing con-

temporaneous notices. The plan of the work is iu 4 sections: I, Pun ke; 2,
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Che, containing Military defences, Army, Chronology and Uranography, Go-

vernment offices, Eites, Music, Body-guard, Political economy and Jurispru-

dence; 3, Peaou; 4, Lee chuen.

T'6-t'o has succeeded much better in the Kin she than in the other two works

of which lie was principal author. Having been more careful in the examina-

tion of his authorities, the History of the Kin has secured a degree of confi-

dence which that of the Sung and Leaou fail to obtain, while the style of the

composition is worthy of the subject. There is in all 4 sections: 1, Pun Ice;

2, Che, containing Astronomy, Chronology, Elemental influence, Geography,

Water-courses, Kites, Music, Body-guard, Sumptuary regulations, Military,

Jurisprudence, Political economy, Examinations, and Government offices;

3, Peaou; 4, Lee, chuen.

The Yuen she having been compiled with undue haste, is marked by nume-

rous and glaring imperfections, both in the style of the composition and the

section of materials. There are several omissions, and the established forms of

the historians are in some cases overlooked, but there are good points about the

chapters on Chronology and Geography. The work on the whole does not rank

high according to the scale of merit. It contains 4 sectioons": 1, Pun Ice;

2, Che, consisting of Astronomy, Elemental influence, Chronology, Geography,
Water-courses, Kites and Music, State sacrifices, Sumptuary regulations, Ex-

aminations, Government offices, Political economy, Military and Jurisprudence ;

3, Peaou; 4, Lee chuen.

The imperial order for the compilation of the history of the Ming dynasty
was first issued in 1679, when fifty eight scholars were appointed to engage in

the work, and by continued accretions it was brought to a conclusion in 1724.

The Ming she as we now have it was ultimately laid before the emperor in

1742, by Chang T'ing-yuh and his colleagues. It conforms in plan to the

former histories, but does not rank high as a literary productions. It consists

of 4 sections: 1, Pitn Ice; 2, Che, including Astronomy, Elemental influence,

Chronology, Geography, Kites, Music, Body-guard, Sumptuary regulations,

Examinations, Government offices, Political economy, Water-courses, Military,

Jurisprudence and Literature; 3, Peaou; 4, Lee chuen,

2. The second class of Histories are termed fljjg fi P&en ne'en, "Annals,"
the model for which order of writing may be found in the Ch'un ts'ew Classic

by Confucius. This consists in a consecutive chronicle of events, each year

having a detailed account of the various occurrences in each department of

history, ranged in chronological order. After the Ch'un ts'ew, the work of this

class claiming the greatest antiquity is the ^f^ -jj^^ Chuh shoo lce~ neen,

"Bamboo Record," said to have been found in the tomb of one of f$| Wei

princes, in th6 year A.D. 284. This commences with the reign of f^f^f
1

Hwang-
te and extends to B.C. 299. The original work however with a commentary on

it by Ch'in Y6 the historian of the Sung, is considered to have been long lost,

and the one now known by that name, there is a good ground for believing to

be a fabrication.

It is recorded of He'en te of the After Han dynasty, who was given to literary

pursuits, that being dissatisfied with the prolix character of Pan Koo's history

of the Former Han, he engaged ^aj '[& Seun Yug to recompose the annals of

that house; the result of which was the '^j| $ti Han Ice in 30 Iccuen or books,
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after the plan of the Tsd chuen, heing a concise narrative year by year of all

events of importance throughout the dynasty. The -$t tH jjfi Hfao hdn ke by

iff ~Z Yuen Hung, is a history of the After Han, published under the Tsin,

in the same form as the preceding, and about the same in extent. The B 'gJI

^ $tl Se h&n n&en ke is another history of the Former Han, by T ^ ^
Wang Ylh-che an author of the Sung dynasty.
Other works of this class appeared during the Suy and Tang dynasties, but the

most celebrated production is the great work of ~S] $jj ^ Sze-ma Kwang, the

iC /P 3JE >li Tsze che t'ung keen on which he was engaged for nineteen years

during the reigns of Yirig tsung and Shin tsung of the Sung. This history
which comprises 294 books, embraces a period from the commencement of the

fourth century B. c. down to the end of the Woo taS, or "Five dynasties" that

succeeded the Tang. Supplementary to the above, another part was published

by the same author, called ^ '/p? :j| ^^ J|. Tsze die t'ung Hen k'adu 6,

being a discussion of doubtful questions affecting the work. He afterwards

wrote the jjg, 3$HiW Wi T'ung keen sliili U, being a small volume on the gene-
ral principles of the great work. Another work by the same is termed the ^It

iK J&L >la jij yly. Tsze die t'ung keen inuh IfiJi, consisting of 30 books of tables

to accompany his great history. The f|f ^ |^ Ke kob luh in 20 books, is also

by Sze-ma Kwang, and forms a complement to his other history, beginning with

the semifabulous period of Fuh-he, and ending with the year A. D. 1067. The

all 3H #h ML T'ung keen ivae ke, in 10 books, is attributed to ^lj^ Lew
Shoo, the associate of Sze-ma Kwang in compiling his T'ung keen. It begins with

the time of Fuh-he, and ends where the T'ung keen begins. There are also 5 books

of tables, after the style of Sze-ma's work. Lew is said to have dictated this

history to his son
^jjfc -ftp He-chung when he was laid up with his last sickness.

The ^ */pf jifi 3H fji ^ ^ |5| Tsze che t'ung keen sJnh wan peen woo, is an

exegctical work on Sze-ma's T'ung keen, written by ft^ ;n^ Hoo San-sing

during the i
r
uen. A voluminous production in extension of the T'ung keen

was written by ^^ Le T'aou of the Sung, entitled jfff ^ '/p i||,^^
f^ Siih tsze che t'ung keen ch'dng peen, in 520 books. Some portions of the

original are now lost.

About a century after the time of Sze-ma Kwang the :ji, fjg; JR^ T'ung
keen kang miih, which is a reconstruction and condensation of the T'ung keen,

was drawn up under the direction of the celebrated ^ ^ Choo He. It is

only the introductory book, on the general principles, that was written by Choo

himself, the body of the work being compiled by his pupils under his direction.

It is reduced to 59 books, containing the text and amplification. An elucida-

tion of the same was afterwards published by ^* j| ^ Yin K'e-sin, with the

title ^ */p jjfi. Hi $Jtj) [=J fj| f^j Tsze che t'ung keen kang miihfa mlng, in 59

books. The ^ 3jJi^ ^ T'ung keen kang m&h shoo fa is a treatise

in 50 books on the principles adoptd in the composition of the T'ung keen kany

mtih, by gflj ^ Lew Yew, who was engaged on it for thirty years, about the

time of the overthrow of the Sung dynasty. y3 3^L JfL Wang K'lh-k'wan, who

nourished during the 'first half of the 14th century, wrote the |^ ^ J|
Kang m^h k'abu e, being an examination of the discrepancies connected with
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Choo's work. A scholar of the Yuen dynasty, named -F -y] *ijz Wang Yew-

heo, published his researches on Choo's T'ung keen kang muli, under the title

/(Wi $fk i -ff"<7 ifi/t tseili Ian. In 1359, a critical examination of the

Kang muh was completed by ]?$ J^ jX Seu Chaou-wan, under the title^ pg
K'abw ching. Early in the Ming dynasty, J5j|[ gf Ch'in Tse, who was known

at the time as the p^ Jjql flf Jsf Leung feed shoo ch'oo or "
Walking book-case,"

on account of his extensive acquirements, went into a minute investigation of

Wang Yew-heo's work above-mentioned, and published his researches under

the title j|| Hi jpPf {=;} ^f| ^ TF. ^-fc.T'ung keen hang miih tseih Ian eking ivo6,

being a correction of the errors in the same. In 1465, a work consisting of

quotations from other authorities, in illustration of the Kang m&h, was com-

pleted by Jl!J| ^ f Fung Che-shoo, who entitled it the Jf ff Chili shili.

About the close of the 15th century, ^ \fy $& Hwang Chung-chaou took these

last-mentioned seven works, dissected them, and placed each paragraph under

the corresponding portion of the original T'ung keen kang mfth ; the additional

matter being headed by the respective titles, Fa ming, Shoo/a, K'aou e, Tseih

Ian, K'aou ching, Ching woo, and Chili shlh. The work thus assumed the form

which it has retained to the present day. In accordance with an imperial re -

script issued in 1476, a supplement to Choo's history was written at the close

of the 15th century, by jiaj flgj Shang Loo and others, fifteen in all. The text

is accompanied by two series of notes, the Fa ming by ffi ff| Chow Le, and

the Uf i| Kwdng e, "Development," by JJH B$ ^ Chang She-t'ae, An ad-

ditional section had been previously written by^ JH jjf Kin Le-tseang, of

the Sung dynasty, carrying it back to the early time of the prince Yaou, and

filling up the details from that period to the year 431 B.C. when Choo's history

commences. This was afterwards extended still farther back to the era of Fuh-

he, by f^jl^ Ch'in King of the Ming, who availed himself of the aid of Lew
Shoe's T'ung keen wae ke, and a book on the period of legendary antiquity by

^J J!| j=( Sze-ma Ching of the Tang. These two last compositions were amen-

ded and combined together, by f^ Ijif Nan Heen of the Ming. Near the close

of the Ming dynasty, these several sections were revised and published as a

single work by the national historiographer ^^ $jg Ch'in Jin-selh, with the

title j "/o ?M. $ii /PI Tsze die t'ung keen kang muh, divided into the
"jljlf

||fl Tseen peen, "Introductory section," IE |f Ching peen, "Principal sec-

tion," and ;|pf ;|fSj Suhp&Sn, "Supplementary section." This work having been

again revised, was duly submitted for inspection, and received the imperial im-

primatur in 1708, when a new edition of the whole was issued in 91 books, with

the title fjlp #EM $m jf^ J=j Yu p'e t'ung keen kang m&h.

The JJb ty\\ ^t| -$Ji <F w Fung chow kang keen tseiien peen is a much more

abbreviated history in 32 books, by 3E JlH ^ll Wang Fung-chow, extend! ng
from the time of Fuh-he down to the end of the Ming dynasty. Another com-

pendium on the same plan is the jpj { <%) %$ ^ Kang keen e che lull by

^ Wl 1^ Woo Shing-keuen, published in 1711; being nn abbreviation of the
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T'uny keen Jcang ma.li, froin the commencement of history to the close of the

Ming dynasty.

Several works of this class have appeared, on the history of the Ming.

Among these the ^ /^E >^T ^f* Ming Icefang moo is a convenient record, by

?7jt ^ Vo Sen Ch'ang-che, of public events during that dynasty, commencing
from 1352, being sixteen years before the accession of the first monarch. The

EJJj jli Jlj ^ Ming she Ian yaou is an epitomized manual, by J$t &n ifiOfaou

IVi-k'een and ^^ H^ Chang King-sing, commencing with 1368, the 1st

year of the period $ jj Hung-woo, and ending at the accession of the present

dynasty in the year 1644.

The j|C !p il|: Tung Jiwa lull is a summary of events from the origin of the

present dynasty down to the year 1735, written by ffi j%. Jf) Tseang Le'ang-

k'e, iu 32 books. This work was well-known, and numerous copies of it cir-

culated in manuscript, many years before it was printed; but a considerable

portion has been expunged as derogatory to the now reigning family.

3. The third method of writing history is called ^ ifl- 2J 3fv Ke sz6 pun
mo, "Complete Eecords." This includes a great variety of works, in which the

writers do not feel themselves bound by the methodical restraints of "Dynastic

history," nor do they limit themselves to a succession of annual memoranda;
but selecting the matters of which they intend to treat, they take a general

view of the subject, embracing such collateral incidents as bear upon the ques-

rion, and thus pursue the consequences to their ultimate issue. The Shoo king

is pointed to as an authority for this arrangement.

The first work which appeared of this class, was the j}g, fs ^L ^

Tung keen ke sze pun mo, in 47 books, by ^ fjffi
Yuen Ch'oo of the Sung

dynasty, who venturing to deviate from the beaten track, dissected Sze-ma

Kwang's T'ung keen, arranging all the details under a given number of heads,

each head containing a separate subject complete in itself. When presented to

the emperor j| ^ Heaou tsung, it is said he highly commended the work, and

caused it to be distributed among the educational officers. This brings the

history down to the end of the Five short dynasties succeeding the Tang. Fol-

lowing out the same idea, 5ifi| Ey Fung Ke of the Ming commenced a rearrange-

ment of the materials of the Sung history, but died when the work was incom-

plete. jJjj( ffi |H Ch'in Pang-chen having got possession of the unfinished

manuscript, entered into Fung's labours, and produced the 7J<c jEl #E
* ^ ^

Suny she ke sz&piin mo, seven tenths of which is the work of Ch'in. It contains

altogether 109 separate articles
;
and although somewhat inferior to Yuen's work,

yet the difficulty of the subject is considered adequate to counterbalance any de-

fects it may contain. The 7C J& $E $ ^^ Yuen sJi& ke sze pun mo, in 4

books, is by the same author, but the materials being drawn from the Yuen sM
and Shang Loo's supplement to the Kang mfih, it does not exhibit that amount
of research that is seen in the previous work on the Sung. There are 27 articles

in all. The ^ |^ IE^ 2JJ^ Ming cli'aou ke sze pun mo hy ^ jj| ^
Kuh Ying-t'ae, was published in 1648. It contains 80 books, each book form-

ing a separate article. The substance of the work is taken from the ^ [fj |E|
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Hf Shift, Jcivei tsting shoo by H |l5 Chang T'ae, being rearranged acceding to

the form in question. At the end of each article there is a disquisition by the

author, after the style of the Tsm shoo.

The
jf!p JtJ Yih she is another work of this class in 1GO books, by jjjj ~jjji

Mii Sub of the present dynasty, extending from the creation down to the end

of the Tsin dynasty B. c. 206. Prefaced with extended genealogical and chro-

nological tables, the first section treats of the period of legendary and remote

antiquity, which is followed by a history of the Hea, Shang, and Chow dynas-
ties

;
the next section is a history of the period embraced in the Ck'un ts'ew

classic, after which follows a record of the time of the contending states, and a

concluding section of memoirs corresponding to the Che of the dynastic histories.

The body of the work consists of quotations from old authors, arranged chrono-

logically under the several heads, with disquisitions by Ma at the end of each

book.

The^Ali^A^PPlikJll^lr K> *% Pff ting Udncj kin ch'ucn

fang led, in 152 books, which was written by |ftjf ^t A-kwei and others, in the

year 1781, contains a record of the pacification of the Kin-ch'uen region on the

west of China, by the Chinese forces, from the year 1779.

The ^fc / |H $P $ ^ K'in ting tae wan Ice led, in 70 books, is an account

of the subjugation of the island of Formosa, drawn up in compliance with an

imperial rescript issued in the year 1778.

The sifc/Ii^/Ii^tlDl^tiJr K'in ting ping ting Jceaou fei kc. Ub, is

another imperial work of the same class, in 42 books, giving a detailed account

of the subjugation of the rebel confederacy in the south-west provinces of China

from the year 1813 to 1816.

The =H jt 2 Sh'mg woo ke, is a descriptive account of the various military

operations of the present dynasty, by fj5| "^ Wei Yuen. The first edition in

14 books was published in 1842
;
since which it has passed through several edi-

tions with additions.

4. The three preceding classes form the principal Chinese historical works,
but there are still a great many other books not directly included in these, and

yet rightly belonging to the great division of history. Besides the Dynastic
Histories properly so called, which have already been noticed, there are a con-

siderable number of others occupying the same ground, but departing to a greater
or less extent from the established moded of the former. Such form another

division under the head of $lj j|* Pee she,
"
Separate Histories."

The first of these in point of antiquity is the ^fe JlfJ Yih choio shoo,

which appears to be a relic of the pre Christian era, containing a record of the

Chow dynasty. During the Suy and Tang it was called the ^ ^fc. Jlf] ^If

Keih chung choiu shoo, tradition stating that it was found in the tomb of one

of the Wei princes, along with the ChvJi he neen, but this proves to be destitute

of ony credible foundation. A great portion of it seems to have been lost at an

early date
;
11 of the 71 original articles are now deficient, and there are im-

portant lacunae in the remaining parts.

The ~f j Kod she "Ancient history" in 60 books, was written by $t| $^[
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Soo Chg of the Sung, &s an improvement upon Sze-ma Ts'een's history. It

begins with Fuh-he and extends to the time of Che-hwang of the Tsin, the di-

vision being into Pun ke, She kea, and Lee chuen. Although of greater extent
than the She ke, the style is course, and it is considered inferior in several respects.

The 5J,^ Tung die is a history of China from Fuh-he down to the Tang
dynasty, in 200 books, written by ffjj tit Ch'ing Tseaou of the Sung. It is ar-

ranged in 5 sections
;

Te ke "
Imperial records," HioAng liOw lee chuen " Bi-

ographies of empresses," Neen poo "Register," Leo "
Compendiums," and Lee

chuen "Narratives." The merit of the work consists mainly in the Compen-
dium section, which contains several matters of much interest. The other sec-

tions are for the chief part borrowed from preceding works. In compliance with

an imperial rescript isssued in the year 1769, a supplement to the above work

was compiled in 527 books, with the titled ^5\ /E iHfM w> K'^n ting s&h

t'ung die. Following the method of the T'ung die, it embraces the annals of

the Sung, Leaou, Kin, Yuen, and Ming dynasties, as also the Tc ke for the

Tang, which is not contained in C'hing Tseaou's work,

The $ j Lo6 she in 47 books, is by H $fr L6 Pe of the Sung. Com-

mencing with an extravagantly mythological era, in reaches down to the close

of the Hea dynasty, aboufr the end of the 18th century B.C. and is arranged
somewhat after the plan of the dynastic histories, being divided into

Tseen ke "Former records," ^ $ Hoio ke
" Later records," !j ^ jf,j*

min ke "
Geographical records/' fj? $f[ Fa liwuy

"
Disquisitions," and jjfe fjjtjj

Tit lun "Extra discourses." The historical portion is considered of little value,
and the author seems to have been led astray by an undue attachment to Taouist

legends, but there is a good deal of learning shown in the geographical and cri-

tical parts.

The $ j& Shdng she " Archaic history," in 107 books, by ^^ Le K'eae,

appeared about the middle of last century. The plan of the work is similar to

the preceding, but it commences at the more moderate period of Hwang-te, and

concludes with the Tsin in the 3rd century B.C. The division is into ftf~ ^ (jfj

She he t'oo "Genealogical tables," Pun be "National records," She kea ' Ge-

nealogies," Lee chuen "
Narratives," 8|| He

" Private biographies," Neen peaou

,, Chronological tables," Che "Memoirs," and j^ ^. Scu chuen "Details."

The only existing historical record of the Leapu dynasty written prior to the

Leaou she, is the ^ ^ H ^ K'e tan hvo die, which is a history of the K'e-

tan or Leaou dynasty, by ^ (^^ Ye Lung-le, in 27 books. This is divided

into three sections, on Te ke, Lee cJiuen, and $f| E W $ Tsa ke k'ew sze

"Miscellaneous records and Antiquities." As it is drawn up chiefly on the

evidence of traditional reports, there is little indication of research, while there

are numerous errors and omissions. The inconsistencies in the work shew it to

have been derived from different sources, a fault which is particularly apparent
in the chronology. Its testimony however in some cases is authentic, and valu-

able in view of the paucity of works on the subject.

The i^ & H ^ Td Kin hod die "
History of the Kin nation," in 40 books,

is of doubtful authorship. As the style and form of the work bear a strong
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the K'e tan hivo che, it has been surmised that they are from the same hand.

The same class of imperfections are also found in both. The whole is divided

into Te lie, Chuen, $f|^ Tsd luh "Miscellaneous notices," $| l|| $1] Jc Tsd

tsae che t'o6 ''Miscellaneous treatises and laws," and fT ^E ^ Sing cli'iny

tth "Itinerary."

A supplement to the history of the After Han was written during the Yuen

dynasty, in 90 books, by ijjrp $g Ho King, with the title |ft ^ ^ flf Suit

how lidn shoo. This work which has a commentary by 'fjj if; |H Seuu Tsung-

taou contains the annals of the two last emperors of the Han, which are not

included in Fan Ye"s work. It is divided into 4 sections : 1, Neen peaou ;

2, Te he; 3, Lee ckuen; 4, Luh "Notices." A book with the same title was

published during the Sung, but of much less extent by jH" ^ Seaou Ch'ang,

whose object was to assert the rightful supremacy of the house of Han. during

the time of the three contending states, in opposition to the views of Ch'in Show
the historian of the Three Kingdoms. Ho King's work follows out the same

idea, putting the Han princes in the Imperial record section, and those of Woo
and Wei among the Biographies. The fourth section is equivalent to the Me-

moirs generally found in the dynastic histories, but which are omitted in tho

San kwd che. The Neen peaou is now lost, as also the chapter on Jurispru-
dence in the last section.

The ^f
1^ fi|5 Woo hed peen, in 69 books, is a history of the Ming dynasty

down to the early part of the 16th century, by jl5 |J|| Ch'ing Heaou. It is di-

vided into 14 sections, as follows : ~fc 1C E T& ching Ice "Government re-

cords," jH HI fE Sun kwd lie
" Abdication records," |ijj $4 %J 3l ^ Tuny

sing ts'oo wdny peaou
" Table of the first princes of the blood," |^J JKPg3liW

Tuny sing choo w&ng chuen " Memoirs of the princes of the blood," Jf|. xi. j^f

^ f|| E sing choo hdio chuen " Memoirs of extra-family princes," |J %, $j}|

FO] TO E ^ Ch'lh loan yuen led choo chin peaou "Table of the Inner council

ministers,"^ jjj ^ ^ |p^ ^ ^ Ledng king teen tseuen shdng shoo peaou
" Table of the Presidents of Boards in the two Capitals,"^ { HE M'ing chin

ke "Memoirs of famous minsters," j$|} H p. E Siin kwd chin lie "Memoirsl

of abdication ministers," "ft. "^ jjj^ T'een wan shuh "Astronomical memoirs,''

*& $ $& T'e le shuh "
Geographical memoirs," HE H }^ /SVmte */,/,. "Ritua

records," "@" W Slk PM kioan shuh " Government office records," and ^ ^
Zfjf Sze is k'aou "

Researches on foreign nations." This work is generally esteem-

ed by scholars, but in the account of the Neu-chlh tribes, whence the ancestors

of the present dynasty sprung, the freedom used by the author is calculated to

produce an unfavourable impression regarding the Manchus, and several other

parts exhibiting the same tone, the name of the book has been inserted in the

Index expurgatorius published by the present dynasty, as objectionable only in

the parts indicated.

5. The next class of the historical writings is termed $fl JC Tsd she "Mis-

cellaneous histories," a name first adopted in the Sny sAoo, and includes nar-

ratives of a more limited character than the preceding classes. One of tin;

earliest and best known is the |^ |g ^| dim lnvo ts'ih
"
Story of the contend-

ing states," being a history of the times immediately preceding the Tsia and
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Han dynasties. The author of this is not known now, but it was revised and

rearranged by Lew Heang of the Han. It is generally published with a com-

mentary, of which there are several. The oldest one is by pfj ppf Kaou Yew
of the Han. but a part of his commments are now lost, and the edition publish-

I II t

ed with his name has the missing parts supplied by Ufa -fa Yaou Hung of the
n*i \^H\ A?"A* I I * * L

Sung. An edition much esteemed is the $4 m W. t^ <QE OhSn Icwo ts'ih

Jccaou ch'oo, in 10 books, by ^ frfi M. Woo Sze-taou of the Yuen dynasty,

who enters inso a critical examination of preceding commentaries, and supplies

parts that were missing, from other sources, taking Lew Heang's arrangement

as his guide.

The jp| HI J^fc H^ Ghing kiuan cltiny yaou in 10 books, is a treatise on the

principles of government, illustrated by the history of the period Ching-kwan
A. D. 627 649, by Woo King of the Tang. It is divided into 40 chapters,

each treating of a different subject, and consists for the main part of conversa-

tions with the emperor T'ae tsung and his ministers.

The ffi |pL $[J ^ Sung mo he ivdn is a small work consisting of historical

memoranda regarding the Kin dynasty, written by $v HiS Hung Haou of the

Sung, who was sent on an embassy to the Kin, where he remained 15 years.

During his residence in the neighbourhood of their capital, he had jotted down

a large collection of notes, but these were committed to the flames by the au-

thorities, when he was about to return to his country. The present work con-

sists of a portion of his more extensive manuscript, written from memory after

his return, and is of value as a record of the time.

The^ [I] ^ $!j ^ Yen slian t'ung pee tseih, in 100 books, is a work on

the antiquities of the Ming, by ; 1& ^ Wang She-ching. Although there

are numerous errors and irregularities, yet it may be consulted with advantage

on many points.

The
j|fj $$$E $ Ch'aou seen ke szt. is a short narrative of Corean affairs, by

i& ff}jt
E K'een, an ambassador of the Ming dynasty to the Corean capital, in

the year 1450.

The^ ! Tsoo H in 60 books, was written by Jfjl $JL l^f Leaou Taou-nan

in the 16th century, being an investigation of historical antiquities pertaining

to the state Tsoo, or the modern Hoo-kwang, in which he endeavours to shew,

that T'ae tsoo of the Ming laid the foundation of the dynasty in that region;

that being the same place from which "[Ifc^ She tsung the then reigning em-

peror was called to occupy the throne.

The Tj
2
t^ ^ Show pi-en jili che is a journal, by^ 3fc lg Le Kwang-

t'een, an officer of the garrison in defence of the city of Peen-leang or K'ae-

fung in Honan, while it was besieged by the insurgent ^ j=J j^ Le Tsze-

cliing at the close of the Ming dynasty. The inhabitants within the walls were

reduced to the utmost extremity, when the siege was raised by an eruption of

the Yellow river, on which occasion many who had still survived the famine,
found a watery grave.

The |ff UH f|| jjj Nun k'edng ylli she in 30 books, is an account of the un-

successful efforts of the three last descendants of the Ming imperial family,

Full wang, T'ang wang, and Y'ung-miug wang, to reestablish the falling dy-
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nasty. The work was drawn up under imperial patronage about the end of

ast century, and was revised and published in 1830 by 5f5 Jj Le Yaou. It

consists of Ke, Jed, "Records of the princes," and Lee chuen, "Biography."

The afj ^p *$\ ^ 3=^1 ;jj|jj Ming ke pae she wuy peen is another work of

about the same extent, and treating of the same events as the preceding, though
the arrangement is somewhat different. It is divided into 16 parts, each form-

ing a complete narrative in itself, and written by separate authors.

The Zl Ef* i^ $$lUrh shin yay '(ah, in 8 books by ^ |f Sun Che-luli,

is a record of natural phenomena, in the annal form, beginning with moiu shin

the first year of the Ming (1368), and ending with Iced shin the closing year of

that dynasty (1644); hence the term "Two shins" employed in the title.

The 3$ 3! H U4 jfE Fung cli'ung pih shun ke is a narrative of a journey
undertaken by imperial command, by Umuna*, a Manchu high officer, to Ch'dny

pili shan, "Long white mountain," the ancient locality of the ancestors of the

present reigning family.

The jf ^jV #j jjjji Woo tsung wae he, is a short narrative of the life and

conduct of the emperor Woo tsung of the Ming dynasty, written by Maou K'e-

ling, being supplemsntary to the record of that prince, contained in the dynas-
tic history.

6. The next class of works belonging to the History division, is called g

H ^ Hel Chaou ling ts(>w e, "Official documents." The Chaou ling," Man-

dates," were first recognized as a class, in the History of Tang dynasty; and

the ^ |H Tsoio e, "Memorials" are put in a distinct category for the first

time in the Wdn he'en t'ung k'aou. Works of this class are not so numerous

comparatively as most of the others, but those that have survived the lapse of

time are of considerable importance in a historical point of view-

One of the principal of these is the jfff ^ Jra 7^^ T'dng td clia6u ling

tseih, being a collection of Tang dynasty state papers in 130 books, arranged by

^ ^H^ Sung Mln-k'ew of the Sung. The compilation having been trans-

mitted from age to age by means of manuscript copies, 23 of the books have

become lost beyond the means of recovery.

The fit |5. |H fj| Ghoo chin tsoiu 6, in 150 books, is a collection of memo-
rials to the throne, by ministers of the Sung dynasty, between the years 960

and U 26, selected and arranged by ^ ffc jjn Chaou Joo-yu of the Sung,
from a much larger mass of material, consisting of upwards of a thousand

books. The whole are divided into 12 subjects.

The /M j^ ^t P- ^ H Leih tas miny chin tsow e, in 350 books arranged

by ^7 i "^ Yang Sze-k'e and others of the Ming, in compliance with an

order from the emperor, is a series of memorials by eminent ministers of every

age, from the Shang dynasty down to the Yuen. They are divided among 64

subjects.

The -
ig. J^ fjtj San yuen soo kabu, is a collection of memorials, presented

to the emperor, from the Boards of Office, War, and Works, arranged by jf^

Heu Yu-k'ing, near the end of Ming dynasty.
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Under this head is classed an extensive coll ection of homilies by the five first

emperors of the present dynasty, entitled ^ '/ff JH. *ffr ii |fl| Tu ts'ing

hwdng te sliing heun, in 112 books. These were arranged during the preceding

reigns in succession, and revised and published under the imperial superinten-

dence in the years 1739 and 1740. The discourses touch upon all the funda-

mental themes relating to the government, and are amply illustrated by pre-

cedents drawn from the national history.

7. Another class which is properly referred to the department of history, is

that of /

pH 02 Chuen he "Biographies." Such writings appear to be as old as

the Christian era; and one at least now extant, entitled jg* -f" ^ ffi. GuntszS

cU'un ts'eio, there is good ground to believe existed even some centuries earlier.

This is a personal narrative regarding J| Ig- Gan Ying, a reputed disciple of

Hf -f- Mlh tsze, the opponent of Mencius; the author is unknown. The ^
^|] ~J |il^

Kob l&e, neu chuen, is a biogi'aphy of famous women, written by Lew
He'an"- in the first century B.C. It has a supplement by a later and unknown

hand. Works of this class are very numerous, and for the most part of mo-

derate size.

The ^L "f"" i|flj^ K'ung tsze peen neHn is a memoir of Confucius, by "j^J ff
Hoo Tsze of the Sung dynasty, collected from the several classical and canoni-

cal works, the author having fixed the years for the various events in the sage's

life, which are at least somewhat problematical in particular instances.

The j|rj i ^| Kaon sze chuen, by Jfl "^ g^ Hwang Poo-melh of the Tsin

dynasty, contains biographies of 96 scholars. The original is said to have had

only 72 names, and the others have been added subsequently.

The H $i >fc If iH ft Tseen fang seen 7ieen chuen tsdn, by ^^ Yuen

Shaou of the Sung, contains biograghies of 39 men of renown, natives of the

Hiin^-chow region, from the earliest period of Chinese histroy down to the

.Sung dynasty.

The Jiff 7C ^ x K'ing yutn tang Ian, written in 1241, by an anonymous

author, is a series of biographical sketches of 59 scholars, who were made the

victims of an imperial rescript against literary associations, issued in 1197, and,
which was in force for seven years.

The ^ >f* ~f~ fH' Tting tsae tsze chuen, is a collection of ?97 biographies of

authors and authoresses, during the Tang and succeeding Fiye dynasties, writ-

ten by ^ ^t S/ Sin Wan-fang, a foreigner from the west, during the Yuen

dynasty. The original work was long lost in China, and has been recovered

from Japan.

The ajjfc^^ 3* 3E -^ 3/J w 4& i? K'in ting tsung shlh w&ng Icung

kung tseih peaou chuen, in 12 books, is a series of biographies of the most dis-

tinguished members of the present reigning family of China, preceded by tables

of the succession of the several hereditary titles. This was drawn up by impe-

rial authority and published in 1765.

The 7C IP} ^ [5. $ ;fr Ytten ch'aou ming chin sze, Uo, in 15 books, con-

sists of biographical notices of 47 famous ministers during the Yuen, written by

jf| ^. 1j$ Soo T'een-tseo of that dynasty.

The tflE^ ^k Ching nan lull, by Jj^ jc ^ Tang!>t uen-fa of the Sung, is a

memoir of -^ |i^ Sun Meen, an officer who was engaged in quelling an insurrec-
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tion among the Meaou tribes in the year 1053, and whose merits are overlooked

in the Sung history.

The If! ft H Ts'an hvan lull is a three months journal of $& )fa -fc Fan

Ching-ta, during his journey from the capital to
pjap- /X Tsing-keang the pre-

sent ^
;

^>fv Kwei-lin in Kwang-se, on his appointment to that prefecture at

the beginning of the year 1172.

The ^ |i] ^ Wo6 ch'uen luh is also a journal by the same as the preceding,

during a five months journey from Sze-ch'uen to Hang-chow, in the year 1177.

This contains the notes of a mision of 300 priests to India in search of Budd-

hist relics, bring one of the few records of that class still extant.

The /v -ii'ij Jill Jili- shah ke is a seven months journal of [gj? yfy Luh-Yew,
in the year 1170, made during a journey from Chg-keang province to |H j'J-j

Kwei-chow in Sze-ch'uen, on occasion of his promotion to office in that region.

The JIS ^E iffi Se she ke is a journal of an embassy to the regions on the

west of China, written by ^IJ ^ji Lew Yuh of the Yuen, who gathered the

account from the envoy ^ f^ Ch'ang Tlh. The Chinese or Mongolian troops

having reduced to subjection some refractory Mohammedan tribes in that direc-

tion in 1258, Ch'ang Till was charged with a commission to the camp in the

following year, his adventures on the occasion forming the subject of the Se
she I '.

The pjc 7j| $;$; Paou yue luhis a narrative of the siege of $3 ^ Shaou-hing
in 135D, by the troops of the nascent Ming dynasty under^ ^ jftlj: Hot) Ta-

hae, the city being at that time in the possession of || it g$ Chang Sze-

ching. This little work enters with some minuteness into a detail of the atro-

cities committed by the Ming troops, facts of that kind having been carefully

excluded from all the authorized histories of the Ming.

The j^ J$^ Hf Tuny p'o neen pod is a biography of Soo Tuug-p'o, the

renowned poet of the Snug, written by 3E ^ HI Wang Tsung-tselh of the

same dynasty.

The ~fc JJi | ^ Sung emin luh, in 15 books, by^^ J^t Ch'ing Min-

chtng of the Ming, is a series of biographical notices regarding subjects of the

Sung dynasty, who to the end of their days refused allegiance to the Yuen,
The ^ U4 xv $7 ^ Kwdn sltan jin wuh chuen, in 10 books with an ap-

pendix, by ^k^fc.'iM. Chang Ta-ffih of the Ming, consists of biographical no-

tices of upwards of 300 men of note, natives of Kwan-shan during the Min<>-

dynasty.

The Hf $f KoO hwan luh, in 8 books, by 3 f^ Wang Sze-ching,

published at the commencement of the present dynasty, is a biographical series

of renowned characters from ancient times down to the Ming.
The ffi 1$ ffi ffe. t'n JH S Shiny ch'aou t'uny she shlh e Ice, in 6 books,

by MaOu K'e-ling, is a series of biographical notices 65 in all, of the imperial
consorts daring the Ming dynast)-.

The% ^ J|t |f ^ Woo yue shun ts'un luh by ^ ft^ Woo Yun-kea,
is a biographical miscellany^ regarding ^g $p Tseen Leaou, the prince of Woo-

yue" in the 10th century, and his descendants, down to the end of the Ming.
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The dl&J Ipf- ShfJt peih by ^ ^H r0J P'ang Tsun-sze, is a connected series

of notices regarding the victims of the insurrectionary troubles in Sze-cu'ueu

from the year 1628 to 1663.

The iff 1^1 nB ^'*A hanyj'ih ke, is a journal of a five months residence.

in Hang-chow, in the years 1308 and 1309, by |JJ ^r Ko Pe.

The 3k tT Iff -P#t hinyjih pod is the journal of ;/Jc /jffl. 3> Choo Tsoo-

wun, who followed his friend ffl Iff H Chow Shun-ch'ang to the capital, and

ministered- to his wants during an imprisonment for extortion, in the year 1626

The^ 3^L $ HE She lew k'ew ke is a journal of the ambassador M^ ff|

Chang He'o-le, who was sent to Loo-choo in the year 1662, being the first oc-

casion of an embassy to that island during the present dynasty. A more recent

narrative bearing the same title gives the journal of^ |ffj- 7^ Le Ting-yne n,

who was sent to confirm the accession of a new king to the throne of Loo-choo,
in the yenr 1800.

The ^- S fflg jfB ^we se gbw kg consists of the memoranda of |^? jjf ^
Luh Tsoo-fan, a literary officer, while engaged in superintending the literary

examinations in Kwang-se, during the K'ang-he period.

The '/It ft |E^ Teen Jtiny Jce ch'iny is the journal of f ,f^ ^ Hen

Tswan-tsang, during his journey from the district city of^ y|p P'ang- tslh on

the Yang-tsze-keang, to Yun-nan, where he was appointed Criminal judge.

The journal he kept on his return is also published with the title Jft Jg ;$

^gr Tuny liwun le ch'ing-

The J^| y/|'| -^ |H Lak cliow kung g&n is a series of memoranda by ^ ^ff|

7^ Lan Ting-yuen, regarding his official duties as district magistrate of^ &p-

P'o6-ning, towards the close of last century-

The jjtt^ ^fn ^C Shay sze cite mo by ^t ^^ Too Tang-ch'un is an

account of the literary associations at the close of the Ming dynasty.

The /X _t Iffii ;S- ^ Keang sluiny koo cliung luh, is a narrative of the de-

ence of the city of /X fe Keang-yin on the Yang-tsze-ke'ang, by |g] ;yj ^
Yen Chung-lee", against the Manchu troops at the commencement of this dy-

nasty, written by f|f ^ J|f| Hwang Ming-he.

The ~$k j ^ ^ ^f ^ ifwMj/ woo sze nevn tdny k'o It'll, is the official

record of the first examination which took place during the Ming dynasty, for

the highest literary degree tsin sze, in the year 1371-

The JST $H^& $& H6 ^ow Mff clmn(J l(th b)
r ^ ^ it Hofl Ping-

keen, is a record of officers belonging to the H6-chow garrison, who suffered

death in the cause of their country, from the Sung dynasty, down to the be-

ginning of the present century.

Thefjjt K; fj|!5i Wei she poo chiny by ^ 3fe^ Wan Kwang-t'ae, a

work of last century, is a collection of supplementary details regarding the

families mentioned in the History of the Northern Wei dynasty.

The lHH B Jj[ |H it 4^ -/Kw se king $><> sze k'aou by Hoo Ping-k'een, writ-

ten at the beginning of the present century, is a series of biographical sketches

of the literary officers during the Han dynasty.
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The HI ^5JC fff Jod lin pod, by ^ jff ^ Tseaou Yuen-lie, an author of the

present dynasty, is a catalogue of scholars who lived previous to the close of the

Han, arranged according to their attainments in the several classics.

The
Jfli |J? fl| Urh chin chuen, in 12 books, published by imperial authority

near the end of last century, contains the biography of 120 ministers of the

Ming, who also took office under the present dynasty. Uniform with the above

is a smaller work in 4 books, entitled ^ p. ^ Neih chin chuen, a biography
of 24 Ming ministers who submitted to the present dynasty, and afterwards

rebelled.

The
(fjjjf {y\\ ^j p. ^ Mican choio ming chin chtten, in 48 books, is also an

imperial work, published in the Keen-lung period, containing biographies of all

the Manchu ministers of note up to that time. A counterpart work, under the

title
j|ji| ^ (5,

/

)|^ Hdn ming chin chuen, contains a record of the Chinese

ministers of the present dynasty.
I I t TS& j/Ft jIvL.

The ~ti |
- M" & 9f Ts'eih shih urlt keen seang tsdn is a pictorial repre-

sentation of Confucius and his 72 disciples, with a brief historical note and

poetical eulogium to each.

The P^A 'fH Ch'aw jin chuen, in 46 books, was published in 1799 with

the well known name of |yC 7C Yuen Yuen as the author, though it is general-

ly understood that he was merely thepatron by whose liberality the work came

before the public. This is a series of biographical memoirs of the mathematicians

of China, from the commencement of history down to the end of last century.

The last 3 books form an appendix regarding European astronomers, beginning
with Meton and Aristarchus; among them we find the names of Euclid, Clavius,

Newton, and Cassini, and the Jesuit missionaries Ricci, Ursis, Aleni, Lougobardi,

Diaz, Terrence, Rho, Schaal, Verbiest, Stumpf, Smogolenski, Kcegler, Pereyra,

&c. A supplement to the work was published in 1840, in G books, bringing

the memoirs down to very recent times. In the original and supplement, there

are altogether 312 memoirs.

The above notices will give some idea of the variety and character of the

works included in this class
;
besides these there are a great many Buddhist

biographies, such as the ^ J5 ^ Che yuc luh, fijij ff| ^| Koou sdng chuen,

^ I**! fa {H Biih kaoit sang chuen, &c; and when it is remembered that these

are supplemented by a very large part, generally exceeding the half of each of

the dynastic histories, it will be seen that this forms a very important section

in Chinese literature.

8. The next class belonging to History is termed j|j ^ Shf ch'ame, "His-

torical Excerpta," and is of much more limtied txtent than the preceding. The

name as that of a class is first found in the History of the early Sung, and the

example of Confucius is quoted, who it is said compiled the Shoo king in 100

chapters, from a much larger and earlier production containing 3240 chapters.

The -f- -|j 3& f 1$ #/<'/* t-i'eih she tsedng tsee, in 273 books, is a collection

of extracts made by jjj. jfjjt
Leu Tsoo-k'een of the Sung, during his readings

in the Seventeen histories. These were originally intended for his private use

but were afterwards given to the public as a bookseller's speculation ;
which
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may account for (lie want of care and judgment observable in many parts of the

selection.

The # 4* Illm Kob Itin e ya, in 12 books, by '/ J 4 Wan- Ying-
keoau of the Ming, is a selection of elegant extracts from the national historv,

commencing with the time of Yaou, and extending to the Yuen dynasty.
The jfc fi$[

Slid wcl, in 330 books, by g$ yt 3 Cli'ln Yun-selh, was pub-
lished at the commencement of the present dynasty. The genera] plan of the

work is the same as that of the Shih ts'cih she tstang tscc
t
bnt the author has

introduced several modifications,

The . ~p
'

Jtl _^ ^/ //-7i s/((7i 7//7t s7/e 7t>a?i ch'aou, is an extensive col-

lection of choice pieces of literature, selected from the Twenty one histories by

HxIE Kf* TaO Ching-yjiy, and published near the end of the Ming dynastv.
Another work named the Zl -]- Zl j ^ ^ frV7i s7<j'/i r7t sAe ?oa cA'acJiJ

"Literary extracts from the Twenty two histories," published during the pre-

sent dynasfy, by '/ft" >C Ch'ang Gan, is of a similar character to the preceding,
but of much less extent, each extract having a note by the author appended.
The Minir history is included in this, being extra from the former.

The ~e!f J^ Tain !&"> is 'a selection from the History of the Tsin, which appeared

i'n 1834, in 10 books, by J$ ^ Chow Tse, with an occasional commentary by
the compiler.

9. 'The next class of History is termed fjf( g^ Tsac ke "Contemporary Re-

cords," and consists of the annals of various independent states existing in

proximity with the imperial dynasty of China. The first use of this designa-
tion appears as the title of a work by Pan Koo. which is now lost

;
and the

earliest application extant is the title of the last section of the Tsin shoo, which

contains the records of the sixteen nations existing at that period, which did

not acknowledge the central authority.

The oldest .work of this class is the ^ 7j||^ ^ Woo yuccli'un ts'eiv, in 10

books, by j|1| tjljS
Chaou Ye of the Han, and contains the history of the small

states of Woo and Yue; extending from the 12th to the 5th century B. c.

The ~t" ^ ^ I/C Sliih Idli Invb cJt'un ts'ew, is a history of sixteen dy-

nasties which existed independent of the central imperial government, contem-

poraneously with the Tsin and Sung. The names of these stac.es are the For-

mer Chaou, After Chaou, Former Yen, Former Tsin, After Yen, After Tsin,

Southern Yen, Hea, Former Leang, Shfih, After Leang, Western Tsin, South-

ern Leang, Western Leang, Northern Leang, and Northern Yen. The original

work of this name iu J02 books, was written by -g|
v

$| Ts'uy Hung of the

Northern Wei. This was lost for several centuries, when suddenly a work of the

same name made its appearance during the Ming, professing to be that of Hung.
The authorship was afterwards traced to /f| ^ -^ T'oo K'eaou-sun, but the

execution shews one of the most ingenious cases of literary fraud on record.

There is internal evidence however of the deception, which critical acumen has

di nvi-ivd; and this shews the extreme difficulty if not impossibility of passing

successfully with any forgery of the kind. Previous to this an attempt had

been made by some unknown hand to impose a similar work on the public, but
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the discrepancies are so numerous and conspicuous that few if any were led

astray by it. It is still extant, but less known than the other.

The ^ Man shoo, in 10 books, is a historical and descriptive account of
1 - .

A> TO Lfih-chaou, a region in the present Yun-nan province, inhabited by wild

mountain tribes, written by 3$E jffi Fan Ch'6 of the Tang, while he was in the

service of a high military officer in the south-west part of the empire.

The iv $, -UL H?C TeaOu ke leih fan, an anonymous production which ap-

peared early in the Sung, is a collection of traditional details regarding the

Southern Tang, and is supposed to have been written by a scholar named ^
She, formerly a subject of that dynasty.

The $JL f$ Wf JS Keamj nan yay site, in 10 books, by ]fg ^ Lung Kwau
of the Sung, contains a record of affairs during the Southern Tang, written

after the manner of the dynastic histories. There were originally 20 books, but

the greater part has been long lost.

The t^ ^ Keany peauu che is a small work by f|[5 X IB? Ch'ing Wan-

paou of the Sung, intended to supply historical details omitted in other works,

regarding the Southern Tang dynasty.

The /T- f|} pyx (jit Keany nan yii tsa6 is an anonymous work on the history

of the Southern Tang, published during the Sung, supplementary to the works

of six preceding authors.

The =.^1j\^i San tsod sin luh by J^J $J $$ Chow Yu-ch'ung of the

Sung, is a narrative of three chieftains who set themselves up in succession as

princes of Tsoo, during the 10th century. These were
jjfjj Jjjj Ma Yin, who

established himself at J^ \'y Ch'ang-sha, the present capital of Hoo-nan; ffl

^T ^1 Chow Hiug-fung at ^ [g| Woo-ling, and jfjj 2pr^ Kaou Ke-hing at

XI [^ Keang-ling.

The 51 | f^ ^ Woo Icivb koo sze, by an anonymous author at the com-

mencement of the Sung, is a narrative regarding the five small states of Woo,
Southern Tang, Shuh, Southern Han, and Min, after the close of the Tang.

* -
|-

'*

j^yt-

The ^ Jg ^ N&n i'anrj shoo, in 18 books, by Luh Yew of the Sung, is a

history of the Southern Tang dynasty. A supplementary volume by jrjji 3t
Ts'eih Kwang of the Yuen, gives the pronunciation and elucidation of uncom-

mon terms in the original work. A history of this dynasty in 30 books had been

written at an earlier period with the same title, by Jf^ ^ Ma Ling, but it is

less known, and is considered inferior to that of Luh Yew.

The 5C' ff| ^ ^ Gun niln che led, in 19 books, is a narrative account of

Annum, by^ pji]
Le Tslh, a native of that country, who sought refuge in

Chin;i, after having been party to the surrender of a city to the Chinese troops,

during the reign of Kuhla khan the first Mongolian emperor of China.

The ~\- [U ^ $<C <S7u7i Itwo ch'un ts'ew, in 114 books, by % f & Woo
Jin-chin, a scholar of the 17th century, is a history of ten small states which

existed between the time of the Tung and Sung dynasties; i. e. the Woo, South-

ern Tang, Former Shuh, After Shuh, Southern Han, Tsoo, Woo-yu6, Min,

King, and Northern Han. ~

The j@ jii jgf. Yue shd leo, a short historical account of Annam, by a native
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of that country, written in the early part of the Ming dynasty, gives an outline

of Annamese annals from about the commencement of the Christian era down

to the 14th century.

The i|Jj ^ JtJ ;g- Ch'aou seen she leo, in 6 books, is a historical record of

Corea in the annal form, written by a native of Corea towards the close of the

Ming.

The "gf Jg fft Tsin site siting is a short historical record of the Tsin state in

the 7th century B. c.; and the ?j5 j[j ^^ Tsob she t'aou wfih is a collection

of memoranda regarding the Tsoo state at a little later date. The author of

these two is not certainly known, but is generally believed to be -pf jt|) $j
Woo-k'ew Yen, a writer of the 14th century.

The ~P x7 IS ^ ^ Shih till kwo neen peaou by 3H $ft 1^ Chang Yu-

tsang of the present dynasty, is a chronological table of the sixteen states con-

temporary with the Tsin dynasty, and is intended to supply a deficiency in the

Shih lull lewd ch'un ts'eio.

The l|l ijpj $ J/f $ $& Hw&ng ch'aou toob Icung kc slimy by ^ J||

Chaou Ylh, is a narrative of the contests of the present dynasty with the neigh-

bouring insubordinate states, including the several insurgent chiefs who raised

the standard of revolt at the commencement of the Manchu rule; and extending
also to the regions of Kashgar, Kinchuen, Burmah, &c.

10. Books on periodical sen sons form another class in the History division,

under the designation B$ ^ She ling "Chronography." The importance of

carefully noting the seasons, is a subject which would naturally press itself upon

any people at a very early stage of their history. We are not surprised therefore

to find several distinct notices of such topics in the oldest historical work the

Chinese possess, the Shoo king ; and in another of the classics, the Le Ice, there

is a chapter entirely devoted to the subject, entitled fl & Yu& ling. The

Hed seadu ching noticed above in the 4th class under the Classic division, is a

fragment of the same character. Books of this kind however are not numerous.

The JH B^f ]pf gtj 'Sty she footing Ice is a work of the Sung, by j^ JC Ipi
Ch'in Yuen-tsing, in which the natural indications of the months throughout
the year, and the peculiar duties attendant on each, are detailed from ancient

authorities.

The Bf ^ iJl $| $| Sze she Ue how tseih keae, written by^^ Le

T'ae, in the year J425, is on the same principle as the preceding, being also a

collection of notes from old and standard works.

The -fo -f- ^^ Ts'eih sliih urh how Jc'aoit by "^ ^ ^ Tsaou Jin-

hoo of last century, is an investigation and comparison of natural observations as

found in ancient records, for every 5 days throughout the year,

The fi ^ /pji jijjl^
Yue. ling suy peen, in 21 books, is a compilation of histor-

ical memoranda for every day in the year, by |!p jj^f gj| Tsiu Kea-moo of the

present century.

11. The general term ^ 3[ T'e le includes works on Geography and To-

pography, but the latter term is the more applicable to the great majority of the

treatises included in this class. The principal geographical indications in the

Shoo Icing are found in the ^ j^ Yu Icung chapter, which is doubtless the
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earliest existing record of the kind
; although the [if 7$ $2 Shan hae Jciny,

"Hill and river classic," claims nearly an equal antiquity. This latter geogra-

phical compilation has long been looked upon with distrust
;
but some scholars

of great ability have recently investigated its contents, and come to the conclu-

sion that it is at least as old as the Chow dynasty, and probably of a date even

anterior to that period. It professes to give a descriptive account of charts en-

graved on nine vases belonging to the Great Yu, who caused them to be executed

after he had drained off the waters of the flood. According to the Chow Ritual,

a staff of two hundred and twenty four officers was maintained in the geogra-

phical department of the public service, under the title J)H ~)j J^C Cliihfang

she, during that dynasty ;
which would imply at least that some considerable

share of attention was paid to the work at that time.

Some works included under this head are confined to topographical particulars

regarding the immediate precincts of the imperial residence. Such is the m
PJJ ilf [H| Sanf06 hivdng t'oo, which gives a description of the public buildings

m Jt:^ Ch'ang-gan, the ancient metropolis during the Han. Another of the

same character is the ^ ^jfl Kin psen by 3l i m? Wang Sze-teen of the

Yuen, containing a detail of the imperial residences, during the preceding suc-

cession of dynasties.

The series of topographical writings in China are probably unrivalled in any

nation, for extent, and systematic comprehensiveness. Leaving out of question

the section devoted to Geography in the several dynasticfhistories, separate works

are found regarding every part of the empire. At the head of these may be

placed the J^ *ffj[

'

j^ ^ Td ts'ing yih t'ung die, in 500 books, which is a

Geography of the whole empire, first published about the middle of last century,

under direct imperial patronage. This takes up the various provinces seriatim,

giving under each, an account of the astrological division, limits, configuration

of the country, officers, population, taxes, and renowned statesmen. Under each

prefecture and department is a more detailed description of the various districts;

giving in addition to the above, the cities, educational institutes, hills and rivers,

antiquities, passes, bridges, defences, tombs, temples, men of note, travellers, fe-

male worthies) religious devotees, and productions of the soil. At the end, a large

portion is devoted to a description of the extra-frontier dependencies and tribu-

tary states. Besides the above general compilation there are separate topogra-

phical accounts under the name of /^ che, for each $ sang "province," every

JfVf foo "prefecture," and
jjfj chow "department," almost every ^ h&en

"district," and in many cases, of small towns included in the district. For in-

stance, we have the $H W$ jM /uS Keany n/ln I'uny che for the province of

Keang-nan, ^ /X ffi /^ Sur/y kicing fud ch6 for the prefecture of Sung-keang
in that province, _t '/$ ^ Shdny hue keen che for the district of Shanghai in

Sung-keang prefecture, and p'g Ip ^ Lung hwa che for the small town of Lurig-

hwa, about 5 miles form the city of Shanghai, and included in the same district.

One of the earliest of this class is the^ ^ jj&^ f&T'aepiny hwdn yu la,

in 193 books, by^ ^ Lo She, published during the period T'ae-ping hing-
kwo (97G 983), giving a general statistical and descriptive view of the empire.
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The fJ Wbu w Nuu k'e die, in 64 books, compiled under the superintendence

of f^j A. i& Wan -jiu Tseuen, about the early part of the ICth century, is a

topography of the present Keang-nan region, being at that time the imme-
diate domain of Nanking, the imperial capital.

The B ~FH IHj Jili hed k'ew wan, in 40 books, by ^H^ Clioo E-

tsun, published in the latter part of the 17th century, is an archaeological and

historical description of the imperial precincts in Peking and the immediate

dependancies. An extensive investigation of the various matters in the work was

undertaken, in compliance with an imperial order, in 1774, and published with

tin? title <|fc /* |rj ~F lH f^ -% K'in tingjlh JtSd k'ew wdn k'abn, in 120 books.

The^ / $fa #lj>| ijf $ 3% K'in tiny mwan chow yuen lew k'adu, in 20

books, consists of researches into the history, antiquities, and geographical de-

tails regarding the Matichu nation, drawn up in compliance with an imperial
mandate about the year 1777.

The ^| ^ Jiff, ^ Shing king t'ung die is a topographical account of the

metropolitan province of Shing-king in Manchuria, the ancestral burying place
of the reigning imperial family. The original edition was in 32 books. A later

publication in 48 books by 3E l^T Wang Ho, was issued in 1736. A much

enlarged edition in 120 books was published by imperial authority in 1779.

The %ff /I jgf, j& Che, lieanrj t'ung die "Topography of Che-keang," is one

of the best of the class as to its plan of arrangement and general treatment of

subjects. The original work of this name, in 72 books, was written by^ ff{

fl/f See Ying-k'e, in the first part of the 16th century. A revision of this by

J!l i jhjfy
Chaou Sze-lin, in 50 books, appeared in 1684. This was again re-

vised and augmented by jj^| ^" j,-!/
Ke Tsaug-yun and others, whose work

was completed in 1736.

The |fj $ pi HJ Ling Jiae yu t'oo by $fc^ Yaoti Yu, 'published about

the middle of the 16th century, is a descriptive account of Kwang-tung pro-

vince, illustrated by separate maps of the whole province and each of the 10

prefectures, with an additional one giving the author's idea of the position of

the various nations which held commercial relations with the city of Canton in

former times, where the several maritime kingdoms of western Asia are repre-
sented as occupying a very insignificant amount of the earth's surface in compar-
ison with one province of the celestial empire. Arabia, Bengal, Siam, and

several other continental countries appear as small islands, and transposed with-

out regard to their true geographical positions. The first edition of the jpf Jf[

jM. >U? Kic&nrj tuny t'uny ch& ''Topography of Kwang-tung," was completed in

1683, and the later work of the same name was compiled in 1731, by ^|S ~R
fplji

Ho Yflh-lin and others; having accomplished the work in less than a year, it is

consequently marked by many imperfections, which less haste would probably
have enabled them to avoid. I:, has a short description of foreign nations at the

end. The work was thoroughly revised by a commission under the direiction of

YUCM Yuen, and published in 1822 in 334 books. The blocks of this edition

having been burnt during the troubles in 1857, a new and revised edition was

issued in 1864.
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The $$ Hf jjJL ^ .Boo kioang t'ung cht, in 120 books, is a topographical

description of the two provinces of Hoo-plh and Hoo-nan, under the general

name of Hoo-kwang, compiled byjg|^ Mae-ch'oo and others in 1733. A
topography of this province, under the same title was written in the Ming dy-

nasty, by f$| aft Wei Shang. Another compilation was issued in 1684. The

present is fuller than the earlier works
;
but being written at Woo-ch'ang the

capital of Hoo-plh, the attention of the compilers has been confined chiefly to

that province, and the details regarding Hoo-nan are less complete.

The IHl* flf ?M.^ Y&n ndn t'ung die "
Topography of Y Cm-nan," first made

its appearance in 1691, in 17 books; a more recent and improved edition in 30

books, by f^J f|f ^ Gro-urh-t'ae and others, was concluded in 1729. A consider-

able section is- occupied with the foreign tribes formerly inhabiting that region.

The 31 IE& [Hi 0T^ Che ching Un ling sin die, in 15 books, written by

J| fc Chang Heuen during the Che-ching period (1341 1367), is a descrip-

tion of Nan-king, compiled from the works of the preceding authors of the time

of the Sung. Later topographies were published during the Ming. In 1667, a

revision was completed by $jj[ |f ]jj. Ch'in K'ae-yu; and the latest edition that

has appeared is the JQ1 J^ Jfrf fa Keang ningfod diS, in 56 books, from the

hand of $fe^ Yaou Nae 1811,

The^ ffi /j Woo k'eun die, in 50 books, by Fan Ching-ta of the Sung, is

a topographical account of the present Soo-chow region in Keang-nan, and one

of the earliest types of the present fob die. It was not published till several

years after the author's death, and has got inextricably mixed up with the notes

of subsequent editors The next topography of this region was the j^ }\\

JfsJ' j& Soo dtowfob clt by jH $$ Loo Heung, written during the Ming, and

a later work of the same dynasty by 3l^ Wang Gaou, in 60 books, was en-

titled the iffa $t^^ Koo soo did. Eevisions of the same appeared in 1691

and 1748; and the most modern edition was published in 1824, with the signature

of yfc $H ffi Sung Joo-lin, in 150 books, under the title Soo diowfob die.

The ;jf| JU jfrf ^ Tang diotvfob die "Topography of Yang-chow prefec-

ture," in 40 books, by 3^~W ' Yin Hwuy-ylh, was completed in 1733, hav-

ing been preceded by an earlier edition in 1685, which was also a revision of a

still earlier work, which had passed through more than one edition during the

Ming dynasty. It is illustrated by 22 plates, which now assume a new interest

since the city has been laid hi ruins by the insurgents.

The J|| IH jfif /jfr Fung ydng fob di& "Topography of Fung-yang prefec-

ture," in 40 books, was drawn up by JjjR $11 ^ Kang Ke-che, and complet-
ed in the year 1685. It enters with a good deal of minuteness into the an-

tiquities of that region.

The^ L jfij' ^ Chin keangfob die "Topography of Chin-keang prefec-

ture," in 55 books, was compiled by ;>}c jpfj Choo Lin, in 1750. There were four

or five topographies of this region anterior to the present, the earliest of which
is dated as far back as the 13th century.

The Hfc jf| jft ^ Hivuy chow foo che "
Topography of Hwuy-chow pre-
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fecture, in 18 books, was compiled by j|j|^ it Cliaoii Kelh-sze, in 16991

.

Topographies of the same region under the name of 3jj % Sin-gan, had al-

ready been written during the Sung, Yuen and Ming dynasties.

The fib, j\\ffi ^ Ch'e chow fob che "Topography of Ch'e-chow prefec-

ture," in 58 books, was compiled by jjH dt ip Chang Sz-fan, in 1779 The
first topography of this region appeard in the Sung; three revisions took place
at different periods during the Ming; a later edition was issued in 1673, and
another in 1711, which was followed by the present.

The $ jjjfi p} B$ w Yen ylw szg ming che, in 17 books, written by ^^
Yuen Ke'6, in the year 1320, is a topography of Sze-ming an old name for the

neighbourhood of Ningpo. Three books of the original are now lost. The nu-

cleus of the work is to be found in the ^ }fj ||j} tfj^.
Keen tabu t'od king and

jSf Hi PR 9) ^ Padu Ic'ing sze miny che, both written during the Sung dy-

nasty. After a series of revisions and augmentations during the Ming, and one

in 1673, the work expanded to the present ^ $ jflf ^ Ning po fob die, io

36 books, which was drawn up by ff? fH; 'fH Tsaou Ping-jin, in the year 1730.

The M 7C^^ w Che yuen kea ho che, in 32 books, by %fe fiff Seu Shlh,

published during the period Che-yuen (1264 1294, is a topography of the

present prefecture of Kea-hing in Che-keang, which then included the district

of Hwa-ting, now pertaining to Sung-keang. It is commended by scholars as

a- work of research.

The f$j )]] Jfcf^ Hod chow fob die
"
Topography of Hoo-chow prefec-

tnre," in 48 books, is the work of ]JJ ^L ^ Hoc Ch'ing-mow, who complet-

ed 'it in 1739; but it was revised and enlarged 19 years later by ^ 'g Le

T'ang. Previous editions had been published during the Ming, and at the com-

mencement of the present dynasty.

The JH^ jflf ^ Tae loanfod ch is n, topography of the rortion of the

island of Formosa belonging to the Chinese empire. The first edition by

WJ *B> &J Kaon Kung-keen was finished in 1694, not many years after the

territory had been subjected; a second appeared in 1741, by ^j j^ Ijg Lew

Leang-pelh, in 20 books. The most recent edition is by /^ ~p -|j Luh-shlh-

ts'elh a Manchu, and }& fijfc
Fan He'en, in 25 books, having been completed in

1747. Besides the usual statistical details, it contains an account of the various

races who have inhabited the island from ancient times up to the present day.

The Hi |$ -J jj ^H A Chili U t'ae ts'ang chow chi^ Topography of T'ae-

ts'ang department," in 65 books, was compiled by 3l^ Wang Ch'ang and

others, in the year 1803. A topography of this region was completed in 1642,

which seems to have been the immediate precursor of the present one.

Many of the district topographies began to be written at an early date, and

we frequently find a succession of editions, gradually enlarging till they become

several-fold the size of the first issue. Thus the earliest edtion of the ffit ^
JH ^sS Wo& seih he'en die "

Topography of Woo-selh," is in 4 books, and

dated 1296. Another edition during the Yuen is in 28 books. Three successive

enlarged revisions took place during the Ming; and the edition of 1689, by

^ ^C ^jf Seu Yung-yen, is increased to the size of 42 books.
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The tL PJj /H /* Kcancj yin hisn die "Topography of Keang-yiu district,"

in the prefecture of Chang-chow, in its present form one of the most recent, also

possesses one of the most extensive pedigrees of its class. The earliest topo-

graphical description of this locality, which lies on the southern bank of the

Yang-tsze keang, is dated 1194. Another appeared in 1230, and a revision of

the same in 1286. This was again revised in 1376. The place was first desig-

nated a hien, at the commencement of the Ming dynasty, when the first keen

che was published in 1391. This was republished with additions in 1408, A
new compilation appeared in 1498. This was reedited in 1510, and again re-

vised and published in 1548. The next issue was in 1619. This last was re-

vised iu 1640. The first revision during the present dynasty appeared in 1683.

We find another edition in 1744; and this followed by one in 1789. Parts of

nearly all these several editions are still extant, though the greater portions of

some of them are lost. The most recent issue is a compilation in 28 books, by

i^: Jjfc *$f Le Chaou-lo, drawn up in the year 1840.

The JJ1, !|/r PPl /CT Ai> Kwdn sin leant/ hi en che, in 41 books, is a topography
of the two districts of Kwan-shan and Sin-yang, in the prefecture of Soo-chow.

These originally constituted one district under the name of Kwan-shan, but

were divided in 1725. A joint topography of the two cities was published iu

1750, and the present revision was completed in 1825, by. ^ iisS. 31 Shin

Wan-yuh.
The 4|| }f^ ^ Loo heen che, in 30 books, is a topography of the district of

Loo, in the prefecture of Sung-keang, drawn up by f!fj |H fjj Se'ay T'ing-

tang in 1788, upon the nucleus of an earlier work written in the middle of the

17th century, not many yars after the district was established.

The j^f HI }f| /* Nan hwuy heen che
"
Topography of Nan-hwuy district,"

in the prefecture of Sung-keang, was first written in 1730, being four years

after the first establishment of the district. The last 'revision, by ^ ^ ffi
Woo Sang-k'in and others, appeared in 1793, in 15 books.

The 2p f? iH w Funcj heen heen che "Topography of Fung-he'6n district,"

in the prefecture of Sung-keang, was written in 1758, in 10 books, by
Ch'in Tsoo-fan, about 32 years after the district was first established.

The pf ftK H l&Ts'ing pod heen che "Topography of Ts'ing-poo district,"
in prefecture of Sung-ke'ang, was first written about the commencement of the

present dynasty, and was revised and republished in 40 books, by Wan"1

Ch'ang, in 1788.

The $ y$jH ;> Woo hod heen che "Topography of Woo-hoo district,"
in the prefecture of T'ae-ping, and province of Gran-hwuy, dates back as far as

the Sung; from which down to the present dynasty, there were probably several

successive editions, which have now disappeared. The earliest one extant was
published iu 1673; the next revision was completed in 1754. The present edi-

tion was published in 1807, in 24 books, having been revised by ^ /& H|
Leang K'e-jang and others. A future edition will have i sad tale to tell of
the devastation caused by the T'ae-ping insurgents.
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Tsing tilt keen die "Topography of Tsing-tlh district,"

in the prefecture of Ning-kwo, is a work that has passed through a goodly num-
ber of editions. The earliest topography of this region, though under a dif-

ferent name, was published during 'the Sung dynasty; other editions appeared

successively at the beginning and during the latter part of the 15th century.

The next was dated 1598; the earliest edition now extant is that of 1656; and

tin- succeeding one is 1754. The latest edition, in 10 books, was compiled by

/til H. It Chaou Leang-shoo, in 1808.

The ~fc \ H ^H [Hj ^ Td till clt'ang luoo cliow t'od die, in 7 books,

written by <ffi| '{ft ^ Fung Fiih-king and otliers, and completed in the year

1298, is a topographical description of the present Ting-hae on the island of

Cliusan near Niugpo. The work originally had three maps; hence the name
of t'od cite "Maps and description," this being the first work to which that

description was applied. The maps are now lost. This chow was changed into

a hcen in the year 1369, and nearly a century and a half later the |^ |lS| Jf$ j^,

C'h'ang lewd hiien die. was published; a revision of which appeared in 1569. Tho

Dame was changed to Ting-hae in 1686, and the first / '$! Jpi "^ Ting hae

litcn cltk was published in 1694. A more recent issue was compiled in 1715, by

IP j$& Mew Suy, in 8 books.

The ^ $$H j& Ping ho6 keen cite
"
Topography of Ping-hoo district,"

in the prefecture of Kea-hing, was first published in 1563; another edition was

issued in 1627. The next revision appeared in 1688, and a later publication

from the hand of j^j |SE) ipa Kaou Kwo-ying was completed in 1745, in 10 books*

The Hjl Jf^ ^ Yin keen die "Topography of Yin district," in Ningpo pre-

fecture, was written first in 1686; and a new edition by^ ~fc P/f Tse'en Ta-

llin, appeared in 1788, in 30 books.

The jrft J^ i^ ^ Yung Ic'ang keen cite "Topography of Tfing-k'ang dis-

trict," in the prefecture 'of Kin-hwa, has had a great deal of labour bestowed

on it, to bring it to its present state of perfection. The records of the im-

meditate locality date back as far as the Sung and Yuen dynasties; but tlue

first work with the above title is dated 1524, a part only of which is now ex-

tant; the next issue was in 1581; a revision took place in 1672; the next edition

appeared in 1698, the blocks of the previous issue having been burnt in the

interim. The latest revision, in 12 books, was completed in 1837, by |p. J|^
Leaou Chung-ke.

The $jf^ JUft /jr Tsin yfm hcen die "
Topography of Tsin-yun district,"

in the prefecture of Ch'oo-chow, was written in year 1767, but the original

blocks were destroyed by a flood in 1800, and the next edition, in 18 books,

was drawn up by ^f ^0 ^ T'ang Ching-leg, in 1849.

The earliest editions of the 35 [If $j$ ^ Yuh slian hen die "To-

pography of Yuh-shan district,
"

in Kwang-sin prefecture, appear to have

been published during the 15th 16th and 17th centuries. Very lit-

tle of these has survived to the present time, the oldest edition ex-

tant having been complied, in the year 1670; a supplement to the same
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was written in 1783; after which the only edition issued, was in 1823, by

tjjj Woo Tsze-shaou, in 32 books. Since this last was written, the district has

been grievously distressed by the present insurrectionary struggle.

The original ^ /ff ^ Woo Men die "Topography of Woo district," in the

prefecture of Soo-chow, appears to have been written about the year 1529. A
later edition, in 54 books, was completed in 1642, by ^p^ Jj|| New Jo-lin.

The earliest edition of the 'pj ^ $ Keu yung keen die "Topography
of Keu-yung district," in the prefecture of Keang-ning appeared about the end

of the 15th century. The next was published in 1603. This was revised and

augmented in 1656; from which time there does not appear to have been any

revision, till the middle of the 18th century, when a new edition was issued by

W SI 3t Tsaou Shin-seen, in 10 books.

The /

ff| '^jjf. JH ^ E ch'ing keen die "Topography of E-ching district," in

the prefecture of Yang-chow, is a history of considerable antiquity. There is

a topography of the region dating from the end of the 12th century, under the

name of the J^. jf] ^ Chin chow die. Another with the same title was pub-
lished about the middle of the 13th century. The name was changed to ff|

ii| E-chin in 1369, and the first record under this title appeared soon after.

The name was given as 3J| XX Lwan-keang, in the next topography, which

was published at the beginning of the 16th century. The name E-chin was again
resumed in the following issue, in 1539. A revision of this took place in 1567,

The next was in 1639. A reconstruction of the work was completed in 1668
;

and a further revision in 1693. A more recent edition was issued in 1718, by

f|? 0$ Luh Sze, in 22 books. A supplement was published in 1723, by Jj|j|

jfc VM Yen He-yuen, entiled ^ fffc JH |ff ^ E ch'ing heen suh die, in 10

books, the character O^ chin being changed to ^ ch'ing, in consequence of the

former being part of the emperor's private name.

The V& (7 ^ ^ Lb ydng heen die "Topography of Lo-yang district," in

the prefecture of H6-nan, is a record of high historical interest, this having
been the capital of the empire in several preceding dynasties. The latest edition,

in 60 books, was completed in 1813, by |U? $|f^ Luh Ke-loo and ^| Hf
Wei Se'ang.

The^^ Tse shing, in 6 books, by -f $jfc Yu K'in of the Yuen, is a de-

scription of the region of Tse-nan in Shan-tung, and is the most complete of

any of the topographies written during the Yuen dynasty.

The p"5 # 'J| ^ Jmj ch'ing heen die "Topography of Juy-ching district,"

in the department of Keae, passed through two editions during the 15ih and

16th centuries
;
another was published in 1672; and a later in 1763, by If $fj

r0 Yen Jo6-sze, in 16 books.

The Hi MH ^ Ts^ mh been die "Topography of Tselh-mlh district,"

in the prefecture of Lae-chow, appears to have been first written in 1579; a later

and much enlarged edition was published in^ 1763, by ^C ^^ Yew Shuh-

heaou, in 12 books.

The 3i ') Jpi ^ Woo hung heen die "Topography of Woo-kung district,"

in the department of Keen, by |f j| K'ang Hae, published in 1519, though
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extremely concise, the whole forming only one moderate sized volume, is yet

considered a model work of the class, and one of the very few that have escaped
critical censure.

The^ IJ Jf| j& Ts'ung ming keen die "Topography of Ts'ung-ming dis-

trict," in the department of Tae-ts'ang, is a record of the delta at the mouth

of the Yang-tsze ke'ang, which has had a very chequered history since its first

establishment as a magistracy, during the Yuen dynasty. Since that period, the

city has been five times removed to different sites, in consequence of the inroads

effected by the sea. Topographies were published during the Yuen and Ming
dynasties, but these are now lost. The oldest extant was compiled in the 17th

century ;
another edition appeared in 1728. A later revision was published in

1760, by H lH Chaou T'ing-keen, in 20 books.

The
{f jf| jv& K'ae chow die "Topography of the inferior department of

K'ae," in the prefecture of Ta-mingin Chlh-le, possesses an antiquarian interest,

a's being a record of the place where the ancient imperial sage $jj( Jj| Ch'uen-

heuh had his residence. The first edition was compiled in 1534.; the next was

in 1594; the last revision diiring the Ming is dated 1639. The work was re-

arranged in 1673; and in 1806 the last edition, in 8 books, was completed by

UL ^ ^ Ch'in Lo-shen and others.

The ^rf Hf 7J
V

| ^ Kaou t'&ng dioio die "Topography of the inferior depart-

ment of Kaou-t'ang," in the prefecture of Tung-ch'ang, was first published in

1553, but that work is now lost; a compilation was finished in 1673; and a

later revision of the same appeared in 1713, in 12 books, by fff (H} $fl Lung
T'oo-yo.

The )\\ ty? $|^ H & Ch'tien sliafoo min t'ing die "Topography of the

borough of Ch'uen-sha," in the prefecture of Sung-keang, is a descriptive and

statistical account of one of the inferior order of cities with its dependancv,
which was first walled in 1553. In 1810, it was first placed under a separate

government. The topography was compiled by 'jof i f[iJ5
Ho Sze-k'e in 1836,

in 12 books.

Besides the various walled city topographies, celebrated hills and islands

frequently have their particular histories. One of the most famous of these is

the g |lfc lJ ^ P'ob t'o shan die, being a descriptive account of the island

of P'oo-t'o, a renowned seat of Buddhism, lying a few miles east of the island

of Chusan. Accounts of this place began to be written as early as the Yuen

dynasty, and in 1589 the first regular die appeared ;
this was revised in 1607.

In 1698, a new and augmented edition was published. In 1740, another issue

in 20 books was completed by g^- 5j Heu Yen. There are some curious facts

recorded in it, regarding the progress of Buddhism, and intercourse with Japan.

The ^ y |_L| 4sS Chaou pabu shan die is a small topography of Chaou-

paou hill at the mouth of the Ningpo river, in the district of Chin-hae, which

has passed through a good many adventures from first to last. The work was

written by jSjjC^ fjp Ch'in King-p'ei and published in 184.5, so that it con-

tains several notices of the proceedings during the English war, in which it

shared a prominent position.
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The^ [1| w Tseaou slian die is a topographical account of a ^uall rocky
island in the Yang-tsze keang nearly opposite Chin-keang, known to foreigners

as Silver island. Until the arrival of the rebels within the last few years, the

greatest object of interest there was a bronze vase 2,000 years old
;
but since

the insurrection it has been concealed for safety. The work contains a lengthy

detail regarding this vase. The first edition was published in 1762, in 12 books;

and the later revision and enlargement by fj )% Koo Yuen in 1840, in 20

books.

The gx [ l[ ffi, Koo shan die is a topograply of Koo-shan, a celebrated hill

in the neigbourhood of the provincial city of Fuh-chow, published in 1761, in

14 books, by fqf ffrJ: Hwang Jin, the same being an enlargement of an earlier

edition.

The JE^ ^ 7L 88 w Wod e Itew keiili dte is a descriptive topography of

the Woo-e (Bohea) hills in Fuh-keen province, famous by name in Europe, on

account of the teas which they produce. It is also a locaity of much interest

to the Chinese, in respect to the antiquities in that neighbourhood. Various

editions of this topography have been written from the time of the Sang down-

wards. One of the best was published in 1718 by 3E 'Hi ffiit Wang Fuh le, in

16 books, illustrated by a number of plates of the scenery. There is a later

work by | ^ Jl Tung T'een-kung called the ji ^ |JL| ^ Woo e shan

die, in 24 books, dated 1751. This is prefaced by a series of 32 portraits of

sages, scholars and genii, who have inhabited that region.

Works on the water-courses of China are also included in this section. The

earliest of these is the ^K >$? Shiouy kincj "Water classic." A work of this

name by ^ spj Sang K'in, is known to have been written at the commence-

ment of the Christian era, being quoted by Pan Koo, the historian of the Former

Han; but the one now extant with the same signature, there is good reason to

believe to be spurious, being the production of some unknown hand during the

time of the Three kingdoms. This however gives it a very respectable antiquity,

and the original commentary on it, is by ;J5^ 7^ Le Ta6u-yuen of the Nor-

thern Wei. Some scholars of the present dynasty have applied themselves vigor-

ously to the elucidation of this venerable record, identifying the ancient names

with the present sites, and in consequence of their labours, the work is highly
esteemed as a description of the waters of the empire in former times.

Towards the close of the llth century, jfjlj |f|[ Ts'ee Kwan, who had spent
more than thirty years traversing the lakes, rivers, and canals in the region of

Soo-chow, Ch'ang-chow and Hoo-chow, for the purpose of investigating- their

various peculiarities, published the result of his experience, in the^ fp 7JC

^Ij -flf Woo diuny shwuy le shoo, a small treatise illustrated by charts; which

has been preserved as an inportant contribution to the national topography.

The |I3 ^ & Uf ^JC %^\^ ft! Sze mincj t'6 shan slnvuy le pe Ian is a

treatise on the streams in the neighbourhood of T'6 hill, in the prefecture of

Ningpo; in which the vicissitudes of these waters arc traced for four hundred

years, up to 1241, when the book was published by fjfl| Jlji Wei He'en, one of

tho local officers.
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The ffi |5f jH, HI Ho fung t'ung e is a treatise on the means of preserving

the hanks of the Yellow river, by J?^ ft* Sha-k'ih-shlh a Mongolian, written

during the Yuen dynasty. There is a variety of details regarding the past his-

tory and present state of the river.

The */pf fjjj" [SJ ^ Che ho t'oo leb is an essay on the course of the Yellow

river, written by 3l Wang He, about the middle of the 14th century. It

is illustrated by six charts, and contains a succinct narrative of the overflowings

of that stream during successive centuries.

The */p ffi ;J- $ff Che h6 tsow tseih shoo is a collection of official papers

n-^irdiog the management of the Yellow river, containing also an elaborate

discussion of details respecting the main channel and tributary streams, with the

various appliances adopted for the restraint of its unmanageable waters. The

work was drawn up by ]|)f j|jf Kin Foo, about the close of the 17th century.

The 7JC |H |H $11) Sliwuy tabu te Icang is a minute description, in 28 books,

of all the rivers and water-courses throghout the empire, including Corea, Tibet,

and Eastern and Western Tartary. The author %j -^ F?f Tse Chaou-nan,
who had given much attention to geography, was one of the principal writers

of the T& ts'iny yih t'ung che; his labours on which had prepared him for the

work in question, the latter having been completed in 1776.

The ffj iffli; /]" Hf? Nan yd seadu lull is an account of
'jfjj |_L| Hang shan, a

mountain in Hoo-nan, one of the five great eminences mentioned in the Shoo

//-;/. This which is the earliest of the Mountain records extant, was written by

^ H* flS Le Ch'ung-chaou, a Taouist priest, during the Tang dynasty.

The ^ Hfc ~fc ^0 [-U !$E M- To. yd t'ac ho shan JcS led is a descriptive ac-

count of a mountain in Hoo-plh, known also by the name of ;0 '^fj [1| Woo-

ting shan, and celebrated as the retreat of a famous Taouist priest, who was

afterwards deified under the title Heuan t'een te, the god of the north pole. The

work which is in 8 books, was written by 3E J?l Wang Kae, in 1744.

The^ [1( nB Leu shan Ice is a description of a famous mountain in the

vicinity of the Po-yang lak.e, written by $f[ $p ift$>
Ch'in Shun-yu, during the

llth century, after having 'spent two months in investigating every object of

interest in the locality. There is a short appendix generally published witli it,

entitled ft |lj IE ^ Leu shan ke led, by a Buddhist priest, -named 3|l JH

Hwuy-yueu.
The jl $ft ^ ^H Se hod che tswan is a topography of the West lake at

Hang-chow. In the early part of the 18th century, a descriptive account was

written of this locality, with its numerous natural and artificial beauties. An

epitome of this was drawn up on occasion of the emperor's visit to the south.

This was again enlarged by^ |^F lELe'arig She-chfng, in compliance with an

imperial mandate, and published in 1762, in 15 books, with the above title.

The $f Vjj? $U M HE Lo yang Iced Ian ke is a descriptive detail of the vari-

ous Buddhist establishments in Lo-yang, the metropolis during the Northern

Wei; written by %jy^ ^ Yang He'en-che, an officer of that dynasty. The

5th and last book contains an interesting narrative of the mission of ^ -^R

Hwuy-sang, a Buddhist priest, to Central Asia, in search of the Buddhist

canonical works.
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The pjfy JjR jjl\ pfi Ledng Icing sin ke is a small work by Wei Shuh, written

during the 8th century, descriptive of the two metropolitan cities of that period;

only one out of five books is now extant, and that imperfect, being part of the

record respecting Ch'ang-gan, the western metropolis. The work has been large-

ly quoted by Sling Min-k'ew, in the j| 73^ ^ Ch'ang gem cite "Topography
of Ch'ang-gan," written during the Sung. This latter production, in 20 books,

gives a most elaborate detail of the public buildings, city boundaries, and other

local matters, forming a historical and antiquarian record of much interest. In

later reprints of this book, it has been customary to add a volume originally from

Ihe hand of^ #? 1%. Le Hadu-wan of the Yuen dynasty, entitled J| ^
HD >j|s Ch'ang gan t'oo che, consisting of plans and description of that city and

the adjoining region, which is not without a certain interest in itself, but there

is frequently a discrepancy between the illustrations and the earlier topogra-

phical record.

The "ftp)^ HD wfrTilng seaou t'od che is a description of the T'ung-seaou

kung, a Taouist monastery and its precincts in the vicinity of Hang-chow,
written by |f|J ij% T'ang Mah, a lay resident in the establishment, in the time

of the Yuen dynasty. This is one of 72 renowned seats of Taouism throughout
the empire.

The ^g H i|i ^ ^P E Kin gaou t'uy shih peili Ice is a series of miscel-

laneous records regarding the imperial palace in Peking, written in the 17th

century by pj it tj Kaou Sze-k'6, one of the officers of the establishment.

The ^J $ JH H^p jfE King tsod sny she ke is a calendar of popular customs

throughout the year, in the region now known as Hoo-kwang, written by ^V
^||L Tsung Lin, a subject of the Le'ang dynasty, with a commentary by ^t $}

$|f Too Kung-chen of the Suy.

The % '/B JS|u ^J ^ Kivei hae yu hang che is a treatise on the geogra-

phical features, natural history, and other matters regarding the southern provin-
ces of the empire, by Fan Ching-ta. A great part of the original is now lost.

The $\ $\> f^ ^ Ling wae tae td, in 10 books, by ^ ~fj- ^ Chow K'eu-

fei, an officer at Kwei-lin in the 12th century, professes to be supplementary
to the work of Fan Ching-ta above-mentioned, and intended as a reply to

numerous questions proposed relative to the matters treated of. It contains

a large amount of detail respecting the geography and inhabitants of the two

Kwang provinces, and also the regions beyond, summary outlines being given

regarding many Asiatic kingdoms, extending even to the far west.

The B ^>fC 7H ifl Woo lin k'ew sze, in 10 books, is a record of institutions

and customs at Hang-chow, during the Southern Sung dynasty, when it was the

capital of the empire; written by ^D ^ Chow Melh, an officer of that period.

The ^ Fp ^ JpP Woo chung k'ew szS, by ||g ^ ^H Luh Yew-jin of the

Yuen, is a collection of 'traditions regarding Soo-chow, supplementary to the

regular topographies, in which the author although somewhat credulous on

some points, shews good judgment on the whole, in the arrangement of the work.

The ^ JQC $ Ipt Ping keang ke sze is a short record of antiquites regard-
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ing the Soo-chow region, written by jflj -fig ^ Kaou Tlli-ke, about the middle

of the 14th century. There are some items of topographical information in this,

which are not to be found in the regular histories of the period, but the exces-

sive credulity of the author has allowed him to disfigure his narrative by mar-

vellous traditions utterly unworthy of credit.

The jlty /J> $u Min seaou ke is a small record of notabilia in the province of

Fab-keen, by )jjl ^j T. Chow Leang-kung, an author of the present dynasty.

The ]|C tffi TJfft fE Tung ch'ing tsd ke is a descriptive account of the anti-

quities in the eastern quarter of the city of Hang-chow, written by J|| ^J|

Le G5, in 1728,

The ^ $jj |$ ~j gfi Ho so fang koo Ice is a geographical and antiquarian

record of the portion of the empire lying north of the Yellow river. A great

part of the oiginal is lost; and the portion still extant treats of the Shan-se and

H6-nan region. The author is j^ ^Ir Na-sin, a Mongolian, who wrote during

the Yuen dynasty.

Tne f? 31* ?H IS Sen liea k'ih yew ke, in 11 parts, is a narrative of the

travels of Seu Hea k'ih through the whole empire for twenty eight years, dur-

ing which he visited every place of interest, and made an extensive journal of

observations, geographical and historical. The account ends with the year 1640,

but it was not published till 1776. A second edition appeared in 1808.

The^ IS ffE Full kwo ke is a narrative of the travels of^ H Fa-been,

a Buddhist priest, who spent 15 years at the commencement of the 5th century,

wandering through the several kingdoms of Middle Asia, in order to obtain in-

formation and documents regarding the Buddhist religion. The work is well

known in Europe, in consequence of Eemusat's translation into French.

The^ jff BS Jj$ HB T& t'ang se yili ke, in 12 books, is an account of a

hundred and thirty eight countries of Asia, chiefly translated from Sanscrit

works by 7C He Yuen-chwang, a Buddhist priest. A great part consists of a

description of the kingdoms through which this zealous monk had himself

passed, in the course of a sixteen years journey in pursuit of Buddhist books and

antiquities. On his return to his native land, loaded with stores of Sanscrit

literature, he was received with great honour by the emperor, under whose im-

mediate patronage this work was written by ffi ^ Peen-ke, from the dicta-

tion of Yuen-chwang, and completed in the year 646. A translation of the

whole, by Professor Julien of Paris, has recently been published, and forms a

most important document regarding the territorial divisions of India in former

times.

The ^aT^n^^^MO^ Seven h6 fang she kaou le t'od king is a

description of the country, customs, and institutions of Corea, in 40 books, by

^ 5^ Seu King, an ofiicer in the train of^ fa $$L Loo Yun-t'elh, who went

on a commission from the Chinese court to the capital of that state, on occasion

of the accession of a new king, in the year 1125. The manuscript was originally

illustrated by maps, but they were lost before the book was printed for the first

time, in the year 1167.
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The i^ Hip, M, it oE Chin Id fung t'oo ke is a description of the country,

people, and customs of Cambodja, by j^ jjjfr |fjj[
Chow Ta-kwan, a follower in

the suite of an envoy from China to that country, in the years 1295 1297. It

has been translated into French by Remusat.

The -Jig f*| ^^ Taou e die led is an account of the various nations in the

Malayan Archipelago, by */-r. yC 'ym Wang Ta-yuen, who took passage in a

merchant ship, in the middle of the 14th century, and visited most of the coun-

tries he describes. The book was written about the year 1350.

The '/$ f^f Hue yu is a short description of a number of countries that had

commercial intercourse with China, written by j|| 5l Hwang Chung, who

gained his information from the mariners at the ports visited by the sea-going

vessels. The work which was finished in 1537, contains general details on the

geography, people, and products, but the narration is marred by an acconnt of

some monstrosities.

The ]|C 6 7^ ^7 Tung se yang Icabu is a geographical treatise, in 12 books,

giving a short description of 38 kingdoms, chiefly islands in the southern and

eastern seas, which had commercial intercourse with China during the Ming
dynasty. There is an account of the Japanese and Dutch at the end, the latter

denominated Hung madufan "Red-hairy foreigners." The work was comple-

ted about the year 1618, by jl ^1. Chang See", who gathered his infomation

chiefly from seafaring people he met with at the ports.

The^ ~)j ty\ jjtji Chih fang wae Ice is a concise geography of the world.

The nucleus of the work was written by Pantoja, an Italian Jesuit, in compli-
ance with an imperial order, as an accompaniment to the map of the world,

which had been presented by Ricci. After the death of Pantoja, a great deal

of matter was added to it by Jules Aleni, under whose name it was published
in 1623. In this we find the globe divided into the five continents of Asia,

Europe, Lybia (Africa,) America, and Magellanica, under which last name was

included an extensive tract of land supposed to extend from close contiguity

with South America, to several degrees beyond the south pole. About half a

century later, Ferdinand Verbiest published another small geographical work,

entitled i$ |j|l [jfaj gffc K'wan yu t'od shwo, agreeing in the main with Aleni's,

but containing further information on some points. An abstract ofVerbiest's

work has been frequently published, under the title i^ pi $p /jtC K'loan yu
wae ke, in which the principal part of the geographical matter is omitted, and

everything of a strange and marvellous character retained.

The jfc 2j|i Ch'ih yu is a descriptive account of the country inhabited by the

Meaou tribes in the south-west of China, with details of the customs, antiqui-

ties, &c., of that people, written by jffJS jH Kwang Loo, from information ga-

thered during several years that he was in the service of one of the female chief's,

about the close of the Ming dyasty.

The
j|fj $. ^ Ch'aou seen die is an account of Corea, including geography

and customs, by a native of that country, whose name has not been preserved ;

but it appears to have been written in the latter part of the Ming dynasty.
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The '/$ (iU fifl Jf& $jfa. Hae kwd wan keen lull is a small geographical treatise,

chiefly relating to the islands in the eastern and southern ocean, by $ji^ $ij

Ch'in Lun-keung, whose father being engaged in the subjugation of Formosa,
Ch'in collected his information among the mariners into whose company he was

thrown on the occasion. His book which was finished in 1730, is illustrated by
six maps of the coasts and islands. It was published in 1744.

The 7C i5j& "jiff xH. ^ Yuen hoo hung e luh is a description of the imperial

palaces of the Yuen princes, by JH $0 Seaou Seun. In the year of the acces-

sion of the first Ming emperor, orders were given for the demolition of these

buildings, when Seaou Seun, the author of this tract, being engaged on the com-

mission, embraced the opportunity of preserving this memento of the Mongo-
lian monarchs. It was revised and published in 1616. The substance of it is

included also in the J-ih he'd Ic'eio loan.

The ]|f |jtl 2 Kivang yu ke is a geography of the empire, in 24 books,

written by |5j? j[fi tyjj Lull Ying-yang, about the commencement of the 17th

century. It is divided according to the 18 provinces, with two "sections at the

end on border lands and foreigners. This is a convenient manual for ascertain-

ing the ancient names of places, which are given under the respective modern

appellations. A revised and enlarged edition was published during the present

dynasty, by^ ~jj ')$ Ts'ae Fang-ping.

The^ [H? "lif -^ !U 3? Kin ling koo kin t'od Ic'aou is a series of 16 plans

of the city and neighbourhood of Nanking, from 1000 year before the Christian
> l-i M-*

era, down to the Ming dynasty, with a description to each, by jjjt fff Ch'in E,

dated 1516. A companion volume entitled ^ [^ JUJ gzj< Kin ling fob yung,

gives 40 plates of remarkable spots in Nanking, with a short topographical no-

tice, and a few lines of poetry accompanying each. This was published in 1623.

The j| ^ $Ji ^jf Tac loan ke leo is a brief description of the institutions,

customs and geography of the island of Formosa, written by ^>JC gjjt jt Lin

K'eeng-kwang, after the subjugation of the famous Koxinga, in 1684.

The ^H P^ $ ^ Y&h mun ke led is a description of the Portuguese settle-

ment of Macao, by [] ^fe fi Yin Kwang-jin and ^ $ ^ Chang Joo-lin,

two Chinese officers who succeeded each other in that sub-prefecture, in the lat-

ter part of last century. The first part contains details regarding the topogra-

phy and government ;
and the second is entirely occupied with the customs,

institutions, language and other matters respecting the foreign residents.

The jfRf yj| |E^ ^ & fl) -S* yuen ke le'o cli'ing sew Jcaow is a small

work, in which the course of the Yellow river is traced from its three sources

in Kashgar, Yarkand, and Khoten, as far as the border of Kan-sflh, where it

enters China. The author, or rather compiler, ^ q|f [H Woo SSng-lan, who

wrote during the latter part of last century, collected his materials from an

extensive investigation of all previous works. The proper names throughout

have the explanations, according to the languages of the countries to which

they belong; generally Mongolian, Tibetan, or a variety of the Persian called

the Mohammedan dialect.
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The
'/ JH *$ Woo fc'e k'adu is an account of the antiquities and remarkable

objects in the neighbourhood of Woo k'e, a celebrated stream in the district of

Seang-heang, in Hoo-nan, written by Wang Sze-ching, in 1711.

The J yj^5 ff| 3? T'ae. hod pS k'adu, in 16 books, is an account of the vari-

ous topics of interest and utility connected with the T'ae hoo or "Great lake,"

lying between the three prefectures of Soo-chow, Hoo-chow, and Ch'ang-chow.

The work was written by ^ Jt ^ Kin Yew-le, in 1750, and contains mat-

ters of information not to be found in the regular topographies.

The '$$) J^H TJp g Hoo juen tsd Ice is a miscellaneous record of remarkable

objects in the neighbourhood of the Western lake at Hang-chow, written by |?

3^^ Luh Tsze-yun, in the middle of the 17th century. It is chiefly occupied

with matters omitted in the larger topographies.

The Up '$| HI HI Ch'ow hae t'oo peen, in 16 books, by j!$ ^ ^* Ch'ing

Jo-tsang, is a minute detail of the sea-board districts of China, illustrated by
an extensive series of maps, in the rudest style of art. The main object of the

work is the discussion of plans of defence against the seafaring marauders from

Japan, who proved a formidable scourge to the inhabitants on the coast, during
the Ming dynasty. There is a lengthy description of military weapons and tac-

tics at the end, illustrated by figures. This appeared in 1562. Thirty years

later, on occasion of an irruption of the Japanese on the Corean coast, ^jj $|j|

T'ang Chung was commissioned by the governor-general of Keang-nan, to

make an abstract of the above work, which he published with the title |jfp '/tJ

Ht iH| Ch'oio hae chung peen, in 10 books.

The^ fj PH $f '/$ 9|M ^ Ch'ih sew leang die hae fang t'ung che is

a topographical description, in 20 books, of the sea coast along the province of

Ch8-keang, with minute details regarding the various plans adopted for with-

standing the aggressive advances of the ocean, and a record of the changes that

have taken place in the outline, during successive dynasties. The work was com-

pleted by ~)j |H^ Fang Kwan-ch'ing, in 1751.

The '/$ J^J ff| gffc Hae cliaou tselli shwb is a treatise on the tides, which sub-

ject is also referred to the geographical section of literature. The author "jj^

<|v Itjjt
Yu Sze-k'een, a native of Hae-ning on the Bay of Hang-chow, seems

to have been led to the study of the tidal theory, from his close proximity to

one of the most remarkable physical phenomena on the globe, the bore, which

attains to an extraordinary height twice every year in that inlet. This work

which was finished in 1781, takes a review of the various theories that had been

broached previously, the author himself holding the opinion that the tides are

maintained by the influence of the moon, but in what particular manner, he

does not venture to affirm.

The^ |l[ Jj^ ^ g2 Ming shan shing Icae M is a description, in 48 books,

of all the hills of note throughout the empire. The accounts are extracted from

the works of previous authors ancient and modern, which is the cause of a great
want of uniformity in the style throughout. The compiler 'JBif ^5? Ho T'ang,
who finished the work about the year 1633, has prefaced it with a volume of
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illustrative engravings, and appended an extra book at the end, regarding the

marvellous narratives of antiquity.

The^ jJL| ^^ Hwang shan die leo is a topographical notice of Hwang-

shan, one of the most famous hills in Gan-hwuy province; written by ^pf *% Jfc

Hwang Shin-seen, in 1691.

The J| (t [1|^ Ch'ang pik shan lull is an account of Ch'ang-plh hill, in

the district of Tsow-ping in Shan-tung, by the same author as the preceding.

The original has a section of addenda, which is sometimes omitted in the reprints.

The Hi^ [If ^ Lofow shan die is a topography of the L6-fow hills, in

Kwang-tung province. This work which is in 12 volumes, was written by $$

tfjfc ffir T'aou King-ylh, about the middle of last century.

The |p [!f }jf jfl gjj T'ae shan taou le Ice is an itinerary of the vicinity of

the celebrated mountain T'ae-shan in Shau-tung, written during last century.

The author jfff ^x Nee" Wan, gives a record of the antiquities, and corrects

the works of his predecessors.

The H| JjiS $ |5^ K'wang leu Ice yeiv is a manual of objects worth visiting

at Leu-shan in Keang-se, written in the 17th century, by ^ [^ ,{> Woo
Chien-sze,

The Q J^J flf ^ ^ Pih lull shoo yuen die is a topographical account of

an institution established by the famous Choo He for the encouragement of

literature, at Leu-shan in Keang-se, where he held office. The work, which is in

16 books, was written by Jlp. ;X ^b Leaou Wan-ying, in 1673, This was re-

vised and enlarged to 19 books, by ^ $$^ Maou Tlh-ke, in 1714.

The ftff -g Ifa ^^ fjr ^p (} g}[ Che sang ming shing king ting t'oo slnvb

is a series of engravings of remarkable spots in the province of Ch6-keang, with

a short descriptive note to each.

The |(| jft^ "jtf ^ Shan tung k'aou Icoo lull is a record of the antiquities

of Shan-tung, by Koo Yen-woo, and was written about the year 1661.

The Jj* jft^ ~i ^ King tung k'aou koo lull is a record of antiquities re-

garding the eastern part of the province of Chlh-le, extracted from other works

of the above author, and published under this title by^ j|| Jj Woo Chin-fang.

The HJL $1 T^i ^ Goiu keang yih die is a small collection of historical and

topographical facts regarding Wan-chow prefecture in Chg-keang, supplement-

ary to the information contained in the regular topographies. It was written

about the middle of the 17th century, by 5^ ^ fil La6u Ta-yu.

The
-ilp- J3C Yue, sliuli is a description of the topography, customs and other

matters in Kwang-se, written by gg $!jC Mm Seu, an officer of high rank in

that province, about the year 1655. It contains a good many notes regarding
the Meaou tribes.

The ^ fj aP B Ling nan tsa ke is a miscellaneous record of the geogra-

phy, natural productions, &c, of Kwang-tung, written by Woo Chin-fang, in the

17th century, from information collected during a personal tour in that region.

This contains some notes on the Macao Portuguese, under the designation
Inoel "devils."
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The J||^ jfE T)& Teen k'in Ice yew is a collection of memoranda regarding

men and things in Yun-nan and Kwei-chow, formed during a residence in

those parts, by |5jf[ jffi Ch'in Ting, in the 17th century. There are some notes

on the Meaou tribes, but the book is marked by numerous marvellous narrations,

utterly unworthy of credit.

The [I] H HI ^ Tung k'e seen die is an account of the various tribes of

Meaou, with an investigation of the statements given regarding them in pre-

vious publications. It is by the same author as the preceding.

The \^. fff ffi pa Teen nan sin yii is a miscellaneous account of the natural

productions and phenomena of Yun-nan, written by 5H J^ Chang Hung, in

the latter part of the 17th century.

The If jfe ~)j HIE H Tuli sU fang, yu U yaou, by ^ fg. ^ Koo

Tsoo-yu, in 9 books, is a record of geographical changes which have taken place

in China from the earliest times down to the 17th century, intended as a guide

to the perusal of the native histories. It was published in 1667.

The ,91^ %fa 3fl '/-g* Jpi if| Leili tae t'e U yuen leili peadu is another work

in 47 books, exhibiting in a tabular form the topographical changes in the divi-

sions of the empire for more than three thousand years, down to the end of the

Ming dynastry. The manuscript was completed in 1667, by J5f[ ^ $ft Ch'in

Fang-tselh, but it was not published till 1833.

The jjl) ^T "f|jj j^ Choiv king pe Ian is an itinerary of the empire, in 6 books,

giving the distances from place to place, in the number of le. This was com-

piled in 1738, by ^ ffi. Jf Woo Lin-ylh.

The^ YL fij ?TA Sung kiang Jc'eu Jco is a collection of short odes, descrip-

tive of notable places and objects in the prefecture of Sung-keang, by (fjjl w* Jpf

Ch'in Kin-haou of last century.

The '/l^^^ |f^ Sung nan yd foo is a book of stanzas descriptive of

Shanghai and vicinity, by %jy -fa f Yang Kwang-foo of last century. The

Z/S Wt Hjk $ 1% Wt Sou cli'ing say sze Jc'eu to is also a collection of odes re-

garding the popular customs of the city of Shanghai throughout the year, with

explanatory notes, by 5H^ ip Chang Ch'uu-hwa, published in 1839.

The ^/f Hi f$ ^L Sin keang she ts'aou is a poetical description of the newly

acquired Mohammedan territiories on the west of China. It is in 12 chapters,

with a running geographical commentary, and was written by -fa J& >- Sung

Sze-jin, in 1792.

The J-^^ 'Yf ^X f^ -^ y^1 dtfh c t̂e tsz& *s a collection of stanzas, with ex-

tended details, regarding the various Asiatic nations west of China, by JUS Jg|

Fuh K'ing, a recent author.

The $t\> |f|j 'Yf 1$i JtiO Wae ktuo cJiuh die tsze is a similar collection to the

preceding, with reference to the various foreign nations known to the Chinese

during the 17th century, when this was written by ^t il^J Yew T'ung.

The
ft}) ij po Hwuy Mang che is a descriptive and geographical account of

Mohammedan Tartary, with its peculiar customs; drawn up about the year 1772,

Fuh-san-poo and ^ j$f $& Soo-urh-tlh, two Manchu officers,
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who held a commission in that country soon after its subjugation by the Chinese.

The B pH( gE "Sfe tsang Ice is a record of the country and customs of Tibet,

with an itinerary at the end.

The -(Hf p|( [HJ j^j Wei ts&ng t'od shih is an itinerary of Tibet, with an ac-

count of the inhabitants, their customs and institutions, illustrated by maps of

the country, and representations of the people of the several tribes. The last

book is a vocabulary of the language. The work was drawn up about the year

1792, by$ tyH Ma Shaou-yuu and ||^ ^ Shing Mei-k'e, two Chinese

officers.

The ffij ^ j^j jjfa^ Se yik wan Iceen luh, in 8 books, was written in 1777,

by "t \

'

Ts'em-shTh-ylh, a Manchu officer. It is a record principally of

Eastern Turkestan, Mohammedan Tartary, and the various Chinese dependan-
cies on the west, but it has also geographical notices of the principal nations of

Central Asia.

The B JJ ; JJ>E &e fang yaou ke is a brief notice of European customs

'and institutions by Louis Bugli, Gabriel Magallhanes, and Ferdinand Verbiest,

three Jesuit missionaries. They also divide the surface of the globe into five

continents, the same as in Aleni's work.

The /V $ gl|| j Pa hung yih she is a series of short accounts of foreign

nations in all quarters of the globe, giving brief notices of their customs, and

spacimens of the languages of many of them. It is chiefly taken from books

previously pubished, with additional matters gathered from report. There is a

supplement entitled |fl^ $E ^ Yih she Ice yu, by the same author Luh

Tsze-yun, treating of the remarkable productions, poetry, coins, and written

characters of various foreign nations. Another volume by the same author is

the /\ T$& Jjc, j P& hung hwany she, which is almost entirely a fabulous tra-

ditional record of nations which never existed beyond the fanciful brains of the

inventors.

The % f|j 7J?E j$ Gan ndn Ice yew is a very brief account of Annam, written

by iw Tpfr ? P'wan Tlng-kwei, in 1688; the author having been driven ashore

on that country by a hurricane, while on his voyage home.

The ffl |Jj '{H Tpi yjfl Chung shan chuen sin luh is a descriptive account of

the Loo-choo islands, with the customs and condition of the inhabitants, writ-

ten by f/j7 ^ 3t Seu Padu-kwang, a Chinese imperial commissioner, who was

sent to confirm the accession of a new king, in the year 1718, There are a

number of plates in the work, giving representations of the route, and various

objects of interest on the main island. These are much better executed than the

generality of Chinese illustrations. Specimens of the language are also given,

with the syllabary of the written character, which is the same as the Japanese.

The ^ jjtt^ Jjb Hf| ^" ^j 4|l Fan sh&y ts'ae fung t'oo Jc'aou t'elh led is

a short account of the customs of the aborigines on the island of Formosa, by
Luh-shTh-ts'elh.

The ^ $E Leu siing Ice is a short account of Manila, by ^pf l*f HI

Hwang K'6-ch'uy.
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The '$ H> ;<& ^ flae faow ?/z7t c7te is an account of foreign nations in 6

books, by 3E ~fc V$ Wang Ta-hae, who having made a voyage to Batavia in

a Chinese junk, describes many of the channel islands from personal observation,

and other countries from the information he gathered from various sources dur-

ing his travels. It was published about 1791.

The '/$ H^ Hae lull is a general record of foreign nations, by ^jy $pEj ff|

Yang Ping-nan, who drew up his account from information received through a

friend who had spent 15 years voyaging to different parts of the world. As he

had no guidance for writing the names of many of the countries that he de-

scribes but the pronunciation of his friend, a native of Kwang-tung province it

is frequently difficult to recognize the places intended. It was published in 1842.

The %L ^ 3jfj~^ cf ^'J *jr 4s* Hung maoufan ying keih U k'aou leb, a

description of England and the English, collected from native works ancient

and modern, by '/BE ^C ^ Wang Wan-t'ae, was published in 1841.

The remarkable events which took place in the intercourse of the Chinese

with foreign nations, commencing about the year 1840, would doubtless render

desirable some more complete account of other countries than the Chinese yet

possessed. Such a work seems to have been contemplated by the famous Com-
missioner Lin, who amassed a fund of materials for this object, collected in

great part from the writings of foreigners in Chinese, and translations made
from English newspapers and other works. These being transferred to Wei

Yuen, a member of the government in the capital, and a man deeply versed in the

native literature, but a bitter enemy to foreign intercourse, the latter adding from

his own ample stores, arranged and edited the whole in 50 books, under the title

'/p [33 [J w> Hae kwo t'od che, which was given to the public in 1844. The
work is a valuable one, not only to the natives, informing them regarding out-

side nations, but also to the foreign student, as furnishing within a convenient

compass, the knowledge possessed by the Chinese, from remote ages down to

modern timen, extracts being given on this head from many rare and curious

works. Unfortunately the compilation is tinged throughout with the author's

particular views regarding foreigners, which often leads him into extravagancies ,

in his zeal for their depreciation. An enlarged edition appeared in 1849, in CO

books, and another has recently been published in 100 books.

Four years after the publication of the above work, another geographical

treatise appeared, from the hand of^ Iff jH Seu Ke-yu, the governor of Full-

keen, under the title ^ l|f ^^ Ying Inuan die led. Although this is a

less bulky production, it is much more impartial, and gives a very fair account

of the various portions of the globe. The author availed himself of the oppor-
tunities he had for consulting foreigners regarding foreign affairs, and he has

not disdained to acknowledge the assistance thus received. The maps though
little more than outlines of the several countries, and very rude in their execu-

tion, yet give a tolerably good notion of the relative position and magnitude of

the nations indicated.

The above selection from the geographical works of the Chinese, will shew
that this department of knowledge has not been neglected by them. As re-
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gards the geography of the empire, their authority is in general unimpeach-

able. The information they have preserved regarding bordering kingdoms, and

many large and important countries of Asia, although requiring to be read with

discrimination, yet contains a mass of valuable material, which is not to be

found elsewhere; and although it must be admitted that their accounts of foreign

states are often marked by extravagancies, it is only what might be expected

in consideration of their isolated condition; and it is at least questionable,

whether they exhibit a larger proportion of fable than our western literature.

Recent treatises written by foreigners in China, will no doubt do something to-

wards improving the state of the native science. Among the most important of

these may be named the $fa $j? 'fiff fU T'e II pe Ian, by Marques, and J^Jj lH

^ ^ T'e U tseuen die, by Rev. W. Muirhead.

12. A limited class of works included in the History division is entitled

ijl^t ^ Chili kwan "Official Repertories," containing details of the duties de-

volving on the various members of the government. The oldest of this class is

the Chow, le classic; from the date of which, anterior to the Christian era, down

to the time of the Tang dynasty, there is nothing of the kind extant. The ear-

liest and in some respects most important is the Iff y> JQ T'ang lull teen "Six

canons of Tang," in 30 books, drawn up by the emperor 7C TjV Yuen tsung in

the early part of the Sth century, with a commentary by ^ /pjt 3J Le Lin-

foo, written by imperial order. The sixfold division of the treatise is according

to the heads of Principles, Instruction, Rites, Government, Jurisprudence,

and Military enterprizes; the duties of the several members of the government

being classed respectively under the tribunals of the . .

jtjjj
San sze

" Three

Tutors,"
~ ^ San Jrnnff

" Three Dukes," H^ San sang "Three Inspec-

tors," JL TJjf Kew sze "Nine Principals," 3L Hz Woo keen "Five Superinten-

dents," and the ~f" Zl ^ Shih urh wei "Twelve Guardians."

The 3E ^ H IE Yuh fang tsd Ice by f$ ijfr ^; Chow Pelh-ta, a high

officer during the 12th century, consists chiefly of memoranda of his official ex-

perience, dwelling at length on the duties of the members of the Han lin or

National Institute.

The ?& ^|f Us ^ Pe shoo keen die in 11 books, is a collection of official

records regarding the Private document office, including a summary of details

respecting the Astronomical Board, during the Yuen dynasty. This was drawn

up in the middle of the 14th century, by Wang Sze-teen, and $} fyijt Shang

K'e-ung.

The If^ 1& f|j Lepob die Jeaou, in 110 books, is a compendious digest

of the official business connected with the Board of Rites,. published in the year

1450, as the production of the officers of the board; but the real author is said

to be 'ffr^ ^. Yu Joo-ylh, a Shanghai graduate. The whole is divided into

sections on Imperial instructions, Official appointments, Official duties, Tables

of officers, Memorials, Biographies, and Regulations.

The $tk / M f^ $fc W^ K'

in tin(J leijl tae cllih kwan peaou, in 63

books, was drawn up by imperial order in the year 1780. It consists of a series

of tables of the officers in the several departments of government; exhibiting
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also the changes that have taken place in the names and duties of the respective

offices, from the earliest times down to the present dynasty.

The ^ \)jr^ Hi Pili leaou kin keen, in 12 books, is a general review of the

government offices throughout the empire, with notices of the secular change s

that have taken place during each succeeding dynasty. The work is loosely

drawn tip, and is disfigured by the egotistic statements of the author ^p J^. ^ff

New T'een-suh, who wrote during the latter part of the 17th century.

13. Another class in the History division, termed J^Cw Ching shoo,

"Treatises, on the Constitution," comprises a highly important and interesting

series of works. It has long been customary in bibliographies to place books of

this character in a separate section; but the first application of the term Ching
skoo to a class, is found in the $/> [Jj] flf Pe Ico shoo muh "

Catalogue of

books in the private cabinet," by |a| ySj- Tseen P'oo of the Ming dynasty.

The earliest of this class now extant is the j|| $Q T'ung teen, in 200 books.

The author >pt
/

pp Too Yew, seems to have taken his idea from a preceding trea-

tise by one ^lj f Lew Ylh, entitled the jE J&
Ching teen, in 35 books; but

finding that very incomplete in details, he constructed the large work in question,

dividing it into 8 sections, on Political economy, Literary graduation, Go-

vernment offices, Rites, Music, Military discipline. Geography, and National

defences. Commencing with the earliest period of history, it reaches down to

the middle of the 8th century, being one of the most complete and masterly

works of the kind ever published. It having appeared desirable that a continua-

tion should be drawn up, bringing the historical details down to modern times,

a mandate was issued by the emperor in 1767, in accordance with which a sup-

plement was compiled, tinder the title ^jzfc /J? ^ff jiff,
&L K'in ting suh I'ung

teen, in 144 books. The arrangement is the same as the original portion, except
that the last section is divided into two, under the respective titles of Military

and Jurisprudence. Down to the beginning of the 13th century, the details are

drawn from the T'ung die and Wan keen t'ung k'abu, and the remaining por-
tion is collected from the supplement to the latter work. A third part was

added about the same time in 100 books, under the title s|fc / JH. ^ iHi $
K'in ting hwang ch'aou t'ung teen, also compiled by order of the emperor, giv-

ing the details for the present dynasty, down to about the year 1736, on the

same plan as Too Yew's original work.

The great work of $jj tfjjj $& Ma Twan-lin, entitled ; JC M 3$ Wan
keen t'ung Jc'aou, in 348 books, is well known to Europeans, from the notices

that have been made regarding it in the writings of sinologues. The compila-
tion is a valuable one to the foreign student, and exhibits a large amount of

research on the part of the author. There are however many lacuna?, which

have to be supplied from other authorities. Having taken the T'ung teen as

the basis, he has expanded Too Yew's 8 sections into 19, and added 5 more,
on Bibliography. Imperial lineage, Appointments, Uranography, and Pheno-

mena. The period embraced in the details extends from the commencement of

history to the early part of the 13th century, being almost up to the time he

wrote. A supplement to this was compiled by 3l $f Wang K'e, in 1 586, in
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254 Looks, with the title^ ;X mR aS *? Suh w&n h&n t'ung Jc'aou, in

which is a continuation of details from the period when Ma Twan-lin's work

closes in the Sung, through the Leaou, Kin, Yuen, and Ming dynasties. An

imperial order was issued for the thorough revision of this part in 1747, which

was completed 25 years later, and published with the imperial imprimatur
K'in ting in 253 books. The plan of Ma's work is followed, but there are four

additional sections on Chronological terms, Water-courses, the Written charac-

ter, and Genealogy. A further extension of the work was added under the

patronage of the same emperor, bringing it down to the 18th century. This

was published under the title ffi& iiL $\ 3 fjji iJJL $7 K'in tinff hw&ng
ch'aou loan keen t'ung k'aou, in 266 books, and contains a fund of curious in-

formation regarding the present dynasty. The plan is the same as that of Ma,

except an additional section on the Temple services.

Another series under this class is termed Htuuy yaou, and consists of a clas-

sified detail of all state matters during the respective dynasties. The first of

these embraced the period from 618 to 804, written by |^ J|,-Soo Meen. By
an imperial order in 853, %jy $& ^ Yang Chaou-fuh and others added a sup-

plement embracing the intervening period. These were combined by 3E !J$

Wan" P'oo, a scholar at the commencement of the Sung, who supplied de-

ficiencies, and brought the account down to the end of the Tang, forming a

work in 100 books, entitled the ]f|" "H" 4j- T'ang lnouy yaou, embracing 514

dimercnt subjects. Some portions of the original are lost, and have been sup-

plied by a later hand; but the more recent additions are indicated in the work.

The same author also wrote the : ^W J ^ tae JlwuU yaou, in 30 books,

which embraces the five short dynasties following the Tang, and contains many

important matters which are not mentioned in the official histories of the time.

At a later period of the same dynasty, the JSf g% fjf Se han liwuy yaou,

in 70 books, was written by j/jj ^C $H Seu T'een-lin. This is a summary of

matters during the Western or Former Han, after the model of the T'ang liwuy

yaou, the material being taken from Pan Koo's history. It is divided into 15

sections, treating of 367 subjects in all. The Jfl l|j|^ ^ Tung han liwuy

yaou, in 40 books, is a similar work to the preceding, regarding the Eastern or

After Han, by the same author, and much the same in plan; except that the

Western Han is confined to a detail of facts, while this record enters into a dis-

cussion of the questions in hand. The subjects are 384 in number.

The E$j ^ ^ Ming liwuy teen is a comprehensive description of the Chinese

government during the Ming dynasty, in 180 books. It was drawn up by

%fe V^l Seu P'oo, in compliance with an imperial order issued in 1497, and

published in 1509. The first book is devoted to the Imperial kindred, after

which up to the 163rd book, is an extended detail of the machinery of the Six

supreme Boards. Fifteen books more are occupied with the various
ci^il offices,

and the last two with the military grades. A supplement in 53 books was

added by imperial order in 1529, and a further continuation appeared in 1576;

but neither of these additions has survived to the present time.
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In 1694, a work similar to the above, was compiled for the present dynasty,

which was revised and augmented in 1727, and again revised by imperial order

in 1771, being published in 100 books, under the title s|ft / 3^ Iff ^ ^
K'in ting td ts'ing hiauy teen. This contained a -development of the institutes

of the government, while another section which was published contemporaneous-

ly in ISO books, under the title s|fc / ~fc fit ^ $& J|lJ $\ K'in ting td

ts'iny liwity teen tsih 16, gave a detail of the modifications which had taken

place in the various departments of the state. A later arrangement of the work

was published in 1818, in 80 books, with an accompanying section of plates in 132

books, entitled j|fc /, ~fc fff W >ft PI K'in ting td ts'ing hwuy teen t'od, the

previous editions having had the plates attached to the text throughout,

A much larger portion however entitled the 5fc /,^ TH W ^ $ i$J K'in

ting td ts'ing liwuy teen sze U in 920 books, was published at the same time,

which gives a historical summary of the events that have taken place under the

respective governmant offices, since the commencement of the dynasty. Alto-

gether, this unique collection presents such a body of official experience, as must

render it a valuble treasure to the practical politician.

Allied to the above, is a series of works giving a view of the internal arrange-

ments of the Six supreme Boards in the capital. These are termed ^ /f |t*

'nffl $lj f^j K'in ting U po6 tsih U "
Regulations of the Board of Office,

" ^
A ^ nft K'J $] K'

in tin ff Pff P06 tsih le "Regulations of the 'Board of

War," ^C / X lift MlJ $J K'in ting ping po6 tsih U "
Regulations of the

Board of Works," &c., and contain a mass of curious information relative to

the functions and responsibilities of these tribunals.

Soon after the establishement of the now reigning dynasty, the laws of the

empire were published and circulated for general information. A revision of the

same took place in 1670; and an addition was made in 1723. A new and re-

vised edition of the ^ fit H* $1 Ta ts'ing leuh le, iu 47 books, appeared in

1740, and a more recent revison was issued in 1829, in 40 books. This work

as its name indicates, consists of two parts, The leuh or fundamental laws,

and the U or subordinate statues; the former of these remains unchanged, and
it is only the latter that is altered in the various editions, the U being subject

to modifications from year to year, according to circumstances.

The A $1M ^ %7 ^ Pd k'e t>un
ff die ch'oo tseih, in 250 books, is an

elaborate statistical compilation regarding the Manchus, classed under the eight
banners. It was commenced by imperial order in 1727 and completed in 1739.

This treats at great length on the eightfold division of the nation, the lands,

camps, military status, official duties, instruction, rites, and literature; with

tables, of nobility, hereditary rank, high ministers, members of the imperial

house, ministers of the cabinet council, ministers of the supreme boards, minis-

ters of the metropolitan province, and periodical examinations. These are fol-

lowed by biographies of the imperial princes, high ministers, early supporters of

the dynasty, the loyal slain in battle, faithful officers, literary men, examples
of filial piety, and distinguished females.

It has been customary with some of the emperors of the present dynasty to

make occasional tours through the midland provinces, partly by way of recrea-
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tion. and partly with other views as a matter of state policy. In 1766, an ac-

count of four such trips, between the years 1751 and 1765, was drawn up by

ffi If- Kaon Tsin, in 120 books, with the title ^ $ $& $& N&n seun s/iing

teen. This gives a minute description of the whole route, with plans, and views

of all the interesting objects on the way; a chief aim of the work being to ex-

hibit in detail the established rites observed during the progress of the imperial

cortege. There is a great amount of interesting matter regarding the Yellow

river, Grand canal, Hang-chow bay, and various tributary waters; and although

the imperial essays which are plentifully interlarded, form a part but little at-

tractive to the general reader, yet on the whole, the work is worthy of a place

in a choice library of Chinese literature.

The JH. ljf] ;f $jf HI ^ Hw&ng ch'aou U k'e t'oo shih, in 28 books, is an

illustrated description of the various instruments, utensils and parapharnalia

of the present dynasty, according to the established rites, drawn up by imperial

order in 1759, and revised in 1766. It is divided into 6 sections, on Sacrificial

utensils, Astronomical instruments, Apparel, Musical instruments, Imperial

chariots, and Military implements. The engravings are on wood, in the first

style of art, and every plate is accompanied with one or two pages of letterpress

description.

The ]? j\^ |H 7C 3? LeiJi tae Men yuen k'adu is a treatise on the national

designations adopted by the successive emperors of China, from the earliest

time, to the end of the Ming, in 10 books, by jg| '^ BjJt Chung Yuen-ying.
Previous to the year B. c. 140, the emperor's title was the only designation

used; but from that period, it has been the practice to select a name for each

successive term of years, a custom which has been continued without interrup-

tion to the present day. Besides a chronological catalogue of these terms, to-

gether with a similar list for bordering nations, and the designations adopted by

usurpers, there is also a separate list of the whole, arranged according to the

final sounds.

The $j* 7C ^ ^ Ke yuen yaou led, by J5jj[ jf^^ Ch'in King-yun, a wri-

ter of last century, is a concise detail of the reigns of the succesive sovereigns

of the several dynasties of China, from the Former Han down to the end of the

Ming, with the time and occasion of the changes of national designation all

carefully registered. A supplement by ^ |J|
cl Ch'in Hwang-chung, the son

of the above, gives the designations adopted by the various usurpers, who have

at different times raised the standard of revolt; together with the national

designations of several bordering kingdoms. This is a useful manual for readers

of Chinese history.

The SC 7C^ |^J Kae yuen Jc'adu t'img is a classification of the various

terms of years, which have had the same national designation, throughout the

entire range of Chinese chronology. We find a great number that have been twice

used, a smaller number three times, others four, and some five times. The author

:yi lift& Woo Seaou-kung lived at the beginning of the present dynasty.

The Jf TC 'ffj* 3l $E^ Lelh ta6 te wdng Ice n'een is a convienent manual

of recent date, by J|f j$js Aj> T'ang Le-sin, giving the succession of the princes
of China from the earliest record, down to the present emperor, with short his-
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torical notes explanatory of the various changes and revolutions of dynasties that

have occurred. The several national designations adopted under each emperor are

given, as also those employed by usurpers; together with the inscriptions on the

national coinage.

The
^fjfj sf[ JF^ Pod Inoang Jc'adu is a treatise on the methods of guarding

against locusts, which prove a not infrequent scourge in China. It was written

last century by |$[ 5^ ^fe Ch'in Fang-sang.

The ^&j$'$i$x.jSji3J>$i%e. l̂
K'in ting ivob ying tee'n tseu chin

fun ch'ing shih, is a proposal for reprinting the imperial library with move-

able wooden type, with a particular description of the process, illustrated by 16

plates. This was drawn up by ^ $fj Kin Keen in 1776, three years after

the imperial order that had been given for the entire reproduction of the books.

The plan was afterwards adopted.

The ?nL gj^A ^fe^ #o 5JC Leto K'eio jili t'ae heo die mo, by Wang
Sze-ching, is a succinct account of the several deputations of Loo-chooans

who came to be educated in the national collegiate institute of China; a prac-
tise which dates from the year 1392, and was continued at intervals during the

Ming, permission having been first granted by the present dynasty in 1684.

There appears to be several omissions in the author's statement respecting the

arrivals during the Ming dynasty.

The jig fjlj ifflL SO? 3? Kwb ch'aou she fa k'abu, by the same author as the

preceding, is a list of the posthumous designations bestowed on the princes and

high ministers, from the commencement of the dynasty, down to the year 1595.

There are 407 names in all, of those who had received this honour.

The Jd j^ J$|- j|H -^ ^ Keang soo ha& yun tseuen gdn, in 12 books, by

PPJ) Jji'J"
T'aou Choo is a discussion of the plan of transporting the imperial im-

post grain from the province of Keang-soo to the metropolis. This is a matter

of much importance in the national commissariat, and the accumulating difficul-

ties in the inland navigation, arising from the gradual filling up of the Yellow

river, and other obstructions, in the early part of the century, rendered it de-

sirable that some other channel should be found, la 1826, the grain was trans-

ported by sea; but other difficulties seem to have met them in this scheme, for

the practice was discontinued up to a very recent period, when the sea-going
vessels have again been employed. The present work which was issued in 1826,

gives an outline of the route, and particulars of the various requisites at great

length.

A treatise of recent date, entitled Pp fUj
'

ty Chung k'eu yih cho, by 'gj

JHT fjj? Paou She-chin, enters with a good deal of minuteness into the discus-

sion of the inland navigation, chiefly respecting the Grand Canal and Yellow

River, as they affect the transport of grain to the capital. The original portion
with four addenda that accompany it, give a series of historical notices on this

head from the beginning of the present century down to 1830.

Books relative to the relief of the poor in times of famine and distress are also

referred to this class. These aee numerous and some date as far back as the

Sung dynasty. One that has been largely circulated in the vicinity of Shanghai
bears the title

5Jc ^ M ~)j Keio luoang Udngfang. This was first compiled
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by j|rf "f^J ^.Kaou Plh-yang, a native of Hang-chow, in 1785, and Was repub-

lished in 1813, and again in 1840.

14. |ij $jfc Miih luh
''

Catalogues," also form a class under this division, a

stylo of writings which refer to the commencement of the Christian era for

their origin.

One of the oldest extant is the ]Ji ^{f fff $f? $$ jj|f Chih chae shoo lull

kcoe te, in 22 books, by |5jj(^ $fc Ch'iu Chin-sun, an author of the time of

the Sung; this being a classified catalogue of the books in his family library,

with annotations.

The ^t (fUrl $f] Hf (̂' ?l
2/
Me?l ^ s^ mf'h i a catalogue of the books in

the imperial library during the Ming, drawn up by Yang Sze-k'e, in 1441 in 4

books, the works being arranged in 20 divisions, headed by the first 20 characters

in the Ts'cen tsze wan or "Thousand character classic." It was republished in

20 books in 1800, by Ufa $ ||| Paou T'ing-po.

The "p I0| ^ ^|f [=f
Ts'cen Jc'ing t'dng shoo mfJi is a catalogue of the pri-

vate library of the Ts'een-k'ing Hall, -in 32 books, compiled by JT )J| ^
Hwang Yu-tselh, at the commencement of the present dynasty. The works

which are all Ming editions, are arranged in four divisions, The Classic divi-

sion embraces 11 classes, The History division has 18 classes, The Philoso-

phy division contains 12, and ihe Belles-lettres division includes 8 classes.

The jtf; H ^ ^ Hfj She slien t'dng tsang shoo imli lull by (^ $
Ch'in Te, is a catalogue of his own family library, published in 1616. The

classification adopted is into six divisions. Classics, Canonical works, Philoso-

phy, History, Belles-lettres, and Arts and sciences.

The [3JU jfj ^ |;fj ^ Kwd site king tseih die is a catalogue of books com-

piled by ^^ Tseaou Hung, towards the end of the Ming, from the various

national historical works. The first division consists of imperial publications;

the following four are devoted to the four divisions of Classics, History. Philo-

sophy, and Belles-lettres; and the last is a short section on the rectification of

errors in previous catalogues. The author however, has not been careful to

ascertain the existence of the works which he records.

The ^t 1?T IS] tX ^J U Tidh Icob kb keaou Jc'ih shoo muh is a catalogue

of the books issued by ^ Kff ffi Maou Tse'en-tsaS, a celebrated publisher

during the Ming dynasty, by whom the list was originally drawn up. Besides

the name and number of books in each work, the number of leaves is also care-

fully noted, shewing a vast amount of private enterprize. The catalogue was

first published in 1841, with an appendix stating the fate of the blocks of the

various works, many of which had been used by his descendants for firewood,

while those that remain, some perfect and others imperfect, are distributed about

various cities in the neighbourhood of Ch'ang-shuh, where is the residence of

the Maou 'family.

The ^7J ^ J5^ Wuli gan leili swan shoo muli is a catalogue of the

mathematical works written by ^ ty] ^ Mei wuh-gan, compiled by himself,

giving a description of each of his productions, which number 88 in all
;
33

of these had been published, the remainder being still in manuscript in 1702,

the date of the preface. There is a biography of the author at the end by
another hand.
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One of the finest specimens of Bibliography possessed by this, or perhaps any

other nation is the s|fc /f (7t) ji|t -^ ^ff ^1 |E[ K'in ting sze k'o6 tseuen shoo

tsiing muli, being a descriptive catalogue of the imperial library of the present

dynasty, drawn up by imperial command. The plan was first put in operation

in 1772, and completed in 1790. Great efforts were used in the interim to

procure rare works, which existed in private libraries throughout the empire;
and rewards were conferred on those who could add a certain number of vol-

umes to the library. The whole are arranged in sze k'ou or "Four divisions,"

i. e. Classics, History, Philosophy, and Belles-lettres, in 200 books. The

history of every work is given with a degree of minuteness, and also a critique,

in which the excellencies and defects are pointed out. An abridgment of this

catalogue containing less then a tenth of the original matter, is published under

the title ifc/0f|lfl^!r$!jf#j if ^& K'in ting sze k'oo tseuen shoo

keen ming miih l&h. Besides the works actually preserved in the library, the

larger catalogue contains a list of nearly as many more, which is entirely omit-

ted in the abridged edition.

Besides the works that are published separately in China, there is a prevalent

custom of printing collections of choice productions, uniform in style, under the

name of flg flf Ts'ung shoo or "
Repositories." These vary in number and

extent, some merely containing about 5 or 6, while others include several hun-

dreds. Many ancient and curious writings are only to be found in these reposi-

tories, A catalogue of the greater part of such works was drawn up by H| ^
Koo Sew in 1799, under the title |j| ^lj ^J ^ |f| Wuy k'lh shoo m&h
ho peen, in 10 volumes, which will be found a useful manual for the student

of Chinese.

In this class also should be placed the " Index expurgatorius
"

of China,

containing the list of works prohibited by the present dynasty, under the title

3re W S 3Stf Kin shoo muh l&h. This consists of two parts, the first f|fj ^
Hf Gh'ow htouy shoo mUh, being works of which parts only are objectionable

and forbidden; the second $* (1^ ^gf Tseuen liwuy shoo muh> being such

as are utterly condemned and disallowed. There are several ten thousands of

volumes in all, chiefly written about the close of the Ming dynasty.

The investigation of inscriptions on ancient stone tablets, has long been a

favourite study among a portion of the Chinese; and there is no doubt that many
of these form exceedingly important and interesting documents, as contemporary
historical records. The interest attaching to these records, and the skill with

which the natives are able to produce fac-similes from stone tablets, have given

rise to a practice among many men of wealth of keeping a series of these im-

pressions in their cabinets. From this practice again has sprung a series of

writings descriptive of such collections, and these are referred to the present

class. The earliest example is the ^j| "^ $jjt Tseih kod teh by the historian

Gow-yang Sew. Another work entitled the gg ^5^ Kin shih lull, in 30

books, is also a production of the Sung, consisting of a catalogue by jj-j| EjlJ !$
Cha6u Ming-chlng, of 2,000 inscriptions in his family hall, the last 20 books

consisting of notes and remarks.
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The ^^ Le shih by $ j|f Hung Kwo is a collection, chiefly of Han

dynasty inscriptions in the "Official hand" character. The first 19 books is a

transcript of 189 fac-similes in his own possession, with explanatory notes. The

last 8 contain a list of inscriptions from other sources. The work was comple-

ted and published in 1167. Hflng Kwo added a supplement of 21 books, under

the name ftjfc $ff Le suh, which appeared at various times between the years

1168, and 1180, consisting of Han tablets omitted in the earlier part. The

whole was published in one by the author in 1181, but a great part of the sup-

plement has become lost in the course of time. The Le shih was republished

at the close of the Ming; but at the beginning of last century, the Le suh was

only to be found in fragmentary manuscript portions. These were collected to-

gether and published at Yang-chow; the 9th and 10th books being entirely

deficient, the 21st book incomplete, and the 5th to the 9th books, consisting of

plates of various stone tablets, supposed to be from another work of the same

author.

The ^3 5lJ $ JIfc Shih k'ih poo seu is a descriptive catalague by^^^
Ts&ng Hung-foo, of specimens of caligraphy cut on stone, including two exam-

ples of the classics also engraved on marble slabs. This little work was com-

pleted in 1248.

The [H^^ Ldn ting k'abu, in 2 books, by ^ H H Sang She-clr'ang

of the Sung dynasty, is a critical examination of a set of texts composed by a

party of convivial poets during the 4th century, who were accustomed to meet

together in a building called the Lan ting or "
Epidendrium pavilion,

"
at

Kwei-ke in ChS-keang province. These compositions were written out by

3l iH ^ Wang He-che, one of their number, a renowned caligrapher; and in

later times have been cut on stone, in many parts of the empire, after the hand

writing of Wiing. Sang's work examines at length the vicissitude of the original

manuscript, and the merits of the various copies which have been produced ; with

numerous other particulars in reference to the subject. There isafurther investiga-

tion by ijft ffi Yu Sung, also a Sung author, who published a supplement to the

above, under the title j|f] 5^ Hf^ Lan tiing suh k'aou. Impressions from

the Lan ting inscriptions are very popular, and to be found in every city.

The ^Ej If! ^| !p Shih mill tseuen liwa, in 6 books, is a catalogue of 253

stone inscriptions, through the succesive dynasties from the Great Ytt to the

end of the Yuen, published in 1618. The author ^ ll|^ Chaou Han, intended

originally to have given the inscriptions complete, but want of funds to print,

obliged him to confine himself to some critical observations on each. This

contains an inscription entirely in the Yuen dynasty Mongolian language and

character, being one of the few examples of that character now extant; also one

in the language and character of the Kin dynasty Tartars, which is a much

greater rarity. There are two books appended, describing the author's adven-

tures in his amateur search for inscriptions, and some of his poetical effusions

on the occasion.

The^ %j jtl Kin shih she is a series of criticisms on 50 lagidary inscrip-

tions, from the Great Yd down to the end of the Tang, including one of the
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Sung dynasty. The author j$$ ^ H Ko Tsung-ch'ang, who was a contem-

porary of the preceding, assumes an unbecoming air of superiority throughout.

At the beginning of the present dynasty, Koo Yen-woo wrote the g^ ^3 ^X

-}' fE Kin hih wan tsze Ice, in 6 books, which is a critique on upwards of

three hundred inscriptions, extending from the Shang dynasty to the Yuen.

The last book contains a collection of the strange forms of characters used on

stone tablets, together with the corresponding forms in ordinary use.

The (^ ^ !jif IJ& ^ Haen cliay keen fee k'aou is a treatise, by ^^ y|p

Sun Ch'ing-tslh, on 38 celebrated ancient specimens of writing engraved on

stone. It was completed in 1667.

The 3fc 5Jf Ijfj ^5 3? ;> Lae cliae kin sliih k'aou leo, by /j>ft jloj Lin T'ung
an author of the present dynasty, is a review of 220 ancient inscriptions, from

the He'a to the end of the Tang. He borrows a good deal from the work of

Koo Yen-woo above noticed.

The Iff, 1$ 7JJi |EX& ?! ^C 5& ^ Kwan meafru chae tsang Iin sliih wan

k'aou led, in 16 books is the work of ^ 3fe fli^ Le Kwang-ying, who came

into possession of a large collection of inscriptions, gathered by Choo E-tsun,

a famous amateur in that department. The present work which was written

during last century, is chiefly occupied with the form of the characters employed
on ancient inscriptions, the various notices extending from the earliest times

down to the Yuen dynasty. By far the greater part is borrowed from previous

authors, not less than forty of whom are quoted.

There is an elaborate treatise in the Hod nan t'ung die, on ancient inscrip-

tions on stone and metal, by -|g Pp ^ K'eu Chung-yung. This has been pub-

lished separately in 20 books, under the title y$j |^f^ ^El ^ IIo6 ndn kin

shih che, with the date 1820. The first book is almost entirely occupied with a

very lengthy discussion of the Great Yu's inscription.

The IH 4* ^ -5 IE Kioan chung kin shih Tee, in 8 books, by If! */7C Pelh

Yuen, is a record of the ancient inscriptions in the province of Sheu-se, publish-

ed in 1782.

Five years later the same author published the Fp j$
/fe %j jfE Chung

chow kin shih ke, being a description of the inscriptions in the province of Ho-

n&n, down to the Yuen dynasty.

The |_i| tE fe & AS* Shan tso kin shih die, in 24 books, is a list of the in-

scriptions in the province of Shan-tung, down to the end of the Yuen, with a

short notice of each, drawn up by Pelh Yuen in connection with Yuen Yuen.

The^W^^^^^^ Tseen neen t'dng kin shih tudn p6 ivcl, in

6 books, is a particular examination of ancient inscriptions throughout the em-

pire, down to the end of the Yuen dynasty, by Tseen Ta-hin, a scholar of ex-

tensive acquirements. He continued to add to this work during the remainder

of his life, having completed four supplements in all, which together with the

original part contain a review of upwards of 300 inscriptions. After his death,

his son-in-law published a catalogue of all the inscriptions Tseen had collected,

with the title
1

jffJf^l-&-?l3-^- @ ^ Ts'ien neen t'dng kin shih wdn
tsze muh luh, which contains the titles of more than 2,000, with the locality,
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date, style of writing and writer's name attached to each.

The ^p V^ Iff $p gfi Pm<7 ism t'uh pei ke, in 8 books with a supplement,
is a minute examination of the ancient inscriptions preserved in the Ping-tsin

establishmenet, extending from the Chow to the short dynasties that followed the

Tang, written by $? J2J| j)|g Hung E-heuen, a pupil of the proprietor.

The j[g -l ^p njjft Kin shih tsuy peen, in 160 books, is a comprehensive col-

lection of ancient inscriptions from the Hea down to the end of the Kin dynasty,

compiled by Wang Ch'ang, and published in 1805. The original text of most

of them is given, besides a large amount of critical observations, chiefly collect-

ed from other work.

The ^;f^^ %. 'JXE c Shih Icing k'adu wan te yaou is a critical examina-

tion of the 13 classics, as engraved on stone tablets at various times, during the

Han, Tang, Sung, and present dynasties, in 13 books, written by j^ 3^ ^g
P'aug Yun-mei of the present century.

The fj!| Er fi5 $f * ^ 3j, Welsan t'c shih king tsze k'aou is an in-

vestigation of some fragments of the classics. These were originally cut on

stone tablets during the early Wei dynasty in three different characters, two

ancient at that time and one in general use. These tablets were destroyed during
the succeeding troubles, and the remaining characters that could be deciphered,

819 in all, were recut during the Sung. These form the subject of the work in

question, which was written by -^ jjl $j Sun Sing-yen, about the year 1806.

The^^ ^g 'jrj wfr Kioae tsang kin shih che, in 12 books, is a transcript

of the ancient inscriptions on Kwae-tsang hill, a celebrated mountain in Che-

kuang province, with extended criticisms on each, compiled by 5p ^| -J^ Le

Yu-sun, and published in 1834.

The ^5 >/tL Kin shih yuen is a series of fac-similes of ancient inscriptions

of interest, in the province of Sze-ch'uen, throughout the several dynasties.

A well-known catalogue is that of the library of the Pan family at Ningpo,

designated the ^C
'

Us] Hx Iff >^ @ T'Sen yih ko tsang shoo tsung muh,
which was compiled about the year 1808. The last volume is a catalogue of

impressions from stone tablets, preserved in the establishment, and entitled

^ jiff] 'J2p T'ecn yih led pe muh.

15. The last class included in the History division, is j j?f She ping
<; Historical critiques." These have been exceedingly numerous as may be sup-

posed, in a country so rich in history as China. The views set forth in such

works have been very various, and many of them have died with the age that

gave them birth. There are a gcod many however still extant, some of which

date as early as the Tang.

The )ff ^fi fjffi HJf T'dng she lun twdn is an examination of the history of

the Tang dynasty, written by -^ ~f|j Sun Fo6, during the llth century. This

author reconstructed Lew Heu's history after the annal form, in which the

substance of the present work was interspersed as notes; these were published

separately after his death, while the complete work remained in manuscript,

having been transferred to Sze-ma Kwang, and has been long since lost.
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The '

(If $P ^ >an kwo tsd sze is a review of events during the time of

the Three Kingdoms, by $^ T'ang Kang, written about the beginning of

the 12th century. Some of the author's remarks are good, but he is not to be

altogether depended on.

The J^J7 jit $ ^ She. she siiy peih is a series of animadversions on public

men, from the time of the Chow downwards, written by^ jH? Ko Hung,

about the beginning of the 13th century, during a temporary cessation from

public duties, on account of family bereavement.

The ,[? j|J] jjjl 2jr Leih ch'aou t'ung lad is a discussion of history, from the

timeofFuh-hetotheendof the Sung dynasty. The author, jJjijt tH Ch'in-Lelh

finished the work iu 1310, fully half of which is occupied with the affairs of

the Sung.

The "t^-tijtilUl^F'^jiii-lll Shih ts'eih she tswdn kob kin t'ung yaou,

in 17 books, written by RtfJ
' ^ Hoo Ylh-kwei, nearly contemporaneous with

the preceding, is a general critical review of the Seventeen dynastic histories,

which is the number that had been written at that period.

The "ft ft Ifc 1$ Tsih pe yu fan, by ~)j jj$| Fang P'ang, dated 1526, is a

succession of criticisms on the conduct of public men, in which the author

points out many falacies in the verdicts of public opinion.

The -fc j j& $j T'ae she she U, in 100 books, is a dissection of the Sh&

ki history, with an attempt to reduce the several parts to certain rules fol-

lowed in the Ch'un ts'ew classic; to accomplish which however the matter is

strained in a manner inconsistent with the intention of Sze-ma Ts'e'en. The

author, jjH ^ ^. Chang Che-seang lived in the 16th century.

TheA $7 W$ Jin wu^ ^ra
>
m ^4 books, is a review of the life and writings

of 474 literary men, from the earliest times downward, the greater part of whom
lived under the Ming dynasty. The author Jf5 jf^ Ch'ing He'en, completed
the work in the year 1608.

The |? TC ^P ~^T *? Leih tae ked tsze k'adw is a discussion of ancient chro-

nology, by ^ Tjv^ Hwang Tsung-he, an author of the present dynasty, who
defends the system adopted in the Han shoo, in opposition to that of the She

ice, from which it differs in the earlier part.

The+ -fo j jlf*J fji Shih ts'eih she shang ked, in 100 books, by 5 R^^
Wang Ming-shing, is an elaborate criticism on the Seventeen dynastic histories

from the 8h& ke down to the Woo tag shoo. This work which occupied the au-

thor 14 years, was published in 1787

III. Philosophers. The third division of Chinese literature, termed -f" Tsze

"Philosophers," includes Philosophy, Religion, Arts, Sciences, &c.

The authors comprehended under this head, have been variously classed in

different ages. The following is the most modern classification. 1, Jod kea
who have generally been termed par excellence, the "Literati;" 2, Ping kea
"Writers on Military Affairs;" 3, Fa kea "Writers on Legislation;" 4,

Nung kea "Writers on Agriculture;" 5, E kea, "Medical Writers;" 6,
T'ien ivdn swan fa "Astronomy and Mathematics;" 7, 8huh sod "Divina-

tion;" 8, E sliuh "Arts;" 9, Pooluh "Repertories of Science, &c.;" 10,
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Tsa kea "Miscellaneous Writers;" 11, Luy shoo "Cyclopaedias;" 12,

Seabu sliwb kea "Essayists;
"

13, Tabu kea "Taouism;" and 14, Shih Jcea

" Buddhism."

Moral philosophy has long been a favourite theme with the Chinese, and

although as a nation they have submitted to the teaching of Confucius, yet

they have not wanted original thinkers, who from age to age have handed down
their speculations to futurity, and it is not a little remarkable that some modern

theories of the west, are already forestalled in the books of this ancient nation.

Some of the oldest of these writers are admired as much for the style of their

compositions, as for the sagacity of their systems; and selections of the choicest

among them have been published together at different periods. Thus there

are separate compilations consisting respectively of the works of the "Sis

Philoosphers," the "Ten Philosophers," and the "Twenty Philosophers,"

including authors belonging to several of the classes above notified.

1. The jf ^C J<> k$a "Literati," are considered preeminently the con-

servators of the doctrine taught by Confucius, and although there are different

Echools, and much diversity of opinion among their leading minds, yet they all

hold certain grand essential points, which distinguish them from the heterodox.

In deference to the name of the sage, this class is generally headed by the

fL ~f~ ^. |q iCung tsze kea yu
" Traditional words of Confucius," in 10 books.

Such a book existed prior to the Christian era, but it is generally admitted to

have been long lost. The work of the same name which is now extant, with

the commentary of ~F /jf| Wang Sub., there is good reason to believe is the

production of that author, who wrote at the beginning of the 3rd century; his

object being to oppose the teachings of Ch'ing K'ang-ching; and to give au-

thority to his work, be professed to have received it from a descendant of Con-

fucius of the 22nd generation. Although it is known to be spurious, it is yet

valued for the amount of traditional matter, which the author has collected from

various sources at that period.

A celebrated author of the 4th century, B. c. named 'fy (& Seun Hwang,
has left a philsosophical work in 20 books, which holds a high reputation among
scholars. The most distinctive point in his teaching is the original depravity

of human nature, which he maintains by some cogent reasoning, in opposition
to Mencius. Formerly these two philosophers were esteemed about a par, till

the Sung dynasty, when the tendency of Choo He's writings was to exalt the

views of Mencius at the expense of Seun tsze, who has since that time been

generally considered in error regarding human nature. The freedom with which

Seun criticizes the defects of several of the disciples of Confucius, has also

tended to his disparagement; but still his work holds a prominent place among
the literary productions of his time.

Another of the early writers of the Confucian school, named $jy ^ Yang
Heung, who lived in the time of Christ, has left a work in 13 books, entitled

^^ Fa yen, giving a brief development of his philosophical views. On the

question of human nature, he holds a middle place between Mencius and Seun.

tsze, maintaining that it is a mixture of good and evil; the respective principles
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predominating according to the disposition of the individual. In the early ages
he stood prominent among the philosophical writers, but his reputation has

suffered since Choo He stigmatized him as a minister of the ususper Wang
Liang. He appears to have engaged in that service in order to save his life.

There is a small work of this class, entitled ^JL JH ~f" K'ung ts'uny tsze,

professing to be the production of a scholar of that name, who was a descendant

of Confucius, distant eight generations. The treatise is chiefly a record of the

sayings and doings of the sage, and some of his renowned posterity. It is

thought however, by competent authority on internal evidence, to have been

written at a much later period.

The ^f Sin shoo in 10 books, by f^ fa Ke'a E, who lived in the 2nd

century B. c. consists of a series of essays tm the Confucian doctrine, with little

that is distinctive. A small part of the original is lost, and has been supplied

by a later hand.

The jjJT ft* Sin seu in 10 books, is the work of Lew He'ang, of the 1st cen-

tury B. c. It contains a selection of historical incidents from the Chow to the

Han, supplementary to the regular histories. The jf& ~$& Sliwo yuen, in 20

books, is another work by the same author. These two productions are chiefly

occupied with the principles of good government and the relative duties devol-

ving on the several members of the state ;
Lew borrows largely from other au-

thorities, shewing a want of discrimination, whereby he has been led into sev-

eral inconsistencies and anachronisms.

The JfH fj& -f- Suh many tsze, by ^JC ^ J& Lin Shin-sZ3, is a supplement
to Mencius, in which the author, conceiving that the views of the latter are not

completely developed in the book that bears his name, has set himself to the

further elucidation of the doctrine. To a Chinese of the present day, it implies

unwonted assurance to undertake to supplement the sayings of such a sage ;

but it should be borne in mind that this was written during the Tang, before

Mencius had attained his present high elevation in the general estimation, and

when he was considered on a level with Seun tsze and Yang tsze.

The 'ftp fji ~f" Skin mung tsze, written in 865, by the same hand as the

preceding, contains a number of dialogues between the author and some of his

friends under fictitious and allegorical names, in which various points of moral

government and self discipline are disciissed. The last book is a plain state-

ment of the author's views on several questions.

The^ &JL Te he'd in 8 books by ^ jjf. ^ Fan Tso6-yu, is a series of les-

sons drawn from history, for the imperial guidance in state affairs. The period

reviewed extends from the mythological era to the latter part of the llth cen-

tury, near the time when the author flourished.

The 4V xlk 7G ^F. yfc "T" oS Rung she seen sang te tsze M is the produc-

tion of ^Ij jjljfc
Lew Ch'ang, who lived in the latter part of the llth century.

It consists of dialogues and discourses on the main points of the Confucian

doctrine, in which he combats the principles which had been recently broached

by the innovator Wang Gan-shlh.

The ;f| J^ Jt fiS Yuen she slitf&n is a small treatise on relative and do-
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mestlc duties and responsibilities, written by Jfc ?fc Yuen Ts'ae, in the 12th

century.

The llth century holds a marked place as the commencement of a new era

in Chinese literature. An impetus was given to the study of mental philoso-

phy by the writings of J|fJ jjjjj ^ Chow Leen-k'e, who was followed in the

same line of thought by H tyfy |t Chang Ming-taou, and the two brothers

?^E tfjf Ch'ing Haou and^ ^ Ch'ing E, together with Choo He,, who have

given a lustre to the Sung dynasty, and exercised an influence over the native

mind, second only to that of Confucius. Choo He the most renowned of these,

who was the pupil of Ch'ing Haou, has written most extensively and developed

his system at the greatest length in his several philosophical works. One of

the earliest of these, the jJ <@ ^ JT'zw sze l&h, in 14 books, which he com-

piled in concert with his friend Leu Tsoo-k'e'en, consists of selections from the

four preceding authors, with Choo's annotations, and formed the germ of his

subsequent metaphysical productions. It was finished in 1 175. A supplement

in 14 books, was added by ^ ^H Ts'afi Moo, a pupil of Choo Tie, contain-

ing a series of discourses delivered by the latter on the subjects of the preceding

treatise. Besides the great history of China and his commentaries on the classics

and Four books, one of the most popular of Choo's writings is the ./p *f? Seaou

Jted, a small work intended for the instruction of youth. This was arranged by his

pupil %j\] -f" $i Lew Tsze-ching, and a commentary was added by $f[ jj

Ch'in Seuen of the Ming dynasty. An edition was published in 1697, by

BU ^ Kaou Yu, with the essence of the various commentaries that had been

previously written on it, entitled /J>^^ Seaou heo (swan clw6. This

is prefaced by a discourse on the principles of the book, and a detailed memoir

of Choo He, written by one of his pupils. In 1713, the emperor ordered a col-

lection to be made of the principal of Choo He's philosophical writings, which

were revised and published in 66 books under his immediate supervision, with

the title $Q TJjz xfC -j^ ^r, Hf" Yu tswdn choo tsz$ tseuen shoo.

During the life of Choo He, his disciples were accustomed to note down the

substance of his lectures and conversations. These records were collected and

published in 1270, by^ ijf fj Le Tsing-tlh, under the title of ^ ^^
^K Choo tsze yu luy, in 140 books. This is a compilation from several previ-

ous publications. In 1215, ^ J|i ^ Le Taou-chuen published the notes of

32 of Choo's disciples in 43 books, entitled the ^^ Gh'& l&h, with a supple-

mentary book containing the memoranda of another of his scholars. In 1238,

the notes of 42 others were published in 46 books, with the title gi 3if2 Jaou

lull, by 5^5 '^g ^[ Le Sing-chuen, the brother of the preceding. Eleven years

later, the contributions of 23 others were put together in 26 books, with the

title gll ^ H^ Jaou Uow luJi, by ^?p 4% Ts'ae Hang. In 1265, ^ j Woo
Keen issued the $H ^ keen lull, in 20 books, containing additional notes of 29

of the disciples included in the preceding collections, and the records of 4 others.

In 1219, 5J "TT ix; Hwang Sze-e first drew up an arrangement of these notes

according to the subjects treated of, in 140 books, which was known as the

Jig 2J5C Shitli pun or " Sze-chuen edition." This was revised and had 40 books

added by -P fj$ Wang Pelh in 1252^ whose compilation was known as the ||fc
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2J Hwuy pun or Hwuy-chow edition. Le Tsing-tlh taking the above materi-

als, harmonized discrepancies, discarded redundancies, corrected errors, and

published the result with the title Ghoo tsz& yu luy as above stated.

The term '^ JH Sing le as a designation of mental philosophy, was first

used by }5j $ft Ch'in Chun, one of Choo He's disciples, in the ^ 3 ^ H
Siny le tsze 6; and afterwards by fig [ijjlj ~fc Heung Kang-ta, in a work entitled

T3: ^S ^p- -(If /SVngr e k'eun shoo. From this time, the term became establish-

ed, and numerous works were issued illustrating and developing the doctrines

of the school of Choo. The third emperor of the Ming dynasty had a collec-

tion made of all the principal writings of this character, which was published

in 1415, with the title '{^ 3H ^^ Sing le td tse&en shoo, in 70 books,

embracing the writings of 120 scholars. The first book contains Chow Leen-ke's

^C 'fsfi El Ift T'ai keih t'od shwo; next is the same author's ^Ifj, fff T'uny

shoo, in 2 books; then the 2 jgj Se ming, 1 book, and Tr. |p^ Ohing mung,
2 books, both by S ^ Chang Ts'ae; next is the J|l ^ $j fH.'^ Hio&ng
keih king she shoo, in 7 books, by $]J |p Shaou Yung; the ^ >& ^ ^
Yt'/t 7te6 k'e mung, in 4 books, and ^c lj^ A'ea ?e, in 4 books, both by Choo

He; the |fl i|/f^ iei'/i ZeM sm s/oo, in 2 books, by ^ 7^ ^ Ts'ae

Yuen-ting; and the ?? p S. ^S P9 ^ Hung fan hw&ng keih nay peen, in

2 books, by Ts'ae Ch'in. After these the work is divided into 13 heads, which

are expounded and elucidated by miscellaneous quotations from all authors

treating on the questions in hand. These sections are entitled, Cosmogony,

Spiritual powers, Metaphysics, First principles, Sages, Literati, Education, Phi-

losophers, Successive generations, Principle of rule, Principle of government,

Poetry, and Literature. The object of this voluminous compilation, being to

embody the views of all the authors who had written on the several subjects

embraced, there was necessarily a great deal of repetition, and many discrepancies,

one part with another. During the 18th century, when much attention was

being devoted to the national literature, this was submitted to a thorough re-

vision, and the 70 books were reduced to the compass of 12, by an imperial

commission, and published with the title '^ ly|it^ Sing le, tsing t, in

which the above-noticed defects are rectified, and the essence of the doctrine

given in a more convenient form.

Besides the Fd yen, Yang Heung wrote another work of less repute, entitled

the ~fc :&. ;$! T'ae heuen king, professedly in elucidation of the Yih king, but

it is considered almost as obscure as the original classic. Sze-ma Kwang fol-

lowing in the same line of thought, composed the "^ J^T Tseen heu, with a view

to throw light on the mystic symbols. Tseaou Yuen-he, in recent times has

written explanations of both these, entitled respectively the ^fc 7C rUff Ta6

yuen keae, and $p^ $$ Tseen heu kcae; yet after all the result is but little

satisfactory.

The -fc t! fit Ufa T& lied yen e, in 43 books, by ^^^ Chin Tlh-sew,
is an illustration from historical examples of the doctrines of the Td hed, classi-

fied under four leading heads, which are further subdivided according to sub-

jects. This was completed in 1229. Similar elucidations were afterwards com-
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piled for the Chung yung, the Hea6u Icing, and a section of the Le k.

The Hf flf B I1

till shoo Ice, in 61 books, by the same author as the preced-

ing, was left in a rough manuscript form at his death, and was arranged for

publication by his pupil $jf ^H T'ang Han, in 1259. It treats chiefly of men-

tal philosophy, and the character and doings of eminent ministers from the Hea
down to the time of the Five dynasties. The Td lied yen 6 originally formed

part of the same manuscript.

A minor production of the same hand as the preceding, is the f fJ2 Sin

king, which gained a considerable celebrity soon after the author's death. It

treats of mental principles as indicated in the sayings of the ancient sages.

This was first published in 1234; but the editions now extant have been altered

in later times.

The jlj ffi ^ Hiv&ng she jih ch'a6u, in 95 books, is a collection of

notes and disquisitions, made by JJJ ^f Hwang Chin in the course of his read-

ings in the classics, history, and general literature. The author who lived near

the close of the Sung dynasty, was a warm supporter of Choo He, and as decided

an opponent of Wang Gran-shlh, whose doctrines he controverts with much zeal.

The ^s: -^ Hf J2f Choo tsze t'uJi shoo fa is a treatise on the method of

study, consisting of a code of instructions delivered by Choo He, and recorded

originally by ^f ||f Foo Kwang one of his disciples. The manuscript was

supplemented by jj|| $ Chang Hung and yl (
Tse He, and published about

the close of the Sung dynasty.

Tue litU fa ^P ^ T'uh sfl fan ne jih ch'ing is a work of the

same character as the preceding, also grounded on Foo Kwang's original draft.

It was written by^ Bjfii ;]jf| Ch'ing Twan-le, about the beginning of the 14th

century.

The ffi Jji%ib Peen liwo p'ien is a treatise written by Hf jj|j 5jP Se'ay

Ying-fang, about the middle of the 14th century, exposing the popular super-

stitions of the period, which are set forth under the fifteen heads, of Life and

death, Pestilence, Spiritual powers, Sacrifices, Illicit sacrifices, Elfish monstrosi-

ties, Witchcraft, Divination, Mourning observances, Selection of sepulchres,

Physiognomy, Fortune-telling, Positions, Times and days, and Strange doctrines.

Another small treatise written about the same time as the preceding, entitled

*/O tit Hi^ Che she kwel keen, by Soo Teen-tseo, is occupied with the essen-

tials of good statesmanship, under the heads, Practical government, Employ-
ment of men, Kesident officers, Welfare of the people, Executive administration,

and Suppression of brigandage.

The^ $7M EM ^un t'ung, in 100 books, is a work after the model of

the Ta heo yen e, and was completed by Hf^ fa Chan Jo-shwuy, in 1528.

This is divided into six sections, under the heads, Sincerity of intention, Sin-

gleness of aim, Personal cultivation, Family adjustment, State government, and

Pacification of the empire. These several points are elaborately illustrated by

examples from history, with a discussion of each paragraph by the author.

The iMl $ She wei is a small treatise written in the 16th century, by iff ^g
Yuen Chili, the object being to rectify abuses which had crept into the govern-

ment of the empire. It is divided into 20 sections3
in which are discussed the
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best means of training and selecting officers, encouraging talent, suppressing

disorders, &c.

The original text of the H? jjg Hf gjjj Shing yu hwang lieun, consists of

sixteen maxims by He jjl. Shing-tsoo, the second emperor of the present dy-

nasty, written for the instruction of the people. They consist of seven words

each, and treat respectively of, Duties of children and younger brothers. Re-

spect for kindred, Concord among neighbours, Importance of husbandry, Value

of economy, Promotion of academical objects, Suppression of false religions,

Promulgation of the laws, Cultivation of etiquette, Attention to one's occupa-

tion, Instruction of youth, Traducing prohibited, Against harbouring deserters,

Payment of taxes, Defence against robbery, and the Settlement of animosities,

A series of short homilies were written on these several texts by the succeeding

emperor in 1724, in which the original ideas are expanded, and brought within

the comprehension of a much larger class of the community. Orders were

issued to have a portion of this read on the 1st and 15th day of each month, in

every district throughout the empire ;
which order has been complied with,

with greater or less regularity since then to the present time. Several com-

mentaries have been written on it, and also an amplified paraphrase in the man-

darin dialect.

The "j ^ /p^ Neu heatu king is a small treatise on female filial piety, by
Madam

sjjfr Ch'ing of the Tang dynasty. It is divided into 18 sections, and

written after the model of the ancient HeaoU Icing. It appears to have been

popular during the 10th century, when an illustrated edition was in general

circulation.

The 35C^ Neu Jied, in 6 books, is a book for female study, consisting of

extracts from the classic and historical writings, compiled by Lan Ting-yuen
in the 18th century. It is divided into 4 parts, devoted respectively to the illus-

tration of the virtues, saying?, conduct, and works, of renowned females in past

times.

The 37SCS SB 1ft WS T'at keth t'od shwd lun, in 14 books, by 3E TO w&
Wang Tsze-hwae, an author of the 17th century, is an attempt to expose the

baseless character of the doctrines taught by the Sung dynasty philosophers, in

connexion with the Tae, Jcelh or " Great extreme," which he maintains to have

originated with the Taouist writers, and to be alien to the true Confucian

principles.

The ^J- fill} HI? Wo6 s?A lull is a small treatise on the cultivation of one's

mental and moral character, written by T^f $ft $fl Hwang Chun-yaou in the

year 1632. It is divided into 32 sections, on Guarding the heart, Sincerity of

purpose, Cultivating reverence, Watchfulness in solitude, &c.

The ^[ ^l| 7Jjf j|cf Ts'ung heun chae yu is a collection of desultory notes, on

the rules necessary for personal conduct, written by H 3& Chang Ying, in the

early part of the 18th century. Another small work by the same author, en-

titled M M ?i W H<*n s&n 8 y n treats chiefly of rural and domestic econo-

my, in the same style as the preceding.

The JJ&l? Gh& ySn is a series of memoranda of family conversations, written

Seu Ching-tselh, about the beginning of the 17th century. It
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consists chiefly of brief dialogues and pithy sayings, regarding one's personal

conduct and mental training.

The "j^ JH f|j $15 Seiu t'elh yu pien is a small treatise on personal charac-

ter and conduct, by ($( ^ Ch'in Tsin, an author of the present dynasty.

2. The $ %j<i Ping kea " Writers on Military affairs," do not occupy a

conspicuous place in the national literature ;
and although there are some few

honoured names in this class, yet it is probable their claim to consideration

arises more from their antiquity, than from any innate excellence in their wri-

tings. Some of these are curious records of the state of the military art in early

times, but apart from their original quaintness, they are frequently so mixed up
with geomantic jargon, as to give a perplexing obscurity to the subject in ques-

tion. From the records in the Chow Ritual, we learn that the empire possessed

a military organization during that dynasty, not indeed indicating a high degree

of refinement in the art of war, although probably in advance of contem-

porary nations.

The }[ ^ $j Uh k'e king is a small treatise on military tactics, professing

to have been written by J$^ jjE? Fung How, a minister of the ancient emperor

Hwang te. A commentary is annexed under the name of ^ -^^ Kung-
sun Hung, a minister during the Han, and a running eulogium, with the name

of ,B| (^ Ma Lung, an officer of the subsequent Tsin dynasty. The name of

the book however is not found in any bibliography earlier than the Sung, which

is one chief reason why its claim to a high antiquity is rejected, it being gener-

ally believed to have been drawn up from details in the /V |3JL (J Pd ch'in t'od

a production of the Tang. The text is a short description of the Pa ch'in or

"Eight fold scheme of military arrangement."

Another spurious treatise is the y> ^ Luh t'aow, in 6 books. This has

the name of ai[ Leu Wang, a minister of Wan Wang of the Chow, as the

author, but the style of the work and many expressions in it shew it to be pos-

terior to the Han. The name is mentioned by |J ,m] Chwang Chow, a Taou-

ist writer before the Christian era, and has been borrowed by the author of the

more recent production 'which has come down to us. It was one of seven trea-

tises used at the military examinations so early as the llth century, which

shews that it was then looked upon as one of the ancient national works. It is

divided into 6 sections, in which are discussed the various points in the theory

and practice of the military art.

The really oldest work of this class which has reached us entire, is a treatise

on military tactics in 13 sections, under the title -^ -J- Sun tszS, by -^ ^
Sun Woo, an officer in the service of the state Woo, during the 6th century
B. c. It is noticed in the She k(, which records a remarkable instance of Sun

Woo's rigorous discipline in military practice.

^ -f" Wod tsze is the title of another work of this class, written by ^^
Woo K'e, during the 4th century B. c. The overbearing disciplinarian tenden-

cy of his disposition at the expence of more amiable qualities, may be gathered
from certain facts recorded in his biography. His wife being a native of Tse,

which was at war with his own state, he caused her to be put to death, in order

that he might be free to serve in the army of his prince. On another occasion,
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he severely bit his mother, when she endeavoured to interfere with the fulfil-

ment of a vow he had made to devote himself to the public service. Woo's

book is divided into six sections, on National resources, Estimate of the hostile

force, Control of the military, Discussion regarding military officers, Reform, and

Rousing the troops.

The cf] .0| ^ Sze ma fa is a treatise compiled several centuries before

the Christion era by order of the prince of Tse, from a number of ancient writ-

ings, elucidating the principles acted on by EH ^ H. Teen Jang-tsoo, the mi-

litary director of that state. It is divided into 5 sections, entitled respective-

ly, The root of benevelence, Theory of autocracy, Fixed titles, Rigorous regard

to stations, and Employing the mass.

The ^ft fl^ & 6 sh i g another small work belonging to this category, bear-

ing the name of JQ ^jij <Q Hwang Shih-kung, an author of the 3rd century

B. c. with a commentary by $1 m ^ Chang Shang-ying of the Sung dynasty.

A preface by the last-named states that Hwang Slilh-kung gave the book to

{JH -J- ^ Chang Tsze-fang, in whose tomb it was discovered at the time of

the troubles during the Tsin (3rd and 4th centuries A. D.) It is believed how-

ever that this statement is a fabrication, and that the work is really the pro-

duction of Chang Shang-ying. It is in 6 sections, treating respectively of,

First principles, Correct doctrine, Searching the intention, Virtue the root and

right principle the summit, Following justice, and Resting in propriety.

The ~J |rj ^^ T'ae pih yin king, in 8 books, is an illustrated treatise on

military tactics, written by ^ & Le Tseuen, about the middle of the 8th

century. This author does not detail his o.wn experience, but writes from theory;

his words however carry weight with native authorities.

The Tj* $ HlJ Show ch'ing luh is a record of the tactics employed by J5jj[^
Ch'iu Kwei, when he held the city of Tlh-gan in Hoo-plh, against a siege by
the Kin Tartars, in 1126. It is divided into 3 parts: The first, by Ch'in

Kwei consists of strictures on the operations at the capital city, when it was

taken by the Kin troops; the second part, also by Cli'in Kwei, is a detail of

essentials for the defence of a city against the insurgents; the third part, by

jj||f Jiff. T'ang Show is a narrative of the defence of Tlh-gan against the besieg-

ers, by Ch'in Kwei in 1127 and following years.

Th; [SJL $E Ck'in Ice is a treatise on military training, written by fnf^ |5
Ho Leang,-chin, an officer during the 16th century, at a time when the art and

practice of warfare had sunk to a very low state in China, It is divided into 66

sections, giving a view of the stratagems employed at that period.

The fflk z \ f JjiE Leen f>ing shih ke, in 9 books with 6 supplementcirv books
t\/^

is a treatise on military training, written by |jp fg| -jfc Ts'elh Ke-kwan"- in

the year 1568, while he was in charge of the three garrisons of Ke-chow, Chanf-

pin<r, and Pn6u-tin. The same author wrote another work in 18 books, entitled

$E 3& ;$r A'c heauu sin shoo, while engaged in the camp service on the sea-

board of Che-keang, at a time when incursions were anticipated from the

Japanese. It is divided into 6 parts, in which are discussed the stratagems of

war offensive and defensive, with the various weapons and parapharnalia em-

ployed; the whole amply illustrated with plates, which in the modern editions at
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least, are very indifferent specimens of art.

The "g
1

$ 'p| Pill tseang clmen, in 100 books, by JJH fj| Chang Yu of the

Sung, is a series of memoirs of a hundred famous military leaders, from the

commencement of the Chow dynasty downwards, shewing the correspondence
between the actions of those heroes, and the principles laid down in the ancient

authors Sun and Woo.

The^ fa Ping king, in 11 books, was written by |f]J $ Hi T'Sng T'ing-

16, about the middle of the 17th century. It consists of 3 parts; the first book
is a criticism of the various commentaries on Sun tsze; in the next two books,
the author gives his views in the dialogue form; the last eight books contain a
discussion of the essentials of the art of war, illustrated by historical examples.
The 3g ^ -^g ^ ~r Hi ^ Kin fang tseay choG shih urh ch'oiv, in 12

books, by 5p 5J- Le Pwan of the Ming dynasty, is a general treatise on train-

ing militia and suppressing local risings by military force. The various regu-
lations to be adopted are detailed at length under 12 heads, entitled respective-

ly, Provision of requisites, Training recruits, Storing provisions, Construction

of implements, Clearing the rural districts, Plans of action, Issuing orders,

Fortifications, Kesisting the enemy, Keeping the natural defenses, Naval en-

counters, and Conducting a victory. There are a good many quotations from

history little to the point, aiid a prolixity of detail in many parts, which is

offensive even to the taste of a Chinese critic.

The ji 'If ^ Woope pe shoo, by Jffi Jfc |!j She Yung-t'oo, is a type
of a common order of modern books, professing to give complete and satisfac-

tory details on the art of war. The first volume treats of firearms and pyro-
technic stratagems, and the remainder is occupied with the devices to be em-

ployed under every possible geographical and topograhical condition. It is pro-

fusely illustrated with maps and plates of the most miserable description, ex-

hibiting a succssion of quaintly antique machines and extraordinary manoeuvres,
which it is difficult to conceive to have been ever brought into effective service.

The text is chiefly quotations from old authors.

3. The ffc Fd kea "Writers on Legislation," are a less numerous class

even than the preceding, nor is there any name of great eminence among them.
The theory of Law appears to have been first studied during the Chow dynasty,

previous to which the purity of primeval times is held to have been sufficiently

incorrupt, to dispense with the necessity of this branch of governmental science.

The first writer of this class on record is^ $f Kwan Chung, whose work is

preserved under the title ^ -^ Kwan tsze, in 24 books. This however, al-

though professedly the production of the above-named author, who lived in the

5th century B. c., shews clear evidence of many additions after his death.

There were originally 86 sections, but 10 of these are lost. An ancient com-

mentary bore the name of ^/ 7^ ^ Fang Yuen-ling, a renewed minister at

the commencement
of_the Tang dynasty; but this is understood to have been

the work of ^ $fl 3p[ Yin Che-chang.
Another well-known writer of this class is jj|[ ^ Han Fei, who lived in the

4th century B. c. Some parts of his work are lost; the remaining portion of

which in 20 books bears the title j$|^ Hdn tsz6. It was revised during the
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Ming dynasty, by j|jj /ff f=f Chaou Yung-hedn, from an edition printed in the

time of the Sung. Han Fei was originally a minister of the Han state, but

was carried captive by the prince of Tsin (the book-burner), who afterwards

employed him in his service. Becoming the victim of jealousy however from a

fellow minister, he was induced to put an end to himself by poison.

The ^t HR mil Ha Gh6 y lewei keen, in 8 books, is a review of the criminal

law, discussed under 20 heads, each of which is illustrated by a great variety

of judicial precedents, drawn from historical and traditional records. Many of

these causes celebres are of much interest, and give a curious insight into the

penal institutes of the empire. The author, ||J5 ^j] Ch'ing K'lh lived about

the end of the Sung dynasty.

The i$C ?PJ $jf 1 Ghing Ung Uy yaou, ty^Jtfijg P'ang T'een-selh, an

author during the Yuen dynasty, is an epitomized code of the legal forms in

use at that period in the courts of justice.

The
Zi/fc^ 3H? e yuen luh is a work on medical jurisprudence, written by

5>fc ^ Sung Tsze, about the year 1247. It was reprinted in the 15th century,

since which time, it has come into general use in the courts of justice as a guide

to the duties of coroner, and has been frequently republished. Within the last

half century, it has passed through seven editions, with considerable additions.

Apart from the imperfect state of medical science in the empire, this forms an

interesting record of the theoretical condition of jurisprudence at that early

period.

The^^ "py %&" Keen neSn ho ts'an is another short treatise on the same

subject as the preceding, written by J$ $jfi .f)jj Lang Kin-k'e, in 1829. This

is published with a collection of verified instances of deaths from various cau-

ses, extracted from the public records, by the same author, with the title ^jjj

$jSj $| ]siE Keen neen tseih chlng.

4. The jH t^c Nung kea " Writers on Agriculture," are not a very precise-

ly defined class ;
books treating on this art frequently branching out into other

departments of literature, and occasionally embracing independent objects of

scientific research. There is no author of this class earlier than the 5th century.

A fragment has come down to us from the Tang dynasty, on the construction

of ploughs, entitled ^^ $& Luy sze king, by |5^? ^ ||f Luh Kwei-mung,

giving a concise description of the several parts of the implement.

An illustrated work known as the ^f^ [|jj flij Kdng clilh t'od she was

published in 1210, by $jg^ Low Show. This consisted of 45 engravings, re-

presenting the several steps in the process of tillage and weaving, with a stanza

appended to each. It was recut during the Keen-lung period, and a few lines

of poetry added to each plate by the emperor. The engravings are good speci-

mens of art, and accurate representations of Chinese customs.

The ;p| Nung shoo is a small work on husbandry, written by |5j|( ^(
Ch'in Foo, in 1149. The first part treats of Agriculture, the second of Breed-

ing cattle, and the third of Rearing silkworms. A short appendix is usually

published along with this, entitled the ^ Tsan shoo, from the hand of

if i Tsin Chan of the Sung dynasty, being entirely devoted to the art of
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rearing the silkworm.

The jH ^ p| ^ Nung sang tseih yaou is a work in 7 books, on agricul-

ture arid the rearing of silkworms, drawn up by order of Kubla khan, in the

year 1273. It was several times republished by subsequent emperors of the Yuen

dynasty, at which period it was considered a treatise of great importance. There

are ten divisions an the following subjects : Precepts, Ploughing, Sowing,

Planting mulberry trees, Bearing silkworms, Vegetables, Fruits, Bamboo and

forest trees, Medicinal plants, and Breeding cattle.

The Jt| ^ ^c j fe ^ Nung sang e shih tsuy yaou is another small

treatise on the same subject as the preceding, and intended to supply defects in

it. It gives a concise summary of agricultural operations for every month in

the year. The author ^ EJ| ^ Loo ming-shen, who was a Ouigour by birth,

wrote this in the year 1314, and it was printed a second time in 1330.

There was another work with the title TJJ% ff Nung shoo, in 22 books, pub-

lished during the Yuen dynasty, by -f_ fJ4 Wang Ching. This treats with

great minuteness of the details ofhusbandry, and is illustrated by plates, each

accompanied by a stanza of poetry. The first six books consist of general rules

for agriculture, which are followed by four books on the cereals, and ten books

of figures of agricultural implements.

The Thesaurus of Agriculture known by the title^ i^C 3i W Nung cJiing

tseuen shoo, in 60 books, was written by ^ 3t 'pf Seu Kwang-k'e, the cele-

brated disciple and associate of the Jusuit missionaries in the early part of the

17th century. This work, which gives a most elaborate detail of the state of

agricultural science during the Ming, was published by imperial command in

1640, being seven years after the author's death. The first 3 books are occu-

pied with Quotations from the Classics and other works ;
next are 2 books on

the Division of Land
,
then 6 books on the Processes of Husbandry ; 9 books

on Hydraulics, the two last of which are a record of the methods adopted in

Europe ;
4 books on Agricultural implements ;

6 books on the Art of Planting ;

4 books on Rearing silkworms
;
an extension of the same subject in 2 books

;

Planting Trees in 4 books
; Breeding Animals in 1 book ;

Manufacture of Food

in 1 book
;
and Provision against a time of scarcity in 18 books. ^ ^ gg

Ch'in Che-lung, a scholar during the Ming dynasty, conceiving that the work

was prolix and ill-arranged, revised the whole, reedited and published it in 46

books
;
but his edition has not gained the same favour as the original work,

which is still in general circulation. The 19th and 20th books contain nearly

the whole of a treatise on Hydraulics, which was written by Seu in 1612, from

the dictation of Sabatin de Ursis, |f fa :rr. -|5C Heung San-pa, and published

with the title |fs: ^JC^ T'ae se shwuyfd, in 6 books. In the large work

he has omitted the 5th and part of the 4th book, the matter of which is chiefly

theoretical and speculative, being of little value in a scientific view.

A still more comprehensive work than the preceding was drawn up by order

of the emperor in 1742, under the title ^ B^f jjff, 3j? Show she t'ung Ic'abu, in

78 books, embracing the whole range of agriculture and horticulture, with the

various collateral branches of industrial science.
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There is a treatise on the cultivation of cotton, published towards the close

of last century, with the title ^ ^ f|f Huh mten pod, by^ tjt Choo Hwa,
a native of Shanghae.

The Iff? ^^ $f| Tsan sang ho pien is a compilation regarding the rearing

of silkworms and cultivating the mulberry, drawn up by yy 3^^ Sha Shlh-

gan, and published in 1844. It is illustrated by cuts.

5. The Hf 3fi E Icea "Medical Writers" claim consideration as a class, if

not for any valuable addition to science, at least for the number of authors, and

the historical interest attaching to the state of the practice through 20 centuries

or more. The native traditions which ascribe the earliest writings on the medical

art to
jjjlp 2g| Shin-nung and Hwng-te, are to say the least, wanting in proof ;

but it appears natural, and even probable, that some advance had been made

towards a system several centuries before the" Christian era. In the Han shoo

we have a catalogue of 36 works on therapeutics, divided into four classes
;

the first called ^ ^ E king, are devoted to an examination of the internal

structure of the human frame, with the peculiar functions of the several mem-

bers, and pronounce upon the causes of symptoms of disorder; the second called

$2 /] King fang, take up the question of the suitable remedies to be ap-

plied ;
the third called jUr Pp F&ng chung, treat of the due regulation of

sexual intercourse
;
and the fourth called

jjjlp il? Shin seen are occupied with a

visionary theory, by which the subject is supposed to soar above the ills of life, in

virtue of certain psychological principles, induced by a properly regulated dis-

cipline. These last two branches have in modern times become united, and are

now discarded from the class of medical authors. The practice of medicine

however has been divided into a number of branches from very remote times, de-

fined with greater or less precision at various epochs. During the Ming, the

faculty was definitely fixed by the government, as consisting of thirteen

branches. At the commencement of the present dynasty, eleven branches of

practice were recognized by the Imperial Medical College, but the number was

afterwards reduced to nine. These are named, Great blood-vessel and small-

pox complaints, Lesser blood-vessel complaints, Fevers, Female complaints,

Cutaneous complaints, Cases of acupuncture, Eye complaints, Throat mouth

and teeth complaints, and Bone complaints. These distinctions however, are

not accurately preserved by the generality of writers. There appears to have

been little variation in the line of practice adopted by successive practitioners

till about the 12th century, when we find several innovations introduced into

the ancient theory, and the medical art became divided into several schools,

presenting some general analogy to the Empirics and Dogmatists of ancient

times. From the minutiae given in Chinese medical works regarding the struc-

ture of the human frame, it has been thought that dissection must have been

practiced by the natives in ancient times
;
we have no record of the fact how-

ever, and if it was so, it has been discontinued for many centuries, while there

is little evidence of any improvement having taken place in recent times. The

diseases of the inferior animals have been included as a subsidiary branch of the

medical profession from the earliest times.
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The oldest medical treatise extant is probably the fq *rp* 5f| 5lj Hw&ng te

sod wan, which, without admitting its claim to be the production of Hwang-
is, there is reason to believe to have been written several centuries before

Christ, and to contain a summary of the traditional knowledge of medicine

handed down from the most remote times. The oldest commentary on this

work extant, was written by 3E #K Wang Ping in the 8th century, in 24

books. Another work ascribed to Hwang-te is the ff| flp $ Ling ch'oo

Icing, which treats of internal maladies and the practice of acupuncture. This

is not actually known to have appeared earlier than the llth century, and it is

thought to be the production of Wang Ping mentioned above, but it is proba-

ble that it contains a great part of a more ancient work of a similar character.

It was formerly published in 24 books, but in the later editions they are re-

duced to 12. The contents of these two treatises were rearranged and classified

under nine heads, by "JJ3* j^} Wang Gang, in 1689, with the title jf |H] f|[

tM ^IS^ $v HI Sod loan ling ch'oo luy tswdn yd c/io<5, The j% ^ ^{fl ^
Ntiy king die yaou is a selection of passages from the 800 wan and Ling ch'oo,

with a commentary by ^ fijfr ^ Le Ne'en-go. This was revised and published

ty 1^ ^fe j Seg SSng-plh, in 1764.

The obscurity of much of the above works having rendered necessary an elu-

cidation of the difficulties they presented, a small treatise was written for this

purpose, in the 3rd century B. c. termed the J$| $ Ndn Icing, containing a so-

lution of 81 doubtful questions. Eleven commentaries had been written on this

previous to the Ming dynasty, the only one of which now extant is the HI $j

2J 5| Ndn king pun 6 by Jfj" fj| Hwa Show, who wrote about the close of the

Yuen. In the early part of the 16th century, 5M tt W Chang She-he6n a

physician of note published an edition illustrated by a diagram and annotations

to each of the 81 questions, with the title |Q jfi f!l^ T'oo choa n&n king.
A compilation from the various commentaries was also drawn up during the

Ming, by IE Ji& Wang Kew-sze, ^ M I* Shih Yew-leang, 3 Jfft J^.

Wang TlDg-seang, and 3E t^ '

Wang Wuy-ylh, with the title J$t $g ^
giE Ndn Icing tselh choO.

The ^: 5*$ w tft4 Yin hae tsing we is a small treatise on Eye complaints,
which professes to be written by -^ ^^ Sun sze-mo of the Tang dynasty ;

but the evidence seems to indicate that it is a production subsequent to the

Sung, It is esteemed however for the method in which it treats the subject.

The^ y% J^. Jj Soo ch'in lefmg fang, in 8 books, is a collection of famous

receipts by % ffi Ch'in Kwo of the Sung dynasty, with some additional mat-
ter by Soo Tung-p'6 the well known poet ;

whence the two names are united in

the title. Neither of these were practical physicians, but having a general

knowledge of the theory of medicine, they were able to investigate the medical

properties of various substances, and have given the result of their experience
in a series of prescriptions.

Towards the end of the 3rd century, a celebrated treatise on the Pulse, en-

titled JJJfc j$g Mih Icing, in 10 books, was written by 3l^ 3& w ng Shnh-

ho, the Court physician during the Western Tsin dynasty. This contains a
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summary of the methods and knowledge of the subject which had been handed

down previous to that period. The manuscript of this was revised and publish-

ed in 1068, under the superintendence of ffl y& Lin E. It was reprinted

in 1094, and again in 1164. Two editions were issued during the Ming, and

a new issue has appeared at Sung-keang within the last 30 years. A spurious

production composed during the Sung, appears to have been long received as

the genuine treatise of Wang Shuh-ho. This consists of a series of rhymes on

the functions of the pulse, and the simple style in which it is written has in-

sured its popularity. Chang She-he'en of the Ming, who had not sufficient critical

penetration to discover the facts, added a commentary and diagrams, in which

state it has been in common circulation down to the present time, with tlie title

HO ii J3JK 1& $T -ft T'oo choo mih keue peen chin. The principal part of

this was translated by the missionary Hervieu under the impression that it was

the work of Wang Shuh-ho. His translation has been published in Duhalde's
"
Description of China." There is a little work on the pulse, issued by the

Medical College in Peking, entitled JJ^ 33? ^lf |& Mih U p6 ke.uc. Another

small treatise on the same subject, is styled the *jj[ *y ^ J]JK E had chin milt,

"Physician's Guide to the Pulse."

The ^ H^ $& #! f$} Bhang han tsung ping lun is a treatise on fevers, in 6

books, written by ^ff^ H$ Pang Gan-she, in the llth century. At the end

is a chapter explanatory of the sounds and meaning of the characters used in

the work, and another on the composition of medicines, both drawn up by

Pang's pupil jg ffi} Tung Ping, according to the instructions he had been ia

the habit of receiving from his teacher.

The ylji /^"fc $> jjj. ~)j Fod jin td tseuen ledng fane/, in 24 books, is a

treatise on Female complaints, written by |^ g EJJJ Ch'in Tsze-ming, about

the year 1237. It consists of upwards of 260 articles, distributed under S di-

visions. Each article is followed by prescriptions suitable to the ailment in

question. This was revised, abridged and commented by |pi \^ See Ke of the

Ming, who added a number of actual examples, illustrative of the particular cases.

The Iff !Jib 7t -ffit
E luy yuenjung, in 12 books, is a treatise on the medical

ar* by 3E $? lir Wang Haou-koo, written previous to the year 1241. The

arrangement of the work is in accordance with the theory of the twelve larger

blood-vessels, commencing with Fevers, and having an appendix on mis-

cellaneous diseases. It was republished in 1543, and again in 1593; and has

become considerably altered from the original in the course of the several edi-

tions. The Jf If* ||{l 7$ Tsze s%6 n&n die is a minor production of the same

author, the object of which is to make known the system of ^^ Le Kaon
for treating fevers; the original work of the last-named writer being now lost,

this little treatise of Wang Haou-koo, contains the only vestiges of it that are

preserved. It was completed in 1308. A treatise on medicaments by the same

hand, is named the ^ $2 2JJ Jpl T'ang yih pnn ts'abu. The first book is

on the method of using the several medicines, while the second and third books

point out the application of every kind of medicine to the various complaints

respectively connected with the twelve blood-vessels, according to an artificial
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system in which the several agents are designated prince, ministers, assistants, &c.

The 3j!fij 'tt^ $5: |B> ~)j Sty dwh t>An9 ^nff yen fan9
'

IB a collection of

verified prescriptions, written during the Yuen dynasty, by '$? p] ^^ Sha-

t'oo-mfih-soo, apparently a Mongolian, though there is no biographical notice

of him extant. The original has long been lost, and the editions now in use

contain less than half the work as it left the author's hand.

The itb If ff= iS$C ~j] She e tih heaoufang, in 20 books, is a collection of

prescriptions
from the hand of ^f|^ ^ Wei Ylh-lin, being the combined

experience of himself and his ancestors including five generations. The author

began the work in 1328, and finished it in 1337. It is divided into the follow-

ing seven heads: Great blood-vessel complaints, Lesser blood-vessel complaints,

Nervous complaints, Child-bearing and general female complaints, Eye com-

plaints, Mouth teeth and thoat complaints, and Setting bones and cure of arrow

wounds. The last book consists of the hygeienic precepts of Sun Sze-mo of the

Tang dynasty. The cases in which acupuncture may be applied are distributed

through the several divisions.

The jt\ %l $1% Wai k'o tsing e, by | %& Tse Tlh-che of the Yuen,

is a small treatise on Cutaneous complaints. In the first part he discusses the

cause and character of eruptions, and in the last prescribes the requisite reme-

dies, consisting of poisonous compounds to eat out the corrupt matter, and res-

torative applications to heal the wounds.

The H $2 '$jlj ?lBl ^ E king soo hivuy tseih, by 3EM Wang Le, who

lived at the close of the Yuen dynasty, is a small treatise on fevers, containing

a revision of 397 precepts delivered by J|^ Chang Ke of the Han; a good

many of these which are mere repetitions he abandons, and adds others which

are wanting in Chang Ke's work, leaving the number 397 as before. He has

also a minute discussion of internal and external diseases, apoplexy, and in-

ternal heat.

The ^ $|F ~jj P'ob tse fang, in 168 books, is a guide to therapeutics, by

^ jjjjjl
Choo Stth, one of the imperial princes at the commencement of the

Ming, being the most complete work of the kind that has been written. It con-

tains in all 1960 discourses on 2175 different subjects, with 778 rules, 21,739

prescriptions, and 239 diagrams.

The |f '/ if! $1 Ohing die cliun shing, in 120 books, byJ ^ ^ Wang
K'ang-t'ang, is a collection of medical treatises, written at different times. The

treatise on the treatment of miscellaneous complaints, and that on the classified

prescriptions, were both written during the years 1537 and 1 538 ;
that on fevers,

and the one on sores were completed in 1544; and those on infantile and female

diseases were finished in 1547. He has extracted most extensively from preced-

ing authors, and the work is considered one of the most complete of its kind.

It was published in 1602, and again in 1791.

The l |?*i #|jjj Q Tse yin kang muh, in 14 books, is a general treatise on

the treatment of female complaints, written by jj ~f~ a^ Woo Tsze-wang in

1728, and contains the substance of Wang K'ang-t'ang's treatise on Female

diseases.
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The great Materia Medica known as the 2JC JfLW @ Pun ts'adu Jcany ma.li,

in 52 hooks, was compiled by ^ H$ ^ Le She-chin of the Ming, who spent

30 years on the work, having made extracts from upwards of eight hundred

preceding authors, from whom he selected 1518 different medicaments, and

added 374 new ones, making in all 1892. These are arranged in 62 classes,

under the 16 divisions, Water, Fire, Earth, Minerals, Herbs, Grain, Vegetables,

Fruit, Trees, Garments and utensils, Insects, Fishes, Crustacea, Birds, Beasts,

and Man. Under each substance, the Correct name is first given, which is fol-

lowed by an Explanation of the name; after this there are Explanatory remarks,

Solution of doubts, and Correction of errors; to which is added the Savour,

Taste, and Applications, with the Prescriptions in which it is used. There are

3 books of pictorial illustrations at the commencement, with 2 books of prefa-

tory directions, and 2 books forming an index to the various medicines, classed

according to the complaints for which they are used. Some idea may be formed

of the care the author took with the work, from the fact that he wrote out the

manuscript three times, before he was satisfied to give it out as complete. It

was first printed in the Wan-lelh period, and was presented to the emperor by

^ lit 7C ke Keen-yuen, the son of the author. It was revised and printed

in the time of the first emperor of the present dynasty, and several editions

have appeared since that time. The nucleus of all the writings on this subject

is a small work, which tradition ascribes to the ancient Shin-nung. Since the

time of Le She-chin there have been numerous treatises of less pretension, cri-

ticising and elucidating his great work, but it still stands unrivalled in that

department. The /$. JpL 'j|fj| ^- Pun ts'adu pe yaou is a brief epitome of the

Pun ts'aou Jcang muh, compiled by Wang Gang mentioned above, in 1694. It

is illustrated by rude cuts interspersed with the text. The ^ -*P- $S JW
Pun ts'abu Icing kea& yaou is an exposition of the most important parts of Le
She -chin's work, written in 1724, by |jj| ^C i Ye" T'een-sze, a famous physi-

cian at Soo-chow.

The earliest work specially devoted to the practice of Acupuncture ia the

$$ A. WL j5c $2 T'ung jin chin kew king, in 7 books. In 1027, by command

of the emperor, 3E^ flcS Wang Wuy-tlh made two brass anatomical figures

of the human frame, by which he illustrated the above art, and wrote a treatise

on it, with the title fjl] /v ww S\ T'ung jin shoo heue, which is thought to be

the same as the preceding. The earliest editions extant are of the time of the

Ming, and illustrated by a number of very rude cuts. The ty$ *?. 3fc. %& Ming
t'&mj keio king, in 8 books, is of uncertain date, the author being merely desig-

nated by the epithet Jj ~f~ Se fang tsze
" Western scholar.

"
It treats

altogether of Cauterism, and is supplementary to the preceding, which includes

this as a branch of the art of acupuncture. The expression Ming t'ang in the

title, is the name of an apartment in the palace of the ancient Hwang-te, where

he delivered his views on the venous and muscular system; hence it has become

a generic designation for acupuncture in all its ramifications.

The ^fl jj| Luy Icing, in 32 books, is the production of JO? j\ 5t Chang
Keae-pin, a celebrated physician. The theme of the work is the text of the two

ancient books Soo wan and Ling ch'oo king, which are dissected and rearranged
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under the 12 heads, Sanitary considerations, Masculine and feminine prin-

ciples, Form of the intestines, Pulse and appearance, Sinews and nerves, Radi-

cal and ultimate conditions, Breath and taste, Medical treatment, Disease and

sickness, Acupuncture, Circulation of air, and Pervading principles. These

disquisitions which embody the views of the author, are followed by 11 books

of diagrams, and auxiliary remarks, which with 4 additional books of remarks

conclude the work; this was finished in 1624, being the result of three years
labour.

One of the best works of modern times for general medical information, is the

fuip 3%f faf Tjt w* Hi Yu tsioan e tsnng kin keen, in 90 books, composed in

compliance with an imperial order, issued in the year 1739. The first 25 con-

tain the 7f^ H^ Hfl Shang h&n liin and ^ |U 5c 41" ^n ^wei y^-ou led, two

works by Chang Ke of the Han dynasty, with a commentary. This is the ear-

liest medical writer who gives prescriptions in addition to theory. The following
8 books give a revised edition of the prescriptions of the most celebrated physi-
cians. The next book contains important rules regarding the Pulse. Another

book contains rules regarding the Circulation of the air in the body. After this

there are 54 books of rules regarding the several classes of complaints, and 4
books of rules for setting bones. The work is illustrated by diagrams and plates

throughout; and parts of it are sometimes published separately.

The Iff 5g|( ;JFJ
j> $* m* Chioang yang king yen tseuen shoo, in 13 books,

is a work on the treatment of cutaneous complaints, the efficacy of which, it

professes to have been proved. It is ascribed to J^ g%^ Tow Han-k'ing,

the Court physician during the llth century, while his descendant ^ j|F $f|

Tow Mung-lin is said to have revised and prepared it for publication. It is

believed however, that the greater part is the production of the latter, who bor-

rowed his ancestor's celebrity to give currency to the book. It is illustrated by
a great number of plates of the human figure, exhibiting varieties of eruptions.
A new edition was published in 1717.

The jig 3jv Ijfc jfff E tsung pelh t'iih, in 10 books, is a briefsummary of medi-

cal practice, by ^ FJ3 ffi Le Chung-tsze, published towards the close of the

Ming dynasty.

The frff To (|p ^j| Ohing die wuy poo is a general medical treatise, written

by 5|5 i||| % Le Sing-gan, in 1691, intended to be supplementary to the vari-

ous works of the same character already published.

The Hf^ Aj) $} E Tied sin wo6 is a particular disquisition on the practice

of medicine in all its branches, written by ^g| |U ^ Ch'ing Kwo-p'ang, in 1723.

The fff pf ^E E kang te yaoit, in 8 books, is a general compilation on

medicine, by 5p^ "^ Le tsung-yuen. It is divided according to the 8 fol-

lowing heads: Masculine and feminine, Internal and External, Exterior and

interior, Cold and hot, Vacant and full, Dry and Moist, Ascending and descend-

ing, Free passage and stoppage. It was first published about the year 1831.

There is a large work termed the j|C Hf 5jf $Hi Tung e paou keen, apparent-

ly of Corean origin, which has been several times published in China, This

embraces the whole compass of medicine, and differs in some respects from other
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native publications.

The ^f HH & t gfe Slicing han tseuen sang tscih is a treatise on Fevers,

written, by [Jjlj 'ffl jjg T'aou Tsee-gan, in 1445. This was revised and pub-

lished by Ye T'een-sze, in 1782. The |f| H; l$f H> Skang hdn fan yih is

another short work on Fevers, written by $J ^ Ko K'in, in 1674.

The %? Jttt 3E 'jfilj ^F ^3 Ska chang yuh hang tse&en shoo is a treatise on

Cholera, with the method of treatment, and a large collection of prescriptions,

written by fR J& fH Ko Che-suy, in 1675. The ffi $H J*^ SJia ching

tseuen shoo is another work on Cholera, written by -F j|J(( Wang K'ae, in 1686,

who professes to hand down the instructions of his teacher ^>JC j$fc Lin San, a

proficient in the medical profession. This was revised and published in 1798,

and again in 1826.

The Small-pox has engaged the attention of the Chinese from near the com-

mencement of the Christian era, and inoculation has been practised among them

for a thousand years or more. The f^j /V j^ |g ||r ffjf Wan jin she tow

chin tun is a work treating on this complaint, with numerous prescriptions by

fi|j A ^L Wan-jin Kwei, which was published in 1323, and republished in

1542. The ^H ^g jjfc Chung t6w sin shoo is another treatise on this sub-

ject, in 12 books, published in 1741, by H JJ j| Chang Yen-sun, giving am-

ple details of the disease in its various forms, the appropriate treatment, and a

variety of prescriptions. A small work on the same subject by |^ 7^ ^
T'eaou Yuen-fub, bears the title fllj^7&'|lJ!2Sl^f!l|8& Seen Jcea pi
chuen tQw k'o chin keue, professing to embody supermundane secrets on the

subject. This is illustrated by numerous cuts of the disease. The ^C 3-& /vR

^J T'een hiua tsinrj yen is another work on small-pox, with numerous illustra-

tions. Vaccination was first introduced to the notice of the Chinese, by Dr.

Pearson at Canton, who wrote a tract on the subject ;
this was afterwards

translated into Chinese by Sir G. Staunton, and published in 1805, with the

title ^ BS ;@ |g^ fcfe Tae se chung toiv k'e fd.

The
| ^f^^ Wai k'o tsing yaou is a treatise on the most important

points in the character and cure of External maladies, by Ch'in Tsze-ming.

The %\ 5ff | ^ Wae k'o shihfd is ten rules for the treatment of External

complaints, written by Ch'ing Kw6-p'ang, in 1733. The #[ ^f JE ^ Wae
k'o ching tsnng, in 12 books, which treats at length of all External complaints,

was written by |fjf[ ff ~$] Ch'in Shlli-kung, in the early part of the present

dynasty. It was revised and republished by jjjf -fjjf J? Chang Tsuh-ylh, in

1785. The third book is illustrated by rude cuts of eruptions of various kinds.

The "/lei ^ J^L H T'ung t'ien gaou ch8, in 16 books, is another work of the

same description. This was written by ^ dt $p Ch'in Sze-to, in 1698, and

revised and published again in 1790. It is illustrated by 14 plates of diseases.

One of the most recent works on this subject is the #j* ^f HI /a Wae k'o

ching che, written by ff^^ J| Heu K'lh-ch'ang and ^. ^ Pelh Fa, and

published in 1831. The ^ ^\ $ ffi Yang k'o seuen suy, in 8 books, is a

work on Sores of every description, by J5{|[ ~%. "/p Ch'in Wan-che, published in

1628. The -^ f|f ^,^ Yang e tu tseuen, in 20 books, is a treatise on Sores
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with their remedies and prescriptions, by | jth $| Koo Shfi-ching, published

in 1773. It is profusely illustrated by plates.

The ^C ^f $2 fill Neu k'o king lun, in 8 books, is a treatise on diseases

peculiar to Females, written by jjj(^ Seaou Heun, in 1684. The ^ ^f /\j>

^ San k'o sin fd is a small work on the maladies attendant on Child-bearing,

written by ppf Wang Che, in 1780, and published in 1834.

The ^|^ /] 5E HI f W B& Tseen she seaou urh yd ching chin Jceue is a

treatise on Infantile complaints, written by $& ,
Tseen Tlh, the Court phy-

sician in 1093, and published by his pupil fg] *JZ ;{fj Yen Heaou-chung, in

1119. This was rearranged and a commentary added to it, by ffg -^ lV

Heung Tsung-lelh, in 1440, when it was published with the title
?Jfff f gjf

^P ^1 ^ /l^ TlL ]/f H& -^".'/ ching choo sliih tseen she seaou urhfang Jceue, in

10 books. The tyj %}] ^ $ T^w yezw fsetVt c/ti^, in 6 books, is an extensive

discussion of the maladies to which Children are liable, written by ^ ^ J
Ch'in Fuh-ching, in 1750. The fllS 4^ |^ Full yiw peen is a short discourse

on the diseases of Children, with prescriptions and certified cases, by ^ |||

Chwang Ylh-kwei, published in 1777. The #7 & ffi f^ %. & M> Jj
Yew k'o die. nan kea chuen p& fang is a collection of rules and prescriptions for

the treatment of the Young, written by ^ ^ Wan Tseuen, a modern author,

and republished in 1829. There is also a treatise on the same subject, by ^
^pj Mang Ho, a Nanking physician, entitled flr ^ 4fl ^T Mdng slie y(.w k'o.

The $4 |^ Tso sliwb is a small treatise on a form of infantile Eruptions, by^
ffi Kin Wei, a physician of Hangchow.
One of the most popular treatises on the diseases of the Eye, is the :

i >-*t f ^ I p j.

pft| Shin she yuou hdn, in 6 books, by
/

(E|. ^_. =f* Foo Jin-yu, published in

1647. Another essay on the same subject is entitled -^.^ ^f ^k W
Ft'/t <s'dM ting muh k'o tseuen shoo, written by a physician named |fj$ ^
T'ang Yuen. A great part of the book is occupied with prescriptions for eye

diseases.

The ^ 5{c j^ ^F ^ ^Tei'/t few lew&ng sang tseih is a collection of plans

and prescriptions for saving life in cases of extreme peril, such as attempted

suicides, unforeseen calamities, &c.; also methods of prolonging life under various

circumstances of uncommon occurrence.

The^ <fc g Td sdng yaou che is a treatise on Parturition, written by

Iff "f" ^ T'aug Ts'eeu-k'ing, in the early part of the present dynasty, and

has been several times republished. The ^J [tr iHg Show she pien is a short

disquisition on Parturition and the rearing of children, with a variety of pre-

scriptions, published about the year 1772.

The "pfy |^ JJjL ;3 $* ^^ ^wngr yae tsun sang tseuen shoo, in 15 books, writ-

ten by "jf^j }fi| Sung Yae, in 1696, professes to be a complete guide to the pres-

ervation of health. The author seems to have made a diligent study of the

book of Changes, the misty doctrines of which he endeavours to combine with a

series of medical precepts, pertaining to almost every ailment to which the hu-

man frame is exposed.

The ~jj jjk $$ E fang tseih kea$ is collection of medical prescriptions,
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with elucidations, written by Wang Gang, in the year 1682. The

ffig Ch'ing she, & keen fang fan, in 6 books, is a similar collection by

\ 3JJT Ch'ing Le-sin, which dates about 1693. It has extensive discussions

on the properties of the medicines employed. In 1707, another was published by

$J 'ffl Yu E, with prescriptions for almost every complaint, under the title

TOC Us- M. SI King yen ISdng fang. The^ Ife jC >7 Tseih yen leangfang
is an extensive collection of prescriptions, in 6 books, embracing the whole

range of pathology, compiled by %f[ J|j Ne'en He-yaou, about the year 1724.

The $5 Ifo, pf^ King ye"n Icwang tseih is another famous collection, made

about the year 1754, by^ ; f$j Le Wan-ping. The Hf fc||| Wei

sang hung paou is a comprehensive general collection in 6 books, with a com-

mentary, published in 1844. The jf i$ ffi JC #ttt0 fc'wflw >e Iceih is a book

of prescriptions for female complaints, published by one $i| Jjl Le T'ang, in

1786, The */p HI ^T >ff ^e ^ sin fang is a treatise on Anthelmintics,

written by jf|> |g flft Leadu Fnh-chaou, in 1835. The -fcH ^ 7r $c H.
>tf 1 ii" ^1>ae

'

e
2/
M re ^'^ MW leang fang t'eih yaou is a selection of pre-

scriptions employed by the imperial medical college for saving life in cases of

extreme peril.

The } ffi /V^ Tsun sang pd tseen is a discourse on Hygeiene, in 20

books, written by ^ '/^ $jS Kaou Leen-shin, in 1591. It is divided into 8

parts, on Undivided application, Seasonable regimen, Rest and pleasure, Pre-

vention of disease in the future, Eating drinking and clothing, Amusements,
in retirement, Efficacious medicines, and Examples of the virtuous.

An old treatise on the ailments of the Buffalo, entitled ^JC ^p J$^ Shwuy
new king, professes to be written by > ^ Tsaou-foo, during the 7th century,

but it is probably of much more recent authorship.

The^ j!?| ^H Leaou ma tseih is a simple treatise on the Veterinary art,

composed by P^ 'fH Yu Jin and P^f^ Yu Ke6, in 1598. The concluding

part is on the treatment of Camels.

The ^p $; 3fl & New king t& tseuen is a small work on the medical treat-

ment of Oxen and Buffaloes, by the same authors as the preceding.
S ornefe w contributions were made to medical science and anatomy, by the

European missionaries who came to China during the 17th century, but the

books they wrote are merely preserved as literary curiosities, and no not appear
to have made any aggression on the native practice. More recently Dr. Hobson

'jrf Ipi Hb sin has done good service to the cause by his several publications in

this department, and there is reason to believe that the true principles of the

science as laid down by him, will ultimately supersede much of the groundless

theories on which the Chinese trust. His work on Physiology, the ^ j|!f ^|f p
Tseuen t'e sin fan, which was published in 1850, has been very favourably re-

ceived, and he has more recently issued the 2 H^ jff. ffjij
Se e leb lun, on the

Principles and Practice of Surgery, the $|J l~ ij/F &>C Fo6 ying sin shwo, on

Midwifery and the diseases of Children, and the PJ^f ^If ift Nuy k'o sin

shwo, on the practice of Medicine and Materia Medica. These are accompanied

by a vocabulary of medical terms in English and Chinese.
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6. The next class in this division is denominated ^ ~$ ^ ff T'een ivan

swdn fa. "Astronomy and Mathematics." Although we have astronomical no-

tices of much interest in the oldest authentic writings extant, yet separate

works on the science are rare during the early ages. The several dynastic his-

tories are a treasure in this respect, and together with the independent works

on the same subject, exhibit a view of the progressive changes that have taken

place, down to the adoption of the European theories at the end of the Ming dy-

nasty. The Chinese appear to have had three methods ofrepresenting the starry

firmament in ancient times; the first called ^ ^C Kae t'een, in which the hea-

vens are represented as a concave sphere; the second called p]l ^ Hwan t'een

in which the universe is represented by a globe, with the stars depicted on the

outer surface; the third called^ ^ Seuen ydy has not been handed down,
but native authors suppose that there is a close resemblance between it and

the system introduced by Europeans.

The fjj[ 'ifi^ $? Chow pe sivdn king is thought to be a relic of the Chow

dynasty, and is the only ancient work we have on the Ka6 t'een system of astro-

nomy. It has a commentary by fljjj ^f" jJpP Chaou Keun-k'ing of the Han

dynasty, which was reeedited by !l $J| Chin Lwan early in the 7th century,

and further elucidations were given by Le Chun-fung of the Tang. The first

part which is looked upon as the original work on Trigonometry, consists of a

dialogue between the celebrated Chow Kung and jflf fiHj Shang Kaou one of

the Chow ministers, on the properties of the right-angled triangle. This is fol-

lowed by another dialogue between 5^ ~}j Tung Fang and
JSjjt -f- Chin-tsze,

on some of the rudimentary facts of astronomy, from which to the end ap-

pears to have been added at a later time. The last part treats more in detail

of the elements of the Kae t'eeastronomy. It has a statement of the variation

of temperature and length of the day according to the latitude. There is a

chapter on the pronunciation and meaning of the words in the Chow pe, called

^1 ? Jf*^ TEJ" H Chow pe swan king yin e, by^ |H Le Tselh, which it

has been customary to publish as an appendix.

The 3jff
/

fH ^ji^ Sin e se&ng fa yaou, written by |p #pf Soo Sung, at

the close of the llth century, is the oldest work we have on the Hiodn t'een

system of astronomy. Soo received the imperial command to construct a celes-

tial globe, and other machinery to represent the structure of the heavens, the

whole of which was set in motion by water power, and formed an astronomical

clock, indicating various periods during the day and year. The above-named

work, which is a description of this apparatus, is illustrated by 60 plates, con-

sisting of diagrams with minute explanations to each, and maps of the stars for

both northern and southern hemispheres.

The JEpL |jl ;|lt ff Kill sedng sin sJioo is an astronomical treatise supposed
to be written by $j| fc spj Chaou Yew-k'in of the Yuen dynasty. There are

several peculiarities in which this differs from preceding works. It ascribes the

length of the day, not to the distance of the sun, but to its altitude, and the

heat of the atmosphere to the accumulation of air. It maintains that the plan-
ets circulate round the earth in parallels of declination, while they revolve
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about the pole of the ecliptic in tortuous paths from north to south. It gives

the distance of the sun being greater ia the zenith and less at the horizon, as

the cause of the apparent increase in the size of that luminary in the latter con-

dition, and decrease in the former. The zenith is held to be invariable, and

directly over the city of yjy $% Yang-ch'ing in Shan-se, while the ecliptic is

said to shift its position from year to year. In many other points it deviates from

the previously accredited doctrines. The style of the composition is profuse to

excess, and the arrangement is wanting in literary taste. For these reasons -f*

$| Wang Wei of the Ming undertook to revise, and reduced it to half the bulk,

with the title Ht^ JJi |fc ffi flf Chung sew kih sedng sin shoo ; but in im-

proving the style, he has so materially altered the sense, that it is scarcely a

fair representative of the original.

The exceedingly low state into which the science had fallen during the Ming;
the inability of the officers to take an observation, or to correct the errors which

had accumulated in the course of time from the imperfection of the rules then in

use, all tended to prepare the way for the Jesuit missionaries who entered Chi-

na early in the 17th century ;
and the mathematical and scientific attainments

which these brought with them from the west, were the means of raising them

to influence at the imperial court. Most of the treatises on astronomy which

they wrote have been handed down as text books among the Chinese. One of

the earliest of these is the
[rfj T^ '(fl JP[ Keen ping e shwo, written by Saba-

tin de Ursis, in 1611. This is a description of an astronomical instrument, giv-

ing an orthographic representation of the heavens, which combines the uses of

a quadrant, meridian zenith and azimuth instruments, sun dial, and other

things, all which is minutely explained, the whole being based on a tacit ad-

mission of the Ptolemaic theory. There is a preface by Seu Kwang-k'e.

The ^ 55 41- T'een wan lid is a concise description of the Ptolemaic astro-

nomy, written by Emanuel Diaz yjj IK| gg Yang Ma-no in 1614. It is in the

form of a dialogue, and illustrated by numerous diagrams. At the end the au-

thor notices the recent discovery of the telescope, with Galileo's $[J $$. ^ K&a

le-Ub, observations on Saturn, the ring of which he took for two small stars at-

tached to that planet, Jupiter's four moons, and the milky-way strewed with,

fixed stars.

The ^f^ JJ. Sinfa sio&n sJtoo, in 100 books, is a compilation of de-

tails regarding the newly introduced European astronomy, drawn up about the

year 1634, by Seu Kwang-k'e, ^ ,^ Le Che-tsaou, 2j ^ $g Le T'een-

king, Nicolas Longobardi Iffi ?| p$ Lung Hiva-min, John Terence $fj$ ~R

ffif Tang yu-han, James Eho jffl %fc &Lo Ya-ko, and John Adam S.shaal $jj!f

^ a^ Tang Jo-wang. The discrepancies in the state calendar having reached

an extent too conspicuous to be overlooked, and the fame of the Europeans who
visited the capital, having spread abroad, for their skill in astronomical science,

Longobardi and Terence were called by the Board of Rites to engage in the re-

formation of that all-important preiodical ;
Seu Kwang-k'e, Le Che-tsaou and

Le T'een-king, being appointed their coadjutors. A new board was established

by the emperor for this work, and Rho and Schaal were engaged on occasion of

the death of Terence. Before the death of Seu, which took place in 1633, ten
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books of astronomy written under his superintendence, had been laid before the

emperor. These form the nucleus of the work above-named, which increased to

its ultimate dimensions under the superintendence of Le T'een-king, who suc-

ceeded Seu as assessor of the board. It is divided into 11 parts, on The ele-

ments of the system, Standard numbers, Calculations, Instruments, General

operations, Sun's course, Fixed stars, Moon's path, Nodes and Conjunctions of

Sun and Moon, Five Planets, and Nodes and Conjunctions of the five Planets.

The whole is preceded by the various memorials and edicts which passed on the

subject ;
and there is an appendix by Schaal in two parts, consisting of biogra-

phical notices of Western astronomers, and an elucidation of the difference be-

tween the new and the old systems of chronology. The Ptolemaic system is still

adhered to throughout ;
and although Copernicus ^ Q $j Kopih-ne, Tycho

Brahe ffi -fa- Te kuh and even Kepler ^ljQ ji|f Kill pih urh are frequently
mentioned by name in connexion with their labours, there is only slight allu-

sions to the systems which have received their designations from these astrono-

mers. Tycho Brahe's discovery of the variation of obliquity of the ecliptic is

stated, and his numbers adopted for that and other elements, as also the solar

and lunar tables. The work was originally named the ^ jjjj| M ft? Ts'ung

clung leih shoo, but was afterwords changed to the preceding designation, in

consequence of the character lelh forming part of the emperor's name during the

Tv'ang-he period. It has been also published with the title BS 7^ JS^ ^\
^j^ Se ydng leihfd sin shoo.

Among the minor works of Seu Kwang-k'e, are three relating to practical

astronomy, written near the close of the Wan-lelh period, which were suggest-

ed by his intimacy with Eicci ^lj^ f^ Le Ma-toiu in former years. The
ijjlj

it fefe 4fl Ts'-ih ledngfd e is the substance of an oral translation by Kicci, be-

ing an explanation of tbe theory of astronomical measurements by means of the

right-angled triangle, and treats of, The construction of instruments, Shadows,

and Practical rules in sixteen Propositions, with an appendix on the Rule of

three. The ifjlj Tg J|. |HJj Ts'ili ledng e t'ung is a short treatise on the analogy

between the system of. angular measurement in the ancient native work Kew

chang, and the recently introduced European method, in which he points out

the identity of the theory, while there are some unimportant differences in the

practice, which he exemplifies in 6 propositions. The vj ffi* =fg Keu kob 6

is a development of the theory of the right-angled triangle, giving an arithmeti-

cal illustration of its geometrical properties

The ftpt ^ j!| HI HU |& Hwdn kae t'ung keen t'oo skwo, by Le Che-tsaou,

is a treatise on the stereographic projection of the celestial sphere, illustrated

by diagrams, and minute description, with tables of the positions of the fixed

stars and sun's declination. It was written in 1607.

The ^ ^ ^ Yuen yung Jeeaou e, written by Le Che-tsaou from the

dictation of Ricci, and published in 1614, is a short geometrical treatise, con-

sisting of IS propositions, on the proportional capacities of various figures

and bodies, commencing with the triangle aiid ascending by degrees to the circle

and sphere.

Notwishstanding the obvious superiority of the Jesuit methods of calculation
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over the native system then in use, prejudice was too strong in influentual

quarters, to admit of the adoption of the new theory during the Ming dynasty,

and it was not till the establishment of the Tsing on the imperial throne, that it

became the standard of the Astronomical Board. The early Manchu emperors

felt less difficulty in receiving it, and foreigners were encouraged to make known

at court the arts and sciences of the west. The very considerable contributions

thus obtained to the science of Astronomy, induced the second monarch of the

dynasty to conceive the idea of a new work, embodying all the most recent and

authentic information on this science, and in 1713 the J? Jp.^ jjj Lain

sedng Ic'adu ching, in 42 books, received the imperial imprimatur. The first

part is theoretical, the following practical, and the last consists of Tables. There

are several points in which this differs from the large work of the Ming. The

obliquity of the ecliptic is given from native observation as 23d. 29m. 30s. be-

ing 2 minutes less than Tycho Brahe. In the old work, for the equation of

time, the correction of the sun's velocity and declination is performed by a sin-

gle operation, while the new separates the two sources of error, making allow-

ance for the minute motion of the perihelion. There are also some differences

in tbe principle of calculating the positions of the heavenly bodies, and the epoch
is changed from the year 1628 to 1683

;
but the Ptolemaic theory is still retain-

ed. This work although a decided advance upon its predecessor, was in the

course of time found to be inadequate in some particulars ;
and scarcely a hun-

dred years had elapsed, when in view of the new discoveries and inventions in

European astronomy, by Cassini R|| Q f& Ko se-ne, Flamstead jfy H f$J

Fult-tan tih and others, and the imperfection of the original tables, an imperial

rescript in 1738 ordered an appendix to be added, embodying amended tables

and the recent improvements of the west. This was composed in 10 books,

chiefly by Ignatius Kosgler H^ >fM Jf Tae tsin-heen and Andre Pereyra fjj? ^
^ Seu Mow-tili. It gives the sun's parallax as 10 seconds, instead of 3 min-

utes the old number. The angle of refraction at the horizon is changed from 34

to 32 minutes, and at an altitude of 45 degrees, 59 seconds is given, instead of

5 seconds the former number. The elliptic orbits of the planets are suggested
as more conformable with observation than the epicycles, and Kepler's law of

equal areas in equal times is stated. The circulation of Venus, Mercury, and

Mars about the sun is also named, but the whole are still made to revolve about

the earth as the centre.

The fjH tfjj 0T tt Hea6u gan sin fa, in 6 books, written by 3E $10 f^

Wang Selh-ch'en, in 1643, professes to give a new system of astronomy. The
author who held aloof from the contentions prevailing between the advocates of

the rival systems, gives a compromise between the eastern and western theories,

together with the result of his own observations; for it was customary with him
when the sky was clear, at times to spend whole nights on the top of his house

gazing at the stars. He uses the centesimal division of the circle, and fixes the

tropical year at 365.2421866 days, while he makes the annual precession

1,437326 minute. The first book lays down the principles of trigonometry, and

the remainder is occupied with a general outline of the elements cf astronomy
The ^C ^ ^ JJ Teen po6 chin ywn is a small treatise on the calcuation
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of eclipses according to the European method, written about the commence-

ment of the present dynasty, by {3^ JH, jjfp See" Fung-tsoo, who had been in-

itiated into the western theory, by Nicolas Smogolenski ^j^ [& ^- Muli Ne-

Jco, then resident at Nanking. This is the first book in which logarithms are

introduced. The ^ $jk fg 5^, T'een he'd liwuy t'ung is another production

of the same author, in which he attempts to harmonize the old Chinese system
with the recent European. He reduces all the numbers of the new sexigesimal

gradation, to their equivalent in the centesimal calculus. The first part con-

tains the theory of the calculation of eclipses, which is followed by examples of-

the different methods, native and foreign.

The Jf|5 J^. 3 ff Leih swan tseiien shoo, in 60 books, is a collection of as-

tronomical and mathematical works by Mei Wuh-gan, an acute student and

one of the most voluminous writers on this branch of science during the present

dynasty. In 1702, when the emperor visited Ke'ang-nan, he marked Mei
with distinguished honour, on account of his writings, which had been previous-

ly presented, and he was called to assist in the great imperial work th^n in pro-

gress. Mei's manuscripts to the number of 29 different works were collected

and published under the above title, by f$| |gj fyt Wei Le-t'ung, in 1723,

The contents consist of, JM ^ 501: 5] Leih hed e ivdn "Chronological

doubts," JU if? $fe f^ ^jf Leih heo e ivan pod "Addenda to the preceding,"

,5 ^ ^ 55 Leih he'd id wan "Questions on chronology," )& . 7^ Jp: ^
Hoo san heo Iceu yaou "Essentials of spherical trigonometry," I|| Pp ^p /\.

Swan chUng shod ch'ih ''Arithmetic of the circle," ^ jj|] i-j}j J^| ^ -%
Suy chow te t'06 ho k'abn "Investigation of the length of the year and the

degree," ^p it. /[ . ;gg g^ Ping leih ting san ch'a shwd "
Planetary varia-

tions," ^ 31 ^7 Tung che k'abu "
Investigation regarding the winter solstice,"

Choo fang jih Tceio "The sun's course according to various lati-

^ ^ Woo sing ke yaou
"
Essentials of planetary astronomy,"

H sin9 punfa
" The law of the motion of Mars," -b 3 ^ffl^

Ts'eih ching se ts'a'ou
" Calculations for the paths of the sun, moon and planets,"

^ /

fBl HI /f>E ^ Kioel jih how sing &e yaou
" Observation of the sun and

stars," Hi sgj ^jg ^E Urh ming pod cho6 "Supplementary remarks on two astro-

nomical instruments," ^g^ '|jt >]X Leih heo peen che "
Explanation of the Ming

dynasty chronology," ^ ^ ^ ^ Keaou shih Jcivdn keen " Brief remarks on

eclipses," ^ ^ ^ 5|c Keaou shih mung Ic'tio "Inquiry regarding solar eclip-

ses,
"
"^ ^! ^Jj^ Koo swdn yen led

" Notes on ancient arithmetic," ^ ^!
Ch'ow swdn "On the principle of Napier's rods," sji j|t Pieh sitan "on writ-

ten arithmetic," j^| ^C^ ^jj Tod sivdn shih U "Explanation of trigonomet-

rical calculations,
"

~)j jj^ Fang ch'ing
"
Equations," ^tj ^ (l|j ^ JTe ioo

c/t'6i we.
"
Mysteries of the right-angled triangle revealed," EE: "^ ^ ^ ^

/^aw keofd keu yaou "Essentials of trigonometry," ^ |glj [| ^^ iTtirte Arc

2/were c/te Araw " Elucidation of the dissection of the circle," Jj j| ^ ^
^Vtwy ywre 7rtt'e/t isei'/t

" Areas of the square and circle," =S|| 'fSf^ )||g ^e 7*(5

jjoo p*ew
"
Supplementary treatise on geometry," ^P* ^ t^ *B Shabu hvung

shih e
"
Gleanings on evolution," ^ %$ i^l] ^ Ts'een too ts'ih Hang "Men-

suration of earthwork." Besides the above collection, Mei left 59 other works

TO ~/J H
tudes," -ft.
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on kindred subjects, the greater part of which have been allowed to remain in

manuscript. A minor essay of this author has been published with the title

^f? SH lit Hed leih shiuo, in which in a dialogue form, he urges the impor-
tance of a general knowledge of the principles of astronomy, as a means of over-

turning astrological superstitions. Another published essay by the same, is

entitled ~j^f ^ |j^ 3? Kod swan Jc'e k'aou "Inquiry regarding ancient calcu-

lating instruments," in which he shews that the use of the abacus in China is

comparatively recent, probably not earlier than the 12th century.

The IgJ *f^ Sod lino, in 8 books, is a series of strictures on Mei Wuh-gan's

publications, by Ke'ang Yung, who wrote during the 18th century, and

adopted the principles laid down in the Leih seang k'aou ching. It discusses

seriatim, The Science of chronology, Variation in the length of the year,

Length of the 24 solar periods, Elements for determining the winter solstice, i. e.

the mean year, motion of the apsides, and variation in the diameter of the sun's

cycle and epicycle, Discussion on the motions of the sun, moon and planets,

Peculiarities in the motions of Venus and Mercury, Comparison of the native

with the European theories, and Contributions to trigonometrical computation.

The last section is further extended in a supplementary chapter.

History and tradition alike warrant the belief that arithmetic has been culti-

vated as a science among the Chinese for many ages past. There are vague in-

timations of a work on this subject in 9 sections, having been used officially dur-

ing the Chow dynasty. This is said to have suffered to some extent the fate of

other literary works, at the time of the general burning durning the Tsin. Im-

perfect fragments of it are stated to have been collected together by H ^jr Chang

Ts'ang in the early part of the Han, who arranged, corrected and edited them

with additions, under the title ^L Jfl j$ $j Kew chang swan shuh. Some

think however from internal evidence, that it was not written earlier than the

Christian era. A commentary on this is attributed to fPJ $j[ Lew Hwuy,
with the date A. D. 263

;
and an exposition was further added by Le Chun-fung

of the Tang; in which state it seems to have been well known during that dy-

nasty. In the Sung it was preserved as a rarity, and was lost entirely during the

Ming ;
the copy now preserved, was extracted piecemeal from the great cyclopfe-

dia Yung lo td teSn, but is found to agree very exactly with the quotations from,

and descriptions given of Le Chun-fung's work. It has been carefully corrected,

reedited by able hands, and repeatedly republished in modern times. The

names of the 9 sections which give the title to the book may be translated, Plane

mensuration, Proportion, Fellowship, Evolution, Mensuration of solids, Alliga-

tion, Surplus and deficit, Equations, and Trigonometry. This occupies 9 books,

containing in all 246 problems, and there is an additional book at the end, with

the sounds and meaning of the characters, by Le Tselh. It was formerly illus-

trated by diagrams, but these were already lost during the Sung.

Next in order of time is the -^ -f~ 5?- $2 > un tsz& swan Icing, which con-

sists of a series of problems in arithmetic, with particular explanations of each

proposition. It begins with scales of weights and measures and notation, which

are followed by a table of the density of various mineral substances, and two

rules for multiplication and division. Nothing is known of the author
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Sun tsze, but it is supposed to have been written about the 3rd century. The

work as a whole has been long lost, and the editions now in circulation follow

a copy made of extracts from the Yung id td teen.

The ^ $tj fill jig Soo shuli ke e, which professes to be written by

Sen Yo of the Han dynasty, is a small treatise in a very obscure style, which

commenciiig with some vague Taouist phraseology, gives details on the Bud-

dhist numeration, and particularizes 14 professedly ancient systems of calcula-

tion. A commentary, said to be by Chin Lwan of the 6th century, enters with

more minuteness into the subject. A work of this character and title is known

to have been in existence during the Tang, but there is tolerably good evidence

that it has been long lost since that time, and that the present is a later fabri-

cation. Although however it is a spurious production, yet it is still an ancient

work, and valued as such.

The '/$ ^ 3$. $5 Hae tabu swun Icing , consists of 9 problems in practical

trigonometry, with minute elucidation, written by Lew H\vuy, and was ori-

ginally appended as an exposition to the last book of the Keia ckang swan shuh.

It was afterwards published as a separate volume with diagrams, tinder the

title JH ^ Chung ch'a, which refers to the method of taking observations by a

series of stiles of different lengths. This was changed for the present title dur-

ing the Tang, when a commentary was added by Le Chun-fung. The ancient

copies, have all been long lost, and the present editions are extracted from the

Yung lo td teen.

The jE. |f 0f- $2 Woo tsaou swan king is a treatise by an unknown hand

on five different classes of arithmetical problems, i. e. Land measure calculations r

Military calculations, Calculations on the comparative value of grain, Calcula-

tions on the bulk of grain, and Calculations on the circulating medium. As
there was a commentary on this by Chin Lwan, the original is thought to be of

earlier date than the 6th century. It was already out of print in the 12th cen-

tury, since which time it has been handed down by manuscript copies very faul-

ty, in the possession of private hands, until within a recent period, when these

have been corrected by the dismembered extracts in the Yung to ta teen, and

several times republished.

The JJ^ \jjy JJji jp? Hea Ii6w y&ng swan king is the most simple and prac-
tical of all the ancient arithmetical treatises. The subject matter is confined to

the rules of the ancient Keio chang, but the author omits all questions that did

not actually bear upon the business of daily life. There are some important
notes on weights and measures, especially on the variation in measures of capa-

city and length. It is not known when the author J|[ ^ H| Hea-how Yang
lived, but it is reported to have had a commentary by Chin Lwan, which would

make it as early as the beginning of the 6th century at least; circumstances of a

later period than Chin Lwan however are mentioned in the text, which has led

to the belief that additions have been made by another hand. The work as a

separate publication has long been lost sight of, and the copies as now restored

aud published, have been obtained from the Yung Id td teen. It is so much

divided into small sections in that thesaurus however, that it is very doubtful

if we now have it in its exact ancient form.
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The 3L. $2 ^t $j Woo king sivdn sMh is a mathematical elucidation of

various points stated in the Yih king, Shoo king, She Icing, Le ke, Chow le, E
le, Ch'un ts'ew, Heaou king, and Lun yu, written by Chin Lwan, and commen-
ted by Le Chun-fung. Besides its worth as a mathematical antiquity, it is

valued for a number of quotations from ancient historical works, which have

accumulated errors in the course of time. Like the preceding works, this also

was lost long before the present dynasty, and has been restored from the Yung
lo t& teen, which it is believed contains the complete work distributed in va-

rious parts.

The jjH jrj) iH JfC ;|| Chang k'etv keen swdn king is an arithmetical treatise

of uncertain date, by H jrj) 3H Chang K'ew-keen. It is only known that it

was written posterior to those of Hea-how Yang and Sun tsze, both of which

the author quotes, and must be at least as early as Chin Lwan who wrote a

commentary on it. There is an elucidation of the problems appended, by

%$\ ^r 3& kew Heaou-sun of the Tang, and notes by Le Chun-fung. It be-

gins with exercises in Fractions, after which are 4 problems in Trigonometry,
and these are followed by a variety of questions in Alligation, Mensuration of

solids, Fellowship, and Plane mensuration. This work has come down to us

perfect, from the edition printed in the Sung dynasty.

The It "3? $ Ts'eili k'oo swdn king, by ] ^ ^ Wang Heaou-t'ung
of the Tang dynasty, consists of 20 problems on the principle of Solid men-

suration, with a commentary by the author. This treatise is considered some-

what abstruse by the natives. It has reached us entire, with the exception of

a few lines at the end where part of the page in the ancient copy had been torn

away. The author in his preface, offers a thousand taels of silver, to any one

who will detect a single word of error in the work. An exposition was written
_.^ _f - . f ^

on this book by gj| :$ ^ Chang Tun-jin, in 1801, in which the working out

of every problem is shewn at full length, according to the T'een yu&n process.

Old catalogues mention a book of the stars, with the title Iji ^ Sing king,

written during the Han, by "^^ Kan Kung and ^ ^ Shlh Shin. An an-

cient work with the same title is still extant; some have thought this to be the

Bame, but it has been concluded on critical evidence, that it cannot be older than

the Tang dynasty. The figures of the several constellations visible from the lati-

tude of China are given, with a short description, and astrological notes to each.

The f|i ^L JfL Sod shoo Iceio chang, in 18 books, written by fp ~j\^ |^}

Tsin Kew-shaou in 1247, is almost the only treatise specially on arithmetic,

which appeared during the Sung dynasty. Although it is divided into 9 sections,

it is an entirely different arrangement of subjects from the more ancient work

with same name. The first section contains a new formula for the resolution of

indeterminate problems, called ~fc fff Td yen, being analogous to the better

known Hindoo process Cuttaca, which Colebrooke translates " Pulverizer."

This forms the root of the following 8 sections, which treat respectively of,

Chronological calculations, Land mensuration, Trigonometrical calculations,

State service, Imposts, Fortifications, Military calculations, and Barter. The most

notable point however is the introduction of the jfc 7C 'i"een yuen, or Chinese

system of Algebra, this being the earliest work in which this process is found.
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The numeral expressions are all written horizontally. A critical examination and

correction of the typographical and other errors in this was published in 1842, by

^ j|i- H Sung King-ch'ang, with the title f|c 7L ^ ^L HE *S shoo

kew chang did lee,

The $$) HH '/$ ft 2V*74 yuen hae king, in 12 books, by ^ '/ Le Yay,
bears date 1248. This is a work on trigonometrical calculation, illustrating at

great length the T'een yuen process. The first page has a diagram of a circle

contained in a triangle, which is dissected into 15 different figures; the defini-

tions and ratios of the several parts are then given, and these are followed by
170 problems, in which the principles of the new science are seen to advantage.

There is an exposition and scholia throughout by the author. A series of ex-

planatory notes were added by^ j Le Juy, when it was republished in 1797.

It is said, that the author having collected several hundred books of his owu

manuscript, when on his death-bed committed them to the care of his son,

with the injunction to burn them all except the work in question, which he

valued above the others. The g lif ^ J^t Yih Icoo yen fivan. is another pro-

duction of the same author, written in 1282, and consists of 64 geometrical

problems, illustrating the principles of Plane mensuration, Evolution, and other

rules, the whole being developed by means of the T'een yuen.

In 1261, %jy pp Yang Hwuy wrote a treatise explanatory of the arithme-

tical formulae in the last 5 sections of the ancient Kew dicing, with the title

jp $$ JL Jp ^ Jife Tse&ng keae hiw chang sivdnfd, the last part of which is

a classified arrangement of the ancient text. In the course of ages, numerous

errors having crept into the existing copies of this work, a critical examination,

with a rectification of the defects, was published in 1842, by Sung King-

ch'ang, with the title ^ $$ J\ JJ!. Jjf- fe >^L m&TsiAng keae Icho dicing swan

fd did ke. In 1275, the same author completed another work on arithmetic in

6 books, entitled ^7 pji jrp. 5^ Ydny liwuy sicdnfd. This consists of, Ready
methods for calculating land measure, Arithmetical transformations, Thesaurus

of multiplicational and divisional transfornations, Application of arithmetical

formulas, and Problems supplementary to ancient authors. The use of the T'een

yuen and horizontal notation are found to a small extent in this treatise. Like

the preceding, in the copies that have come down to us, the faults are very nu-

merous, and these have also been corrected by the same author, in a pamphlet

entitled $jy p{i JJrf. ^g- ^L fE Ydng Inuuy sivdnfd did ke.

The J|!^ ^ 3JJ? Sivdn heo Ic'e mung is a general treatise on arithmetic, by

^Jc ft$ Choo She-kee, published in 1299, containing 259 problems on the

various branches of calculation and mensuration, with ample exposition and

notes, in the latter part of which a good deal of use is made of the T'een yuen.

The work had been lost in China for several centuries, and was recently recovered

from a Corean envoy in the capital, having been reprinted in that country in

1660. A new edition was issued at Yang-chow in 1829. The same author

completed the |5j 7C 31 $H Sze yuen y&h keen in 1303, which is a develop-

ment of an extension of the T'een yuen algebra, by using four symbols of quan-

tity instead of one, or rather using the equivalent of symbols in the peculiar

manner of arranging the positions. There are 288 problems in all, many of them
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of considerable complexity; some containing several unknown quantities, and

involving the extraction of roots, sometimes as high as the 13th power, which

is performed by exactly the same process as that discovered by Horner in 1819,
known as his "Rule for solving equations of all orders," forming an essential

part of the T'een yuen also. This like the other work of Choo was unknown to

the public during the Ming dynasty, and has been transmitted in private libra-

ries by manuscript copies, one of which was obtained during the present century,

by Yuen Yuen, who published it with a further elucidation by ^H ^ ^jf L6

Ming-heang, in 1836, under the title ty\ 7C 3E m J^Bl -^- Sz6 yuen yuh keen

se ts'abu. An elaborate development of the principle of the Sz6 yuen or '' Four

monad" process, by L6 Ming-heang, was also published the same year, with

the title 7C ?^ t^i &** yu *n s 1̂ &
The ~7~ 1=1 ^ $; Tiny lieu siv&nfa is a collection of problems in arithme-

tic, with little apparent order in the arrangement. There are a few rules given,

and an exposition to each problem, the horizontal notation being occasionally

employed. This was written by Ting Keu, in 1355.

The 5^ JH jf>JH JpL T'Ow leen se ts'abu is a work similar in character to the

preceding, but more minute in the expository details. It was probably written

about the same period, but the author's name is lost.

About the middle of the Ming dynasty, ^^ -f>/. Ch'ing Ta-wei composed
the J^i yg? Wf> ^f> Swan fa t'ung tsuny, in 17 books, the main object of which is

to elucidate the principle of the abacus, in its application to the rules of arithmetic.

It gives a general detail of the formulae of the Kew chany ; but there is little

originality, and the style of the composition is rugged and prolix in the extreme.

The (^J ^ ?k "J19 T'iiny wan siv&n che, in 10 books, is a treatise on arith-

metic, by Le Che-tsaou, published in 1614, being a digest of the science as then

known in Europe, which had been communicated to him by Ilicci. It is divided

into, two parts ;
the first or preliminary portion merely containing the rules

for Notation, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, and the various

operations of Fractional computation. The second part which comprises four

fifths of the whole, treats at great length on the Rule of three in all its phases,

Extraction of roots, and Trigonometrical calculations. There is scarcely any-

thing in this work that is not to be found in the ancient native treatise Kew
chany, while the latter contains several points actually in advance of the new

system. But mathematical studies having been long dormant in China, when

the Jusuits arrived, few if any of the native scholars knew what the ancient

works contained, and the missionaries were left to teach many things as new,

which had been well understood in China for ages past. The consequence was

the introduction of a new nomenclature in place of the old established termino-

logy, and the latter having been since restored by native mathematicians, there

are now two systems of terms, botli which being partially or simultaneously

adopted in many modern treatises, have introduced a looseness and inaccuracy
of phraseology, little to the advantage of mathematical studies. There are two

prefaces to this treatise, by Le Che-tsaou and Seu Kwang-k'e.

Although the Chinese were well versed in trigonometry, both plane and spheri-

cal, the latter having been introduced in the 13th century, yet the science of
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geometry as handed down from the time of Euclid, was altogether new to them.

The first 6 books of the "Elements of Geometry," having been orally translated

by Eicci, and written out by Sen Kwang-k'e, under the title jjfc f5f J* 2| Ke

ho yuen pun, were much studied by mathematicians, among which class the

work has retained its popularity ever since. It has notes throughout translated

from Clavius, under whom Ricci studied the exact sciences. The last 9 books

have been recently translated, and were published at Sung-keang, in 1857.

The ~Jf. Jja %~f jx y$f Wobsinghing t'o6lcea$'\s a short treatise on the planet-

ary system, by Wang Selh-ch'en mentioned above, in which he abandons the

Ptolemaic theory, then recognized as the doctrine of Europe, and propounds a

system substantially the same as that of Tycho Brahe, placing the earth in the

centre, and making the five planets revolve about the sun in its circuit round

the earth. This he published as his own theory, in opposition to the astronomy
of the west, and there is nothing improbable in the opinion that he thought it

out for himself; although it is possible he may have got some hints on the sub-

ject, from the missionaries then in China, who were quite familiar with the

principles of Tycho's system.

The ^ 7t jfp Bl 3 Hf T'een yuen leih le, tseuen shoo, in 51 books, is a

treatise on astronomy and chronology, by j? fj| Seu fa", published in 1682. It

is divided into 8 parts, on First principles, Examination of ancient records,

Determination of laws, Chronology of ages, Verification of periods, Critical in-

vestigation of the classics histories and commentaries, Narrative of celestial

observations through successive ages, and Record of celestial observations. The
author does not shew much skill in regard to mathematics, but has considerable

talent for the critical investigation of antiquity. He adopts without reserve, the

chronology of the Ch&h shoo ke n'een and the Keili chuny choiv shoo, which he dis-

cusses at some length, and gives the result in a tabular form, beginning with the

year B. c. 2164 and extending to A. D. 1662. He has some notes on the Buddhist

cosmogony, which he seems to think may be reconciled with European theory.

In 1713, the same year that the Leih seang k'abu ching was completed, a

companion work from .the same source also appeared, containing the mathema-
tical processes initiatory to the astronomical formula? in the above. This gives

a comprehensive detail of the science of arithmetic as it then stood, embracing
all the recent European introductions, under the title ig lH /fjf^ Sod le tsing

yun, and is divided into three parts. The first part in 5 books is discursive

and theoretical, in which the origin of numeration is traced up to the ancient

snges of China, and the nucleus of the Chow pe is given with a commentary.
Next is a treatise on Geometry, giving the theory of linear measurements,
which is followed by a demonstration of the theory of numbers. The second

part in 40 books is practical being divided into 5 sections, the first of which

gives Weights, Measures, Notation, and the initial rules of arithmetic
;
the

second section treats of linear measurement in all its varieties ;
the third is on

surfaces, with their relative proportions ; the fourth is on solids of every -kind

plane and curved. The last section contains the earliest record we have of the

process of European Algebra, which had been introduced into China by some

of the missionaries, under the title^ $| ~)j Ts'eay lean fang. The native al-
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gebra T'een yu&n does not seem to have been known by the compilers, as it is

not even mentioned. This section also gives the earliest complete treatise on

Logarithms, which is followed by details on the use of the sector. The third part
contains 8 books of tables; first the 8 lines of the trigonometrical canon for

every 10 seconds; next is a table of factors of numbers up to 100,000, with a

catalogue of prime numbers at the end; then follows a table of logarithms of

natural numbers up to 100,000, which appears to be a transcript of Vlacq's

table published in Holland in 1628, as it contains the six errors of that table

faithfully copied; the last two books are a table of the logarithms of the 8

lines of the trigonometrical canon for every 10 seconds.

The above publication with the Leih scdng k'adu ching, and a third work on

music, entiled $ TF Ifft Leilh leu ching 6, together constitute the grand
thesaurus of the exact sciences, known a the ^ |? ^ iJJjK Le&h leth yuen

yuen, drawn up under direct imperial superintendence, commenced during the

years of K'ang-he, completed in those of Yung-ching, and published early in the

Keen-lung period. The treatise on music, which is held to be closely connect-

ed with mathematics, is divided into three parts, the first of which is occupied
with the theory of music, including the proportional dimensions of wind and

stringed instruments; the second part reduces to practice the preceding principles,

in their application to the different kinds of instruments in use in China; the third

part is a description of the European system of music, drawn up by the aid of

Thomas Pereyra J? H 3r & U Jib shing, and an Italian missionary called by
the Chinese fjgi JB. $^ Tlh Le-klh. It is illustrated by specimens of European
musical notation, and like other parts of the work, is exceedingly clear and

simple in style, the whole being engraved in the highest perfection of art. As

a supplement to the preceding, an elaborate work on music was published in

1746, with the title -0p[ TF. !g| ^ |w Leuh leu ching e how p'een, in 120

books, professing to be from the imperial hand. Under 10 heads, this gives a

minute detail of all matters connected with the music for the several depart-

ments of the state service, throughout the successive dynasties, with a discus-

sion of the mathematical questions connected with the subject.

The fgC BC fff S 6 t' yen ,
m 23 books, is a mathematical summary, com-

piled by ~)j PJ3 3j, Fang Chung-t'ung, early in the present dynasty, he hav-

ing inherited a taste for such studies from his father ~)j Jt ^ Fang E-che,
who held a high office under the Ming, and was distinguished for his attain-

ments in the science. The attachment of the father to the fallen dynasty,
drew upon the sou the suspicion of the ruling powers, and he was consequently

obliged to retire from public notice for a season. From this cause the above-

named work remained in manuscript for thirty years, before the author took

any steps towards the publication, and it was not till about 1721 that it

issued from the press. After some initiatory chapters on the source of numbers
and music, it gives a treatise on Geometry, drawn up from Kicci's translation of

Euclid; next is given the method of calculation by the abacus, after the Sw&n
fa t'uny tsung, a treatise on the abacus published in the Ming dynasty; next
are successive chapters on Written arithmetic, the use of Napier's rods and cal-

culations by the Sector, air which he seems to have learned from the Tung
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wan swan che, and the Sin fa swan shoo; after these the several rules of the

Kew chang are expounded at great length, following the same order in which

they are given in the 806 le tsing yun.

The vj JJit 7) 3p KKU Icoo yin mung, an elementary treatise on mathematics,

by $ji if Ch'in Heu, was completed in 1722, being in great part a compilation
from previous works. It begins with a rule for Addition from the T'ung wan
swdn die; Subtraction is borrowed from Mei Wuh-gan's Pcih swan; Multipli-

cation is from the Swan fa t'ung tsung ; Division is taken from Mei's Ch'oio

swan. Next is a chapter on Notation, in which the author adopts the Euro-

pean horizontal plan. The following chapters are on Evolution, and the use of

the Right-angled triangle, but in neither of these is the subject thoroughly ex-

pounded. The next chapter, on Trigonometry, is from Mei's San Jieofd keti yaou,
with explanatory details. The last^hapter is an abbreviated table of the Lines

of trigonometry, as given in the first translated European works. There ap-

pears to be little original in the work, but it may be useful to a beginner.

The ffii 3?^ $$ T'ny po6fa Iceae is a treatise on practical astronomy, by

Keang Yung, consisting of a number of arithmetical fromulse for calculating

the conditions of the sun and planets. The first part is on the calculation of

the sun's course; the next is for the moon's path; after which follows the rules

for computing lunar eclipses; this is succeeded by corresponding rules for

solar eclipses ;
and the last contains particular directions for the calculation of

each of the five planets.

TheM f^ ^5 ^ Leih tae lun t'een, by ^ $8 f Yang Chaou-kili, is a

narrative of the progress of astronomical science in China, from the earliest pe-

riod, down to the present dynasty, with a discussion of the changes that have

taken place in the computation of the elements, through successive dynasties.

The >pi ^ Ts'ih sw&n is a treatise on the use of Napier's rods in calculation,

written by J| |ff Tae Chin, in 1744. This art was first introduced into China

by James Kho, while holding office in the Astronomical board, near the close of

the Ming dynasty, and is still used by mathematicians.

The jpj ^ff *^i 5^ Sh&ng shoo shih t' en, in 6 books, is an explanation of

the Astronomy of the Shoo king, by ^ ]^f ^ Shing Plh-urh, written be-

tween the years 1749 and 1753. The author seems to have a thorough knowledge

of the different prevailing astronomical theories, and prefers the Tychonic to

the old Ptolemaic system.

The ^L l|& :JL ^Ir K&w soo t'ung k'adu, in 12 books, published in 1773, is

merely an epitome of the Sod le tsing yun, by J[$ "If* |^ K'euh Tsang-fa,

who says he first procured that work when on a visit to the capital in 1745,

which led to his application to mathematical pursuits, and laid the foundation

for the treatise in question.

The IfiJ H) $? 2|l Jf| ^ Kb yiHen meih s&h tsee fa is an elucidation of a

new method of finding the lines of trigonometry, by means of infinite series.

The work was begun by E$j ^ [) Ming-gan-t'oo, a Manchu and President of

the Astronomical board, about the middle of the 18th century, and was com-

pleted by his pupil ^ $j ffi Ch'in Tse-sin, in 1774. The principle of this

method had been intioduced by a European missionary, called by the Chinese
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^ Too Telh-mei, and is extended by Ming-gan-t'oo; who adopts a

number of arbitrary roots on the algebraic principle. The first part of the work

contains the rules for finding the several lines of the canon from certain data;
the next gives the application of the preceding rules to the resolution of given

problems; and the last is an explanation of the theory.

The $ $ J^ |f Pe ivei so yen, by ^ *j ^ Go Pa6u-ts'ing, published
in 1800, is a popular little work giving the leading points in arithmetic, trig-

onometry, geography, and astronomy, in a simple form, illustrated by cuts of

the stars and the celestial sphere, and other diagrams. The author shews that

he is indebted to European teaching for much of his matter.

The^ flf jjl &jk "fcy^Tjfc. King shoo swan he'd t'een ivdn Jc'adu is an elu-

cidation of the various mathematical and astronomical problems occurring in

the classical and canonical works, written by -$|[^ flji Ch'in Mow-ling, in

1797. This contains the discussion of a number of questions omitted in the

Woo king siudn shfih, and the operations are carried to a greater degree of re-

finement, by means of the modern improvements in the science.

The '(Hf ^jf jfp. K| Hang chae sw&n hed, in 6 books, is a treatise on several

theorems in trigonometry, by */3E ^ Wang Lae, written in the latter part of

last century, and published in 1802. The author is evidently an original

thinker, and shews a very clear knowledge of his subject.

The >pl jf. ^jlj K'ew yih sivdn sliuh is a small treatise written by Chang
Tun-jin, in 1803, on the K'ew yih, which is the process employed by Tsin

Kew-shaou in the operation of the Ta yen formula. The first part gives the

rules for the several steps of the process ;
the second contains the application to

a miscellaneous selection of indeterminate problems ;
and the third shews the

main object to whicli this formula is applied, in calculating the distance of any

period of time from the epoch in a given system, which is illustrated at great

length in five problems.

The Jij jfC fjH >j< Kaon how mung k'ew is a collection of articles relating to

astronomical science, drawn up at various times during the Kea-k'ing period,

^7 M* w K*L Seu Ch'aou-seun. It is divided into 5 parts, the first of which

is occupied with the elementary facts of astronomy, and includes a very ancient

description of the sidereal heavens. The second part contains the elements of

geography. The third part consists of rules and directions for dialling, plates

of 45 constellations, tables and rules for finding the time by the moon and stars,

and plates and description of clockwork. The fourth part is on celestial and

terrestrial maps and globes, and solar observations with the rules relating there-

to. The fifth part is a table of the sun's altitude at various latitudes, seasons

and hours. There are two large planisphere maps of the heavens published

with this work, giving the names of the several constellations north and south

and the numbers of the stars in Chinese and Arabic numerals. The author has

evidently been under much obligation to the writings of foreigners for his infor-

mation, but he is far from placing an implicit faith in all that they say, and

steadily refuses to admit the earth's motion as a probable fact.

The^ j^ jf[ Le she e shoo is a collection of the posthumous works of

Lo Juy, published ia 1823. This author who died in 1818, is probably the
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most distinguished writer on mathematics during the present century. There

are 11 works in the above collection; i. e. Examination of the chronology in

the 1st section of the 5th book of the Shoo king, Explanation of the . . jpi

San t'ung chronology, Explanation of the (^ ft Sz&fun chronology, Explana-

tion of the
ijj |fl Keen seeing chronology, Explanation of the Spi 7C Fung

I/wen chronology, Explanation of the pj fc Chen t'een chronology, On discrep-

ancies in the measure of the day, Exposition of a new system of equations,

Minute exposition of trigonometrical formulae, Minute exposition of "Rules for

calculating arcs and versed-sines," and Observations on Evolution. The last

but one of these is an elucidation of the problems in the fl> ^k. J$- WT Hoo

she swan shuli, a treatise on the Arc and Versed-sine, written by H ] jpp

Koo Yiug-tseang, about the middle of the Ming dynasty. The latter had
-i . j t

\
i .f

gathered his ideas on this subject from a work by ffi -rj* vfc Ko Show-king of

the Yuen, entitled }x ^ 5S ^3- Show she leih t'saou, in which by means of

the T'een yuen, he developes the application of arcs and versed-sines in the sys-

tem of chronology of which he was the author. In Koo's time the T'een yuen

having fallen into disuse for more than a hundred years, he failed to catch the

spirit of the process, and having pondered over the trigonometrical subtleties of

Ko Show-king's work, he removed every vestige of the T'een yuen, and pub-
lished a series of illustrative problems, accompanied by an exposition according

to the common rules of arithmetic, with the above-named title, as he had before

published the Ts'ih yuen hae king, subject to the same expurgation. Le Juy
reverses the operation, and gives the working out of Koo's problems according

to the T'een yuen.

The 13 ^ Hij g& Yuen t'een t'od shwo is a general treatise on astronomy, by

^ ftft ^ Le Ming-ch'e, a Taouist priest, published in 1821. The author

adopts the Ptolemaic system as given by Diaz in the T'een loan leo, giving the

modern corrections for the various elements. In a supplement however, nearly

as large as the original, he seems to have changed his views, and adopts the

Tychonic theory. The work is illustrated throughout with well-cut diagrams.

The ^f" jff 0f t^J Tsctng kieang sin shfih is a collection of original problems

in astronomy, regarding solar and lunar determinations, written by Lo Ming-

Leang, in 1821. The 'pj ^ ^ rn ^ fo JiB Keu &d yung san sze shih e was

written in 1826 by the same hand, and is intended to elucidate the principle of

the right-angled triangle, by means of the Teen yuen, regarding particularly

the contained circle, square, and perpendicular of the hypotheneuse. In 1827,

this author wrote the $pa 7C yL :5\ Yen yuen Jceio shih, consisting of an ex-

tended development of the capabilities of the Sze yuen, or Quadriliteral algebra,

which is elucidated at considerable length in 9 problems. The JjJ $fl ^ ^
Tac chuy tseih yen is another production of the same author, written in 1837,

being a treatise on the geometrical properties of the cone, the operations in

which are all performed by the T'een yuen. The 5H> ^ 3?-^ ^j| Hoo she

sivdn shfih pod, written by the same author in 1840, is an extension of Le Juy's
treatise on the Arc and Versed-sine, containing nearly four times the original

number of problems, with a lengthy development of the rules for each, accord-

ing to the T'een yuen. There is an introductory section by Yuen Yuen. An-
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other small work which L6 Ming-heang completed the same year as the

preceding, is entitled .
"jig ppfl jj> \jj. ffi] San keb hd JceaGu swdn le, which

consists of 24 problems, embracing 96 rules on the calculation of angles, the

aim of the author being to shew, that the ancient doctrine of the right-angled

triangle contains the principle of the modern trigonometry imported from Europe.

The ffl $&^ Iffi- jlla 5fc Chow ivod chuen ting ming k'ami, by the same

hand, is a chronological investigation, to ascertain the date of an ancient vase

kept at Tseaou shan (Silver island) in the Yang-tsze ke'ang. The only data fur-

nished on the inscription are that it belongs to the Chow dynasty, at a period

when the day after lull of the 9th month was the 31st day of the cycle. This

he determines to be in the 16th year of jjjf -p' Seuen wang, which according to

to the commonly received chronology, would be B. c. 812.

The ^ ^C $H T'een wan lay consists of a collection of extracts from ancient

works regarding Astronomy.

The 3pL^ |l[ ^7 Jj Jf& T'sity ivei shanfdug sivdn hed is a mathematical

compendium published in the earlier part of the Taou-kwang period, by H
tfr TW Chang Tso-nan, in 38 books, consisting of 15 parts, on Solid mensura-

tion, including a chapter on European algebra, Additional rules for plane men-

suration, Supplementary section on Solid and plane mensuration, which treats

of the T'een yuen algebra, Tables of the eight lines of the canon, Logarithmic
tables of the eight lines, Problems on spherical trigonometry, Chief points in

spherical trigonometry, Tables of terrestrial longitude and latitude, Latitude

and solar tables, Tables of altitude throughout the year, Maps and tables of the

fixed stars, Maps and tables of the meridian stars, Tables of meridian stars ac-

cording to the several watches, Tables of meridian stars according to the several

hours, and Formulae for calculating eclipses. This appears to be a compilation
from various sources, with nothing original; there is a want of uniformity also,

the numbers in some of the tables being read from right to left, and in others

from left to right; it is useful however as a book of reference.

The SB^^^C-^^IH-^-ISIW Hoo she sio&n shah se ts'abu t'od Iceae is

an elucidation of Le Jiiy's $& ^ ^C $f $ffl^ Hoo she. swdn shuh se ts'adu
" Minute exposition of Rules for calculating arcs and versed-sines," written by

^ ^ ^ Fung Kwei-fun, one of his pupils, in 1839, and illustrated by dia-

grams; the additional matter being chiefly from the manuscript notes he had
made under Le's personal instruction. Another production of the same writer

is the fjfa ^ 7C^ *T Jfc ^t Heenfung yuen ne&n clmng sing peaou, being
tables of 100 meridian stars for the year 1851. First is a table giving the

minute when each passes the meridian, for twelve successive periods throughout
the year; next is a table of the right ascension, annual precession and magnitude
of each; which is followed by a table for turning degrees of right ascension into

time or vice versa.

The J ^ ~fc fjfc Sivdnfd ta ching, in 21 books, is a compendium of math-

ematics of recent date, by ^|[ ^ Ch'in K'e'e, in two parts, the first of which

was published in 1843, and contains the common rules 'of Arithmetic, Loga-

rithms, and Plane and spherical trigonometry; the second part, which appears to
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be still in manuscript, treats of Mathematical chronology, and Practical rules

regarding Agriculture and Military service. The author states it to be his object

merely to give simple and useful rules, and consequen tly omits all notice of the

T'ien yuen and kindred processes, which he regards as rather curious than

edifying. For the mechanical part of calculation, he prefers the abacus as the

most convenient, after which he places Napier's rods, and considers pencil cal-

culation as the least advantageous of all.

The 1| $ $${ E yew l&Ii, by Jf$ Jiff J| L6 T'ang-fung, published in 1843,

two years after the author's death, consists of a series of articles including prob-

lems on the salient points of mathematics, ancient and modern. The European
notation is generally adopted, but that of the T'ien yitin is also used occasionally.

The latter process is explained, as also the European algebra, the Ketiv yih, Trig-

onometry, and the ancient native system of Equations. Another treatise of

the same author was published at the same time, with the title pq Jj 4p $]
K'ae fang sJiih U, explaining the theory of Evolution in all its ramifications,

including an ample detail of the ancient method known as JfP ^jt J6 tseih,

which is identical with Horner's recently discovered method.

The ^\ fa ^f Jt f|f Lulk Iteio keen siv&n shoo is a collection consisting of

5 mathematical treatises written by ^\ $f Lew Hang in the earlier part of the

present century, and published in 1851. These consist of Dialling by the sec-

tor, New method of measurement by the right-angled triangle, Beady method

of extracting roots by Napier's rods, Simple statement of the rules of algebra,

and Simple statement of the rule of Position,with an additional chapter, sup-

plementary to Wang Heaou-t'ung's Tseih bob siv&n Icing. The author who

held office as Intendent of circuit in Hoo-nan province, acknowledges his ob-

ligation to Europeans for much of his mathematical knowledge, and states that

he was especially led to the study, by perusing the Leu leik yuen yuen.

At the present day, there are not a few native scholars given to mathematical

studies, but it is rarely that the result of their labours are given to the public.

Some few treatises however that have been published by authors now living, are

calculated to give a very favourable impression of native genius. Among these,

the %$> J^u MX ^ 3p ffi Wo<> min 6 cliae swdn Jied, in 9 books, by pj? 'f^f -3*

Seu Yew-jin, the present Governor of Keang-soo, consists of a series of articles

on the mensuration of circular and elliptic bodies, trigonometri'ial formulae, and

rules for the calculation of eclipses. The same author published another small

treatise in 1856, entitled *a& ^t Bfl Jife Tsadu J:o peaou keen fa, being a

new method for calculating tables of the several lines of Trigonometry, both in

natural and logarithmic numbers; which is followed by an article on the calcu-

lation of sections of spherical and spheroidal bodies. These are full of original

thought, and shew the work of a man perfectly at home in his subject.

About the year 1845, ^ H M Le Shen-lan a self-taught student issued a

small treatise, entitled ~~)j j^ |fjj j^| Fang yuen ch'en yew, in which he shews

by a differential process, that the excess of the square over its contained circle,

is equal to the aggregate of an infinite series of pyramids. In another treatise

entitled !&.^ f^ 7j& Hoo she k'e pe, he gives new rules for deducing the eev-
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eral lines from each other, especially the arc from the secant and vice versa,

which had not been given in any previous native work. A few years later an-

other work of Le's, the ^j" ^t ^ i^ Tuy sod t'dn yuen appeared, being au

investigation of the theory of Logarithms, in which by an original train of

thought, he has arrived at something like the same result as Gregory St. Vin-

cent, when he discovered the Quadrature of the Hyperbola in the 17th century.

The ^sj" jfsfc $fl ^Jj Tuy so6 IceSnfd is a Ready method for computing Loga-

rithms, by Jl ffil Tae Heu, in which he discovers as he thinks for the first time

an intermediate table for facilitating the calculation of common logarithms.

This intermediate table appears to the same as Napier's system of logarithms,

though there is every reason to believe that this author was unaware that he

had been already forestalled. In a supplement to the same work he gives a

further refinement of his process, making great use of the Napierian modulus,

which he arrives at in the course of his operations.

Besides the preceding works, which are all more or less of scientific preten-

sions, there are a number of arithmetic hooks ofa much more practical character,

intended for instruction in the use of the abacus. One of the most elaborate of

these is the [rfl tH $J 9n ^- 39? ^een tsee e ming swan fa, compiled by 'ffil

~{~ ^ Ch'in Sze-kwei, during the 17th century, after the model of the Sw&n

fa t'ung tsung. The ^^ J U K'e mung swan tste, drawn up by

Lew Lun, and published in 1714, is much simpler in plan. The jj.

^TT "fla m J^. rr Swan fa, t'ung tsung die nan tn tseuen, published in 1800,

is an epitome of the Swanfd t'ung tsung. The jjp!^^ ^ Sivan heo k'c

mung, compiled by^% ^ Woo Chaou-chin, in 1818, consists almost en-

tirely of directions for the use of the abacus, given in a tabular form. Another

production of the same class is called the ^ fj/j Jfl J2? Che, ming sivan fa.
But probably the most initiatory one of all, is a little book known merely by
the name JJ. J2f Swan fa.

The 3U: fff JJt$. fJz ifa -^ ^ -^ Yin pod swan fa t'ung tsung ta tsetien,

written in 1833, is a complete tradesman's manual for money transactions, giving
besides the common rules in arithmetic, a most elaborate code of directions for

all that regards the receipt and payment of silver.

One of the most popular and widely circulated productions of the imperial

Astronomical Board, is the
sjjfc / ^| ^ flf K'in ting wait n'een shoo, which

is a chronological table of the successive emperors of China, from the year B. c.

2637. For the reiging dynasty, the times of the 24 solar periods throughout the

year are given, from the commencement well into the 20th century. This was

first issued iu the early part of the 18th century. Another publication of the

same board is entitled the i^^-b^P^^H^^ K'in ting ts'eih

ching sze yu wan ne&n shoo, being an ephemeris of the sun, moon, and five plan-

ets, with the places of the moon's perigee, apogee and nodes. This seems to

have originated during the time Schaal held office, and is published at remote

intervals. But the organ by which this board makes its influence preeminently
felt throughout the empire is the Almanac, which is issued annually, with the

title B^p |g; *S7< keen shoo, compiled as the title page announces, after
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the method of the 806 U (sing yun. Besides the astronomical portion of this

ephemeris however, there is also an abundance of astrological notes interspersed

to make it acceptable to the nation at large. Besides the official volume, al-

manacs compiled by private hands are exceedingly numerous.

The contributions of foreigners in recent times to works of this class, have not

been extensive. In 1849, Dr. Hobson published a popular digest of modern

European Astronomy, with the title ^ ~%.^ fjfffl
T'een wan H>o fan. This

gives a plain view of the solar system, referring the motions of the orbs to the

influence of gravitation, and pointing to God as the author of all the stupend-

ous works of creation. In 1859, a translation of Herschel's ^^ ?$fj How
sliih Ibh, "Outlines of Astronomy," in 18 books, was published at Shanghae,

with the title 1$ ^ Tan t'een. In^l853, the Hfc jL> ^ Ht Soo heb k' G

mung appeared, which is a compendium of arithmetical rules including loga-

rithms, with a table of the latter up to 10,000. The f^ jsfc^ Ta& soO heb, in

13 books, is a translation of De Morgan's ffi jj ~tf* Te-mo-kan Algebra, and

the f^ $$^ ftt IS Tae w& twih sMh iei'^> m ^ books, is a translation of

Loomis' |H^ dt Lo-meih-sze "Analytical Geometry and Differential and

Integral Calculus."

Celestial Charts and Atlases are not at all uncommon, the stars being distin-

guished according to their acknowledged magnitudes, and separated into con-

stellations, the members of which are connected together by right lines, which

seems a more rational, and certainly not less efficient method than the pictorial

representations on European charts. A map of the heavens in two hemispheres

divided by the ecliptic, executed originally by Ignatius Kcegler, has been several

times republished under the title ^ }f| $jj. |j| [Hj Hwang tabu tsnng sing

t'od, with a tabulated catalogue of all the stars, giving their latitude and longi-

tude. One of the best works of this class is that published in 1855, under the

direction of Le Cha6u-lo, and drawn up by his pupils, with the title '|H Jjl

^ itt ^ i$- $. !@ Ban sing ch'ih taou king wei t'oo t'od. This contains a

planisphere map of the whole celestial globe, two maps of the equatorial hemi-

spheres, two maps of the northern and southern circumpolar regions, and twenty

four plates of the remaining portion of the heavens, divided into so many equal

parts. Every degree of right ascension and declination is marked by a red line;

and the stars of each constellation are numbered. In 1851, a large chart in

two hemispheres was published by _/^ |f| Lull Yen, the principal compiler of

the preceding, and with the same title. This has a catalogue annexed, which is

disfigured by the prevailing tendency to astrological indications. A new chart

of the heavens in two equatorial hemispheres was published by ^ ^ Ye

Tang, in 1847, entitled fM M ^ iM^ Bll Ban sing ch'ih tabu tseuen t'od.

with a general list of the constellations, giving the number of stars in each.

The same author has published maps of the whole celestial sphere in 24 sections.

7. The singular class of writings included in the denomination $f %jf.Shuli

sod "Divination," claim and apparently with good reason, a hereditary descent

from the Ylh king, the most ancient of the Classics. The art seems to have

been much practised in China like most other nations in former times; but al-
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though the historical works give extensive details on the subject under the term

of Woo king, few separate treatises of a very early date are preserved. During
the Sung dynasty the practice experinced a vigorous revival, and some books

were then written on the subject, which have become standards of appeal.

The Yuen dynasty also produced its authors in this class, one of the best

known of whose productions is the ^j ^. [] gJt Yih sedng t'od shied, in 6

books, by jjjf BE Chang Le. These books treat respectively of, the Original

Hd t'od and Lo shoo, two figures consisting of a certain arrangement of num-

bers and said to have appeared miraculously to the two ancient sages Fuh-he

and the Great Yu, the Primitive strokes of the diagrams in the Yih Icing, an

Elucidation of the use of the divining straws, the Numbers inherent in forms,

the Strokes of the diagrams, and the Numeration of degrees. The reference of

the treatise is to every kind of affair celestial and terrestrial, with special direc-

tion for the computation.

The fjq 7C pj ^ K'ae yuen chen king, in 120 books, appears to have been

written in the former part of the 8th century, by^ ^ Jll K'eu-t'an-selh-

t'5., Gotamsida a Hindoo who held the office of imperial historiographer.

The great bulk of this work consists of rules for the divinatory art, and that

chiefly astrological, being little prized on this account by the Chinese; but as

an antiquity it retains its value, containing as it does the substance of many
earlier writings, which are now to be found nowhere else. The most important

part however is the 103rd to the 105th books, which give the only detailed

account we have of several ancient systems of chronology. Among these the

jL ^t IS Klw chih hih is a system of Hindoo chronology, translated from an

Indian work by the author. This gives the Hindoo decimal notation, and a

number of arithmetical rules used by that people. The modern editions have an

introductory note by H KE Chang Ylh-he, dated 1617, who states an an-

cient copy to have been discovered inside a Buddhist image, by his brother;

since that period it has been several times republished.

The practise of Geomancy is also as old as the Christian era, but although there

is a small treatise on this subject, entitled the =fc ;p^ Tsih Icing, attributed to the

ancient Hwang-te, which is of course an utterly fabulous ascription, and was

doubtless added long after the book was written, which appears to have been

during the Sung dynasty, yet this is thought to contain more of the spirit of

the ancient art than any other writing extant. The subject is on the selection

of sites for dwelling houses.

The ^ flf[ $| Han limg Icing is a small work on the selection of sites, by
means of the indications of nine stars, written by ^ 5^^ Yang Kew-pin of

the Tang dynasty. This is generally published with a supplementary work by
f> f --.

|j S-rrf

the same author, entitled ^E ~ffl| $* E lung Icing, in which the principles of the

art are investigated, and ten questions on the subject answered.

The ^ 3t 7C ^ Hing lc'6 yuen choo, in 8 books, is an elaborate treatise

on the geomantic art, by g^p i$ Heu K'wan, who completed the work in 1786.

The $g $f|r =^ ^ Yin y&ng tsih Icing is a treatise on Geomancy, by (Jjjt J|p

^ Ch'in Tslh-t'ae, published in 1795. This is in two parts, the first of which
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treats of the selection of sites for tombs, to which is appended a tract on divina-

tion by the appearance of the waters, illustrated by a series of 46 plans and a

short description, entitled ^p ffi^ "H" Piny ydng p6 chB. The second part
is occupied with rules for determining the sites of private dwellings and public

buildings of various kinds.

The ill $j Kioei king, a production of the Tang dynasty, is a short treatise

on the technicalities of divination by the tortoise.

The p* j^lf f?p 3? Pb fa tseang fc'adn is a treatise on divination by the tor-

toise, written by fjfj $R Hoo Heu of the present dynasty. This gives a histori-

cal exposition of the practice, which appears to have been always resorted to on

important occasions in the earliest period of history, and is frequently noticed

in the Shoo king.

The ^f JSt Pp fjp f^ Le lieu cliwng ming s?ioo is considered the oldest Book
of Fate extant, Le Heu-chung the commentator, who lived during the Tang,
states in his preface, that the nucleus of the work was originally written by

J^jj, fa* -f~ Kwei-kuh tsze, an author who Jived before the Christian era. The
earlier editions having been long lost, the copies that have come down to us are

extracted from the Yung lo td teen. The first book bears evidence of having been

written during the Tang, but the after part is very different in style, and is

generally believed to have been added during the Sung. Le Heu-chung is re-

puted-to have been eminently successful in the calculation of nativities, the

data required by his process being merely the Year, Month and Day.

The jfe ^ g^f- 3^^ $$ fc Sen she 16 l&h tszlfo6 choQ is of a similar char-

acter to the preceding, the original part being from some unknown hand dur-

ing the Sung. The commentary which forms by far the larger portion is by

^ ~f~ ^P Seu Tsze-ping, an author of the same dynasty, with whom originated

the method of the Pa tsze or "
Eight characters," now commonly used. These

consist of two cyclical characters each for the Tear, Month, Day and Hour of

a person's birth. Three other commentaries were written on the text of this

work during the Sung.. Those of 3l $ 3t Wang T'ing-kwang and ^
Le T'ung have not been preserved in a separate form, but the Buddhist priest

jg. *gg T'an-yung has embodied a considerable part of their remarks in his

commentary, which is entitled
Jfjf-

3 "y" rr. w|j Of M.W lf_E Lo l&h tszS san

ming seaou seihfoo cho6. In this he endeavours to illustrate the principles of

the art by the doctrines of the Yih king.

The r 'an "&^ Nfl San ming che, me fo(>. is a similar production to the

preceding, written during the Sung dynasty, with a commentary which the old

copies attribute to -^ 5J Yo K'o, the correctness of which however has been

doubted. Whoever may have been the writer, he follows the teaching of Seu

Tsze-ping, giving special prominence to the selected month in the calculation

of nativities.

Besides the T'een pod chin yuen, by Se'S Fung-tsoo, previously mentioned,
there is another volume extant with the same title by Nicolas Smogolenski,

having the additional words ^. "op n$ Jin ming poo. This is an astrological

treatise in three parts, apparently translated from some European book on the
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subject. The first part contains the general principles of the art; the second is

occupied with astronomical formulae, chiefly in spherical trigonometry; and the

last part contains drafts of fifteen horoscopes with explanatory details. It is

difficult to understand what could have been the missionary's motive in

giving this to the Chinese, marked as it is by all the absurdities that character-

ized the system in the West two centuries ago.

The # g H J| Chung se sing yaou, in 12 books, by ^ $| ^ E Yung-
kwei, published in 1802, is a Book of Fate, in which the author endeavours to

combine the excellencies of the native and western methods. It is divided into

5 parts, i. e. On the European horoscope, Clue to Celestial science, Limited

views cf astronomy, Essential views of fate, and Knowledge necessary for the

selection of times. A good deal of the book is selections from the publications

of Smogolenski and See Fung-tsoo.

The f?J Jfc. ^ jjfc IK See t'een k'abu yen t'od, by ^ $ ^ Woo Wei -go,

is a set of plates of the stars with astrological notes appended.
The |?k 7"[J Jf^ j=j

Keen yuen p6 che is an astrological compendium, by Sf*

!f| 5 Shoo Ke-ying, an author of the present dynasty, who seems to have

made himself tolerably well acquainted with the European astronomy intro-

duced at the end of the Ming.
The yyj rfQ ^ ~)j ^If Hec kepetnfang shoo, in 36 books, is the authorized

guide to divination, published under imperial patronage, in the year 1741. A
less complete work of the same character had been issued from the supreme
tribunal in 1683, with the title J^ fp ^ Hf Seuen tsih t'ung shoo, but in

consequence of the many inaccuracies and defects, it was thought essential to

the efficiency of the state ritual, that a new work should be drawn up, more

complete in its details, to serve as a standard of appeal. The theory of this

occult art, which is based on the permutation of a series of cycles, is elucidated

under the heads, First principles, Recognized laws, Tabulated canons, Suit-

able and improper occasions, Transaction of affairs, General rules, Year tables,

Month tables, Day tables, Advantageous application, with an Appendix and

Correction of errors. Besides the astronomical portion of the state calendar, a

considerable part is occupied with the determination of days and times, for the

various affairs of life, public and private, which are all calculated by the rules

laid down in this work, it being also under the control of the Astronomical Board.

The imperial edition is printed in a very handsome style in black and red; but

there are many smaller and much inferior issues published by private enterprize.

The -J '$JL If T'ae we king, in 20 books, by ^ |$ H, Wan Tseang-fung,

published about 1628, is a strangely unintelligible system of divination, com-

pounded from a fanciful play on the symbols of the Yih Icing. It is divided

into 100 articles, composed of 4 Pervading principles, 12 Auxiliaries, 16 Di-

agrams, 64 Superimposed standards, and 4 Tables. It is the opinion of na-

tive critics that the compiler has extracted a great deal more out of the doctrine

of the sages as contained in the above classic, than it was originally intended

to embrace.

The ^CjjSC^Jj&llrllLf^lI- T'een ivan td cUng kwan Ic'ivei tseih yaou ,
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in 80 books, by ^fif ^ffj- Hwang Ting, published in 1653, is a laborious accumu-

lation of details regarding the art of divination, chiefly in connection with

astronomical and meteorological science. The author, who rose to the rank of a

military general near the close of the Ming dynasty, compiled this work in his

old age, but there is nothing of a scientific character to be found in it.

The 7C I5C $?2 Yuen ncu king is a small work of an astrological character,

bearing a superscription which professes it to have been delivered by the ancient

Hwang-te. There is no evidence and not the slightest probability of such an

antiquity. On the contrary there is much reason to believe that it is a compar-

atively recent production. The object of the book is the selection of nuptial

days and hours, according to the positions of certain stars.

The ^.^ '(iff ^ jj|, Sedng keili pe yaou t'ung shoo, in 29 books, by

|$t 'III Wei Keen, published in 1721, is a most elaborate code of rules for the

discrimination of lucky and unlucky days, by means of the usual conventional

system of cycles and symbols. It was republished in 1797.

The El 7$* HiW San tsaSfa pe, in 9 books, by $H | Ch'in Wan, pub-

lished in 1697, is a comprehensive digest of the art of divination under three

sections; the first or Celestial section treats of the determination of days and

hour?, the second or Terrestrial is on the selection of sites, and the third or

Human is an oracle of fate. The author has diligently accumulated all that he

could, of a scientific character as a basis for his work, in which he has been

most successful in the first section, which contains some interesting notices of

ancient Chinese astronomy.

The ;p Mung shoo is a Book of Dreams, written during the Tang, being

a concise interpretation of various omens presented to the sleeper.

The ifr ^5 1& H Mung chen yih die, in 7 books, written by j^ it 7C
Ch'in Sze-yuen in 1562, is a Book of Dreams, with methods of interpretation.

8. The next class in this division of literature is termed JS $tj E shuh

"Arts," embracing a list of works which indicate no mean degree of advancement

in the scale of civilization. However the Chinese may differ from western na-

tions in matters of mere convention, the fact that they have methodical treatises

of more than a thousand years standing, on Painting, Writing, Music, Engrav-

ing, Archery, Dancing, and kindred subjects, ought surely ta secure a candid

examination of the state of such matters among them, before subjecting them

to an indiscriminate condemnation.

Painting must have taken root at least early in the Christian era, as we have

literary records of the art as old as the 5th century. An elaborate treatise in

10 books appeared during the Tang, entitled JJ j\; ^J j|| jfE Leih tae mitig

Inva ke, by H ]j^ %. Chang Yen-yuen. The first three books give a variety of

details historical and descriptive regarding the art, with particular reference to

a hereditary collection of paintings in the family of the author. The remaining

portion is occupied with biographical sketches of celebrated painters.

The H yij^ i|fg Mih ch'e peen, in 6 books, is a treatise on the art of Writing,

by sf* ~k !%* Choo Ch'ang-wan, an author of the Sung dynasty. This consists

chiefly of extracts from preceding authors classified according to the subject
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matter, with additional remarks by the compiler. The different sections are

on, the Study of the character, Rules for writing, Miscellaneeous disquisitions,

Classification of grades, Record of excellencies, Accumulation of treasures,

Lapidary inscriptions, and the Use of instruments.

The ^|f 5(2? Shoofa is a guide to the art of writing, by [pi tjy 6) Gow-yang
Seuen of the Tang, who lays down particular directions for the formation of an

elegant and symmetrical character.

The ]H. -^W^ Hiv&ng sung shoo liih is a series of notices of the Sung
I I

- y ^

dynasty caligraphers, by f|r jig Tung She, with the date 1242. The present

edition was published in 1794, from the only known copy extant, a manuscript
volume dated 1367, in which there are a few lacunas.

There is a short essay by^ ^ $|C ^e Yang-ping of the Tang dynasty, on

the formation of the Seal character, entitled "jffjg ^^ Lun chuen.

The 3t -f* ;^ HI (f^ Wob shih liih chiing shoofd, by JfL |ff Wei Suh
of the Tang, is a record of 56 different kinds of writing which had been used

in China, among which we find two foreign systems, the Ouigour and the San-

scrit. The greater part of those named however are unknown at the present

day, and as he does not give specimens, it has been thought that there is much
of it imaginary.

The jjt ^0 fjff Seuen ho shoo pob, in 20 books, consists of specimens of

the caligraphy of successive ages, contained in the imperial archives in the early

part of the 12th century. The last three specimens are the work of ^ ^
Ts'ae King ^ ~j> Ts'ae P'e'en and ?J^^ Me Fflh, who are thought to be

the compilers of the work. The whole is classed under the following heads:

Autographs of emperors and princes, Specimens of the Seal and Official hands,

Specimens of the Pattern hand, Specimens of the Running hand, Specimens of

the Abbreviated hand, and Specimens of the intermediate hand.

The -ft ffi $lt g& Hiva hed pe Iceue is a short essay on painting, with the

name of 3.1 $f Wang Wei, an author who lived at the beginning of the 8th

century. The style of the composition however, is not that of the Tang writers,

and it is thought to have been written during _the latter part of the Sung
dynasty.
The delineation of the Bamboo is a favourite and much cultivated art amono-

PI ..j. _^ .^
the Chinese. A standard work on this subject is the /

7J ^ ^ Jgfl; CMh pob
tsedny luh, in 7 books, by^ ffj Le K'an, published in 1299. The original

edition is lost, and the modern copies are taken from the Tung Id td teen. It

is divided into 4 sections; viz. Outline drawings of the bamboo, Ink paintings
of the bamboo, Drawings of the bamboo under various conditions, and Draw-

ings of various species of bamboo. Besides a minute analysis of the art of draw-

ing this plant, there is an elaborate investigation of the character and properties

of the different kinds in existence. The illustrations, which are exceedingly nu-

merous, are very exact representations of nature.

The ~$ g Hwd Icien is a small work on the history of painting, from the

beginning of the 3rd century down to the Yuen dynasty, by $jjrf ^T'ang How,
published in 1328. There is a short account of the art in foreign nations, and
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some miscellaneous disquisitions at the end. Throughout the work, the author

discusses the characteristics of the several schools, and affords & guide to the

discrimination of spurious productions.

The f/x^ Yen keih, by 1$ ffi Ch'ing Yun of the Yuen dynasty, is a de-

scriptive account of the different styles of chirography, from the earliest period
down to the time when the author lived. There is a commentary on it by

^1 W /E, Lew Yew-ting, an author of the same dynasty.

The |Hj jijsg jlf ^E T'od hw&y j)adu keen, written by J^ ^ ]j^ Hea Wan-

yen, about the middle of the 14th century, is a brief account of celebrated

painters, from the time of the ancient Hwang-te down to the Yuen inclusive,

numbering more than 1500 names in all. There is a supplementary book profess-

edly written by iffi Jjj Han Gang in 1519, embracing 107 of the Ming artists,

but as some of these flourished posterior to the given date, it is presumed that

additions have been made by a later hand. The book commences with the pro-
, m . i . i~\- j i -tVL j i

ductions of g ff; Seuen tsung, jg; ^ Heen tsung and 2p -^ Heaou tsung,

three of the Ming emperors.

The $z^ jjfl, f|i Fd shoo t'ung shih is a treatise on the art of writing, by

|f $fy Chang Shin, who lived towards the close of the 14th century. It is di-

vided into 10 sections, on Eight rules, Adjustment of proportions, Appliances,

Appearance of the page, Imitation of the ancients, Employment of styles, Dis-

tinction of hands, Nomenclature, Efficient instruments, and General remarks.

The Jpf llf pp Hf? Suh hwd p'm lull, which professes to have been written

by 5p $j ^ Le Tsze-chin, about the end of the 7th century, is little more

than a catalogue of 121 painters, divided into 10 classes. That a book with a

similar title was written by this author, there is good reason to believe; but the

conclusion reached by criticism is that the original has been long lost, and the

present is a spurious production drawn up during the Ming.

The jf; J|J ^ Shoo hio& po po consists of a series of strictures by $ ^
Sun Kwang, a writer of the Ming dynasty, on Wang Sze-ching's criticisms of a

collection of specimens, of caligraphy and painting ancient and "modern. The

work remained in manuscript till 1740, when it was arranged and published by

-J5^^ yfl|.
Sun Tsung-p'oo and -^ ^ )|jj Sun Tsung-leen, two descendants

of the author distant six generations. There is a supplement by the same au-

thor, published under a similar arrangement.

The ^5 5fiS W Shoofa ya yen is a treatise on the art of writing, by Jff

^ Heang Muh of the Ming dynasty, who extols the specimens of the Tsin (4th
and 5th centuries), as the most perfect and exemplary. It is divided into 17

sections, on A review of the art, Ancient and modern peculiarities, Distinction

of hands, Form and taste, Order and style, Talent and acquirement, Rules, In-

variability and mutability, Correct form and peculiarities, Harmonious medium,

Age and youth, Elegant transformations, Spirit, Adoption and rejection, Order

of manipulation, Use of instruments, and Intelligent perception.

The j^f -f- ^ JH gj* K&ng tszi seaou hea Ice, in 8 books, was written by
Sun Ch'ing-tsih, in the 4th, 5th and 6th months of the year 1660 (KSng tsze,)

as the title implies. This consists chiefly of a critical examination of a collec-
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tion of paintings and specimens of writing in his possession. The author who
was 70 years old when he wrote this, shews a good share of acuteness in passing

judgment on these works of art. The first three books are occupied with speci-

mens of caligraphy and paintings, from the Tsin to the Ming; the four follow-

ing books are on ancient stone inscriptions; and the last book treats of speci-

mens of these arts in the possession of others, which he had examined, A series

of strictures were written on the above in 1713, by
/

|5f yjj[
Ho Cho, with the

title ^ -f" MJ M SE ^ Kang tsz& seaou had ke keaau, in which he corrects

numerous errors and traces the subsequent history of many of the specimens,

which have now found their way into other hands.

The /T. jt![J jflj J|^ Hfj Keang tsun'seaou had lull is a descriptive record of a

large number of paintings and specimens of writing, from the Tsin to the Ming

dynasty, drawn up by Kaou Sze-k'e, in the ^year 1693, after his retirement

from office, having been engaged as confidential secretary to the emperor. The

author enters minutely into the merits of the several pieces as works of art,

examining also the materials, dimensions, and other particulars, and gives fac-

similes of the seals of the various connoisseurs who had passed their judgment
on them.

The #jr ~& Hi ft IE Boon Icod t'&ng shoo hwd IcS, by $fc Rgf '|M Yaou

Tse-han, drawn up in 1699, with a short supplement 8 years later, is a de-

scriptive account of the paintings and writings in his own family establishment,

the Haou koo t'ang at Hang-chow.
The 'ffi jiff ffi @ j|X K'wae, yu t'ang te po is a criticism on a collection of

specimens of writing and painting, ancient and modern, by 3E 5v /p Wang
Wan-ch'e, a famous caligrapher of last century, and published in 1831. There

are a few ancient lapidary inscriptions reviewed in the course of the work.

The ^ -gt^ Ming hivd luh, in 8 books, is a series of short notices of the

painters during the Ming dynasty, classified according to their works, drawn

UP ty $jfe |6 Seu Sin.

The jff g7(; Hwd keue, is a short treatise on the art of painting, by Jp|| ^
Kung He'en of the present dynasty, in which the attention of the student is

drawn towards the salient points of pictorial representation.

The Jg -jif Hwd tseuen is an essay on painting, by a g^ ^C ^^ Chung-
kwang, a modern author, who takes a general review of the art, criticising its

various phases of development.

The flf JOf $) 'jjy
Shoo fa yd yen is a treatise on writing, by >j^ ff' Sung

Tsaou, an author of the present dynasty. This begins with a general discourse

on the art, which is followed by replies to certain queries pertaining to the sub-

ject; after which are articles on the origin of the written character, on the

Pattern hand, the Running hand, and the Abbreviated hand.

The ^ Ig l!c Shoo heo tsee yaou is a treatise on the art and history of

writing, by ^ Jjg J^ Choo Le-ching, bearing date 1800; in which the author

enters into all the requisites for the perfection of the system.

The P4 pp ^ j|i Its Shan tsing keu hwd Inn is a treatise on painting,

written about the close of the last century, by ~}j ff| Fang Heun, who dilates on
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the peculiarities of the art in ancient and modern times, giving extensive quota-

tions from writers on the subject in preceding ages.

Ancient seals have formed a subject of study with a class of connoisseurs,

who have been careful to preserve the various kinds of seal character in all their

purity. The^ "jjf |!j| Heb Icoo peen, by Woo-k'ew Yen of the Yuen, f is an

examination of ancient works on seals. The first part is a disquisition on the

character; which is followed by 9 sections, on the Seaou chuen or "Lesser seal

character," Bells and vases, Ancient character, Stone inscriptions, Instruments,

Correction of errors, Official hand, Origin of letters, and Distinct origins. Af-

ter these, directions are given for cleaning the seal and stamping with oil.

There is a volume of supplementary remarks to the preceding, with the title j|ff

j!' "^f j|jj|
Suh he'd koo peen, written by faf jp| Ho Chin of the present dynasty.

jf. f{j| Kwei Fuh an author of the last century, has written three successive sup-

plements to the first part of the same work, entitled respectively Ipf zrr. ~p 3

:J|p:
Sfth san sldli woo ke.u, ^- j|f|

. ~p ~ft. Jgp: Tsae suh san shih icob keu, and

1|t yjj? Jp| . -p 3L :(s Chung ting suh san shih ivod keu.

The ~j $* ffJ } Koo kin yin she, by ^ g Seu Kwan of the Ming, is a

short treatise on seals ancient and modern; in which the author attempts an

analysis of a number of characters, but not always with very satisfactory results

The |p[J A Hi- Yin Jin chuen, written by Chow Leang-kung, at the begin-

ning of the present dynasty, is a series of sketches of upwards of sixty seal en-

gravers, in which the characteristics of the work of each artist are discussed.

The J1 ^ Yin teen, in 8 books, written in the early part of the present

dynasty, by ^ ^jk f=f Clioo Seang-heen, a descendant of Choo Ch'ang-wan
above mentioned, is a historical summary regarding seals, with a selection from

the writings of other authors on the same subject. It is divided into 12 sections,

on the Origin of the usage, Construction, Conferment by the emperor, Heredi-

tary transmission, Historical summary, General record, Various disquisitions,

Miscellaneous remarks, Critical discourse, Engraving, Instruments employed,

and Odes and essays. The author's critical acumen is but common-place, and

his selections from history are frequently little to the point.

The If; ffi "fiji ffl Chuen he'd che nnn, by Jtj| |j? ^U Chaou Hwan-kwang
of the Ming, is a treatise on the seal character, wich special reference to the

engraver's art.

The [J J|L ^H fit Yin chang tseih shwo, by ~H ^F Kan Yang of the Ming,

is an elaborate treatise on the characteristics of the seals of the several dynasties

and of various materials, with remarks on the peculiarities of the character, and

the styles of cutting.

The f|J 3<C 3y ^ Yin wdn k'abu Kb, by ^ JH j|[ Keue Le-how, is a crit-

ical and antiquarian examination of the seal literature, published in 1756.

Among the minor essays on seals and seal-engraving are the p|1 g Yin

che, by ^ j|[ Ch'ing Yuen; the f[J $? Yin king, by ^ ^ Choo keen; the

(1 jpi lc 1$$ Yin chang yaou lun, by the same author; the fjf |lj -f-

4^ Chuen k'ih shih san led, by ;ftH ^ Yuen San-seuen; the ffj ^^ Yin
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chang k'abu, by Fang E-che; the ffc #f^ ^5 |1 ^ ^adu t'dng lun yln,

by^ 3t 38 Woo Seen-shing; the jfft ^ /S7aw c/iwera, by if ^ Heu Yung;
the fP p Yinpeen, by ^^ j|L Kaou Tslh-how; the |J ^jt I'm s/twA, by
the same author; the F|J 3 1& Yin tseen slnob, by ^ j

Seu Keen, the ^
If 1$ $2 iff& s/ioo ywe'M fa'e, by -| 3fe ffl. Sun Kwang-tsoo; the "^ -^ EH
"fjlj Koo kin yin che, by the same author; the He [] fi|^ C7ie?i yzre fa ive,

by the same; the ~j p|l ^ Jg. Koo yin Jc'abu led, by Jjf |P| Hea Tlh-

keu; the ^jl fft Yin skwb, by |^ t^ Ch'in Leen; and the ffj ^^ J^ Tm
/ieo kwan keen, by JlB|^ )$p Fung Ch'ing-hwuy.

The ^| ~fe ffj^ Tsei/t od yinfan, in 10 books, compiled by $| ^ ^t
P'wan Yu-ke'6, in 1607, is a large collection of ancient seals, principally of

the Hau dynasty, stamped in red with oil, having a concise description to each

printed in blue. A number of impressions are given at the end as undecipher-

able, among which are two in the Yuen dynasty Monogolian character.

The lH J|f ftj H Kia keen yin lib, by ^t ; Jg Too Wan-kwan, publish-

ed last century, is a collection, of impressions in red, from private seals bearing

selections from the well-known tract
|tjt ^ %. Yin clilh wan.

The '^pL f^I rJJ ^K H&n t'&ng yin tsung, in 8 books, is a collection of red stamps
from brass seals of the time of the Han, compiled by

%

/i -"p? Wi Wang K'e-

shuh. The letter-press portion is printed in green.

The '

|^| !|f fj 1^ Yih yu keen yin poo is a collection of red impressions

from seals engraved by^ ||jjl t Ts'ae Kwan-low, and published by him in

1839.

Apart from the class of works which are devoted to the theory of music, there

is another section treating more especially of the manipulation of instruments

and other technicalities, works of this charcter being referred to the present

class. Among the earliest of these is the ^J| gj #3^ K'& hoo Ink. a treatise on
f .

t^

beating the drum, written by |fj -^- Nan Cho, about the middle of the 9th

century. The first part recounts the introduction of the drum into China, which

it states to have been originally derived from the nations of central Asia; it

gives historical notices of the varieties of the instrument; and concludes with a

list of 129 symphonies, a large portion of which are seen by their names to be

of Indian origin.

The |f Jfcf ^^ Yd fob ts& l&li is a small work written about the close

of the 10th century, by ^x 2*C 1$ T'wan Gan-tse6. This commences with a

discourse on music of various kinds, after which follow a series of articles on

dancing and dramatic representation, succeeded by remarks on musical instru-

ments and songs, and concluded by an outline description of twenty eight airs.

This is an interesting memento of the state of the art during the Tang, by one

who was practically familiar with the subject of which he wrote,

The Hj Iff -fc^ 1? P t& tseuen, in 10 books, by ^ ;f| ] Yang
Peaou-ching, first published in 1573, is an extensivie collection of airs for the

K'in or Chinese lyre, with critical remarks extracted from a great number of

preceding writers on the subject. There are some additions to the more mod-

ern issues.
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The .Zl ^* 3l g|| UrJi heang Jc'inpoo is a treatise on the lyre, in 10 books,

written by ^ ^C W} Tseang Wan-heun, and published in 1833. This com-
mences with some necessary instructions for the learner; which are followed by
full particulars regarding the names of musical compositions, a catalogue of

works treating on the same subject, and a long list of artizans famous for the

manufacture of the instrument; a number of airs are given in the ordinary
Chinese notation, and the last four books are occupied with a series of airs writ-

ten in the peculiar notation employed only for the lyre, every character being
a composite of several simpler ones, put together in a way quite foreign to those

of common literature, but are so constructed as to speak plainly to the eye of

the performer.

The xp JjJ /V ||l] K'in hed pa tsih is a series of eight rules for performing
on the lyre, by^ $f| Ch'ing Heung.
The x^ Sp | y% ^ K'in shing shih lull fa, by # ^ Chwang Tsin, con-

sists of sixteen rules on the same subject.

The |jj f^ Shay shoo is a treatise on archery, by |j|j
;j^ Koo Yuh of the

Ming, and consists in great part of selections from the works of preceding wri-

ters on this art. It commences with a series of official documents relative to the

war department, after which the Rules of archery are given, followed by sections

on the Method of archery, Equestrian archery, and the Archery rites. There

is much confusion in the arrangement of the quotations.

The "ft. ^C Jjp Woo milli king, by ^p |jij<j
Le Gaou of the Tang, is a short

treatise on an ancient game performed by throwing up five pieces of wood cut

in a certain form. It was originally published with plates and rules, but

these are now wanting. This game seems to have been as old as the Christian

era. but it is thought the work in question is not a true description of the an-

cient practice, the author having drawn very much on his imagination. There

is a commentary on it, by 7C ^ Yuen Kill.

9, The next class of works in this division, is comprised under the designation

Iff li? Poo Uli "Repertories of Science, &c.," a name first used by ^ :

jjjJ
Yew

Mow, a scholar of the 12th century, in the catalogue of his family library. In

the book catalogues of previous ages, the productions in question were some-

what unnaturally introduced as appendages to other classes
;
and what appeared

as excrescences in the earlier arrangements, are now placed together in a se-

parate category.

One of the oldest of the class is the ~J] 0$] ^ Taou keen l&h, written by

PpS) fju Jft T'aou Hung king, about the end of the 5th century, being a his-

torical record of the manufacture of famous swords. These we find to have been

mostly of cast metal, either iron, copper, or gold; but some are mentioned as being
fabricated of stone, and the inscriptions were sometimes of inlaid gold. The
book begins with notices of the swords single and two-edged, of the emperors
and princes from the Great Yu down to the Leang dynasty; a section follows

on the swords of contemporary petty states; next are the swords of Generals of

the Woo dynasty, succeeded by those of Generals of the Wei dynasty. Al-

though the prevailing evidence is in favour of the genuineness of this work, yet
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there are some things in it that shew it to have been somewhat altered since it

left the hand of T'aou Hung-king.

The ^^ Tiny l&k is an analogous record to the preceding, regarding me-

tal vases, by )p| jrfij
Yu Le, who lived in the first half of the 6th century, it

is thought however, that some additions have been made to it since the au-

thor's death. There are historical notices of a few before the Christian era,

but the main part belong to the Han and subsequent dynasties; memorada

being generally preserved of the casting, the dimensions, and the inscription.

Even before the time of Confucius, there are indications of some attention

being paid to the study of antiques, and almost every century since that period

has produced its collectors. The many revolutions which have taken place in

the empire, and the frequent discovery of hidden relics of the past, have given

a zest to such enquiries and called forth much critical ingenuity. The most

extensive work on this subject now in circulation is the Jf. ^H "jfijl "j5f [H)

Seuen ho po hod t'od, in 30 books, compiled by -f H Wang Foo and others at

the commencement of the 12th century. This consists of a large collection of

vases, cups, mirrors
} &c., belonging to the period from the Chow to the Han

both inclusive. Every article is illustrated by a plate, and fac-similes of all

the inscriptions are given; the substance of the descriptive portion of the work

however is chiefly selections from preceding writers, and betrays a want of judg-
ment on the part of the compilers, which detracts much from its value as a cri-

tical productions. The accurate representations which are given of the vessels

however, render it a guide to the antiquary of considerable importance.

The ^ [I] fj ffr Ufa. Tseaou shan koo ting k'aou is an investigation rela-

tive to the ancient Chow vase at Silver Island, noticed above (p.p. 43, 101),

compiled by jjjt 1?J3 Chang Chaou, about the middle of last century, from the

notices of 3E i W Wang Sze-luh and ffl $j Lin Kelh, two preceding
writers.

The gj| ~Ej ^ *jj 3%t I* H-CUi lean tseuen kung iva Ice is an account of an

old brick found in a field near the capital of Shen-se, in 1721, by Lin T'ung,
who converted it into an ink pallet. The attention of antiquaries having been

drawn to the article, it was considered a genuine relic of the Han, having for-

merly occupied a place in an imperial palace built before the Christian era. The
account is drawn up by Lin Kelh, the brother of the finder.

The g ^Ej ^ Kin s/iih We is a treatise on antiques in metal, stone, and

earthenware, compiled by JJH^ || Chang Yen-ch'ang. and published in

1778. This work which is got up in a neat style, including an appendix and

supplementary section, contains engravings and critical descriptions of 81 arti-

cles, many of them interesting from historical association.

The+ ^^^jg'^^^!^ Shik Mi ch'dng Id fang boo k'e k'wan

shih, by j ift Tse6n Teen, published in 1726, is a collection of 49 ancient

metal vases, cups, and other ornaments, fram the time of the Chow to the

Tang, with a short description annexed to each. The following year, the same

author issued by way of appendix to the above, the ^ Jfc ffi %j [jff^ ^
35$ Ilivdn hioa pai shih heen king ming tseih l&h, which consists entirely of
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plates of ancient mirrors with descriptions, embracing the same period as the

preceding.

The ^"^f^^TfrT^S!/^!^ Tseih koo chae chung tiny e k'e I:'wan

sJiih, in 10 books, by Yuen Yuen, published in 1804, is a very extenstive collec-

tion of fac-simiies of inscriptions on bells, vases, ancient vessels and instruments,

all critically examined and deciphered.

The >j< ~f /fjf 'jif'^ ^5 IB Kew koo tsing shay kin sliili t'od is another

collection of a similar charater, including also ancient coins, seals, bricks, &c.,

and giving au engraving of every article described. It was published in 1818,

by $; $g Ch'inKing.

The fj 3?C pp Koo icdn p'ln is a treatise on objects of vertu, by j^j $$

Kaon Le'en, including notices of ancient porcelain, jade cornelian, crystal, glass,

pearls, amber, coral, tortoise-shell, ivory, mother-of-pearl, and other rarities,

John Terence the Jesuit missionary of mathematical celebrity has left a treatise

on machinery, with the title p}" %$ |fU |Jt K'e k'e t'od shivo, which he trans-

lated orally from a Eiu'opean work, while it was put into the literary form by

3E ff& Wang Cli'ing a native scholar, and published in 1627. -It begins with

a short disquisition on the principles of mechanics, which is followed by an

illustrated explanation of the mechanical powers, after which are a series of

plates of machines, exemplifying the principles laid down. These are intended

to illustrate, Raising weights, Drawing weights, Turning weights, Drawing
water, Turning mills, Sawing timber, Sawing stone, Pounding, Eevolving book-

stands, Water dials, Ploughing, and Fire engines, 54 plates in all, each of

which is accompanied by a short description. The European alphabet is in-

troduced in the preliminary remarks. There is another book by Wang Ch'ing

generally published along with Terence's, having the title pff :gjf (jjf{ |f Choo

k'e t'od shwo, which treats of native machinery, and is illustrated by 11 plates

with descriptions.

The JX fa P3 H?f Wan f&ng sze poo is a repository of information regard-

ing the materials of the study, drawn up by $p ^j f||j
Soo E-keen, in 986

It consists of 4 parts which treat respectively of Pencils, Ink pallets, Ink and

Paper, giving remarks 'on the varoius descriptions and characteristics, with

historical memoranda, and essays and stanzas appended.
From remote times, the quarries of Twan-k'e, in the prefecture of Shaou-

king in Kwang-tung province, have been famed for the ink-stones produced

there; and several works have been written on the subject. The Hjfjj ^ ^/E^Ej

$r Twan k'e yen sink Vaou is a description of the characteristics of the stones

found in that vicinity, by jij ^(< Kaou Chaou.

A much more comprehensive work on the same subject, is the JJ$j j^| ^ ^
Two.n k'e yen she, compiled by -^ j|fj \^ Woo Lan-sew, in 1834.

The 1%^ Yen lin is a series of historical notices regarding ink pallets,

from times anterior to that of Confucius, written by ^^ Yu Hwae.
The $i fH Yen poo, by % ^ Ch'in Sze, is a record of the stones ap-

plicable to the purpose of ink pallets, found in various parts of the empire;
which is followed by the names of a number of different kinds, and engravings
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of 15 pallets of note.

The 2fC fa %] gtj Shwuy k'ang sliili ke is a notice of the ink stones procured

from the Shwuy-k'ang quarry, in Twan-k'e district, written by tjg 1j$ |f4

Tseen Ch'aou-ting of the present dynasty.

The Hf JG Mih she is a historical summary regarding the fabrication of ink,

written by |8g ^C -Lull Yew of the Yuen, who gives a series of notices of more

than a hundred and fifty manufactuers, whose names had been handed down
in connexion with their productions, from the Wei dynasty to the end of the

Kin. There are also notices regarding the ink of the Coreans, the K'e-tan Tar-

tars, and the inhabitants of the regions on the west of China, with a number of

miscellaneous observations respecting ink appended.

The |H 3e M-ih tsien is a short work on ink, written by Jf| (^ T'oo Lung
during the 16th century.

The Jj J^ |H fff Fang she mih poo, in 6, books, is an extensive collection

of engravings of cakes of ink, published in 1588, by ~Jj ~f* g Fang Yu-loo,
a manufacturer of note, who seems to have been induced to take this means of

placing before the public, representations of the articles of which he was the

fabricator, in consequence of a rival artist ^3;^ ^ Ch'ing Keun-fang having
drawn attention to his own establishment, by the issue of a work in 12 books,
entitled ^ J^ |H% Ch'ing she mih yuen, containing insinuations against

Fang. The work of the latter is a handsome specimen of xylography, containing

cuts of 385 cakes of various shapes, exhibiting elaborate and fanciful designs,

in great part mythological, with a considerable number of Buddhist emblems,
and lac-similes of ancient mirrors and medals containing inscriptions in the old

Sanscrit character.

The fJ ^g H pp SeuZ t'dng mih p'm is a small treatise on inks, written by

IJH n EC Chang Jin-he in 1671, in which he classifies the productions of va-

rious manufacturers, and points out the peculiarities of the different kinds,

The y| ^ HI rip Nwdn t'dng mih p'in is a similar record, supplementary
to the preceding, written fourteen years later, by^ 2p Sung Lo, giving notices

of 34 specimens of ink of the Ming dynasty, with their respective weights.

There have been a goodly number of treatise written on the Coinage, which

also belong to this class. We have the titles of such works as early as the 7th

century, but the oldest on the sucject now extant, is entitled the^ ^frT&euen

che, in 15 books, by *$t ||| Hung Tsun, and was published in 1149, containing
cuts and descriptions of the various coins in use from the earliest period, to the

middle of the 10th century, both the legitimate currency and those cast by suc-

cessive usurpers, with a collection of coins of foreign nations, and also medals.

A supplement was added in 1788, by @ ylf| Han P'oo, bringing the particu-

lars down to that period, including the Manchu coins of the first four emperors
of the present dnyasty. There is also an additional section by the same author,

called 3$ jj|. Poo e, supplying the omissions in the previous part. An appen-
dix entitled ^ ^ FoG luh, also by the same, is occupied chiefly with the coins

of insurgents, contemporary with those in the supplement. A concluding

section from the same hand, with the title 3H 7C IJ6 ^ Keen yuen pee'n Ian
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is a catalogue of the national designations of the various emperors and usurpers,

from the Han to the Ming. AA* jj t /*4V /*Jtf

In compliance with an imperial order issued in 1750, the a|X /, fil 3f|? K'in

ting tseen lull was compiled in 16 books, containing engravings and descriptions

of all the specimens in the numismatic cabinet of the imperal palace at Peking.

The first 13 books contain the coins of the several emperors, from the most re-

mote antiquity to the end of the Ming, among the first of which a number of

specimens, professing to be the currency of Fuh-he, Shin-nung, and the other

semifabulous sages, rest upon no adequate authority, and although these names

are applied to them by way of distinction as antiques of unknown date, yet it

is well understood among connoisseurs that they do not indicate the age of their

coinage. The earliest period at which a date can be assigned to cash is during

the Chow dnyasty, but they are rare before the Han. A section follows on the

coins of foreign nations, engravings of which are given, but these are all Asiatic

specimens. The last part is occupied with medals of various kinds used as

charms, containing curious devices, pictorial and written, chiefly emblematetical

of the Buddhist and Taouist legends.

The ^H ^f^ Tsien pe k'aou is an anonymous treatise on the coinage, down

to the Keen-lung period, including the imperialist and insurgent coins of every

description, also those of foreign nations, and a disquisition on paper money.

There are no pictorial representations given.

The
-JjSp jf$ Peih fan is a small work of research on ancient coins, written by

%jj; -H Ts'ae Yun, early in the present century. It contains an elaborate in-

vestigation of the antique characters found on early specimens, but there are no

figures of the coins.

The ^| ^ 7J$Jr || Tseen che sin peen, in 20 books, by j|^ f| Chang

Ts'ung-e, published in 1826, is an illustrated treatise on the currency down to

the close of the Ming, concluding with a section on foreign coins, and another

on unknown coins.

The ^ ^i @ Tseen shih t'od, by | M Saay K'wan, published in 1842,

is another treatise giving representations of the several coins to the close of the

Ming, with a variety of medals not found in other works.

The j^ ^pf /J" =jji Seuen tsing seaou tseen, in 10 books, by gf j y& He

Yueu-k'ae, published in 1844, is of a similar character to the preceding, with

careful criticisms of several points of numismatical science.

The ^| Hf $| $"1 Tseen poo te Itang is a small descriptive treatise, without

cuts of the coins, notices of which are brought down to the time of Taou-kwang,

with a section on unknown, illegitimate and foreign coins.

The^ =jji Hcang tseen is a small work on natural perfumes, by T'oo Lung
above-named.

The '^Hk^^'jj Ban hung Mangfang is a book of receipts for the manu-

facture of artificial pefumes, written originally by |jl >!! /^ Tung Hea-chow,

but only the first part of his work having been preserved, the receipts have been

readded by Kaou Le'en.

The fewworks which the Chinese possess, approaching the subject of miner-
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alogy, are scarcely deserving a claim to the designation of science. One of these,

the^ tJp Shih p'ln, written by $fr %jf Yah Seun in 1617, is a collection of

notices of stones of every description, found in native authors ancient and mo-

dern, thrown together without any regard to classification.

The'^^H^ K'toat shih tsdn, written by Sung Lo, in 1665, is a short

record of 16 remarkable descriptions of stones found at Tse-gan in Hoo-plh,
the fame of which had been established of old by the writing of Soo Tung-p'o.

The fl^, 'jjij 3gfli Kwan shih l&h is a descriptive account of an assortment of

round stones, used for making seals and vessels of different kinds, found at

Show-shan hill near Fuh-chow in Fuh-keeu province, written by Kaou Ghaou
in 1668. A supplementary treatise to the preceding afterwards appeared, from

the pen of Maou K'6-ling, with the title ^ fpjj, ^rj $ift How k/r&n shih l&h, in

which he describes 49 specimens obtained during a visit to Fuh-keen.

The 'Hji^ ^Ej Iff T'elh gau shih poo, by f^f JL ^ Choo Kew-ting, is a

descriptive account of an assortment of stones in the possession of the author.

The ^ $2 Ch'a king is a treatise on the tea plant, written by [^ $J Lull

Yu, about the middle of the 8th century, being the earliest worjc on the sub-

ject now extant. It is divided into 10 sections, on the Origin of the plant,

Utensils for gathering, Manufacture of the leaf, Implements for the prepara-

tion, Infusion, Drinking, Historical record, Producing districts, General sum-

mary, and Memorandum regarding plates. In 1735, a work supplementary to

the preceding was published, from the pen of |^ $ f$fr ^lia T'ing-ts'an, with

the title ^3 ^ ^^ Suh ch'a king. In this, the author follows precisely the

arrangement and divisions of Luh Yu's boofc, giving under each head extracts

from all preceding works treating on the matter in question. The last section

is illustrated by plates of the utensils employed in the process. There is an

appendix describing the changes that have taken place in the preparation, and

use of the article during successive ages. Luh Yu's treatise is prefixed to this.

A small work by (5j|[ -Jjg; Ch'in Keen has also been published, with the title

$t ft ^ $2 '/i $t Hoo k'ew ch'a king cho6 p'o'o, supplying details regarding

the tea grown on Hoo-k'ew hill near Soo-show, which are omitted in Luh Yu's

treatise.

The <^f~ ^^ ^ TJ? Keu6 ch'a wuy ch'aou is a treatise on the teas produced

on the Keae hills, near Hoo-chow in ChS-ke'ang, written by ^ ^ Maou

Seang. The ^ Uj^^ ^ T'iincj shan keae di'a he, by j^ j|j ^ Chow

Kaou-k'e, is an account of the teas of T'ung-shan hill, one of the Keae range.

The ^p jg ^^ Ch'a tung poo is a selection of extracts from ancient authors

regarding tea, compiled by ^. $|i Ch'in Ke of the Ming. There is a small

work on the preparation and use of tea, entitled >f* |g Ch'a (seen.

The ^{( ^ 7JC gE Tseen ch'a shwuy Ice is a short treatise on water for the

infusion of tea, written by jjH 5C 3jfc Chang Yew-sin, at the beginning of the

9th century. The author first gives the result of his experience regarding the

water from seven different sources, of which he considers the water of the Yang-
tsze keang as the best, and that of the Hwae river as the most inferior. He
next gives Luh Yu's classification of twenty different waters. There is an arti-
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cle by ^ ffi |
Ye Tsing chin, on the qualities of spring water, and two by

Gow-yang Sew on two celebrated springs; but these are thought to have been

added during the Sung dynasty.

The fa r5p Shiouy p'ln is another treatise on the qualities, of different wa-

ters used for tea, written by ^j? j|fj[ $& Seu Heen-chung of the Ming dynasty.

This consists of two parts, the first of which is divided into seven heads, on

Sources of water, Purity, Flow, Taste, Temperature, Quality, and Miscellane-

ous remarks. Tlie second part notices particularly, the waters from 39 differ-

ent sources, with their several characteristics.

The -p ,/> |gf pp Shih luh fang p'ln, which bears the name of
fjjfc Jfi| Soo

Ylh of the Tang as the author, consists of sixteen short articles on the method

of boiling water for tea, i. e. three on Attention to the instant of boiling, three

on Care in pouring out, five on the Kettles employed, and five on the Fuel used.

The
ijjy jpj ^ g J|^ Y&ng sien mlng hod he is a disquisition on tea-pots,

by Chow Kaou-k'e.

The distillation of spirits has also given employment to the pens of not a few

authors in China. Among the works on this subject, we note the ^(j [J_[
%

}j

>Fjt Pih shan tsew king, as a standard treatise written early in the 12th cen-

tury, by xjs; J| Pp Choo Yih-chung. The first part is a general discourse on

spirituous liquors, the remainder giving ample details on the composition of

ferments, and the various methods of distillation.

The yjSj fff Tsew poo is a short record of miscellaneous observations regarding

spirituous liquors, written by ^f 2p Tow Ping, in the first half of the llth

century. It consists chiefly of brief notices regarding different kinds of liquor,

and celebrated distillers.

The
"Jjl} Sjl $}} Tsew teen poo is a repertory of observations on spirituous

liquors, collected from previous writers, by Ch'in Ke.

The Una jS; pp Wan tsabu p'm is a treatise on the distillation of spirits, by
Kaou Leen.

The earliest botanical work extant is the {^f ~)j J| ~fc TJJC N&nfang ts'abu

mtih chiodng, by ^g^ Ke Han of the Tsin dynasty, which forms an interest-

ing record of the trees and plants then known in the Kwang-tung and Kwang-
se region. The author divides the vegetable kingdom into the four classes of

herbs, forest trees, fruit trees, and bamboos, including in all 80 species.

The JfL ^ fff T'saou hiva poo is a treatise on flowers and plants, by Kaou
Leen.

The ^ jp| Hiva Icing, in 6 books, by |^ ^ ^p" Ch'in Haou-tsze, publish-
ed in 16'SS, is one of the best works on flowers which has appeared during the

present dynasty. The last book treats of rearing animals of various kinds, in-

cluding some species of insects.

Among the floral records, there are several devoted exclusively to particular

plants. The $? $# i^h ^" gtJ Lb yung mow tan ke is a treatise of such a

character on the Mow-tan paeoriy, which flourished at Lo-yang, by Gow-yang
Sew. The first part describes the several varieties of the plant, which it divides

into 24 kinds; the origin of the different names are then given; and the con-
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eluding portion is a record of popular customs with reference to this flower,

including the methods of planting and cultivating it.

The ijol 5K? 7T tjfr 7& Mow tan yung juh che is a classified arrangement of

the many varieties of the Mow-tan, divided according to the several distinctions

of nobility, written hy Ic J^f K'ew Seuen of the Yuen dynasty.

The }/j| 7rl ^J TK IH Y&ng cliow clib yd poo is a work on the Pseonia albi-

flora, for which Yang-chow was renowned in ancient times. This bears the

name of : H, Wang Kwan, who lived in the llth century, as the author,

but the greater part is taken from a previous work by ^lj jjfc Lew Pan, the

matter being somewhat transposed. Thirty nine varieties of the flower are de-

scribed, of which eight are new, and one has the name altered from Lew's book.

The ^Ij j^ 5ff Is Lew she iceuh poo is a treatise on the Chrysanthemum,
written by ^J |jt Lew Hung, early in the 12th century. The first part is de-

scriptive and elucidatory, with remarks on classification, after which the author

describes 35 varieties of the flower, all of which are indigenous to Honan.

The J& J^ 7$ Iff Shg she keuh poo is another work on the same subject, by

jil IE ^ She Ching-che, who wrote during the 12th century, subsequent to

Lew Mung, but without having seen his book. He descrbes 27 varieties, which

flourished in the more southerly provinces.

Another work on the same subject, entitled fj ^J"^ f| Fdn tsun keuli poo
is by Fan Ching-ta, written in 1186. This is a classified record of 35 varieties

of the Chrysanthemum cultivated in his own garden. These are arranged ac-

cording to their colours, there being sixteen kinds of the yellow, fifteen of the

white, and four of mixed colours.

The JS 9$ E keuh is a short treatise on the cultivation of the Chrysanthe-

mum, by ipi llf If" Hwang Sang-tsang of the Ming, who divides his subject

into the foliowing heads: Preparation of the soil, Leaving the roots, Dividing

the shoots, Placing in pots, Trimming the plants, Nourishing the plants.

The HU Iff L&n poo is a treatise on the Epidendrum, by Kaou Le'en.

The ^H Hi B& Chung Idn keue, by 2p 2gr Lg K'wei, consists of practical

directions for the cultivation of the Epidendrum.

The Hj lf Ldn yen is a brochure on the same flower, by Maou Seang.

The '/$ ^fc Iff Hae t'ang poo is a work on the Pyrus spectabilis, compiled

by |^. ,[ Ch'in Sze, in 1259. It begins with some historical notices of the

plant,
which seems to have been most famous in the west of China. There are

a few incidental observations on the distinction of varieties and methods of cul-

tivation. But the greater part of the work is occupied with stanzas on the

flower, selected from the poets of the Tang and Sung dynasties.

The^^ Iff Le che poo, by^ Hf Ts'ae Seang, bearing date 1059, treats

of the Litchi fruit in 7 sections, on The Origin of the tree, Remarkable spe-

cimens, Trade in the article, Use as a comestible, Cultivation, Time and me-

thods of conservation, and Distinction of species. This is altogether a record

of the fruit as it is produced in Full-keen province.

There is also another work with the same title, published during the present
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dynasty, by Ch'in Ting, wliich treats of the different kinds of Litchi produced

respectively in the provinces of Foil-keen, Sze-ch'uen, Kwang-tung and

Kwang-se.

The |j|f ffi fj Le die Uioa, by /|>ft (nflf
! Lin Tsze-hwan, consists of mis-

cellaneous observations on the same fruit,

The <|? ^ f|f K'cun fang poo is a herbarium in 30 books, compiled by

3E Jsx H Wang Seang-tsin, and published about the close of the Ming dy-

nasty. The chief portion of the work consists of extracts from preceding au-

thors ancient and modern, regarding the various productions of the garden and

field, given seriatim, but without much judgment in the arrangement. It is

divided into twelve parts, under the heads: The Heavens, the Year, Grains,

Vegetables, Fruits, Tea and Bamboo, Mulberry Hemp and Grass-cloth plants,

Medical plants, Trees, Flowers, Shrubs, and Storks and Fish. The details

relate mainly to the medical virtues of the different objects, while the remarks

on cultivation are very superficial. A revision and enlargement of this work

was published under imperial patronage in 1708, with the title 'J|| 3jj ~Jj iff

Kwang k'eun fang poo^ in 100 books.

The
Jjjjjj 3j{ Keuh lull is a treatise on the Orange, written by [pp J?g |j|[ Han

San-chili in 1178, in three parts. The first part describes eight kinds of the

larger orange, termed kan, and the cooley orange; the second part describes

eighteen varieties of the common orange; and the third contains rules for the

cultivation of the plant. The author confines himself to those varieties that

grew in the neighbourhood of Wan-chow in Che-keang, where he held office at

the time he was collecting materials for his work.

The 4tf fff Sun poo is a treatise on Bamboo sprouts, which are much used

as an article of diet in China. The authorship is ascribed to a Buddhist priest

named ^ J^ Tsan-ning, who lived about the end of the 10th century. There

are five sections, on The Different names of the vegetable, Production, Use as

food, Historical notices, and Miscellaneous observations. There are numerous

quotations from books now no longer extant.

The |jy f|f K'eun poo is a work on Mushrooms, by (5jf[ ^H ~P. Ch'in Jin-

yuh, written in the year 1245. This treats of eleven species produced at Tae-

chow in Che-keang, the author's native place, which was fani"d at the period

in question for this fungous edible. The capabilities of the different soils are

examined, and the time of gathering, with form, colour and taste are described.

At the end an antidote is given for the poisonous qualities of the plant.

An effort has recently been made by the Rev. A. Williamson J^. |jJ gL
Wei le'en chin to introduce the elements of the European science of Botany in-

to China. Being obliged on sanitary considerations to leave the country before

the completion of the work, it was carried through by the Rev. J. Edkins.

5t $J H> Gae 7/0 silt, and published in 1859, with the title ;fjj| $J >tj?' Chih

wuh Jieo, in 8 books.

Ornithology cannot be said to have received much attention as a science by
the Chinese, and there are few separate works on the subject. From ancient
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quotations we learn that a book of this character, entitled the ^" $2 A"m Icing,

formerly existed, supposed to have been nearly as old if not older than the

Christain era. This has been lost for many centuries, but a spurious production
with this title claiming to be the same is still extant. This bears the name of

Bffi ? Sze K'wilug as the author, and has a commentary with the name of

jjH fj Chang Hwa of the Tsin dynasty; but the internal evidence is sufficiently

clear to prove the falsity of both these claims. It appears to have been written

about the end of the Sung dynasty, and is not without its value, giving short

notices of a great number of birds indigenous to China.

The $j $2 -k'3 Mn</ is a treatise on the Dove, by H $j, ^ Chang Wan-
chung of the present dynasty. After a lengthened description of the various

species, there is a section of quotations from old works regarding the bird, and
a number of stanzas by former poets on the same subject.

The jfcfa ^ fff Soo shih poo is a short treatise on diet, containing notices' of

20 different vegetable productions used as food. It bears the name of
jJjj( jf|

^ Cli'in T'a-sow of the Sung dynasty, as the compiler, who is thought merely
to have recorded the instructions of his teacher.

The ^ j ^ ^tfl Yin shih sen die, in 8 books, is another work on diet, by

^ 326 Ke'a Ming. On the accession of the first emperor of the Ming, the au-

thor having attained his hundredth year, was admitted to an audience at court.

when lie presented a draft of this work in reply to the emperor's question as to

his mode of living. The main part consists of selections from the various

pliarmaeopaeas, with a chapter on the importance of care in the use of opposing

aliments.

Minor treatises on food are very numerous. Among these may be named,
the ^ j5p T'any p'in, on Soups; the ^ Jj^ pp Ghuh me p'in, on Gruels; the

' 'W PS pp Fan mee'n p'in, on Farinaceous diet; the
j}f Kip pp Foo clia p'in_

on Preserved meats; the ^- Jtjft pp Che soo p'in, on Vegetable preserves; the

ISf^ p5p Ydy suhp'in, on Wild herbs; and the fJU" j^ p^p T'cen shih p'in,

on Confectionary; all by Kaou Leen.

The HI Hf Heae poo is a work on Crabs, written by f^ JJ& Foo Kwang in

1059. Tliis is in two parts, the first of which consists of extracts from ancient

works classical and historical, regarding the different species of crabs, S-ii,

Land, Hermit, &c. The second part is a summary of the facts that had come

to the kn<>\vled'_'o of the author regarding these crustaceans.

The^ ffj( HU |Si
E yu t'od tsdn is a catalogue of 87 remarkable fish, and

35 other marine species found in the China seas, with descriptive stanzas ap-

pended to each, written by ^/ yfl. Yang Shin, in 1544. There are notes

throughout by the author; but these being somewhat superficial, a much fuller

exposition was drawn up by fl^ {th jjf Hoo She-gan in 1630, with the title J^.

^t EH ^ ^ FJ yu t'od ts&n ts&en. The same author afterwards composed a

Nin/.as (in 154 species of fish, and 38 marine animals not named in

Yang's work, giving to his production the title
Jj!f.

&
[ifj '^ ^(ff E yu t'od

tswi poo. Besides this he also wrote a small brochure on piscatorial rnon-
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strosities, with the designation p ^ Jun tseik.

The
||!>] Fp '/fif $g JJjft J/m cJtung hae ts'o soo is a treatise on the Icthyology

of Flih-keen, written by Jf| 2|S g^ T'oo Pun-tseun, with additions by ^ 'j^jj

Sen Po, both of the Ming dynasty.

The YL f3 ^R lH^ Keang win yu seen is a brochure on the fish found in the

province of Keang-nan, by Cli'in Keen.

The H/C %j^ Sli6io Icing is a treatise on Quadrupeds, by H jjipj -^ Chang

Kang-sun.

The jJvl ^ ^ Cliung t'een cht, in 10 books, by %fa^ if. Ch'in Hung-ching
of the Ming, is a treatise on Natural history, arranged under the heads of

Birds, Beasts, Insects, Fishes, and Strange objects.

The ty /pfC ^fl g|f Shadu I'm Uwan poo is a treatise on Single-stick fencing,

as practised by the priests of Slmou-lin monastery in Hu-nan, who have been

long celebrated for their dexterity in the art. This which is largely illustrated

by plates, is dated 1611, and bears the name ^ J& jj Woo Yu-chang as

the author.

The pjif^ j^ ^?p /T O ift T'ea6u Jc'e laen tocie tan t'ob shwo is an illus-

trated work on Gymnastics.

The j^ -Rj" ^f ^ @^ $ Slicing Jc'e heen sze clung Jto pecn is a collec-

tion of four treatises, i. e. the E "^ |g Woo sltwang poo, a series of portraits

of illustrious ancient worthies, with brief descriptive details; the jfC^ ,^ ^
Tung p'o e

e, fac-similes of autographs of the poet Soo Tung-p'o; the Hi 1$
Urh meudu, drawings of the bamboo; and the ^ -f- f^ Kioan tsze poo, a

book of diagrams of the Chinese game of drafts [ ^ Wei k'e.

The 2r j~ LSJ "m i^ Jea6 tsze yiien hwa chuen is a work on drawing in 4

parts, published in 1679, by 5|5 ^ ^ Le Lelh-ung, consisting chiefly of pic-

torial illustrations of the art. The first part, in 5 books, is on Landscape draw-

ing; the second part, in 8 books, treats of the Epidendrum, Bamboo, Peach,

and Chrysanthemum; the third is on Flowers, Birds, Human figures and Build-

ings; and the fourth is on Portrait painting and the Human figure. This

work has been recently recut, and the execution forms a curious sprcimen of the

art of printing in different colours.

Another specimen of polychromatic printing published early in the present dy-

nasty, is entitled the ~f" *Yf *jj[ It ffi Shih chuh chae shoo hwd tsih. This

is composed of eight parts, i. e. Miscellaneous, the Peach, Epidendrum, Bam-

boo, Stones, Fruits, Flowers, and Birds.

A translation of Whewell's " Treatise on Mechanics," by the Rev. J. Edkins,

has been recently published with the title Hf^ Chung hio, in 17 books.

10. The next class in this division, denominated $|E ^Jc Tsd Icea " Miscel-

laneous writers," embraces a number of the old philosophical authors, whose

productions are marked by peculiarities which exclude them from a place among
the "Literati." Some of these are considered heretical, but in the great majority
of cases, it is merely that the subjects of their discourses are beyond the limits

of the Jod keaou. Authors of this stamp were very numerous towards the close
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of the early Chow dynasty, and the fragments of their compositions which have

been preserved, are now valued as specimens of ancient literature.

A venerable author in this category is fjj ffs Yuh Heung, who lived at the

commencement of the Chow dynasty, in the time of Wan wang and 5 -^
Woo wang. His writings are quoted in several very old authors, and the names

of two of his productions are given in the Hdn shoo. The work that has come

down to us, professing to be from his pen, bearing the title
jf|f -J- Yuh tsze,

has a commentary by ^| fa Jj| Fung Hing-kwei of the Tang, and the text is

supposed by some to have been compiled during that dynasty, in part from the

quotations in other works; the original having been long lost previous to that

period. It is the opinion of others however that the text is genuine so far as

it goes, but has been much mutilated during its transmission. The work treats

on the principles of government, and from some passages in it, which are known
from ancient quotations to have existed also in the early copies, it is thought

that additions were made to Yuh tsze's manuscript by a later hand.

Few names are better known in the literary world than |H ?jj[ Mill T'elh,

a scholar who lived in the 5th century B. c. and taught the doctrine of universal

love; for the freedom of his views in which respect, he was impeached by Men-

cius, since which time he has held a prominent place among the heterodox

teachers of China. The work embodying his views, and known by the title

{H -f- Mih tsze, in 15 books, is supposed to have been compiled by some of his

disciples. It was originally in 71 sections, 17 out of which are now lost. He
treats chifly of moral and political science; but the last 20 sections are on mili-

tary tactics, in such an abstruse and unintelligible style, that it is the opinion

of critics, that the text has not reached us in its original purity.

There is a small work, entitled -f" lj -f~ Tsze hwa tsze, with the name of

$( 2fC Ch'ing pun, a subject of the kingdom of Tsin, appended as the author,
whose epithet is said to have been Tsze hwa. Quotations in ancient books shew

that a work with the same title existed in early times, but as no notice is taken

of it in the Han catalogues, it is believed to have been lost anterior to that dy-

nasty. The present volume is shewn to have been written by a member of the

imperial family during the later Sung; but though a spurious production, the

principles it maintains regarding political science, of which it treats, are con-

sidered not inconsistent with orthodox doctrine.

Another treatise on moral science, under the title ^ ^ -f~ Tin wan tsze

was written by Yin Wan during the 4th century B. c., in which the author's

leaning towards Taouist views is considered sufficient to exclude him from the

class of Literati. The oldest edition extant has a preface written about the year

226, by one \fy J| jpi Chung-ch'ang T'ung, who edited and rearanged the

materials.

Nearly about the same time as the preceding, lived the philosopher ^SJ|. 3?|J

Shin Taou, some of whose writings have been preserved in a volume entitled

^jH.^ Skin tszl. The aim of his teaching is to shew the inherent fitness of all

creatures for their respective parts in the economy of the universe, and that a

perfect state of government is to be attained by an adaptation to nature in all
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its various phases. The present work however appears to be only a small frag-

ment of the original.
j

i i'l
I ^ j

Another philosophical treatise, entitled f|^j j& -jp" Ho kwan tsze, is nearly

coeval with the preceding. The name of the author is not known, but he bore

the soubriquet of Ho kwan tsze, in consequence of his wearing a cap made of a

wild-fowl's feathers. He treats largely of the principles of jurisprudence, and

his views are considered to be a development of the orthodox doctrine of the

literati.

Another treatise written about the end of the Chow, is preseved under the

title $} $fc ]|f -f
1

Rung son lung tsze, being written by Kung-san Lung,
who maintains a theory to the effect that the attributes of material objects, as

colour, hardness, &c., aie separate existences, and are not to be confounded with

the objects which they qualify; and further that only one attribute of an object

can be said to be perceived by the mind at the same time, for while the eye per-

ceives the colour, the hardness is held in abeyance by the mental faculty; and so

also while hardness is perceptible to the touch, the colour of the object is ignored

by the thinking agent. There is a commentary on this by Hf $l *$$ Se'ay

He-shin of the Sung.

The ^ ^ ffl Leu she cli'un ts'ew, in 26 books, is a miscellaneous trea-

tise, embodying a great number of historical facts regarding the early history

of China, for which this is the only authority, and the chronological details

which are found throughout the work, form important data for that science.

The work is ascribed to ^ Jjji Leu Puh-wei, one of the petty princes dur-

ing the 3rd century B. 0., but it is generally understood to have been written

by a number of scholars drawn together by his influence, and enjoying his pa-

tronage. Each book commences with the elaboration of a different theme, which

is followed by several independent disquisitions on other subjects. The first 12

books treat of the Records of the months; after these are 8 Examinations, which

are succeeded by 6 Discourses. Although the doctrines embodied in the trea-

tise approximate closely to those of the literati, yet Lefli is repudiated by the

latter class, in great part on account of the obliquity of his moral character.

There are some slight tendencies towards the doctrines of the Buddhists and

Taouists, and also those of Mlh T'eih, with a number of misquotations also;

but on the whole the work is highly esteemed. There is a commentary on it

by ^5 !Pf Kaou Yew, written about the year 205 A. D.

A descendant of the first emperor of the Han, named tjjl] % Lew Gan, holds

a distinguished place among the writers of this class. His work in 21 books is

entitled '$ f|j -^ Hwae nan tsze, he having been prince of Hwae-nan. This

treats at large of the doctrine of Taou, or the Logos of the Greeks, with its

development in the creation and maintenance of the material universe. A se-

cond part to the work existed formerly but is now lost. The oldest and most

valued commentary on this treatise is by Kaou Yew.

TheA $7 w J ^ "'**> written by ^Ij SP Lew Shaou, during the 3rd

century of the Christian era, is divided into 12 sections, in which it treats of

the division of mankind into classes, according to their dispositions, which the
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author professes to discriminate by means of certain outward characteristics.

The composition which is marked by some peculiarities of the period when it

was written, is considered to be in keeping with the orthodox principles of the

literati. There is a commentary by ^|J Jjpf Ltlw Ping of the 5th ceutury.

A historical treatise in 6 books, bearing the title ^ f|g -^- Kin Idio tsze

was written by T^ Ylh, the prince of Seang-tung, who afterwards ascended the

throne in 552, as the emperor Heaou-yuen of the Leang dynasty. This

treats of the government and revolutions of states, with the developments of rec-

titude and corruption in the history of empires. Some memoranda regarding the

national annals are preserved in this, respecting which all former records are

now lost. There are also a number of short narratives of foreign nations, among
which we find a notice of a practice prevailing in the west, of cutting beef-steaks

from a living ox, exactly as stated by Bruce regarding the Worari of Abys-
sinia. The earlier catalogues mention it as consisting of 20 books. All separate

copies were lost during the Ming, and the present edition is taken from the

Yung Id to, teen, and corresponds to an edition printed during the Yuen dynasty.

The ^ J^ 3$t lj|l|
Yen she kea hetin, in 7 books, one of the earliest of the

works on domestic counsel, was written by J||| <^ $ Yen Che-t'uy during the

6th century. The author applies himself to enforce the importance of mental

culture; and though the greater part of the book is in accordance with Confu-

cian principles, yet there is a leaning towards Buddhist ethics in his discourses

regarding rewards and punishments.

The ^| jkS.@ Ch'ung twan king, in 9 books, by J^ jj$i Chaou Juy, bears

date 716. The object of this treatise is to illustrate the doctrine of expediency,

which is developed by the author in 64 sections, consisting of historical exam-

ples, with an ample commentary from the same hand.

The^fc^ Hw& shoo or "Book of Transformation," written by
T'an Seaou in the early part of the 10th century, is an ethical treatise, strongly

impregnated with Taouist tendencies. It is divided into 6 sections, which

discourse respectively on Transformation by doctrine, Transformation by rule,

Transformation by virtue, Transformation by benevolence, Transformation by

nourishment, and Transformation by frugality.

The Q $t jilj, ^ Plh hoo t'ung e is from the hand of Pan Koo the histo-

rian of the Han. The prevalence of heterodox views regarding the doctrine of

the sages, which were being promulgated during the eastern Han, induced

^ TfL *rp Heaou Chang-te, the third emperor of that dynasty, to hold a con-

vocation of literary men in a chamber of the palace designated the Plh hoo

kw&n, for the purpose of definitely expressing their views regarding various

points in the classics. After a session of several months, these were laid before

the emperor, who commissioned Pan Koo to edit the materials and prepare
them for publication. The treatise is divided into 44 sections, on as many
different subjects, and although it has suffered somewhat in the course of manu-

script transmission, there is reason to believe that the existing editions corres-

pond substantially with the original. In accordance with the tendency of the

period, there is a bias towards the interpretation of prophecy, and although the
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work is much thought of by scholars, this has been considered sufficient ground
for excluding it from the orthodox literature. Some of the old editions are en-

titled |rj $ ^ -f fftf Pili hod t'ung till liin, but modern editions generally

have- merely the title Plh hob t'ung,

About the middle of the 4th century, a work entitled "^f -^ '/i Kob kin

chod was written b_y -1 %fa Ts'uy Paou, consisting of an examination of histo-

rical antiquities. An amplification and elucidation of this with the title Pp fj*

pT T* yf- Chung liwa hob Idn chod was compiled by Jf| ^-j Ma Kaou, a sub-

ject of the After Tang. Although two ancient works bearing these titles are

still extant, the presumption is that during the Sung dynasty Ts'uy Paou'a

work was already lost, and that what now bears his name is a spurious compila-

tion drawn up from Ma Kaou's work, while it is believed that the existing copy
of the latter is not entirely genuine either.

The 2t ifl ^ 7C K'ln szchiuuy yuen, by ^ _t ^ Le Shang-keaou, com-

pleted in lO.IG, is a methodical compilation of facts during the Tang and succeed-

ing five short dynasties, which are omitted in the regular histories of the period.

The iff Jf $$ 5jf $fl |E Tslny Ic'ang seang sod tsd JcS, in 10 books, writ-

ten by jSf

1

^|j^ Hwang Ch'aou-ying early in the 12th century, is a collection

of historical notices ancient and modern. As the author frequently quotes the

writings of the notorious Wang G-an-shlh with approbation, he has been brand-

ed as one of his clique; but with the exception of one or two passages, there

is little in the work offensive to the orthodox views. It has suffered greatly

from excision during its transmission through the Ming dynasty, so that it is

now scarcely more than half the size of the original.

The $% ft %J $fl fB E keo leadu tsd Ic6 was written by ^ jg Choo Ylh,

about the beginning of the 12th century. The first part consists of an examina-

tion of the productions of earlier poets, the after part being occupied with the

literary compositions and historical records of preceding authors, with critical

remarks and verifications of the various topics alluded to.

The ii| 5[ ijjjf yj|| |^ Nang IMG chae miodn luh, in 18 books, written to-

wards the middle of the 12 century, by ^ |f* Woo Tsaug, is an extensive

series of short notes historical and literary, arranged under 13 heads. The au-

thor who was a partisan of the unpopular minister ff^ te Tsin Kwei, seems

on the death of the latter, to have suppressed the first and last books of his

work, and these are supplied in the present copies, by [a division of the second

and seventeenth into two books each. There is thought to be considerable merit

shewn in the work, although the author's reputation is no of high standing.

The E?Ij j|| fH Se k'e ts'ung yn, by 3^ j=[ Yaou K'wan, written about

the middle of the 12th century, is a t collection of notes critical and historical,

on the works of preceding authors ancient and modern.

The ^ 5Jf $j| ^ Yang chae suy peih, by $ jj|| Hung Mae, is an exten-

sive selection of extracts from the national literature, with criticisms, published
in five parts. The first part, in 16 books, which occupied the author eighteen

years, was printed in the latter part of the 12th century; the second, in 16 books,

which he designated the "
Supplement," having been thirteen years in hand,
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was finished in 1192; the third part, in 16 books, is dated 1196; the fourth

part also in 16 books, was completed in the following year; and the last part
which only reaches to 10 books, was left unfinished at his death. This is

considered one of the best works of the class, which appeared during the Sung,

being marked by depth of research and accuracy of judgment.

The ^ fH | Yen fan Io6, in 16 books, was finished in 1175, by ^ ~fc jjf

Ch'ing Ta-ch'ang, his object being to develope the idea of the ^ fj/C f|| HI
Ch'un ts'eiofan lod, a work of the Han, which he erroneously conceived to be

spurious; so that this may looked upon as a series of strictures on the latter;

the critical remarks however entitle it to a place among the productions of the

period. The author afterwards added a supplement in 6 books.

The^ ij- Wei ho, in 12 books, by ^ ^ $& Kaou Sze-sun, which ap-

peared about the end of the 12th century, is chiefly an investigation into the

evidence of facts recorded in ancient authors. The writer has drawn largely

upon cyclopedias for his quotations from rare works, while he fails to acknow-

led"e the source of his information.

The J|t Yjfl ^P 0B Lob pod peih ke, in 10 books, written towards the end of

the 12th century, by ^y H pirf
Lew Ch'ang-she, during the intervals of leisure

from official duties, is a collection of critical notes on the works of preceding

and contemporary authors, a great part being occupied with the rectification

of statements in the Nang hie chae mwdn luh.

The Hf" <jr Hfc If Yuy Ic'ih ts'ung shoo, in 30 books, written by 3l ^
Wang Mow about the close of the 12th century, is also a large accumulation

of isolated criticisms on national antiquities, and is esteemed one of the best

works of the class, though not altogether free from errors. The author, who

refused to engage in official duties, gave himself entirely to a life of study.

There is a book by his father appended, consisting chiefly of notes regarding

contemporaneous events.

The ;|pf jll Jnf^ Ying ch'uen yu seabu is a short treatise by jSjjt fl^f Ch'in

Fang, written about the middle of the 13th century, after the model of the

Yung chae sfty peih. The existing editions of the work are extracted from the

Yung 16 t& teen.

The^ 2J1 1& IP- fled cJiae teen peih, by j& $g f. She Shing-tsoo, about

contemporary with the preceding, treats chiefly of doubtful questions relative to

the subtilties of the Yili king. It only ranks as a work of second-rate standing.

The IK, t-fe Shoo po, written by || ij| Tae Chlh, about the end of the

Sun" dynasty, is an examination of various topics of classical and historical

criticism, exhibiting a fair amount of literary talent on the part of the author.

He endeavours in a short section, to reconcile the opposing theories of human

nature taught respectively by Mencius and Seun tsze.

The ^ IBf"^ |!c Ch'aou yuy lily yaou, written by j|jj| ^- Chaou Shing in

1236, is a series of short records of the ancient court rites and customs, ar-

ranged under fourteen heads. The style is peculiarly terse, and a close attention

is necessary on the part of the reader, to catch the precise meaning of the author.

The 03 ^ $E 5D K'wan he k8 wan, by 3l J3I HH Wang Ying-lin, was
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written shortly after the commencement of the Yuen dynasty, and contains the

result of the literary investigations of the author, who holds a prominent place

among the scholars of the period. The work is divided into 4 parts, 8 books

being devoted to classical studies, 2 to the principles of the heavens and earth,

3 to criticisms on the poets, and 1 to miscellaneous observations.

The JH ^ Jjfi, )|f[j T'an chae t'ung peen is a small worlc of the 13th century,

attributed to ^ffj j|j[( Hing K'ae, and consists of examinations of a variety of

questions, classical, historical and literary, written after the model of the Ten

fan lod. The editions now extant are but a fragment of the original, collected

from the Yung Id td teen.

The^ |3 5Jf HI $fy Gae jih chae ts'ung ch'aou, whose author is said to

have borne the family name of ^ Ye", and appears to have lived about the

end of the Sung, is an elaborate discussion of a great number of questions of

historical interest, which are minutely examined, a multitude of authorities

being quoted on the several subjects under consideration, but the articles gene-

rally run into excess of verbiage. The present editions of this are also extracted

from the Yung Jo td teen.

The ^^ ip: ifE Jih sun chae peih /<:<?,
written by ^ '/|f Hwang Tsin

during the first half of the 14th century, consists of a series of critiques in all

the four divisions of literature, the author's talent being more especially ap-

parent in the historical department.

One of the most promient scholars of the Ming dynasty, named Yang Shin,

has left an extensive collection of miscellaneous writings, drawn up during his

banishment to one of the penal colonies in the 16th century. These were in 4

parts, entitled the ffl $& ^^ Tan yuen yu lull, in 17 books; 77" ^n ipf *$i

Tan yuen suh Ifth, in 12 books; -ft ^p |^ $fc Tan yutn jun luh, in 9 books;

and ^J" ^o ti ^ Tan yuen teih luh, in 13 books. The substance of these was

afterwards curtailed and published in one work in 1554, under the title ^ ^
%$j. $$ Tan yuen tsung luh, in 27 books, by ^fc ^c. Leang Tso, a pupil of the

author. This latter was printed by the government officers for gratuitous dis-

tribution among the literati, contributions being levied on the people of the

district for defraying the expenses; but this
) practice pressing heavily on the

poorer classes, the blocks were afterwards destroyed in order to put a stop to

it. The 1st, 2nd and 4th of the original works together with additional mat-

ter, were republished about the end of the 16th century, by $f| "if $j\ Chang

Sze-pei, and an inferior edition of the Tan yuen tsung luh has been published

in recent times. The bent of Yang Shin's genius is towards investigations of

the abstruse, and he has been charged with drawing on the fabulous in support

of his views; but making allowance for some peculiarties, he is generally

admitted to hold a good standing among the writers of the time.

The ^B ^ Jih che luh, in 32 books, by Koo Yen-woo, is a truly valu-

able collection of notes on a variety of subjects, embracing the whole range of

literature, published about the year 1673. These are the result of thirty years

jottings during the daily readings of the author, almost every subject touched

upon having been thoroughly investigated, and all subjected to frequent revi-
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sions and corrections at subsequent periods.

The tH ^ /h IE Tseaou hiiang seadu Iti, written by 'fnf 3^ Ho Sew, in the

early part of the 18th century, is a small work of medium merit, consisting for

the greater part of researches regarding classical subjects, the remainder being

occupied with the antiquities of the national literature arid history.

The JJb "! jiff, jg| Fung suh t'ung e is a treatise written by j| $j/ Ying
Shaou, during the latter part of the 2nd century, with a view to rectify the

decadence which had taken place in the popular customs. For this purpose he

appeals to the authority of the ancient classical and canonical works. When it

left the author's hand it appears to have consisted of 30 books and an appen-

dix, but it has been sorely mutilated in the course of transmission. The present

edition is in 10 books, with an appendix extracted from the Yung Id td teen.

The fpj fif $C |tt Shdng shoo koo shih by ^^ Le Clio, appears to have

been written during the 9th century, the author having recorded the historical

information gathered in conversations witli his friend, surnamed Jt Chang,
who held the office of Shang shoo or " President of Tribunal."

The J^ JK f^ Tung ywn luh, by ff ^ g. Kung Ting-chin, an author of

the llth century, is a short treatise consisting of observations on the subjects

of the classics and other standard works of antiquity.

The ^ j|| sjl H Hung k'e peih fan, in 26 books, is an interesting reposi-

tory of antiquities, national and historical, by Ch'in Kwo, who wrote about the

middle of the llth century, and stands second to none of this class of authors

during the Sung dynasty. The work is divided into seventeen sections, ranging
over the field of archaeological, classical and artistic literature, arts, sciences,

and miscellaneous subjects, while the genius of the author is more especially

conspicuous in the departments of music and mathematics. There is an ap-

pendix of 2 books, entitled fj| :iji ff$ Poo peih fan, giving additional re-

marks on the subjects previously treated, and a supplementary book besides,

entitled ^^ !=p: g\ Suh peih fan.

The jft^ ^ ffi Tung p'o die tin is a collection of desultory notes, by the

poet Soo Tung-p'o, first published by .his son, under the title jfj i$ -^ ^
Tuny p'o show tsih, which was afterwards changed for the present title. It has

been variously divided by different editors, sometimes into 3, sometimes 5, and

sometimes 12 books.

The 5fj Jf| 0f Hffl Sing hwang sin to, written by ^L ^ i$ K'ung Ping-

chung, about the end of the llth century, is a miscellanceous record of histori-

cal incidents and investigations, exhibiting a fair amount of research. It was

originally named the ^L J^ $fl ffe K'ung she tsd shtvo, and is sometimes

quoted under that title; the present designation having been applied by a sub-

sequent editor, as more expressive of his high opinion of the work.

The jiflj ^C 1$. HE Sze yew fan he, by ^ fl^ Le Che, is a record of conver-

sations held by the author, with Soo Tung-p'o and some other friends of literary

reputation.

The '^ yji ffi fj Lang chae yay hwd, in 10 books, was writen by J^ $
Hwuy-hung, a Buddhist priest, towards the close of the llth century, and
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professes to be a record of the information he was in the habit of acquiring in

his intercourse with the scholars of the time. Four fifths of the whole is oc-

cupied with poetical subjects, and although his remarks are generally unob-

jectionable, yet he has been much decried for his dishonest practice of unwar-

rantably using the names of eminent scholars to enhance his own reputation.

The work has been considerably mutilated since its first publication.

The &j|j 1JH; -^f* Lan chin tsze is a collection of miscellaneous jottings, by

<| ^K $=P ^ Yung-k'ing of the 12th century, who adduces a formidable

array of authorities in support of his statements.

The ~ff. jH! ^ Wod tsung chS is a small volume of notes on past and current

events, by ^ jftpj
Woo T'ung, including some investigations of ancient works,

and remarks on poetry. The preface is dated 1130.

The H $ ^H $jfj Alih cJnuang mivun lull, in 10 books; by H ffi ^
Chang Pang-ke, appears to have been written about the middle of the 12th

century. This contains a large collection of facts, supplementary to the na-

tional records; and although some incredible marvels occasionally find a place

in the course of the work, there is much to establish the author's reputation

for depth of research and penetration.

The |H $fj Tit keen, in 10 books, from the hand of $fc ft $ Ch'in Tso-

chg, was finished apparently about the year 1174. This gives the author's

views on a niultiude of questions touched on in the classical and historical

works, with animadversions on public men and events near his own time. His

remarks generally indicate sound judgment, with the exception of his exposi-

tions of the Tih king, which is evidently his weak point.

The 7JC j^J, i||g She iirh pien, in 23 books, by -^^ Sun Tih, appears to

have been finished about the year 1205, and according to the author's preface,

was merely intended for the instruction of his own family. The work is of a

miscellaneous character, consisting of several sections, i. e. General remarks,

Observations on the classics, Remarks on composition, Eemarks on poetry, Cor-

rection of errors, Miscellaneous observations, and Remarks on the characters.

There are many inaccuracies throughout the work, and some confusion oc-

casionally in the quotations.

The H ffi $ ^ Teiv hican ke tvdn, in 10 bocks, was written by jj|| fft

fff Chang She-nan early in the 13th century, and is a record of information re-

garding the past, gathered by him in conversation with contemporary scholars;

but the author carefully avoids all allusion to the politics of the time. His

work is esteemed as a reliable authority.

The ^fc ittJ yji ^ Leang k'e mwdn che, in 10 books, written by Jl? ^ Fei

Kwan, about the beginning of the 13th century, is a series of notes on the an-

tiquities of the court of China, and miscellaneous topics, with extended notices

of Soo Tung-p'o, researches in history, and criticisms of poetical compositions,

concluding with some accounts of marvels.

The /$? jfc^ ip: Q^ Laou lied gan peih l:e, in 10 books, is an assemblage

of notices on historical and literary subjects, collected by Ltih Yew, in the

course of a long life, among an extensive circle of literary acquaintances. There
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is also a supplement in 2 books.

The ff j[H -f" Soo le tsze is a short treatise on the doctrines of the literati,

by |t 3H> Chang Hoo, who lived about the end of the Tang dynasty.

The ^TH^ K'ang ke lull, by ^f^ (Sj Chaou Shuh-heang of the Sung

dynasty, is chiefly occupied with a discussion of colloquialisms, and the special

forms and meaning of particular characters, but the errors into which the author

has fallen, shew that his knowledge of the subject was not very profound.

The $J $jK ^U ^ Wuh lily seeing lean cM is a small work ascribed to

800 Tung-p'o, containing a series of memoranda, methodically arranged under

the twelve heads of The body, Garments, Food, Utensils, Medicine, Sickness

Study furniture, Fruit, Vegetables, Flowers, Animals, and Miscellanies.

The ^ ig gjt Yung seue ts'ung shtvo, written by ^ Jy Yu Ching, in

the year 1200, is a number of short articles on literary subjects, but it does not

stand high in the estimation of scholars.

The JL ^ !Sr f{l E chae yay shing is a small collection of disquisitions on

several questions of interest in history and literature, by ^ ffi Woo Fang of

the 13th century.

The t$H 'ffi 3H Kwef fan lull, in 15 books, written by Yo K'o, about the

commencement of the 13th century, is a comprehensive record of the govern-
mental affairs of the Sung dynasty, chiefly events that are omitted in the larger

histories.

The jj^f $ f& K'eu & shivo, was written by ^f ffi Choo Yung in the latter

part of the Sung dynasty. This author in his younger years was much addicted

to the art of divination, but being at length convinced of the folly of the system,

he wrote this short treatise to expose its fallacy.

In 1243, ifa~%.%& Yu W&n-paou wrote the Pfc ^Ij H$ Ch'uy Jc Sen lull

consisting chiefly of animadversions on ancient worthies, but his criticisms are

lightly esteemed by scholars. Seventeen years later, he completed the Pfc xjjlj

^ ^?j ^| Ch'uy keen luh wae tseih, as a companion to the preceding; having

in the interval already written two supplements, which are now lost. This last

is considered a great improvement on the previous treatise, exhibiting a much

deeper acquaintance with the national literature, and a more liberal spirit in

his remarks on public men of that and the preceding dynasty.

The
'()?(, j|[ |jf !p| ^ Pel ivei chae t&eih wan, written by -ffr f|$ $$ Yu

Tlh-lin, about the middle of the 13th century, is a collection of researches re-

lating to classical and historical antiquities, from early times down to the Sung

dynasty. The work is passable, but in the last book the author enounces some

new explanations of the canonical books, which find little favour from the

generality of commentators.

The^ j^ Hf" jf Tse tuny yay yu, in 20 books, the production of Chow

Melb, appears to have been completed in the latter half of the 13th century.

This enters largely into the investigation of national antiquities, the greater

part however, being occupied with the political changes during the Sung, many
details being given which are not to be found in the dynastic histories.

The g ^^ $1 ^ K'wdn hed chae tea luh is a small work by

Seen-yu Ch'oo, written at yarious times during the latter part of the 13th cen-
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tuiy. This treats chiefly of the poetical productions of that period, with notes

on miscellaneous matters. It is wanting in arrangement, but there are some

good remarks found in it.

TheM jfc fit $$<. T'iing t'een tsing lull, by H^ | Chaou He-kuh of

the 13th century, a member of the Sung imperial family, is a discussion of the

merits and peculiarities of antique vessels and instruments, as also the materials

requisite for the study.

The J| flu. Wfr^ Fo6 lieuen yay lull, consists of the jottings of ^ $=j
Ch'in Yew, towards the close of the Sung dynasty. The contents are arranged
seriatim with regard to the several subjects of Lapidary inscriptions, Caligra-

phy, Rules for writing, Pencils, Ink, Paper, and Pallets.

The 3.^ ^f|f Inff Yuk I'Any kea Incd, in 8 books, was completed by 3E t?
Wang Wan in 1288. This is a record of political affairs, from the year 1261

to 1267, with special notice of the particular business which occupied the at-

tention of the inner council; and a selection of antiquities from former dynas-

ties, omitted in the regular histories. The itinerary of Ch'ang Till in the West,

previously noticed (page 29), is given in the second book.

Tho.j $Jj p$J Hf Ch'in yuen tsing yu, by j ^ Plh Ting, was finished

at the beginning of the 14th century, being miscellaneous notices of the author's

literary researches, which are in general much to the point, although there are

some slight errors occasionally. The existing editions are thought to be only a

portion of the original work.

The |ff ^f^^ H Hfc Shoo chae hwu lied ts'ung fan, by || #fj $r
Suing Joo-tsze of the Yuen dynasty, is chiefly a discussion of the classical and

historical works, with criticisms on the poets; including also records of a num-
ber of events omitted in the dynastic histories.

The ^[j ijff sjl gB Pih keen peih he is the only remaining work of $f[ ttt 1^
Ch'in She-lung, the author of several literary productions during the Yuen

dynasty, who was killed in the insurrectionary contest about the establishment

of the Ming. This consists principally of historical notes, and strictures on the

literature of the time.

The ^JH^ Jih loan lull is a short record after the model of the Kob kin

cho6, by ^p !$)] Le Chung, an adherent of the Yuen dynasty, although it ap-

pears to have been finished about the commencement of the Ming. There is a

considerable portion occupied with an attack on Buddhism, the books and cus-

toms of which, the author contends to have originated in a perversion of native

Chinese ideas. The editions now extant are taken from the Yung Ib td tiien.

The Pi Mi SK 35^ Tsing yen ts'uncf Mi, by Wang Wei, written about the

commencement of the Ming' dynasty, gives a series of bibliographical details re-

garding the classics and collateral records, with a brief notice of the rise of

Buddhism and Taouism, and remarks on geomancy and medicine.

The JfL ~fc -J- Ts'abu muh tsze is a series of notes embracing nearly every

department of literature, written by^ -f- -p^ Ye Tsze-k'e during his im-

prisonment in 1378. It is divided into eight sections, entitled respectively,

Limited views, Observation of things, Original principles, Primordial mysteries,

Diligent application, Miscellaneous arrangements, General talk, and Miscel-

laneous rarities.
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The ip p| -f. ^C ,f^ UK ^ 5C 3? Hiva e hiod muh neadu sltbw chin w&n

k'adu, by ^.^ j=J Shin Mow-kwan of the Ming, is a series of researches rela-

tive to objects of nature and art, 6 books being devoted to Plants, 1 to Ani-

mals, 1 to Rarities, and '2 supplementary. There is a want of care in the com-

pilation, many statements being heaped together indiscriminately, without

regard to their authenticity.

The RBf $$, ^ iji Ho tung mwdn peih, by | fj T'an Sew of the 16th

century, is a series of disquisitions on historical and literary subjects.

The^^ Up IfT K'adu pivan yu sze, by T'oo Lung of the Ming, is a general
examination of the furniture of the study, with historical notes on the several

objects. These are Typography, Impressions from tablets, Caligraphy, Draw-

ings, the Lyre, Paper, Pencils, Pallets, Incense pots, Vases, and other articles.

The p5j %fi J^ HI gffc Sze yew chae ts'ung shwb, in 38 books, by 'fof ^ ^
Ho Leang-tseun, bearing date 1569, consists of extensive notes on the various

subjects treated in the native literature, under the 16 heads, Classics, History,
Miscellaneous records, Philosophy, Buddhism and Taouisrn, Literary composi-

tion, Poetry, Writing, Drawing, Development of the inclination, Lofty coun-

sels, Care of the person, Felicitation of old age, Rectification of customs,
Examination of literature, and Odes, A supplement was added treating of

historical subjects. There is a general looseness and want of evidence for the

statements of this work, which has been severely criticized by subsequent writers.

The fy $f} Yen tsing, written by ^H ~n. Leu Chung-yfih early in the

present dynasty, is a collection of notes on the meaning'of characters, researches

concerning the origin of customs, and kindred topics. There are a good many
errors throughout the work, which must be cautiously relied on.

The ^^ Yx iffil nu Tung ydy tse'en Ic6, by ~r -^ [rfj Wang Ts'ung-keen,
written in 1665, is a miscellaneous collection of memoranda made during the

author's reading in history, embracing notes on a variety of subjects ancient

and modern; but there is a want of care apparent in many of the quotations.

The
-if'^ ]$ fp3 spi Yun lang gbw peih is a book of jottings, chiefly of current

and recent events, by Sung Lo of the 17th century.

The |_L| ^ Shan che, in 6 books, by 3E 2&^ Wang Hung-chuen, about

contemporary with the preceding, is a miscellaneous collection of notes on a

variety of subjects ancient and modern, of moderate merit. The author is more

famous for raising doubtful questions, than for judgment in their solution.

The -\^ ^(
l

ff._ ^ /p 3K Ts'cih sung t'&ng shih seadu luh is a record of

observations chiefly relating to the fine arts, by ^\ "f|| ^H Low T'e-jin, writ-

ten early in the present dynasty.

The Jjx jX ^ Hffl Keia ivdn Inh lun and $ft^ Tsd luh, both from the hand

of Koo Yen-wod, consist of notes made during his readings in the national

histories, and were originally published separately, but were afterwards incor-

porated in his Jili che luh.

The ^C ^ 1J| {$) fl| Tien heang low gdw tih, written during the latter

part of the 17th century, by ^ fa }$j^ Yu Chaou-lung, is a collection of

memoranda in the several departments of literature, gathered from a perusal of

the recent publications of that period.
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The ^C J HHt j
T'ien Ink shih yu, by Kaou Sze-ke, is a large assemblage

of notes, chiefly extracts from the books of the Sung and Ming dynasties, but

made without judgment, and exceedingly open to criticism.

The
ftjj, 3fc ff| jf& Ch'epih gow fan, in 26 books, completed by Wang Sze-

chiug in 1691, is a large collection of memoranda arranged under four divisions,

treating respectively of, Court notabilia, Distinguished characters, Literary

compositions, and Marvels. The first part contains several notices of the pre-

sentation of tribute to China, by European nations.

The jjlg EjH $fl fit! Chen puh tsd Ice, in 6 books, written^by Chaou Ylh, about

the beginning of the 18th century, consists of a variety of articles relating to

matters of passing interest during the present dynasty. Among these we find

some curious notices of the Jesuit missionaries and other foreigners in China.

The )J|| I^J fjg^ 'g $jji Teen ndn yik k'6w luh, is a collection of short articles,

by Chang Hung, chiefly relating to objects on the eastern midland provinces of

China, written during the author's residence in Yun-nan, early in the 18th

century.

The^ jj{@. qS jftJ Ileang tsod peih he, in 12 books, is a miscellaneous record

written by the same author as the preceding, between the years 1703 and 1705

inclusive.

The
"j^f ^C -f ^f $fl^ Koo foo yu ling tsd luh, also from the same hand

as the preceding, to which it is supplementary, was written in 1705, after the

author's retirement from office. Many of the statements contained in it are

very open to criticism.

The^ tT ^ tf?f Fun Jean yfi hiuu is another miscellaneous work, written

by the same author in 1709; but it shews less of research than the others, and

bears indications of the feebleness of old age.

The j|pl ^3 TJjf ^E^ Tun shih chae peih fan, written by ^ $j f|f

Kcang Shaou-shoo, about the commencement of the 18th century, is a collec-

tion of remarks on specimens of writing, drawings, and antiques, which the

author describes from personal inspection.

The gjfc PP Shwb Vow is a historical note book, written by ^ ^ ^ Ye

Paou-sung in 1760.

The $ IPil ffi -^ Yf HI ^n ifc K& ting sung gan chuh loo che mo, con-

sists of descriptive and narrative details regarding a bamboo stove, which was

kept in the T'ing-sung monastery, near Woo-selh. and formed an object of

curiosity to the emperor when he visited that neighbourhood. It was written

towards the end
of_the

18th century, by |j|i $$j ^ Tsow Ping-t'ae.

The^^ jg W" ZV yen che yen, by^ %ft Tseen K'e, dated 1848, con-

tains the author's views on a number of subjects in science and religion, in which

he shews considerable independence of thought, but the conclusions he arrives

at are frequently more curious than trustworthy.

The !& ^P Shwofoo is an extensive work compiled by |$ij ^V HI T'aou

Tsung-e, early in the Ming dynasty, in 100 books, consisting entirely of copi-

ous extracts from works in all the several departments of literature, without

any remarks by the compiler. 30 books of the original were afterwards lost, and

in 1530 when it was republished, ^ ^t IH Yiih Wan-po the editor supplied
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30 books from other sources. A new edition appeared in 1647 by (^ ^ T'aou

Ting, who enlarged the collection to 120 books, containing in all, extracts from,
or complete editions of 1292 separate works. The same editor also published
a supplement in 46 books entitled fffc ^|5 |ff Shiubfoo s&h, in connexion with
the original; but this additional part, which consists of selections from the

Ming writers, is considered of little value.

The
"jjtf -^ 1ft '/B Ko kin sliwb hae, in 142 books, is a work similar in

character to the preceding, compiled by |j? $| Luh Tse'e", who completed his

undertaking in 1544. It is divided into 4 parts, comprising respectively,

Eclectics, Repositories, Digests, and Thesauri, in all 135 works, but the ex-

cerpta are very much fuller than in the Shiod foo.

The 31 ^ Ht r$>W ^ cjie t>an9 fan liwuy, in 36 books, is also a col-

lection of excerpts from other works compiled by ^ Jj|j ^ Seu Ying-ts'ew,
in the former part of the 17th century. This differs in plan however from those

above noticed, the subject matter being arranged under a great number of head-

ings, each of which includes selections from every book bearing on the question.

The author's reading must have been extensive, his quotations extending over a

vast field of literature; but the work shews a great want of discrimination, and is

grievously marred by its tendency to the marvellous and puerile.

The Ufa J$j tl ir Tang hod tseaou shoo, in 12 books, by 2J ^ ^ Lae
Tselh-che of the Ming, is analogous in character to the preceding; being com-

posed mainly of extracts from the books of the Tang, Sung, Yuen, and Ming

dynasties, in connexion with brief remarks by the compiler.

The pf [Hj P? En w -^ yuen ke so ke, in 12 books, is a compilation, doc-

trinal, historical, and literary, formed by selections from preceding writers.

Some two or three tenths of the whole relates to matters of antiquity, and the

remainder is occupied with events of the Ming dynasty. This was completed

by Chaou Kelh-sze, in 1659, but he has shewn a great want of discrimination

in his extracts.

The JJtJ TC |g flf Chaou tae ts'ung shoo, in 90 books, consists of reprints

of portions of as many different works by authors at the commencement of the

present dynasty, each extract forming a separate book. These sometimes consist

of intact sections of the work, but at others detached portions are joined to

make up the book. The compiler Chang Chaou has also occasionally altered

the text, so that his edition is not in every instance to be relied on. This is in

two parts, the first of which in 50 books, was published in 1697, and the suc-

ceeding portion shortly after.

The ^@ /L JR a T'an IcS ts'ung shoo, in 100 books, is of a similar character

to the preceding, and was also compiled by Chang Chaou in conjunction with

3i fl^ji Wang Clio. The greater part consists of selections from the literary

compendiums of scholars of this dynasty, the remainder being made up from

the writings of Ming dynasty recluses. This is also in two parts, the first of

which appeared in 1659. Both these works are considered most unfortunate

efforts at compilation, and stand extremely low in the estimation of scholars-

The
jjjjjjt Iff "ff" ffijf

Pe thoo neen yih cliung, in 100 books, consists of re-

prints of twenty one ancient works, compiled by
V

/3E i iH Wang Sze-han of
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the present dynasty. Five of these works are proved to be spurious, and one,

the Siih po ivuh cite, a work, of the later Sung, is erroneously assigned to the

Tsin dynasty.

The 3Jff JS^ T'ung 6 Wi is a collection of upwards of twenty treatises on

ethics, arts, sciences, and other subjects tending to the illustration of the

classics. The author of this, ^ JJ BB Ch'ing Yaou-teen, lived last century,

and is highly esteemed for his literary attainments. These treatises exhibit a

more than ordinary amount of critical judgment, and form an important con-

tribution towards the subjects in question.

The earliest Christian works extant in Chinese, date from the beginning of

the 17th century. On the arrival of the Jesuit missionaries, it soon became an

object with them to employ the agency of the press in the dissemination of

their views through the empire. The books which they have left must ever

prove an object of interest to the disciple of Jesus, as containing the oldest

existing announcement of the Saviour, to this empire; and the care with which

some of these were composed, has obtained for them a place in the imperial

catalogue. These would seem to deserve a separate class in the list; but as the

imperial authorities have included them among the u Miscellaneous writers,"

the same arrangement is followed here.

Perhaps the European whose name is best known in China, both on account

of his writings and doings is Matteo Ricci. Devoting himself assiduously to the

study of the native literature, he is said to hare acquired an aptitude for cloth-

ing his ideas in a Chinese dress, remarkable for a foreigner. One of his first

efforts was while residing at Nan-ch'ang the capital of Keang-se. Having
made the acquaintance of the prince of Keen-gan, he was one day interrogated

by him as to the laws of Friendship in the west; which conversation gave rise

to the short treatise ^ ^C Iffi Keaou yew Inn, completed by Ricci in 1595,

and embodying his views in a succession of short and pithy paragraphs. In

1601, during his sojourn at Peking, and while enjoying daily intercourse with

scholars of high rank, he was enabled to bring out the ^C 3 jll ^fH T'een

chob skih e, a treatise on the character and attributes of God. This deals with

the subject under eight heads, i. e. Creation and preservation of the universe,

Ignorance of mankind regarding God, Man different from dumb animals in

having an immortal soul, Difference between the soul of man and the spiritual

powers, and diversity of substances in the universe, Doctrines o
e'

metempsycho-
sis and prohibition of taking life exposed, with explanation of the theory of

fasting and abstinence, Imperishable character of the mind, witli the certainty
of heaven and hell, Original goodness of human nature and peculiar tenets of

Christianity, and an Explanation of European customs, particularly celibacy of

the clergy. This work, which is in the dialogue form, contains some acute

reasoning in support of the propositions laid down, but the doctrine of faith in

Christ is very slightly touched upon. The tenets of Buddhism are vigorously

attacked, while the author endeavours to draw a parallel between Christianity

and the teachings of the literati. In 1604, Eicci completed the Zl -f" 3L fy
Urk shlh woo yen, a series of 25 short articles chiefly of a moral bearing; but

having little of the peculiar and essential doctrines of the Christian system. It
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lias prefaces by 5|f j|i JH" Fung Ting-king and Seu Kwang-k'e, both cele-

brated in the history of the church. The (^ A ~f"* HI Ke jin sUh p'een is

another of the same author's productions, completed in 1608, and consists of

a record of ten conversations, which he had held with some of the high native

dignitaries at various times. The subjects discussed are Years past no longer

ours, Man a sojourner on earth, Advantage of frequently contemplating eter-

nity, Preparation for judgment by frequently contemplating eternity, The good
man has few words and is not desirous of talking, The meaning of abstinence

from flesh is not the prohibition of taking life, Self-examination and self-reproof

are inconsistent with inaction, Future rewards and punishments, Prying into

futurity hastens personal calamity, and Wealth with covetousness more miser-

able than poverty with contentment. A translation of eight European hymns
with elucidatory remarks, written in 1609, are appended to the Ke jin shift

j/ti'/i.
The pointed attacks on Buddhism in the preceding works, and the wide

circulation of Hicci's doctrines by means of their republication in several parts

of the empire, called forth the animadversions and opposition of the priesthood.

The force of their arguments however was very feeble. One of the most talent-

ed was Jffi -fe Choo-hung, a priest of Hang-chow, who had abandoned the

literary profession for the Buddhist cloister. Three articles appear in his pub-
lished writings, against the doctrine of the Jesuits. These having been brought

to the notice of |jf| j^f- J5C Yu Chun-he, one of the metropolitan high func-

tionaries, he wrote to Ricci in a spirit of apparent candour, requesting further

light on the subject. This letter with Ricci's reply, the priest's three declama-

tions and the refutation of Ricci, were all published together, under the title ^
^ JiH K\\ Pe?n ^' eo t'uh, with a postcript by Seu Kwang-k'e.

The Ifl ^, iM Ba Bft Ling hiuan tabu t'e shwo is a small psychological trea-

tise by Nicolas Longobardi, who lived in China from 1597 to 1654.

Contemporary with Ricci, and closely associated with him in his labours and

adventures, Didacus Pantoja J| Jjfe, :$ Pang te go, composed several works

of a religious and moral character, which are still extensively read. The -\^ 3lL

Ts'eih Jc'ih, in 7 books, issued by him in 1614, is a treatise on the conquest of

seven dominant sins of human nature, i. e. Pride, Jealousy, Avarice, -Anger,

Sensuality, Debauchery, and Indolence. The style of the work is rather high,

which has rendered it not distasteful to literary men, but there is very little

peculiar to the Christian doctrine in it. The latter however is treat(-d by him

at considerable length in a work which appears to have been published after his

death, with the title HI ~P xS. t^ Pang tsze & tseuen. This explains minutely

the forms and doctrines of the church of Rome, the last part giving an account

of the early history and fall of man, as contained in the Old Testament.

The f|f^ $fa^ Peen Jtio soo kaou is an apology for the Jesuit missionaries

addressed to the emperor, by Seu Kwang-k'e, in 1616, when they bad been

denounced as traitors, by the Board of Rites at Nanking. Seu also wrote a

short treatise against Buddhism, entitled |||j *^ .f\ ffif -% P'eih shift she choo

lodnrj, in which he discusses the reasonableness of the various practices connec-

ted therewith.

Alphouso Vagnoni ^jj
~
^> Kaou yili che, who entered China in 1605, has
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left the names of sixteen works from his hand, most of which, if not all, are still

to be found. This father shews none of the scruples of Ricci about announcing

the most puerile teachings of his church. His He "pf 3~T f^ Shine/ mob Jtiny

sliih is a remarkable specimen of Mariolatry, giving a legendary history, followed

by a lengthy record of miraculous interferences of the Virgin on numerous occa-

sions. The ffi |5|jf \fe 3jfc K'uny tse kih chS by the same, is a treatise on the

chemical composition of the universe; containing the author's ideas on the va-

rious celestial and terrestrial phenomena.
The same year that Ricci died, Emmanuel Diaz reached China, and there are

extant nine works written by him during a residence of more than thirty years.

His chief production appears to be the H| $^ [ft Jff Shiny king cliih Iceue, in

14 books, consisting of the Gospels for the several Sundays and feast days

throughout the year, as appointed by the ritual, with extended commentary and

reflections on each. This work which was finished in 1636, is written in a

chaste and lucid style. To Diaz, we are also indebted for the s^ [tr &. ^
K'iny she kin yen, a very free translation of Thomas a Kempis' "Imitation of

Christ
"

complete, which was issued in 1640. The style of this is unexception-

able to literary taste. More recently another translation of the last-named

work has been published, with the title ^ ^ Jji ip[[ Tsun choo shiny fun.

This has less of literary embellishment than the preceding, but more literal

conformity to the original.

The ffij ^fH Hivdng e is a modified form of some of -ZEsop's J>> ftj E so

Fables, by Nicholas Trigault ^ J^ & Kin Ne-ko, who reached China in

1610, where he remained till his death in 1629.

Francis Sambiasi *jL ~jj ^ Peih Fang-tse, a Neapolitan Jesuit came to

China in 1613, and has left two or three works of a psychological character.

In 1624, the ff| ff fHi 'J Liny yen le tso was written by Sen Kwang-k'e,

from his dictation. This is a treatise on the Soul, which he designates anima,

and explains under four heads : i. e. Substance, Capabilities, Dignity, and

Excellence. The 0H jj Zl -^ Shicuy hiud urh td is a short treatise by the

same, on Sleep and Pictures allegorized, with a preface by Le Che-tsaou.

Jules' Aleni ^Cnlf ,-ff-
Gae Joo-leo, who commenced his career in China at

the same time as the preceding, has left twenty five different works, most of

which are still in common circulation. Among these, the ^7C z i l**p ^ Ti "fT

^>E ?& T'een chub keuny sang yen hiny Ice ltd, in 8 books, is a Life of Christ,

of which an abbreviated edition has been recently published, under the title

$|J Ufa ff tf IE Y&y s o y^ hing ke led. The ^ JJJ& ^ ^ Me sd tse

e is an explanation of the Doctrine of the Mass, with a minute account of the

ceremonies of the Church of Rome connected therewith. The j^ %\ TF ^,
T'eih tsuy ching Icivei is a treatise on the Remission of sins. The ^ $J ^ j^
Wan louh cliin yucn, first printed in 1628, a small treatise on the Origin of all

things, has attained a great popularity, and has also been translated and pub-

lished in Manchu. The : [If |^^^ 'S'' i s îan h'n ''o ĉe a Dialogue

between Aleni and a native dignitary, on God as the creator and governor of

the universe. The ^J| ^ fjg IJJ1- JJ Ling shiny t'e yaou le is a discourse on

the Sacrament of the Eucharist. The le^ ^ Shiny mung k'o is a transla-
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fe

tion of a Dialogue between a disembodied spirit and its corpse, represented as

a dream, said to have been written originally by St. Bernard 'fy (^ fj^ Peh

urh-na, and put into Chinese by Aleni. This has an outline of certain eccle-

siastical forms in the church appended. The
[Ttj -^ jjt^ Szs tsz& king is a simple

statement of the Romish theology, written in lines of four characters each. A
memoir of Matteo Ricci was also written by Aleni, with the title ~fc 65 ^l] ^t
^fe ^T J^ Td se le seen sang king tseili.

John Adam Schaal, renowned for his services in the cause of science, has left

to posterity twenty six works, but most of these are in the department of astro-

nomy; only five or six being of a directly religious character, and of these

there is one, the $f?
'

J6. H oE IM ^F Ts'tmg ylli t'dng j'ih Jce suy peih,
which consists of a collection of legendary miracles, little calculated to exalt the

doctrine in the minds of intelligent Chinese.

The ty] ^ $^ $5? Tsoo shen ckung Icing is a book of prayers for the dying
and dead, translated by John Froes vt ?&* 3^ Fuh Jo-ivang, a Portuguese

missionary, who lived in China from 1624 to 1640.

The H? 2 H ff Sliing he pih yen is a translation of a hundred moral apo-

thegms, ascribed to the canonized virgin Teresa fjg )jjj j^( Till lih sa, of Spain,

by James Rho.

Hieronymus de Gravina ^ HT. f|g? Koo E-muli came to China in 1637,
where he laboured in the mission cause till his death in 1659. He has left a

work entitled JX IE $j| Te citing peen, in 6 books, giving a fair outline of

the doctrines of the church of Rome, under 6 heads, i. e. God's excellence,

Redemption by God, Recompense by God, God's mercy, What God honours,
and God's protection.

In 1637, Louis Bngli ^lj ^ff $Jf Le Luy-sze a Sicilian Jesuit first reached

China, where he long lived in the enjoyment of the imperial favour which con-

tinued till his death in 1682. There are twenty small works, the production
of his hand, the most noticeable of which is probably the ^ f^| ti $ffi P&h till

& pe'en. This is an answer to a violent attack on the Christian religion, en-

titled ^ ^ 2* Pah tih e, written by %jy ^fe ^t Yang Kwang-seen, one of

the Mohammedans high in office in the Astronomical Board, who appears to

have been moved by jealousy on account of the favours the Jesuits were obtain-

ing, through the success of their mathematical acquirements. This led to a

fierce persecution of Christianity throughout the empire, which commenced in

the beginning of 1665, and lasted till 1671. Bugli replies seriatim to the va-

rious false statements of Yang Kwang-seen. Another of the same father's

publications is the ijji ~fj >J> |^ $j Shing mob seabujih Jc'6 Icing, a trans-

lation of a book of Prayers to the Virgin Mary. The ti "f ^f" W^ $S
E ivdng duty jili lc'6 Icing is a book of Prayers for the Dead, another translation

from the same hand.

The ^ |Q T'een Jceae is a short treatise spiritulizing the affairs of commoa

life, written by Francis Brancata,
%

/f [^ jfc P'wan -Kwo-Jctvang, a Sicilian

missionary who laboured in this empire from 1638 till 1671. There are

several other productions of bis hand extant. One of these the JJff /jjg |IJ $p
Chen le Ic'dw to, consists of commentaries and expositions of the Gospels
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appointed in the ritual for the festival days, drawn up in 1642.

The fame of Ferdinand Verbiest fff 'JH \H Nan Hwae-jin, in China, resta

chiefly on his astronomical labours; but while thus occupied in the service of

the empire, he was not unmindful of the great object of his mission,-in forward-

ing the cause of his church. The twenty five works which he has left include

a few short treatises which are still in common use among the native converts.

Of these, the ijj fff( ^^ Shing t'e id e is the solution of doubts as to the

Sacrament of the host. The >fx iH" n* flW Keadu yaou seu lun is a general

outline of the doctrines of the church of Rome, including expositions of the

Ten commandments, Lord's prayer, and Apostle's creed, published in 1677. A
version of this was afterwards printed in Manchu, which was denounced in an

imperial edict of 1805. The ^ $$ M Hi Ka6u lieae, yuen e, is an explana-

tion of the doctrine of Confession.

Andrew Lobelli |^? ^ -(j
Luh Gan-tili, entered China in 1659, where he

laboured as a missionary in Kwang-tung, Keang-nau, and Peking. Nine of his

literary productions are preserved, all of a religious character. The JpL jjig jfjf $f
Chin fuh chih die, written in 1673, is a directory to the attainment of true

happiness, by seeking it in the Christian religion. The H ^ jjig $f IE $
Shen sang fiih chung ching Io6

f
is a treatise on the rites and precepts of the

church of Rome, proposed as a means of making the most of the present life

and also the future.

The.'jiH. ,@, ^fj Shin sze luh, consists of a series of reflections on matters per-

taining to the Christian religion, written at intervals by 5p Itt^ Le K'e-

heang, and arranged by his son ^ $f ^ Le So-leang after his death, in

three sections, treating of man's responsibility towards God, towards his neigh-

bour, and towards himself. It is issued with the imprimatur of Antony de

Gouvea ^'fc'&Ho Ta-hiva, who lived in China from 1636 to 1677.

The =^ 5fx |f3 HH Shing JceaCU sin ching is an account of the labours of the

Jesuit missionaries who came to China, down to the year 1673, drawn up by

^^ Han Lin and j| /ftf Chang Kang, two native converts. At the end, a

catalogue and brief notices of all the missionaries are given, with the several

works written by each.

The ^ 3* -^ ;|Jr Kill che gaou led is a historical account of the Christian

religion, by jjH UJJ ^ Lo Ming-yaou, a European.

The Hi^ ^ ^jjjt. Shing kea6u mine/ ch'ing, in 8 books, is a treatise on the

evidences of Christianity, by fSj ip HI Wan Tse-kwo, a European missionary

of the Dominican order. This was completed in 1677, and is one of the best

works of the kind.

The
|rtj $f J|, ; Sze chung led e, by Q ^ J^ Plh To-ma, a European

Augustinian, published in 1705, is a discourse on Death, Judgment, Hell, and

Heaven. The i^?^ "^J^ Shing Iceauu ts'ee yaou, by the same, is a guide
to neophites in the ritual and ceremonies of the church.

The ^C ill |^ J|. Jt T'eenjod i'itng 6 k'aou is a comparison of the Chris-

tian religion with the doctrines of the literati of China, by ^ $ j^f Choo

Tse-nan a native convert, published in 1715. This is divided into three parts, the

first shewing wherein the two systems are identical, the second shewing wherein
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the Christian supplies what is lacking in the other, and the third pointing out

the superiority of the Christian system.

The 8^ ^ |=| f Chin tabu tsz6 ching is a treatise on the evidences of Chris-
* 1 i i *_ -

tianity, written in 1718, by 'y -rj" Ipj Sha Show-sin, a European missionary.

The 1^ ff||
/

|Z! ^ 4? 3$h 1% Shiny t'ejin gae king kwei t'eaou, written by

^M Ht IE Fung Ping-ching a European Jesuit, in 1719, consists of prepara-

tory exercises for receiving the Sacrament of the eucharist. Another work by
the same author, is the ij & )ff infc Shine/ ne&n lavang yih, in 12 sections, a

series of legendary narratives of the saints with reflections, for every tlay in the

year, completed in 1738. A revised edition, arranged according to the modern

calendar, and otherwise modified, was published in 1815. A version of this

has been circulated in Hanchu, it being in the number of those prohibited by
an imperial edict in 1805. Similar in character to the preceding, but of much

smaller compass, is the =g ^? |pf Igfc Shiny- king kwdng yih, by the same,

being a series of meditations and exercises corresponding to the Gospels for the

several days according to the missal. The ^ jtf ^ ^ Shing she ts'oo yaou,
also from the same hand, is a general discourse on the Christain religion, with

a vigorous attack on the idolatrous customs of China.

The ] ^ fffj tjjs Choo king t'e ia& is an exposition of the Lord's Prayer,

by Jfjj 5i /ra ^m Hwang-seu, a Jesuit missionary contemporary with the

preceding; who also wrote the ^ 5f ^ ^jf Neih urh chung yen, consisting of

moral and familiar counsels for the guidance of converts.

The ftf^ $fc Shih tseSn l&h is a treatise of psychology, by ^ ffij Tlh-

p'ei, a member of the imperial family, who had identified himself somewhat

with the missionaries, and become imbued with their doctrine of the Soul. This

is dated 1639.

Thfl jjrj frfj iSf HI E keen taou e is the substance of a treatise on Prayer,

translated by % ^ 3jj> Ch'in Jo-selM, a native Jesuit, and published in 175S.

The^ ,@, ^ ^ Sfiln sze die nan, in 6 books, is a Guide to Meditation,

the two last books comprising reflections on the Gospels for the several Sundays
and festivals throughout the year.

The =jji q? gg gj Shing keadu (seen slnvo is a treatise on the nature and

character of God, human nature, and future rewards and punishments, con-

taining an able discussion of the errors of Chinese theology.

The tfe. qg ^c ^? Shiny keaou yaou king is a compilation by an Augusti-
nian named "yr fliffj jjjj-

E-na-tseo Ignatius, comprising the Ten commandments,
Lord's prayer, Apostle's creed, and other prayers and formula} of the church,
with an ample commentary to the whole.

The j$3, op J p irp Chow neen choojih k'bw t'o is a series of homilies

for every sunday throughout the year, by |^^ ^( Lnli Sze-mlh, a native of

Shanghae.

The jJH ^ |g ;]jg ^ jfjig Chow neen chen le kung king is a translation of

the liturgy for tlie several festivals of the church throughout the year.
The ^ l^. ^ Kwei chin tseih, by ^^ H. Sen Ylh-leang, is an attack

on popular superstitions and idolatrous practises.

}}%A lc ^ Ching jin yaou tseih, written by %\\ ^ ^ Le Gan-ting
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a Franciscan missionary in 1694, consists of incentives to a religious life.

The %J ts 55 ~W Ch'oo liwuy wan ia is a dialogue on some principles of

the Christian religion, by ^j ^ 5^ Shlh T'6-luh a missionary of the Fran-

ciscan order, written in 1680.

The fj 3~f gff IV/i /t-mj/ />oo is a narrative of the life and legendary miracles

of >i| &^ ^ Jf^f ^JO Ta-ne-laou Ko-sze-kea, a Polish saint of the Jesuit

order, written by Dominic Pareuin G* ^ ^/j Pa To-ming, of the same order,

in 1726.

The^ lit J|j. ff& Ching she Jed shwo is a treatise on various points of Ro-

man Catholic theology, written by xjc ^f? jfc Choo Tsung-ynen, in the first

half of the 17th century. The ^jf Zjf & Td k'ih wan, by the same author, is

a dialogue on Christianity, drawing a contrast between it and the several sys-

tems established in China.

The jj3 5^5 yj-v tj| SMng keaou, seadu yln is a short disquisition on the doc-

trines, prohibitions and rites of the church, by ^gj Pp Fan Chung, a native of

Hang-chow.
The =fe tjjfc |- JJE Shiny keaou yaou le is an elaborate catechism of the doc-

trines and practices of the church of Rome, by Francis de Rougemont <g '/^

Loo-jih mwan.

The jjjb '})$! 2$f tft Gdn shdy teb shwo is an explanation of the doctrine of

Indulgences, and of several societies in the Papal church, givien in the cateche-

tical form.

The 3c ^ 01 Ira K'fo hiti tsiien Hn consists of counsels for the performance

of relative family obligations.

The ^C "M. WL $& T'tien t'dng chili loo is a guide for the disciple in his daily

conduct and conversation.

The 8|L QpL ^ ^f ^fr j?^ Taou
yii

chob yen tsze seu fa is a didactic

treatise on the doctrines arid rites of the church.

The ffjj ;SS ^ Pe wany lull is a miscellany of scripture narratives, apocry-

phal miracles, anecdotes, &c.

The $$^ !$j Keae-me lun is a discussion of the false doctrines prevalent in

China, written in 1845. by $k jH R% Yaou Ho-ming, a native of Shanghae.

The ^ ^t |^F f|$^^ jSAtJij/ /reoott she sze k'ofoo is a collection of stan-

zas, reflections, &c., on various points connected with the Christian religion.

The j^j "^ \$\ ^ Choo Inviiy ivdn to, is a catechism of the various societies,

translated by jff ^ -^ Nan Yew-yo a European Jesuit.

Besides the preceding, there are a great number of minor books of exercises
I - > y~ t

- .

for daily use among the converts, and in schools. Such are the iJjf? J|g -Q ^
^M ^f ^ ^een ^wy fs'et'/t <sze t'ung Itung king, Prayers for souls in Purgatory;

the fjlj Iff ^t P-ew ;)(*!(/ *'o, a book of instructions for the young, in hepta-

ineter verse; the Jp- $fo |^ Txa'ou wan k'o, Devotional exercises for the morn-

ing and evening; the H? *jfc^ *S H ^ /S'/a'rtgr /wr/ott yaou le wan ta, Cate-

chism of the sacraments; the If|J ^ ^ HI ^ $& ^ X Fdy 500 sAew n^w

*7tt)i<7 Zoo .s7;e?t Icuncj, Devotional exercises commemorative of Christ's passion;

the i^ ^. iPf )p aM ^ IM #eay yaw 7c'e taow <'M</ kung king, Thanksgiving

formulee; the $$\ ^ |g ;fj ^ ^|, ^iw i'ce?i c/te?i ^e king kwei, Ritual for fes-
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tival days; the ~p 1$ f3* $ Shih keae pen te, Commentary on the Ten com-

mandments; the p g^ |^ * JiU h'o tso yaou, Select devotional exercises;

and the ^ ^ g^ Seio chinjih Jc'6, Manual of devotional exercises.

Most of the preceding works are written in the literary or book style of com-

position; some however are in pure colloquial mandarin; while there are a va-

riety of shades of dialect between the two. Occasionally we find also books in

particular local dialects, but they do not seem to have been much used by the

Roman Catholic missionaries. Such is the ig lg g |p| /ghing keaou clith

Jcedng, a theological catechism written in the Shanghae dialect.

Although the disciples of Mohammed have been in China now for more than

twelve centuries, and have enjoyed the greatest facilities for the propagation of

their faith, yet we do not find that they have done much towards the introduction

of a native literature in connexion with their religion, their rituals and sacred

books being almost entirely preserved in the original Arabic; and notwithstand-

ing the great numbers belonging to this sect at the present day, who know no-

thing but the Chinese, the publications they have in the native language are

quite insignificant. Among these, the [? ^ |jf tj\ Sew chin inung yln is

an Introductory explanation of the Mohammedan rites, written by j^ ~f~
Jf|

Chow Sze-k
;

e in 1672.

The tjjfc g^v t3| 3?c -Keciuu k'zvan tsee yaou is an exposition of the more im-

portant points of the Mohammedan faith, the technical names being all given in

the Arabic character. This was written by $jf -fQ ^ Ma Pih-leang in 1678.

The ^ ~Jj ^ JJjjf ^ ;ic $$ T'Senfang hen U tsih yaou kea, in 20 books,

is an elaborate detail of the faith, rites and customs of the Mohammedan reli-

gion, published about the beginning of the 18th century, by !j$\ ^ Lew Che,
a descendant of foreign ancestors. Lew translated the substance of seventy

Arabic works, by a selection from which he compiled the present treatise, divid-

ing it into the heads of, Original religion, True Lord, Comprehension, Discri-

mination, Repetition of sacred formulae, Worship, Fasting, Almsgiving, Pilgrim-

age, Sacrifice, Five relations of society, Relative bonds, Betrothal rites, Nup-
tial rites,. Funeral rites, and Observance of decorum.

The |Cj fEj $K 3fc Hiuuy hivuy yuen lae is an apocryphal narrative of the

introduction of Mohammedanism into China, bearing date 1754.

The fpf ^ jjjC $& |f|j 4x Tsing chin yuen ch& ch'en e is a detailed account

of the history, antiquities, doctrines, and observances of Mohammedanism, writ-

ten by ^ fy <H; Muh Jod-k'wei in 1837.

11. The ^K (f Lay shoo "
Cpclopsedias" are a class of works, combining

to some extent the characteristics of our Cyclopaedia and Concordance, embrac-

ing as they do the whole field of literature, methodically arranged according to

subjects, and each heading giving extracts from former works on the subject in

question. These seem to have originated in the practice of preparing digests of

the national literature, for the emperor's inspection, a custom which we find in

use so early as the 2nd or 3rd centuries of the Christian era. Considering the

immense mortality that has taken place in Chinese literature, some of these

ancient luy shoo become of great value, as preserving copious extracts from

works now lost.
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One of the earliest specimens of this class is a small work with the title

jfjjf $jjf K'eun fo6 Wi, the ancient copies of which bear the name of
'[

T'aou Tse'en of the Tsin dynasty, as the author; but recent criticism has deter-

mined that it was written about the 5th or 6th century. This is little more
than a dictionary of the names of renowned individuals, down to the 4th century
of our era.

The H ^ $j{ Jp E wan luy tseu is another work of this kind in 100 books,

compiled in compliance with an imperial mandate, by Gow-yang Seuen and
others in the former part of the 7th century. It is divided into 48 principal

sections, with numerous subdivisions. Under each article the extracts are first

given relating to descriptive and narrative details, which are followed by those

of a merely poetic and literary character. Nine tenths of the works quoted are

now no longer extant.

The /p ^r 35J? Seabu ming liji is a small work of a kindred character, by
Luh Kwei-mung of the Tang, on the private names of the several emperors and

princes, from Che-hwang of the Tsin down to the After Wei dynasty. From
the notices of this in other books, there is reason to believe thai the existing

edition is but a portion of the original; it is marked also by a number of errors.

The ^ %j( %$, Sze luyf06 was drawn up by ^ ^ Woo Shah at the com-
mencement of the Sung dynasty. The original draft which was laid before the

emperor consisted of 20 books, composed in the irregular verse style termedfoo;
and at the monarch's suggestion, the author added a running commentary, at

the same time dividing the work into 30 books, as we now have it, embracing

in all 100 articles. In 1699 an extension of this work appeared, in 40 books

by lp ffi fig Hwa He min, under the title jpf Ipf- ^ffl ffj[ Kiviiny sz& luy foG.
This is on the same plan as Woo Shuh's publication, being divided into 27

sections, embracing 191 articles, with a commentary throughout by the author'

but the style is inferior to that of the ancient work.
I J *~ii

In the year 977, j -^; T'ae tsung the second emperor of the Sung issued

a mandate for the compilation of a cyclopiedia, on a more extensive scale than

any that had preceded. This was undertaken by ^ fjjff Le Fang and others,

who brought their work to completion in 983, and designated it the 3^^ ||j

ijffl T'ae ping peen luy. The manuscript was perused by the emperor, who
examined three books a day, thus passing the whole under review in the course

of a year. From this circumstance, the name was changed to ^ ^p fjlp ffj

T'ae ping yd Ian, which it has retained ever since. It is divided into 55 sec-

tions, composing 1,000 books in all. At the beginning, a list of 1,690 works

are given, from all which quotations are borrowed, besides a number of miscel-

lanies, old poems, and other writings not named. Of these works named, there

are scarcely two or three tenths now extant; but it may be presumed that a

large number of them were already lost when the T'ae ping yu Ian was com-

piled, and that the quotations are merely taken from former cyclopaedias. The

original edition had become almost extinct, and the manuscript copies which

had been successively transmitted through a period of six hundred years, were

faulty and defective in the extreme, when fiaf IF "^ Hwang Ching-slh resolved
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to collate and print anew. Only one printed copy was to be found, which

belonged to the ^. Choo family in Sung-keang, and that was more than half

deficient. By a careful comparison with a great number of manuscripts, it was

revised and put to press in 1568, and an edition of five hundred finished in

1572, the work being done with moveable type. A new collation and reprint
was made by Yuen Yuen in 1812, in 1,000 books, and though doubtless mark-

ed by very numerous errors, it is on the whole a most important thesaurus.

In 1005, a commission was appointed by ip TJ? Chin tsung the third Sung

emperor, consisting of ^^ Wang K'in-jo,^ -fjjj. Yang Ylh and others,

fifteen in all, to draw np a historical compendium in the cyclopaedia form, com-

prehending the details of all state matters from the earliest times, chronological-

ly arranged. The work was completed A. D. 1013, in 1,000 books, and re-

ceived the imperial imprimatur in the form of a preface, and the title jffi Jj^f

~rC Hli Ts'ih fob yuen kivel. This is divided into 31 sections, with a general

preface to each, having also a sub-preface to each of the thousand one hundred

and four minor divisions. These prefaces are from the hand of ^ $f| Le Wet
and five others, having been submitted to the approbation of Yang Yih. Each

section was revised by the emperor in person as finished, who also fixed the

general plan; causing all works of a light and dubious character to be rejected,

and adopting as authorities only the Kioo yu, Chen Icwo ts'th, Kioan tsze, Hang
tsze, Han fei tsze, Hwae ndn tsze, Ten she ch'un ts'eiv, Lew she ch'un ts'tio,

Hdn she iocie chuen, the Five classics and the Dynastic histories. From these

also, matters of insubordination, and other delinquencies were omitted. There

was originally 10 books on the pronunciation and meaning of the characters, by

^ lp|[ Sun Shlh, but this is now lost, probably through the omission of tran-

scribers. The work was reprinted in 1642. A very contracted epitome of this

in 30 books, was drawn up by ^pf ^ Hwang Hvvuy, with the title jffi Jjy- j
fH $ Ifi'l Ts'ih fob yuen Icwei t'iih die.

The i$L -ffj pfj Shoo seu che nan, in 20 books, is a selection from the va-

rious works classical, historical, scientific and philosophical, drawn up by "fi ]|f

Jin Kwang about the beiginning of the 12th century, intended mainly for the

convenience of letter writers. It was first printed in 1126, soon after which the

blocks were burnt in the prevailing disturbances. It has been preserved how-

ever, by successive transcripts till the present dynasty, when it was revised

and again printed in 1725. The work is carefully compiled, and the author

seems to have drawn his materials from original sources.

The ~jf -^ tyi ff, Hf Jff | Kob Inn sing she shoo pan citing, in 40 books,
is an elaborate investigation of the origin and history of the several family names
of China, methodically arranged according to the tones and rhymes. This was

compiled by^ ^ fl T'Sng Ming-she and his son f?jj^ T'ang Ch'un, and

completed in 1134, after about twenty years labour. The edition which was

printed about that time has been long extinct, and the modern copies are com-

piled from the extracts in the Yung lo t& , teSn, these being arranged on the

principle of the ancient work, as noticed in several publications of former times;
so that although we have the substance, it is not identical with the Sung dy-

nasty original.
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The $$ ffi Ke llli is a small work referable to this class, written by^^ $flj

Chaou Ts'ung-heuen in the 12th century. The subjects embraced however, are

very limited in extent, and differ from those of the generality of luy shoo; being
such as historical resemblances, contrasts, prodigies, &c.

The ~R Jref: Yuh had, in 200 books, was compiled by Wang Yirig-lin, in the

early part of the 12th century. It is divided into 21 sections, comprising up-
wards of 240 articles, giving the substance of a vast amount of the native

literature. This is generally prized by scholars as one of the best works of the

class, though it requires to be read with discrimination. It was allowed to lie

in manuscript till 1351, when the first edition appeared under imperial patron-

age. Thirteen other works were originally printed by way of appendix to it;

but only one of these, the ff$ ?' ^jf (^f Sze hcb chi. nfm, in 4 books, is re-

tained to the existing edition.

A small work on the private names of female domestics, entitled
/

J

:

Sf j^g, ,/p

^ ^jf. She urli scaou ming lull, was written by $? $ju) ^C Hung Keu-foo of

the Sung dynasty, but is now lost. An appendix to this however, is still extant,

with the title
f<j|j Iffi % /]> ^ 3?f{ Fob she urh seabu ming lull, written by

3E alt Wang Chili, about the middle of the 12th century. There are a good

many irrelevancies in the quotations, and the book is wanting in literary taste.

A later author jjja ^ Wan Yu finding the subject far from exhausted in the

two preceding publications, added a supplement to the latter, with the title

/if'*' f'lfJ rJ ./u ^ -TJ 3r- Suh poo site, tirh seaou ming luh. This also has nu-

merous errors. A further contribution was made towards supplying the de-

ficiencies in the preceding works, by a friend of the last-named author, in a vol-

ume entitled 'fvf JnJ, /J" i^J ^ to *H She urh seabu ming luh shih e, which

was not printed till the Ming dynasty. This is not more free from imperfections

than the others.

The $& JE fjf 5} Shun cliing mung k'eio is a small work for juvenile in-

struction, consisting of selections from the classics and narrative records, in

tetrameter stanzas arranged in accordance with the order of the finals. The first

part treats of instruction and the mutual relations; the second is on personal

conduct; and the third is on intercourse with others. There is a commentary on

it by the author ffi $j$ ^ Hoo Ping-wan, a subject of the Yuen dynasty.

In the annals of bibliography, there are few incidents comparable to the

gigantic effort made by ^^ Ching tsoo the second emperor of the Ming.

Desiring to compile an all-comprehensive cyclopaedia, he issued a commission in

1403 to $j$ $fj Keae Tsin to undertake the work, assisted by a hundred and

forty seven literary men; these having completed their labours in less than a

year and half, the result was presented to the emperor, and received from him

the title ^ J)[ ~fc jfa Wan heen to. ching. This work however falling far short

of his majesty's idea, a much more extensive committee of scholars was appoint-

ed, with a commission to collect in one body the substance of all the classical,

historical, philosophical, and literary works hitherto published, embracing as-

tronomy, geography, the occult sciences, medicine. Buddhism, Taouisrn, and

the arts. ^ |ff ^& Yaou Kwang-heaou and |DJ 2|5 Jj& Lew Ke-che were ap-
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pointed to co-operate with Keae Tsin, as presidents of commission. Under
these were five chief directors, and twenty sub-directors, besides two thousand

one hundred and sixty nine subordinates. The work was brought to a conclu-

sion near the close of the year 1407, containing in all 22,877 books, besides the

table of contents, which occupied 60 books, and received the title /J<^ ~fc 1^
Yung Ib td teen. The arrangement of the several sections is according to the

characters in the dictionary Hung wod cliing yun; but there is an irregularity

in the order of quotation; sometimes single clauses are given containing the

heading character; sometimes whole sections of books, and sometimes works

are given entire, which pertain to the subject. When the first draft was laid

before the throne, orders were issued to have it transcribed for printing, and the

copy was finished in 1409; but in consideration of the great outlay that would

be necessary for the workmanship, the blocks for printing were never cut; and

on the removal of the court to Peking, the copy was deposited in the imperial

apartment named the Wan low. What became of this copy, we have DO dis-

tinct information, but it is probable that it perished in a fire which occurred in

the palace in 1557; for in 1562, we find a hundred transcribers appointed by
the Board of Kites to make two new copies. Three leaves a day was considered

each man's work, at which rate they completed their task in 1567. One of

these transcripts was placed in the Wan yuen ko at Peking, and the other in

the emperor's library Hio&ng she ching. During the disturbances that occurred

at the overthrow of the Ming, the latter copy and also the original draft which

had been kept at Nanking, were both destroyed by fire; and on the restoration

of peace, the Wan yuen ko copy was found to be deficient 2422 books. Such

is the present condition of that unexampled specimen of compilation, which has

proved of service to posterity in a way probably not anticipated by its origina-

tors. The wholesale selections which were at one time considered a defect,

have now becrne the most important feature of the whole; for by this means

385 ancient and rare works have been preserved, which would otherwise have

been irrecoverably lost; and many of which have been reprinted and extensively

circulated since.

The fpj Jll ^$ i|g King ch'uen pa6 peen, in 120 books, is the work of

HI JlM T'ang Sliuu-che, who has endeavoured to embrace every subject,

in a long series of articles extracted from the native literature. Beginning
with the several subjects of the Six classics given seriatim, he proceeds with the

Philosophical writers, Fine arts, Sciences, &c., after which the matters of the

Six supreme boards are treated, concluding with disquisitions on History and

Biography. The manuscript was prepared for the press, by Jr ^Tso Ching
a pupil of the author, bu f

. lie dying before the publication was accomplished,

it fell into the hands of^ ^ Maou Ylh-seang in a disordered and im-

perfect state; who having rearranged the materials, had it printed in 1581.

The 81st book contains the whole of the popular little work on Family names
Pih lia sing, transcribed in the Mongolian character invented by the Tibetan

high priest Baschpa.
The i^. ~/f HH |f Sun leae t'od hwvy, in 106 books, is a comprehensive
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cyclopaedia of arts aud sciences, compiled by Wang K'e, from a number of

illustrated works on the various subjects under consideration. There is a great

deal of curious matter to be found in it, and the illustration of Ming dynasty

customs it contains, gives it a certain antiquarian value. The author however

shews a want of judgment in his selection of extracts. The pictorial embellish-

ments, which are exceedingly numerous, would appear to form a principal

feature in the work; but as specimens of art, they do not stand high, and in

many cases tend little to the elucidation of the subject.

The ll| ^ i|l ^7 Shan t'dng sze Jc'aou, in 228 books, is an extensive thesau-

rus compiled from previously existing lay shoo, by ^ /^ H| P'ang Ta-yih,

who completed it in 1595. The work is in five divisions, comprising 45 sections.

The quotations under each head are abundant to a fault; which is a necessary

consequence of the undiscriminating method adopted by the author. The manu-

script lay by for upwards of twenty years, during which time it got deranged

and partly lost, till ^ ^J tj^ Chang Yew-he'6, the grandson of the author,

collected the materials, revised and published them in 1691. There is an addi-

tional part in 12 books, entitled
f<j jf[ Fob e, from another hand, supplying

deficiencies in the former work.

The JH f|JL $J w Kwang po with che. in 50 books, is by fji jffjf j| Tung
Sze-chang, who brought it to a conclusion in 1607. This is an extension of the

fo wuh che, a work of the 4th century; but instead of following the same plan,

it is arranged on the luy shoo principle, giving ample quotations from ancient

literature, down to the time of the Suy dynasty; the whole being classed under

22 sections, embracing 167 articles. Much of the matter is taken from other

cyclopaedias, but the author has also drawn largely from original works.

The ^ $ji ?|J[ ^If Tseen Ic'eo luy shoo, in 120 books, was compiled by Ch'in

Jin-seih, who completed it in 1632. This is after the model of the E wan luy

tseu, being divided into 13 sections, containing upwards of fourteen hundred

articles. It is a very good specimen of the class; but in the llth book, which

treats of the bordering countries, and the 14th book, on foreign nations, the

author speaks with an unguarded freedom respecting the Manchus, which has

obtained for the work a- place in the Index expurgatorius, as requiring the sup-

pression of these two books only.

The 3JL ?|2 ^tM W) Woo Jc-ing luy peen is a cyclopaedia of the classics in 28

books with an appendix, compiled by Jj|j |tr^ Chow She-chang in 1673.

The quotations are chiefly from the Five classics and Four books, but there are

also selections from a few semi-canonical works besides, and a commentary. It

is divided into 10 sections, and the author gives his own remarks at the end of

each article. A more recent and revised edition has been published, under the

title ^ $L^ j>ft[
Wan teen luy hdn, with the name of ^f ^5 jpf Tse'ang

Ke-mei as the editor.

In the time of the Ming, ^^ ^JJ Yd Gan-k'e took the substance of six of

the oldest existing cyclopedias, by a revisal of which, removing reiterations

and redundancies, and adding from the poetical compositions and literary essays

of the later dynasties, he formed the jf^^ j^J T'dng luy hctn. The second
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emperor of the present dynasty, taking this as the groundwork, gave orders for

the compilation of an extensive cyclopedia, embracing events up to* the acces-

sion of the reigning family; the matter being procured from every authentic

source, both ancient and modern. This was finished in 1710, and received the

title $3 *m HM p6| Yuen keen luy h&n, being in 450 books, and is probably
the most complete work of the kind. There is ti third part more matter than

in the T'ae piny yii Ian.

The exceeding multiplicity and varied character of the historical and philoso-

phical writers, suggested to the same emperor the expediency of forming a con-

densed compendium of the more important parts, in order to place them within

the reach of a much larger class of readers. A commission having been appoint-
ed for this purpose, the work was completed in the following reign, and pub-

lished in 1727. This gives, under the title ^p* _5G xfrl ^P Tsze she tsing hioa,

in 160 books, a voluminous collection of quotations from the literature above

named, classified according to subjects, under "30 sections, embracing 280 articles.

]t is convenient as a manual in the composition of literary exercises, but the

value of the work is not placed at a high limit.

The $ 3$. $ji IK Kill die king yuen is a cyclopaedia of arts and sciences in

100 books, compiled by ^ 7C f| Ch'in Yuen-lung, and .published in 1735.

It is divided into 30 sections, the origin and history of every subject being

traced by a long series of quotations from the native literature, ancient and

modern. This is a most useful compendium for the student of such matter?,

but it is well to refer to the original works indicated, when they are procurable,

as the quotations are frequently incorrect.

The 'luy shoo principle has been adapted to the Sacred scriptures, by Dr.

MacUartee ^ ||| $jt %%\ ijjjj Mih k'ea te Pei-twan of Eingpo, in a small work

entitled the ^ $? $tS S* Shiny Idnrj luy shoo, issued in 1856, containing a

series of thirty articles on the leading truths of the Christian system. There is

an appendix on the harmony of the old and new dispensations.

12. Under the title /]"> |ffc l^c Sea bit sliwb kea "Essayists," is included a

class of writers, which date back several centuries before the Christian era.

These consist of miscellaneous narrations, records of marvels, and detached

sayings.

The 6 M $fl IB Se Icing tsd l-e, in 6 books, is a record of incidents at

Ch'ang-gan the metropolis during the Hsm dynasty, being supplementary to

Pan Koo's history. By some, this has been attributed to Lew Bin of the Han,

and by others to Ko Himg of the Tsin; but the probability is in favour of

Jj^ ^ Woo Keun of the 6th century being the author.

The JM: !ft ffi v& She sliwd sin yu, written by ^lj -|| JH Lew E-k'ing of

the 5th century, is a collection of minor incidents from the Han to the Tsin

dynasty inclusive, divided into 30 heads. The title was originally jit |& ^fW
She shivo sin shoo, but was changed to the present form at an early date.

There is an extensive commentary, by ^lj 1^ Lew Seun of the 6th century.

An additional part was written by way of appendix to this, by Ho Leang-tseun,

in the middle of the 16th century, with the title i fft $f j$ ^| She shwb

8 in yu poo.
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The l|l] ISf* fj% l|fc Ch'aou yay ts'een tsa, which consisted originally of 30

books, was written by ^^ Chang Tso during the 8th century. An appendix

was written to it during the Sung, with the title 5$ fj% ^jfj tH Ts'een tsa.e pod

e. The original work appears to have been afterwards lost, and the Ch'aou

yay ts'een tsue now extant in 6 books, is considered to be the old Ts'een tsaS

pob e, with additional matter annexed during the Sung. This treats of marvels,

and affairs of secondary import from the beginning till towards the end of the

Tang. Sze-ma Kwang made use of it in writing his great historical work.

The ^ Jff ^If pq Td fang sin yu, in 13 books, is a record of national affairs

from the commencement of the Tang, down to the latter part of the 8th cen-

tury, near the time when the author ^Ij ^[ Lfiw Siih lived. With the exception

of the last book, this work seems entitled to a place in the historical division.

The ^\. ^P J^ "flf ^ Tsze lew she Je'eio wan is a narrative of events during

the reign of Yuen tsung of the Tang, originally related by the minister fij J\
~fr Kaou Lelh-sze to $>lp ^jf Lew Fang, who first committed the substance of

the remarks to paper. The record being afterwards enquired for by the em-

peror, it was nowhere to be found, and ^ f|g^ Le Tlh-yu gathering as much
as he could from the son of Lew F (ang, wrote this work, which originally bore

the title fjj| jitl Ting she, afterwards changed for the present designation.

The |^| Jjf[ yjfi Yin Jnod luh, in 6 books, is a record of matters during the

8th century, divided into 5 parts, treating respectively of Princes, Ministers,

People; Business, and Objects. The author ^ J$3 Chaou Lin lived about the

beginning of the 9th century.

The Hx JyJ pE Kcaou fang 1:6 is a small work consisting chiefly of miscella-

neous matters about the commencement of the 8th century, a great part being

occupied with the music of the period. The author - -^ s^CTs'uy Ling-k'in
seems to have lived near the same time.

The Hf? H ~fc HI Yun k'e yew 6 written by ^j }fj| Fan Ch'oo in the latter

part of the 9th century, is occupied chiefly with disquisitions ou poetry.

The 3i^ "X" Yah tseuen tsze is a small volume of miscellanies, principally

relating to the middle and latter part of the Tang dynasty. The author is not

kuowu, bnt it consists in part of selections from other books about that period.

The^ fUI $fl gB Yun seen tsd Ice is a large collection of petty records, as-

cribed to one Jilf ^ Fung Che at the commencement of the ICth century, but

it is thought to have been actually written by Wang Chili at a somewhat later

period. The greater part of these profess to be quotations from other works,
but among the titles of books quoted, many are now altogether unknown, and

are believed never to have had any existence.

The jff jfg; ^ Tang chili yen is a record of choice sayings and miscellane-

ous incidents, regarding the literary examinations of the Tang, written by 3~
/ P^ Wang Ting-paou in 954. This is considered superior to most of the class.

The g Ip -f- Kin hiva tszd is a miscellany of state and national affairs

during the latter part of the 9th and early part of the 10th century, by f?!j jjjz

JH Lew Ts'ung-yuen, a subject of the Southern Tang. The existing editions

are taken from the Yung Id t& t'egn
, the original volumes having been long

since lost.
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The $Ji ^ $|f{ Keen keae luh, in 10 books, is a miscellaneous record of re-

markable objects and events during the Tang and subsequent Five dynasties,

written by & -^ ji|jC
Ho Kwang-yueu of the 10th century.

The f^^ #\> fl| Fei yen wa.6 chuen is a record of the affairs of

Chaou Fei-yen, the empress of J$ *f^* Ching te of the Han, and bears the name

of fp ^L Ling Heuen of the Han, as the author; but there is little doubt of

this being a spurious production, written at some later period.

The ^J "ft. ~f" 'PJ H&h t'ien tsze chuen, in 6 books, is a narrative of the

adventures of the emperor^ -f? Mflh wang of the Chow dynasty, in his jour-

ney to the west, on a visit to Se wang moo. This is said to have been found

in a tomb of one of the Wei princes in 281, and was probably drawn up by

some one during the 2nd or 3rd century B. c. There is a preface by 'fjj jjjj

Seun Heu of the Tsin, and a commentary by ^jj ift Ko Po. This savours too

much of the fabulous to be admitted among the authentic records, but it is

preserved as a specimen of ancient composition.

A small work entitled jjjf J?| $g Shin e king, from the hand of ]f( ~}j $$
Tung-fang So, was in existence during the Han dynasty, bat was subsequently

lost; and the work now extant professing to be the same, appears from internal

evidence to be a production of the 4th or 5th century. It is admired for its

style, and frequently quoted by subsequent scholars in their compositions. But

as the subject matter all relates to distant and unknown regions, and the mar-

vellous occupies so large a portion, it has never been received as true narrative.

Another small work, bearing the title ^ f*] ~T y\\ gB Hue nny sldh choio

lee is also attributed to Tung-fang So, but there is every reason to believe that

it was also written about the same period as the preceding. Professing to be a

description often insular kingdoms, the statements are fabulous to puerility.

The
%

||j| j *\fr f^J
/

pfj!
H&n ivob te nuy chuen has the name of Pan Koo the

historian as the author, but this was probably added by a later hand, for the

hook seems to have been written about the 3rd century. This records the visit

of Se w&ng moo to the emperor Woo te of the Han, and is also classed among
the apocryphal works.

The *^p| j /|p] -^f jfti H&n luob t'fmg ming ke is another spurious production

relating to the reign of the same emperor. The ancient copies have the name of

2f|5 ^ K6 He'en of the Han as the author, but it is believed to have been

written about the 4th or 5th century. It is not looked upon as of any authority,
few of the statements being trustworthy.

There is a short record entitled ^H $fl ifl fjji^ Hdn tsd sz6 p& sin, con-

taining an account of the nuptial affairs of the emperor ^S *rf)'
Hwan te of the

Han, with the pretension to have been written during that dynasty; but the style

is altogether inconsistent with the supposition,and it is believed to be a spurious

production from the hand of Yang Shin of the Ming.
The

||j[ v^\ ^ Po iviih die was originally drawn up by Chang Hwa, in the

latter part of the 3rd century. His production however appears to have been

lost during the Sung, and the present work in 10 books with that title, was

probably compiled at a later period from the extracts contained in other publi-

cations; but still there are many quotations from it in the ancient literature,
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which do not appear in the present edition. It is in great part occupied with

records of the marvellous. A work in 10 books, supplementary to this, with

the title Iff f|JL $J ^ Sah po w&h cJie, was compiled by ^^ Le Shih

about the middle of the 12th century. This is much after the style of Chang
Hwa's work, being composed almost entirely of extracts from the ancient litera-

ture unaltered.

The^ tfi 0B Shih & Ice was written by 3E mi Wang Kea of the 4th cen-

tury, originally in 1 9 books, and professes to be a record of matters omitted in

the annals of the empire, from the time of Fdh-he down to the Tsin dynasty.

The original manuscript being afterwards disarranged and partially destroyed,

)W^ Seaou K'e repaired and edited it in 10 books, as it has come down to us.

More than nine tenths of the matter is considered fabulous.

The^ jjlljl 2 Soiv shin he is a book of marvels, the greater part of which

must also be classed among the incredible. The original work, by ~p j=|f Yu
Paou, who lived in the early part of the 4th century, was in 30 books, and is

very much quoted in works written previous to and in the time of the Tang;
but during that dynasty, it seems to have been lost, and the work which has

been in circulation since, in 10 books, is for the most part a compilation drawn

up from the numerous quotations in ancient books, with some additional mat-

ter. The ancient style is very skilfully imitated however, and the compiler

must have possessed no ordinary acquaintance with the national literature; so

that without a very refined critical discrimination, the fraud could not be de-

tected. The 6th and 7th books are extracted verbatim from the Supplement
to the Han history, and in some of the modern editions in 8 books, these are

omitted. Another work in 10 books, with the title ^ jjifjl ^ jftl Soio shin

how lei, appears to be a continuation of the preceding. This has the name of

T'aou Tseen as the author, who died in 427, while some events are mentioned

in it which took place ten years later; so that the above name is a forgery, al-

though there is every reason to believe from internal evidence, that it was writ-

ten prior to the Suy dynasty. There is another publication with the same title

as Yu Paou's Soiu shin ki, in 6 books, written about the 16th century, which

is entirely different in character from the preceding, being a kind of description
of a hundred and eighty one Chinese idols, written in a very commonplace
style, and illustrated by a series of miserable woodcuts. It would scarcelv

deserve to be named as a Chinese book, but that it has been frequently

quoted, and translations made from it by foreigners.

The jJJt J^v nS Sh&h e ke, written by (; H/f Jin Fang at the commencement
of the 6th century, is a collection of notes on the wonderful, after the style of

the Po ivuk che. The work of that name now extant however is not the origi-

nal, which appears to have been lost early in the Tang; and the present is a

compilation of extracts, together with some additional matter.

The fjf 5f ^ |fti Suh tse heae Ice is a short record of marvels, by ^ ;J^f

Woo Keun of the Le'ang dynasty. In some of the old book catalogues is found

the title ^ p^ g[J Tse heae ke, but that work is now entirely lost, and the

above was probably supplementary to it.

A small work with the title
$jfc -ft ~f~ Yen tan tsze, is known to have been
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in existence prior to the Say dynasty, and is frequently quoted in subsequent

ages down to the commencement of the Ming, but the work was afterwards lost.

It has been again restored however, from the copious extracts given in the Yung
Ib td teen. This treats of historical matters during the 3rd century B. c., when

ffi Tan the heir apparent of the Yen state was held as a hostage by the Tsin.

No author's name is preserved, and it is thought to be reliable only so far as it

is corroborated by the She Ice.

The ]8j \j]jj fflfc g, Yeiv yAnrj tsa tsoo, in 20 books, was written by J^ $ j5^

T'wan Ching-shlh towards the end of the 8th century. It is divided into 29

sections, which treat largely of the supernatural and strange, but has also its

value to the investigator of antiquity, and is esteemed for its composition. The

same author afterwards added a supplement, called ^ ^ Suh tseih, in 10

books, consisting of 6 sections, of a similar character to the preceding, the

whole containing a variety of information regarding the institutions and pro-
ductions of China and foreign nations.

The |w[ 'pE %lfo Yew Icivae l&h is a short record of wonders and monstrosities,

written by ^p ffjj JH New Sang-joo near the end of the 8th century. It is

thought to have been much larger when it left the author's hand than the edi-

tions new extant, and the original title was 3Z 'frE |^ Hcuen Icwae Idli, but was

changed in deference to the name of one of the ancestors of a subsequent editor.

A few years later, ^p -y! j$ Le Fuh-yen wrote a supplement to the above,

which is likewise extant, with the title ijjK |K| '|i $!? S&h yew Icwae lull, and

also treats of the marvellous. There is another supplement to the same, with

the title Hf 1&. '|^ W$. Salt heuen Icwae luh.

The ^ J|- E Tseih 6 Ice written by jpp J$ jjjg See Yung-jo in the early

part of the 9th century, consists of sixteen articles, principally regarding events

omitted in the earlier histories, with a slight admixture of the wonderful. This

is admired for the style of the composition.

The j||[ J|. ^ P6 e cite consists of ten articles, all of the supernatural and

marvellous character. It bears the designation fa- jjjlfl -jp
1 Kuh-shin-tsze as the

epithet of the author, who lived in the 9th century, and the name Jg "jjf

Hwan-koo, no surname being given. The work is composed in a style superior

to most of the class. The original however seems to have been lost, and what

we now have is compiled from the selections which had been made from it in

other books.

The ;flt $9 $$i $JHj Too ydng tsa p'een, written by H| T^ Soo Go about the

latter part of the 9th century, is chiefly occupied with an account of rare and

curious objects brought to China from foreign countries, from 763 to 872. It

is written after the style of the Suli e Ice, and many of the statements have the

appearance of being apocryphal.

The jff (^ j T'dng Jc'eue she, by ^ ]f? $C Kaou Yen-hew of the 10th

century, contains 51 articles relative to Tang dynasty matters. Some of these

are beyond the range of authentic narrative, but the greater part may form a

useful auxiliary to the student of history.

The ;Jfc ^ J^| ^ Pih mung so yen, in 20 books, is a series of narratives re-

lating principally to official matters, during the Tang and subsequent Five
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dynasties, written by fc 3 a Sun Kwang-heen about the middle of the 10th

century. The author generally gives his authority for the several statements,

and hig book has been used by subsequent writers in drawing up some of the

standard works.

The ]tL i$l J|. A. JgR Keang hiuae e jin lull, by Woo Shuh of the Sung, is

a record of twenty five strange characters during the Tang and Southern Tang

dynasties. Much of it is occupied with details regarding magical, arts, but

some of the biographical notices have been admitted into the History of the

Southern Tang. Tlie original work having been long since lost, the existing

edition is taken from the Yung id t& teen, but it is believed to correspond very

closely with the Sung copies.

The ffj yjy $# /fitp JL p|j FJtL Lo y'mij tsln shin l:ew wan Ice is a collection

of twenty one narratives, some historical and some marvellous, from the Leang
down to the Five dynasties, being a record of current traditions, written by

gj| TJjf H Chang Tse-heeu in 1005.

The '/f||| 7JC =lffji H$; ^ Shiny shwuy yen fan l&h, in 10 books, written by

3l {1^ ^ Wang P'elh-che about the end of the llth century, treats of the

early affairs of the Sung down to the author's own time, and consisted original-

ly of more than three hundred and sixty articles, arranged under 15 heads; but

the work was mutilated and abridged in the editions published in the Ming dy-

nasty, and the copies now in circulation have only 285 articles.

The
{jj|} EB 3$ Kwti teen luh is a small collection of incidents chiefly relat-

ing to 'the imperial court, together with witty sayings of the high statesmen,

written by the historian Gow-yang Sew after his retirement from office. Before

it was completed he issued the preface in 1067, which having come under the

inspection of the emperor jpl|J ^V Shin tsung, that monarch expressed his desire

to see the complete manuscript, but the author feeling that he had used too

great freedom in his remarks on the men of his time, withheld a considerable

portion of the original, and supplied its place with material of a light and

risible character.

The jfjj J$fr $P w A'm yew tsd clie is a miscellaneous record of incidents

chiefly during the early part of the llth century, written by /H $C 'ff[ Heang
Hew-fuh immediately before his death in 1062. It is also published under

the title '/X (| ^ $ft^ licany Iin Ice tsa die.

The ]fg )\\ 2$. ^fr Lung ck'uen led che, in 10 books, was written by Soo

Che in the summer of 1099. It consists of 39 articles, 25 of which relate to

governmental affairs, the remainder being of a miscellaneous character. In

the autumn of the same year, he also wrote the ^ Jl| $lj ^ Lung ch'uen

pee eke, consisting of a series of traditional records in 48 articles. Nearly the

half of this work is quoted by Choo He, in his Memoirs of eminent ministers,

which is a good guarantee for its credibility.

The fp ^3 ^p gg Kea skin tsd ke was written in the year ked shin, 1104,

l>y 3E j| Wang Rung, and consists of 22 articles, treating of events from the

year 1023 down to the time of writing. Another work by the same author,

entitled pfl JjL ?fil *@jl Wan l-een k'in luh, containing 104 articles, embraces

the period from 954 to about 1085. Another small work, also from the same
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hand, entitled |^ -^ $p^ Suy show tsd luh, contains 33 articles, all of

which, with the exception of three relating to the time of the Five dynasties,

treat of Sung dynasty matters, down to about 1067. The two latter were writ-

ten after the Ked shin tsd Ice, and the manuscript of the whole lay by till 1163,

when they were combined in one by the gandson of the author. Although there

is a sprinkling of the marvellous throughout, yet the greater part may be em-

ployed to supplement the dj'nastic history.

The "H Is fit f?f Y&h h tsing hwd, in 10 books, is a collection of short

notices, narrative and descriptive, completed about the year 1085, by a Bud-

dhist priest named ;X sE Wan-ying, treating mainly of incidents of his own

time. The name was afterwards changed to 3E S ISf Jfi Yah hod ydy she,

under which designation it is sometimes quoted in books as early as the Yuen

dynasty. Editions are now in circulation, with both these titles.

The^ $ij|^ Eoio tsing luh, in 8 books, written by ^ & ^ Chaou

Ling-che near the end of the llth century, is a record of minor historical events,

with remarks on poetry and literary criticisms.

The ]|C Ijif sj $$t Tuny liven peili luh, in 15 books, written by f$|^ Wei

T'ae, an unsuccessful candidate for literary honours about the close of the llth

century, is a record of current reports prevalent during the early years of the

author. Although some parts of it are trustworthy, yet the errors are numerous,

and there is much that is doubtful in it.

The ^ofc |j{| $ft {ft! Yen ivd tsd Ice, consists of a number of notes topographi-

cal and historical, made by Q J2J} IfpJ Leu E-haou about the end of the llth

century.

The i@ ^ Ha Pd tsih peen was written by ~jj fy Fang Cho, in the early

part of the 12th century. The author being accustomed to live in a boat, ex-

plains the meaning of the expression in the title, the pb tsih
" anchored dwel-

ling." This work, which is chiefly a record of incidents metropolitan and pro-

vincial, from about the year 1086 to 1117 was originally in 10 books, editions of

that extent being still extant; but there has also been another edition in circula-

tion since the Ming dynasty in 3 books, abridged and otherwise modified from

the original.

The $1$ HI |ll Hfc jf$t Tee wei shan ts'ung fan, in 6 books, is the work of

^j| $: Ts'ae T'eaou, who lived in the first half of the l2th century, and treats

mostly of events that occurred in his own time. The work shews a good deal

of research, and may be relied on as an authority in investigations regarding

that period.

The $ti ^, /I"* Iff Fung chwang seaou t'uh is a small work treating princi-

pally of occurrences at Peen-leang, the metropolis during the 12th century,

finished early in the thirteenth century, by an author with the surname^ Yuen,

but his proper name is not preserved, the first page merely stating that it is

written by a centenarian.

Tne |$J J|f |E |$ Nan chwang Ice fan is a short record of matters during

the most flourishing period of the Northern Sung dynasty. The author's name

is not given, but it appears to have been written in the early part of the 12th

century. The style is good, and it is thought worthy of credit.
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The IfR |E Mih be, by Wang Chili, consists almost entirely of traditional

records regarding the metropolis Peen-leang.

The |^j %. jjr %ji T'aou choo sin luh, written by ^ %& Ma Shun in 1142,

is a chronicle of minor matters during the Sung dynasty, seven or eight tenths

of which consists of the marvellous and incredible. At the end is an inscription

relative to the literary associations during the llth century.

The B|| Ifl ^ K'loei lieu die, in 6 books, is a series of statements regarding

supernatural occurrences during the 12th century, written by f$ ^Ko T'wan,

at the instigation of the emperor 3t ?jV Kwang tsung, who was much ad-

dicted to the marvellous. The plan of the work is the same as the Too y&ng
tsa peen, the author's object being to illustrate the doctrine of rewards and re-

tributions in the life to come.

The ]f $jjj ^ Luncj ch'ing hih is a record of incidents during the earlier

part of the Tang, professing to be written by '$$ TjV 7 Lew Tsung-yuen of

that dynasty. It is generally understood however that that name is not genuine,

and that it is a spurious production of Wang Ciilh of the 12th century.

The fpf $ $fl w Tsing po tsa die, in 12 books, is a record of miscellaneous

matters during the Sung, written in 1193, by jff] ;wp. Chow Hwtiy, who is

charged by some with putting the misdeeds of Wang Oan-shih in too favoura-

ble a light, being a distant relative of the latter. The following year he issued

the fij[ $ $l| ^ Tsing po peih die, in 3 books, of a uniform character with

the preceding.

The ^(j )|f ^<. $|c^ Pin chtvang chih ho luh is a small record chiefly of

exemplary characters about the llth and 12th centuries, and miscellaneous

matters, by j^E f^^ She Tlh-ts'aou, who lived near that period.

The JE^ T'ing she, in 15 books written by T6 K'o about the beginning

of the 13th century, consists of upwards of a hundred and forty articles regard-

ing the Sung dynasty, being matters omitted in the national histories, and con-

sidered to be authentic.

The $$ IJM $f >uS T'uli sing tsd die, in 10 books, is a collection of records

relative to the Northern and Southern Sung, written about the year 1185, by

H*^ ^T Tsang Miti-hing. The subject matter is reliable, and may be used

to supplement the regular histories.

The ^H" T^ |H ^ K'e Jc'e'w suh wan, in 10 books, is a collection of tradi-

tional records regarding Peen-leang, and the sayings and doings of renowned

individuals soon after the establishment of the Southern Sung empire. The

author
(5jf[ &j| Ch'ih Kuh, who appears to have lived in the former part of the

13th century, has drawn the most of his materials from the family manuscripts
of others, and frequently with very little alteration; which accounts for a want

of symmetry in the style of the work.

The |5j ijjjj ^J J|,^ Sz& ch'aou roan keen luh is a series of 207 articles,

treating of various matters of the Sung, during the reigns of the four emperors

plf TjV Kaou tsung, Heaou tsung, Kwang tsung, and ^ TjV Ning tsung, ar-

ranged under 5 divisions, the fourth of which is entirely occupied with the

reign of Ning tsung. The author 5j %Q jjjjf
"Ye" Shaou-ung, who was an ad-

herent of the teachings of Choo He, appears to have written early in the 13th

century.
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The ^f^ $fl gjj| Kioel sin tsa shih is a record of miscellaneous and minor

incidents, written by Chow Melh in the former part of the 14th century, ia

4 parts, entitled respectively, the 0if ^j| Ts'een tseih, -$ jHfc How tseih, ^ ^j|

Silk tseih, and #lj ^j| Peih tseih. Although the subjects it treats of are gener-

ally matters of mere secondary importance, yet there is a good deal of curious

and reliable information for the investigator.

The (M ill iil ^ ft"!/ y~m mwdn luh, by (^ ii ^ Ch'in She-ts'ung, who
lived in the latter part of the 13th century, is a record for the most part regard-

ing the poetical and literary compositions of the living authors of that period.

The jft fj 7jvE l^j Tung nun ke wan is an anonymous record of traditional

statements, chiefly regarding the Sung dynasty, which is designated in the title

by the term Tang nan "South-east." This appears to have been written dur-

ing the Yuen; the original copies however have long been extinct, and the

present edition is extracted and compiled from the Yung Id t& teen. There are

many pieces in it available to supplement the histories of neighbouring states.

The JJH y|jr w- Kivei tseen die, in 14 books, by %jl\ /{$ Lew K'e, finished in.

1295, is a series of historical narratives, biographical notices, and miscellaneous

statements regarding the Kin dynasty, the llth book being occupied entirely

with the overthrow of that state. The authors of the History of the Kin have

drawn a good deal from this record in the compilation of their work; and some

others of the larger histories may be corrected from the notices in Lew K'e's

chronicle.

The {If ffi j|j| ^j Shan fdng suy pelh is a short record of occurrences at the

close of the Sung and commencement of the Yuen, with particular details 're-

garding the treacherous minister M '(Bi M Ke'a Sze-taou. The author^ -f*

TP Tse'ang Tsze-ch ing was a subject of the Yuen.

The [Jj Jg 0f Hf Shan keu sin yu, written by %jj J^ Yang Yu in 1360,

treats chiefly of administrative affairs during the Yuen, the general tendency

of the work being to the advancement of morals.

The
3(J H $fl Hk Sriy ch'any tsd luh, written by f|$ JC /{Pq Ch'ing Yuen-

yew about the middle of the 14th century, is a series of traditional notices re-

garding the old adherents of the Sung dynasty, and individuals of note during

the Yuen.

The f: ^f $jji Chue Jcdny luh, in 30 books, was written by T'aou Tsung-e

just at the close of the Yuen dynasty, and contains a good many notices regard-

ing the overthrow of the Mongols. There is also a considerable amount of in-

formation regarding the poetry, painting and literature of the period, and

various memoranda relative to the Western regions.

The ^C ^ E Shwuy tung jih he, in 40 books, written by ^ ^ Ye

Shing during the 15th century, is chiefly a record of legislative details and cur-

rent traditions during the Ming, The author who had access to an extensive

library, has carried his quotations to excess, and self-glory is a prominent failing

throughout. His production nevertheless is valuable as a work of research.

The
jl)H f|j Jj^ g^ Keadu ndn sb Ice is a collection of miscellaneous memo-

randa regarding Kwang-se, made by^^ Wei Seun in 1612.

The PH -g ^ f!|| Lung sh&h yu ivAn is a series of notes on Shen-se and
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Sze-ch'uen, made by Wang Sze-ching, while executing an imperial commission

iu that region. These consist of reports gathered by him, relating to the

traveller's route through these provinces.

The j$lj $J 'pfi Keen hee chuen is a series of biographical notices of remark-

able swordsmen during the Tang dynasty. There is no author's name, but it is

thought to have been written during the Ming. There is too much of the

supernatural for it to be admitted among the regular historical works.

The^^ ffji Lull 6 he, in 8 books, is a fabulous record, drawn up by ijt

3fe HI Too Kwang-t'ing a Taouist priest, during the 10th century. The pro-

ductions of this author have forfeited all claim to authenticity.

The |ffi <$$ |?$c zjg Too leung fan tsivdn is a record of incidents omitted in

the historical works, from the 13th to the 15th century, written by ^fft ^j^ Too

Muh early in the 16th century, which was afterwards arranged and edited by

his pupil |j? ^fc Lull Ts'ae. The work treats largely of the supernatural, and

the bulk of it is considered unworthy of credit.

The^^ $fl fit} Pan k'eaou tsd Ice is a record of reminiscences of the last

days of the Ming, written by Yu Hvvao early in the present dynasty.

The 31 3J; jj j$ Tin gem so yu, written by ^ I J Le Wang-poo
about the end of the 17th century, is chiefly a record of current reports and

traditions of events in the neighbourhood of Kea-hing the author's native place,

relating to the close of the Ming and establishment of the present dynasty.

This also contains much connected with the marvellous.

The
j5$ll J^ Koo shiny, in 8 books, is a collection of traditional memoranda,

respecting the end of the Ming and commencement of the reigning dynasty,

written in 1700, by 32fc^ New Sew, who held the office of prefect in Shen-se.

It is divided into 5 sections, giving the reports gathered in as many different

parts of the empire. In 1714, he issued a supplement, entitled $p\ flff^ ^
Koo shing s&h peen. treating successively of words, business, men and things,

differing in plan somewhat from the preceding.

The H [1| $ft /& K'lo&ng yue'n tsa che, by ^ |5j 5j ..Woo Ch'in-yen of

the 18th century, is a collection of notes from personal observation and current

report, seven or eight tenths of which are of a supernatural and fabulous

character.

Besides the work of Jin Fang, there is also a small publicaticn with the date

1701, having the title jTJt Jj?|. jftJ Shuh 6 ke. There is no name of author, who

is merely designated the Master of the Tung-he'en establishment. The subject

matter relates chiefly to the latter part of the 17th century, and treats largely

of the supernatural, with some notices of curious implements.

The JH $| j|, |lj] ||k Kwb pa6u kefn ivan luh is a record 'of supernatural

instances of reward and retribution, as if intended to illustrate the Buddhist

and Taouist tenets on that head. It was written by ^l j\ 'pj Yang Sluh-

chuen in the 18th century.

The 'fg fffc ^ Sin ch'ing luh is another collection of miraculous cases of re-

wards and punishments, compiled by ^ j|g Seu K'ing in the 18th century.

The ^ ^ ^ K^n wdn luh is a small record of marvels, drawn up by

Seu Yo of the 28th century.
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The^ H* f4| $p Jt Tsan yun low tsd shwb, by |>jj[ fpj ~gf Ch'in Shang-
koo of the 18th century, is a series of notes of minor importance, the greater

part of which relate to incredible wonders.

The JJb Jij .. $f| HH Fung yue fang tsd sliih is a collection of notes, chiefly

on poetical compositions, by ^ ftf Keang Nan an author of the Ming dynasty.

The ffi HI (ttf ./J -S^o oo yu leih is a series of short articles on matters of

historical interest, by the same author as the preceding. The 7^5 'gj gg| 5^?

J/i'/t yu tseen po is another small collection of notes literary and historical, by
the same author. The HI Jg -j^ iji ff$. ^od fe <sz5 peih fan, by the same,
treats chiefly of poetry and other literary subjects. Another small collection of

notes by the same, entitled the /t 'fj/E WT 3SR Se yen sin lull, is also occupied

chiefly with historical notes. The ^ tfj$ g^ f^j Fzingr 'angr fcg wan is another

short selection of notes on literary and historical subjects, by the same. The

PH n%* M $& $& .ff'oitf /(fe'ere p'ingr s/u'A 7/, from the same hand, contains

some remarks on various points connected with history.

The yjlf JJfit /P ^ Tsincj po seudu che is a series of notes historical and to-

pographical, relating in great part to Hang-chow, drawn up by^ ^|^ Seu

Fung-kelh, in 1734. Another part by way of appendix was written by the

same author in 1748, similar in character to the preceding, with the title

ffi*f IK ''P ^ WJ T^ing po seabu che pod.

The XI til fllf /t Keang hdn ts'ung fan, consists of twenty articles of mo-

derate length on the historical antiquities of China, written by Ch'in Sze-yuen
in 1572.

The j|C =|L T$|^ Tung Jcaou tsa, cli'aou is a collection of historical memo-

randa, by fji J^Jj Tung Chaou, published in 1753.

Works of fiction par excellence are not admitted by the Chinese to form a

part of their national literature. Those who have imbibed European ideas on

the subject however, will feel that the novels and romances are too important
as a class to be overlooked. The insight they give into the national manners

and customs of various ages, the specimens which they furnish of an ever-

changing language, the fact of this being the only channel through which a

large portion of the people gain their knowledge of history, and the influence

which they must consequently exercise in the formation of character, are rea-

sons too weighty to be left out of account, notwithstanding the prejudices of

scholars on the subject. Foremost among these in popular estimation is the

-

[l ^^ =ff| Sun hod che yen e. This is a historical novel, in 120 chap-

ters, written by jjjfc J=| PJ3 ^6 Kwan-chung of the Yuen dynasty. The plot

which is founded on the historical events immediately succeeding the decadence

of the house of Han, is wrought out with a most elaborate complication of de-

tails, embracing the period from 168 to 265. Following the course of events,

from the imbecile reign of Heaou ling te of the Han, the tale opens with an

account of the insurrection of the " Yellow Caps," during which j0J ^ Lw
Pe a descendant of the imperial family, enters into a solemn compact with ^
$5} Kwan Yu (now the deified Kwan te

" God of War,") and
jjrjf^ Chang

Fei to aid each other till death, in their efforts to uphold the falling house.
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The fortunes of Lew Pe are traced through a series of reverses, till he assumes

the royal power, (known afterwards as fl^ $$ ffi Chaou leg te), and the em-

pire becomes divided into the three states Wei, Shuh, and Woo. Tyranny and

bloodshed mark the narrative for nearly a century, till the usurper ff eg
Tsaou Maou of the Wei is deposed by his minister ffj $jj Jj$ Sze-ma Chaou,

whose son became the consolidator of the empire, and founder of the Tsin dynas-

ty, being the JE ^* Woo te of history.

The BS ?$| ntl Se yew /:e, in 100 chapters, is a mythological account of the

adventures of Yuen Chwang, the Buddhist priest in the 7th century, during his

expedition to India in search of the sacred books. The reputed author
jr|) ^ ;f

K'ew Ch'ang-ch'un was sent to India during the Yuen dynasty with a similar

object in view, and on his return wrote a journal of his travels "with the same

title as the above. It contains much of the miraculous, and seems to have

suggested the more elaborate production in question. A later narrative, in

imitation of the Se yew lie, equally fabulous, but far inferior in point of art, is

the ^ ptj j^ =g Hoiv se yew k6, in 40 chapters, by an unknown author.

A tale relating to the period of the pusillanimous jfx TjV Hwuy tsung of the

Sung, is the -^ |fJL $| Kin ping mei, in 100 chapters, attributed to Wang
She-ching of the Ming. This gives a picture of the dissolute manners of the

age in question. As an artistic performance it is one of the highest of the

class; there is however a double meaning throughout, which attaches to many
of the terms as phonetics, but which does not appear on the face of the written

characters. This caused it to be prohibited as immoral by the second emperor
of the present dynasty; but .notwithstanding this denunciation, a brother of the

same monarch made an elegant translation of the same into the Manchu lan-

guage, which was published in 1708. Being a syllabic language, this is

peculiarly fitted to preserve the double-entendres.

The 7JC '/g ^ Skwuy hob chucn is a tale of brigandage, in 70 chapters,

written by j^ [flit^ She Nae-gan of the Yuen. The scene is laid in H6-nan

and Shan-tang, and the period chosen is the same as the preceding. This is of

a much less martial character than the San kwo che, and furnishes a greater

insight into Chinese life in various phases. The details are excessively diffuse,

and the author enriches his work by his lively descriptions, but he has raised

his elaborate superstructure upon a very small foundation of fact. A comment-

ary has been added to this and the three preceding novels, by & g^ H|v Kin

Shing-t'an, a writer of the present dynasty, who has entitled them the y^ ~fc

rft ff Sze td k'e shoo or " Four marvellous productions."

The jfC ^ ^lj |lej ^ Tung chotv lee liwb die, in 108 chapters, although

written in the form of a novel, differs less from authentic history probably than

aoy other in the same category. It embraces the period when China was
divided into a great many tributary states, and extends from the 8th to the

3rd century B. c. when the Tsin dynasty was established.

The j|I tic ip* Hung loio mung, in 120 chapters, is a popular tale contain-

ing a picture of Chinese domestic life, generally thought to have been written

by W -S ff Tsaou. Seue-k'in, early in the present dynasty. There is said to
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be a framework of fact running through the narrative, but it is so enveloped in

fictions decoration, as to be discernable only to the initiated.

The 3j 7^ B Se ydng Id, in 100 chapters, by ff| #f = LJ Mow-tang,
finished in 1597, is an apocryphal account of the expedition of the eunuch Clung
Ho, to subdue the refractory nations of the southern ocean, at the commence-

ment of the 15th century. Tliis was a stirring episode in the history of China,
and fraught with materiel for the pen of the novelist. But although the author

has retained the true names of the principal persons and places, he has strange-

ly disfigured the narrative by the fables of imagination.

The g}[ ffi" <j> 'fs^ Sliivb yo tseueii cliuen is a tale in 80 chapters, by ya| ~jfc

Tse'en Ts'ae, founded on the history of Yo Fei a famous general in the 12th

century, who fought sucessfully against the Kin Tartars, but was put to death

through the treachery of Tsin Kwei, a corrupt prime minister.

The 3?j" jfllp iR itj| Fung shin yen e, in 100 chapters, is a tale regarding the

adventures of Woo wang, the founder of the Chow dynasty, in his contest with

ftfcj ^ Ch'ow wang the last of the house of Bhang.

The IE -fS JH. >2 itt ffl PJ C/iiny Hh hwdng yew lacing ntln chuen, is a

historical novel in 45 chapters, recounting the adventures of the emperor, during
a secret expedition in Keang-nan province, in the early part of the 16th century.

The *| jjjh -pf $|K Skwang fimg Jc'e yuen, in 80 chapters, is founded on a

tragical event during the Han. The plot turns on a demand made by a Tartar

chief, on the Chinese emperor, for his favorite wife, with which the emperor re-

luctantly complies; and the suicide of the fair one to escape the domination of

her new lord, forms the sequel to the adventure.

The $f xK ^ Habu k'eio chuen, in 18 chapters, a tale of social life, although

very lightly esteemed by the Chinese, has been frequently commended by for-

eigners, and repeatedly translated into several European languages.

The JB jjjgj ^4 Yuli keaou le is a novel, in 24 chapters, also adapted to give an

insight into Chinese manners, especially the forms observed in ceremonial visits.

The 2p (JLJ (^ ^fc Ping skan Idng yen, in 20 chapters, is a tale with very

little plot in it, the author having seemingly exhausted his efforts in descrip-

tion, dialogue, and the figures of rhetoric generally.

13. The /pp ^. S/iih kiia "Buddhism" as a class, when understood to in-

clude the whole corps of Buddhist books, embraces a body of literature, at first

sight somewhat appalling to the student, who desires to investigate the charac-

ter and history of that religion at the fountain head. In their aim to establish

that faith in China, the early Hindoo teachers made it an object to translate

their standard works into the native language from the Sanscrit; and as a result

of their efforts, probably near two thousand works of various kinds have been ad-

ded to Chinese literature. Four fifths of these translations are divided into the

three classes, /jpfc King "Classic," -^ Leah '''Disciplinarian," and jfjjjf Lun

"Metaphysical." This department of labour was commenced in the year A. D.

67, by Kashapmadanga jjljlj 5fe Hf ))1| Kea. ye md t'ang, who translated the

P9 I
- 3p-@ Sz6 shih urh chang king

" Sutra of Forty two sections," and
continued with slight interruptions by Hindoo and Chinese priests, till about
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the 9th or 10th century. These translations are not included in Chinese general

book catalogues, and it would be beyond the plan of this work to give any ex-

tended notice of them. It will be sufficient to give the names of some of the

most prominent. More particular information may be found in the writings of.

Kemusat and Julien $R ^Hl Joo leen, and especially in a series of papers by
the Rev. J. Edkins, published in the Shanghai Almanac and Miscellany for

1855 and 1856. Among the Sutra or Classics may be noticed, the ^^^ $j

*{ i& ^ 'pS ^ 7(2 pan jo po lb meih to king, in 600 books, a translation of the

large Sanscrit work Malta pracljnA paramitd sutra; the J^ y% %| TJ^T&pab*
tseih king, in 120 books; the ^ ~}j ^f ^ ^f| $g Ta fang tang td tseih king,

in 30 books; the ^ ~J] f|f jfy ?p Jg jpj^ Td fang kwang fuh hwa yen king,

in 60 books; the ^ ^ '/ ^ $2 Ta pan nee pwan king, in 40 books; a

translation of the Nirvana sutra; the -gg- (Hi) j|2; yff Hoc %$. isZ >$%. Kin kang

pan jo po Id meih king, in Sanscrit Vacljra tchedika, a condensation of the

PracljnA paramita; the
(Jflf j/f$!J $ ^ me t'o king, in Sanscrit Amitabha

Kwdn wod ledng shdiv fuh king; the it$? 5)2? 73* 1-fc $. Meaou fd leen Java

king, in Sanscrit Saddharma pundarlka ; the jffi j^P ffj:} ^ Wei mdkeih ting-

the pKJ ^g H He'en keu king; the ^^'TC 91 'Px -^'' M kwang ming king, in

Sanscrit Snvarna prabhasa sutra; the /v /(^
/

RfH $> e7ii/t Icing kea king, in Sans-

crit Langkdvatdra; the ^ jH| J5 ft !(?il "?" ^ E ^S ^rt iS
'a c//oy ^e;n

<6xe s/<o?y i /;m</; the /^ .^ iff^ ^'" ^^w ^?wj/ king; the jftL M ^ ^t?

JQ ^3 H^ ?? Kiv&n yd ivdng yd shdng urh poo sa king ; the /^ ^7 ^
|M| 'M ^ ^ S:t J ^ ^S ^"a y<*<7 kwang yuen keb sew to 16 leaou H king;

the y^ ~/j f^ 'yp ^K JE> ^^ ^f( ./"Mf/ pe'ew fuh paott gdn king; the ^H" TJ!^

(7/me m^; them |^ i^ ^ ^Vj) )Di ^j(t 5(f f 1? ^"'i ^'"-'ff twod Aee tsze

fang kwdng hwa yen. pfih sze e fuh king keaefun; the /V ~fc /V "M! $0: -f ft ^
jVA fc:o king; the ^ ^g ^C ^1? Fuh e kea6u king; the /

|$j |ft y^. 4* Mil ^
^^ - ^]j >$ ^g %, 7^ ^H| ^^ Tsiciy ivd nang fa, t'een tsze show son kwei e

hwo mien go taou king : and the jK fyf 'pj ^^ |g ^^ JFoo sd yew poo sa king.

This division includes also translations of poetical compositions, termed Gatlia.

Such are the |5pf ^| |5 ^ firf re <'o //* kec; the ^ ^ ^ Hfl! |J

'

"Q $|| i?ce?t slung txeilt tea t'o yih pih sung ; and the ^ y^ f^ ]p[ ^^ Kwdng
td fd yuen sung. The Dliarani or Magical formulas, are also included; these

being for the chief part merely transliterations of the original expressions, which

are. supposed to be of secret and mysterious import, intelligible only to the

initiated. Of this class are the -fa^ J|S |$ A >Q ?H $E | jft| ft ^M
Tseih keu te. fuh ta sin chun te t'o Id ne king; the [5^ 5wi IMj SSL g 2^ 3E

[i-t Tiim flu r^ me t'o koo yin siting wang t'o 16 ne king; the
'pjj g}[ y^ )lC

yufuh tih yuen mwan t'o lb ne king; the ^ ='* ** ^ ** ^ ** -*- nH BP

^fo ho pan jo po 16 meih ta ming chow; the
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. yew foocw she

yin poo sa kwang td yuen mwan woo gae td pel sin t'o Id ne king ; the =|g
E

iKf Ifi ^ ^ ;** 5 |& | H /% j$g SVizw,? ?yoo '?<<7 iswra a yez wotf

ttfaH^ p* mei/t J'o Zd we imgr; the ^ jjf -^ ^ P-B ^6 ^ $S ^"^ ^mff tsun

thing t'o 16 ne Icing; the #$ {fl $ -^ 9JJ |J II fiL |^ ^oo wa?z^ s/tmy fd

ii?Z5r f'o ?d ?ie king; the ^ |^ ^ j ^ j^ |? H fil^ -f/i s/ayo seaow

tsae keih tse&ng t'o Id ne king; and t!ie ^ |^ |? ^ ^ ^ $j F&h shwo

t'o Id ne tseih king. Although the Chinese word King is employed specially

to designate the sutras as a class, yet it is hy no means rigorously confined to

that use; for we find frequent instances of its application to works in each of

the other classes.

Among the Vinaya or works on Discipline, we have the ^5 ^^ Fan

ivdng king; the ~p ffj| ^ Sltlh sung leuh;-the ^ E
fig ^ T'an 1006 till

le&h, in Sanscrit Dharmagupta vinaya; the J|l ^ij (^ J[j|^ f| ^/6 7iO saz^ 7c'e

leuh; the 33^ liF S H* -3/e s/ta st/i ?eM/i, in Sanscrit Maltishasaka vinaya; the

Pep'6 sha leuh, in Sanscrit VibhAsM vinaya; the ~f" ^ ^
Szefun Iteae pirn, the ^

~ff, Jw, $$ $^ ^C2(; P' s 1̂

i S. j^C Mr i^ 4S ^^
Z
3'^

j:-^^^ l7^ siting pun sang

shin nee tabu king; the
[

T^ j5^C^ ^e seaow <se king; the

(Upasaka) woo teas seang king; the

8t7t woo keae wei e king; the "^
sin te kiu&n king; the ^?[*M K ^ 3^ ^
7uM<7 <ce sAmp' /a z<;od go e king; and the ~J-

nee tabu king.

The Abidharma or Metaphysical works are also numerous, the following be-

ing a selection of the more generally knows. The ^)C ^W pf& liffl Ghing ivel

sliih lun; the Pp |^ Chung lun, in Sanscrit Pranyamtda shdstra tika; the

pflf ^i Hit^ ir iw ^^e ^'are Pe P'O sha lun, in Sanscrit Abidharma

vibasha shastra; the rr. fl^ '^fe |^ ^a?! woo sing lun; the HI gj$ |ffl -ffeere

77t ?wn; the !py^ |^ Chuen shih lun; the f ^^ ^ i^ ^ P te

sin lun; the ~r Hi |jl ^ g^ /S'/ti/t w7i yw ywera ?M?I; the ^ TOJ j^ ^D g^
y/7i shoo loo Ha lun; the ^=f ^E ^ fe f^ Poo te tsze leant) lun; the ^ fj

W f^ ^ P^ ilffl ^ 8/u'wj/ pihfa ming mun lun; the P^ ^ rr. ~| fffl IFei

7tz'7i sa?i s7u'7t ?M?I; the |SJ ^ /V Tr. S iffl Yin ming juh ching le lun; the

^ A fl Ilia ^ ^e
" ^ s7"'^ feji *7' z7'; tlie N" wit si H )iH IE S? l$?

pe i' mo shun citing le lun; and the |Sjf BJt ^^ |^ ^ ^ |^ pe t'a

mo tsang hcen tsung lun. Most of the preceding treatises may be recognized

by Sanscrit scholars, among the Buddhist works which are still preserved in

the Indian character; and the great labour that has been spent in rendering

them into the Chinese language, may indicate the importance the propagators

of that religion attached to them; many of them having been several times

translated, corrected and reedited by imperial authority through successive

dynasties.

Besides the above three classes, there are still a considerable number of trans-

lations exclusive, which partake of a biographical and descriptive character, and
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are classed under the head f|f ife ^ H'een siting tseih. A few names may be

given by way of specimen; such as the ~|- Zl ^ $?g Shih urh yew king; the

J j^L -Ec fpt ra ?N 2T ia ^*ga ^'ra
fl

r pe k'ew slnoo tang lae piin king; the

yu king; (Pe yu is the Sanscrit Avadana); the ,gj, ff|

yaou Uo fa; the \$ $$& 3Jkffi $& Sz o han (Four

Agamas) mo6 cli'aou Jceai; and the 3L P^ J|ilp. |^ fie Jfi fe Woo mto shen

Icing yaou yungfd.

Although the translations from the Sanscrit formed from the first, and still

continue to be, the most important part of the Buddhist literature, yet by the

5th and 6th centuries, original compositions in th& Chinese language, by native

adherents of that religion, began to make their appearance. The authors of such

works having had frequent intercourse with the Hindoo missionaries, under

such influence, they have given clearer expositions of the faith and practice of

the several schools of Buddhism, than are found in some of the later productions,

and their writings have since become in some respects standards of appeal. A
noted work among these is the ^ $QL ^ 'jjft

Fa yuen clioo I'm, in 120 books,

by ill tST Taou-she a Buddhist priest, completed in 668. This gives a com-

prehensive view of the Buddhist system, by means of quotations from the classic

and other translations, in 100 sections, each of which is divided iato a number
of subsections, generally having an introductory article at the commencement,
and the extracts arranged seriatim in the cyclopaedia form. The prevailing

idea throughout is to illustrate the natural sequence of human affairs, in the

production of happiness and misery.

Another production of the Tang, containing a vast amount of Buddhist bib-

liographical information, is the
{f JC /jp ^ |tf| K'ae yuen sliih keaOu lull,

in 20 books, written by the priest ^ ^f- Che-shing in 730. This gives a

complete list of all the translations of Buddhist books into the Chinese lan-

guage from the year A. D. 67 up to the date of publication, embracing the

labours of 176 individuals, the whole amounting to 2278 separate works, many
of which however were at that time already lost. Che-shing's work is divided

into two parts, the first of which gives the translations in the order of their

completion, according to the successive dynasties, under each of which the names

of the several translators are given chronologically, with the works they had

executed, and a statement of those which were still extant, and those lost, with

a biographical notice of each translator following the catalogue of his works.

At the end of the first part is a list of forty one Buddhist catalogues, which

had been previously issued. The second part contains the same works under a

different classification, divided into seven sections, stating these of which both

the translation and original are extant, those of which only the translation is

extant, incomplete portions of works, epitomes, deficiencies supplied, retrans-

lations, and heterodox innovations. The last two books contain a classification

according to the great division of Td sliing and Sea'oti siting or " Greater and

Lesser Conveyances," used as subdivisions under the primary tripartite division

of Sutra, Vinaya, Abidharma. The latter part includes also a list of works,
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historical, geographical and biographical, in two divisions; the first being trans-

lations from the Sanscrit, and the second native Chinese productions. The
work is conceived on a comprehensive plan, and contains much valuable infor-

mation; and it is no slight commendation, that the same idea has been followed

up in recent times by a scholar of high standing, in a synoptic review of the

national literature. There is a summary of the above, by the same author,

with the title pq 7C *p ^C 35K -H- uJ K'ae yuen shih keaou lull leb ch'&h,

giving the name of each work, and the author, with the index character under

which each is to be found in the great imperial collection.

Mention has already been made of the ^jj fff yjj.
Kaou sang chuen. A work

of this name first appeared under the Leang dynasty, from the hand of the priest

^3 v$L Hwiiy-min, being a biography of famous Buddhist priests, classed un-

der the two heads of Translators and Expounders of the sacred books. This

was enlarged by another priest during the Leang, named ^ & Hvvuy-keaou,
in 14 books, arranged under ten divisions. In the first half of the 7th century,

a supplement was written to the preceding, with the title j|ff fjlj fff
/

p|i Siih

kaou sang chuen, in 40 books, by the priest j^ jg. Taou-seuen, giving the

latest information down to his own time. This gives the biographies of 485

celebrated priests, with incidental notices of 225 others. These are classed ac-

cording to their doings and sayings, under the ten divisions, of Translation,

Exposition, Abstract contemplation, Exemplary discipline, Rigidity of doctrine,

Comprehensive intelligence, Self sacrifice, Study, Attainment of happiness, and

Miscellaneous distinctions. In 983, an imperial rescript ordered a continuation

of the above work to be written, which was completed by the priest Tsan-ning

in 988, with the title -fc fii) fg
/

pj| Sung kaou sang chuen, in 30 books. This

commences from the period where Taou-seuen's work stops, and gives biogra-

phies of 533 subsequent priests, with incidental notices of 130 others; making
the exception of two however of the time of the early Sung and Tartar Wei dy-
nasties. The work is marked by much learning and research.

Divisions in regard to the practical working of Buddhism were early exhibit-

ed, in the establishment of various schools of teaching, which still retain their

votaries to the present day. Apart from the great division of the Buddhists into

f~ P^ Tsung mun and 5g fT Keaou mun, one of the most influential is pro-

bably the ^C o T'ien t'ae school, which was founded by ^31 ^ Che-k'ae, in

the latter part of the Gth century, at a celebrated mountain of that name in

Chg-keang, and has made considerable contributions to the Buddhist literature.

Some of the discourses of the founder are preserved in the ffl, g 5Z !g| jfE

Kwan yin heuen e fee, which is a development of the Kwan-yin theology,

recorded by his pupil $j| Tf| Kwfin-ting. Another of his didactic remains is an

exposition of the Kwan woo Icdng shOwfuh king, which was republished with

scholia, by #N jjjf Che-le in 1021, with the title ^i&HMliW^^
Jijli $ Fuh shivo kwdn woo ledng khivoffth Icing soo ch'aou.

In the second decade of the 12th century, a historical summary regarding

this branch was written by the priest ~f ;jjjf Yuen-ying, with the title jjV 7C
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^ Tsung yuen lull. About the close of the same century, an enlargement of

the work was drawn up by ^ 3xJ 2 Woo K'lh-ke, under the title %jjz f\ TF*

TJjfc
77i mun clung t'vng. A further enlargement was made early in the 13th

century, bv the priest jff xfg King-ts'een, who entitled his production -^ ijjj(

yjfo Tsung yuen luh. During the first half of the same century, the Shlli mun

ching t'ung was again revised and edited by ^ ^ Tsung-keen, a Buddhist

priest. Taking these materials, the priest ^ ^ Che-pwan extended his re-

searches over a wider extent of literature, anil compiled the jfy jjj. $ $ Fuh
tsoo t'ung ke, in 54 books, in the latter part of the 13th century. It is written

after the model of the dynastic histories, the lives of^ ^ Shlh-kea Buddha
and the patriarchs .supplying the place of the Imperial records. This is followed

by sections on Genealogical history, Biography, Tables, and Memoirs. The

whole system is viewed in its bearing towards the T'een-t'ae school of teaching.

Another well known production, which issued from the same establishment is

the ffjj jpp ^{5 ^g| Fan yth ming e, in 20 books, being an explanation of the

meaning of Sanscrit proper names occurring in the Buddhist books. This was

finished in 1143, by a priest named *fj% gl^ Fa-yun.

The
"jri TJ$ tit ^ T'ae tsung she lie, written by the priest ff| ^ Shing-

muh, in 1760, is a brief record of the hierarchal succession of the T'een-t'ae

school of devotees, commencing with Shlh-kea.

The ^^ -31 ^ 4:2 "O ^ ^ ^ Meadu fd leen hwa Icing t'ae tsung

liwuy &, in 16 books, an exposition of the Meatu fa Itin hwa king, is one of

the standard works of the T'een-t'ae sect, drawn up by ^^ Che-heuh. The

P& ^ Hw iw IM i Ching lucl shih lun suy cho6, in 10 books, is a comment-

ary on the Ching wet shih lun, written chiefly by t^j ^ Ming-shen, a priest

of the same fraternity, and completed by ^ fy Hwuy-shen, his pupil, in

1670. Among the disciplinarian treatises issued from the same quarter, are the

lH JtfC jE PE Chuen tceae ching fan, drawn up by the priest J^ ^ Keen-

yug, in 1660; the .zr. IM ~fi- 5^C IE PB San kioei woo keae ching fun; the ^
/V JjJ JOE ^S Sli6w pdkeae ching fan; and the ^ |0 ^^ j ^ Show

yew ming keae ching fan, by the same, all which were reprinted in 1780.

After the time of the sixth Chinese patriarch, the Shen division became se-

parated into two sects, the fg J* Tsiug-yuun and the \*fl ^ Nan-yo. The

former was afterwards divided into the three schools of ^ VJ^ Tsaoti-t'ung, ^^
f^ Yun-mCin and $~ B^; Fa-yen; and from the latter sprung the jJH g|| Lin-

tse and
'/j=^ ff(J Wei-yang. These are termed the Five schools of the Sung.

A detailed account of these differences may be found in the jjip^ f^ ^pf^
Shen lin sang pabu chucn, a biographical work in 30 books, written by Hwiiy

hung, about the year 1227. This contains memoirs of eighty one members of

the priesthood. There is an appendix to the same by the priest JH^ K'ing-

laoti, and a short supplement on the Lin-tse sect by Hwuy-hung.
The |f R, $f -fe ^. Sheh she /;& koo Ua is a brief history of Buddhism,

written in the Annal form, by jf; J^- Ke'6-gan a priest of that religion, who
finished it about the year 1341, being an elaboration of a work he had formerly
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written, with the title yff "jjf -^ $^ Ke, &oo show MZn. The record begins

with the period of fabulous antiquity, and extends to the middle of the llth

century; the thread of the text being arranged according to the succession of

emperors, and the line of Buddhist patriarchs and devotees introduced in chro-

nological order. There is a good deal of research shewn in the work, but the

arrangement is offensive to the ideas of native literati.

Another work on the same plan as the preceding, and written about the same

time, is the j^t ;fl@. jjji J|x Fiji tsob t'ung tsaS, in 22 books, by the priest igjj

^ Neen-ch'ang. This commences with the record of the seven Buddhas of

mythology, and reaches down to the year 1333; giving the vicissitudes ex-

perienced by the Buddhists in successive ages, with a clear statement of the

transmission of the
jjufi

Shen doctrine from generation to generation.

The tf] $& g fig Tilt ts'ee king yin 6, in 26 books, written by the priest

& I Heuen-ying, in the middle of the 7th century, is au explanation of all

the foreign technical terms found in the works translated from the Sanscrit,

with an examination of the correct sounds.

The^ f^t $; flj[ KeaOu shing fd so6, in 12 books, written by the priest

jfU jfjfc Yuen-tsing in 1431, is an explanation of all the numeral expressions

used conventionally in the Buddhist phraseology, beginning with unity and

proceeding seriatim up to 84,000; e. g. fa Yih sin " Undivided heart," Zl

^fp Urli shin " Two characters," ^r. j|f San pabu
" Three precious entities,"

Buddha, Doctrine, and Hierarchy; jTtj ^ Sz6 full
" Fourfold Buddha,"

Transformation, Retribution, Devotion, and Intelligence; -ft. ^ Woo shin
" Fivefold character," Devotional intelligence, Merit, Natural condition,

Transformation, and Abstraction; /V fj [5j -f
1

Jg P"^ Pd w^n szets'aen fa
mttn "

Eighty four thousand points of doctrine," &c.

Tlie ^jf /jj $$?\ did yuf luh, in 32 books, is a thesaurus of Buddhist biogra-
I M'l * t -rffl

phy, written by ^. J3f^ K'eu Joo-tselh, in 1602. It commences with the

seven Buddhas, including the six predecessors of Shih-kea; this is followed by
memoirs of twenty eight Sages; next come the twenty seven Indian Patriarchs;
after which are the six Patriarchs of China, all of whom are natives, with the

exception of the first, Boddhidharma, who was the twenty eighth in the Indian

line. The twenty six following Books are occupied with memoirs of renowned

teachers during sixteen generations after the last of the Patriarchs, and reach

down to the middle of the 12th century. The two last books give a detail of

the sayings and doings of TjV 7^ Tsung-kaou, the founder of the Lin-tse

school of Buddhism, towards the end of the llth century.
In the latter part of the 16th century, the priest Choo-hung who has been

noticed above (page 139), wrote extensively on Buddhism, the chief part of his

works having been published by himself in 1602, while he was principal of the

Yun-tse monastery at Hang-chow, and an illustrious member of the Lin-tse

school, the collection being entitled ^^ J |f| Ynn tse fa wuy. Another
edition with additional matter appeared in 1639. This contains, besides a

series of commentaries on the classics, a great number of articles on the Bud-
dhist faith and practice, some historical and some polemic, records of the
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Tun-tse monastery, letters,, leisure jottings, and a Yariety of miscellaneous

notices. The 5th volume, which bears the title 'fj ^S\ ^F Chuh cliwung san

peih, contains four short controversial articles on the Christian religion, drawn

forth by the publications of Ltiqci.

A large thesaurus of Buddhist doctrine in 100 books, was compiled during"

the Sung, with the title TjV^ ^ Tunny king lah, by the priest 7$ Hi Che-

ke'6. In this the various points of the system are discussed, and the views of

the author supported by numerous quotations from classic and other authori-

ties. In 1 640, [^ fp$ ftp T'aou Shin-ling published an abridgment of the

same in 24 books, with the title TJ? sjpl J^ :Jv fill Txung king luh k'eil t'e, con-

sisting iilmost entirely of extensive extracts from the original.

The ~^f 5^ 111 W fpf ^ H? l| fiE Pih ch&ng ts'ung Un (sing kivei chiny

e ke is a summary of Buddhist discipline drawn up by 5C Pih-chang, a

famous priest, who lived during the latter part of the 8th century. A modern

edition bears the date, 1823.

The
-f^f} |it ^ i^ UK 5u F&h sliwv gan t'a sedng chdw, published in 1826,

is a collection of dharanis to be recited for the repose of the Buddhist

reliqttairea.

The J^. if; $~ ^ Shen tsungfa yaou, published in 1829, is a selection of

some of the most important points to be attended to by the adherents of

Buddhism.

The
fflj(

Tsan form a prominent division among the Buddhist rituals. One

of the oldest of these is the $& ^ -jj[ ij% IH Tsze pel taou ch'dng tsan, in 10

books, written by j 'rfj

4

Woo-te, the emperor of the Leang dynasty, at the

beginning of the 6th century. The ^ |Ji ^.^M ^ '1^ TtiZ& Pei ta u clt'&ng

shwuy tsan, was written by the priest f-^ Woo-t'S, in the latter half of the

9th century. The largest work of this class is the^ ~jj Hf ^^ j^ $g 7$

fP 'I'^lc i^ Td fang Icivdng f&h hwa yen Icing kae yin isan e, in 37 books, the

original of which is attributed to
' fr Yih-hing, the famous Buddhist astro-

nomer of the Tang dynasty. Additions were made to it by H 3j|fij P'oo-siiy, a

priest of the Sung. It was further augmented and revised about the close of

the Ming, by the Treasurer of Sze-ch'uen, surnamed /fc Muh; and was pub-

lished in 1641, with the T'een-t'ae imprimatur. The ^ |Jf, ^ \1$Tdpeipadu

tsan is also an emanation of the T'een-t'ae school. The
jff ;t '{^ Tslng fob

tsan was published in 1800. The 3| |fe ^, Q" ^ Uj ^ '|f( Tnze pei lewan

yin Jiiang shan paon tsan is an inferior production of the same class; as is also

the ^ |jf, fp ^1 ^Ij ^^ ^ Taze pei seiv taou lew heang pabu i;eun. These

two last partake of a narrative character.

A more general class of rituals are the daily liturgies, now in common use,

for repetition at the morning and evening services; such as the pfi | i pf p||

Shen miinjih sung. The |^| i^ Ht Jilt k'6 peen mwig
is_

on a more en-

larged scale, with an elaborate commentary. The^ US ^7 lit Seiv se ts'oo

Ic'u consists of elementary exercises for novices.

Much of the teachings of famous native Buddhists is preserved in a class of

writings termed Yu Ink, which record the instructions delivered by them to the
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neophytes under their training. The |lj fff ffi %k pp jiffi gq 3^ Ftt*W

/ftA id sAere sze r/w fa/t is a record of the lectures and other instructions of

^ >H Fuh-kd, compiled by his pupil #3 (^ Shaou-lung in the 12th century.

The ^ l!|^ i^ $ft ^^ -KaoM /</ fa ae yw ZM/J, published in 1599, con-

tains the instructions of the teacher
fijjj lll^ Kaou-fung of the 13th century. The

HI /S- H^ MlW $lfi in ^ K'ing chung fee. peih ke slien sze yu luh, in

20 books, contains the instructions of
$|)(^ $$| T'ee-pelh Ke, drawn up by

his pupil j Hfc Hwan-min, during the 17th century. The $ jij flip (Iffi ^f
alj? Yue h&n shen sze yu lull, is a compilation from the lessons given by /j JjfcJ

Yue'-han, made by his neophytes ^ ^ Show-ke and
~ZS^. ^T Pun-sin. The

Xi ^ ijip 0(5 in ^ Kwun met shen sze yu luh contains the teachings of

T $! ivwan-mei, recorded by his pupil ^^ Chaou-san, in 1689. The j|C

[
I

J ^jfi ^> IJjfjj ^ ~rT 5|| "5f pq ^^ Tung sJian t.iin hung twan heu sze sung

koo
iju,

lull are the didactic writings of $ft / jJfjfj}
Tsin Kung-twan, in favour

of Buddhism, published in 1701. The iljiij lll|r ^ jfip ^ijj ^ $^ Sinfung
hcen shen sze yu lull, in 10 books, is a record of the sayings and writings of the

priest ll)W lll^r ^jj? Sin-fung Heen, as recorded by his disciples ^ ^ Clie-chih

and^ jjjl Che-yuen, The^ &H ^S ^0 $$ =j% || N*n yd U k'e 1,6

sliang yu luh, in 10 books, contains the teachings of the priest $[; flj2 Ke-k'e,.

from the hand of his disciple ^ 3$ Tse-ke. The ^. ^ JS ^& f^ flf ^
"

J5p. T'een iiing lev, sung k'eae shen sze yu luh is a summary of the instruct

tions of \\*i ffi ^ff Leu sung K'eae, compiled by his disciple |^f j^ Tse-yuen
and others, in 1773. The -^ ffi %%; $jft ^^ Sang gun fa sze yu luh con-

tains a series of articles by the priest^ jjg Sang-gan, edited and published by
p>anS Tse-tsing, in 1786 The jjj

tsun/j che shen sze yu luh, in 14 books, contains the teachings of Chaou-tsung

Che, recorded by his pupil ^ ^ Fuh-gan, in the latter part of the 18th

century. The |ij ^5 /$ J'p )jl^ ^j|j ^ ;f< A'fyo ^stny yao? ?/a?/ shen sze. yu
luh contains the instructions of $ff /'p Yaou-yay, recorded by his pupil^ j?

Chin-se, and published in 1804. The $&^ Jpj Sfjl ^^ C'/i'e MOO sAcra se

T/? ^/t is a compilation of the teachings of ^C fo" Ch'6-woo, drawn up by his

pupil J ^j Leaou-leang and others.

Another class of Buddhist writings comprehending a more extensive range of

subjects is embraced under the general designation Pee luh. This may include

such books as the ^"g gj* fi^ i X Lung shoo tslng t'oo WCHI, a hortatory or

didactic treatise, written in the 12th century by 3E Vfc- Wang Jlh-hcw,

which luis bi-cn several times revised, enlarged and republished. The f\ j^J jjjip

plfi y(,
t

=j ^l| ^ Yue htm shen sze pavu yiin pie luh contains the miscella-

neous works pn;sH and poetical of Yue-han, compiled by 7^ "jjf T'ung-koo and

others. The ^ |^ !* '^ jjip jjjjj ^ P,% r{| ^|j ^ ijMf/ ?/2 /,o
^'d/tflr shen

sze l;uh miiKj txvih j>eH lull is a series of letters on Buddhism, by the priest

jg| Ho-t'ang, published by the students j^ i^i Chirig-yuS and ^ iH

Shnli-jin, in 1655. Tlie ffjj ^ (Sj ^ ^| IFd^i //e'n <'H(/ /cf^ei teei/i, in 6

books, is a treatise on thd unity of origin of every excellence, all being traced

to Buddhism in the heart; this was written by the priest /J< EjJj ^ Yung-
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ming Show, and published with a preface by the emperor, in 1733. The |Jpf jlf

3l -^ ^lj 3^t i ^ j/wA 10dng sh&y U suy ying lull is a detailed account of

the efficacious virtues of ithe relics of Buddha, preserved by the King Asoka

|Jpf f=f A-y-u.li. This is written by the priest /, f|* Ting-hwuy, and has a

preface by the emperor ftr ^jV She tsung of the present dynasty. The fff Tl

1^3 Jlr |(| Tsing t'ob shing heeti lull, in 10 books, is a biographical collection

of noted adherents of the Tsing fob branch of Buddhism, the origin of which is

traced to Nepal or Northern India. This was written by ^^ X^P'ang He-

suh in 1783. There is a supplement by "^| ^ Ho5 T'ing, bringing the record

down to 1850, the time at which it was written. The jpp $ ~\" 3j ^ Shen

hae shift cliin tseih is a short abstract of the salient points in the history of

Chinese Buddhism, by the priest }H j^ Taou-p'ei, published in 1818. The

jjjtp. ^V jj|f -fy Slien tsung cliih che is a small treatise enforcing the cultivation

of spiritual Buddhism, by ^ $ -^ ShlhChing-kin. The tf $ ^ ^t
/iiw(7 /ceM fsei'/i is a literary collection in 8 books, on a great variety of subjects

pertaining to the Buddhist creed and practice, by g^ $3 Jr-P'ang Shaou-

shing. The ff ^^^ ^ r.sOT(/ nSijen lieang tseih is a series of biogra-

phical notices of devotees of the Tsing t'oo religion in recent times, both male

and female, written by the priest j^f J| WoO-ling, in 1823. The /V^ & -fir

Juhfuli loan ta is a development of the first principles of Buddhism, in a se-

ries of questions and answers between an adherent of that system, and one of

the literati, issued in 1826.

The ^p JJjJ J2" ffi ft!, P^ Hwa yen fa keae Ino&n mun is a treatise on re-

ligious contemplation, by the priest >jlt lip Too-shun, written about the com-

mencement of the Tang dynasty. There is a commentary on this by the priest
. . , ^^

>rT^ Tsung-metli, wliich was reprinted in 1789.

The flip. Ip ^C ^^ Tsd luva ivdtn peaou is (a large collection of Buddhist

forms of address in correspondence, petitions, ritual services, &c., with an

appendix of antithetic sentences for mural decoration, drawn up by -pf ^
K'eaou Sung.

Collections of excerpta from the Buddhist works are very numerous, and are

continually being reproduced. A good specimen of the kind is the fpjlft ! 1?

Tsing nee yaou yen, published in 1850, intended to suit the -convenience of

those, who from pecuniary or other causes, are unable to read the complete

works. The j? Jj ^ fjjf Sefang kung keu is a similar collection, made by

P'ang Tse-tsing, in 1792.

The (iff -f- ^ [ir pj ^ Kaou iv&ng kwun she yin King, a small manual in

very common use for repetition, is said to have been revealed in a dream, to a

scholar named -^ $ \|a s,m King-tih, about the middle of the 6th century.

Commentaries and expositions of the translations are exceedingly numerous;
some being held in much repute. The adherents of the several schools have

used this means largely for the dissemination of their respective views.

14. It is somewhat difficult accurately to define the limits,which embrace the

class of literature included under the designation }f ^ Taou kca "Taouism."

From the time of ^ 5^f Laou keun the reputed founder, downwards, its aspect
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has changed with almost every age; and while the philosophy taught by that

sage is now numbered among the doctrines of antiquity, the genius of modem
Taouism is of that motley character, as almost to defy any attempt to educe a
well-ordered system from the chaos. Commencing with the profound specula-
tions of contemplative recluses, on some of the most abstruse questions of theo-

logy and philosophy, other subjects in the course of time were superadded,
which at first appear to have little or no connection with the doctrine of Taou.

Among these the pursuit of immortality, the conquest of the passions, the

search after the philosopher's stone, the use of amulets, the observance of fasts

and sacrifices, together with rituals and charms, and the indefinite multiplication
of objects of worship, have now become an integral part of modern Taouism.

A volume entitled the (^ ^f $g $$ Yin foo king keae has been handed
down since the time of the Tang, which professes to be an exposition of the old-

est Taouist record in existence, bearing the names of the ancient Hwang-te as

the author, and ~J ^ T'ae kung, ^ ^ Fan Le, Kwei kuh tsze, jJUt Js

Chang Le'ang, j^J -fjj ^ Choo-ko Leang, and Le Tseuen as commentators.

It is only the volume with Le Tseuen's exposition however that is extant, and

it is thought that lie is also the author of the text. There is indeed a volume

with the title $fj $ 3$S Hi .Hi 31 g& Yin foo king son hwAng yuh keue,

professing to be the ancient original; but although there is not the sha-

dow of foundation for such a claim, yet there is undoubted evidence of

its existence at least as early as the 12th century. This short treatise which is

not entirely free from the obscurity of Taouist mysticism, professes to reconcile

the decress of Heaven with the current of mundane affairs. An investigation
of the Yin foo king was published by Choo He of the Sung, with the title

r^ 3$ 43? 5 J% Yin foo king k'adu e. He comes to the conclusion that it is

a fabrication of Le Tseuen; but still he thinks there are thoughts in it which

entitle the work to a place in the national literature.

The only work which is known to be truly the production of Laou keun is

the 5^ f^ ^j? Tabu tlh Icing, which has maintained its reputation, and secured

a popularity to a certain extent among reading men generally of every denomi-

nation. Few ages have passed without producing some expositors, and many
of the literati still make a study of the mysteries of Taou contained in it.

There is an edition with a commentary, entitled ^ -f' |i Laou tsze choo,

bearing the designation of '/Rf JL '+ Ho shang kung of the Han as the writer,

which is evidently spurious, criticism shewing that it cannot be much older

than the Tang. The earliest commentary now extant, is that by 3E 505 Wang
Pelh of the 3rd century, also called the^ -f' Labu tsze choo, which is

generally esteemed for its depth of thought and chasteness of diction. The poet

Soo Tung-p'o has also left an elucidation of Laou tsze's work, bearing the title

}H Ifflii H IW Tabu tlU king keae, written with the predominating idea of the

common origin of Buddhism and Taouism. Another well-known commentary
was written by -^ $ Woo Ching, early in the 14th century, with the title

lH fm?> R $S ii Tabu tih chin king choo, in which he curtails the ordinary

text to some extent, reducing it from 81 to 68 sections. In 1760, a commen-

tary appeared from the pen of f$?^ ^ Sen Ta-ch'un, entitled iM!f^> $MEi
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Tabu till Icing cho6, in which the author in a concise and lucid style, developed
his ideas on the work of Laou tsze, extolling it above the Confucian classics.

A very excellent examination of the }>urity of the text was written by Pelh

Yuen, in 1781, with the title ^ -?
1 M fj^ $? $t J| Laou tsze tabu tih king

k'abu e. A critical exposition of the work was written by $jj 7^ iM E Yuen-

fan, in 1816, entitled the^ -f- ^ t. Laou tsze t'san choo.

In the bibliographical section ot the Han history, mention is made of a work

in 9 sections, entitled fU ^*" -f- Kwan yin tszf. Tradition speaks of the au-

thor, as having been guardian of the entrance passes to the empire in the west,

where he met with Laou keun, obtained from him a manuscript of his Taou
tih king, and became initiated into the doctrines taught by the sage. For more
than a thousand years, there is no evidence of the existence of such a work.

About the 12th century however, a copy was obtained in the family of -^ /|

Sun Ting, professing to have been revised by Lew He'ang of the Han, and hav-

ing a preface by that scholar. The evidence both external and internal refutes

the pretension, and it is believed to be the work of some Taoiiist during the

Tang or subsequent Five dynasties. Although there is an evident discrepancy

between flie style of the work, and that of the Chow dynasty literature, yet it

is the production of a scholar of no mean attainments, and is deemed worthy of

a place among the Taouist philosophers. The name was afterwards changed to

2 j(g l^ ;f^ Wan die chin king, under which title, there is a commentary on

it by |5j| ffj> Ch'in Paou-ylh of the Sung.
After Laou keun, the most ancient of this class, whose teachings are still ex-

.
i jtfcn J *

i

taut, is probably -ylj 3f 71^ Lelh Yu-k'6w, who nourished early in the 4th

century B. c. his lectures having been handed down to posterity by some of hia

pupils, under the designation ^lj -f- Leili tsze. The main portion of the work

is no doubt genuine but it appears to have been subjected to some addi-

tions and interpolations by later hands. There is an excellent commentary

on it by 5H ^fc Chang Chan of the 4th centtuy. The name was changed by

imperial command to that of '/^ Jjj[ J^ $3? Ch'ung lieu chin kinci, in the year

742; in 1007 this title was extended by supreme authority to
J^f* ]|f Hi f^

m jjjjfc Ch'vng lieu che tih chin king.

Another Taouist writer of celebrity during the 4th century u. c. is Chwang
Chow, having left a work in 10 books, which was originally circulated with the

title j| -f- Chivang tsze. Numerous commentaries were written on this dur-

ing the early ages, but the best seems to have been by fSj ^ Heaiig Sew of the

4th century, who died however before its completion. |?JJ Jjfj Ko Se'ang hav-

ing got possession of the manuscript, supplied what was left incomplete, and

with some slight alterations, appropriated the whole as his work, which now

passes under his name, as the JJ -f" fit Clwaug tsze choo. In 742, Cliwang
tsze's work was by authority entitled the f^J ipl 4^ $? N&n hwa chin king.

A commentary on this appeared in 1741, by ^ $ ^ $eu T'ing-hwae, with

the title p|} If! ^ ^ Nan hwa keen cli'aou. This edition, which merely pro-
fesses to be a compendium of excerpts, contains the text of the first part entire;

but there are large excisions in the latter part, and some sections entirely omitted.
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An ancient Taouist treatise exists under the title ~^T Wan laze, that be-

ing the only designation by which the author is known. He is said to have

been a disciple of Laou keun, and the work to be a record of the views of his

master. The recension now extant however, appears to be in great part a com-

pilation from other works; but it is certainly older than the Tang. In 742, the

title 3| 7C ft $S T'iing yuen chin king was imposed on it.

The Jf\\ fllj ^ Leih seen chutn is a Taouist biograghy of seventy one indivi-

duals, said to have attained to the state of immortality. The authorship has been

ascribed to Lew Heang of the Han, but there is strong reason to believe it to be

a later production, and it is thought to hare been composed probably by some

Taouist of the 3rd or 4th century; for the evidence of its existence reaches near-

ly as far back as that period.

Allusions to the practice of alchemy are fuUnd in some of the oldest of the

Taouist writings, but the earliest work now extant specially on that subject, is

the^ [fij ^ Ts'an t'ung k'e, from the hand of f$| -f^} ^f Wei Plh-yang,
about the middle of the 2nd century. This writer professess to discover the

occult science hidden in the mysterious symbols of the Yih king, but his book

and his doctrine have been by common consent discarded by the literati. Many
commentaries have been written on this treatise, the oldest now in existence

being that of % ^ P'arig Heaou, entitle the JlfJ J|r ^ [fij 3j& jg, ^ ||
Chow yih ts'an t'ung k'g t'ung chin 6, which dates from about the close of the

Tang. Another was published with the title j^j ^j ^ J5J ^^^ Choio

yih ts'an t'uny k'e k'abu e, by Clioo He of the Sung, who assumes the designa-

tion 1$|J Ijjf Tsow Hin. Although this merely professes to be an examination

of the purity of the text, it is in fact a detailed exposition of the work through-

out. One of the clearest commentaries in later times, is that of
fEjj{ ^ j^f

Ch'in C'ne-heu of the Yuen dynasty, entitled /] jjjj ?jj$> (5j 3^^ J|L gi
Chow yih t'san t'ung k'e fun chang cho6, which also gives the text in its purest
state.

Early in the 4th century, Ko Hung wrote to some considerable extent on the

same subject. His work exists under the title ff >j>| ^* Pabu p'o tsze, that

being the epithet he selected for himself. It is divided into two parts; the for-

mer or P9 ^ Nuij pcen, in 20 books, treats of the immortals, alchemy, charms,

exorcism, &c.; and the latter part or jlf jjft Wuf peen, in 50 books, is more

especially devoted to matters of government and politics, but viewed from a

Taouist stand-point.

Another work from the same hand is the
jjilji f(lj ^ Shin seen ^.huen, in 10

books, giving a series of biographical notices of 84 immortals. This was writ-

ten in reply to a question from one of his disciples, as to the existence of such

a class of beings.

The ft pjjf Chin kaou, in 20 books, by T'aou Hiing-king of the Leang
dynasty, is an extended record of the transmission of the doctrine of the im-

mortals from age to age. The fabulous character of the statements are too

apparent to admit of criticism, but the scholastic attainments of the author

have procured for the work a certain standing, which it would not deserve

otherwise.
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About the middle of the 8th century, 3: i 7G Wang Sze-yuen wrote a

small treatise on the cultivation of Taouism,. en titled )\j ^g -^* K'ung ts'ang

tsz \ This was the name of a work, written by Jp ^ $e Kang Sang-tso6 of

the Chow dynasty, but which had been long lost previous to the time of Wang
Sze-yudn. The latter however professed merely to edit and supply deficiencies

in the ancient volume; but it is evident the greater part is due to himself, a

portion consisting of extracts preserved in other works. There is a comment-

ary on it by ^ j|| Ho Ts'an, supposed to have been written during the Tang_

The 7t tt^ ~jr Yuen chin tsze is a small treatise on the management of the

animal spirits by ^ ^ jfO Chang Che-ho of the 8th century. The existing

editions form but a small part of the original. The diction is concise, but it is

inferior in style to Pabu p'o tszd.

The f" l||. jjj\ Wo6 chin peen, a work on alchemy, esteemed next to the

Ts'an t'ung Ve, was written by j| \Q ti$j Chang Pih-twan in 1075. Several

commentaries have been written on this, the earliest and principal one being

from the hand of ^ ^ 3fc Ung Paou-kwang, in the latter part of the 12th

century. This is published together with a paraphrase by J|( j|& ^jV Tae

K'e-tsung written early in the 12th century, with the title j^ l^ ^ g 3%
Woo chin peen cho6 soo. The fff Jft I1L -fft |^ 1& Wo6 chin chih che t.iedng

shwo is another short exposition of the same work, also from the hand of Ung

Paou-kwang. Besides these there is a commentary by ^ |a st See Taou-

kwang, about the beginning of the 12th century; one by $3? JT Luh Slioo

soon after; one by Ch'in Che-heu of the Yuen; and another by p^ m\ ^
Hoo Han-chin, a more recent writer. These four commentaries have been

published together within the last half century, with the title fg ^ ^f| [5j g

Woo chin peen sze cho6.

The J&^ -%- Che yew tsze, is a treatise on the principles of Taouism in its

modern form. There is a preface by $fc jf ^Jff Yaou Joo-seun, with the

date 1566, in which it is stated that the name of the author is lost; but inter-

nal evidence would lead to the conclusion that Yaou is the author himself, and

that 3g ^ -^- Qhe Yew tsze, which was the designation of a scholar during
the Sung, who occupied himself with Taonist matters, is an assumed title, to

give an air of antiquity to the production. The author makes considerable

use of the phrnseology of the Buddhist classics, in setting forth his views.

A treatise on alchemy and the government of the animal propensities, with

the title
]ff[ Jfa ^ Lung hod Jang, appears to have existed early in the mid-

dle ages, but the date of its origin is unknown. The oldest edition extant how-

ever, is that with the commentary and paraphrase of -f yi. Wang Taou

written in the latter part of the 12th century, under the designation ~gf ^ ^g
^ $ |i ^ Kod ivdn lung hob king choo soo. This is illustrated by two

elaborate plans of the diagrams of Shin-nuug, and follows the theory taught by
Wei Pili-yang.

The ^ ^ IE ^ Heuen hed ching tsnng consists chiefly of copious extracts

from the national classics and historical works, in illustration of the Taouist

doctrine. The author "fjfr 3^ Yu Yuen lived in the former part of the 13th
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century; and his object seems to be to trace the origiu of the system up to the

teachings of the sages of the empire.

The& fi ~fc I -Kin tan M yaou >
in 10 books, by Ch'in Che-heu, is a

treatise on the elixir of immortality, which the author refers to the right govern-

ment of the spiritual powers of man,'"
1

in opposition to the materialistic views

which had prevailed at an earlier epoch.

The ^ ^ 7t ^ ^j| Choo chin yu&n gu6u tseih, in 9 books, is a compila-

tion of articles from various authors on the theory and practice of alchemy, by

^ l|^ tfk Choo Tsae-wei of the Ming dynasty. The 5th book is largely illus-

trated with pictorial illustrations of the various processes in the manipulation
of alchemy.

The HI fill fjfc ~R^ MXi K'eun seen ckoo yuh tseih ching is an anonymous
collection which finds a place in Taouist libraries, and consists for the greater

part of poetical pieces regarding the art of alchemy and relative topics, with

some comments on the diagrams of the Yih icing, but there is little to be said

in favour of the production.

The "fiej ; IB^ |fk '/ft^ |I| IS Tung t'een f&h U yd tuh ming slian let

is a brief record of the principal hills and lakes of the empire, characterized as

the retreats of Taouist devotees. This was composed by Too Kwang-t'ing,
about the middle of the 10th century.

The Ifl: fUJ c K'eun seen yaou yu is a collection of extracts from Taouist

writers, ancient and modern, compiled by Ht jf| Hy Tung Han-shun, at the

beginning of the 16th century.

The fljf ej . iUJ \\^ i^ j|| |ff $ik Chung leii urh sien sew chin chuen taou

tseih is a compendium of Taouist principles, professing to have been originally

delivered by gal f(l HI Chung-le Keuen of the Han dynasty, compiled by Q
^ Leu Yen of the Tang, and handed down to posterity by |NJJ Jpf ^* She

Keen-woo of the Sung.

The 3i 'fijq -^ ^[ 5f^ y&h tsing kin sze pabu luh is a treatise on the

control of the animal propensities, written by 58 ^p^ Chang Ping-shflh
about the year 514.

The j ^ yv %, ^R Leu chinjin ivdn tseih is a collection of literary and

poetical compositions, by Leu Yen of the Tang, who is reputed one of the

immortals.

The ^fcJuW^ P3^"3E^ T'ae slicing hw&ng t'ing nuy Icing yuh king
is an ancient treatise in rhyme, on the government of the inner man, by an un-

known author, with a commentary by ^ Jr. -f" Le'ang k'ew tsze. A series

of plates illustrative of the preceding were made during the Tang, with expla-

natory details, by ^ ^f Hoo Woo, with the title fjj JH j^J ^ ^ |^ ^>
ml 1^1 Is HwAng t'ing nuy king luob tsang luh foo t'oo shwo,

The ~fc r. jj% JJ $p^i^ Tae shdng hivAng t'ing wa& Icing y&h king
is another treatise on the same subject, which has been ascribed to Laou keun,

but there is reason to believe it to be a production of the Tang.
There is a short tract on the same subject, professing to have been delivered

by Laou keun, entitled the^ -f- f& .S. jfj $2 Laou tsze &hwo woo ch'oo

king. Evidence is altogether wanting for such a remote origin, but there is a

commentary on it by ^" fgj Yin Yin of the Tang.
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The -|M JEt /V PI sjpa 2Vwy &</ juh yd Icing, also on the same subject, i

the production of a Taouist of the Tang dynasty, with the surname Ts'uy.
There is an explanatory commentary on this by an author who is known by the

designation fij^ $$ -f- Hwao jen tsze of the Ming.
The pg ^ ?rpC Ts'ing t'een ko is a series of stanzas on the same subject, by

K'ew Ch'aug-ch'un of the Yeun. There is a commentary on this also by Hwan

jen tsze.

The ^, Pp -fjjf m Kwei chnng cite nan is another short work partly in verse,

on the same subject, by $f[ /^ 5ri Ch'in Ch'ung-sooof the Yuen, who is num-

bered among the Taouist immortals.

One of the most celebrated treatises on this art is the '(^ fjfj ^"g" Sing miny
kivei che, by an accomplished Taouist of the Sung dynasty, surnamed ^" Yin.

This treats at large on the principles and method of practice, and is amply illus-

trated by plates in a very respectable style of art. It was first printed in 1615,

and another edition was issued about 1670, in a large and handsome style.

The ^Jl^^ift^fPfppiS T'ae sJidny labu kemi shiod ch'iiny

tsing tslng king also treats under very moderate limits of the subjection of the

mental faculties. This is attributed to Ko Heuen, an author of about the 3rd or

4th century, and has a commentary by^ }ff i^fi Le Taou-shun of the Ming.
The ~J _t ^ ^ '/|PJ l*f $ T'ae shdng chih lodn t'ung Jcoo Icing is another

short treatise on the cultivation of mental abstraction. There is a commentary
on this text by Jf; ^ -7^ Ch'ang tseuen tsze.

The ~J Jt ~fc M, ^ T'ae
'

sh&ng t& t'ung Icing is a brief expansion of Laou
keun's theory of the abstract. There is a commentary on it by Le Taou-shun.

The -fc Jt % & Hi & J&^ 1^W % Pai sMng shiny heuSn shwo

seaou tsae Inoo ming meaou king is a work on averting calamity, indicating very

clearly the influence which the doctrine and the forms of expression of Buddhism
were gaining over the Taouists. In has a commentary by Hwan jen tsze.

The J}pi ,> $5: T'ae seih king is an elaboration of the 6th chapter of the

Taou tilt king, on the. production of the material universe from the feminine

principle. The commentator is designated } iL ^Q ffi Hwan chin seen sang,

but neither his surname nor date is given, and it is thought that the text and

commentary are both from the same hand.

The '/IpJ 3fe |g jtf At 112, $&. T'ung hewn ling pabu ting hvdn ling is a

treatise on abstraction, but neither the name of the author, nor that of the

commentator is preserved.

The $& Y. ~H j|l ^Vj) p[J $^ Wo6 shdng ytili hivdng sin yin king also treats

of mental abstraction and the subjection of the emotions. There is no author's

name, but there is a commentary to it, by a scholar with the surname ^p Le.

A Taouist work was published in 1640, with the title fljl f|lj if|^ Shm
seen t'ung keen, in 60 books, from the hand of gji ~fc g/ff Se'S Ta-heun, giving

a series of biographical sketches, for the most part legendary and fabulous, of

upwards of eight hundred saints, sages, and divinities, selected chiefly from the

ranks of Taouism, but some Buddhist characters are also admitted into the

number. The blocks of this publication were destroyed at the commencement
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of the present dynasty, when a new edition was issued with the title ^l] 1jlj J|,

$ Leih seen t'ung Ice. Another work of the same character, by ffi- :jjj[ Sen

Taou was published in 1700, with the title Shin seen t'ung keen, in 22 books.

Another edition of the same in a small-sized page, revised by [^ -^ j|Jj
Ch'in

Hung-mow, appeared in 1787, with the title gE J5 jjfj, 3JJi Ke she t'ung keen,

in 39 books.

Among all the publications of the Taouists, there is not one which has attained

a greater popularity than the ^ _L ^ I Hi T'ae. shdng lean ying peen. The

assumption that it is the work of Laou keuu is a fable, which few, if any be-

lieve. It appears to have been written during the Sung, but the author is not

known. This treatise which is composed in a style easy of comprehension, has

for its object to elucidate the doctrine of future retribution. The various edi-

tions are innumerable, it having appeared from time to time in almost every

conceivable size, shape, and style of execution. Many commentaries have been

written on it, and it is frequently published with a collection of several hundred

anecdotes of the marvellous, and pictorial representations appended, to illustrate

every paragraph seriatim. It is deemed a great act of merit to aid by volun-

tary contribution towards the gratuitous dissemination of this work.

The 3B. M-. vfy iH m ffi Yah klh ch'aou chuen king she is one of the lower

class of Taouist productions of recent times, giving a detailed account of the

mysteries and horrors of the invisible world, with a description of the courts of

the Ten kings of hades, by a Taouist named *l$l^jj^ T'an-ch'e, who professes
to have made an excursion into the regions of darkness, and brought back the

account for the benefit of his mundane contemporaries. The Buddhist doctrine

of purgatory is largely transplanted into this publication.

A collection of 53 Taouist treatises were published together in one work dur-

ing the Ming, with the general title $jj[ -j> ^ Tadu shoo tseuen tseih.

The gs| Pf jfe |^ff ^C^ [=1 $5r? Ling pabu heuen tseih td tseuen mfth liih

is an extensive catalogue of Taouist works in 49 books, giving elucidatory-

remarks and a summary of contents of the several articles.

The custom of reading the sacred books in the temples is not of the most
ancient date, but appears to have been in vigorous practice during the Sung

dynasty. One of the principal of the works thus employed is the j^lj _t "K jjr2J!C

'tt ;Si ^E Kaou shdng yuh hivdng pun hing tseih king, in 6 books, eulogistic

of the deity 3RM Jl ^J* Yuh hwang sluing te.

,,,. ae &* THy. t\t ^c. -jgjf aft ~rr W{? -fsj-
Am r . .

The g| B |;j VCi TV -W- wL JLX UEE ^ ?; J-/uy slung p od hwa t cen tsun

sJnvo yuh ch'oo chin king is another book much used in the ritual services. The

Taouists attribute the authorship to g JIB 'fu ^C j| Ijfly shing p'oo
hwa t'een tsun, a fabulous personage of remote antiquity; but there is little

doubt of it having been composed by a Taouist styled ^ H? -^ Heuen yann-

tsze, about the time of the Yuen dynasty.

The -fc _h ^ & H ^ j&jJLJfc. U ^ IS T'ae shdng t'ung heuen

liny paou txze t'ung pun yuen chin king, a book of similar character, contains a

colloquy between T'sze-turig, otherwise known as "X M 'S* Wan ch'ano- te
~~

I / T* J/^
and the celestial magnate 7C jfo ,/C -^ Yuen clie t'e'en tsun.
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The 3/C >- Pfc -^ 7C i Bi $S T'a.e shdng sliwo san yuin san kwan

padu king comprises a conversation between Laou keun and the San kwan or

Three original celestial magnates, preceded by a mystical formula used for self-

purification.

The ^C_h|ftH7Cp!9W5f^ T"a6 shdng sliwd san yu&n sz& kivan

pubu king is another formulary of a similar character to the preceding, but less

generally used, embodying laudations of the Sze kwan or Four celestial

magnates.
Taouism in its slavish imitation of Buddhist forms, has also its Ts'an, which

foil >w closely on the Hindoo model. The $&^ ^ ir^ Fan t'een tbw

moo ts'an carries plagiarism, to the extent of borrowing not merely the conven-

tional phraseology, but even the name of the Buddhist deity ^$ ^ Fan t'een,

which is the designation of Brahma of the older Hindoo religion, and here used

in conjunction with the name of a female member of the Buddhist pantheon.

The ^(j ~/j l^ ji Hf flpc Plh fang chin woo paou ts'an is a ritual in

honour of lp ji ^ *^j* Chin woo ta te, a celebrated Taouist deity, known

also by the title 3Z ^ K ffi Heuen t'een shang te.

There are also liturgies for the daily service, which replace those of the

Buddhists, with merely an alteration of phraseology within certain limits.

Such is the jfe P*| jfjl Heven munj'ih sung.

.Another ritual of a kindred character, is the 5gP JH $\" Jpf Heang yi.ng tow

k'o, or the liturgy of the deity -^ ^ T'ow te.

There is a class of publications, which though not properly styled Taouist

works, may be placed in the same category, as more nearly allied to such than

any other. These are the literature of the deities ordained by the state; such

as the g$j H? 'rjj* ^3 =i| ipf pS) jtei; Kwan slung te keun siting tseili t'od chd, a

collection of historic vestiges ofKwan te, the God of War, found in other works.

Such also is the ^C JEJ !e "^ ^ j^ HU ^ T'een how siting mo'o siting tseth

t'od che, being a similar record regarding ^fc fcj ^ "^ T'een how shing moo,
the Sailor's goddess. This deity is much consulted in cases of difficulty or doubt

by the Taouists, as HJ fffi g Kwan-she-yin is by the the Buddhists; and a

set of oracular stanzas supposed to emanate from her prescience have been pub-

lished, with a commentary, under the title ^C J^ 8? "fij i w ilc ^F T'een

ltdw siting mob choo beae tseen she. To this place also may be referred the well-

known little hortative composition $ H ^* j^ ^ ^ %, Wan ch'ang te

keun yin tseilt wan, being a treatise on secret rewards and retributions, ascribed

to Wau ch'ang te keun, the God of Literature. The ^" ^^ Tan Icwei tseih

is a collection of several short works of this character, with comments.

A great part of the tracts, pamphlets, and minor publications hortative and

devotional, which are widely distributed among the lower classes of the empire,

and hold a prominent place in the literature for the million, may be^ included

among these; embracing as they do the reputed teachings of Wan ch'ang t6

keun, Tung yo ta te, Yuen ming tow te, Heufin t'een shang te, Kwan shing

te keun, Tsaou shin, Wei yufen keun, and a host of other deities of greater or

less renown.
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IV. The last and largest division of Chinese literature termed

may be not inaptly designated Belles-lettres, including the various classes of

polite literature, poetry and analytical works.

1. The first subdivision under this head, termed ^ f|^ Tsob sze, "Ele-

gies of Tsoo," is very limited, being chiefly the poetical productions ofJ jj^J

K'euh Yuen, a minister of the petty kingdom of$ Tsoo, in the 4th century

B. c. Degraded by his prince, and apparently disgusted with the world, he put
an end to his existence by throwing himself into the yfj |H Meih-16, a river

in the present Hoo-kwang province. The anniversary of that event has been

ever since commemorated by the Chinese in the Dragon Boat Festival, which

takes place on the fifth day of the fifteenth month. His principal piece, the

$i( Sf| Le saou, is a justification of his public character, illustrated by ex-

amples from history. Some other poems of the same plaintive character by
, ^ -. .- . . *

himself, together with a few additional by^ d& Sung Yuh and
TJjf ^g

King Ch'a, all nearly contemporary and relating to the same subject, make

up the collection of elegies known as the Tsoo sze. Later writers have

commented, annotated and criticized, but the style of composition is unique,

and peculiar to the period when it was written. The collection was first

made by Lew Heang in the 1st century B. c. In the Bibliographical

section of the Suy History it is disposed as a distinct class of literature, and

has ever since retained that position.

The earliest example of the work now extant is the ^ f|{ 1|i 'fejj T&od

sze chang lceu, in 17 books, which in addition to the writings named above,

contains an appendix of pieces by Ke'a E, L6w Gan,. Tung-fang So.Jjf &
YenKe, 3E 3H Wang Fow, Lew Heang, Pan Koo and 3l A& Wang Ylh.

There is a commentary on the whole by the latter, who is the compiler of the

work in that form. A good deal of liberty is said to have been taken with

the text of editions published in the Sung dynasty, but the commentary has

remained uncorrupted; and although very general in its character, is valued

as giving the current views of the literati on these writings at that early period.

A much esteemed form of this collection was published by Choo He of the

Sung dynasty, under the title |t ffjl ^f| ffi TsoQ sze tseih choO, in 8 books,

in which the author has made a selection from the preceding and another

work published in the Sung. The first five books contain the writings of

K'euh Yuen, the remainder being occupied with those of Sung Yfih, King
Ch'a. Ke'a E, YSn Ke and L6w Gan. The compiler gives annotations on the

work throughout, and points out the particular class of poetry to which each

part belongs. There are also two books of strictures on preceding commen-

taries, by the same author, under the title ffi jig Pecn chlng, and he has

given a revision and selection of the supplementary authors, under the title

^ w H6w yu, in 6 books. The original collection in 8 books is often pub-
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lislied with the two latter parts. Other modifications of Choo's work frequently

appear, according to the editor's fancy. Thus, a rather popular abridgment by

$[j^ jl] Yaou Ping-shan, was issued in 1741, with the title ^ fj^ fjf |J
Tsod sze tsee choo, in 6 books, in which the pieces by Ke'S. E, Yen Ke and

Lew Gan are omitted, and a selection made from Choo's commentary; with

a short appendix on the sounds of the characters.

Separate portions of this collection have also formed the subject of a good

many publications. A commentary on the first and principal piece, written

during the 4th century, by [|J? $a| Ling Tseen, has come down to the present

day with the title j|(i SH ^ /

f|| Le suou tseih chuen.

One of the best of the modern editions is the tip fij|| p$Le saou keae, iyfH

fjfc ^ Koo Ching-t'gen, a free and somewhat original exposition of this

noted production, published in 1741.

An illustrated edition of the same piece was published early in the present

dynasty by |jf ^ $t Seaou Yuu-tsung, with the title (tffllfl { Lesaou

t'od. A number of the original plates were lost, the pictorial embellishments

preserved being 64 in number. Each plate is followed by the relative portion

of the text, and short notes explanatory of the illustration. In 1782, the

emperor gave orders to have the deficient illustrations supplied, and 91 ad-

ditional plates were inserted, the whole being embodied in 2 books, with the

title s^C / fl! $1 $j|l Hi^ HI! K'in twff P hiuhy k saou tseuen t'od.

2. The second subdivision in this class is designated ^Ij Jfl Pee tseih, or

"Individual Collections," consisting of the miscellaneous original productions of

individual authors. Such works began to appear soon after the commence-

ment of the Christian era, the earliest examples being published in that

form after the death of the authors. Subsequent writers adopted the model,

but it was not till the 6th century, that they began to classify their collections

into several categories, either according to time or subject. We then find XI

$lr Keang Yen dividing his works into
|jij ^J|| Tsiien tseih, "Former Collec-

tion," and ^ ^ How tseih, "After Collection." The emperor B ^ Woo
teof theLeang dynasty has the f| %& ^ Shef06 tseih, "Poetic Collection,"

~$ ^ Wan tseih,
"

Literary Collection," and $lj ^j| Pee tseih, "Particular

Collection." 7C *^* Yuen te of the same dynasty has his 2f| Tseih, "Collec-

tion," and /] $f| Seaou tseih, "Lesser Collection"; and so on, the endless

variety of nomenclature according with the requirements or caprices of the

writers. From the above-named period down to the present day, this has

formed one of the most prolific branches of Chinese literature, but it has also

fxhibited by far the highest rate of mortality. In the bibliographical cata-

logues of the Sung dynasty, there are not found a tenth part of the numerous

titles contained in those of the Suy and Tang dynasties; and the catalogues

of the present day do not contain a tenth of those which are recorded as ex-
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tant during the Sung. The vast majority of such productions scarcely sur-

vive the age that gave them birth.

The well-known and highly celebrated^ ^C Irl Le T'ae-plh, who lived in

the 8th century, and whose poetical talent shed a lustre on the literature of

the Tang dynasty, has left to posterity a collection of this class, which is pub-
lished under the title^ ^C EJ ^1 Le t'ag pih tseih, in 30 books. It has

not come down to us intact however as it left the poet's hand, some of the

original books having been lost. In its present form, the first book is a col-

lection of prefaces and inscriptions, the following 23 books being filled with

songs and poems, and the 6 last containing miscellaneous pieces.

The $ ^< y ZT. -p g Tsd yung pih urh sliih shoiv consists of 120

short stanzas on so many different objects in nature and art, classified in

groups of ten each. It was composed by ^? jl^ Le Keaou in the early part

of the Tang dynasty.

The JH $ ^ Lin Jceo tseih is a small work written by 3l Sjv Wang Ke,
a scholar who flourished during the troublous period of the insurrection of^
JJfc Hwang Ch'aou, in the 9th century. The chief part consists of 45 pieces

of anomalous verse, written on occasion of the Tsin sz6 examinations. The

author's descendant of the 8th generation, 3E IHl Wang Pin, having discover-

ed the manuscripts of 21 poems composed by Ke at his Keu-jm examinations,

added these to the original volume by way of appendix, and published the

whole early in the Sung dynasty with the above title. It has been reprinted

during the present dynasty.

The *fe $ jg j]| Red tse I Icaou is a literary collection by Ch'ing

Tseaou, the author of the T'ung die. (see p. 24, supra.) It comprises 26 pieces

of poetry, and 7 articles in prose. In regard to style the work stands low,

but it evinces a considerable amount of research and scholarship.

Sze-ma Kwang, the eminent statesman of the Sung dynasty, besides his great

historical work noticed above, (see p. 20, supra.) has left a collection of papers

belonging to this class, with the title, 'pj Ijc ^ Chuen kea tseih, in 80 books.

The first 15 books consist of poems; the 56 following are occupied with mis-

cellaneous compositions; 3 more contain controversial papers, letters and jot-

tings on musical compositions; the remainder consisting of inscriptions, epi-

taphs, elegies and kindred pisces. Some polemical papers are found in this

work, in reply to his contemporary the great innovator Wang Gan-shlh.

There is another collection of much renown, by the poet Soo Tung-p'o,

entitled jf( ^ ^fe ^ Tufty p'o tseuen tseih, in 115 books. This was first

published in the llth century, during the author's life-time, and consisted of

seven lesser collections. These were denominated "Tung Po's collection,"

the "After collection," "Memorials to the throne," "Interior government,"

"Provincial government," "Poems," and a "Collection of replies to imperial
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orders." Even during the Sung dynasty there were already various editions of

the work, differing considerably among themselves as to the number of books

and other particulars, while such variations from the original have increased

during the Ming, and since that time, among the numerous editions in circula-

tion; but the number of the divisions and the order of arrangement have in

the main been preserved, although some parts have no doubt been lost. There

is a well-known commentary on the poetical works of Soo Tung-p'o, by

Wj 7C She Yuen a scholar of the Sung dynasty, with the title Ifffi gi /^ f^f

She choO soo site, in 42 books, in which he seems to have been assisted by

|j| jjjg Koo He. Some notes by Jfffij fg She Suh the son of the first-named,

are found interspersed. The latter also added the jft tyx. ^ ftf Tung p'o

neen poo, a Year book, or Biographical Annals of Soo Tung-p'o, and had the

work printed, at the beginning of the 12th century. This was afterwards

superseded in popular estimation by a rival commentary from the hand of

3E ~t~" Ji$J Wang ShTh-pang, in which the poems are classed according to

certain characteristics, and in the lapse of ages She's work fell into neglect.

In the 17th century 3& fj& Sung Lo a high imperial officer in Keang-soo

province, found an imperfect copy of it in a book-store, wanting the books

1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 23, 26, 35, 36, 39 and 40. He commissioned S|5 J| Hf
Shaou Ch'ang-hang to supply the deficiency. The latter added a book on

the fallacies in Wang Shih-pang's commentary, entitled -f | TF fl| Wang
clw6 clilng go, and revised the Biographical Annals; but falling sick when he

had commented 8 books, he devolved the work on^ ijfa f|I Le Pelh-han,

who completed the remaining 4 books. Sung Lo also collected from various

sources other poems by Soo, amounting to more than four hundred verses, which

he entrusted to
Jifif J|rFung King to add a commentary, forming a supplement

in 2 books, with the title ffj^ f$ HI $j M &00 s îe s&h P * IQ this

state he had the whole recut in 1675, prefaced by a biography of Soo, from

the dynastic history of the Sung, and other commendatory documents. About

1740, a handsome edition of the work in its new form was printed by im-

perial command.

An extensive work of this kind has been compiled from the writings of

Grow-yang Sew, the historian of the Tang and Five later dynasties, (see pp.

17, 18, supra.) and the author of an exposition of the She-king. The por-

tion specially arranged by the author is known as the Wdn-tseih, "Literary

Collection," in 50 books, one of the labours of his declining years. The

Pee. tseih, "Particular Collection," in 20 books, was arranged from his writ-

ings by a later hand. The Sze lull tseih, "Metrical Collection," in 7 books,

was first published in the western part of Che-keang province. The Tsow

e, "Memorials to the Throne," in 18 books, was published at K'ew-chow in

the same province. The Tswng keen tseih, "Censure Collection," in 8 books.
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first appeared at Shaou-chow in Kwang-tung province. The Nuy wae die

tseih, "Metropolitan and provincial government Collection," in 11 books,

and other portions 'were added subsequently. Editions were published at

Loo-ling in Keang-se, at Nanking, at Meen-chow in Sze-chuen, at Soo-chow

in Keang-soo, in Full-keen province and other places, all differing more or

less in regard to their contents. A collation of these varioiis issues was made

by Chow Pelh-ta, in 153 books, bearing the title ~$ }& ^ Wan cliunrj tseih;

with an additional 5 books under the title $$ ^jfcFooluh, This has a preface

by Chow, and is considered the best issue of Gow-yaug Sew's minor writings.

An abbreviated edition in 20 books, was published by |5Jt ^c Ch'in Leang
in the Sung dynasty, with the title ^ H? ^^ Oma ydng lodn suy, con-

^taining scarcely a tenth of Gcfw-yang's writings; but the pieces given are

considered those of more certain authorship, selected from the great mass of

corupted text.

The |fi| [If ^|| Tseen shan tseih is a small collection of literary composi-

tions, written by Choo Ylh, about the end of the llth century, in which the

author has aimed at catching the spirit of Soo Tung-p'o. The original copies

of the work have been long since lost, and the existing editions are extracted

from the Yung Id tu teen.

1^ JL $3 Liih Kew-yuen, a contemporary and friend of the renowned

Choo He, ranks among the elegant writers of the Sung dynasty. His com-

positions were arranged by his son |^ ^ ^ Luh Ch'e-che, and edited

by his pupil^^ Yuen See in the beginning of the 13th century, under

the title ^ |1[ ^ Sedng shan tseih, in 28 books. An additional portion

in 4 books is termed the $fy ^ Wae tseih ; and 4 books more are appen-

ded under the designation ^ Yu lull. The first 17 books of the col-

lection consist of Letters ;
the 18th is Memorials to the throne ;

the 19th

is Records
; the 20th is Prefaces and Dedications

;
the 21st to the 24th con-

sist of Miscellaneous pieces ;
the 25th is Poems; the 26th is Sacrificial do-

cuments ; the 27th and 28th contain Epitaphs and Sepulchral inscriptions;

the 4 books of the Extra collection are all literary models, with a memoir of

the author at the end, which seems to have been inserted by ^ $fa Woo

K'e6 a later editor. The Yu Luh is a record of conversations, which was

originally published separately, and was introduced into the collection in

1521, in a new edition published by ^^ 7C Le Mow-yuen.

The 3t. f^ ^ |D Woo tae Jcung tsw is a series of historical rhymes re-

garding the five short dynasties, Leang, T'ang, Tsin, Han and Chow, which

immediately succeeded the great T'ang, Each stanza is followed by a long

expository note. The author's name is^ -f=| HI Woo Sing-Ian. The

~P 18 1? IR) #/t*/i kwb Jcung tsze, from the same hand, is a corresponding

series regarding the petty states of Woo, Southern T'ang, Former Shah,
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After ShQh, Southern Han, Tsoo, Woo-yue", Min, King and Northern

Han, which existed contemporaneously with the above-named Five dynasties.

The
fijSj jfC ^ 2tt Ka-ou tung k'e tseih is the production of

fjHj -^g

Kaou Tang, a native of Chang-poo in Fuh-keen province, who bore the de-

signation Tung-k'e. The author lost his life in consequence of his loyalty

while holding office, about the time of the troubles in 1148. His work con-

sisted originally of 20 books, only a fragment of which now remains in 6

books. These contain a number of memorials to the throne, epigrams, and

other short pieces of composition, all which indicate a strong attachment to

the ruling dynasty. There is an appendix containing a biographical sketch

of the author, and two eulogistic documents by the famous Choo He.

The vf| f^f ^X $! Wei n&n w<*n tseih, is a collection of the writings ol ,

Luh Yew, in 50 books, arranged by himself on receiving a dignity in connec-

tion with the region Wei-nan in Shen-se, in the latter part of the 12th cen-

tury. The first two books comprise Official statements; then follow two

books of Instructions to inferior officers; one book of Memorials to the throne;

seven books of Announcements; one book of Letters; two books of Prefaces;

one book of Inscriptions; five books of Kecords; ten books of Miscellaneous

documents; nine books of Epitaphs, Elegies and Pagoda records; two books

of Sacrificial documents and mourning recitations; one book of Observations

on -the Peony; six books of a Journey into Sze-chuen, (see p. 29, supra,) the

remainder consisting of Musical pieces. Some of the above parts properly

belong to other departments of literature; such are the Journey to Sze-chuen,

the remarks on the Peony, and the Musical compositions ;
but his son ||g j|^

Luh Yuh, in order to preserve these small works from being lost, followed the

precedent of the Loo-ling edition of Gow-yang Sew's collection, and embod-

ied them in the edition he was publishing. Two additional books were ap-

pended by %^ Maou Tsm a later editor, with the title $& j|p Yih

Jcadu. They consist of pieces written late in the author's life-time under a fic-

titious name, some of which he would rather have suppressed.

The 101^ fji ifc ^H E gan keu sz6 tseih, by ^1J J B% Lew Ying-

she, is a short literary collection of medium merit, issued about the com-

mencement of the 13th century.

In 1210, the ^ fjljjj^ N.in hod tseih was completed by j$| $j Chang

Tsze, a statesman who was involved in the political intrigues of the period.

Quotations from it are to be found in other books, but the work has long

since disappeared, and was reconstructed from the excerpts in the Yung lo t&

teen. On this basis it has been printed during the present dynasty, contain-

ing 9 books of Poems in the various styles of the art, one book of Rhymes
and an appendix in three parts, of documents relating to the work.

A small collection of poetical effusions was completed by pjj ffi m
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Ch'ing So-nan in 1301, with the title ^q ^ ^f| Ts'ing sun-tseih. Anoth-

er work from the same source is the
', ^f Zl ~\~" HU jiff^ Yih pih urh

shih t'od she tseiJi, containing 120 heptameter stanzas, originally appended

to so many pictures ;
followed by 24 pentameter verses of a lively cast. The

same author has also left another collection with the title $T lrf ^C ^H
So nan wan tseih, containing a few pieces ofprose composition, some of them

of a much more lengthy character.

The 1| (1| 9li Tse shan tseih is a poetical collection written by ^p(C

jf^ J5E Lin King-he, who bore the soubriquet of Tse-shan. Being in office

at the time of the overthrow of the Sung dynasty, he was warmly attached

to the last aspirants of that house, and his writings exhibit numerous indi-

cations of that feeling. A commentary on the work was issued by T|L jj{.^
Chang Tsoo-ch'ing in 1334; but there are only some fragments of the original

edition extant. The work as it has come down to modern times, is an edition

of the text and commentary arranged by jj Leu Hung, and published in

1463, in three books, with two additional books of miscellaneous pieces pre-

served by Chang Tsoo-ch'ing. In 1528 another edition appeared with the revi-

sion of^ ^y Maou Sew, and a section of criticisms by the same. There

was a later issue in 1673, and another in 1810.

The ~J" J ~f* fjj 5J| Ting heaou tsze she tseih is a small collection

of poetical compositions written in the various current styles of the ancient

and modern art, by ~J~ fj| 4j Ting Ho-ne'e'n. The author, who was re-

nowned for his filial piety, was of foreign descent, his ancestors having come

to China from the west. On the downfall of the Yuen dynasty, he retired

from the world, and passed his clays in seclusion among the hills of Woo-

chang, occupying himself in the poetic art. His collection was first entitled

^ J^ ^j| Hue ch'aou tseih ; and some editions are now named ~p ^
Sp. yji Tiny ho neen tseih.

About the close of thCjYuen dynasty, 3l ^1 Wang Fung completed a se-

ries of poetical effusions in 7 books, with the title^ ^ ^| Woo Jce tseih

This treats largely of examples of loyalty, filial piety and patriotism, during

the Sung and Yuen dynasties. Six books were already put to press during

the author's life time, and the last one was finished under the superintendence

of his son, early in the Ming dynasty. In less that a century the work be-

came scarce, and the original blocks were very much destroyed, when a new

edition was issued in 1456, under the revision and superintendence of ^ ^f
fl5 Ch'in Min-ching. After a neglect of centuries, by the careful comparison

and revision of existing copies and fragments the work has been again restored,

and a new edition recently printed.

In 1348 ^pf -^ Heu Yew-jin, a native of Seang-yin in Ho-nan, who

held office under the Yuen dynasty, retired from the service, and having pur-
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chased a piece of ground from a neighbour, he excavated a pond, in outline

resembling a ducal sceptre. Daily he was accustomed to sing the praises of

this pond at convivial meetings with his friends; and from among the pieces

composed on such occasions, he made a selection of 219 poems, and 66 spe-

cimens of minstrelsy, all composed between the years 1350 and 1356. Ten

of the latter were said to be by $jt $B Ma He, the remainder being by Heu

Yew-jin and his brother $j( Heu Ching. The collection was entitled

ife $1^ 75 $! Eiuel fang gae nae tseih. Ma He afterwards revised the

work and placed 78 of the poems and 8 rhymes as an appendix, with the

title ^^ f$| ffl Kwei t'dng p'oo ho.

]j ^ r Wang Siiow-jin, a scholar of the 16th century, left a collec-

tion of some note, but in after times when the original blocks were lost, ex-

tensive alterations and corruptions took place in later editions. In the latter

part of the 1 7th century, 3E Ka ^ Wang E-lo, a fifth-generation descen-

dant of the author made a collection of his ancestor's writings, which he

published under the title 3l H/ 9$ 3fk W&ng y&ng ming tseih, in 16 books
;

Yang-ming being another name of Show-jin. In this however there is not

more than half of the original matter. It is divided into several sections on

"Learning," "Southern Kan," "the Peaceful Haou," "Thoughts on Agricul-

ture," and minor fragments, about 500 articles in all.

The a| )H ^ Wang k'e tseih is a collection in 8 books, by ~)j -f] Fang

PaoUj who bore the soubriquet of Wang-k'e. The scattered manuscripts of

this author were collected by his pupils and published in succession as they

came to light, under the above title; hence the want of chronological order in

the series. They exhibit a profound knowledge of the classics, and a mind

intimately versed in the various styles of ancient literature. The work was

first published entire about the middle of the 18th century.

A small work written about the close of the Ming dynasty, by ^P jfc ffi

Wang Kwang-ch'ing, with the title ^ |lj ^ J. f^F n ^/ Leen shan

ts'dou t'dng she ho ch'aou, is a collection of poetry methodically arranged

according to the seven recognized styles of the art, as "gf 5^ Jf\f Koo yofod,

Antique musical compositions, ~ff. ^jf "j^ fj Woo yen Jcoo she, Antique pen-

tameters, -{i^ "^ ffj Tseih yen koo she. Antique heptan_ eters, 51 ^f" $
jfj Woo yen leuh she, Antithetic pentameters, -|j ^ '^ pj Tseih yen lefth

she, Antithetic heptameters, 3L ^jf^ "fej Woo yen tseue keti, Pentameter

quatrains, and -fc W ^S ^) Tseih yen tseue keu, Heptameter quatrains.

The^ ^7^ fj| Keaou hing t'eih Jcadu by ^^ j Seu Foo-yuen, a

native ofSung-keang, is a poetical souvenir of the author's residence at Keaou-

chow in Kwang-se province, where he went tojoin one of the last of the princes

of the Ming dynasty, in the troublous times when that house was being dis-

placed by the present Manchu line. There is a memoir of the author at the end
.
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It is a signal token of the esteem in which learning is held, to find the mo-
narch of such an empire striving for literary distinction among his subjects; and

most of the emperors of the present dynasty have contributed their portion to

this class of works. The first in this series is in 176 books, by the illustrious

monarch who reigned during the Kang-he period, and bears the title Jjj flf_
/

fHT

JH.^ fttP ^It %. jfk Shlng tsoojin Inuang t6 yu che wan tseih. This is sys-

tematically divided into 4 parts. The first, in 40 books, was written previous to

and inclusive of the year 1683, and professes to be the literary recreations of the

emperor, after a successful season of conflict with various refractory tribes. The

second part is in 50 books, and contains the productions of this prince during

tha next fourteen years, written at leisure intervals, while occupied with his as-

tronomical and scientific pursuits. During the subsequent fourteen years, up
to 171 1, which proved a period of tranquility ,throughout the empire, this sov-

ereign composed the pieces comprised in the 50 books of the third portion ;
the

arrangement of the same having been made by some of the literary chancellors.

The last part, in 36 books, contains his latest literary efforts, written during the

last eleven years of his reign, the pieces being arranged by one of the imperial

princes after the author's death. Uniform with the preceding is a collection of
X-t-ri /hil

poems in 28 books, by the same distinguished author, with the title jfp J}J

|^p ^H Yu che she tseih. These were revised and arranged by some of the first

scholars of the time. The succeeding emperor who reigned from 1723 to 1735,

during the period Yung-ching, has also left a literary collection in 30 books

with the title ]ft^ HM^ $fi M ^ ^ She tsung Men hwdng te yu
che wan tseih. The first 20 books consist of literary essays, and the last 10 of

poetical pieces composed in thirteen different styles. The first seven books of these

poems were composed before the author ascended the throne, and the following

three subsequent to that event. In 1730, the heir apparent published a collection

under the title |j| H ^ y $$ Lb shen fang wan ch'aou, in 14 books. In

1737, the second year of his accession, he reviewed the work, retaining only
three tenths, and added seven tenths more, which he had composed before assu-

ming the imperial dignity. The whole was published under the title ^ ^
.g 3E jfe /, 2| Lo shen fang tseuen tseih ting pun, in 30 books. This was

revised by an imperial commission in 1758. It consists chiefly of Discourses,

Prefaces, Kecords, Postcripts, Miscellanies, Statements, and specimens of the

ancient and modern styles of literature. There are several allusions to Europe-
an novelties through the work, which has thirteen prefaces by literary men de-

sirous of honoring the labours of the young prince. A subsequent compilation
of papers from the same author, after he had assumed the imperial dignity, ap-

peared in 1764, in 30 books, with the title fjtp M ^^^ Yn che ivan ts'oo

tseih. This comprises upwards of 570 articles classed under 19 different cate-

gories. A second collection in 44 books, entitled f^l |$ ~% H.^ Yu che
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wan urh tseih contains more than 410 pieces, under 23 categories, the whole

chronologically arranged. The same monarch has left to posterity a quadruple
collection of poems under the title f[lp jf^ f^p Tu die she; the first division

%J ;Kl T'soo tsefh, in 48 books, containing about 4150 pieces composed durin'g

the first twelve years of his reign, from J 736 to 1747; the second collection ZH ^p|

Urh tsclh, in 100 books, containing upwards of 8470 pieces, composed during
the next twelve years, from 1748 to 1759 ;

the third collection, .
', ^ San

tselli, in 112 books, comprising more than 11620 pieces, written during the sub-

sequent twelve, years, from 1760 to 1771
;
and the fourth collection,"^ :Ht

Sze tselh, in 112 books, including more than 9700 pieces, written during the

succeeding twelve years, from 1772 to 1783
;
the whol'e work comprising about

33950 poetical compositions ;
such an enormous mass of matter as has rarely

been bequeathed to future generations by any of the children of the muse. The

productions of the later years of this prince were not put to press.

The '^ f f$ ^j TiJi tsung Jceu she Jcaou is a collection of short pie-

ces in various styles ofpoetical composition. It was written by
"

*i!!f $/J Fung
Ch'uh, an author of the present dynasty, native of Sung-keang, who died at the

advanced age of eighty-four.

The "Sjf^ Ig ;X $! K'det'Ang wan tselh is a collection of disquisitions,

discourses, and various pieces of polite literature, by^ ^ 5$ Yu Ch'ang-

ch'ing, a native of the district of Tung-heangin Che-keang province, who wrote

in the latter part of the 17th century.

The J5J j$f| ^f jt^F yy Sze Inouy lieen she ch'aou is a small collection of

poems by ^^ Sen Chin, a native of Sung-keang, who flourished about the

beginnings!' the 18th century.

The ^ |Jj Jf^F ^ft Yue shan she tseih is a miscellaneous collection of

poems by a scion of the imperial house named fjl 'P Han
-j in, with the de-

signation J3 |_[| Yue-shan, who lived towards the middle of the 16th century.

The j% ^ ^ He& n&y she tseili, in 9 books, contains the literary

compositions of JJ ^ $f Hea Wan-chun, a juvenile poet who died in

1776, at the age. of seventeen. These consist of Anomalous verse, Elegies,

Antique pentameters and heptameters, Antithetic pentameters and Hepta-

meters, Heptameter quatrains, Irregular rhymes, Notifications, Discourses,

Letters and Questions. There is a short appendix with the title f*J ^
^H 1^}* ^ Sea nuy she tseihfoo luh, containing some details regarding the

author and his works.

The JF| |^fe ^. ^r Chingjuy Jcaou led is a small collection of articles in a

chaste style by ^| J^f ^ Po Tse-kea, a Corean, with the designation ji ^
Ching-juy, written about the beginning of the present century. The principal

piece is a disquisition on the written character, followed by a preface, a eulogium

and two epitaphs.
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The H JH [J-I ft" f^F^z 2/ewgr s/*cm /aware s/*e c/i'aow is a small collection

of poetic effusions, by a select number of amateurs met around the board on

various convivial occasions. It is a production of last century, and contains

specimens of the art in both the ancient and modern styles.

A collection under the title ^ '^ $lc f^F $'J ^ Yue. mw&n l w s îe P^ tseih,

in 8 books, was published in the early part of the present century, by HI -^ 15$

Koo Tsung-t'ae. a native of Soo-chow. The first book is a series of historical

odes regarding the sixteen petty states that existed during the early ages of the

Christian era; the second contains twenty corresponding odes regarding the

Northern Tse. These are all in double quatrains of heptameter verse. The

next book consists of similar odes regarding Nanking, with numerous notes.

Th,e fourth is entirely regarding miscellaneous matters during the Southern Tang

dynasty. The fifth book contains historical odes regarding the five small dynas-

ties between the Tang and Sung. This is followed by a book of harem odes
;
and

the two last are memorial verses in honour of friends.

A tolerably extensive collection of elegant compositions appeared early in the

present century under the title ^ j %fa 5Jf^ ^ Yeiv chlng 106 cJiae tseuen

tseih, by ^; Jjf |p| Woo Selh-k'e, a native of Hang-chow. This comprises a

number of sub-collections; thus there is the jfrp ^ She tseih, "Poetic Col-

lection," in 16 books; the pfJ ^| Tsze tseih, "Rhyme Collection," in 8 boobs;

the ylf ^f| Wae tseih, "Extra Collection," in 5 books, consisting of anomalous

verse, sonnets, poems, and historical odes; and the
fjjfc fjfjl j) ^ Peen t'e wan

tseih, "Terse antithetic prose Collection," in 24 books. The complete work is

known also as the ^ jjx.A^ Wo6 kuhjin tseih.

The fff fjFf jg[ ^^ Tseen neen t'&ny wan tseih, a collection by Tse'en Ta-

hin, published early in the present century, contains a vast amount of thought

by a subtle reasoner.

The 5l] 'Jii) ^ K'th chfth tseih is a small collection of impromptu rhymes.
edited by |f l! j^ Tsaou Jin-hoo, an author of the present dynasty. It con-

sists of a number of pieces written in lines of five syllables, composed by small

parties of friends, each in his turn making one or two lines, till the piece is com-

plete. This kind of composition is called Vfjft 'tyLeen keu, "Connected sentences."

Another work of the same character is the ^ *2 $ff- 1^| ^ Lo yew Uen

ch'dng tseih. It was composed during the present dynasty, the first part being
in the antique style and the second in the modern.

The fj|| ^ ^. -4V ^zfe lx* )JlE pv 'S'00 w <*n chung Icung sang jih she sz

she is a collection of memorial poems, written by various friends on occasion of

the birth-day of an ancient worthy named Soo.

A Buddhist priest resident at Silver Island in the Yang-tsze keang published

a neat little collection of poems about the year 1830, under the title^ =fg $%

yy Tsedy gun she ch'aou.
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3. The sixth century gave rise to a new division in the department of letters.

During the early ages of the Christian era, as the art of composition continued

to be cultivated, the productions of authors accumulated to so great an extent,

as to suggest the idea of a selection from various sources, so classified as to in-

clude choice specimens, in every department of polite literature, and at the same

time leave the compiler free to exercise his judgment in excluding all but pieces

of acknowledged merit. This subdivision has been termed $|( ^f| Tsiing tseih,

or "General Collections."

For the first specimen of this kind we are indebted to a royal prince of the

house of Leang, named j|f $& Seaou T'ung, the eldest son of the founder of

the dynasty. About the year 530, he completed the j) ?H Wan seuen, in 30

books, which is still one of the best-known and most highly prized in the cate-

gory. The divisions of the work are %$ Fo6, Anomalous verse, ^ She,

Poems, SH Saou, Elegies, \^ Ts'eih, Heptalogues, ^j$Cha6u, Decrees,

jffi Ts'ih, Appointments, jr Ling, Orders, |$t EeaOu, Instructions, -X
Wan, Essays, ^jfr Peadu, Mainfestations, I. jff Shdng slioo, Statements,

J^f K'e, Declarations, jjlpi Iff T'an sze, Accusations, )^ Tseen, Docu-

ments, ^ Ts6w, Memorials, ^f Shoo, Epistles, ^C Heih, Notifications,

:HJ" 56 Tuy wan, Keplies, gx fjjg She lun, Rejoinders, ff Sze, Fare-

wells, j^ Sen, Prefaces, ijpf Sung, Eulogiums, j^l Ts&n, Commendations,

^f 'Oft Foo ming, Contracts, ^ fjjfjf
She lun, Historical relations, jitl Jj;

j^ She shuh tsdn, Commendatory historical narrations, fjfjjj Lun, Discourses,

5L $l%\
Leen choo, Literary gems, j^ Chin, Admonitions, igj Ming,

Monumental legends, 75 Luy, Obituaries,^ Oae, Laments, j2p ^C Pe

wan, Inscriptions, ^ ^ Mod die, Epitaphs, fa 7(7^ Hing cliwang, Me-

moirs, I^J ^X Tea6u wan, Dirges, and ^ ^ Tse wan, Sacrificial orations.

About the year 658 ^ ^ Le Shen, a statesman and scholar of the Tang dy-

nasty wrote a commentary on the work, which bore the title %, j| fj Wan
seuen cho6, and was extended to 60 books. This contained copious notes on

the objects named and the principles embodied, with much information on the

pronunciation. The following century commentaries were written by $i

$| Leu Yen-tse, ^\ & Lew Ledng, J|^ Chang Seen, \n\ Leu Heang,
and ^p Jjtj ^ Le Chow-han. These were collated and combined into a single

work by $j ^ji Leu Yen-tsoo, who completed his task about the year 718.

In the Sung dynasty this was published with Le Shen's commentary also em-

bodied in the work, which was entitled s^ |5 i ^C >M Luh chm choo wan
seuen. The most authentic editions of Le Shen's work now extant, shew evi-

dent proofs of being merely extracted from the last-named compilation. A good
edition of the text without commentary was publishsd in 1572, in 60 books.

Modern editions are numerous. A critique on some of the poetical portion of

t his work was written by ~)j |fi| Fang Hwuy in the Yuen dynasty, with the
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title ^X 7| Ipf $M l5j P$ En^ Ware sewere yen paow seuy she ping, in 4 books
;

but no traces of the ancient editions are to be found. An example of the work

however, was embodied in the Yiiny Id ta teen, which is the source of the exis-

ting exemplars. It consists of strictures on the poetical pieces of ispj $&.^
Yen Yen-neen, |{g jfg Paou Chaou, ffj

1 H }|| Seay Ling-yun, jjft $ Seay

Chen, Iff ] Seay Hwuy and f %$& Seay T'eaou. The jjg jj> Si^
c^oo" 70ei Ze consists of strictures on Le Shen's commentary on the Wan
by ftf? ip JH Seu P'an-fung, a native of Sung-keang. Another small work by
the same author, of a similar character, is the 5^ t& |rf 'fcT Seuen hed Jcew hd,

being an examination of the strictures of a scholar named Ho.

There is a valued literary collection with the title ~ff ~y^ y^ Kod wan yuen,
in 21 books. The author is unknown, the current tradition being, that the

manuscript was found by -^ JEL ^ Sun Keu-yuen of the Sung dynasty, in

the bookcase of a Buddhist temple where it had been deposited during the Tang.
It comprises a selection of more than 260 pieces of poetry, anomalous verse, and

the various classes of literature, composed from the Chow dynasty down to the

fifth century of the Christian era; none of which are found in the historical or

biographical works, or in other literary collections. In 1179 ^ 7C^ Han
Yu n-kelh arranged the whole in 9 books

;
in 1232 J|L fH Chang Tseaou com-

pleted a commentary on it; and in 1482 J| ~ft Jff Chang She-yung had the

work printed; but in the mean time the manuscript having become much dam-

aged and considerable portions lost, the blanks were supplied anew, and the

whole arranged in 20 books, besides an extra book containing 14 pieces of ano-

malous verse and 3 eulogiums. In this state it differs considerably from the

manuscript found in the temple, and critics have detected many assailable points

in the commentary of Chang Tseaou. A new edition has been issued at Sung-

keang within the last halfcentury, in the Tjp |l[ [gj jg;^ Show shan Jed ts'ung

shoo. A book -of notes on the text is published at the end, with the title ~f 3^
y\L T^f. W) oE Kod'wan yuenJceaOu k'dn ke.

In his zeal for the cause of literature, Tae tsung the second emperor of the

Sung, signalized the short period of his reign, by two of the greatest enterprises

in the history of book building. About the same time that Le Fang was enga-

ged on the T'ae ping yu Ian, ( see p. 146, supra.) he was also at the head ofan

imperial commission for an extensive collection of all specimens of polite litera-

ture subsequent to the Leang dynasty. The work was formed after the outline

of the Wdn-seu&n as regarded its arrangement, but the divisions were vastly
more numerous. Nine tenths of the whole was made up of the writings of the

Tang scholars, and scarcely a tenth from those of the lesser dynasties prece-

ding. The work was completed in 987, with the title ; $L^^ Wan yuen
ying hwa, in 1000 books. Subsequently, however, much seems to have been

added from time to time. In the early part of the Sung, when most of the ori-
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ginal works were still in existence, there was little occasion to consult this the-

saurus ;
but in the lapse of years, as old authors became obsolete, the value of

the work became more apparent ;
and towards the close of the Sung, when it

was taken from the shelves of the imperial cabinet, with a view to having it

printed, it was found to be so faulty and defective, as to render a thorough re-

vision necessary. This was undertaken by a number of scholars, and several

treatises were written upon the errors of the work. The principal of these was

the 3$C ^L^^ ^f HI Wan yuen ying hiva p&en ching, in 10 books, pub-

lished by ]|2 J$L JJ Pang Shuh-hea in 1204, which contains a critical exami-

nation throughout, digested under 21 divisions^" For several centuries more,

the great work was still transmitted in manuscript, during which time, as may
be supposed, considerable portions were lost. In the latter part of the 16th

century, it was again most carefully revised and put to press ;
and now forms a

standard of appeal with regard to the accuracy of many of the Tang productions.

The ^|P) ^!f f^f ^ft Tung seaou she tseih, in 14 books, is.a collection of

odes, chiefly by visitors to the T'ung-seaouTaouist temple at Hang-chow, com-

posed during the Tang, Sung and Yuen dynasties. The work was arranged by

a Taouist priest of the establishment, named ^ TjV f Mang Tsung-paou,

and published in 1302. It has been recently republi^hed.

The f^p $ She k$ is a comprehensive repositoiy of ancient poems, from the

remotest times down to the middle of the 6th century. It was compiled by

JlHf '\$L $$j Fung Wuy-nQh during the 16th century, consisting of the Former

Collection in 10 books, the Principal Collection in 130 books, Extra Collection

in 4 books, and Special Collection in 12 books. A critical examination and cor-

rection of the work was published by <l| $fr Fung Shoo in 1633., with the title

f^F $E III IP S1IG te Jc'wang metv, in which 112 passages are discussed at con-

siderable length.

The pp^ /V |TJ< ^j| Tslng gan pd yung tseih is a series of odes on the

eight antiquities of Shanghae, written by a succession of 20 visitors, collected

and arranged by ^^ Show-ning, the priest of the Buddhist temple j|jJ 2f ^f

Tsing-gan sze, a few miles to the west of the city, who lived about the end

of the Yuen dynasty. It was revised and put to press by son^e of the scholars

of the place, about the middle of the 16th century.

An excellent work of this class was published by imperial commission in the

year 1685, with the title f$1 )g ~fe^ $3 $S Tu seuen kod wan yuen keen,

in 64 books. It begins from the time of the Tso-chuen, and gives an uninter-

rupted selection of pieces down to the end of the Sung dynasty. Notes are in-

terspersed throughout by five scholars of high standing.

About the close of the Ming dynasty, ]$J f| ^ Hoo Chin-heang, a native

of Hae-yen in Che-keang made an extensive compilation of the poetry of the

Tang dynasty in 1027 books, with the title Hf^ $ HjtT'wg yin t'ung ts'een,
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and divided into 10 sections marked respectively with the characters ofthe denary

cycle. But the work was of too ponderous dimensions to put to press. In 1685 how-

ever, the fifth section was published by p[|J jfa ^HooChing-che the grandson,

and g^ )j|3
Hoo K'in the great-grandson of the author, with the title Hf g JX

fjfc T'dng yin mow ts'een, in 201 books. This consists of the productions of the

later Tang; and a supplementary portion was afterwards issued in 64 books,

with the title |llj ^ Jun yu, containing the poems of the Southern Tang.
These were merely intended as instalments of the complete work, which it

was proposed to issue in succession
;

so that they are numbered consecutively

from the 553rd to the 817th .^ooks. Much ofHoo's work was subsequently lost,

and when the emperor appointed a commission to form a similar compilation,
the remaining portion was taken as the groundwork. Deficiencies were sup-

plied and retrenchments made. Upwards of two thousand two hundred people .

were employed on the work, who gathered from private histories, miscellaneous

works, monumental records, and every available source, making in all more
^Atifcg

than 48900 pieces, which were issued in 1703, in 900 books, with the title JBJJ

/Er 3^ p?F ^** ting tseuen t'ang she. It commences with the effusions of

princes and their consorts, followed by the collections of the official musical de-

partment; and besides the more generally known poetic productions, the works

of Buddhist and Taouist priests, of foreigners, and pieces signalized by a variety

of other characteristics, all under chronological arrangement. At the end are 6

books of deficiencies supplied, and 12 books ofirregular rhymes. Notwithstanding
the many acknowledged excellencies of this anthology, it is also marked by some

blemishes, as the admission of spurious pieces, authors of other dynasties in-

serted among those of the Tang, names of authors erroneously written, titles

of pieces mistaken for the names of authors, and some minor defects, but these

are few when compared with the bulk of the huge work. The extent of this

collection necessarily places it beyond the great mass of students; to make up
for which to some extent, many smaller compendiums have been formed in later

times. One of the most popular of these is the ^ f^p -^ $$ ||j |i T'dng she

ho keaS tseen choo
}
a selection of poems by the most celebrated authors of the

Tang, compiled by 3l &G^ Wang Yuen-ting, witli a running commentary,
in 12 books, by 3E JH H? Wang Ylh-yun. It was put to press in 1732.

The "J5" 3C JH gf Kod wan mei tseuen, in 79 books, is a comprehensive se-

lection from the general body of native literature, arranged in chronological or-

der, with a series of marginal notes throughout. It is issued with the impri-

matur of l^jCfe P iCh'in Yung-mun a native of Kwang-se, and-^'iJX SI Woo
Moh-yu6n of Che-keang province.

The f IJJ ^j| Puh yen tstfli is a collection of twenty-eight short pieces writ-

ten by eminent scholars during the 18th century, on an ancient ink pellat which

had belonged to a statesman of the Sung dynasty named iff Seay, in the 13th
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century, and was disinterred in 1416. After being again lost sight of for thixx-

hundred years, it was brought to light in the time of Keen-lung of the present

dynasty, and the inscribed legends form the theme of these compositions.

The $^ f|j^ ijfc |f| King yupeih t'uh, in 8 books, was published in 1803, with

the imprimatur of ff tfjfa Luy Lin,^^ ^ft Tseen Shoo-chang and^|^ jfe

Tseen Shoo-leih. It consists of a series of extracts from ancient works exclusive

of the classics, embracing only such portions as are distinguished for their poetic

01 literary excellence. Two years later a supplemantary collection in 8 books

was issued by the same compilers, with the title jp^ g} iov
f|R >0i.W King y u

peih t'uh suli peen. An additional supplement in 2 books, was afterwards an-

nexed with the title Hf jjjjt |^ ijfc Hf Sdh king yu pdh t'Uh.

The |f| |J2 p^F yO&Pung hod she seuen is a small poetic selection of recent date.

The poetic art has been cultivated by not a few of the gentler sex in China,

a very early precedent for the practice being found in the classical Book of

Odes. A compilation of the produc lions of celebrated poetesses was made in the

Ming dynasty, by ffl 1| Hf T'e6n E-h&ng, with the title, frf ^C $*, She neu

she, in 14 books. This gives a series of poems from the earliest antiquity down

to the time of the Ming. There are 2 books of fp S Shih e, "Omissions sup-

plied," consisting entirely of authoresses previous to the Sung. The collection

is a most elaborate one, but the author has not been careful to authenticate the

pieces; and there are a number of blemishes in consequence.

The^ Ff ~&i f^F ^ Woo chung neu sze she ch'aou is a small collection

of the poetical productions of female authors in the prefecture of Soo-chow, com-

piled by a poetess named {f '$& Jiff Chang Tsze-lan, and published in the year

1789. There is an appendix ofinstructions for playing the flute, by an authoress

named y\^ |f| Ch'in Seang.

4. The encouragement given to literature by the princes of the Han, devel-

oped to a great extent a tendency of the national mind
;
and the abounding

labors of authors during that dynasty, had been sufficient to stamp the charac-

ter of the Chinese as a literary people. Poetry and the less elegant efforts at

simple prose, which were at first free and natural, gradually shaped themselves

according to certain conventional forms, till about the commeacement of the

third century, when rules began to be reduced to regular order, and the laws of

poetry became more rigorous and circumscribed. During the two following

centuries, there is reason to believe that books were written on this subject, and

thus originated an order of works which are now classed together as jf$ ^X Jrp

She wan ping,
"
Critiques on Poetry and Literature." Many of the productions

coming under this head partake of a desultory character
;
and the want of a pe-

riodical press has given permanency to not a few such writings, which in wes-

tern nations would find a place in the ephemeral publications, and pass into ob-

livion, as the mere productions of the day. Much that has thus come down
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the stream of time, is now appreciated perhaps rather for its antiquarian value.

tha,n for any intrinsic property of more sterling stamp. It is no less matter of

fact however, that a considerable proportion of these works are extremely useful

and important to the correct understanding of the genius of Chinese poetry ;

supplying as they do a fund of information on the history, the changes, the in-

ternal mechanism and the great aim of this much cultivated branch of art. These

works were not recognized as a separate class till the Tang dynasty, since which

a section has been assigned them in most bibliographical compilations.

The earliest production of the kind now extant is the y^ f(Q Ji>p ffK Wdn
sin teaou lung, in 10 books, written by tjH] jf|| Lew He'e in the 6th century;

This is looked upon as a work of considerable merit, but the present editions are

very defective and faulty. A commentary was published on it in the Sung, which

is now entirely lost. Another appeared during the Ming, by$| JH ffi Mei K'ing-

sang; and taking this as a groundwork, a more extended and critical exegesis of

the ancient work has been issued during the present dynasty, with the title ;X
fa l fI f^ |i Wan sin teaou lung tselh cho6, in 10 books, by ^ $L tfjfc

Hwang Shuh-lin.

There are only about four or five other works of this class down to the end

of the Tang dynasty, that have survived to the present day ;
but the Sung seems

to have been much more prolific, and we have a goodly list of writers in the

critical department. The^ |l| |ji| ffj
Htiw slian sJie hw& is a small work of

this class, believed to have been written by |$}t Ijflj }Hch'in Sze-ta6u in the lat-

ter part of the llth century. Some facts are mentioned in it posterior to this

author's death; but this is explained by supposing them to have been inserted

by a later hand, while attempting to restore the tattered manuscript, after it had
lain for a long time neglected.

Near the close of the same century, Wei T'ae finished a small work entitled

$ro 'iH rM fHi 1$ fJ Lin hdn yin Iceu she liwa. This is a series of strictures

on ancient and modern poets, strongly marked by undue partialities, with a se-

cret leaning towards the degraded innovator Wang Gan-shlh
;
but not without

indications also of the man ofgenius.

The '{H ~^ jg. f^F f^
1 Yew Icod t'dny shehwd by^ J* Woo Keen, writ-

ten in the early part of the 12th century, consists of 154 articles, chiefly criti-

cisms on the poets of the Northern Sung, with a few allusions to authors during
the Tang. Scholars of the present day have been unable to verify above a tenth

part of the statements.

The jp Jg) |$ fj Yen chow she hwd, a short critique on the Sung poetry,
was completed in 1128, by jf ^ Heu E, who bore the soubriquet Yen-chow.
The work shews marks of genius, which are counterbalanced however, by the

admission of marvellous and indredible statements.

The ^ H$ Wdn l&h is a brochure on the characteristics of ancient and mo-
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clern poetry, written by jff^ T'ang Kang about the year 1138.

The H| '/t|j: fg1 ft^Ts&ng hae she lnv&, a short treatise composed about -tin-

middle of the 12th century, hy ^ "pf Woo K'6, enters minutely into the ab-

struse meaning of the Sung authors; but the work is not clear, from the con-

stant occurrence of phrases which need explanation. The existing editions art-

taken from the Yung 16 td teen.

The ffl, ffi j^F IfiS" Kw&n tin she hivA is a small critique contemporary with

the preceding, by j^ ^ Woo Yuh, embracing the principal poets within about

a century of his own time. Although there are a few misquotations and other

defects, the work ranks high in regard to merit, among the writers of this class

during the Sung.

The J||^ Jg. f^p ffj[f Suy hdn t'dng she hwd is another small work of the

same period, by 5f|^ Chang Keae,, containing a series ofcriticisms on poetry
ancient and modern, from the Han dynasty downwards. A prominent idea

throughout the work is to hold up Le T'ae-plh and Too Foo to popular esti-

mation; but the general tone of the remarks indicate the scholar and accomplished

critic. The work as a whole was lost for several centuries, and was restored

from the Yung Id td teen in 1774.

The^ }|| f^f jfjlf Kunrj k'e she liwd in 10 books, by ^p[ ^fx Hwang Ch'6, was

completed about the year 1168; being a series of criticisms on the national poe-

try, in which the author gives more weight to the moral tendency of the pieces,

than to mere artistic diction.

The j|js jjflj ^f? Yu sze lull is an accumulation of critical observations by a

series of writers, regarding literary compositions from the 5th to the 12th cen-

tury. The work was completed by 3E IE^ Wang Ching-tlh in 1193, but

was for a time lost as a separate publication; till it was restored from the extracts

in the Yung lo td teen.

The $ fjf f| fj T'ing chae she hwd, by H* 2pH TsangKe-le, a subject

of the Sung dynasty, consists of strictures, chiefly on the Tang and Sung poets.

The^ ^ |J f^
1 Yu shoo t'dng she hwd is the production of ^ ffi $j|

Chaou Yu-yen, a scion-of the imperial house of Sung; and appears to have been

written in the latter part of his life, about the beginning of the 13th century. Its

criticisms refer principally to the ordinary conventionalities of the poetic art; in

which the author shews an appreciation of good taste and appropriate expres-

sion, while some scattered fragments are put on record, and thus preserved to

posterity. There is no great display of penetration however throughout th>'

work.

In the early part of the same century, 3l ^ Jut Wang Jo-heu a subject of the

Kin, composed the $fs ^ f^ fj Hoo nan she hivd, giving a very fair review of

the poets of preceding dynasties.

The^ iJfc Wan sliwo was written by j^ ||^ Ch'in Ylh-tsang, one of the
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literary examiners in the earlier part of the 14th century. It consists of eight

rules for the guidance of competitors in composing their pieces for the govern-
ment examinations. The author holds up the Sung expositors as the guide and

model for literary aspirants. The ancient copies having all become extinct, the

modern editions are from the Yuny Id td teen.

The 5"^ ;fff op fstf jfj!| Wod le p'oo she luv& is a work on the principles of
If AT* . 'A-

poetry, by ^ pip ^IL Woo Sze-taou, a scholar of good reputation, who flour-

ished about the same period.

The^ f^ Hi Hf Sew sze keen Mng, by 3E fit Wang Kow, was finished

about the year 1333; but the work was transmitted by manuscript copies for

some centuries, during which time portions of it were lost. It has been carefully

revised, and the lacunae supplied as well as possible from quotations in other

works. This is a compilation from preceding authors in two books; the first

treating on poetry, and the second on prose compositions. Many choice extracts

are given, but a number of the authors quoted are now altogether unknown.

The^^ ffl] Kin shih le, in 10 books, was composed by *$? ^ ^jf P'wan

Maou-seaou about the same time as the preceding. It treats of the origin of

monumental inscriptions, models and rules for their composition, with remarks

on the different styles employed. The regulations of the imperial historiogra-

phers' office are appended. Three editions of the work were printed during the

Yuen dynasty, some copies of which are still extant.

The
|jf HJ ~jjfif ffj!|

Ktvei t'een she liwa, which was finished by /||i^ K'eii

Yew in 1425, is a work of very moderate merit, and evinces no great depth in

the matter of research; but is chiefly valuable as having preserved some frag-
ments of the poetry of the past. It was printed about the end of the 15th cen-

tury, with the title^ ^ f^p ^jTs'un chae she htud, Ts'un-chae being the au-

thor's soubriquet; but in the modern editions the original name has been restored.

The ]|g jg, ffif ffjf Lull t'dny she hw& appears to have been written by^
j^ v$j Le Tung-yang about the latter part of the 15th century. This is a

series of strictures on poets past and present, the author testing the various

works by their conformity to the established laws of the art, and accuracy in

regard to the tones. There was much of private pique in the animadversions

of the work in its original form; but^ 'fcrf Le Ho, a relative of the author gave
it a more popular mould, by removing the portions objectionable to modern au-

thors, while he has shewn as partial a bias in his censure of the ancients.

The Iff j||| ^ it ^F ffilf
Ndn haou keu sze she hwd

; by ^^ Too Muh, is

a superficial critique on the national poetry, in which the author's judgment is

occasionally warped by private views. An edition of the work was published

by jlaf tS Hwang Hwan in 1513, containing 72 articles. An abridged issue

appeared in 1532, comprising only 42 articles. The modern edition compiled
from the two preceding contains 79 articles.
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Sze-ching, was drawn up in

1705, at the request of his friend ^ jSjjl jSfc Woo Ch'in-yuen. The author ap-

pears to be wantonly sensitive about the position of rhymes, but shews taste

and discrimination in his quotations. There is a section bearing the same title

in the Tan kS ts'ung shoo, but its genuineness is doubted as being the work of

Wang Sze-ching.

The^^ frf 1j Yung ch'ing she hwd was written by^ j^ /$ Hang She-

tseun during a few weeks that he spent at the city of Fuh-chow as literary

examiner in 1732. Hence he has borrowed the term Yung-ch'ing, which is an

ancient appellation of that provincial city.

A laborious compilation and critical review of poets ancient and modern, ap-

peared at the beginning of the present dynasty, from the hand of^ jf^ ^Jfl,

Wow King-heuh, under the title .JM f\^ jf^f jfj Leih tae she hwd, in 80 books.

This is divided into ten collections, designated by the characters of the denary

cycle. Commencing with the classical Book of odes, to which six books of the

work are allotted, it proceeds seriatim with the Tsoo elegies, anomalous verse,

musical compositions, poetry of the Han, Wei and six lesser dynasties, the

writings of Too Foo, and the poetry of the Tang, Sung, Kin, Yuen and Ming

dynasties. After an elaborate array of criticisms by preceding writers, given

under each article, the author discusses, harmonizes, rectifies, supplies deficien-

cies, and points out the excellencies. Although he has a liking for the curious,

and is somewhat diffuse in his style, yet the work shews unmistakeable evidence

of true genius.

The ifj^C HI. R$j prp tfjlf Ts'eio sing ko she liwa is a fragment on the art of poe-

try? by ^ ffi ke E of the present dynasty, preserved in the Chaou tas ts'ung

shoo.

Another small work of a kindred cast in the same repository is entitled fSj^
f?F fj?f Urli gan she liwa, by %fe tfj[ Seu Tsang a modern author.

The 3fc f^F |E^ Sting she k6 sze in 100 books, by J|| f| Le Go, an au-

thor of the present dynasty, is an extensive criticism of the Sung poets. While

ostensibly a work of historical research, it devotes also a considerable space to

strictures on the art; and though marked by frequent repetitions, redundancies,
and other slight defects, it is a perfect mine of information regarding collateral

topics during the Sung.

The Sp pjf Iff Shing t'eaoupob is an analytical work on the tones, written by

^E ^t ifl Chaou Chlh-stn, in the latter part of the 17th century.

Another work of analysis of some pretension is the f^p^ JHJ^ '/jHf^ ^C
JjK She heo yu&n Tie hwdfa td ching in 18 books, drawn up by^ ^ Yu Se'ang

and issued in 1697. In this the various objects which form the themes of the

poets, are detailed in cyclopedia order. The theme is first explained, then its

various applications, followed by quotations from the poets, the ideas embodied
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and the application in the successive parts of a stanza. This occupies the first

twelve books. The succeeding portion is a kind of rhyming dictionary, in which

a number of quotations are given under each rhyme, and notes for the artistic

management of the same.

The $f$ j^p ^| j$J Jen die tseili U is a treatise on the principles of harem

literature, Ly Wang Sze-ltih. in a series of ten articles. Wang had projected

a huge compilation of the writings of female authors in more than 230 books,

but never accomplished it. This small work which was intended as an appen-

dix is all that was given to the world. It has been published within the last

half century.

The jj|| ^jl fffc f^F Mw&n fang shwo she contains an intelligent summary of

observations on the art and history of poetry, by 7^ ep Sung Lo, an author of

the present dynasty.

The pjfc. ^ ^ Tan lung lull is a small work by Chaou Chlh-sin, on the prin-

ciples of poetry, published in 1709.

In 1768, '/.BE (lift $ft Wang Sze-han completed an analytical work on the

Wan seu&n, with the title 3<C jSt ^M *T^ fe yQ Wan seuen le he'd keuen yu.

in 8 books with an appendix. Taking Le Shen's commentary as the standard,

he divides his work into eight sections, the first containing the names of the au-

thors quoted ;
after which is a complete list of all the works from which selec-

tions are made
;
ancient commentators

;
correction of errors

; supply of omis-

sions
;
discussion of evidences

;
unfounded statements

;
criticisms of preceding

writers; together with exegetical observations by the author. It was edited

and put to press in 1798, by^ ^ jjfjj. Sun Che-tsoo.

Sun Che-tsoo also published a work on the investigation of discrepancies in

the various editions of the Wan seuen, with the title 3<C jS ^ J^ Wan seu&n

k'adu e; in which he discusses and rectifies as far as possible the differences, both

literal and doctrinal.

The %, ^ 5p j $f j Wan seuen le c7to6 pod chfng, by the same author,

is an elaborate correction of errors and supply of deficiencies, in Le's commen-

tary on the Wan seuen.

The yi ^"$ > ffiB ujl Iff lo Too she shivang sliing fee yun pod kwo

led, in 8 books, by ^j ^ Chow Ch'un, published in 1788, is an elaborate analysis

of the works of the poet Too Foo of the Tang dynasty, with a view to point out

his method of employing alliteration and rhyming in its various and complicated
forms.

The^ $j tic f^F n Pae Icing Idw she hio&, by^^ Woo Keen, consists

of researches and criticisms on the national poetry ancient and modern, published
in 1798.

t- --
~*_l, - /^_

The^ ^p jfij puj Ming heang she lun, a short treatise of'a kindred character

with the preceding, was published the same year, by 7^?^ $j- Sung Ta-tsun.
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5. The concluding category in this division is termed pD $9 Tsze k'euh,

"
Rhymes and Songs," a department of composition held in light esteem by na-

tive scholars, and barely admitted within the legitimate range of literature. In

tracing the decadence of the poetic art, the classic Book of Odes is assigned the

pinnacle of honour, while the ancient poets of later date are admitted to an infe-

rior rank
;
far below these in point of style is poetry in its modern phase, and

the class under consideration, allied as it is to the drama, is deemed the ulti-

mate extreme in the downward course. Genius of the highest order however,

has occasionally ventured into this department ;
and authors under this head,

tracing the lineage of their art up to the ancient office of the Director of Music,

have established their claim to admision within the hallowed precincts. Hence

they have been placed in the lowest niche, as an appendix to the national liter-

ature.

The kind of composition here termed Rhyme is generally of a trivial cast, and

has no counterpart in European literature. It has been fitly describad as some-

thing between prose and poetry, in which the rhyme is repeated at the end of lines

of indeterminate length, while unfettered by the rigid laws of versification. The

first examples are found about the middle of the Tang, but they were generally

included in collections of poetry. By the end of the Five subsequent dynasties,

the form had become considerably modified
;
and early in the Sung, when it had

assumed a fixed character, publications began to appear devoted exclusively to

rhymes. Under this head there is again a fivefold subdivision, the- first being

allotted to compositions of individual authors.

About the year 1138, 7JC ^ ^HMe Yew-jin wrote a small volume ofrhymes,

which was preserved in manuscript down to the present dynasty, and has been

recently published with the title \jj>) i^p ^f| Ydng ch'un tscih.

Somewhere about the same date, Chow Melh wrote the JpL |g pjjj
Ts'aou

chwang tsze, which contains some choice specimens of the rhyming art.

The y ^ fiij Tsewpeen tsze is another work of this class composed by [Sj

-f- |1? Heang Tsze-yin about the middle of the 12th century. The first part

consists of rhymes with' commentary, composed while the author held office

south of the Yang-tsze river. The second part, first in order of time, was writ-

ten previously, when residing on the north of the river. There are some addi-

tions to the work however, by a later editor.

In the latter part of the 12th century Fan Ching-ta composed a small collec-

tion of rhymes, with the title ^ j^ f^J SMi hod tsz&, which is considered a

good sample of the art. It has been published in modern times with an appen-

dix of 17 pieces extra. In imitation of this type (5JJC.
nn Ij^ Cli'in San-p'ing a

subsequent writer, adopting Fan's rhymes line by line, composed a counterpart

collection, which he entitled ^P ^5 V$j f^J H s 1̂ ho& tsz ?-

5M -jjc Chang Yen who lived about the time of the overthrow of the Sung,
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distinguished himself in this department ;
and one of his works has come down

to us with the title |jLf ff [I ^ fnj /STkm cliung pili yun tsze, in 8 books. It

has been preserved by a manuscript copy which was made at the commencement

of the Ming dynasty, and was put to press about the middle of the 17th century.

Several editions have appeared since that time.

There is a small collection in the same style of composition, by 3E in $&

Wang E-sun, bearing the title ^ $$^ Hwa wa6 tseili ; prefaced by three

complimentary rhymes, from the hands of Chang Yen and Chow Meih.

The UJ^ Ht p^J Slnvuy yen tsze is a collection of upwards of 120 rhymes by
"jtr -^"JX'

gft^ Chang Choo, an author who lived through the greater part of the Yuen

dynasty. These are graceful in expression, but partake of a plaintive cast, in

keeping with the sad scenes which were taking place in the empire. They were

first issued as an appendix to a collection of poetry by the same author; and

were afterwards arranged for separate publication, by a Buddhist priest named

~fc /ff* Ta-choo, and put to press in 1373. The work was republished in 1723.

The earliest specimen extant ofa general collection ofrhymes is the ^ |j ^fj|

Hwa keen tseih, published by ^^ jjf^ Chaou Ts'ung-tsoo, in 940, in which

he has collected together in 10 books, the principal pieces of this class, written

during the Tang and succeeding short dynasties.

The^ J^f ^j| H Yofod poo te is a collection of 37 rhymes, by thirteen

known authors and some others anonymous, all about the close of the Sung.
There is no compiler's name attached, nor any preface or note to indicate the

origin, and it appears to have been handed down in manuscript till the 17th

century, when it was first put to press. The rhymes are divided into five series,

with the appropriate air for chanting named at the head of each series.

In 1594, iH^ 7C Tung Fung-yuen published the jff f^J | T'ang tsze

ke in 16 books, which although it professes to be a collection of the Tang rhymes,

seven tenths of the work actually consists ofcompositions of the time of the suc-

ceeding five short dynasties.

A much more formidable work of the kind is the fjtp / M f^ |$ j| Yu

tiny li'ih tae she yu, compiled by an imperial commission, headed by $fc fe ijt

Kwai.ig Shin-yuen, in 1707. This is a comprehensive collection of all the

choicest rhymes from the commencement of the art in the Tang dynasty, down
to the t-nd of the Ming, in 100 books, comprising 1540 articles, making upwards
of nine thousand verses. A list of rhymers with their titles occupies 10 books

more; and there are 10 books of criticisms on the rhymes.
Critical works on rhyming are comparatively rare; still there are a few such

productions which claim attention. The earliest known treatise is the ^- 'jjfe

Ks| ^ Pelli ke rawan en 6, written by 3l JM? Wang Clio of the Sung. He
commences by an outline of the history and changes that have taken place in

the lyric art; from the classic odes to the ballads of the Han; the gradual trans-
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mutation to the Tang choruses; and ultimate perfection of rhymes during the

Sung. Twenty-eight popular airs are than discussed, the origin of their names

and subsequent changes investigated, and a number of curious facts brought to

light regarding the matter.

The f^J '$$( Tsz& yuen is a little work by Chang Yen, the first book of which

was lost sight of for centuries. The remaining portion was published in the

Ming, together with the fjJ^ Tsze die by Lflh Yew-jin, under the title^ ffi

fit ^fi Ydfob die m&. The missing book however was found during the pre-

sent dynasty it is said, among some Yuen dynasty manuscripts, and the work

recently printed entire. The first book treats of the ancient musical notation

and laws pf harmony, and the second on the mechanism and principles of

song writing. The Tsze ch& is a work of the early part of the Yuen dynasty,

consisting of observations and hints for the composition of rhymes, in eight sec-

tions, the seventh of which is now deficient and unintelligible, and the eighth

altogether wanting.

In the latter part of the Ming some few works were composed in which the

rhymes were registered under their appropriate airs. During" the Tang and

Sung each rhyme had its special tune, like the popular ballads of the present

day; so that tune books were uncalled for. In the time of the Yuen a line of

demarcation began to be drawn between the songs of the north and those of the

south, the difference in the tones rendering the airs mutually inapplicable. A
musical notation was at first employed to guide the amateur, but this became

altogether unintelligible in later times; and to remedy the consequent confusion,

and form a standard to which every rhyme may be referred is the object of the

compositions in question. A work of some pretension, which may be taken as

embodying the chief results of the science, is the |^J $1 Tsze huh, in 20 books,

published by $| ^ Wan Shoo in 1687. This is an elaborate collection of

ancient and modern rhymes, from the Tang downwards, each type of rhyme re-

ferred to its appropriate air, according -to the length of the lines, the mechanical

structure, the tones and other characteristics. There are frequent and lengthy

critical notes throughout.

One of the most important of this kind is the jfc /, fpj fif K'in ting tsz&

pod, in 40 books, published by imperial authority in 1715. This contains more

than 2300 types of rhyme, commencing with the earliest specimens, all ranged

respectively under upwards of 820 airs.

Another kind of work allied to the preceding has to do with the laws of har-

mony; but few authors have signalized themselves in this department, and

nothing above mediocrity has appeared on the subject. Perhaps the principal

is the fjj gi|| Tsze yun, a small treatise by $f ftf Chung Han of the present

dynasty. In this the author attempts to define the theory of the musical sounds

of rhymes as something between poetry and song; but in departing from the
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ancient classic sounds, and evading the vulgarities of popular usage lie has

fallen into some anomalies -which render impracticable the adoption of his

system.

The ffO ffi jfc ^|f Tsze lied tseuen slioo, in 14 books, is a compilation of the

worksof several authors, made by ;j|p fIt ji|H Cha Ke-chaou in 1679, intended

to <nve a comprehensive view of the art ofrhyming. It comprises the HjJ p^j ^3 rfr

T'eentsze ming Tceae, a critical treatise by ^ ^t it? Maou Seen-shoo, a writer

of the present dynasty; the ~j $> |R) ffffl
Kob kin tsze ton, a kindred essay by

IJT ^ |j| Wang Ye\v-hwa; the^ p^J (Sj ||f l"ee?i tsze t'06 pod, a register of

ancient rhymes, with the supplementary section, by y$j( J^t 3)]$
Lae E-pin; and

the Tsze yun mentioned above. These various productions are combined in one

-work, without exegetical or elucidatory remarks.

Under the term K'euli are included those Jyrical compositions, which first

came into use about the time of the Yuen dynasty, and as stated above in con-

sequence of dialectic variety diverged into two branches, the northern and

southern. There is a small series of works treating on this subject, but they

are of comparatively modern date, ylt ^T S\. Chang K'6-kew, a scholar of

the Yuen, who bore the soubriquet /J> [_Lf Sea6u-shan, wrote a collection of

rhymes and songs, with the title 5H /)> (J.J /p ^ Chang seadu sJian seadu

ling. In the course of time his work was lost, but a fragment of it was discovered

in the early part of the Ming, by Siing Le'en; after which ~}j 2p J|f Fang

Heaou-joo obtained a manuscript copy and by carefully collating the two ex-

emplars, the work as it now stands was arranged and put to press with the im-

primatur of these two scholars; but it is thought to be a very incomplete specimen

of Chang K'6-kew's original collection.

The Hpj Hfl $t W Ko6 k'cuh tsd yen is a little work of the Ming period, by

$L fsl 3$ Ch'in Tlh-foo treating of the rise and history ofsong writing, keeping

specially in view the northern and southern diversity.

In 1715, the emperor issued a work on song music entitled s|fc / ffl jftf

K'in ting k'euh poo, in 14 books. This commences by a series of observations

on the subject by preceding writers; four books are then allotted to the north-

ern songs with their appropriate airs, and eight books to the southern songs.

The concluding book treats of those songs which violate the laws of harmony
and cadence. There are notes throughout marking the cassura, the rhyme and

the tones.

The |Jf |Uj ,A. 2tB ^r Hl Nan Ic'euhjali shing lali wan is a short work by
Mm u Seen-shoo on the peculiarities of the (j'fJi shiny) "short tone" iu the

southern songs. It is written in the form of question and answer.

The same author has penned several small works on questions nearly allied to

this, one of which is entitled H pjj Yun wdn, buing a discussion of the final

sounds, also iu the dialogue form.
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The |j| {Hi ffi fin Che k'euh die yu is a short summary of defects in the mo-

dern system of song, by fj^ j^ J|i Hwang Chow-sing of the present dynasty.

By extension of meaning the term K'euh has come to signify not merely the

choral part, but is now a conventional name for dramatic compositions. A good

deal has been written on this class of works by Bazin, Davis and others, whose

essays may be consulted with profit; but as dramatic works do not find a place

in the native book-catalogues, it is unnecessary to enlarge on the subject here

Most foreigners who have read at all regarding this matter, know at least by

name, the collection of Yuen dynasty plays with the title 7C A.W@ I

Yuenjinplh chmg k'euh, several of which have been translated into the French

or English languages. Another well-known compilation of more recent date is

the^ Q ^ Chuy pth k'eiv, numbering several tens of comedies, tragedies,

and other varieties of the histrionic art, some of which have also been transfer-

red into the English language.
Some of the dictionaries noticed above, (see p. 11, supra.) are included in

this division by native bibliographers.
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A large portion of the bulk of Chinese literature is only preserved now in

a class ofpublications termed J| ^ Ts'ung shoo, which may be designated "Col-

lections of Keprints;" for although some few original productions occasionally

find their way into these repositories, they are almost entirely made up of works,

which have already appeared before the public in a detached form. This custom

has tended to the preservation of numerous writings of all ages, which otherwise

would have been known only by name, from incidental quotations in more per-

manent authors. These collections are analogous in some respects to Constable's

Miscellany, Bohn's Series and others of the kind in England, but differ from them

in that, instead of being published periodically, the complete series is issued at

once as an indivisible whole, and it is only rarely that any of the separate works

can be obtained second-hand, from an already imperfect series.

The contents of a few such collections are here given, to furnish an idea of their

variety and enable the young student to know where to find many of the produc-

tions of the past which he might possibly have much difficulty in discovering

elsewhere. The Wuy Jc'ih shoo muh ho peen, noticed on p. 61, supra, gives the

contents of 269 such publications, and may be consulted with advantage by those

interested in the subject.

I. K 3 SB ^ & JS V W Vin9 feSn tseH chin pan shoo.

The font of copper types which was employed in printing the huge collection known as

the ~fa } jlj ~g |j| }$, Koo kin too shoo tseih chlng, having been for the greater part

purloined by untrustworthy officials, and the remaining portion melted up to make cash,
a proposal was set on foot in 1773, to make a set of movable wooden types, as the most
econmical method of printing the recently-formed imperial collection known as the

E9 J|i ^ til Sze 6 teeuen shoo. This received the imperial sanction, and resulted in

the publication here given.

P 'vk. SS Chow yih k'ow keue 6.

Yih shwo.

l?r IP Woo yuen yih keae.

ft$ 'M t J&Ko she chuenkSa yih shwo.

S B Yih scang i yen.

Yih yuen.

it heo Ian shang.

Vih v,'ei.

j|| ^ Keen kwan ts'6 t'oo.

^ Keen ts'6 t'oo.

IMJ Ke Ian t'oo.

ffjj Puen chung fS,
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pf S&

81 S

Tung kwa yen.

fIj Ifi Keen yuen seu che ke.

She luy mow.

Kwan ling t'oo.

Yu kiing che nan.

\u kung shwo twan.

Shang slioo tscang keae,

U? Jung fang shoo keae

She tsung wan.

IS Suh leu she kea
sliuli t'uh she ke.

f

she king yen kcang e.

<H H W fl E 14 shih woo.

^ )fif ^ ?| E lu tseih shih.

^ l| P ^ E 16 shih kung.

ifc -^ If IE Ta tae 16 ke.

Ch'un ts'ew shih !.

^ftj Ch'un ts'ew chuen shwo It.

~fyK ?S H? Ch'un ts'ew king keau.

^ ^f ^ Ch'un ts'ew peen e.

wi %) Ch'un ts'ew k'aou.

%K ife S Ch'un ts'ew tseih choo.

^ ^ HI Ch'un ts'ew fan loo.

; Ch'ing che.

pit >^ W. Liin yfi e yuen.

/E p|f fS ^K BH ^ B K'in ting she king
yi'i ]io6 tseuen shoo.

1=f ?jE Fang yen choo.

8*1 TU ]pi ffl iS Leang han k'an woo poo e.

1ft ^ IE Tung kwan han ke.

@ iS ^ 1!^ San kwo

m
^
35. ft

xE lyj (3.
7V ^jU

peen woo.

ff rc^ Woo ta^ shek6 tswanwoo.

gs pg K'in ting rain" chin tsowe.
i ^^t ^TT 1 1* 1 -I

jf,;R Wei ch ing kung leen suh

- Yuen ch'aou ming chin
sze leo.

41 IE Nee chung ke.

^ Man shoo.

IS H: Shwuy king choo.

W 4J|> l-m iS Yuen ho k'eun hcen che.

!it 7L J^ iS Yuen fung kew yih ch6.

Jul ^ f>E Yu t'e kwang ke.

^ ^Jt ^ Ling peaou lull e.

4 /A "^ Lin tae koo sze.

|H ^ ^ Tung han hwuy yaou.

1H ^" -^ Woo ta^ hwuy yaou.

^.J] 3^ ji Siing ch'aou sze shih.

5^5 Jlil 2)5 ^)J Ifif* $E BE Keen yen e

ch'aou vav tsa kc.

lac

Kung .she seen sin*

m^n^mmmmm^ m,, tingwoo ying t'een tseu chin pan ch'ing shih.

ttl 5iS" fl? WF. Br SS Chih chae shoo luh keae te.

W TU T^ Keang fee ping.

keaou ching chun hwa ku t'ee shih wan.

M la ^ T'ang shoo chili peih.

f -F Foo tsze.

'Tfr $B Te fan.

te tsze ke.

nJJ 2|i fjp Ming pun shih.

JK J ^ a& Heang she kea shwo.

M :SI W ?2r Niing sang tseih yaou.

M<R t Ji ^f Soo ch'in leang fang.

'J* 5E IS ftfc Seaou urh chili keue.

slj 2JL ^. '(Jj Kew chang swan shiih.

ffi -f- ^ $n Sun tsze swan king,

f Ej S- $S Hae taou swan kin".
. ,_ii* A-/- ^rr

'

Jt F? Sf- J'u Woo tsaou swan king.

30. &z $iv J? $2 Huii how yang swan king.

31 IS ^ ^5 Woo king swan shuh.

K M- ^ ?i" fl" ^ Pa u chin chae fa shoo

H fi ^ ^ Mill fa tselh yaou [tsau

J Ho kwan tsze.

^ $ft HE E k>^ leaou tsa ke.

5& 'i'J2 fv3 Nang kae chae mwaii luh.

w &E Yun kuh tsa ke.

Ileo lin.

ni4 "^n T * u
pjj PI Ung yow heen ping.

SJ *x K'aou koo chili e.

S "15 Ch'aou yay liiy yaou.

|E Keen tseuen jih k6.

"j^f "^ |^t King chae koo kin fo

E lin.

$E 1$ Sow shwuy ke wan.

'f

Uta,

if

choo.

m

]JJ

Kwei tseen che.

lit. fM pi Laou tsz6 ta u tih king

^ Wan tsze tswan e.

iS >fr ^ Yu che yue sin tselh.

& 4ft Chang yen kung tseih.

& 5V >fe Yen wan chung kung tselh.

Jft Nan yang tseih.

Si $1 Siing yuen hcen tseih;

K -Jk Siing king wan tseih.

^ Tsze p'oo tselh.

'M ~M Hoo wan kung tseih.

H Hwa yang tselh.

'& Kung she tseih.
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n ,&

?f &
\u&
& m
JpJ UJ

in lij

.01
=*= j

w 8
itlfc

ife ifi

if ill

Jjc#s
ess
v Eii

$1

|fc

i'T

m

Pan? ch'injr tseili.

4fe L w cluing snh tselh.

Tsing till tselh.

jijE Shan knh tselh choo.

jix How shan she choo.

Ko shan tselh.

T'aou shan tselh.

Hco ylh tselh.

Se tae tselh.

Fow die tselh.

Pe ling tselh.

Fow k'e tselh.

Keen chae tselh.

C'h'a shan tselh.

^| Wan!? wan ting tselh.

Seue shan tseili:

Rung kwei tselh.

Keen taou kaou.

Chun he kaou.

V TK Tlft Chang tseuen kaou.

_lh !l 4H Olio fang tseih.

Jf{ %% vfe Kra chae tscili.

ffi ?CiI ^P 21 fno Jfan keen kea yih kaou.

M< lia 46 J'ung chae tseih.

fc 3L -fiF fft Che fang ts'im kaou.

Jw IT 4fe Cliue hcen tseih.

TA iftt 4fe Miih gan tseih.

%F jjjfl 5ft Kin yuen tseih.

23C iTS
* ^ l/f fill Wiiu yuen ying hwa pe'en

ching.

M *
it" P* fja Siiy han fang she hwa.

5s "^ B* In Kiing k'e she hwa.

m ?^ W ^fM S^ Ifaou jen chae ya fan.

SA J H /uji ^ fl- ^ sit K'in ting sz^ k'oo

tseuen shoo k'aou ching.

PX 5w ^t ft Ching chae yih chuen.

PsF filU She lun.

II. ^ HI 5* "B -flaft wei tiung slioo.

This is a collection of authors during the Han and Wei dynasties,
the Ming dynasty, by ^ H Ch'iug Yung at Sin-gan.

It was published in

*, |Jg

ffi

IS!

i|Tf

?i

I^F

^P
1

gfi

^"

ff.

^ l
Chow yih leo le.

& San fun shoo.

She shwr,.

#F> ft Han she wae chuen.

ifi Ta tae le.

^% H? Ch'un ts'ew fSn loo.

5 PHi lioo t'ung.

Tiihtwan.

Chung king.

Fang yen.

3$ A ft Yufi" kin? seih sh chnen.

JW W Keih chung chow shoo.

"f ft M"h tl6en tsxi chuen..

^ 111 Se king tsa ke.

Soo shoo.

Sin yu.

? K'ung ts'ung tsue.

Sin sen.

Shwo yuen.

Sin shoo.

Fi y6n.

pint Tseen foo lun.

Shin keen.

I'liiuiL; lun.

^ fi|
Yen sh(! kca heun.

A
A

m
m
3L

11-

m
*
wT
in

~t Shang tsz6.

vi fa* J'n wu'i cne -

W 3IS ^S Fung suh t'ung e.

"J i\3f Pro Lew tsze sin lull. -~

^- IS Shin e king.

Ji
ji T'ung ming ke.

H IB Slmh e ke.

;p ^ ^ jjj '|5 Wang tszincenshih eke

^4 M $LC Kan sliih sing king.

W: ^r* 1^ Fei y^n wae chuen.

v 'J ^'J ^t Koo kin taou keen liih.

iSJ Liiu hang,

a second edition of this collection, published in the-

Jfitiy, by gj*f 'g Kwo Ts'ay, the following 3S

additional works were inserted.

3?j T^ Yih lin.

"f J I llf ft Tsze kung she chuen.

^f- fij Heaou chuen.

T? ^J Sliih ming.

t^ fl Po ya.

'J'* W ?(t Seaou urh ya.

^s SS ^ ^ Woo yue ch'un ts'ew.

ftf* (5 ^ Yuu tseue shoo.

~F T'N H9 ; ^ Sliih luh kwo ch'un ts'ew.

t5f Si
: ^u ^ Chuh shoo ke noon.

^Vf _ri ??~ ,L.

IS ]J\ p^ 1$ Han woo imy chuen. _
(it

1 ^p Pe sin.

A aa
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m

pfij

w

3 m m K'eun foo liih.

W 1UJ fi? Shin seen chuen.

K! Kaou sze chuen.

IE Ying yung ke.

J^ Ts'an t'ung k'e.

$JE Yin foo king.

Sin shoo.

Sin lun.

$j? Hung leih keae.

Chung shwo.

P #f ]fe T'een luh ko wae she.

p~E Sow shin k&

IE Shih chow ktS.

gE Tse heae k6.

J^ Pci wuh ch6.

ffi Koo kin choo.

^(| }|| Wan sin teaou lung.

She p'in.

"ft iip Shoo p'in.

|| ti ^ Yen t'eih liin.

~*_ $flj J( |H) San foo hwang t'oo.

^ P^ ^ ^ Hwa yang kwo che.

TO Wi ftl M IB L6 yang kea Ian ke.

iif. $S Shwuy king.

III.

i*
#

It

tt

lj

iff'J S J^ H^ E King tsoo siiy she ke.

[^ 3fr 1^ 7|C 7^ Kan fang ts'aou muh chwang.

ft I* Chuh poo.

If ^f Ting luh.

The following additiwtfrl irorfo are found in the third

edition of this collection.

iC % $1 T'acS yndn king.

ffl' Kwan she yih chuen.

She seaou seu.

JM li 1^ fff flf Lcen shay kaou sang chuen.

jjg wf |l Uh k'e king.

JE f* 'is Sff Ft TaOu tih clife kwei lun.

%k "t
1

lH" t'hin cluing shoo.

^C f? Swan king.

40 M $1 Seang pei king.

^ JPlI
1 ^ IB Sow shin how k.

ill i^ IE f Shan hae king tsan.

^ fM K'in king.

f$ P IB Fuh kwo ke.

5Pt jffi HB Ming t'ung ke.

3SC ^ X & Wan chaug yuen k'e.

% ^t Yew seay.

IM IE Lae ke.

;S 5S BB Hwan yuen k6.

This is a collection of works subsidiary to the national history, published in the Ming, by

\. J
1

^ AVoo Kwan, of Sin-gan.

i fS H ^ San foo hwang t'o6.^T W Fang yen.

^ ^Q Shih ming.

6 ^ MI pih h ''""g-

j^ ^fft Kwang ya.

M fth jffi.
Fu"g sul) t'ung-

*J> ffif ?E Seaou vidi ya.

$3 fjjf T'uh twan.

fIJ g;? K'an woo.

"^T ^ :
<& Koo kin choo.

41 ^' "jS" -^ ^fe Chung hwa koo kin choo.

tS % j P6 wuh che.

jfl tf ^T i^ Suh po wuh ch.

ift ifi IB Shih e k.

iD f^ |S Shan hae king.

~t* JW IB Shih chow ke.

^ Jfi IB Woo t'e ke.

^ P B fB Yo yang fung t=o6 ke.

TO P5 'S H pB Lo yang miug yuen ke.

^
{>?
^ llf *> Kwei hae yu hang ch.

^t J'i ffi) ft Pih peen pe tuy.

^ SI M, IB Chin la fung t'oo ke.

H Yung luh.

TO ri fto ^ IB L6 y^g a Ian ke.

14 tt IB Keaou fang ke.

Ul jfl 'M t Yo foo tsa luh.

7L |E ttff Kew king poo yun,

jr. if San fun.

?S* 5C "? W Muh t'een tsze chuen,

ft # $ ^ Chuh sho k6 n en.

15 ^ JR) 4" Keih chung chow shoo.

B M P IB Se king ts5 ke

%\] 111 }|6] ^ IB P'ee kwo t'ung ming ke.

^ 5t ^ V Han woo koo sze.

fj 3l|t ^ $ Fei yen wafi chuen.

?& l-lj IB Hae shan ke.
!M %$ |E Me low ke.

g3 jnl IB K'ae ho ke.

/ \ j|ljj ^J 3^5 Luh cli'aou sze tseih.

W A ^ Tsin sl>e shing.

$ twF tt Tsoo t'aou wuh.

>y IS S Yuc tseue shoo.
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1& ^ %K Woo yne ch'im ts'ew.

FJl S S-? Hwa yang kwo che.

tt ft Kaon sze chuen.

1 ill ft Leih seen chuen.

1^ ft K(*n h66 chuen.

ff' ft Shin sang chuen.

3|? f|f Pun sze she.

W f?t IE Suh tse heae ke.

H | Po e ke.

H IB Tselh e ke.

^ Leaou chti.

Kin ch.

Sung mo kc wan.

This contains ninety-eight works by celebrated authors, and was published during the

tine, by J ] $| Hoo Wan-hwan of Hang-chow.

H. M 3i Jfe San sing yuh keue.

^ ^ 1$ X Ts'ing hwa pe wan.

;$J "l
1
$3 T& Kwei chung che nan.

f(|? Jfl jj$ J|< Sew chin pe yaou.

3 ^E ' 51 izi Yang sang taou yin fa.

ft ?K K /TO H>t Nuy king tsang foo shwo.

ffl S" Soo slioo.

^fc w Hwa shoo.

15 She chuen,

Ut She shwo.

5 She k'aou.

Ft ^h ft Han she wae chnen.

Jl| SI ^C Slie t'e le k'aou.

}jt JJ& Pin ho t'ung.

f|f Fang y6n.

|gs T'uh twan.

iH Shoo p'6.

S ^ Keih tsew peen.

ftf j^ Fung suh t'ung.

^Q Sliih ming.

nlf iS Po w uh che.

^ ^If ^ Siih po wuh che.

$)" p^ Shlh chang fan.

^T~
:
<& Koo kin choo.

M ^?S Seaou urh ya.

J5 ^ fl|
Yen she kea heun.

$M Chung king.

life f$ F& Chow leen sen liin.

R, '\'\ ),$. Leu she kwan chin,

^C ^ -Jf Che gan yo shih.

f^ !c Shan hae king.

^- IM Sliln e king.

^- IE Shuh e ke.

TO '{-k W Ming wuh fa yen.

-J- *i IB Hwan yu tsa k6.

p |t IE Keae yin peih ke.

^ SF ^ E chae yay shing.

f^ 3C ^N San yu chuy peih.

M ite t^ Ting J"u k S fan.

^i ^ Shin yen tseih.

^ Z^ 3ft 3* ^ T'ang sung san kea tsa
shwo.

US -5ft Tsze hea tseih.

Jf *!E uft K'ung sh6 tsa shwo.

fc fl* > Sing cha shing Ian.

S! M 3? K'e man ts'ung seaou.

fpj Tsan t'ung kelh.

Woo chin peen.

^Ei w Show tsi n yang laou shoo,

IS Paou sang sin keen.

fl?, H Hwa t'o nuy chaou t'oo

| Mih keue.

_fc 1UI >7 Hae shang seen fang.

H E heo keuen yu.

It Yuh t'ung kin shoo.

?i Seang tsze sin fa.

Shin kwang king.

Ho choo lin.

P'

E }|B|

JJ1 iE

DO

Fuug sliwuy wan ta.

T'e le ching yen>

Ma e seang.

Shin e king.

3 S K'in fang woo sing,

$M Wang tow king.

Wan luh.

She p'in.

T'an e luh.

Shoo twan.

||f Suh slioo pod.

j^ I$C Shoo fa san raei.

J^c TT T'oo hwa yaou 165.

it? ^ Hwuy sze che nixing.

Ch'a king.

Ch'a poo.

Ch'a luh.
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e

Ch'a keu t'oo tsan.

00 tsan -

3$C ifl 1 Siih win fang t'oA tsan.

ill M fF / IH Shan ns shih yew tsan.

?]SJ 5C tff $% T'ung t'eeu ts'ing liih.

-fif |H lleang poo.

gl Jft -56 Y5 foo tsa luh.

? IS pfi Keaou fang ke.

)$f Iff Paepoo.

, |* Sih poo.

Ul X jft V Shan tea ts'ing sze.

'fT T'een kea woo hing.

Ke leih tso j-aou.

Tan cli'un leili ke.

Olmng slioo shoo.

/|C ^0 fiS fie Ts'aou inilh yew we king.

^j ~fj JjL TfC j|^ Nau fang ts'aou miilicliwang.

n K'in kin.?,

l S Show king.

6*

'if

5L

v. msKmmri
This consists of the productions of the Tang

the Ming, by $y| J^ j$fe Chung Jiu-kee arid
'j

Hang-chow.

f$ Yih cliuen.

^ She seaou sen.

^j fif Tseen lieu yih chuen.

$& fin K'iing she tseih yu.

#h $f ffi King wae tsa ch'aou.

W *|t i'jr T'uli slioo tsa ch'aou.

JH Shoo p'o.

II )1S ^ ?i Ch'wang nee k'e keu choo.

II jfe ?f Tang kwo she poo.

^1- $d ]$L Suy hwa ke le.
'

if, %? ^ ^ Tung king mmig hwa liih.

Ta ne'e tsa ke.

f^ Leen shay kaou sang chuen.

Win keen k'in liih.

Ch'un raing fuy ch'aou liih.

Yen yih e mow luh.

jlB Full k'wo ke.

}& IB Woo fe ke.

ff ~^ E siih die.

jf}- Nan fang shoo,

jif i ^ Nan fang k'in sze.

rr BB ^" Woo lin k'ew sze.

"f 'Hi tf T'an tsze hwa shoo.

iH" Sin shoo.

Chin chung shoo.

Taou till die kwei Kin.

T'an yuen.

$ft gB K'ung she tsa kS.

jffi gB Seang soo tsa ki5.

iJvf &S ^Iun ^i' 1 s 'n hwa.

}* K L6 hoo yay luh.

Lin hea gow fan.

and Sung dynasties. It was compiled during

^ Chang Suy-shiu, two natives of

lit r"j ft!'

Jl

f]

'Li*

f'S ^rt Biff pi

lion" shan ts'nng fan.

P" i

Iff

P9

lij

m

JB

a

:;i

%-^
*tt
OM

#

4j|

I*

Io6 -

'i'i fa"- '

Yay k'ih ts'ung shoo.

Fu"g cl'wang seaou t'ah.

Ye l'"lh tsi ch -

Sliih lin szfi peih.

Kda J'ew tsa cbfi-

IS ^? Shan hae king tsan.

^ fS Chow pe swan king.

Wan tsih.

She shih.

Mill soo.

Pei hwiiy.

Lae ke.

Y'ew1

shay.

K'in king.

;)? Seang pel king.

Ch'a king.

Tsew poo.

Sun poo.

H6ang poo.

jiff Suh chuh poo.

Tuna poo.

Ja BB Seuen ho hwa poo.

3a S Koo kin hwa keen.

JJJ ^ Kung sze hwa she.

-S nt ^ Yih chow ming hwa liih.

$M Uh k'e king.

Shih poo.

IS; ^ 5u? Kwei hae yu hang die.

f,SJ IIco koo peen.

"IS IS T'ung t'een ts'ing lull.
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She fan.

E yuen.

E lin.

IE Hwan yuen ke.

Tsoen ting luh.

Tseih e ke.

P6 e ch6.

Kan tslh yaou.

Ming t'ung ke.

Muug yew lull.

Pun sze she.

Hwuy choo luh.

jiff m Yin hwa luh.

ji |f Ts'ing e luh.

S'l[
M IE Sow shin how ke.

1$ 4ll iS Suh po wuh ch6.
J-V- yr/ -

?S TpS Jii Ming taou tsa chfi.

1]Ij
II ;S Yun seen tsa che.

Peih ke niwan che.

Yuh chaou sin che.

Tung kwan tsow ke.

Tsing kwan so yen.

^5 Yun yen ko yen lull.

H M if iS
^ |!i Jl 6E

VI.

This collection was compiled by ^ j||

Che-keang, during the present dynasty.
small size form.

ffi IS
iih ke.

j ftnjr.

^f Woo Chin-fang, a native of Shlh-mun in

A second edition was published in IS'in. in t

P Lng shuh yu wan.

IS Fun kan y hwi -

IE. Can ^n tsa ke.

E Sf B M Fung she go 16 sze

s^ Yun lang gow peih.

^ ^ f Kin gaou t'uy shih peih

3)S $x Hoo tsung se seun luh.

^ Sih plh seaou ch'aou.

IE Sung ting hiug ke.

It fSt T'ceu luh shih yu.

LU IS Fung ch'ang plh shan ke.

111
" She lew k'ew ke Iso.

Mm seaou ke.

fr 111 ^ Teen hing k6 ch'ing.

iS $tl ^E Tung hwaii ku eh'ing.

VuC sliiih.

- Bl f^ IE Yue se gow ke.

Teen k'in ke yen-.

King tung k'aou ko6 luh.

Shan tung k'd.ukoo luh.

TV (i& K'ew wan kill liin.

Tsi lull.

Show peen jlh ke.

K'win yu wae k6.

H'i IE, Wtf Tae wan ko liio.

HI K Tae wan tsa ke.

C T'fl Si Jfi Can nan ke yew.

f/i II iL> T'ung k'e seen che.

ill 111 KB T'ae shan ke shing.

& 1 ill K wang leu ke yew.

I$E IE Tang hwa ke.

jH JB ^ fE Yew ying fang ke.
""

M A P^ If T'uh she kin pin?.

$j $\ M 8^C tfiJ ^ Yang chow koo ol.'uy

tsze sen.

te flff Koo shing,
:M if II *' Hoo juen tsa che.

pj'i fi T'an wang.

tR 1^ $fl IE Pan k'eaou tsa ke.

^ ^ li ^1 l& Tsan yun low tsa sliv.-O.

5C
;S; ll{ il^ "flf T'een heang low go-.

4'j| ^ J| to Yin gaii so yu.

H \\\] f Keen wan hlh.

3C ^U ti MiS paou Kih.

|| % K tt Heen koo suy Itth.

ll: 4K Ii3 ^ Koo paou keen w.in Ifib.

M fl Sin ch'ing luh.

lj|f
HI II ;S K'wang yuec tsa ch6.

M. 'JI jl )S Gow kcang yih che.

Yen tsin

lit Iff f-l IE Ling

^ i IE Shuh

i tsa ke.

|^ gj T'an tsoo.

'ffi fS Urh yu.

jff
= Yuns yen.

fa ^t fll W CU'6 plh gow fan.

IS ^f M ^ T 'ah sllo clliu *

i)|| -f- q Heun tsze yu.

W f ff Ch'uh tih lull.

It & Shay fa.

Bbb
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VII.

This was published in the Ming, by
tion has been issued.

1 $1 1& p wuh che.

W ft IE Se king tsa k.

3& il IE Shih e k.

fy JJI'I
1 BE Sow shin ke.

5JE i'i HE Shiih e ko.

I'/'l I'.'f ^ Sv Suh po wuh che.

SS "g" Ch'oo yen.

'J^ 'S ?J Seaou ming Iflh.

3{ Tit / EH Yun k'e yew e.

3 ^ Ju? TYih cl^.

>ji |'Ji $ft III Too yang tsa peen.

jfl ftl J*l IE Tung kwan tsow ke.

fpf Ta fang sin yu.

Yin hwa Iflh.

Yuh tseuen tsze.

shen Iflh.

IS

Hi $^ K6 fing luh.

^ fi P I

"
J ' si

i'
6en -

W w ^ /S Heen chwang kwo 6 che.

^ ^- 3 i^ Sow tsae e win Idh.

If $S = Tung heen peih lull.

$P $S IE Ts'ina scang tsa ke.

5^ ^ H>j Miing chae peih fan.

l Yew hwan ke win.

'M ^ M Mng k'e peih fan.

^ 1fi $ ^ Hi><5 chae teen peih tswan.

l IK ^5 K'eu e slivru tswan.

St ?S fJ JIih chwang mwan Ifth.

5i ;J* ^ fl in i Sh^ urh seaou ming
luh shih 6.

f^f 52. 'J* 35
luh.

M ft 52. >J^

seaou ming luh.

Pou sl)e urh seaou ming

ft Suli poo she urh

Shang Seun of Shaou-hing. A second edi-

|i|Tl $: ~f Lan chin tsz6.

M t9 ^ Kwei teen Iflh.

Ifi <K Jii* W Tung p'o che lin.

H! /'I )J'J iS Lung ch'uen pee ch^.

"Ill ?K PJii w^ f^ Sliing shwiiy yfa fan luh.

K^ $C f& Lang chae yay hwa.

'E ^ ^lt ^ IE Laou heo gan peih ke.

^ Jst I'S. ffi Yun Iflh mwan ch'aou.

%\ Y$- $& m Shih lin yin yu.

jffii ^G 3vjt TO I
1^ shoo lull hwa.

TH' lK w JL? Ts'ing po ts& ch.

JH
*

JJjl Jifi Mill k'ih hwuy se.

|j|-J $e 53s E win tsung lah.

E=l *S ^l Suy ch'ang tsa lull.

t3 Ks Sft <LL Yew yang tsa tsoo.

5. ^ i^ Seuen .sliih che.

fill M i?J Lung ch'ing Iflh.

T^ W * Pi? Joo lin kung e.

^ III f$ Ho- tsing Iflh.

fffc Iji ;^ K'wei keu che.

Jl |^ |^ $ft ; Keang lin ke tsa che.

* ^ T'ing she.

^S ^ ifi ^ Siiy yin mwan luh.

IK 'Sf ^J
1

* IfS Fung chwang seauu t'uh.

$t )R^ ^ Kang liih kaou.

J^ f* ^ H w tiu 'u '1-

"?" ^fr ^ w> Se ke ts'ung yu.

H* ^ ^ tf Yay k'ih ts'ung shoo.

?jk -U ^ St Yung seue ts'ung shwo.

$^ 5V I& 13 Sun kung fan pod.

|4" 7s JSJ ^$ fS Heu yen chow she hv

^l lil E$ KS How shan she hwa.

^ 5C ij* pff Tse tung yay yu.

^ ^ $ 1^ Kwei sin tsa shih.

[Jj M | ^ Shan fang suy peih.

VIIL Jg. Che pull tilth chae Hung shoo.

This collection was arranged and published by
trict in Gau-hwuy, in the 18th century.

Yu te 'eue sh6.

k'ung she cliuen.

Yukeen.

Leang han k'an woo pooe.

Dft 1-1

eU

-t:

^ j-f Paou T'ing-p6 of Heih dis-

|j| ^ She she suy peih.

El IE K'i'1 hang jih ke.

^ ^ n^ Yun shih chae peih fan.

5 IM 'J* ^ Ts'eih sung fang shih

seaou luh.
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Shih mjh tseuen hwa;

f?fl

-J- ^C JS Sun tsze swan king.

W =>? IS Woo tsaou swan king.

181 JL M Teaou ke leih fan,

ffi It .ft tt H3 ftl Loyangtsinshink'ew
wan ke.

$] 33 ^, ^| Sze ch'aou wan keen luh.

1 Kin shlli shS.

fc Hcen chay been fee k'aou.ft

it Wan keen k'in luh.

Kea shin tsa ke.

Suy show tsi luh,

Poo ban ping che.

sf PH yin keu she hwa.

?j| $J Hf if Hoo nan she hwa.

Mi iff Ju? Kwei tseen ch.

3?l ^ "?: p5 M. Ifi f Hwang laou tsze wan

le ke ch'ing.

J/T 13 % 31 pE Hoo k'ow yu sang k.

VS ?H jg. jftS g- $3 Tan sing fang tsang

slioo yo.

ft !& W W jyf jip jfjfl Koo kwa ho shang
hwa yu luh.

3E 'ffi 1W In Yuh boo ts'ing bwa.

tt |U t$ Kwei fan luh.

5 ft j^ j Peih ke mwan che.

I?! /ff Iff @ Yo foo poo te.
J.& (A* ii^|
IX. we pPJ Shwuy yen tsxe.

6iff inf ? Jf)K Lun yu'6 soo.

KIM- '-wi -^* x^fs. ll"^C Le saou ts'aou nauh soo.

w? 'E $ 53 Yew bwan ke wan.

y ^ ffc ^E f& ~f" B Kung she seen sing

te tsxe ke.

:M ^ 3s. W FO] ^ King yen yuh yin wan ta.

"^ If f& Kiing k'e she hwa.

S) @M $1 J& T'uh sing tsa che.

K "M ?^ ^ Leang k'e mwan ch6.

ij^ || Ch'ih ya.

i? A ^ ^ Choo she j<hi e.

ftjl &f ^5 Yung ch'ing she hwa.

^. ^ I Juji shah ke.

3f ^ 5v $fi 6& E kco leaou tsi k^.

% TJfc ?S ?n Tuy chwang yay yu.

Si tfl pf B Kwei teen she hwa.

1 i'ii fif p& Nan baou she hwa.
t; ,-'\ "4i ~--f^

I." S BgF PO Luh fang she hwa.

II ^f 3$ fS Ts'eili koo swau king.

JU( IB Jlih ke.

[ft
:M %& Nan hoo tseih.

ft |jfl M tS" IB l'i chowyufellipo6.

"? Kin lo

ill ^ M

$& Chang k'ew keen swan king.

ow tszg.

Teih wei sljan ts'ung fan.

Nung shoo.

^ If Tsan shoo.

p1

fiH M If King club foo she.

'JS i)f3 I? f Chan yuen tsing yu.

K lit i^t M Tsih Pe yi"1 ''

IS ^! ? Sub ming tsze.

f'(
) IK ? Shin rating tsze.

fe ^ ^ Lin keo tseih.

J$ ^ 5^ Lan ting k'aou.

M ^ tl 3fc Lan ting sub k'aou.

S M f 'tX Sliih k'ih poo sen.

II. '& If ft&$ ^ Kcang se she

shay tsung pa foo luh.

$i ^D M >& H l'5'
Wan lew k'e peen k'ew

hwa.

if

ll

Jl
3L
&
fS
})S]

??

fU

?

'Sf

5$ ifj She chuen choo soo.

^ rtlli
Yen she kea heun.

1 3; ^ Keang nan yu tsae.

iA ^ Woo kwo koo sze.

it Ift Koo kung e Itih.

^ Pih ya kin.

if ^ T'ung seaou she tseih.

13 Slab hoo tszo.

Jl59 IPJ Ho shih hoo tsze.

^ Hwa wae tseih.

m. ia m She (5 die nan.

fill ^ f^ Le saou tseih chuen.

fffe ^ J^- ft Keang hwae e jib bib.

7C ^ S K'ing yuen tang kin.

ill j|| $M Pih shan tsew king.

/^ ilf ?S Shan keu sin hwa.
Jt
Ht Kwei tung,

1^ Mih she.

ftfc Hwa keue.
/j^-
x$- Hwa tseuen.

7JC @ Kin sbwuy king.

^ V& !& "B" Ts6 che yo yen.

7L fS
~J

- ft ffr -^1 wl Kew king san chueu

yen kih le.

Jft -f* Yuen chin tszS.

$J ^ ft' Han yuen k'eun shoo.

!iy* ;H ^ Ch'aou yay liiy yaou.
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Hf jfl Peih heue.

5^1 5i ft Seaou yaou tseih.

if Hi ft riu ching tseih.

Jl Jj IP) Ching keu tsze.

iSt litl Lae k6.

Tscen heu.

|g She feu.

?|C #K tfj ff T'een shwuy ping lull.

APPENDIX.

Oil
If pi

Shan tsing keu hwa Mn.

hcang she Km.

If ^ ^ ^ Sin t
'

Sng sll

f|ii] '-5f H iS T'ung seaou t'oo die.

3?: PP-] -f Shing yu tsze.

Jill fJ^ She wei.

r& ^J in' $| Hwang suns slioo lull.

g fU 4^ ^ "iti M Iffl ^ Seuen h6fnngshe

kaou le t'oo king.
=

^f; ^ ^J Woo lin k'ew sz6.

S J^ ^C K ffi ^ Tscen fang sden heen

chueu tsau.

.

Itf S

|
!S A
j'I'l ^

?5 ^ Wo ta6 sb6 tswan

HF Ling wa^ ta6 1^-

t^ N n cliwang ke fan.

3fr So ch
'

in 1S*ng fang-

H l Pooyujinwuhke.

f^ E chow kea shing.

Woo ch'uiin lull.

iS Ts'ing po tsa die.

'& fS HR ^ Hcaou king ch'ing choo.

j& !K
j3_K JJ^ $pj! fj| Heaou king di'ing shu

keae tseih.

dst ^ $f ix Yih ko" yen t1wan -

dE ^c l tti B -^ Ho sh6 BW^n shah se

ts'aou.

31 $1 ;& Woo
tsung_che.

*i" ^^ ^fcP rt)5- i> -ndn Koo kin ke vaou yih
p| ~y /|Hj "5C X-is 'yntj

]>een.

jV ^j- [3 |^ Plh hing jih pod.

J|- f? 16 ^f Yuc hing ke */.(:

m%%- + 1JI i M IE Teen k'in t'oo sze
I _1_ r^4 ff* "

hwan 16 kfi.

fft ^ ^ Ts'ing sun tseih.

-"0" "I-f'ISIf^ Yih pih udi shih t'oo

she tseih.

tH'K fjr 1$1 ^ ^fe, l^C ft Ch'ing so nan seen
;*vr '-^' ' *+ ~

sang wan tsellu

?t iij

in seu le '51

Tseen shan tseih.

i ^ E gan keu s/6 tseih.

3>C ^S ^ S t$ ?S ^'an yucn ying hwa peen

ching.

If $2. iH K She ke k'wang mew.

15 Jl* ft ^ Iff I'M Iwl Se fang tseih k'e

kY'W suh wan.

UJ M KS ^ Shan fang suy peih.

|VV Ilil I

fe'l

lb$
IKS
^i

fjt Keen keae lull.

ff How tsing luh.

lg |^ Suug chwang pill shwo.

^ Bti Plh heen peih ke.

If f& Tsan hae she hw& -

^p |f fj Woo le p'oo she hwa.

^ Hwa mwan tseih.

It 1

HHlll.

^ ill nl ?? fl Hwang shan ling yaou luh.

lit 41 i IS tf @ $fc sll shen fang tsang

shoo muh lull.

fl'J 1U $? i?H -^ Ts
'

i'1 5"
u6u ''a6 king Se

tsaou.

Jjff Vnl ^i: g Loo poo peih ke.

woo poo.

$ Tub yih pee luh.

^ ^ Koo kin wei shoo k'aou.

tfc. f^ Shing shwuy yen fan lull.

Lan pe luh.

Ts'an Iwan liih.

VS ^ ft iS Kwei hae yu hang chS.

IE IT H IS Fibbing jib luh.

]J4 ^ ^ fiW ^ana ung kea !ieun -

/'F ?!f ^ ^ ^ R& Shoo chae laou ke'6 ts'ung

fan.

"JS JJi3 ilf fe Chan 3'tien e kaou

jg ff ifjlj j| ^ Chaou 'ae diS e >.aou

JiH S ^ t'K Lwan king tsa yung.

P^ $ ft Yang ch'un tseih.

j|[ '^" |p] Ts'aou chwang tszS.

P^v ^'1 $k &k ft Ch'ny ke^n luh wae tseih.

^ }S I ^ Siing S min luh.

5C liil ^] ft T'een t'tS heen tseih.

* g A If 13

tsze..

ft If If $fc Ch 5 ts6ang lflht
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Ts'elh koo swan king se

ts'aou.

SB Yun lin shih poo.

Oft

Tsing ch'un fang she tseih.

Hung hwuy shan fang tseih.

IF p if H Shoo heo tsee yaon.

Ape 3;w JJ< M $8 Le chae she
1

urh peen.

111 4ft Tse shan tseih.

i"tf Jc Taou ming luh.

En ifl cf WJ K'euh wei k'ew wan.

~P 51s. Tsze t'ung.

il| lift $8 j|f T'ow leen se ts'aou.

fX Ji$J iff |[ life Suh feih ke swan fa.

T E ^ ^ Ting keu swan fa.

ix, 5c 4 la i

This is a collection of works published by the Roman Catholic missionaries in the 17th

century, it is divided into two sections, the first religious and miscellaneous, the second

scientific.

Woo k'e tseih.

*S rat K'wan hiio chae tsa luh.

If Ijl Jl Se heo fan.

A -JT m Ke jin sliih peen.

@& Keaou yew lun.

3 "g" LTrh slab woo yen.

W ^ T'een choo shlh e.

iS Sf Pcen heo e full.

Ts'eih k'lh.

W
Chih fang wae ke.

T'ae se shwuy fa.

Hwan ka^ t'ung heen t'oo

shwo.

^ Ke ho yuon pun.

Peaou t'oo shwo.

T'een wan leo,

[pj

BI

^g T'ung wan .swan chu.

S^ Yuen yiing keaou 6.

fe Ts'Ih Icang fa e.

Keu koo e.

ts*un.

This is a collection of the poetry of the Sung dynasty, compiled by

T'ing-tung of ihe present dynasty.

& JSl 4ft K'ing hoo tseih.

3& tt& H Tung kwan tseih.

Tsaou

4ft Tsan keun tseih.

llf 4ft King wan she tseih.

4ft Fa fan tseih.

4ft Kung she tseih.

j ^|j Foo she e kaou.

4ft Chuen tea tseih.

4ft Loo kung tseih.

4ft Woo wei tseih.

4ft Po yang tseih.

J^ -j^ 4ft Lo tsing keu sz6 tseih.

4fe Koo k'e tseih.

ill

n

Ts'ing slian tseih.

J^ 4ft E sul| g laou jin tseih.

Lung yun tseih.

Tsze w<S tseih.

ft S Ife Chub yew tseih.

$j ^ fg >J> ^ Te hwa kwan seaOu tseih.

W JS 4ft Se too tseih.

ft M 4ft Chilh k'e tseih.

& 1^- 4ft Sung yin tseih.

w. 'pjC >J> ff^ Ya lin seaou kaou.

1$ If 4ft Tsuy been tseih.

& Jla" 4ft Ch'ung suh tseih.

^1- PJl 4ft Hwa yang tseih.

^ "M 4ft T'eaou k'e tseih:

^ ?f S fll Ping leu tseih.

llj

If

Seue k'e tseih.

^ if, 4fe Kang shan yuS yu tselb.

fe Te mo tseih.

w"y tseih -

o been tseih.

CCC
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~3L

MS ft Kwei yu tselh.

~$f ft Mih gan tseih.

& j ?M Ts'ew fang e kaou.

'M ft Yu hoc tselh.

lij ft Seaou shan tseih.

JJ lij Too chae chaou taou peen.

f l
Seue chwang seaou kaou.

Keu ung tseili.

3|| Sun chae seaou tselh.

A ft Lung chow taou jin tselh.

Mei uh yiu kaou.

ft Chaou shan seaou tseih.

Hwang foo k'eiih.

P^ f i'j Sliun shih fang yin kaou.

Yuh ch'oo tselh.

ft Yay kuh she tseih.

A ft Plhshlh taou jin tselh.

ft Tsiug kwei she tseih.

P^ Gow choo we yiu.

i TiH'l

UJ

^
}!

'Si

"fi

^
ful

ff flE ff Ts'uy w6 nan ching luh.

|'/V iX 1? ^ Ts'ew keang yen ts'aou.

4ff II P^- Jgj Kwei t'ing yln kaou.

t?C p Jfl Ul P^ Yuh cllow tuj' sl'an yln.

tit i'5 Bu ?ra Keuh tan she kaou.

'it tff JSR W Too ts'ing heen she.

^5? / 2 1^ Yuu keu yih kaou.

UJ J0 ^? Ira Shan keu ts'un kaou.

^fj & 3$i Fang tseuen tseih.

"Jl 'ff ?? fft Fang hoo ts'un kaou.

S ^ [ffll] iS; Seue lin shan yii.

Ivf 'J* ^fc Yung chae seaou tseih.

^ l Lo lieang shih kaou.

XI. 1

This was compiled last century by ^ ij

3?1 Wi B Yih seang e yon.

If ffir She lun.

^ ?'/( ^C ^f Ch'un ts'ew hwo piien.

^ j'JC H. =l& IR] ^ Ch'un ts'ew san

chuen e t'ung kaou.

*ET ^5 ^F Chili kwan k'aou led.

fv'C i& ^S Jl M Ch'uu ts'ew t'e ming

jieon e.

^ f$ A 33 flf ^ Tso chuen jin ming peen e.

8 S Iff fmi Seue pung she kaou.

J& ^ >J> II Tung chae seaou tselh.

ft $ >J> ^ Chuh chwang seaou tselh.

fife II P'e kaou.

ft ft ft ft til Shih gan tsang chuc yu
kaou.

^ ^ ft ^ Yun yin she tselh.

ft it If ^ Cliuh k'e she tselh.

3& &. >]* 3^ Woo hwae seaou tselh.

t& ^{lj >] ^ Paou chue seaou tselh.

$fc %} ^ Hwa kuh tselh.

JR lilt 16 Kwa loo tselh.

i^ ft 'J^ ft w o chuh seaou tselh.

@ i!^ 'J'* ft Seue po seaou tselh.

ft Jli llf ft Yuu tseuen she tselh.

Sj!| j^ >J> ft Tsing yih seaou tselh.

5|- f]" !i H Tow yay che kaou.

$58 IS P^ IRI Suy yin yin kaou.

K ^ 5C J& ft Shih chae- yung mei tselh.

iflj M ft Mei uh tselh.

@ ^ ^ fe Seue ke ts'ung kaou.

chae seaou tselh.

ft

^ If I K6 chae she kaou.

P^ H.H-, yin.

ffi P^ II Chuli so yin kaou.

ft W 3D: ft Yay tseu yew shing hwa.

, ^1 1^ ft Pei wei chae tselh.

ffi If II Se Wh she kaou -

'Jf ff Keuh tan she.

fit $H

?|S] P^ Yue t'ung yin.

ft Ts'ang chow tseih.

ft Tsae che tseih.

cVin.

jjj
AVoo Sang-lan of Nan wuy in Iveang-soo.

t* 35C ^ $S Chung wan heaou king.

SJfv |fn ^ ^i Heaou king wae chuen.

hwaiiL' k'e fei tselh ft mlh show.

IK ?'* 5^ t T 'ah sbo so kC-

$1 '< ^T ^ ^ Chuen choo koo 6 k'aou.

Kwan yun k'aou e.

fff Suh fang yen.

W ^ iE Suh fang yen poo ching.

*f3 -J<

Hi!
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-

Ts'eili shlh urh how k'aou.

SI JK sli Ke'ang ban ts'ung fan.

HP Shwo k'ow.

'<^ iS f^ Kea tse c kaou.

HI ^ 3t H K6 & fang wan tseih.

n/nj 6a Shing t'eaon poo.

T'au lung luh.

5C H fl Ch'un ts'ew king wan

SI

sze chuug.

5E R Woo heen tsan.

10$ ^ Foo heo.

5C Fi3 ^u Teen wan leo.

ft H A ffi n H
Inh ping t'oo.

Tfc ffl * ft H # B
ping t'oo.

*it*
k'aou.

ft W K

W Hae kwo wan keen

HI T'un t'een ken ch'ung

Fan shay ts'ae fung t'oo

Ij'j

It

T

$} Wei se keen wan ke.

Kin chuensoke.

Ch'aou seen cli^.

Che yew tsze.

P* Miing Chen ylh che.

Woo tsung ch(S.

% K'ung sh6 fan yueu.

Ji T'tth shoo gow ke^n.

^ 3l ^ Y6 cluing woo Wang tseih.

f Eu ^ Ting heaou tsze she tseih.

Ifc 75 ^k Kwei fang gae nae tseih.

jti!3 ^ K'lh chuh tseih.

t|5i; ^ ^ ^ Ch'ing foo wan shoo shwd.

Jit fit tj Shun teen poo wang.

j} ^ ^ Lun yu peih keae.

?S %& <*) ^'in 5'" 'seue ken.

~f ^f ^f l( Mang tsze wae shoo choo.

JL H M fe ?S it Po woo king e pooe.

^ ^ IS Peen tsze fun tseen.

^ ^ $ Woo tsung wae ke.

$J\ & A J& iS tfi Shing ch'aou t'ung
she shih 6 ke.

|S tt Shiih t'aon wuh.

peen.

riin fSns show le

w ch 'aou -

.1?, li fi E y" t'00 tsin-

i^ Kwei king.

II ^ Koo swan k'e k'aou.

sl FH) W Leih hco e wan pod.

If A ^ M P'an tsun yay jin heen

fan.

pjl Paou p'o keen kfi.

| f*V W ^ PJ Ch'un ts'ew cMieu shwo le.

-if Ifd. ?1B LJ Heang le poo waug.

^ 5rt Jj -fg
1 Loo tse shuh Uh.

^ W ftf T'ang she lun twau.

}ft ftS IS Teen tsae ke.

^ IS M $f fT H ^ She go 16 sze hing

ch'ing lull.

*h @ TT fe gpj Wae kwo chuh che tsze.

Jt-?
! fet ft ti 13 E yih chuh che tszo.

W 'S'J eft Hae chaou shwo.

<S If* TT6J San yuen soo kaou.

P] fr W W 3S Min chung hae ts'o soo.

rt' Mi J Shin niung tsze.

&f W(> t rrr Kwang ching tszii keaS.

. 'Hj $5 ?iB ^E Urh e ming poo choo.

M fjL %! jpj Leih heo ta wan.

J5 JJi ^ Soo she yen e.

1$i Hch R3 "^f" T'ow ung siiy peih.

M -F3 ^ $fl ll^ Fung yue fang tsa shih.

1J Heo poo yu leih.

Nj Wang chuen she ch'aou.JIIII

S15SE W Pih kcaou p'ei

wei tsun se heang 6.

fr IB Jff IE Hwan le peen chiug.

^/C ^J* TJX JJS 'T3 Ta seaou tsung t'ung yih.

H if ^t $!? Sze shoo so keac.

if ~Ki < T? Ke yuen yaou leu.

$tl 7C * ^ fit Ke yuen yaou leu poo.

[lj JlJ TIE ^jifj jljE Shan hae king poo choo.

|f|
iV'i fo Ufc Hae chaou tseih shwo.

ff
(jll>

$ Woo sze luh.

*[! tiil| 5 PP Ts'ung heun chae yu.

'|S ffi JH a Han sau so yen.

p}
3 M ^ Chung sing peaou.

7Tv Tfli ppf Muh meen poo.

S J
ffi $? ^ E chae yay shing.

l!ii )fif. Wf. Tung yuen luh.

TJT f* Wan luh.

PP! W- ti

m ]il ^
66 ?)i if

f? it is

n
t'oo.

K'6 tung mwan peih.

Mill yu tse'en po.

~j$i Hoo le tsze peih fan.

Se yen sin lull.

Yung fang k4 wan.

Hea niiy she tseih.

!i! /Gc Yih wei keen kwaii ts'ii
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l# n- Tfc flfl wb Yih wei she lily mow.

ft ^ 3fHS l& Shwo hen cbae king shwo.

$j= J ^ $ ;fc If fH Teen ting kea tsing

ta le e.

Ill rfc la
5 Joo lin poo.

if f9 li
-

i Yun keen te tsih ch6.

Jj>5 W Clio yon.

fl^ M i-^ l Sew t'elh yu pi-en.

jK. ^C 15? T'ae yuen keae.

if? ^ H? Tseen heu keae.

JM ^F H M Uh k '

6 k!n? keae -

7C !& $M Yuen neu king.

J|T ^. ^ |j? Tung kaou tsa ch'aon.

-*$* E'f^ ^- fjf Cli'a yu k'ih hwa.

M p Koo kin fung yaou.

Kn6 kin yin.

pg- ^B }fi Shing t'eaou poo shih e.

p "[" JA "ff M Koo she shih kc\v show

keae.

-fr^t.

Yih wei ke Ian t'oo.

Sa

&

She shwo.

^ ^ Tso she inuns k'uw.

IE ^ K'wang mew ching suh.

^ ^9 lS J^l $H ^ Hwang ck'aou woo kung

ke shing.

llj Hi fM @ ^ Shan hae king t'oo tsan.

&t g; ^ g ^ fft Hung woo szii neen

tang k'o luh.

l|
^ ^o 5^ Shay sx che mo.

ife ]K 3 Sung koo shuh.

^ ^S M (5 f^ Nan hwa king chtien shlh.

jfJSi 5C fi?5 King t'een kae.

tt IB ^ I* Ife T^ le ko6 king ko.

ijji ffi H ^fj Soo ch'in leang fang.
'

3fl ^ @ ^4 ^ ^- Yih ts'aou ting muh
k'o tseuen shoo.

-5 till i$ ^ Y"n s"en san 1"h -

^ ^1 ^1 IB Yi'n wei tsa k6.

PP li Jl 1^ ^ K 'ow h6en P'ing sWh Wh-

^ ?T 3$j %fa Keaou hing t'eih kaou.

M %& ^ %r Ching juy kaou leo.

^P JM IS B|F PB I"a* king low she hwa.

-IE J ?i Ching yih sin fa.

Heo keaou wan.

sfr P3 Keaou shay tt hea wan -

^ Seaou kw" ch'un ts'ew.

5i i5 Seaou urh yu.

>J > 52, ? Suh seaou urh yu.

M ^ Po hwang k'aou.

Wi Sung keang keu ko.

J^ Sung nan yo foo.

Yuen king shwo.

it

i SS fe -ff 11 H #a Kct'ingsunggan
chuh loo che mo.

J| |K Tsa yung.

ft Uj tlf 4fe Yue shan she tseih.

^ ill ]f|f jiff
Yne shan she hwa.

1 Ui ^ ^' If fa Lcen shan ts'aou fang

she ho ch'aou.

P9 i^ IT ftF Szi' 'iwny heen she ch'aou.

tt^*fi0J|^* Too she

shwang shing fee yun poo kwo leo.

jfa fotloioinffform a supplemr,itary portion, added by

fH & 1$ Tteen He-fob of Kin-slwn district

in Ktnng-sno, in the present cfnttiry.

ffi ft ^ ^ 1^4 Shang shoo ts'a chuec

k'aou woo.

if ifr ^ P3 Te hea ta wan.

,/ jS P Tso she shih.

Itl II ^ Y6 been k'aou.

|l ^ ^D iff IB King e che sin ke.

?^ H ^ 1$ i ^ Han se king po sze k'aoii

f Iff $ Ching nan Ifih.

ffi 1$ fl Paou ytie luh.

it ^ ;S Kcang peaou che.

^- ^ J0f fj S.-in tsoo sin Ifih.

M JR IE, < 3^ UF ^ H6j-uenkcleoch'ing
sew kaon.

1 ?ft >J^ ^ Nan yo seaon luh.

^ ill 5tl M fB T'a^ shan taou le ke.

Jn 1 $f ^T Che koo sin fang.

~fj HI 3 pi Fang yucn ch'en yew.

5K ^C ;nf Ji2- Hoo sh6 k'e pe.

fi 5t K'eu e shwo.

Iwl 5IC M ^ Kaou tung k'e tseih.

^| f ^ ^ Seuen choo k.vei le.

3! ^ |M fSj
Seucn heo kew ho.

S S It f?f T'ing chae she hwa.

choo.

5? /f^ ^
f^IiE

Kwa pun t'oo k'aou.

? K Kaou k'e she king poo

Shin e k'aou woo.

-^ ^ Ch'un wang ching yu6 k'aou.

?" f2 Wei she poo ching.

^ & ^ Ho chow king chung luh.
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Jb J& & j< Keang sliang koo chung luh.

i& '3* iS f$ Yuen koo kung e luh.

m Dfl ^ Tsoo nan suy peih.

ij A!^ ^ Tsoo t'ung clie leo.

1W
'

^J Chung k'eu yih cho.

rnf ^ Tseen pe k'aou.

;i pjiif Ji Shang han lun yih.

JK <fft W Shoo fa ya yen.

Kaug tsze seaou hea

ke keaou wan.

5/F

1*f JR IS fJ Ts'ing yen ts'ung luh.

JL ft t!l" gpj Woo tae kung tsz&.

^ HI 'S' if Shlli kwo kung tsze.

B? ^ A IJC ^fe Ts'ing gan pa yung tseih.

|p] H* Tsze cue.

XII. %
This was compiled and published by |j

Taou-kwang period.

p| j( ill jl| Jffl ES HiJ Yu Lung shan chuen

t'e le t'oo.

6$ tvC She shwo.

^ f'A pjfj -K I* XT s3l C'h'un ts'ew hoo she

chuen peen e.

^ 5t fj< Fung t'fien luh.

ix TO $ p3 Yen keaou ke wan.

j?ilj n'i Keuij koo.

1< Niiy ko seaou shih.

Slilh king k'aou.

iff, T'e'en poo chin yuen.

fpf Chin tsih ch'ang yu.

^ |5>J Yih Id.

~^\ IS 1^ @ Luh e kang muh.

?8t .^ HJ l|) IB Lee hwang k'in ching ke".

9i P^ ^P M ^J Seang yang show ch'ing luh.

S JJ[ -^ ? Leang yuen tsow 6.

fiy
ffflC TR) Teaou tsgw soo kaou.

IS W ll If M 11 ffl Shaou he chow

hi'en shili teen e t'oo.

^ jj E foo.

I

3?r

li
choo.

Jf ? E 16 shih kung tsang

rii'nn ts'ew shwo.

fin

r@ Che hae.

J3? |^ Tseen He-tso6 of Kin-shan, in the

S> lH Sih poo.

|I it !X IB T'uh shwo wan ke.

J*. W ipl W- 3% Kwan lun ho yuen k'aou.

S ^ *|E IB Leu she tsa ke.

M ^ E s^ Sow hwa suy pelh.

3*} ~fc wt Yih ta e.

IS ^ Jill SB " ^ Shang shoo t'e 16 kin

shih.

-J^ fiO Tsze koo.

PP M '!* B Pfj 5\ ^ fi|5 tX Chaou yo ts'an

Ten foo teen peen to ch'aou.

UJ ^ $2< C'huh sih ke leo.

|t ^| She kew.

f- ^| |J Show pe lun.

Zc 1^ -tfc W ?w IE Tso chuen too keac poo

ching.

fiSf t t& iS Lun yu shih &.

*$ I lit IE. Te wang she ke.

E yih luh.

jtjl Fung shan yu luh.

ff B& Ho po sze p6 lun.

Shih seaou peen.

gft Tsze wei tsa shwo.

"If Wan seuen kow yin.

llj g?f

^ Lun yu e yuen.

Sfl lit IE Yun poo ching.

g- ^ ^ g|* y;n j,gg pgen wg_

ifc ^ $ FB Ta nee tsa kg.

IS i JJ M -ft $$ Se yang chaou kung teen

luh.
! j^j

Ft* W IS M II H ^ Chung se king sing ! tBt

t'ung 6 k'aiiu.

^1 [^ iix ^i Tung yuen ts'ung shw5.

5'J ^U S ^- Lelh chaou shing sz.

She ghwo.

H 1^ 5C IE T'uh shwo wan k.

frj ,t?.^ \& Sze ma fa.

^ ifr tf Kew ming shoo.

B I'f ? T'ang seih tsze.

"iSf -f Sliang tsze.

It ?i II Ts'Ih leang fa e.

^ || |iQ Ts'ih leang 6 t'ung.

|5 H Keu koo 6.

seang kwo lun sze

tseih.

Ddd
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T'ang tsae tsze chuen.

Woo shing ts'e'e peih.

JSX J^ IK hea.

jji f Pun yu.

^f'/t El J JCH Ch'un ts'ewjih shih chihe.

it iS $ J 3n e sze.

fPi IS $ Shing yaou luh.

:] fjl| Shuh peih.

^j 5^ ~fl pi
*

^> Sn sung koo tselh k'aou.

\\5L it 5C 3^C l!l| Iffi ll Hwae nan t'een wan

heun ]ioo choo.

fili / fill ^ Koo puh koo luh.

3JS ta Peih ke.

?L fS S^i ? Kew king woo tsze.

Itfy "M ^1 P^l Nuh k'e tsow e.

^ J| "M^ 5ft Seang tae show mo.

^ i^ f^ l& Ea Yu kung tih ching k.

H .'S?, ^ H IB San yu fang jih ke.

ffi $1 H& Po wall che.

$1 /l^f ^lf JB Y6 foo che me.

^ff >i: $%t Ts'un she luh.

^" G S $jf IS Sin sze k '

eih k'

e lun;

K i$ IS Min P so '

hae tseang keun koo shan pei tsze kung tseili

luh.

JSfi F,fc "f'J H^ Mih keue k'an woo.

M P^ $fi f^ T'un yin tsa luh.

flU Sf ll ^ Sew sze keen hang.

Han shoo se yih chuen

j)o6 choo.

Jlji il'| |H ^ K\van yu t'oo shwo.

^ S 3t ^ S Kin shih wan tszS ke.

BJ) 51 ffi U ^ Ming e tae fang luh.

=^ 5li ^ Y(5n ts'in k'aou.

H itlif ^L ^- ^> ^ San fan ke sz6 pun mo.

3t \%t ;o> ^ Seen po che che.

^ ^. JL ^ W ^ ia Ch'ang ch'un chin

jin se yew

]0 ^'1

fe i

keen luh.

PW Hwan tsze sin liin.

^ Ifc IE. Hung woo shing ching ke.

f$ Show foo chuen.

~f: K'ling ts'ung tszo.

^ JL g ^ 'pj ^ Nan hwa chin

king ch'ang keii yin 4.

?'J + P^ Chwang leih shih lun.

it fl? Kaou sze chuen.

sE |M Uno taou king.

FJt 1^ II fa Sze ling teen le ke.

^fC E lin

^ tf IB Ynh fang wei ke.

|EL H3 Chin tsih ke wan.

3 If Nan kwang luh.

91 $1 Shwiiy lung king.

lU ft SB Seaou shan hwa pod.

IS Ming e.

-^ i^ ^ Jjft I Ming ts/.fc tszd ^ BOO

ching.

-J
1 ^ ^ Can tszfi ch'un ts'ew.

-flE $|l I5J ta Tsung ching men teen

jih ke.

-J Foo tsze.

H ~h , ^ Siih san shih woo keu.

S 1
)
1 1$ ?< Chuen shin pe yaou.

IS '}^ ta Sdypeihmwanke.

Illi f$ Leih seen chuen.

^ K'euh leuh.

S15 fE f Ta fang keaou sze luh.

fI ?# IE, ^ Lung sha ke leo.

^ %\> $& IH Sih wae tsa shih.

*i?J(
chins; fow shuh nuy wae peen.

W ft ^ Urh ya tsan.

til j

Shaou kwang

Shan hae king tsan.

K-15 P* ^ IE Maou ch'ing she k'aou clung.

iiS ^ f^ Klh gan tsow kaou.

$t "^ /K Tuy soo fan yuen.

J5 Iwl II la Fung shg wan keen ke.

& gtntfogi^mm Taou tih chin

kiiii; lun !>ing yaou e shuh.

^1 % ^ Yen yo k'aoj yuen.

Hi j W King h6o che yen.

^ ^ W Le heo che yen.

^ ^ SK Lny gan tsa shuh.

f* A IE il^ Taou tih chin king chuen.

KS J ^ T'aou yin keu tseih.

iS ffl flit SH Show shan ko ying kaou.
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This was compiled and published by ^ EG f Tseen He-tso6 of Kin-shan, in 1844.

but the blocks were burnt during the recent insurrectionary troubles at Sung-keaug.

^ l6l M w Hwang ching ts'ung shoo.

M fij ^ M Leih tag ping ch6.

fj? |fe Ch'ow sh5.

^i? II #N f$ Shaou fi wa6 chuen.

P l li Pcen liwo pfien.

X & fei fS T'ae pih yin king.

*? M Ii Show ch'ing luh.

!^ ^ jit $ Leen ping sliih k6.

tflf M ffi. li Che yo kwei keen.

Jlr S)C Yih

J?r ^ $fa $? Yih seang kow

<) ffl W If Yih t'oo ming peen.

f) A D& Itf Yu kung shwo twan.

H fe ft ffr ifi San kea she shih e.

Jnl ill @ ill ^ i Chow le e e keu yaou.

M m If
r
J E i6 siiih kuns-

1*1 n w $J E i6 shrl1 1&-

sis
jt ||]||

sife j^ "g^ L6 ke heiin e tsih yen.

^ $L IE ft"
Ch'un ts'ew ching chS.

i*
j ^H' Koo w6 shoo.

j Iff Tsun miing peen.

IJtl IS ^ J& 3 3 Sz6 shoo tseen e tswan

yaou.

ijjjt g 3jpf fjnf Leuh leu sin lun.

jjjj? (^ jf^ gpj King chuen shih tszS.

H| ^ T'ang yun k'aou.

"^T H! tM ip Koo yun peaou chun.

1 ^ iS Iff ^ San kwo che peen woo.

5(5 ;p H 48 4^ ^ SunS ke san cuaou ching

yaou.

S] ^ Shuh keen.

^ f/C JJ
1

) Ji- Ch'un ts'ew pee teen.

Ji& 'i~f- iS V He'en chun e sze.

bt ^ ^fi $* $fc Ta kin teaou fa luh.

^n 5^ ^ Ping siing luh.

S 'TC ftE IB f^ Che yuen ching meen luh.

^B tfS $ ^Jt Chaou poo tsung Itlh.

"ff, P ^ ^ f King kow k'e k'ew chuen.

US 'S- i^ Chaou chung luh.

^L ^1 ^ Kew kwo che.

M It "ff Yue she leo.

^jg ^ W p] Ling hae yu t'oo.

^ 41
?]C ^'J tf Woo chung shwuy U shod.

|3 BJJ g |lj 7JC ^(J f^j ^ Sze ming fo shan

shwiiy le pe Ian.

t^I Kf M& ll Ho fang t'ung i.

fM. \\l && Leu shan ke.

ll llj 12, *$ Leu shan
'

e leo,

"tb 511 5^1 K^ ij-5 Pih taou k'an woo Ch6.

?Pl Fi'J IS ^T 8ti Ho so iang koo ke\

^C ^f B JK "g Ta t ang se ylh ke.

8^ "/; $!> $H Chili fang wae k6.

t M ^ TsVili kwo k'aou.

E f t ife 7C ^f Leih taC- kiien yu6n k'aou,

'P 1

fhwo.

A$
rt? Ac
'IE iliT

Soo :

Nan king tseih choo.

H Sin e seang fa yaou.

Keen ping e shwo.

IH ^ Hwan kae t'ung hct-nt'oo

Yuen yfing keaou e.

Heaou gan sin fa.

^? Woo sing hing t'oo keae.

:# ^ ?i 15? T'uy poo fa keae.

^ m. "r* ^9" ^ Le heu chung ming shoo.

J it ? H ^ ff -I- M fi Lo luh tsze

san ming seaou seih foo choo.

J$. ^P fl w T'een poo chin yudn,

^vC m f'H ^ T'afi ts'ing shin keen.

1$\ '$$. $|J Kce koo luh.

l?l /fif ^1 f| Y6 foo tsa luh.

T" Sti; Ke king.
-\- -V^ p31 SfV T7"*l)'i) 1T if llSl pJC K e k c t oo sliwo.

pS i^i? [[nil jyC Choo k'e t'oo shwu.

IK "J
1
Yuh tsz6.

5^ 3C -f Yin wan tsz6.

tit ^ Shin tsze.

fjl -f
1

Kung sun lung tsz6.

^ Jin wuh che.

"g ^C K'in sze hwuy yufin.

IttI ^ w IE Tsing k'ang seang soo tsS

ke.

tt 2A 3H 'M fj^ Nft"g ka6 chao mwan Inli.

^ BJ Wei leo.

iB .H jfi IS T'an chae t'ung p8en.

"fH /M la 'J* Hung chuen yii seaou.

^ H ^M K ^ Ciae jih chae ts'ung ch'aou.

TR ^ s^ P& Jih sun chae peih k6.

^Bi >J gji Tseaou h6ang seaou ke.

TO jKJfc
J'h wan luh.

S i w In Yuh fang kea hwa.

A
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peen cliing.
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Koo kin sing she shoo

Ming hwang tsa luh.

huen tsae -

.

It IS ^ Tung chae kg sz(5.

IS 1^ Suh she shwo.

:E
f C T'ang yu lin.

lW ^T IJ^ ring chow k'o fan.

5^ ?32 ^ Kaou chae mwan luh.

J5 Rf ^ Chang slid k'o shoo.

M ^ IJI.roo 16 klh fan.

j i E Tung nan kS wan.

if^ H fti Shuh yuen tail kS.

"1H 5t ^ ffi nan woo nuy chuen.

If^ M fS W ^ Uwa yen king yin i.

3SC ? W'xn tsze.

2SC i6 ^t $S B* #I fS H Won cho chin king

yen wa6 king chd.

^ [pj ^ ^ ^ Ts'an f4ng k'e k'aou 6.

^f ~$ TlL Koo wan yuen.

US T'fc BT i^& Kwdn lin she hwa.

P Hi f| Yu sze luh.

I^J M Tsze yuen.
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N.B. The Arabic figures refer to the pages, the Eoman numerals to the Ts'ung-shw in the

Appendix, where the works may be found.

3S fS Ch'a king. 119. ir, v.

^ H Ch'a tscen. 119.

^ j flt Ch'a tung poo. 119.

^ $M Chaeking. 164.

5H 515 s^ ^ $M Chang few keen swan king.

93. viii.

5H jj> ill >J> 'fr Chang seaou shan seaou ling,

205.

[HI /!?. ;L? Ch'ang kwo hiien che. 40.

^f jj-;; Ch'ang gan che. 45.

Jl 5? H nS? Ch'ang gan t'oo che. 45.

Jl & Ul ii Ch'ang pih shan luh. 50.

Jl fi $M Chang twin king. 127.

BB f^ if? ft Chaou tae ts'ung shoo. 1 37.

iS Sc ill iS Chaou paou shan ch6. 42.

M ^ ill IS 61 5n $ Chaou tsting che

shen sze yu luh. 171.

Ch'aou seen che. 47. xi.

Ch'aou seen ku sze. 26.

Ch'aou seen she leo. 34.

Ch'aou yay luy yaou. 129. i, viii.

Ch'aou yay ts'e'en tsafi. 151.

Che ho t'oo leo. 44.

Che ho tsow tseih shoo. 44.

Che koo sin fang. 85. xi.

Che she kwei kueii. 70.

1^ ifif w Che ching kin ling sin

37.

Ch6 yew tsz6. 176. x.

Che yuen kea ho chfi,

k'euh che yu. 200.

38.

$& liH Che soo p'in. 123.

Che ruing swan fa.

Che yue lull. 169.

103.

JM: 5 Che yen. 71, xi.

'iff tf. jfi J& Che keang t'ung che. 36.

'itT 'S 35 Ivf" ,* *? PI gj Che. sang ming
shing king ting foo shwo. 50.

fff
W. ffi Che yo k'wei keen. 75.

P ffl Jl^f ;S Ch'e chow foo che. 38.

|& fi Ch'6 luh. 68.

$fc 4b ifi nj^. Ch'6 pih gow fan. 136. vi.

ifli 'fp |5{! pl|l jio J;5{ Ch'e woo shen sze yu.

luh. 171.

Eft H D Chen le k'ow to. 141.

SI ll I'll Chen piili tsa ke. 136.

$J^ 13 ^ Ch<5n kwo ts'ih. 25.

PC @ >jl t^C S Chen kwd ts'ih keaou ch'oo. 26.

|tf 3!? w *Js HT SS Chih chae shoo luh keae

te. 60. i.

]IC *& ^fC ^ ffl ^ Chih 16 t'ae ts'ang chow

che. 38.

ftl ^ ^h $ Chih fang wa ke. 47. ix, xiii.

lltt ^ ^ Chih wuh heo. 122.

J5 f^ M i"#f f- if J 5tf Ch'ih sew leang

che liae fang t'ung che. 49.

^ ^ Ch'ih ya. 47. viii.

A lH1 /S Chin chow che. 41.

JR fM \L $3 Chin full chlh ch6. 142.

K IS Chin kaou. 175.

W i! J$* i 111 Chin la fung t'oo ke. 47. iii.

jH ?S S Hf Chin taou tsze ching. 143.

ft %L jff ; Chin keang foo che. 37.

'JS {fill H? M Ch'in yuen tsing yu. 134.

K ft Ch'iu shoo. 13, 15.

W $ Ch'in ke. 73.

^S lit ;- ^ Ching sh leu shwo. 144.

M. f^l fi Ching juy kaou leo. 190 xi.

ECC
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M. US SA 1< Ching kwan clung yaou. 26.

flE ill H Ching nan liih. 28. xi.

fS in i1

!- $1 Ching che chuu shing. 80.

15 '(TV 3j ?( Ching che wuy poo. 82.

B>fc ??J 1< Ching hiug liiy yaou. 75.

16 jfe Ching teen. 55.

IE fas .as T& L 1^1 ffif Ching tih hwang yew

keang nan chuen. 163.

IE ^ 33. Ching tsz6 t'ung. 8.

J& A ^ |fe Ching jin yaou tseih. 143.

Jj ''ft Iii Sfnf Ching wei shih lun. 165.

J5& 4t li P& l Ii Ching wei shih lun siiy

chiio. 168.

fl .R Itf faf ^ F& Ch'ing she 6 keen fang
lun. 84.

-R ^

177.

^ 15 ^
ft -&P3

Ch'ing she mlh yiten. 117.

Si Choo chin yuen gaou tseih.

~r pi

MJJ

Choo chin tsow e. 27.

Choo hwuy wan ta. 144.

Eft Choo k'e t'oo shwo. 116. xiii.

? Choo tsze t'uh shoo fa. 70.

Choo tsze yu liiy. 68.

3. f tl Bit Choo king t'e we. 143.

JM ft ffij Us! Chow hing pe Ian. 51.

JH) *jj Chow kwan. 4.

JRJ fr 'Si Chow kwan 16. 4.

jpj $1 Chow le. 4.

Jpj W J? IS Chow pe swan kino. 86.
i,
v

joj Chow shoo. 13, 16.

M 3$ ^ ifff S 5fc Chow woo chuen ting

niing k'aou. 101.

JliJ |?r ''how yih. 2.

Jpj |b7 ^ |tij ^ yf ^ gi Chow yih ts'an

t'i"in<f k'e fun chang choo. 175.

M 4n ^ fm ^ ^ ^ Chow yih ts'an t'uug
k'e k'aou 6. 175.

t'l'in.a k'e t'ung chin 6, 175.

il. ^P I 11 Q |S Chow ncen chen 16 kuug
king. 143.

?! ^ i H P | Chow neen choo jih k'ow

t'o. 143.

Ch'ow hau cluing peen. 49.

. . . _ , Ch'ow ha6 t'oo poen. 49.

i^ii?
A ft Ch'ow jin chuen. 31.

fl fff ff Chue kang luh. 159.

flF ^ ^ Chuen kea tseih. 183. x.

1W ?rf( IE fa Chuen keae ching fan. 168.

Chuen heo che nan. 112.

"T -^ Chuen k'ih shih san loo. 112.

|C f|^ Chuen yin fa we. 113.

f| m m Cliuen shih liin. 165.

J'l & J$! J^ ^ Ch'uen sha foo min t'ing

che. 42.

Wl JM HP Chuh me p'in. 123.

1ft iff iff ^ Chuh poo tseang Inh. 109. viii.

ft # IE ^P Chuh shoo ke neen. 19.
ii, iii.

^ f'A Ch'un ts'ew. 5.

^ i^ M H Ch'un ts'ew fan loo. 129. i, ii.

"4* ffl jli -5 SS Chung chow kin shih ke. 63

FJ^ >)\\ ^ ^ Chung cliow tseuen yun. 11.

T* jHl W nR $? ^ Chung chow yin yuu
tseih yaou. 11.

T* 4- n "7* (4 Chung hwa koo kin choo

128. iii.

*t* iffil

'

4 Chung k'eu yih cho. 59. xi

4* Ff^ Chung lun. 105.

*4* W Jl ^ Chung se sing yaou. 107.

41
|i| f$ fS f^ Chung shan chuen sin hlh. 52-

*t* JK W nE Chung yuen yin yun. 11.

4* jj Chung yurg. 6.

M S Zl till ^ M f$ ?S ^ Chung leu

urh seen sew chin chuen taou tseih. 177.

H 5C iu? Chung t'een che. 124.

2 -^i Chung heo. 124.

H ^ tfc Chung Ian keuS. 121.

ll ?S if # Chung tow sin shoo. 83.

1^ |^ !qs| J|j ^(f g^ Chung sew kill seang sin

shoo. 87.

llL > S ^- "t^ 3i ^ Chiing ting suli san

shih wob keii. 112.

^ ^ S fll M IS Ch'ung heu ch6 tih chin

king. 174.

^j* ^ Jtt IS Ch'ung heu chin king. 174.

$ & ^ Chuy pih k'ew. 206.

njc is 1
) ^ Ch 'uy kg6n luh - 133 -

P^C S'l ^ ^ ^fe Ch'uy keen luh wae tseih.

133. viii.

(3: -J* Cliwang tsze. 174.

^jj -^ gi Cliwang tszfe choo. 174.

^ ^ $M 1^ ^ Cliwang yang king yen

tseiu'n shoo. 82.

'fit fS /IM iS E ch'ing lii-on che. 41.

g| Ifjj; J|^ || jg E ch'ing heen stth che. 41.

|| Sfi K 1&. 4.

ft 5^ If ^1 E chae yay shing. 133. xi.

fill ^ /^ dt ^ E gan keu sze tseih. 186. viii.

^ >^T ^ 15? E fang tseih keae. 84.

fH ^ fi^ j])K E heo chin mih. 79.

If ^ iff & E heo sin woo. 82.

la III iS It E kang te yaou. &2.

^ IS IS] }0 ^ E king soo hwny tseih. 80.

S II 7C ?3i E i
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Bll

>j
HH E tsun Pelh t'fih. 82,

$1 H E keen taou 6. 143.

f IS IE. E keo 'eaou tsa ke. 128. i,
viii.

Ekeiih. 121.

$H ^* E wan luy tseu. 146.

Eyewluh. 102.

B ! E wang clmyjihk'6 king.

141.

M ft +$ 13 E yih cMh che tsz - si . si.

J5t (ij 5? E yu f06 ts'an. 123. xi.

1[ [f'il 5t![ |$~ E yu t'oo tsan poo. 124.

5K IM 5^ E yu tlo tsdn ts6en> 123>

^- $1 <fr t Fa P te sin lun - 1G5 -

ft' ?S W Fa sboo t'ung shlh. 110.

~& F.I yen. 66. ii.

cho lln - 1CG -

M n Fan wang king. 165.

fi W If Fan tsun keuh po\ 121.

M^A|^|I|JK Fan shay ts'a&

funs; t'oo k'aou t'eih 166. 52.

UO

Fan sh6 mih p 6 - 117 -

Fang yuen ch'eu yew. 102. xi.

Fei
>"
n wafi lmen. 153. ii.

cha P' in - 123 -

11 Bt ff" H Foo heuen yay lull. 134.

Sff A J^C ^ ^. ^ Fo j'n ta tseufin Icaug

fang. 79.

jitf Sc ^f i$t F y>ns sin sn - 8 ">-

ft iS ^C $S Fdh 6 keaou king. 164.

ft @ |(i Fuh kwokfi. 4ti. ii, v.

ft it ^C If ^ 5H *"!' slvo gan t'a seang

ft ii"ii M 1 ft ft IE i i> FUI, 8hWo

kwaa woo leaiig show fuh king soo ch'aou.

i r.

ft ffi fft /< ^ 1^ P il ^ M F"h Bhw6

sfauu tsae keih tsiiang t'o 16 no king. 165.

ft gft ^c 5g iNi I % Ift II II 1 %
P'b* M /^ IS Fuh shwotahwang shin wang

Hhe yu fuh tlh yucn mwan t'o 16 nd king. 164.

PS IIJB-IHI Fuh shwo t'o 16 no

cili kins. K15.

1* t

yen s.ln" t'e tsang poo sa king. 164.

m; # JB\tt
st fc n > &* t*

shing t'o 16 ne king. 165.

*& $ $2. Fuh tsob t'ung ke. 168.

Ifl. M Fah tsoo t'ung tsa. 1C9.

SS ^J Ira Fuliy^wpeen. 84.

^ "If" 13; IS Fun kan yu hwa. 136. vi.

& nft 1%. 5< '& ft Fun yun too yaou IrJ

cluh. 11.

W -I DP Fun meen p'in. 123.

;tj Jl 13 |il IE Fung ch'ang pih slian lc'.

27. vi.

S't f'|l ?5i ^1 Fung shin yen 6. 163.

S fS jS ^ Fung stlh t'ung 6. 131. ii.

St M ^ *4 lH Fung yue fang tsa shih.

161. xi.

M. pi'l Sl IS ^ $B Fung chow kang keen

tseucn peen. 21.

IH PI? ffi w Fang J'ang fo6 chfi. 37.

S '&! >J> IrK Fung chwang seaou t'uh. 1")7.

v, vii.

^ R JIM ; Fung hefin lieen die. 39.

'% K ffi %>* Gae jlh chae ts'ung ch'aou.

130. xiii.

~Jf ffj $E 5Si Gan nan ke yew. 52. vi.

"if m iS Gan nan che leo. 33.

^ -f ^ ffi Gan tsze ch'un ts'ew. 28. xii.

ni tA. !j}- U Gan shay leo shwo. 144.

K & & G5w keaiig yih die. 50. vi.

H^ p^f 3C 'f^ Gow yang wan suy. 185.

f ?'$) i|itf ^ Hae chaou tselh shwo. 49. xi.

f .^ ^ Hae ch'aou tselh. 187.

iff H ftl ;S Hae kwo t'oo cho. 53.

|S P l3 H f|t Hae kwo wan keen liih. 48. si.

f
S ^ Hafi liih. 53.

tl? ^ "T" fW IS Ha6 nuy shih chow k6. 15-1.

ii, iii,

? ^ If Haefangpo6. 121.

^ ft ^[ ^S Hafe tabu swan king. 92. i.

I fib $1 ;& Hae tabu yih cliii. 53.

I f Ha5 yu. 47.

S II fu Han lung king. 105.

91 1f ^ ^ JL IB Han kan tseuen 1

wa ke. 115.

}^ IE, Han ke. 19.

'{^ 'la W ^ Han kung heang fang. 118.

fS 19 Han ming chin chuen. 31.

^ $$. Han le tsze yuen. 12.

/A 14 i ^ Han se king po sze k'aou.

30. xi.

'?S $ft =]* f)2" ^P Han tsa sze pe sin. 153.

^ ^H F[J ^ Han t'ung yin ts'ung. 113.

^1 5^ 'S? f^I Han woo te nuy chueu. 15.1.

xiii.

IH ^ tl^ ^ B Han woo t'ung ming k6. 1-33.

!|$ ^J- Han tsze. 74.

'IM ^ S^ W Han san so y6n. 71.

Ill Ji. ^ ^ ^ 1$ ^ ffl Han sing ch'Jh

tabu king wei f06. 104.

tl
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Han sing cli'lh tabu

90,

*
m
nt
w

M

Iff

tsuen t'oo. 104.

5?f % ^ Hang chae swan heo.

it^C 1$ Haou k'ew cliuen. 103.

^f ^ St Fd Haou koo fang shoo hwa
ke. 111.

n^ PJs 5?- IS Hi;a how yaiig swan king.

92. i.

I*J ife 46 Hrd miy she tseih. 190. xi.

ft Si ill Pft $$ Hea miy she tseih foo

Ifth. 190. xi.

>J* IE Hea seaou ching. 5.

! Heae poo. 123.

>f. up ^Sf- djg Heae shing p'ing tsze tseen.

11.

rj
IIi;

ang tseen. 118.

jjifl ^ fd Heang tso6 peih k^. 136.

M< ^ ?4 Hi'ang ying tow k'o. 180.

ftt ifif fe Heuou gan sin fa. 89. xiii.

fM lleaou king. 7.

flfi OT ^ W Hee ke peen fang shoo. 107.

Wi 'J& fif Hi; C yun \vuy tseih. 10.

^ W' W ^ Heen chay heen fe'a k'aou.

viii

fung yucn ncen

cluing sing peaou. 101.

^ $M Heen keu king. 104.

~j,$( pji^ Hi-en shih hin. 165.

H? ^ iSfl P
' W Sf Heen shing tseih

kea t'o ylh plh sung. 104.

^ 1fi ft Hco chae teen peih. 129. vii.

"JET <W Hco koo peen. 112. v.

M Wt Heo leih shwo. 90.

15 1^ ~}j Hco poo yu leih. 181. xi.

@^- IE ^ Heuen heo ching tsung. 170.

t H Heuen kwae liih. 155.

P
1

} H II Heuen mun jih siing. 180.

Si iff W Hing hwang sin hin. 131.

^ 7C ^ Hing k'e yucn choo. 105.

$jl i|g ^ Ho tiing mwan peih. 135.

Jl'i'l ^ <S ^ Ho chow king chun:

30.

I?S

luh.

xi.

8 Ho tang t'ung c. 43.

M j fi "6" til H6 so fang koo ke. 46. xiii.

WT i fc * ^ tt 15 Ha yuen k6 leo ch'ing

sew kaou. 48. xi.

?0 ^ }^9 IP) Ho shih hoo tsze. 202. viii.

Sfj ^ ^ Ho kwan tsze. 126. i.

V$ ! It IS Hoo nan she hwa. 198. viii.

<J& $Z Wt fflf Hoo she k'6 pe. 102. xi.

"(IE ^ ^ ftj Hoo she swan shuh. 100.

'IE ^ ^ li ?S Hoo she swan shuh poo. 100.

^- Hi $B ^ Hoo she swrxn shuh se

ts'ai'ni. 101. viii.

^C ^ f
j

1(3 ^ H M Hoo She swan

shiih se Is'aou t'oo keae. 101.

M ^ ^ 11 -?K Hoo ch'ing siiy sz6 k'eu

ko. 51.

il ^i ftc ?I -fifl IIoo k'ew ch'a king choo

po6. 119.

ffl /^ ;S Hoo chow foo che\ 88.

J! it iS Hoo kwang t'ung che\ 37.

^fl ^ 'G iS Hoo nan kin shih che. 63.

il II f H..6 juen tsa ke. 49. vi.

M -? M Hoo 16 tsze peih fan. 101. xi.

?S ^ How han ke. 20.

ft H How han shoo. 13, 14.

||j -?] i How kwan shih luh. 119.

W p ft!
How se yew ke. 1G2.

UJ llf ]iS How shan she hwa. 107. vii.

* ^ How tsing liih. 157. vii, viii

l ?Ji ^ Hung low mung. 162.

II ^ * Pit Pt 5fil ^ 5-' Hung maou fan

vin2 keih le k'abu led. 53.

^ JE iE SM Hiing woo ching yiin. 9.

gt SC E3 ^ ^ ?4 II Hung wob sze neun

tans k'o luh. 30. xi

S^?#.%!X?i;^ Hwa e hwa

miih neaou show chin wan k'aou. 135.

S H ji ? IS P^ Hwa yen fa keac kwan

mun. 172.

1 Tri] |ft Hwa keen tseih. 203.

? IS Hwa king. 120.

J #h ^ Hwa wae tseih. 203. viii.

If $ ^ Ifc Hwa heo pe keuu. 109.

fi i Hwa keen. 109.

^j Sfc Hwa keue. 111. Yiii.

JJ ^ Hwa tseuen. 111. viii.

'f-fc W Hwa shoo. 127. iv.

Ht T& -f Hwae nan tsze. 126.

'} 7e f? 5 If
_

IS ^ Si Hw&n hwa

pno shih heen king ming tseih luh. 115.

J M M ,W. H ^ Hwan kae t'ung hMn foo

shwo. 86. ix, xiii.

\^L %% Hwang e. 140.

ft 9 tt V 1$ Hwang ch'aou 16 k' t'oo

shih. 58.

H ^1J ^ J!l l ^ HwSng ch'aou wo6 kung

ke shing. 34. *'

M ^ ^ ^ Hwang sung shoo luh. 109. viii.

Si UJ !v> & Hwang shan che leo. 50.

pi J5 B fj' Hwang she jih ch'aou. 70.

55 ^ ^ S H Hwang taou tsung sing t'oo.

104.
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^ ^ ^ FM] Hwang te soo wan. 77.

X ft ft S. W. ?< If M IB: Hwang fing

nuy king woo tsang lull foo t'oo shwo. 177.

fef iHt Jn jo* Hwuy chow foo che. 38.

lS ll ^ 2j Hwuy uwiiy yucn lae. 145.

lSl SI IS Hwuy keang che. 51.

t^ \%L $fo Jaou how luh. 68.

^ 3$ Jaou luh. 68.

$t flu 4H $J Jen che tseih le. 201.

Till felt Jih che luh. 130.

T* la OH Jih hea k'ew w;tn. 36.

fi;k I .^4 Jih k'6 peen mung. 170.

p'k JK ?c Jih k'6 tso yaou. 145.

Jih sun chae peih ke. 130. xiii.

B

B
B

IJi] Si Jih win luh.

A
A
ti

A
A
A

Bf)

$}

&J

m

134. xiii.

126. ii, xiii.

Pinf Jin wiih lun. 65.

IPJ Joo lin poo. 31. xi.

P'l ^? Juli fuh wan ti. 172.

fllP IS Juh lang kea king. 164.

1C, Jah shah ke. 29. viii.

I? /^ Juy ch'ing hcen clio. 41.

% [pj Kae yuen k'aou t'ung. 58.

;S K'ae chow chf . 42.

II ^j K'ae fang slilh le. 102.

7C [5 IS K'ae yucn chen king. 105.

7C W ^ ili K'ae yucn shih keaou luh. 166.

~jt I? ft &| ^- Hi K'ae yuon shih keaou

liih leo ch'uli. 167.

M t? ^U Kang keen d che lull. 21.

.} ^ rg Kang muh chih shih. 21.

1 ^ &2 Kang muh L'a6u ching. 21.

3 ^ | Kang muh k'a6n e. 20.

@ ife ^ Kang muh tseih Ian. 21,

g Kang tszfi seaou hea ke. 110.

efi T5C Kang tsze seaou hoi ke

1
f

s

iFIS
keaou

171.

Jll. xi.

Bgf Kang chih t'oo she. 75. viii.

Jfl. K'ang he tsze teen. 8.

K'ang ts'ang tsze. 176.

K'anjr ke hih. 133. xi.

WP PP ifjs Kaou fung ta sze yu luh.

?fi ;J<C Kaou how mung k'ew. 99.

. IS Kaou sang chuen. 167.

-t 31 .as /$. fj 4f| -j?j Kaou shang yuh
hwar : g pirn hing tseih king. 179.

^ f^ Kaou sze chuen. 28. ii, iii, xii.

A .

L

>|'H
j Kaou fang chow che. 42.

-tfc K:,ou tung k'e tseih. 186. xi.

Hi JS1 ill: -|f $1 Kaou wang kwan sh6 yin
kinp. 172.

"cf W /?( Si Kaou keae yuen e. 142.

^5 ^1 'S?; $ K'aou pwan yu sze. 135.

^S i^I /Kl ^ Ke ho yuen pun. 95. ix.

^| )\j) Ke llh. 147.

^ A "t" Ii Kejinshihpiien. 139. ix.

Bi |t 3$ M K<> she fung keen. 179.

-^ SI W $t Tit K6 yuen ke so ke. 137.

fa "^T i Ke ko6 luh. 20.

ft "6" $S Ke ko6 show keen. 169.

-IE yfc JJiff tt Ke heaou sin shoo. 73.

chuli loo che mo. 136. xi.

/Id 7C ^' ^ Kfc yuen yaou leo. 58. xi.

^i Ha IS l*fJ K'e k'ew suh wan. 158.

S ^J" fe3 iS K'e tan kwo che. 24.

^ ^ ^- i^ K'e miiug swan tsee. 103.

t|f ^ H ^ K'e k'4 t'oo shwo. 116. xiii.

j? -^ 'j'j* jiii} Kea i-eo tseen lun. 144.

fe* ff PfJ ^S- Kea heen yin leo. 113.

'P f^ ?jijl III Kea shin tsft ke. 166.

k'ew shwo taug lae peeu king. 166.

^ JpS M S^ Kea yew tsa che. 156.

$$ W- ii S* Kea tse e kaou. 183.

?K 'iff J^C IS Keae seaou tsae king. 165.

5i~ ^ 3t W' Kea6 ch'a wuy ch'aou. 119.

5]" 'T' ffil iyi (ft Keae tsze yuou hwa chuen.

n iaS 6& Keae me lun. 144.

?I ^ 3x life Keang ban ts'ung fan. 161.

?X 'ilE 4'i;- ^V J^t Keang hwaeejiu luh. 156.

iX lit <L ^4t Jjy Keaiig lin ke tsa ch4. 156.

|X |^ j|i >j Keang nan t'uug che. 35.

t $J Dy* jit Keang nan yay she. 33.

iX I^J ,, ,^ Keang nan yu seen. 124.

|L j^J %fe $$ Keaug nan yu tsae. 33. viii.

jX jji- Jrj" ^ Keang niug foo ch6. 37.

)X ^ Tii> Keang peaou che. 33.

iX _J1 fllx ,,.,. jj^ Keang shang koo chung liih.

vui.

I pe

v.

xi.

124.

xi.

viii.

vii.

ix

tt

tt

fit

J. L

T'J

111.

ft-

5ai ^ 3 Keang soo hae yun
?in. o'J.

. & Keang tsun seaou hea luh.

IS iii- Keaug yin heen che. 39.

Jiq tTO Keaou hing t'eih kaou. 188. xi.

S& Keaou yew luu. 138. ix.

il'j B Keaou nan so ke. 159.
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ft fil H S iW H Si? Ta tih ch'ang kwo

chow t'oo che. 40.

ft fit as ^ S f 'I
T'1 ts

'

inS hwang te shing

heun. 28.

ft ff!j fjjl $] Ta ts'ing leuh le. 57.

ft ll ft ft DJ $ ; Ta yo fa ho shan

ke leo. 44.

31? ^r F>3 Ta k'ih wan. 144.

f tt ^ Tae soo heo. 104.

"f^i $i& fit t& l& Ta6 we tseih shih keih. 104.

H ill l $$ Tae wan ke leo. 48. vi.

"a ^ l ^ T'ae tsung she he. 168.

SuT >^- IS T'ae sei
h_king.

178.

ft'Sil^sl^i^Cjl.^fifSliJ T'ae e yuen

keih kew leang fang t'elh yaou. 85.

ft }< |S T'ne heuSnking. 69.

ft ?S3 ff ^ T'ae hoo pe k'aou. 49.

ft @ Nl 3u pW T'ae keih t'oo shwo lun. 71 .

ft l ^ IS T'ae pih yin king. 73. xiii.

ft ^P '& *
IE. T !ae ping hwan yu ke. 36.

ft nz fH iH T'ae ping peen luy. 146.

ft ^p $9 5 T'ae ping yii Ian. 146.

ft _t $> ~$C W ~s IS T'ae shang ch'ih wan

t'ung koo king. 178.

ft-tjClilPJ ^^$M T'ae shang hwang
t'ing nuy king yuh king. 177.

t'ing wa king yuh king. 177.

ft _t M IS M T'a^ shang kanying peen. 179.

laou keun shwo ch'ang tsing tsing king. 178.

ft ft Ifc ft i^ ^ ^ ^ IS T'ae

shang shing heuen shwo seaou tsae hwo ming
meaou king. 178.

ft |ft H % H If R IS T'ae shang
shwo san yncn Ban kwan patm king. 180.

ft _t !ft
= % t *K li T'ae shang

shwo san yuen aze kwan paou king. 180.

ft _fc ft JJ2. |M T'a4 shang tafungking. 178.

ft Jl }t] i fit ^C |$ fs XS -Sfl ft IS
T'a^ shang t'ung heuen ling paou tsze t'ung

pun yuen chin king. 179.

ft A jfe $1 T'ae she she le. 05.

ft fl IS Tae we king. 107.

ft % fi? T'ae yuen keae. 69.

JEI H fU St *0" j'i T'afi se chung tow k'e fa

83.

W ?K fi T'ae se shwuy fS. 76. is.

[lj JE ti Ifi T'ae shan ta6u le ke. 50. si.

^ ^ Tan kwei tselh. 180.

&
Ifr

n

JL HI
IS f*

Tan yuen jiin luh. 130.

fl Tan yuen siih luh. 130.

ilc Tan yuen teih luh. 130.

^ Tan yuen ts'ung luh. 130.

^i Tan yuen yu luh. 130.

llr T'an k6 ts'ung shoo. 137:

T'an woo tih leuh- 165.

S T'an lung luh. 201.

5C T'an teen. 104.

^ i $S T'an chae t'ung peen.

'$9 tH H Tang hoo tseaou shoo.

tip T'ana p'in. 123.

^ /^ ^ T'ang yih pun ts'aou.

$!! 5 T'ang chih yen. 152.

P3 ft T'ang k'eue sh6. 155.

: 7^ |&. T'ang luh teen. 54.

|M l$J T'ang luy han. 150.

IS ^ fi? Hi l T'ang she ho keae tseen

195.

T'ang she lun twan. 64. xi.

^ T '

ari? to. chaou ling tseih. 27.

^ ? f$ T'aDg tsae tszft chuen. 28. xii.

fJO $2, T'ang tsze ke. 203.

? ric ^ T'ang yin mow tseen.

xi.

130. xiii.

137.

79.

choo.

ft 13

J]

i

FlU

W f: T'ang yin t'ung ts'een.

*f! T'ang yun. 8.

H! JE T'ang yun ching. 10.

^1) fl Taou keen luh. 114.

yu

195.

194.

xii.

choo yen& "S i Taou

tsze seu fa. 144.

^ i^ ^- Ta&H 6 che leo. 47.

^ ^T ^ Taou shoo tseuen tseih. 179.

fi ft $ 5 Taou tih chin king choo. 171.

111 IS Taou tih king. 173.

{^ ^ gi Taou tih king choo. 173.

f& IS 15? Taou tih king keae. 173.

^fc if ff? T'aou choo sin luh. 158.

i $1 Te ching peen. 141.

i^ Te heo. 67.

91 flt K Te le pe Ian. 54.

Sfi -^
* Te 1& tseuen che. 54.

3S ')$. ^ n M ^ Teaou k' leen wae

tan t'oo shwo. 124.

^ A fj Teaou ke leih fan. 33. vi.ii.

[ffil UJ 1SS Is^. T'ee wei shan ts'img fan. 157.

fr $E p Teen hing ke ch'ing. 30. vi.

!$ $& p Teen k'in ke y6w. 50. vi.

[ft if lu Teen nan sin yu. 61. xi.

l%" tt- tf fl Teen nauyihk'6w luh. 130. si,
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. T'eeu choo keang

sang yen hing ke leo. 140.

5c i V. ^ T'een choo shih e. 138. ix.

5^ -jj M. jji| ^ M T'een fang teen le tslh

yaou keae. 145.

?C if S fil f* T'een heang low gowtih. 135.

vi.

5c ^ ^ jj T'een heo hwiiy t'ung. 89.

3C ?C $") ll" T'een hwa tsing yen. 83.

?C fa iir "$ & M IK l>t T' eu llow suing

moo choo keae tseen she. 180.

^^^f^^KalHiS T'een h6w shilis

moo shing tseih t'oo che. 180.

3C lit IP) SI SC T'een joo t'ung e k'aou. 142.

5C ^ T'i-en keae. 141.

ITC 11 li T'een lull shih yu. 136. vi.

5C ^ IS W ? n Bl H n. T'een ninglexi

sung k'eae shell sze yu lull. 171.

3i $ 9: )$. T'uen poo chin yuen. 89, xii,xiii.

5^ iP W J& .A ^" if$ T'een poo chin yuen

jin ming poo. 106.

3^ !l EcL fifr T'een l
'ang chin lo6 - 144 '

5C f'-J ^ Teen wan leo, 87. ix, xi.

3C 3SC ^- li? T'eeu wan leo lun. 104.

^ ^C S T'een wan luy. 101.

ching k'wan k'wei tseih yaou. 107.

^ "* ^ jM ft II- @ T 'eon ylb k tsang

shoo tsiing nifth. 64.

5^ 7C M 91 ^ ^ T'cien yuon leihletseuen

shoo. 96.

Sit ^ PP T'een shih p'in. 123.

i! ?P] H If T'efin tsze t'oo pob. 205.

'I'l "^1: 'S If T
'

elh an shlh P 6 - 119>

ft^ fp IE ^J T'eih tsuy ching kwei. 140.

$ ^T if Till hing poo. 144.

"T" :;: -f ft ^ Ting heaou tsze she tseih. 187.

xi.

T t ^P ^ Ting h6 n66n tselb - 187<

~J" j? ^C j^ Ting keii swan fa. 95. viii.

/ f-@ IJ, Sv Ting hae heen che. 40.

M $% Ting lsh ' 115 ' "'

IS ^l T'ing she. 152, 158. vii.

$ ^ ft IS T '

ing cnae slle lnvi - 198 ' xi -

$U iV S^. ^ Too kung fan tswan. 160.

& t$ ft9A nil If ^ S- Toosheshwang

shing fee yun poo kwo leo. 201. xi.

ft PH $ft $S Too yang tsa peen. 155.

IB M! If! fS T'oo choo nan king. 78,

llil ft )M fefc fl ^ T'oo choo mill keu peen

chin. 79.

JfL

5ii

j|l

V
1

,-

t]J

|IJ

?ft

}fl

^ S M T'oo hwiiy paou keen. 110.

M IB ^ T'ow leen se ts'aou. 95. viiK

3p >C ;jfe Tsl hwa wan peaou. 172.

51 life $S Tsa p'e yu king. 166.

g;j( U ]H "^" "j^" Tsa yiing pih urh shih

show. 183. xi

keu. 112.

lii & I.S Tsan sang no peen. 77.

flr Tsan shoo. 75. viii.

It -jit $1 Ut Tsan yunlowtsashwo. 161. vi.

|fQ ^ Ts'an t'ung k'6. 176.

*$> $ffc Ts'an Iwan luh. 29. viii.

'ify Ft t& Tsang liae she hwa. 198. viii.

jR fi'f ^15 Tsang kwiing sin shiih. 100.

& 5 g 11 p!5 SI ^ Tsang sew ho6

chod le poo yun leo. 9.

$ H^ Tsaou wan k'o. 144.

$ ^ u^ ?ife Tsaou ko peaou kee:

Hf 13 Ts'aou chwang tsz6, 202.

7-E If Ts'aou hwa poo. 120.

Tfv -Jp Ts'aou muh tsze. 134.

Ili ij| @ Tse yin kang muh. 80.

I |B Tse heae ke. 154.

fifif Tse lun. 6.

^ Tse shing. 41.

JjC if- f Tse tung yiy yd. 133.

lil 4fe Tse shan tseih. 187.

$$ ^L ^ sff fi Tseang keae ktw chang

swan f;l. 94.

M Ai ^ ^- ?i tl Ml Tseang keae kew

chang swan fa cha ke. 94.

W >]"> IE Tseaou heang seaou k^. 131. xiil.

ill ; Tseaou shan che. 42.

lU "^T iHr 5^ Tseaou shan koo ting k'aoa.

115.

JS IS Tseay wa nang fa t'een tsze show

san kwei ehwo meen go taou king. 164.

?ffi ?t ^ Tseay gan she ch'aou. 191.

fjjj Tsee yun. 8.

llH ^p ^! [^ Tsee yun che chang t'oo. 9.

fe* Tseen lieu. 69.

^| $$ Tseen heu keae. 69. xi.

ffS IB fl" Tseen k'eo luy shoo. 150.

Iff ^ ^ 35 3St S$ J^ Tseen neen fang

kin shih wan po wei. 63.

$ff ^ J$C ^ Tseen neen fang wan
tseih^

191.

fang kin shih wan tsze muh luh. 63.

- 102-

viii

ii..

vii.

viii
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f* if,'.

seaou

i.

been

J^ ill $5 Tse'en shan tselh. 185.

$C ^ ?K IE Tseeu ch'a shwuy ke. 119.

^Kf $1 la Tseen han shoo. 13, 14.

M it? If li Tscen che sin peen. 118.

Tseen pe k'aou. 118.

ippij Tseen poo te kang. 118.

$% JS >J> 51 H IS Jl tfc Tseen she

urh yo ching keuo. 84.

3i 3^4 IS Tse'en shih foo. 118,

$ $fc R 1? yt Tse'en fang seen

chuen tsiin. 28.

show ts'eeu yen kwan she yin poo sa kwang
ti yuen mwau woo gae ta pei sin t'o 16 no

king. 16").

f t|( QJ @ Ts'een k'ing fang shoo muh.

60.

M H 1C. Tselh e ke. 155, iii, v.

H " H Tselh koo luh. 61.

3ik
"

ffl nl Tseih k yin fan - 113 -

^fc i& J? ^f Tseih yen leang fang. 85.

4 tfl Tseili yun. 8.

chae chung ting e k'e k'wan shih. 116.

It! HI 0. ^ Tseih mill heen che. 41.

!l 1?1 ^ SE Ts'eih koo swan kins. 93. viii.

Ts'eih keii te fuh ta sin chuu te t'o 16 ne king.

164.

-t ^ Ts'eih k'lh. 139. ix.

-fc "t* H. K i^ M Ts'eih shih urh hcun scing

81.

4^ -f* ^L $; ^Ts'eih shih urh howk'a6n.34.xi.

fc fill S& 111 JJ^ f^S Ts'eih sung fang shih

i'ih. "['','>. viii.

^ !& Tseuen che. 117.

^ P ff S& Tseuen fe sin lun. 85.

JB )S BpJ Tsew peen tsze. 202.

l@ Bf Tsew poo. 120. v.

JS M HI T^ew teen poo. 120.

'K dll tin SW So Ts'ew sing ko she hwa, 200.

';: M Tsih ])eyu fan. 65.

ins. 105.

^i Tsih swan. 93.

/(^ 7C H. Ts'ih foo yuen kwei. 147.

W ~Kt i, ^J Ts'ih foo yuen kwei fuh

f-h:'. 147.

Jl'" ? [o( Ts'ili ; ;; :ii)L' e fung. 88. xii.

j8 ?i itsi Ts'ili leiing la e. 88. is, sii.

|>i Ts'ili yuen liai king. 93. viii.

.%> To- Tain yuu heen che. 40.

l Tsing k'ang seang'soo ts"i

H ^ Tsinleo. 32.

W It ^ Tsin she shing. 34. iii.

^ ^ Tsin shoo. 13, 15.

ffi H II !& Tsing till heen che. 40.

U ^ A 6JC ^ Tsing gan pa yung tse li.

194.

m a m %
ke. 128. xiii.

J^ IS ^ ^ ^ Tsing ne'e jen he'ang tseih. 172.

J^ 3 ? W Tsing nee yaou yen. 172.

ffJ i ^ ^ ^ Tsing foo shing lie'en luh. 172.

^ i ffi Tsing foo tsan. 170.

Vrf JS 'J
1

* w Ts'ing po sea&u che. 101.

'iff i!>t 'J'* !& ?(l Ts'ing po seaou che poo. 161.

If ?$i M iS Ts'ing poo heen che. 39.

TH :R ^ ^a Pfl Si Ts'ingchinyuen che ch'en

e. 145.

'(W ife )5'J ^ Ts'ing po pee che. 158. viii.

W JS $S i^ Ts'ing po tsa che. 158. viii.

'}1f "S ^ Ts'ing sun tseih. 187. viji.

W 5C ^> Ts'ing t'een ko. 178.

W J$ ^ ^ Ts'ing yen ts'ung luh. 134. xi.

ft fj Tso shwo. 84.

^C fft Tso chuen. 5.

|Ci Tsoo ke. 26.

>^ jfe ff -f% Tsoo sh6 faon wuh. 34. iii.

^> if TSOOSBB. 181.

^ ^ 1^; ^] Tsoo sze chang kevi. 181.

$i^ l? I5 ut Tsoo sze tse6 choo. 182.

f? fjj

S fed

Tsoo shen chung king. 141.

Ts'oo bwiiy wan ta. 144.

Hi IS Tsun chob shing fan. 140.

A 1}^ Tsun sang pi tse'en. 85.

II fS Ts 'un chae she liwa. 199.

jifc Tsung king luh. 170.

^ -j^r fi Tsung king luh k'eu fe. 170.

& $%. Tsung yuen lull. 168.

7K X ff Tsung yium lull. 167.

'! Wi m Ts'ung heun chae yu. 71. xi.

j M H Ts'ung chins lelh shoo. 88.

& W I! iS Ts'un. ining heen che. 42.

& ~~
'3L B SB |^ ^ Ts'ung yih fan? ji'i

uy jieih. 141.

JK 2* A. H IS Ts'uykungjuh yoking. 178.

^ -^ lU M ^- ^ Ts'uy wei shan fang ;-

hc.j. 101.

?C lYf 5E IS Tsze che fung keen, 20.

fE Tn 51 S M @ Tsze che fuug keen kang

!;ifili. 21.

fi fu '1, SSi *] @ S nJJ Tsx.e che fun-

i kang muh fa ming. 20.

Ill
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H Tsze clie t
'un ks*n k 'aou

Tsze che t'ung keen muhgc ft S ii E

luh. 20.

| Tn Jffi. S ^ 3t t$ 1$ Tsze clie l
'ung

slii'i -,v;in peen woo. 20.

fc $)fl JXi fa |lfj Tsze lew she U'ew win. 152.

^ H Tsze keen. 10.

^ dt Tsze wuy. 8.

jF ^ ~f~ Tsx.e hwa tsze. 125.

ft 3^ II ^Q Tsze she nan die. 79.

! fS ^ ^ ^ Ul SE S T^6 i)ei kwan

yin heana shan paoutsan. 170.

^ fe i^ Ml H] ^ $? ^5 Tsze jiei sew ta6a

!r\v hfiai [lii'ni keuen. 170.

S ^ sE ifi ?K tS Tsii-6 i)ei taikl cli
'

ai)g

shwuy tsan. 170.

i? fl^ JE ift 1'S Tsze pei taou ch'ang tsan.170.

|pj ^ Tsze che. 204. si.

IP) ^ ^! ^f Tsze heo tseuon shoo. 205.

gpj ^ Ts::e. leuh. 204.

ifp] ^ Tsze yueu. 204. siii.

en] 11 T-z6 yun. 204.

WS ^. ~fj
^ $ ^ T '

utl she fang yu ke yaou.

ch'in". 70.

fg, T'uh shoo k6. 70.

H Jl iw T'"h sin tsi ch - 158 '

if ^ I& fP Tun ha6u fang liin yin. 113.

5Ji lis ^ T'uu yen die y6n. 130.

M -Jit Iti Tiui? ch
'

in s ts -1 ki'- 46 -

jil j'J ? Tu"S chow li;
'6 kw " ch^ 1G2 '

-'^ S | Tung e paou keen. 82.

i^ ^ ^ Tun llin hwil >' yaou. 5G. i.

$f ^ f^ Tung been peih lilh. 157. vii.

^ Wf. Tung hwa luh. 22.

5S Itj ^ Tung hwan ke ch'ing. 30. vi.

Jjl $l i^ Tung kaou tsa ch'aou. 161. xi.

jl if. |f Tung p'o neen poo. 29.

i(5t ^ ^ Tung p'o sh6w tsih. 131.

ilSi ^t ^ Tung p'o tseuen tselh. 183.

W '1^ ^ T"ng se yans k'abu. 47.

iUHi.V SSI*lSi(SI Tung
; h;;n Isin kuugtwan keuszesung ko6 yu liilr

171.

W
:
M Tung yuen luh. 131. xi.

$ il BEi Tung yay tseen ke. 136. vi-

IP] ~$t 9- ^0 T'unc! wan swan che. 95.
ix_

P 25C B! I^C T'ung wdc yi\n t'ving. 12.
"

gchfi. 24.

_ T'ung e luh. 138.

S Hi @ T'uns keen kang muh. 20.

ill S @ U fi T'ung keen kang mull

si i
oo fa. 20.

H B H *JE Tung kgfe kang
mull tselh Ian ching woo. 21.

H IE ^ ^ ^ T'ung keen ke sze pun
mo. 22.

S! W- 1^J T'"n? keen slnh le. 20.

M ^ IG< T'UMS keen wae ke. 20.

-^. T'nng U.:en.

lS !3C M ^S T'ung yuen chin king. 175.

f) M '^ Sv T'ung k'e seen che. 51. vi.

M ^ M 3S / IS $S T'ung heuen ling

'.van king. 178.

})iij ^5 fi^ 4(4 T'i'ing seaou she tseih. 194. viii.

J|o] ^pj ^j 7il? T'ung seaou t'oo che. 45. viii

tjp] lU j/T" ^ ^ TYuit; shan keae eh'a lie. 119

ilu] 5^ wa life ?! S 25 ill IE T'ung i

full t'e yo tuh ming shan ke. 177.

}|s| 5c 1^ p
1 T 'uns t'

IP") 5^

SB A
M A
ft IK

ft tfc

T'ung t'een ts'ing luh. 134. iv. v.

2^ fc T'ung jin chin kew king. 81.

x^ T'ung jin shoo heue. 81.

?i Tu >'
so6 k(iin m - 103>

?. Tuy soo fan yu6n. 103. xii.

^ ? I? T'uy poo ta keae. 98. xiii.

i & Twan k '

e y^u sbfe - 11G -

JS f -ft ^ Twan k'e yn shih k'aou.lir,

| ^ IS Uhk'6king. 72. ii.v.

^ gj. chin chuen. 31,

1 ^ "^H Urh heang k'in poo. 114.

5i -f* ii JE it S* Urh sbih "rh shi wisn

ch'aou. -2.

~
-j- j| gj Urh shih vlh she wan

If ^ Urh shin ya> luh. 27.

LT
rli ya. 7.

ff ($ Urh gan she hwa. 200.

SS \n Wa6 k'o ching che. 83.

J ^ Wa6 k'o chlng tsung. 83.

^y 3^ Wae k'o shih fa. 83.

jfejn- !^. Wae k'o tsing yaou. 83.

\t 'li SP) ^a kw" chiih che tsze. 51. Xi.

tauu wan shing ta shing fa woo go e kiug.
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171.

Wi '$ Jft JR Wan wuh chin yuen. 140.

SS 55 DO Wan tsaou p'in. 120.

]3C tH W ^ Us P% jS Win ch'ang te keun

yin tseih wan. 180.

3t #n M IS Wan che chin king. 174.

3t & IS Wan chung tseih. 185.

3t J? P3 iff Wan fang sze pod. 116.

3C S\ ^C JlX Wan heen ta ching. 148.

3C JB\ JB ^ Wan heen t'nng k'aou. 55.

3C ftt Wan lull. 197. iv, xi.

"$C Jll Wan seuen. 192.

3t 'M pi Win seuen choo. 192.

!$t X % J Win seuen k'aou 6. 201.

3C JiS -V- ll ?JB IF Wan seuen le choo po6
cliiim. 201.

2S ^ fill '-P Til 5> Wan seuen le lieo keuen

yu. 201 .

3C iel M Scl ] ngF 6T Wan seuen yen paou
.-he ping. 193.

25C Ut Wan shwu. 198.

~*. >& Ml fl Wan sin teaou lung. 197. ii.

3C >lf WE BB ittf p Wan sin teaou lung tseih

choo. r.i7.

3!C ^- H Win teen luy hail. 150.

2>C ? Win tszf'. 175. xiii.

35C {f!l iSJ ft @ Win yuen ko shoo muh. 60.

3C iTl 5^ i^ Win yuen yirig hwa. 193.

3C ?Ei 3i
*

CT ?2 Wan yuen ying hwa peen

? '-'I-
i, viii.

W A K %&. '& W Wan jin she tow chin liin.

88.

Ijfl J& 5. $$ Win ke.en k'in luh. 156. v, viii.

M M ^ Wang k'e tseih. 188.

EE jii IE liS Wang choo ching go. 184.

E P:57 Ifl ^ Wang yang ming tseih, 188.

!!l Ifj 3t ^ Wei nan win tseih. 186.

i/f! ^f Wei igo. 129. xiii.

n. JP |p H Wei mo kelh king. 164.

^J 5i l$l ^ W'ei sing hung paou. 85.

$j ^ Bl 1S^ Wei tsang t'oo shih. 52.

|& H IS S IS it ^ ^ Wei san t'e shih

king <": tsscis k'aou. 64.

^1 J3t SI E Wei she poo ching. 30. xi.

if i*! Wei shoo. 13, 16.

0f6 6^ ^. ~T iW Wei shih san shih lun. 165.

^ f/iO II. i Woo hoo he6n che. 39.

#!' M -Ife Woo k'e tseih. 1S7. viii,

! ^ Woo k'e k'aou. 49.

ftf Jft ill ^a l Ufc Woo chin chih cht tseang
1 70.

Woo c in piim. 176.

"Icf :SI

)lD Woo chin peen choo soo. 176.

JL f

3L f^
W

JE 31

3t W

ii WoJ chin peen szfi choo. 17t!.

^ J II =^ ^ Woo min e chae swan

heo. 102.

3 $ H! $F Woo chay yun foo. 11.

51 ^ II J| Woo chay yun siiy. 11.

3L ~f) ~J& ^f3 Woo fang yuen yin. 11.

3L $M ^ S| Woo king swan shuh. 92, i.

H IS ;)M IS Woo king luy peen. 150.

3 HI $C $ Wo kwo ko sz ' 33. viii.

J 7fc JS Woo muh king. 114.

P5 H |S || ffi fi Wo6 mun shen king

yaou yung fa. 166.
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